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Editorial
VISUAL education, on the scale now contemplated by a host of progressive
American educators, is new.
Newness is sometimes uncomfortable.
It
calls for adaptation — even for reform.
Its chief enemy is intellectual
inertia — that comfortable attitude of mind that is rooted in tradition and in the
biological affection for the line of least resistance.
To continue established
methods is far easier than to analyse and evaluate new possibilities.
This
attitude is venerable and is probably immortal.
When it can
novelty
no longer be adopted on a proved proposition, it can serve for a
AND

INERTIA

,-n
S"^ newer one-

One of the most irritating qualities of the new visual movement is its power of "speeding up" the educational process, its evident ability to
achieve the same result in less time. A saving of time suggests a loss of virtue
in the action or in the product. Instinctively a certain proportion of the race
measures the worth of an activity by its duration and shrinks at the idea of
doing a thing more rapidly than it was done before. When the bolder spirits
have proved the case, the race accepts the new means or the new methods and
transfers its shrinking to the next innovation on the program. "Slow but sure"
is a mighty phrase of great antiquity. It has unquestionably much to recommend it,but also much to answer for.
# * * * *
Speed, increasing speed, is the chief characteristic that distinguishes the forward march of conscious civilization from the
leisurely advance of natural evolution.
The material world is blindly obedient to the forces operating within and
around it; content and unhurried, with endless time at her disposal, Nature
knows she will accomplish ultimately all her possibilities. Man, on the other
hand, insists, as far as possible, upon the selection and c-Teation of the forces which
he will obey. He knows the briefness of his span; knows he must move fast if
he would achieve; seeks always, therefore, to hurry the rate of progress, and he
has succeeded pretty steadily from the day when he became "man."
Nature's tempo remains relatively unchanged. If it varies occasionally it
is due to no choice or desire of her own. A sudden concentration of forces at a
SPEED
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given moment may fell a tree that took a thousand years to grow and would
normally have taken another thousand years to die; may shatter a volcanic cone,
or hurry the deformation of a portion of the old earth's crust. But usually she
is satisfied with an easy pace. Rain and wind may come when
tempoE'S

^ey Please
anci may
d° tneir
oest centuries
at gnawing
down the
moun-a
tains; a rivulet
haveslmv
all the
it needs
to carve
comfortable path for its perpetual journey to the sea; life forces may continue
their unending play at creation and destruction of their myriad forms, achieving
small difference in a blade of grass at the end of an aeon from a blade of grass
at the beginning.
"Speeding up" is not one of Nature's worries.
Man, on the contrary, has little patience with this method. He seeks speed
in what he grows, in the things he makes, in the way he moves. It matters little
to Nature if she spends a hundred thousand years between Eohippus and an
ordinary horse, but Man wants his thoroughbred within a few generations. iSTew
flowers and fruits and vegetables might come in time by Nature's method but
Burbank's suits us better. We admire our grandfathers, to be sure, for turning
out a pair of shoes in a day, but we want them now by thousands in the same
time. We find tunneling better than erosion for mountain barriers ; steel bridges
and drainage systems better than dessication for watery obstacles in our path;
irrigation better than waiting for meteorological variations through a vast lapse
of time to bring rainfall.
Transportation is a phase of human activity where the passion for speed is
most manifest. Increased rapidity of movement is always the
man's
speedixg-up

accompaniment — largely the cause — and perhaps
the surest
single criterion of social and economic progress. Man first
walked and bore his own burdens, each load but a fractional part

of what he desired to move. The first man-drawn wheeled cart, carrying a
multiple load at the same speed, achieved in one trip what had required three or
four. The "speeding up" process had begun. The ox drew a still larger load —
more speed. The horse drew the same load and faster — more speed — and the
maximum possible by the use of animate nature. Man had reached his limit
by ready-created means, but his restless appetite lived on. To appease it, mechanical transportation was born.
Ten miles, twenty miles, thirty miles an hour were achieved on steel rails.
The conservatives besran to express doubts. "We arrive at places nowadays, but
we travel no more," sighed Thackeray, regretting the passing of the genial stagecoach days. Speculation was rife as to how much greater speed could be endured
by living beings. Death by swiftness was a serious menace in the eyes of many.
Yet the steel rails yielded over a hundred miles an hour and the race still lived.
Man left the rails and found more speed in the air. Two hundred miles and more
is today's achievement and it is slight beside tomorrow's. When we shall have attained five hundred, plenty of arguments will be offered against a thousand.
Is this -principle of "speeding up" confined to the material and physical
aspects of civilization? Must the intellectual and spiritual side of human life be
content to move ever at the original tempo?

Is speed forbidden in mental de-

velopment? Ifthe answer to these questions could he "yes" those who oppose

LO
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visual education on this ground would be justified.

But unfortunately for the

objectors, the answer is "no/*
The whole history of racial evolution is a vivid
proof — the last century alone furnishes irresistible evidence.
tempo™1
In wIiat ma3r be calle(i "natural education7' consider the
speed attained since the development of the postal service, the
telephone, the telegraph, the modern newspaper, and the mighty motion picture.
The man in the street now possesses more real world knowledge than the learned
scholar of 1850 could have amassed in a life time. The young clerk today knows
better what is going on in the world of business than a captain of industry a
few generations ago. Our children have clearer conceptions of how the whole
world lives than their grandfathers possessed. In short, all races of men, all
classes of society, the individual products of every environment, are familiars —
thanks to the speed at which knowledge is circulated in these modern days.
Can formal education keep its pace unchanged in the midst of all this?
Obviously it cannot.
Already our boys and girls enter college years younger
than a short generation ago. There has been "speeding up" somewhere.
With
the advent of the most enlightening single force since printing — the motion
picture — more speed is inevitable.
It will come whether we
swift
accept, and thereby control it, or refuse and leave it to its headbut sure
iong anc[ ]awiess course.
Let education be swift as long as it is sound. Eesults,
whether slow or fast, must be accurate and permanent. The crux of the matter,
then, is this, "Can the motion picture produce results of the quality essential for
true education?" If so, the motion picture is inevitable in formal education,
for it gives speed and speed is a racial necessity. An authoritative answer to
this vital question can be given soon. Thousands of educators are at work, evidence is accumulating very rapidly, and the verdict already promises to be
overwhelmingly favorable.

Special Notice

Visual Education reaches its first birthday with this issue. The magazine
has enjoyed to the full the ills and troubles incident to and expected of the proverbial "first year." The paper market, the labor situation, the perversity of the
printing press, the high cost of novelty — and all the other enemies of magazine
infancy — have had their fling at the infant, and have managed to reduce somewhat the number of his public appearances. Nevertheless — aside from the
uneasy recollection of an incomplete Volume One complete in six numbers — the
child is more hopelessly healthy and vigorous than ever before. He now walks
alone and knows where he is going.
Visual Education starts the new year with heartiest best wishes to its
thousands of supporters, and with the firm assurance, given and received, that
the service and co-operation already established will be continued and greatly
extended during 1921.
(It is perhaps hardly necessary to state that expiration dates of all subscriptions and advertising contracts will be moved forward to compensate for
omitted numbers.)

MOTION PICTURES IN TEACHING
BIOLOGY
Charles F. Herm
Formerly

witK the American

Museum

The

wonderful achievements attained by the motion picture film in
depicting human life in dramas have
turned the attention of men of science

of Natural History, New

York

City.

so that even a child may understand
and realize them has been the problem.
A XEW

RESOLUTION
FOR
DIFFICULTY

AN

OLD

For a long

to employing the
same medium

period lemthis
probhas defied
solution : but

for the portrayal
of microscopic
life in action.

now, for the first
time in the dev e 1 o pm e n t of

Scenes of nature and the life
of animals visible to the naked

micro - cinematography, the
technical difficulties in picturing mammalian

eye have been
successfully recorded; but there
is a whole world

microscopic organic life have
been overcome,
and that great

of life that goes
on in each human being and

Micro-Cinematogram qf a forty-eight-hour-old chick embryo, together with its vascular area dissected from the yolk. The embryo has
been placed in a culture medium where it is kept for many hours while
the rhythmical action of the heart and the circulation of the blood are
photographed. This illustrates the importance of the motion picture
camera in reproducing biological facts inaccessible to the average
student. The heart is seen in the embryo as an external bulb-like
organ near the center of the animal. The dark vessels are the vitelline
arteries and their branches, while the lighter are the various branches
of the venous system (Magnification 120 diameters). This capillary
network demonstrates the ultimate connection between the arterial
and venous systems as well as the free endings of many of the capillary
tubes.
With the biological motion picture this fundamental aspect in the
circulation of the blood can be presented not only to the student of
embryology, with his incubators and expensive laboratory equipment,
but also to elementary classes in physiology and zdology. It requires,
however, production of Rims by specialists and not merely by men with
a popular fancy and no knowledge of the science they try to demonstrate.

world has has been revealed for us all
to see in its actual living workings.

in every animal and plant that is not
so visible, yet a knowledge of which is
indispensable if we are to live wisely.
How

Modern textbooks discuss many subjects in the various branches of biol-

to re-present these life processes
11
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oi* obserregion
to a to
belong
thai inacce
ogj
ssible
the general
vation
reader or student. They can be approached only by means of refined
ques
applied to special objects
techni
not ordinarily available for practical
study or demonstration. A knowledge
of these subjects must therefore in
most cases be acquired from textbooks
in which illustrations take the place
of the living object. Drawings or still
pictures, however excellent, cannot always convey an accurate mental picture of the living object. It is extremely difficult for the most skillful
technician to present even in a carefully preserved specimen, the exact appearance ofthe real object. The fixative and stain render the subjects in
some measure more or less schematic
and embody a considerable subjective
element of interpretation.
The motion picture, whatever its
shortcomings, gives an absolutely
faithful representation of what appears under the microscope or before
its lens; it contains no subjective elements save that involved in the focusing of the instrument, and hence conveys a true living picture — a picture
nearest to nature itself.
NEW

POSSIBILITIES

FOR

BIOLOGY

tried, proved and accepted as an essential aid. The biologist in particular has an immeasurable opportunity
for the production of films showing
biologic phenomena, such as the functions of the body in health and disease and the action of parasites. The
many activities of today for promoting aknowledge of personal and publu
hygiene offer an especially wide held,
for almost nothing has been done in
the way of cinematographic representation along these lines.*
Cinematograms of this sort would
undoubtedly be a most important adjunct to real educational effort. The
arduous and wearisome task of memorizing textbooks can be materially
moderated by the use of biological motion pictures. These pictures can be
made so logical, so clear, so free from
puzzling questions, that students will
almost immediately absorb the most
complicated subjects.
Cinema-microscopy is a great need of
the future. Many colleges and schools
are eager to introduce its results in
their classrooms, because they realize
that no other device equals it for conveying the difficult details of a lecture
But at present,
or an experiment.

There is no field of endeavor in
which the cinematograph has not been
Red blood cells of living chick 48 hours
after incubation, magnified 1,800 diameters.
The red blood cells, of which 25 billions
exist in the human body, are made by the
bone marrow and picked up by the blood as
it pours through the bones.
From the air we breathe, the red blood cells
take up oxygen which they impart to the tissues of the body through the porous walls of
the capillaries. They also carry the digested
food material to all organs of the body.

* Editor's Note — In this connection we would call attention to the article by C. E.
Turner, in Visual Education for November, 1920, entitled "Visual Health Education in
Grammar Schools."

Motion Pictures in Teaching Biology
where and how are schools to secuie
films of such a character — iilms on
microscopical subjects, strictly educaTransverse s e c tion of heart showing its chambers
and location o f
valves.
After opening a
mammalian heart it
is found to consist
of two pumps situated side by side,
each having two
chambers. The upper chambers are
the "auricles," the
lower ones the
"ventricles." The
right auricle and
ventricle form one
pump, the left auricle and ventricle
the other. Specially
constructed valves
are located between
each auricle and
ventricle; similar
valves are found bet w e e n ventricles
and blood vessels.
They permit the
blood to flow in one
direction only, thus
guarding against its
back flow.

tional, having high technical quality,
and produced by specialists just as textbooks are written and edited by specialists ?
FILM

TEXTBOOKS

The production of a film textbook of
zoology, physiology, or botany — a textbook which should contain hundreds of
short reels or subjects, scientifically correct, up to the highest standard of
learning, correlating with the approved
textbooks, has so far not been a commercial success. This has been due.,
perhaps, to a lack of specialists, as well
as to the large expense involved. The
public undoubtedly is interested, and
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secondary schools and colleges would
warmly welcome aid of this kind. It remains for some individual with a vision
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of the future to establish a microcinema
laboratory for the production of such
negatives.
The producer of such films, if he is
well acquainted with the various
branches of science, can devise interesting and original experiments to suit any
stage of knowledge. He can vary the
experiments so as to bring the pupil face
to face with things which can never be
illustrated by diagrams in a textbook.
He can lead the student step by step,
and the more deeply he plunges into the
particular branch of science, the wider
will be his scope in portraying scientific
phenomena by fascinating experiments.
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Above nil. the cinematograph gives
the sciential an opportunity to illustrate at will, and repeatedly, the results
of laboratory experiments. In many colleges, in medical schools, and even in
certain classes ol high schools, it is important to reproduce the living phenomena as closely as possible. Sketches,
wall charts and animated diagrams do
not show the different movements and
the results of the experiment; they do
not show the technique of the experimenter ;they do not show the accompanying reactions of the organisms,
such as heart beats, arterial, venous and
capillary flow of the blood, expansion
and contraction of the arterial walls,
acceleration of respiration, and the like.
But by means of the micro-cinematographic apparatus the most delicate
experiment can be recorded and all its
details reproduced with the utmost precision. At the same time, this wonder-

Kim CATIOM

ful instrument will save many hours of
tedious laboratory routine which can be
used to far greater advantage in original research. On the other hand, biological motion pictures will widen the
teaching power of any single experiment or demonstration and thus become
the greatest of all teachers.
SPECIAL

ADVANTAGES

When an experiment is well executed
and recorded on the film, and then
shown to a large opfience of students,
each individual can follow it precisely
and in all its details. By varying the
rapidity of the exposure the motion picture can quicken or retard the movements. As is easily understood, this
possibility offers great advantages for
demonstration.
Each film becomes a document representing a scientific truth. From this
original record any number of copies

Right ventricle of heart showing its interior structure:
The right ventricle pumping
the blood to the lungs, has comparatively thin walls. The most
important structures in the ventricle are the wedge-shaped muscular elevations called "Papillary
Muscles." From each of these
muscular elevations rise one or
more tendinous threads of variable size becoming attached to
the valves.
Carefully dissected anatomical
specimens can be recorded on
the biological film and presented
simultaneously and equally to a
great number of spectators.
Thus it enables the teacher to
demonstrate such important facts
leisurely and effectively, and permits the student to interrogate
and accurately crystallize his deductions from the demonstrations.

Motion
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can be made to supply the different schools and colleges of
the country.
A demonstration by biological
motion
pictures
possesses
at

Left ventricle of heart showing
pulmonary valve through which
the pure blood flows from the
lungs to the heart.
The left ventricle, which by its
contraction forces the blood
through the entire body, has
very thick walls.

Among the tendinous threads
notice especially those arising
from the two large papillary
muscles.

least three marked
advantages
over the laboratory experiments :
1. It reaches simultaneously
and equally a greater
number
of spectators.
2. It enables the teacher to demonstrate an important fact repeatedly and in leisurely fashion.
3. It permits the student to interrogate and thus accurately crystallize his deductions from the
experiment.
It is not merely that biological pictures are attractive and fascinating.
There are phenomena they can teach
which cannot be appreciated and understood through either the spoken or
printed word nor by means of any picture, chart or animated diagram since
these do not show the actual specimen
in action.
COMMERCIAL
FILMS
MEET
XEED

FAIL

TO

Many reels of motion pictures have
been produced on nature study for
which their producers have claimed
educational value in the study of biology. But few teachers have been satis-

lied to accept these as ■•'school films."
Rather they have been inclined to indignation that producers should expect
in their
them to use such "film hash" not
been
classrooms. These films have
made by educators or scientists, but
have been collected by men who catered
to popular fancy. The question with
them has always been. "Will this picture please exhibitors?"' And on this
basis their so-called '-'educational films"
on nature study and similar subjects
have been made and marketed. Many
have tried to market these films for
school use. but in most instances have
failed to introduce them into the biology classes because teachers refused to
use films that did not fit the course of
study.
OPPORTUXITY

OPEX

FOE

SCIENTISTS

The time has come for scientists to
turn their attention to the production
of biological films which will teach the
(Concluded

on

page

35)
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Figure 1
COPPER-WINGED

MONARCH

AN EXPERIMENT IN NATURE-STUDYTEACHING BY MOTION PICTURES
L. M. Belfield and E. H. Bausch
to see a reel picturing the life-history of
the Monarch butterfly; that following
the showing there would be a brief general discussion; that they would then
be asked to write, frankly and freely,
their opinion of the film and the motion-picture way of teaching nature
study. A few suggestive questions were
informally outlined before the picture
was screened.
The filming required nearly fifteen
minutes; the discussion consumed
about five minutes, and the actual writhour.ing of the papers rounded out the half

MENT in visual inEXPERI
struction which makes a highly
interesting and valuable addition to the gradually accumulating data
on the application of motion pictures to
school work, has recently been conducted in two grade schools of Evanston, Illinois. So widespread is the interest in all experimental investigation
of the visual method, and so meager as
yet are the materials we have to draw
upon in making scientific scrutiny of
this latest movement in American education, that a record of the experiment
is here set down in considerable detail.
AN

THE

THE

CONDITIONS

Near the close of October, the science
classes of the Lincolnwood and Noyes
Street schools in Evanston were assembled in their respective auditoriums for
the regular half -hour science period.
These classes are composed of boys and
girls in the seventh and eighth grades,
ranging in age from twelve to fourteen.
It had been announced that they were

PREPARATION

No specific preparation on the Monarch butterfly was given immediately
preceding the showing. Early in September, however, they had studied the
Black Swallowtail butterfly and its
larva, the carrot worm. The textbook
method had been used, supplemented by
mounted butterflies and by actual specimens of larva and chrysalis.
Twenty16

17
Nature Study Teaching by Motion Pictubes
five larvas had been assembled by the instructor, inthe* hope that at least one
out of so many specimens might chance
to enter the pupa stage during the daytime, for the delectation of her watchful young naturalists. But without a
single exception the transformations occurred during the night, and the children had to take the textbook's word
for the precise details of the mysterious
change from larva to chrysalis. Needless to say, they were deeply disappointed over the resultant limitation of
their personal observations to the "before and after" appearance of the specimens. Simultaneously there had been
on display in the school cases mounted
specimens of male and female Monarch
butterflies; but there was no intensive
study of this particular member of the
gauzy-winged clan. This study of the
Black Swallowtail had extended over
two weeks; which is to say, six halfhour periods. (The film presentation
described in this article occupied a single half -hour period.)
With such an opportunity to contrast
the ordinary methods with the visual
method of presenting the Monarch's
history, it was felt that the pupils
would be competent to express an intelligent choice between the two, both as
to interest and effectiveness.
It should be added that one section
of the youthful "optience" came to the
screen lesson absolutely without preparation. This was a class of fourthgraders. Hearing from the older pupils
of the projected showing, they had so
earnestly pleaded to be allowed to see
"the butterfly movies" that their teacher
made last-minute arrangements to have
them admitted. Later, she required
these eight and nine-year-old pupils to
write the story of what they. had seen,
not only as an exercise in composition,

but to satisfy herself just how much
they really were able to get from the
screening without the preliminary
study that is considered essential even
with the higher grades.
a fourth-grader's story
One of the many surprising accounts

^iSPfc::
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Figure 2
LARVA
GROWS
TO
MATURITY
UPON A RICH MILKWEED DIET

submitted by this elementary class is
here quoted verbatim et literatim. All
essential facts, minus the detail and
scientific nomenclature, are covered.
This review is the production of an
eight-year-old boy, Kenneth P., to
whom even such elementary science
terms as "larva" and "chrysalis" came
for the first time from the screen.
THE

LARVE

A few days ago I saw a picture of a
larve. The first picture was a larve on a
leave. He is not like a catterpiller because he hasn't any fuss. When he comes
out of the egg his food is the milk weed.
He creeps out on the leave and eats it
slowly, nice and neat. In a week or so
he sheds his skin. First he spins himself
a silk button. Then he hangs by his feet
and splits. He squeezes himself in his
own skin and wiggles. Then he brakes
out in a few days and turns into a buetiful butterfly. At first he is very weak
and can scarsely moove. He then creeps
into the sun and makes his wings britle,
and flys about more pretty then before.
THE

QUESTIONS

As already stated, before the film was
run the instructor announced that the
class would be requested to write a
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irank sti •i unit of li<>\\ the} liked the
mo1 iori-p hire way of learning in genera I, and I h is pid are in pari icnlar. By
way of indicating the points on whicli
comnienl should lie based, she suggested alew questions in advance of the
showing, and in the class discussions
that followed the filming, other points
were broughl forward by the children
i liemselves.
The method of developing the questions was entirely informal, they were
not written on the board, and naturally,
they varied somewhat in the different
classes. This explains why the vote on
some questions represents only a fraction of the total number of children
viewing the picture. To insure absolute
freedom of expression, the children
were promised that their papers would
not be graded; in fact, that their science instructor would not even see their
reports personally, but would immediately turn them over to the investigator.
No compulsion was exercised; those
who for any reason did not feel like
committing their opinions to paper
were excused from writing. It is significant that out of a little over 200
children involved, 194 turned in reports, proving by the very eagerness
with which they plunged into composition how intense was their interest in

BRAVELY
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Figure
4
SUSPENDING ITSELF BY
FASTENED
INTO
THE
SILK
BUTTON

this subject
work.
WHAT

THE

of the movies
CHILDREN

ITS

in school

THOUGHT

Question 1 — Would you rather
study science from the screen or
from actual
books? Why?specimens and textOf those who answered, 170 expressed themselves unreservedly in favor of the screen presentation, some
assigning more than one reason. Ten
were just as emphatic in their disapproval of motion pictures. William P.
was noncommittal: "All depends on the
Eighty-nine of the 170 thought that
textbook."
the film "makes things plainer' ;
"clearer' ; "much easier to understand."
"You get the story better"; "you get
more out of it," wrere comments repeated again and again.
"When I just heard the story of the
butterfly I did not understand it" wrote
Virginia W., "now I really do." Preston K. testified, "They make me understand the subject about twice as much
as the textbook"; while Clarence F. confessed, "I have never liked nature study
very much because I did not know much,
about it, but today I enjoyed the pictures more than any other on a subject

A

TINY

Figure
3
SILKEN
PAD

IS

SPUN

like that before" Eaymond L. put the
matter concretely: "You learn more

\ \ n be sti di

Tea< iiim;

when you actually see it done than when
you have to turn, say, to page t \6 or

298 and read all about if." "You can't
get so much from being lectured"
wrote Dorothy H., adding naively, "f
never knew the butterflies really ram,

nv

Motion

I'm tubes

10
while iti reading a hook you, cannot see
,7. and it is all so wondi rful that yo-i
cannot believe it. When you cully see

the moving pictures you believe them,"
and Kobert H. demanded : "Give me the
absolute picture of the life of the butterfly. It made the lesson seem more real
and really interesting:''' G. Lor en a put
it thus: "Really, I never could have
dreamed of so much interest in the life
of a butterfly. I could have heard it
read many times, but I never should be
able to gain as much reality in it as by
seeing it as I did." "It is easier to
write about it when shown on the screen

THE

Figure
5
OLD
GARMENT
IS WORKED
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OFF

out of the chrysalis, but 1 know if now
and think nature is just wonderful."
Thirty-one declared that the film
"makes the lesson more interesting and
not so dry3 ; "takes away the dullness"
etc. "Movies are not dry and uninteresting like a book" wrote George A..
and Julia H. averred: "I would just as
soon sit there in the auditorium all day

than if it was read out of a book," was
Helen L.'s opinion, and Frank "W. lived
delightfully up to his name when he
admitted, "If we did not have 'moving
pictures v:e would have to read in a
book, and I can always tell a thing
much better when- I see it in a picture."
-,. in the fact that the
Fifteen rejoiced
highly magnified pictures made it "easy
to see plainly, so that we could watch
every little movement." "The moving
pictures are so large that you can notice
every action easier than in a specimen,"

if it were to see films as interesting as
the one we just saw."
Twenty-two preferred the picture lesson "because it was more complete" ; "it
showed us the whole process." "You
cant see everything in the classroom
because the caterpillar almost jdivays

turns into a chrysalis at night." Helen
L. wrote, from her own disappointingexperience, and Ruth F. supported her
Figure
6
THIS
PENDANT
CHYSALIS
BUTTERFLY TAKE'S FORM

with, "Specimens always come out when
you are not there"
Seventeen stressed the point that the

WITHIN
THE

film "makes things more real and lifelike" "You can see it with your own
eyes" was the general refrain. Virginia
W. expressed it in this way: "The fUm
shows that these things really happen.

declared Richard W. "It is lots better
even than seeing the real thing happen" Genevieve W. wrote, "because in
a small specimen you cant see everything clearly the way you can on a big
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screen." John T. was of similar mind:
"It was like (he real thing, only better,
because you couldn't see the real thing
the way you can in a reel." Both Bertha
B. and Martin J. volunteered the statement that "there are many things in
this film no one would ever think could
be shown in pictures."
Ten pointed cannily to the way in
which the screen makes it possible for
the entire class to see at once. "In the

"You can keep your mind on it better
than when you have an assignment out
of a book" wrote Anna K., and Baymond L. ingenuously admitted, as one
of his three reasons, that "it is more
fun in an auditorium than in a stuff ij
school room." Another favored the visual method "because it gives pictures
and reading matter right together, so
that you do not have to hunt around
for the information to fit the illustrations," and Dorothy H. submitted that
"the reading wasn't all jumbled up into
one paragraph. Just a little was said
on each thing, so that you can rememall." ten who indicated a definite
Ofber itthose
preference for the regulation way of
teaching, six declared they "prefer speciemens in class because you can see

AFTER

Figure 7
12 TO 14 DAYS, THE
CASE
BURSTS

CHRYSALIS

classroom" explained Andrew P., "only
a row could see a real chrysalis open,
and the whole school can see it in the
auditorium movies" and Kathryn M.
wrote that "sometimes all the class does
not have time to see all the objects, so
motion pictures are better"
Two thought they would be able to
"remember it longer because it is clearer
and more interesting than our books"
"I don't think I'll ever forget how he
does it all" declared Ursula W., referring to the spinning of the silken
pad and the change to the chrysalis
stage.
Two voted for the film way because
"it doesn't take so much time," and two
others because "it was new and different from anything we have ever had"
"Something
fied Albert C.I never saw before" testi-

them spin and mature." Two were of
the opinion that "you understand better
by reading the stones," and two came
out flat with the statement, "I don't
like any pictures at all."
Question 2 — Do you feel you have
understood the picture so well that
you could find a Monarch larva in
the woods and identify the chrysalis
if you saw it?
Thirty-six thought they could, most
of these explaining that they would look
for it on the leaf of the milkweed plant,
and furnishing accurate descriptions of
both larva and chrysalis.
Two thought they could not, one giving as his reason, "because I do not
know the real color of it."
The rest either did not remember to
express themselves, or else belonged to
classes where the discussion failed to
develop this particular query.
Question 3 — Do you feel that you
know as much* about the milkweed

Nature Study Teaching by Motion Pictures
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Question 4 — Which do you like
better, nature study reels or travel
and industrial pictures like those we
had last year?
Ninety-eight expressed an unqualified preference for nature study films.

A

Figure 8
CURIOUS
CREATURE
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MOIST AND CRUMPLED

caterpillar and Monarch butterfly,
after seeing this film, as you knew
about the carrot worm and Black
Swallowtail butterfly after studying
it for two weeks in the regular way?
Forty-eight declared they knew more
about the Monarch, "because I have
really seen the changes. We can only
imagine when we are told/' Marion F.
wrote, "I know it better because I saw
every move it made." "It is easier to
understand when you see the worm turn
into what Nature intended it to be, than

The. reasons assigned were : "It is more
interesting." "You see nature more
than you do far-aiuay cities, and so it is
more useful and interesting to know
about it." "I would much rather have
a picture on nature than on a city I do
not know anything about." "I like nature study reels because they show us
things we could not see otherwise and
are about subjects with which we art
quite familiar." "I prefer nature study
because it does not only help us in
school, but outside." "You pick up a
little bug," wrote Hazel M., "and then
it is interesting to know how nature
provides for it, and how it finds its food
and lives from day to day." Frank R.
justified his preference with, "In nature study pictures you see all the dif-

when you only read about the subject.'"
"We didn't see all stages of the Swallowtail in class, but the Monarch film
showed us the whole 'process," was the
general chorus.
Twenty thought they knew about as
much of one as of the other, "but" as
John C. shrewdly observed, "it took
two weeks to learn about the carrot
worm and only half an hour to learn
about the milkweed caterpillar."
Three, on the other hand, wrote that
they knew less about the Monarch, assigning practically the same reasons as
those given by the disapproving element
in reply to question one. Said Jack M. :
"I do not know as much as if we had
specimens in class. I do not like it at
all. It was too dull."
In many papers this question was not
touched upon.

THE

Figure 9
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fevent animals of nature, but in travel
films you just see houses, that's all."
"The only trouble," complained George
8., "was that there wasn't enough of
Twenty-four
preferred
industrial
films, scenics and news reels; The rea( Continued on page 56)

it."

VISUAL AIDS AND CLASS ROOM
METHODS
Rivekda Harding Jordan
Professor of Education. Dartmouth College

M

ANY
classroom teachers find
themselves quite helpless when
laced with the problem of relating such visual aids as motion pic■

AMONG

THE

GREEN

hires, lantern slides,
photographs and similar material, to the text
book material. Ordinary illustration with
the use of a single
photograph is obviously

Frequently this difficulty arises from
the traditional method of the recitation

whereby the teacher is too much occupied in hearing a lesson and too little
occupied with imparting instruction.
Comparatively few instructors make
K^5*"{/ any effort to determine the sort of
mental picture which is formed in
the minds- of the pupils as they
" :
visualize the subject-matter of the
textbook, or to consider the ques_
tion whether such an image is
formed at all. The method of rote
repetition of the subject matter of
any textbook is frequently passed
as a satisfactory preparation of the
MOUNTAINS
lesson, and if the pupil
- -^ "
can supplement this by

pupils of any state in the
Union to visualize easily

reasonably good dictionary definitions of important words, he is
considered to have a

the lake country of England.

thorough comprehension
of the lesson.

A glimpse of Vermont
country will enable the

TESTING

very simple, and' correspondingly effective, but
when it comes to the extended use

FOR
IMAGE

One of the best classroom

of these materials the question arises
as to the effectiveness of giving over
the time necessary to run a film
through a motion picture machine
or to use the stereopticon with a
series of slides. To many teachers
this latter procedure savors so much
of pure entertainment that the

MENTAL

*» **>

tests as

W ' . ■;.. ^

r v

*

^lM^;:-m

tendency is to regard the entire performance as purely extraneous to
ordinary purposes of instruction.

LOCH
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Visual Aids and Classroom
to adequate preparation, on the supposition that that is all that the teacher
is trying to determine, is some test by
which one can determine the picture
which the pupil has formed of the sub-

HOME

OF

or history or even science endeavor to discover whether the
pupil is forming any
sort of correct. mental

First, a setting can be prepared
by enriching the experience of the pupil
before taking up the
A pictorial example of
study of any subject
similarity and contrast.
or text where the
Both pictures are of
child is likely to form
homes of literary men
incorrect images, or,
and show also distinctive
on account of poverty
characteristics of landof
experience, is
scape and architecture in
placed in a helpless
old England and New
attitude resulting in a
England.

representation of the
matter under discussion. Those teachers
who have questioned pupils about
the details of the mental image connected with any piece of description
are surprised to find the inadequacy
and the inaccuracy of the resulting
representation. The descriptive
w^ords of the author are perverted
into terms of the reader's experience,
and where, as with most children,
this experience is limited, it is very
difficult for the child to understand
adequately the setting or the details
involved.
NEED

plains of Illinois or of the Dakotas has
no adequate background that will enable him to picture the scenes of the
Lady of the Lake or of Lorna Doone.
The child in Kansas of Oklahoma,
who has never seen an evergreen
tree in its natural setting, has no
means by which to visualize a bed
of hemlock boughs, or a carpet of
pine needles. Therefore, the teacher
who is interested in developing the
process of making correct mental
pictures in his classes will find that
the motion picture or the lantern
slide Nwill perform a two-fold function.

WORDSWORTH

feet under consideration, and yet very few
teachers of literature

THE

Methods

FOR

state of mental perplexity. A series of
pictures of the hills and lakes of New

PICTURES

A child who has spent his life on the

HOME

OF

EMERSON

Visual
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A PLAIN LANDSCAPE
(Painting by W. T. Richards)
A. child accustomed to the landscape shown above needs pictures like the
opposite page to have a clear conception of "hill country."

Hampshire and Vermont will give
admirable preparation to a child who
has never seen that type of rugged
country, so that he may intelligently
visualize Scott's "Lady of the Lake."
In some respects such a presentation is
better as a preliminary than the actual
pictures of the scene of the poem.
In the second place, the visual aids
are effective in correcting and enriching the picture formed during the reading or study of the subject matter. If
the pupil has formed the correct reproduction inhis mind, the showing of the
actual picture will enrich and give
color to his imagination. If the image
is incorrect or incomplete, the actual
picture will give him an adequate and
sufficient means for obtaining the precise picture desired. Thus the presentation of Xew England hills might precede, and the showing of the actual
scenery follow, the "Lady of the Lake."
EXAMPLE

OF

VISUAL

PROOF

In whatever way the illustrative aids
are used, care should be taken to avoid
such types of pictures as would give

one on the

rise to an attitude of incredulity on the
part of the pupil, a warning against
which' was so ably expressed by Flora
Warren Seymour in the May issue of
Visual Education. Obviously the
picture should not be used to illustrate
natural phenomena if the actual object
can be presented to the' class. A discussion arose in a third grade class
recently as to how the cricket produced
his chirping sound. The controversy
raged among the pupils as to whether
the sound was produced by the rubbing
of the wings or of the legs over the
back. This might have been settled by
presenting a moving picture of the
insect, but in that case the element of
incredulity would have remained in the
minds of those youngsters who had become accustomed to "faked movies."
Therefore the act of the teacher in
bringing the living insect itself into the
class and allowing the class to observe
how the chirp was produced, was more
effective than the picture itself. The
whole incident illustrates the desirability of using a visual demonstration to

Visual Aids and Classroom Methods

DOONE

VALLEY

settle a controversy which otherwise
might leave uncertainty and disbelief
in certain of the children's minds if
the settlement were based entirely upon
the teacher's word or upon the printed
page ; and even had no such attitude
resulted the information so gained will
remain with the child much longer
than would the mere word of mouth or
statement of the text.
EASE

AND

CLEAR

ECONOMY
IMAGERY

BY

IN

PROCURING

VISUAL

MEANS

No matter how conventional the type
of recitation preferred, the teacher will
find it very easy to use these aids in
a natural and efficient way. To the
teacher who is successful with the socialized type of recitation or any other
type which involves active participation
of the child in bringing in matter
which is supplementary to the text,
the entire situation is much more
simple. There, the need for visual
illustration will be such that the only
difficulty will be to secure desirable
material for meeting the need. As
is always the case in this type of recitation, the problem will be to guide the
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activity of the class in directions which
will function directly in accordance
with their actual needs. Therefore,
the matter of elimination of waste,
both of time and effort, on the part
of both pupil and teacher, becomes paramount. The use of the visual aid is
one of the principal means for preventing this waste by substituting for
a somewhat lengthy and involved presentation and discussion of the given
topic an accurate and rapidly presented
visual presentation of the subject under
consideration.
The purpose of this brief presentation is simply to suggest certain bold
outlines for the consideration of the
teacher who has felt a certain helplessness regarding the whole matter. It is
hoped that the suggestion is vital
enough for the teacher to fill in the
details in accordance with the materials
at her hand. Quite clearly the object
that every teacher must be facing is
that of leaving a clear cut and accurate
picture of each phase of every subject
upon every child's consciousness.

THE PEDAGOGICAL
IN PARIS

MUSEUM

Louis Herr
(Directeur du Musee Pedagogique)
At 41 Rue Gay Lussac iu Paris — ■
on the left bank of the Seine in the
quarter that has been identified with
the cause of education for at least

pedagogic periodicals and historical
works covering the theory and practice of teaching, which exists in
France. All this reference material is
at the disposal of students and all
candidates for formal examinations,
academic or civil. It is an invaluable
instrument for teachers, especially

eight centuries — is located Le Musee
Pedagogique, an institution affiliated
with the Ministry of Public Instruction and the Fine Arts. For twenty
years this Teaching Museum has been
functioning, justifying its existence
by rendering service of proved value
and steadily winning by sheer merit
the appropriations and gifts needed
for keeping its resources at the point
of maximum efficiency. The past
achievements of this museum are final
proof that its future will be still more
brilliant. Its present home and present available funds barely suffice for

those engaged in primary and secondary instruction. The activity of this
library, which was inevitably greatly
diminished during the years 1914-19,
has resumed its normal course and the
ravages caused by the war — such as
serious gaps in the periodical files —
are being repaired as rapidly as time
and modest finances allow. Great expansion in this department is now assured by substantial appropriations
recently made for Le Musee Pedagogique by the Ministry of Public Instruction.

the activities of today. Tomorrow's
activities will demand still more spacious quarters and more ample financial resources and this need will unquestionably bemet. This article aims
to give to the educators of our sister
republic, America, a detailed idea of
the present range of activity of Le Musee Pedagogique and its method of
service to the educational cause.
FOUR

THE

OF

REFERENCE

2) The Bureau of Reference and
Information, under the direction of
an expert archivist and his assistant,
supplies exceedingly complete information on all matters pertaining to education. A chief function of this department is to follow up and record in
scientifically classified form all that is
being done along educational lines in
all foreign countries as well as in every
corner of France. It is prepared to

DEPARTMENTS

Since 1903, the Museum has been
organized in four departments; the
Library, the Bureau of Reference and
Information, the Museum proper, and
the Service of Slides for circulation.
THE

BUREAU

supply immediate information, sometimes incomplete, but always reliable to
the French and to foreign governments
on all phases of the work — legislation,
administration, programs, reforms, etc

LIBRARY

1) The Library embraces well over
100,000 volumes, devoted largely to
education, and the finest collection of
26
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The high importance of this service and
the enormous detail work involved in
amassing such material imperatively
demands increased appropriations for
this express purpose.
This department also undertakes
special researches on any subject germane to the educational field. The extraordinary wealth of reference material at hand qualifies the department
particularly for such work.
Finally, it is the function of this department to organize, assemble and
deliver anywhere in France educational exhibits on any phase of the
field, selected from materials in the
museum.
THE

PEDAGOGICAL

MUSEUM

3)
An ideal pedagogical museum
would offer to the public :
(1) The history of all materials for instruction used
in the past.
(2) The present status — in
France and in the most
advanced and enlightened countries of the
world — of instructional
materials — using the
term in its widest
sense, including school
constructions, i n s t allations and materials of
every kind used in the
teaching o f language,
history, geography, sciences, arts, etc.
(3) The concrete results of
this teaching, such as
notebooks, exercises,
created products, like
drawing designs, models,
objects made in manual
training courses, needle
work, etc.
If this ideal were realized at the

in Paris

present day, it would require million?
to create and maintain such collections and a Pantheon or a Grand Palais to house them. We are not yet
able to make a complete exposition
even of the most recent school materials in use in France. Last fall the
attempt was made to convince builders, supply firms of all kinds, and even
school boards that it would be greatly
to their interest to furnish us specimens and models of their best and
newest materials. As a rule we did
not succeed in overcoming their inertia.
We fall far short of this ideal at
present. Nevertheless with our present means, we are able to organize partial and temporary exhibits of high
value and interest, and still greater
things can be done when economic
conditions and industrial, commercial
activity shall have recovered their
normal equilibrium.
In the meantime we have much to
do to improve steadily our classifications, rid the museum of old and useless materials, and make room for
additions that are constantly being received. For example, a collection of
products of art-teaching in French
Schools, recently exhibited at the Pavilion de Marsan and giving a splendid, though incomplete idea of the
work being done, is to find a worthy
place in the large hall of this museum.
By such acquisitions we expect to be
able to offer to the public at the opening of the next school year an aggregation of materials which cannot fail to
stimulate still further the inventive
genius of the country and which will
contribute inevitably a new vitality to
industrial and decorative art in France.
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LANTERN

SLIDE

SERVICE

4) The lantern slide service of the
Museum is its most extensive activity
and occupies the great majority of its
personnel. The choice of subjects and
the editing of the printed information
which accompanies each collection i?
under the authority and control of a
special Committee on Views. About
1,000 slide collections— each comprising 20 to 30 slides and covering a wide
range over the whole field of knowledge and of social activity — are now
available. Numerous duplicates bring
the total number of slides now on our
shelves to about 250,000.
These collections, accompanied by
pamphlets which contain ample data
for an explanatory lecture, will carry to
the remotest communities of France, to
the Colonies and now and then to foreign countries, invaluable means of intellectual activity and propaganda. This
service was wholly devoted during the
war to the benefit of hospitals, centers
of sanitation and military instruction,
foyers du soldats and various organizations installed by our allies on French
soil.
Normal activity is now being resumed with increasing intensity. The
task before us now is to revise old series
of slides, create new series, and develop
systematically an educative instrument
of the first order. This instrument has
passed the experimental stage, has
proved its worth, and needs only continual renewing and enriching to maintain its great efficacy and value.

THE

NEW

DEPARTMENT

A new service has recently been
given into the charge of the Musee
Pedagogique, namely, the Cinematograph for schools. The Cinematograph Commission has decided that all
tests of apparatus, and all appraisal of
films intended for educational use
shall take place at the Museum, which
will thus become the true center for
distribution of this precious means of
instruction and education. Several
machines have already been turned
over to us and a first series of instructional films has been deposited with
the Museum. This is the nucleus of
a service whose development and activity promises rapidly to attain great
power in education and win back for
us a part of the time lost by the war.
Our whole personnel, which has been
trained by long experience with the
slide service, will be turned also to the
cinematographic service. We believe
that this new service — far from supplanting the slides — will greatly amplify and strengthen our former activities in the visual field.
The Museum expects, for the early
period, to be able to handle the new
work by the general methods and routine developed in the slide service.
There is no doubt, however, that before
long very large special appropriations
will be needed, for elaborate equipment
in the way of storage space, shelving,
work tables, file cabinets, etc., will
soon be needed for handling efficiently
a service of such magnitude and importance as that of the Cinematograph
in schools.

MISCELLANEOUS
THE fact that British motion picture
production is as yet rather in its
infancy has made it possible for
American producers to capture a large
part of British trade. This wholesale distribution of American films is causing
some concern among our English brothers,
and Mr. Arthur Weigall, writing in the
London Daily Mail, protests that "an unBritish point of view in regard to honor,
honesty and fair-play" is being presented
to the public. To make clear his point
of view, we quote his statements as published in the Literary Digest.
"The criminal who, to our way of
thinking, commits some peculiarly dastardly act which forever brands him, is
often regarded in these dramas merely
as one who has had the misfortune to
fall foul of a tyrannical set of cutthroats
known as the police.
"A girl, let us say, has a father whom
she has discovered to be a mean thief.
To the better-class British mind thieving
is so unthinkable that the girl would act
much as though she had learned that her
breed were tainted by madness or some
terrible disease; but in these films the
police would be 'squared,' all would be
forgiven, and she would marry the hero
who had caught the old gentleman out,
and live happily ever after.

NOTES

them heredity is usually ignored and tradition is not understood.
"Without being straight-laced, let us
keep our eyes open to the effects which
this alien point of view will produce upon
the cinema-going public, if it be not
counterbalanced by some good honest
British stuff.
"It presents law as arbitrary and not
fundamental; it negates the idea of the
police being the servants of the public;
it indicates that honesty should not go
without saying, but should be received
with fulsome applause; it submits crime
to us not as a horror and a taint, but as
an exigency or a mere scrape; and it
suggests that what we in Britain call
the common instincts of a gentleman are
there regarded as the exceptional peculiarities of rare heroic characters."
It would be hard to deny that much in
the above is trenchant and true. Lest we
be unduly worried concerning our morals,
however, and feel that we are in a bad
way, Mr. Weigall is kind enough to say
that these films do not really represent
the standpoint of Americans in general,
but rather a specialized group of producers and scenario writers catering to
a fancied public demand.
* * *

ie
little Samm
for chess
it ipossi
HOWRzezisewsk
so well
tobleplay
ugh
but eight years of
that, altho
age, he has been able to defeat all opponents, with three or four exceptions, in
a number of tournaments where he has
played as many as twenty games simultaneously?

"Or, again, a young man, impelled by
poverty, becomes a blackmailer, but falls
in love with the daughter of one of his
Victims, turns over a new leaf, and becomes a respected member of New York's
most exclusive set. These un-American
American films lower our conception of
American ideals.

Scientists find the answer to this speculation in the theory that the child plays
so well because he visualizes so well.
He is able to see the condition upon the
board as it is, as it will be after the next
move, and as it will appear after a certain number of possible moves have been
made. Combined with this remarkable
power of vision is the ability to memorize
and to concentrate, for a child of his age
has few inhibitions to interrupt his
mental processes.

"With us honesty is regarded as inherent; with the makers of these films
it is thought to be a very nice quality,
dependent on circumstances.
"In our stories, honor is taken for
granted; in theirs it is something exceptional, a thing which has to be encouraged by loud praise and high reward.
"With us crime is treated rather like
a disease; and the question of heredity
comes at once into our thoughts.
With
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article in the December number
of Vanity Fair entitled "The Movies
as an Aid to Criticism," written by
Frank Moore Colby delivers the coup de
grace to dramatic critics and is of interest
for its rather unusual point of view.
Mr. Colby finds very significant the
fact that many stage productions adapt
themselves successfully to the screen. To
quote him: "After all, a playwright cannot be very remarkable as a dramatic
writer, if he is as much admired when
lie does not write anything, as he is when
be writes a play; and critics must have
missed a point or two in their observation when they exalted the plays for only
those things which survive intact in the
movies. The movies, I believe, are a
reductio ad aosurdum of a vast body of
dramatic criticism."
Dramatic criticism has always taken
itself very seriously, has always been
very academic and has always talked
profoundly of such things as technique
and antecedent criticism. Yet plays that
critics have in all solemnity labeled as
remarkable, have been stripped of their
flesh, and their bones presented successfully to cinema audiences. The entire
satisfaction of the discriminating American public with these optical skeletons
certainly furnishes food for thought upon
present-day dramatic criticism.
AN

* *

*

e theaters in WashSIX motionington,pictur
D. C, were offered to the
president of the Board of Education
for use by the district schools. It was understood that not only should the theaters
be used freely up to two in the afternoon,
but that the theater owners made the
additional offer that if the school system
at present was hard pressed for coal, the
theaters would be turned over heated
and lighted. Mr. Harry M. Crandall, the
owner, evidently regards himself as a
public servant as well as a motion picture exhibitor." — From the Bulletin of the
Affiliated Committees for Better Films.

* *

*

idea in Amerlooking
FORWARD
is stressed in a
ican education
two-reel film recently produced
by the Board of Education of Newark,
A

Education
N. J., entitled "Knights of the Cross
Roads," in which the older pupils of the
elementary schools are shown in the
process of being trained in the conservation of life and property. The "Safety
Patrol" of the Newark schools is an organization of older boys and girls of the
elementary grades under the joint supervision of the Board of Education and
the Police Department. The particular
function of the members of the Safety
Patrol is to station themselves about the
school buildings for the purpose of safeguarding the children as they go and
come from school. The Safety Patrol also
co-operates with the principals and teachers in carrying out the discipline of the
schools.
The first thought of making an educational film of this type came when a
report was made to the Board of Education that there was a wanton destruction of school property in different sections of the city by a rowdy element that
gathered in the play grounds and about
the school buildings during the evening.
Upon investigation, it was found that the
offenders were sometimes pupils attending the school where the damage was
done. Then the suggestion was made,
that a film be produced featuring the
Safety Patrol of the schools in the attempt to remedy the unsatisfactory conditions. Consequently all suggestions
were combined into a perfectly human
story that appeals to children and maintains close attention from start to finish.
The setting of the film is in the immediate vicinity of one of the public
schools, which at the time the film was
made had one of the finest Safety Patrols
in the city. The story is built about a
small boy who represents the unruly elements in the school and who leads his
gang in resisting and annoying the Safety
Patrol. The course of events, however,
brings him to a proper realization of
what law and order really mean, and in
the end he is awarded an honor medal for
meritorious conduct.
The success of this picture has been
pronounced and it has attracted much
attention in various cities.
Mr. A. J. Balcom, Assistant Superintendent of Schools in Newark, was active

Miscellaneous
in the production of the film, and is one
of the chief promoters of the "Safety
Patrol" movement. To him we are indebted for this note.

•

•

•

ROME has fallen! Kipling is writing
for the movies! To understand the
literary revolution suggested by
this statement, it must be realized that
Kipling, one of the greatest authors of
contemporary times, has been one of the
most obdurate in refusing to permit the
filming of his productions. It is customary for authors of repute, en masse and
severally, to ignore ostentatiously the seductive lure of the screen, before they
finally succumb. This process is a conventional preliminary to overtures and is
recognized as such by the parties of both
parts. Kipling has been so consistent,
however, in holding himself and his art
aloof from the cinema, that his conversion is almost epoch making, both from
the standpoint of literature and from the
standpoint of the motion picture.
It is true that some four years ago,
Pathe filmed most successfully Naulahka
and The Light That Failed, but Kipling
then took no personal part in their picturization. Since that time, there has
been established a definite technique of
writing and adapting material for the
screen, which the British author is now
mastering. He is to be assisted in his
work by Randolph Lewis, one of the
most brilliant of continuity writers in
the United States.
According to -the present arrangements
with Pathe, to whom belongs the glory
for securing the contract, Kipling is to
write seven features. As reported in the
Literary Digest the script for the first
was to have been delivered in November.
It is to be hoped that soon "Tommy
Atkins" will live before our eyes, and
that the India of "Told in the Hills"
in its transfer to the screen will still be
the India of romance and fascination that
Kipling created in his tales.

* *

*

VISUAL
ACTIVITIES
As the American
Press
Notes
Them
Arkansas.
Conicay.
Teachers
at the Faulkner
County
Institute
planned
to make
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Notes
that

county

the

first

in

the

state

for showing educational motion pictures, using a portable machine and
storage battery.
California.
Berkeley. The North Congregational
church had a program of motion pictures in October.
Riverside. Educational pictures attracted large crowds daily at the
educational tent at the fair.
San Diego. The First Methodist
Church at its community night programs in September and October,
showed educational films and others
such as Les Miserables, The Street
Called
Straight,
etc.
Stockton.
The First Christian Church
exhibited a film by the International
Church
Film
Corporation.
District of Columbia.
Washington. The National Visual Educational Association will ask the coming congress to pass suitable laws
and pay 50% of the expense necessary to equip each of the 17,000 high
school buildings of the United States
with suitable motion picture machines, etc.
Georgia.
Atlanta. A speaker before one of the
parent - teachers associations urged
the purchase of a motion picture machine, stating that 6.000 public schools
were now using them and that one
school earned $1,500 with its machine,
the first year, with which it purchased additional equipment. Another
school in Atlanta purchased a machine, raising the money by means
of a lawn party.
Iowa.
Dubuque. Two schools are having the
advantage of educational film service, and great interest is manifested
by pupils.
Nevada.
The North Grant Consolidated
school will have a motion picture
machine, raising the money by commissions on a magazine for which
the scholars
solicit subscriptions.
Mason City. The school board decided
to make a greater use of motion pictures for educational purposes, using
the equipment now in the high school
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auditorium
and securing additional
educational films, both free and at
reasonable rentals.
Idaho.
Boise City. The L. D. S. church has
purchased a projector and gives Wednesday night exhibitions.
Illinois.

Belleville. Moving pictures are used extensively in the township high school,
about 2,500 feet being used each week,
including industrial, historical and
commercial films, also those adapted
for use in science, literature and agriculture.
Cairo. The First M. E. Church is
specializing in moving pictures for
children every Thursday evening, in
order for children to see pictures
that are clean and understandable.
Carthage. The parent-teachers association is showing both educational and
entertainment films.
Chicago. Bible films are featured at
Olivet Institute. Chicago national
guardsmen at two armories started
on a new course of instruction with
school films, including reels on history, geography, economics, geology,
astronomy and civics.
DuQuoin. The Christian church raised
$250 to purchase a portable projector
to be used in the church during evenings of the week.
Evanston. "Clinic Days" is a film which
featured the October meeting of the
Evanston branch of the Chicago Medical Society. Visual education, used
with great success in one school district last year, will be tried in another
district this year. The superintendent of schools regards the plan
as a great success.
Harrisourg. One of the schools gave a
motion picture entertainment, using
the proceeds to pay for a projector.
Jacksonville. The Brooklyn church has
installed a safety projector and is
giving a series of exhibitions of biblical scenes.
Moline. One hundred thousand people saw free movies which were exhibited in the streets by the Community Service. The same machine

Education
used for this purpose will be used
in the high school during the winter, with educational films.
Quincy. Juvenile motion pictures have
been resumed
at the First Union
Congregational Church on Saturday
afternoons.
Indiana.

Bloomington. More than 250,000 feet
of film and 6,000 lantern slides are
in circulation throughout the state
(by the extension division of Indiana University) for educational purposes.
Bluffton.
Motion pictures in the
school begin in November.
school at Grandview Heights was
of the first in the state to use
tion pictures.
Kansas.

high
The
one
mo-

Independence. The First Methodist
church has installed a projector.
They will show biblical scenes and
others suitable for church use, charging just enough admission to cover
expenses.
Minnesota.
Bemidji. Visual instruction will play
an important part in one school here.
A theatre will be used for classes
of all grades.
Minneapolis. Motion pictures in all
the churches were practically assured
at a meeting of 48 representative
clergymen and laymen early in October.
Michigan.

Mt. Clemens. A program to show ministers the need of motion pictures in
the church was given here. More
than 2,000 churches throughout the
country own their own projection machines.
Missouri.
Joplin. Late in September the first of
a series of educational pictures was
shown the high school pupils. Grade
students were to see them later.
Kansas City. For a year and a half,
motion pictures have been used in
the schools here. It is probable that
this method of visual education will
be enlarged.
Motion pictures are shown at the

Miscellaneous Notes
Hyde Park Christian Church in connection with the plan of the pastor
to teach the gospel by modern methods.
New Jersey.
Newark. "The Possibilities of the Motion Picture in Public Education"
was one of the topics which excited
interest at the meeting of the State
Council of Education held late in October.
Ohio.
Columbus. Club women of the state are
heartily in favor of the movement for
'visual education in the schools.
Lima. Motion pictures occupy an important place in the schools here, being shown daily at noon, and semimonthly in the evenings. Central
High school has purchased another
machine.
Mingo. Through the efforts of the superintendent of schools of this little
village, motion pictures were started
in the school, and now there is a
regular circuit in the smaller villages, first class projectors being
used.
Pennsylvania.
Philadelphia. Pupils of the Hackett
school raised $1600 with which to
buy a motion picture machine, but
were temporarily denied the privilege because it would cost $800 to
equip the building with a proper cabinet and this money was needed to
help remedy the janitor shortage.
"Motion pictures," said Louis Nusbaum, assistant superintendent of
schools,
"will, eventually
displace
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many textbooks in the public schools."
Thirty public schools here now have
motion picture machines. "More can
be learned in five minutes with an
instructive specially prepared motion
picture," said Mr. Nusbaum, "than
in an hour of study from the textWashington, Pa. The first showing of
educational films was made at the
book."
high school auditorium late in September, the new projector having
been installed.
Texas.

Austin. The division of visual instruction of the University of Texas which
lends educational pictures, lanterns
and slides to schools of the state,
now has for service 126 film series,
205 slide sets and about 8,000 slides.
Washington.

Kelso. The Presbyterian church of this
city purchased a projector, which will
also be available for use in the schools
and civic organizations.
Tacoma. The Bethany Presbyterian
church is trying out the plan of community motion pictures for weeknight entertainments.
Yakima. The McKinley school is using
motion pictures for entertainment
purposes — in the afternoon for the
younger children and at 7.30 p. m.
for the older ones.
Wisconsin.

Burlington. St. Charles Parochial
school of this city is the first to install the system of visual education
that is becoming so popular.
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SCHOOL
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THINK

believe that growth in educational
lines will be toward visual education. We believe your work and publication are along correct lines.
. Robert I. White,

/^lOOD teaching demands concrete ma^* terial in visual education. As compared with the printed page the results
obtained are so superior that every real
teacher adopts the methods advocated by
your society. Education, which is a life
long process, merely begun in the schools,
is largely obtained through objective
material. Hence its organization for
school purpose is one of the greatest and
most vital problems which the school
can have to solve successfully.
W. W. Andrew,

Elgin, Illinois.

believe in the efficiency of visual
education; we not only believe in it
but we are employing it as a necessary
auxiliary in the process.
J. M. Tilley,
WE

Terre Haute, Indiana.

Salem, Massachusetts.
T THINK visual instruction has very
great possibilities before it. There is
scarcely a school subject that can not use
it to great advantage. It will undoubtedly prove a very valuable adjunct to all
school studies in reenforcing the teaching and illustrating subject matter.
E. H. Drake,

rpHE possibilities of visual education
-*- are almost unlimited. We are just beginning to appreciate the value of aids of
this kind.
Chas. W. Kline,
Waterloo, Iowa.

IT has long been known that education
through the sense of sight is one of the
most effective and economical in the matter of time and energy. Recent developments in visual education have undoubtedly added to the natural advantage of
sight education and will undoubtedly call
for more extensive use of all modern
means of visual education.
J. O. Hall,
Hutchinson, Kansas.

Kalamazoo,

Michigan.

T PREDICT that one of the next big
■ vital movements in education will be a
greatly enlarged use of pictures that tell
their story.
J. H. Francis,
Columous,

Ohio.

T AM of the opinion that the progressive
school system of the future will make
use of visual education more than has

I AM in hearty sympathy with the movement toward visual education instruction as a supplement to text books. I see
the need of helping our children to ideas
rather than the mere repetition of meaningless words.
Wm. D. Fuller,
Portland, Maine.

ever been done in the past. Not only because it is more effective, but because it is
psychologically correct.
C. W. Richards,
Ardmore, Oklahoma.

A
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TYPE of education of wonderful possibilities. School people
should

What

School

Superintendents

make

the effort to bring about its systematic development. The greatest
trouble today is to secure pictures of the
right sort which co-ordinate well with our
work. Such pictures should be made and
placed in circuits in such manner that
every school can secure -them at a small
expense. The Creator has given the child
five avenues to the mind, the sight, the
hearing, the taste, the touch, and the
smell. Nature uses all in its teaching.
3f these sight is of greatest importance.
Visual education is an attempt to use
the greatest avenue to the mind and offers a wonderful field for the educator.
Arthur G. Strange,
Baker,
T THINK

Oregon.

visual education as obtained

■*■ by visual instruction by diagrams,
models, pictures, slides and films is a very
good way to bring to children many
things that they would be unable to obtain in any other way. We remember the
pictures in our old school geographies
and histories, although we have forgotten
the text. The pictures that we saw in
childhood are still recalled, but the words
that accompanied them have long since
faded from our memory.

T7ISUAL
*

education is the concrete way

of exemplifying the truth of the say-

ing "Children hear more with their eyes
than they do with their ears." Happy
day when school authorities realize the
possibilities of visual education!
L. E. Eggertsen,
Provo,

to the cause of Education. By means of
it. journeys in foreign countries may be
taken and subject matter under discussion may be made objective and real.
It lends itself to many phases of education such as History, Literature, Art, Community Civics, Hygiene, Sanitation and
Science.
M. D. Chittendon,
Burlington, Vermont.

rpHERE

is no possible way of instructing children so easily and so accurately as through the eye. As educators

we must aim to develop and preserve the
child's inherent ability to learn through
the eye.
Mabel Graham,

Hollidaysburg, Pennsylvania.

Elk Point. South Dakota.
rpHE appeal to the eye is at once the
-*- most striking and at the same time
affords the most interesting way of reaching the mind of a child. This mode of
presentation should be greatly emphasized
and extended.
W. E. Miller,
Knoxville, Tennessee.

Utah.

I BELIEVE that visual education is destined to make a valuable contribution

T. S. Davis,

SINCE what we see seems to take hold
of our mentality
in greater
degree
than what we hear, I am convinced that
visual education should have a more important place in our school curriculum.
Clara J. Hayes,
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Mount

Vernon.

Washington.

TT7E

should have more visual instruction and less auditory. We forget
that most of our information is visual. It
has been well said, "The eye is the window of the soul."

E. A. Hunt,
Phillipi, West Virginia.

rpHERE is no question about the value
of visual instruction in giving a correct idea of subjects to children.
Carrie

E.

Morgan,

Appleton. Wisconsin.

"WFILMS
;

VIEWED AND REVIEWED

•AY DOWN EAST," long served
as a classic to the American
public during the sentimental
period of the speaking stage. The filming of such an "institution," therefore, is
a matter to arouse considerable comment.
Both the filming and much of the arousing have been done by Griffith.
The precise status of Griffith as a directing genius is always a fruitful subject for debate; the accusations against
him range all the way from rank sensationalism to mawkish sentimentality.
His protagonists on the other hand claim
for him the master touch that presents
unerringly pathos and comedy and extracts from any scene its maximum dramatic value. One can hardly question
his mastery of the motion-picture medium. He has few if any equals there.
But as to dramatic technique, one sometimes doubts if he is aware that "thrilling" and "dramatic" are not synonyms;
and some of his offenses against mere
good taste are flagrant.
The story is the old sordid one of the
innocent girl in lowly environment, betrayed into a mock marriage by the
suave, unscrupulous villain of high life;
her subsequent abandonment and the difficult readjustment of her social relations.
The screen version, when finally started,
is full of genuine action. The tempo is
fast where it should be, and the slow
moments have great dignity and charm.
If only the director could have had the
taste to avoid the artistic sacrilege of
picturing the child-birth struggles of the
young mother! The rescue of Anna from
the ice-floes in the river is one of the
most thrilling pieces of mere physical
action that any film has ever unrolled
before the startled eyes of an audience.
As is usual in Griffith productions,
scenes of emotional tenseness are relieved
by moments of comedy — which sometimes
become buffoonery, whose exaggeration
is not particularly objectionable in this
case, except that it tarnishes the truth
of an otherwise perfect picture of rural
life and environment.
(The insistent

regularity of Griffith's "comic relief" is a
trifle monotonous.)
A most competent cast is employed, including Richard Barthelmess, whose work
is stamped with intellectual quaHty and
convincing sincerity. Would there were
more of his calibre on the screen! Lillian Gish as Anna shows considerable
emotional ability and does some moments
exceedingly well. At other times she
succeeds only in being vacuous and simpering. Her tears and tremors too often
seem made to megaphone order.
In several scenes Griffith has made
striking use of color. The effect is
somewhat cubist but highly significant
in that it hints at the gorgeous possibilities that the use of color promises to
the motion picture. The subtitles of the
film, like the frenzied press-agenting of
Griffith productions, are florid and pseudoelegant where they might be restrained
and epigrammatic with far greater effect.
As a box-office attraction — its primary
purpose — "Way Down East" is a monumental success. As a contribution to real
art, with intellectual as well as emotional appeal, it could have been better
and greater, as films will be at no distant
day. For the present it represents something very near the top of cinema
achievement and is richly worth anyone's
while to view.
•

•

•

m that as so-called
seldo
is ctruly
ITclassi
sfully
endure the viosucces
lent transplanting process known as
"filming." There is very certain to be
some desecration of sentiments and affectionate prejudices long cherished concerning the book in question.
"THE LAST OF THE MOHICANS,"
filmed by Maurice Tourneur has, however,
not only survived this process but has
gained new life and color under his
hands. His achievement here would
easily place him in the front ranks of
American directors, were this his only
picture.
The photoplay is better than the novel.
Where
Cooper was tedious and prosy,
36
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Tourneur moves with dramatic swiftness;
Where Cooper rambled among unessential details, Tourneur grasps the salient
points. He has produced a drama that
sweeps its characters grimly along to the
final tragedy, whose shadow has long
threatened them. While the emphasis
is laid primarily upon events and not
upon character analysis, yet there is a
strong human appeal, that is felt at all
times.
From an historical standpoint a film
like this is invaluable. It does more than
present, with great fidelity to appropriate setting and detail, a vivid flash of
American history; it vitalizes one's conception of what westward expansion
meant. Xo American can view this picture without being carried back through
the years and sensing a strange kinship
with those unfearing men and women
who faced the wilderness and a savage
horde, and who died as gallantly as they
had lived that a nation might grow.
The massacre at Fort William Henry
is a wonderful example of the possibilities in the handling of a mob scene.
Glimpses of isolated tragedy — as of the
mother, for instance, defending her baby
in the broken down wagon — are mingled
with general views of the field of horror
in a most convincing and effective manner. A scene of stark realism.
The photography of the picture is
superb, the settings splendidly chosen.
Memory calls to mind the magnificent
backgrounds of rock, river and forest;
the firelight flickering on the face of
Montcalm; the flaming arrow dance of
the paint-besmeared Indians; the lonely
burial of the "last of the Mohicans" on
the desolate mountain height. Pictures
like this make fiction live. They recreate a past richly worth remembering.
• • •

THE story of "BUNTY PULLS THE
STRINGS" is so dear to theatergoers.
that its screen presentation should be
welcomed like an old friend in a new
gown. Just why the new frock is not as
effective as the old is hard to explain.
There was, in this screen production, a
wonderful opportunity to present Scotch
rural life in its Arcadian charm and simplicity. Any film which grasps in its set-
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ting and portrayal of family life and
customs, the spirit and atmosphere of a
remote country is truly educational, This
fact alone would justify the use of
"Bunty Pulls the Strings" in the school
auditorium.
The story itself is, in a way, rather
Scotch — the stern, kirk-going father, ruling with a frequent rod, appropriates
trust funds to save a backsliding son.
This money had been confided to his care
by a matrimonially inclined widow and,
thanks to her vengeful nature, the worthy
man in his turn faces public disgrace.
Bunty, the lassie who pulls the strings
so cleverly, finally preserves her father's
reputation, reconciles him to his sons,
outwits the designing widow and incidentally makes it possible for herself and
her patient "Weelum" to feather their
little nest.
The failure to make material like this
convincing seems to lie with the players
themselves. Leatrice Joy, as Bunty, is
fairly effective, but does not arouse our
confidence and conviction as the real
Bunty would have done — did do, in fact.
Where she should create the impression
that she is competent to cope with any
situation, you feel in her a slightly deprecating attitude. She shows too much
conciliatory manner, too little commanding charm. She should combine tartness with an ingratiating sympathy and
understanding. This is, of course, a very
difficult thing to do — the blending of the
spiciness of the cinnamon rose with the
sweetness of the violet, and little Miss
Joy, while quite delicious to watch, has
not achieved it.
Russell Simpson, as the father, is severe, but his severity is demonstrated by
the clenched fist and other external physical evidences, rather than by that reserve power, felt rather than seen, which
makes lack of gesture dramatic and
silence impressive. You feel that at all
times he is very much aware of the voice
of the director.
There is a lovely, pastoral background
that might easily be the "braes aboot
Lintiehaugh." The interiors are altogether fascinating and quite suggestive
of a simple Scotch home.
The scenes in the yard of the kirk and
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in the kirk itself, when Tammas Biggar
and public disgrace so nearly become acquainted, are remarkably well done. The
director has been thoughtful here in relieving what is a tense moment with the
humor that smiles kindly at amusing
mankind.

Education
The subtitles with their easy Scotch
burr are delightful and do much to retain
for the picture the proper flavor.
"Bunty Pulls the Strings" owes its
screen dramatization to the Goldwyn
Pictures Corporation.

BOOK REVIEWS
CREATIVE

CHEMISTRY,
by Edwin E.
Slosson, 311 Pages.
Published by the Century Company,
New York

This book makes chemistry interesting to the layman. It shows that an
atom is a gregarious and adventurous
individual, shunning solitude and loving
combinations, always with its hands out,
asking some other atom or atoms to
join it in forming a new family. The
book is the outgrowth of a series of
articles by Dr. Slosson, appearing originally in the Independent and prompted
by the serious industrial embarrassment
of America resulting from the dearth of
German importations during the war. He
shows the great need in America for
more creative chemists, more chemists
given to research work.
The author, by graphs and easy-tounderstand tables, makes the chemical
symbol easy to comprehend, so that when
H<?0 sinks into the mind, the more complex symbols which designate other products do not seem so difficult. The
greater part of the book is devoted to
the creations which chemistry has
achieved from coal tars, although there
are chapters which throw much light on
the chemical products from cellulose and
from the electric furnace.
It is a tale of wonders, showing how
chemists have improved nature and how
their products have changed the geographies, altered the balance of political
power, revolutionized warfare, assisted
agriculture, made fertile fields from waste
places and turned wasted materials into
human benefits. A wonderfully instructive, entertaining book that deserves a
place on the library table.

LABORATORY PROJECTS IN PHYSICS. A manual of practical experiments
for beginners.
By Frederick F. Good, 267 Pages.
Published by the Macmillan Co.. New
York City.
Time was wrhen young students arrived at the study of physics with a sense
of awe and exaltation, such as is felt
upon reaching airy heights remote from
the plane of daily existence. The problems appeared as strange new truths, to
be studied with interest or reluctance as
the case might be, but exclusively as a
classroom affair. Physics was a matter
for school, bearing slight relation to daily
life. This book aims definitely at the correction of that unfortunate state of affairs.
Notable features of the book are the
able selection exercised to make the projects connect closely with every day experience; ingenious utilization of commonplace materials which makes the cost of
experiments negligible; and finally the
clear diagrams that make the setting up
of the apparatus an exceedingly simple
process.
A very large choice of projects is offered, not more than half of which can
be covered in a year. The 95 experiments
are classified in 3 groups. Group I presents twelve experiments on Pressure,
dealing with such familiar appliances as
the Lift Pump, Hydraulic Elevator, the
Siphon, etc; five experiments on Heating,
six on elementary Electricity, ten on
Lighting, and two on Sound. Groups II
and III contain projects of more advanced nature but never losing the intimate connection betwreen Science and
the students' environment.
The inner
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principles involved in appliances at work
around us so constantly that we accept
them without thought or reason, are
brought into the foreground of the student's mind. Groups II and III will inevitably extend and intensify the rational
interest of the learner in the Camera, the
Fireless Cooker, the Sewing Machine, the
Thermometer, the Telephone, the Phonograph, the Vacuum Cleaner, and other
familiar mechanical friends.
Such texts mark a distinct advance in
educational means and methods. They
lead directly to an appreciation of what
might be called the spirit of machinery,
of the vital mechanical foundation upon
which modern civilization so largely rests.
PROJECT
James

WORK
IN EDUCATION,
by
Leroy Stockton,
167 pages.

Published by Houghton. Mifflin and Co.,
Boston, Mass.
The author shows how the fundamental
principles in modern education make
"project work" an inevitable method in
all subjects. It is, in fact, a subject in
itself and Mr. Stockton indicates the
body of material for it. He traces the
evolution of the project idea from the
formal, memoriter method to the more
democratic, thought-provoking method of
today. Furthermore, he shows its applicability to the subject-matter, as well
as to the method.
This activity, about which there is
so rich a body of "thought subject-matter," has several phases: scientific, social, and psychological.
The scientific phase is confined to the
transformation of materials for the use
of human life. Problems of natural
science and industry — involving play, construction of objects, manipulation of material and tools — offer self-activity in the
best sense. The child finds, too, a greater
joy in his work when he has himself
made a careful preliminary consideration
of such questions as these:
What is to be made, or done?
What materials will be necessary?
Where are they to be obtained?

How
What
will be
The

much will be needed?
tools and knowledge of the same39
necessary?
social phase is broader. It demands that the school fit the child for
life by exemplifying life. Participation
in contests, dramatizations of life incidents, assembly programs, or any of the
industrial efforts provide problems for
this social contact. The child must have
not only knowledge of doing, but of efficient social doing. He must live the
life of a child, do the things necessary
to a child, and so live himself naturally
into the life of the adult.
The psychological phase emphasizes development through active contact with the
physical environment and interchange
with the human environment in man's
constant struggle for sustenance and defense. This active contact is called, democratically, "work." The subject-matter
of this physical-mental activity is focused
upon the significance of work:
"Work
"Work
"Work
"Work

is necessary."
is dignified."
may be a joy."
must be divided."

The project method, to be valuable,
should be direct. Its specific factors are
attention, intelligent conformity, and
adult guidance. When he works alone,
this self-activity focuses the child's attention and thus fixes the facts in his
mind for his own better understanding
and satisfaction. In working with other
children he learns the power and value of
sympathy and co-operation. In both selfactivity and group activity the child exercises critical judgment and should be
allowed so to do. If in this judgment,
however, he fails in the fundamental principles of democracy, a conscientious adult
guidance is necessary. Since the child
acts upon his natural, and often imperfect or unjust, conception of facts, he
must be guided into a conscious and intentional weighing of ideas one against
another, in order to attain the highest
possibilities of development.

THE FILM FIELD
THE
number of "educational films" produced by the professional motionpicture companies is increasing, and the quality is steadily improving. We
shall list fifty to one hundred each month. Any exchange or producer listed
in this department will gladly send full information on their service in general
or on any particular film.
In general, films should be viewed by qualified judges before shown
school children.
HOW

TO USE

THESE

to

LISTS

Select titles which interest you from the List of Films.
Write the bracketed name or names following the title.
The names printed in Italics are Exchanges; address of the branch
nearest you will be found in the Eeference List of Commercial
Film Exchanges (beginning on page 42).
The names printed in Roman are Producers ; address will be found
under Eeference List of Producers (page 45).
Always write to the Exchange when given— otherwise to the Producer FOR FULL INFORMATION, MENTIONING VlSUAL EDUCATION.

LIST OF FILMS
(In offering these selections, Visual Education in no way guarantees the value
or suitability of the Alms. This can be done only when we have personally viewed
the picture. The list represents merely the most careful choice possible to make
from data given out by the producing companies. Only the films reviewed by our
staff under the department "Films Viewed and Reviewed" should be considered as
having Visual Education's recommendation, qualified or unqualified, as the case
may be.)
All entries are 1 reel (1,000 ft.) in length unless otherwise specified.
TRAVELOGUES
AND
SCENICS
fChester-OutSWAT THE LANDLORD
There is annar
Films Corr>^
in! T (Educ
Sft
y Sail Scffi'
bet SamS
and rivers
of swatting,
need film,
landlord,
in
China. in This
however,
with its
interesting views of Chinamen conducting
their entirely
business from
pursuits
and domestic
affairs
houseboats
will make
the title clear.
Duck
raising
is given
considerable footage in this reel.

TROPICAL
NIGHTS
(Bruce
Scenic).
in
swaying
Trees
Corp.)
Films
(Educ.
a tropical twilight, lanthe trade-winds,
thin& of beauty,
gSi^YS^JSffiJfH
make this Picture a ^l^Jll^u^
t0
PIPE
THE
PENGUIN.
(Educ.
Films
Corp.)
Clever photography
makes
it possible sanctimonious
for you to "pipe"
most fowl
intimately
tnis
appearing
in its
domestic and community life,
THE
BUSINESS
OP CAMPING
(Bruce

t WOOLLY
BITS
AND
MONKEY
HITS. ££Sta>
outfit" to*"? cSact^IcSnUfiS
(Educ.
Films
Corp.)
You
would
never S5£*ff e j?lbonders will^e demonstrated
suspect from this jazzy title that you are 2 ™ follow
this scenic,
trail through ^?qrPnfo
the tSil
and see llamas asL.y°u follow thP
in thisandreelstrange
into Peru
taken
and sheep
shearing
ancient COLLECTORS
OF CRANIUMS
(Chester
architecture and stranger Indians.
Outing).
(Educ. Films Corp.)
Not nearly
CROWNING KING BLIZZARD (Chester- as gruesome as the title would imply, but
Outing).
(Educ. Films Corp.)
The honest merely an innocent travelogue of the Philsport that old King Blizzard
furnishes
in ippine Islands, with
customary
tropical
the region about Quebec is most interesting views,
material for a reel.
TROUVILLE.
WHERE
PARIS
PLAYS
CLIMBING
CATARACTS
THROUGH
(Prizma).
(Select.)
The
place
where
WINDING
WALLS
(Chester-Outing). Paris plays must
of necessity
have be(Educ. Films
Corp.)
Pictures
of salmon witching moods and this film has exquismaking their gallant leap up rapids and itely pictured them for us.
falls, as they crowd in from the sea, gives RHEIMS
(Prizma).
(Select.)
A film
opportunity for featuring much beautiful with a strong appeal to every American.
sceJler,y:^ . „,
for beginning with views of the shattered
,t£ROZEN
thUNDER
(Chester-Outing). Gothic cathedral of Rheims, it later pre(Educ. Films Corp.)
Tinted views of the sents views
of our American
cemeteries
far
away
chilling
Antarctic
of South and of Chateau-Thierry
and of Belleau
America.
Wood.
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A PAINTER'S
PARADISE
(Select.)
These colored
scenes of (Prizma).
a French
fishing village prove that a photographer,
at least, found a temporary Paradise there.
MARIMBA LAND (Prizma). (Select.)
Tinted views of Guatemala that afford
much ablepicturesque
atmosphere and valuinformation.
SAND OF THE DESERT (Prizma).
(Select.) It is the firm conviction of many
Americans that the entire United States
has become a desert, but this reel presents
you a Sahara whose authenticity cannot
be questioned.
WITH THE SULTAN OF PERAK (Burton Holmes). (Famous-Players Lasky.)
The gorgeous mosques of Perak. an unfamiliar Mohammedan land in the Orient,
will no longer be unknown when once
this film has been seen.
AS FANCY PAINTS (Post Nature
Scenic). (Famous-Players Lasky.) The
most active imagination could picture
nothing more beautiful than the scenes
this film depicts.
THE SILVER TRAIL (Kineto Co. of
America). A beautiful picture of this
magnificent Colorado park, showing among
other things the Cave of the Winds at
Manitou, Box Canyon with its drop of four
hundred sheer feet and the weird "pencil
rocks
"
ASCENDING
COCOVIDA AND SUGAR
LOAF (Kineto Co. of America). A remarkable aerial tramway carries the
breathless traveler up Sugar Loaf Mountain, with a panorama of Rio de Janeiro
stretching out beneath.
VILLAGE LIFE AMONG THE MOUNTAINS AND LAKES OF SWITZERLAND
(Kineto Co. of America). The life of the
Swiss mountaineer is most distinctive and
it is here beautifully presented with a
background of mountain, lake and quaint
village.
BETWEEN FRIENDS (Ford Weekly).
(Goldwyn.) Well photographed views of
El Paso. One rather questions the sincerity of the title, however.
INDUSTRIAL FILMS
THE SILVER HARVEST. (Educ. Films
Corp.) A splendid industrial depicting the
hauling and handling of sardines. The
scenes are laid in France and Portugal.
DIAMOND CUTTING (Kineto Co. of
America). This film is one of the "Science
Series" and makes clear the process of
cutting and polishing this precious s^one.
It is interesting to see how carefully the
workmen are checked at the end of the
day to avoid theft.
SWIFT & CO. (Swift & Co.). Pictures
giving a detailed idea of one of the largest
packing houses in the world. The information gained here applies generally
to the packing industry.
NATIONAL CASH REGISTER CO. (National Cash Register Co.). A picture that
shows the -working system of a most progressive industrial plant is of value beyond the mere information contained.
METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE CO.
(Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.). A
gigantic business with innumerable phases.
BUICK MOTOR CO. (Buick Motor Co.).
Automobile owners and incipient automobile owners and many others will appreciate an informational picture like this.
NUMBER PLEASE (Ford Weekly).
(Goldwyn.) Erection of telephone poles,
trench digging, laying and protecting
cable, switchboard, key shelf, testing line,
repairing, student instruction, etc.
WHAT THE OCEAN "HIDES" (Ford
Weekly). (Goldwyn.) When you find that
this film gives views of shark fishing together with an exposition of the tanning
of shark hides, the pun in the title will
be all too clear.

"NINE AND A HALF" (Ford Weekly).
(Goldwyn) 2 reels. A full exposition of
the process ol weaving silk stockings.
HISTORY, BIOLOGY AND THE NATURAL
SCIENCES
ACROSS THE ROCKIES TO THE PACIFIC (Society for Visual Education).
This reel shows the final steps in the
coast to coast progress of the United
States; tered;
traders'
difficulties
encoun-of
climatic trails,
conditions;
formation
THE PANAMA CANAL AND ITS HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (Society for
Visual Education). The need for the canal
and results of its construction are shown
clearly in this film together with its history traced back for four hundred years.
IMMIGRATION (Society for Visual Education). The effect of immigration, territorially, commercially and occupationally
together with something concerning the
sources of and reasons for immigration.
THEN COMPANY CAME. (Educ. Films
Corp.) This film produced in co-operation
with "Field and Stream" shows scientifically the development of a fly from the
egg. It is valuable in emphasizing most
clearly the menace that lies in the bacteria
scattered by this insect.
DIPHTHERIA AND ITS CURE (Society
for Visual Education). The accomplishments of American preventive medicine
and sanitary science, particularly in connection with diphtheria, the details of
diagnosis, treatment and preparation of
antitoxin for this dread disease.
WILDERNESS FRIENDS. (Educ. Films
Corp.) The Conservation Commission of
the State of New York produced this picture in order to make familiar the birds
and animals that are natural to this climate.
WILLING CAPTIVES (Kineto Co. of
America). This film, made by Chas. Urban,
shows that all caged animals are not languishing in their captivity as sentimentalists fondly believe.
A PARADISE FOR BIRDS, Pictograph
9066. (Goldwyn.) A timely nature study
of bird life in the protected areas provided
by the United States government. Many
of the birds shown here are rare and very
difficult to photograph.
JEAN AND HER FAMILY (Beseler). A
study of a dog With her puppies followed
by pictures of cats.
WEEKLIES,
NEWS
VIE WSITEMS AND REPATHE REVIEW 72. (Pathe.) Colored
views of Dinan, France; Novagraph film,
juggler tossing and balancing saucer, cup
and spoon; the canning of peas;, a study
of mice by the Ditmars studio; Siamese
dance.
PATHE REVIEW 81. (Pathe.) Fez, on
the northern coast of Africa; the making
of a Japanese lantern; New York highways from the air; the intricate process
of making mayonnaise; Kingazuz park in
Jarian.
PATHE REVIEW 68. (Pathe.) The
Valley of Royat. France; the manufacture
of flour; Ditmars' film, the ground hog;
Novagraph, pinwheels and hand springs.
PATHE NEWS 97. (Pathe.) Newark,
N. J.; foreign riders in preparation for
six-day bicycle race; building collapses in
New York City; Pathe News 10th anniversary; felling trees in the Cascades;
auto race Beverly
Hill Speedway,
CaliPATHE NEWS 93. (Pathe.) Presidentelect Harding at Point Isabel, Tex.; carnival in Venice; views in Athens, Greece;
Ford, Edison and Burroughs on camping
trip; motor boat race, San Pedro, Calif.
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CHAS. URBAN MOVIE CHATS 26.
(Kineto Co. of America.) Venerable St.
Augustine begins this reel; an exposition
of how Great Britain obtains much of its
meat via Argentina follows; at the end
are views of the Lusitania on her last trip
but one, and the Cornish express.
CHAS. URBAN MOVIE CHATS 35.
(Kineto Co. of America.) The customs,
dances and occupations of the people of
New Zealand take up the first half of this
reel; the second half deals scientifically
but somewhat creepily with the locomotion of snakes.
CHAS. URBAN MOVIE CHATS 29.
( Kineto Co. of America.) Hop-picking in
Kent, England; the annual water-pageant
and battle of the flowers at fair Villefranche
on the Mediterranean;
views
of

Education
Cormorants; a little comic sketch of a
monkey and a terrier; what more could be
desired of instruction and amusement in
fifteen minutes.
BRAY PICTOGRAPH 7068. (Goldwyn.)
The action of the human heart shown most
lucidly by an anatomical chart in motion;
the Arroya railroad in the Peruvian Andes
upon which the passengers literally "coast
from the
make
up clouds,"
this reel. and an animated cartoon
NEW SCREEN MAGAZINE 94. (Universal.) Old temples of Ceylon; hats made
of wood shavings; glueing together the
bones of a prehistoric animal; animated
cartoon.
NEW SCREEN MAGAZINE 91. (Universal.) A saw log joy ride; a gyroscope
compass; the proper use of table ware;
a study of sulphuric acid; comedy cartoon.

Reference List of Commercial Film Exchanges
(Address all inquiries to the nearest exchange)
AMERICAN

RED

CROSS

Atlanta, Ga
249 Ivy St.
Boston, Mass
108 Mass. Av.
Chicago, 111
Pioneer Bldg.
Cleveland, Ohio
Plymouth Bldg.
Denver, Colo
14th and Welton Sts.
Minneapolis, Minn
423 5th St. S.
New
Orleans,
La..
Wash'gt'n
Artillery
New York City
44 E. 23dHall
St.
Philadelphia, Pa
134 S. 16th St.
San Francisco, Cal
864 Mission St.
Seattle, Wash
White Bldg.
St. Louis, Mo
Equitable Bldg.
Washington, D. C
.411 18th St. N. W.
EDUCATIONAL
FILMS
CORPORATION
Atlanta, Ga
61 Walton St.
Boston, Mass
10 Piedmont St.
Buffalo, N. Y
327 Main St.
Chicago, 111
220 S. State St.
Cincinnati, O. . .N. W. Cor. 7th & Main Sts.
Cleveland,
Ohio
501 Standard Theatre, Prospect St.
Dallas, Texas
2003 % Main St.
Denver, Colo
1435 Champa St.
Des Moines, Iowa
100 Locust St.
Detroit, Mich
63 E. Elizabeth St.
Indianapolis, Ind
9 West Market St.
Kansas City, Mo. .5th Floor Film Ex. Bldg.
Los Angeles, Calif
732 S. Olive St.
Louisville, Ky
National Theatre Bldg.
Minneapolis, Minn
407 Loeb Arcade
Milwaukee, Wis
501 Toy Bldg.
New Haven, Conn
128 Meadow St.
New Orleans, La
330 Camp St.
New York City
729 Seventh Av.
Omaha, Neb
1312^ Farnum St.
Philadelphia, Pa
1309 Vine St.
Pittsburgh, Pa
119 Ninth St
St. Louis, Mo
617 N. Grand Av.
San Francisco, Calif.. 168 Golden Gate Av.
Seattle, Wash
2014 Third Av.
Washington, D. C
916 G St. N. W.
FAMOUS
PLAYERS-LASKY
CORP.
Albany, N. Y
33 Orange St.
Atlanta, Ga
51 Luckle St.
Boston, Mass
8 Shawmut St
Buffalo, N. Y
145 Franklin St.
Charlotte, N. C
28 W. 4th St.
Chicago, 111
845 S. Wabash Av.
Cincinnati, Ohio
107 W. 3d St.
Cleveland,
Ohio
811 Prospect Av.
Dallas, Texas
1902 Commerce St.
Denver, Colo
1747 Welton St.
Des Moines. Iowa
415 W. 8th St.
Detroit. Mich
63 E. Elizabeth St.
Kansas City, Mo
2024 Broadway Av.
Los Angeles, Calif
112 W. 9th St.
Minneapolis, Minn
608 1st Av. N.

New Haven, Conn
132 Meadow St.
New Orleans, La
814 Perdido St.
New York City
729 7th Av.
Oklahoma City. Okla
128 W. 3d St.
Omaha,
Neb
208 S. 13th St.
Philadelphia, PaPa
1219Forbes
"*rine St.
Pittsburgh,
1018
St.
Portland,
Me
85 Market St.
Portland, Ore
14 N. 9th St.
Salt Lake City, Utah.. 133 E. 2d South St.
San Francisco, Calif
821 Market St.
Seattle, Wash
2017-19 3d St.
St. Louis, Mo
3929 Olive St.
Washington, D. C
421 10th St. N. W.
FIRST

NATIONAL

EXHIBITORS
CUIT, INC.

CIR-

Atlanta, Ga
146 Marietta St.
Boston, Mass
35 Piedmont St.
Chicago,
111
110 S. State St.
Cleveland, Ohio
402 Sloan Bldg.
Buffalo, N. Y
215 Franklin St.
Dallas, Texas
1924 Main St
Denver,
Colo
1518 Welton St.
Des Moines, Iowa. . .Garden Theatre Bldg.
Detroit, Mich
63 E. Elizabeth St.
Indianapolis, *Ind...24 W. Washington St.
Kansas City, Mo
317 Gloyd Bldg.
Los Angeles, Calif
833 South Broadway
Louisville, Ky
Nat. Theatre Bldg.
Milwaukee, Wis
402 Toy Bldg.
Minneapolis,
Minn
408-18 Loeb Arcade Bldg.
New Haven, Conn
.126 Meadow St.
New Orleans, La..Tulane Av. & Liberty St.
New York City
6 W. 48th St.
Oklahoma City, Okla
127 S. Hudson St.
Omaha, Neb
314 S. 13th St.
Philadelphia, Pa
1339 Vine St.
Pittsburgh, Pa
414 Ferry St.
Richmond, Va
904 E. Broad St.
St. Louis, Mo. .New Grand Central Theatre
Salt Lake City, Utah.. 136 E. 2d South St.
San Francisco, Calif.. 134 Golden Gate Av.
Seattle, Wash
2023 3d Av.
Washington. D. C
916 G St. N. W.
FOX
FILM
CORPORATION
Atlanta, Ga
Ill Walton St
Boston, Mass
54-56-58 Piedmont St
Buffalo, N. Y
209 Franklin St.
Chicago, 111
845 S. Wabash Av.
Cincinnati, Ohio. . . . .
514 Elm St.
Cleveland, Ohio
750 Prospect Av.
Dallas, Texas
1907 Commerce St.
Detroit, Mich
Mack Bldg.
Denver, Col
1442 Welton St.
Indianapolis, Ind.
232 N. Illinois St.
Kansas City, Mo
928 Main St.
Los Angeles, Calif
734 S. Olive St.
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Minneapolis,
Minn
608 First Av. N.
New York City
130 W. 46th St.
New Orleans, La
723-25 Poydras St.
Omaha, Neb.
315 S. 16th St.
Philadelphia, Pa...
1333 Vine St.
Pittsburgh, Pa
121 Fourth Av.
Salt Lake City, Utah... 46 Exchange Place
San Francisco, Calif.. 243 Golden Gate Av.
Seattle, Wash
2006 Third Av.
St. Louis, Mo
3632 Olive St.
Washington, D. C
.305 9th St. N. W.
GOLDWYN
DISTRIBUTING
CORPORATION
Atlanta, Ga
Ill Walton St.
Boston, Mass
42 Piedmont St.
Buffalo, N. Y
200 Pearl St.
Chicago, 111
207 S. Wabash Av.
Cincinnati, Ohio
216 E. 5th St.
Cleveland, O. ..403 Standard Theatre Bldg.
Dallas, Texas
1922 Main St.
Denver,
Colo
1440 Welton St.
Detroit, Mich
Film Exchange Bldg.
Kansas City, Mo
1120 Walnut St.
Los Angeles, Calif
912 S. Olive St.
Minneapolis, Minn
16 N. 4th St.
New Orleans, La
714 Poydras St.
New York City
509 5th Av.
Omaha, Neb
1508 Howard St.
Philadelphia, Pa
1335 Vine St.
Pittsburgh, Pa
1201 Liberty Av.
Salt Lake City, Utah. .135 E. 2d South St.
San Francisco, Cal...
985 Market St.
St. Louis, Mo
3312 Lindell Blvd.
Seattle, Wash
2018 Third Ave.
Washington, D. C
714 11th St. N. W
HALLMARK
PICTURES
CORPORATION
Atlanta, Ga
51 Luckie St.
Boston, Mass
46 Melrose St.
Buffalo, N. Y
86 Exchange St.
Chicago, 111
5 So. Wabash Av.
Cincinnati, Ohio
....215 E. 5th St.
Dallas, Tex
1814 Commerce St.
Cleveland, Ohio
506 Sloan Bldg.
Denver, Colo
1435 Champa St.
Detroit, Mich
5 E. Elizabeth St.
Kansas City, Mo. . . .4th Floor Boley Bldg.
Los Angeles, Calif
643 So. Olive St.
Milwaukee, Wis
406 Toy Bldg.
Minneapolis, Minn
.16 No. 4th St.
New Haven, Conn
130 Meadow St.
New Orleans, La
348 Carondelet St.
New York, N. Y
130 West 46th St.
Omaha, Neb
1222 Harney St.
Philadelphia, Pa..S. E. Cor. 13th & Vine Sts.
Pittsburgh, Pa
414 Penn Av.
St. Louis, Mo
. 3318 Lindell Blvd.
San Francisco, Calif. . . .86 Golden Gate Av.
Seattle, Wash
2010 Third Av.
Washington, D. C
916 G St. N. W.
METRO
PICTURES
CORPORATION
Atlanta, Ga
146 Marietta St.
Boston, Mass
60 Church St.
Buffalo. N. Y
327 Main St.
Chicago, 111
5 S. Wabash Av.
Cincinnati, Ohio
7th and Main Sts.
Cleveland, Ohio
404 Sincere Bldg.
Dallas, Texas
1924 Main St.
Denver, Col
1721 California St.
Detroit, Mich
51 Elizabeth St. E.
Kansas City, Mo
928 Main St.
Los Angeles, Calif
820 S. Olive St.
Little Rock, Ark
106 S. Cross St.
Minneapolis, Minn. . . .Produce Exch, Bldg.
New Haven, Conn
126 Meadow St.
New York City
729 7th Av.
New Orleans, La
Saenger Bldg.
Oklahoma City, Okla
127 S. Hudson St.
Omaha, Neb
211 S. 13th St.
Philadelphia, Pa
1321 Vine St.
Pittsburgh, Pa
1018 Forbes St.
Salt Lake City, Utah.. 20 Post Office Place
San Francisco, Calif
55 Jones St.
St. Louis, Mo
3313-A Olive St.
Seattle, Wash
2002 Third Av.
Washington, D. C.
916 G St. N. W.

Field
PATHE

EXCHANGE,

INC.

Albany, N. Y
398 Broadway
Atlanta, Ga
Ill Walton St.
Boston, Mass
7 Isabella St.
Buffalo, N. Y
269 Main St.
Charlotte, N. C
2 S. Graham St.
Chicago, 111
220 S. State St.
Cincinnati, Ohio
124 E. 7th St.
Cleveland, Ohio
750 Prospect Av. S. E.
Dallas, Texas
2012^ Commerce St.
Denver,
Colo
1436 Welton St.
Des Moines, Iowa
316 W. Locust St.
Detroit, Mich
63 E. Elizabeth St.
Indianapolis, Ind. . .52-54 W. New York St.
Kansas City, Mo
928 Main St.
Los Angeles, Calif
732 S. Olive St.
Milwaukee, Wis
174 2d St.
Minneapolis, Minn
608 1st Av. N.
Newark, N. J
6 Mechanic St.
New Orleans, La
936 Common St.
New York City
1600 Broadway
Oklahoma City, Okla
119 S. Hudson St.
Omaha, Neb
1417 Harney St.
Philadelphia, Pa
211 N. 13th St.
Pittsburgh, Pa
938 Penn Av.
Salt Lake City, Utah. . .64 Exchange Place
San Francisco, Calif
985 Market St.
Seattle. Wash
2113 3d Av.
St. Louis, Mo
3210 Locust St.
Spokane, Wash
12 S. Washington St.
Washington, D. C
601 F St., N. W.
REALART PICTURES CORPORATION
Cincinnati, Ohio
Film Exchange Bldg.
Cleveland, Ohio.... 942 Prospect Av., East
Denver, Colo
1742 Glenart Av.
Detroit, Mich
303 Joseph Mack Bldg.
Minneapolis, Minn. .801 Produce Exch. Bdg.
Omaha, Neb
1216 Farnum St.
San Francisco, Calif
985 Market St.
Seattle, Wash
2012 Third Av.
St. Louis, Mo
3626 Olive St.
REPUBLIC PICTURES
Atlanta, Ga
148 Marietta St,
Boston, Mass
78-90 Broadway
Buffalo, N. Y
269 Main St.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Main and 7th Sts.
Cleveland, Ohio
Belmont Bldg.
Dallas, Tex
1905 Commerce St.
Denver, Colo
1753 Welton St.
Detroit, Mich
63 E. Elizabeth St.
Kansas City, Mo
1612 Main St.
Los Angeles, Calif
736 S. Olive St.
Minneapolis, Minn. . . .Produce Exch. Bldg.
New York City
126 W. 46th St.
Philadelphia, Pa
1315 Vine St.
Pittsburgh, Pa
1201 Liberty Av.
San Francisco, Calif
985 Market St.
Seattle, Wash
1301 5th Av.
Washington, D. C
916 G St. N. W.
ROBERTSON-COLE DISTRIBUTING
CORPORATION
Albany, N. Y
733 Broadway
Atlanta, Ga
146 Marietta St.
Boston, Mass
39 Church St.
Buffalo, N. Y
315 Franklin St.
Chicago, 111
Consumers Bldg.
Cincinnati, Ohio
224 E. 7th St.
Cleveland, Ohio
750 Prospect Av.
Dallas, Texas
1807 Main St.
Denver,
Colo
1724 Welton St.
Detroit, Mich
63 Elizabeth St.
Indianapolis, Ind
Ill W. Maryland St.
Kansas City, Mo
Gloyd Bldg.
Los Angeles, Calif
825 S. Olive St.
Milwaukee, Wis
301 Enterprise Bldg.
Minneapolis, Minn. .309 Loeb Arcade Bldg.
New Orleans, La
815 Perdido St.
New York City
1600 Broadway
Oklahoma City, Okla
7 S. Walker St.
Omaha, Neb
1306 Farnum St.
Philadelphia,
Pa
1219 Vine St.
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Pittsburgh, Pa
121 4th Av.
San Francisco, Calif.. 177 Golden Gate Av.
St. Louis, Mo
3623 Washington Av.
Salt Lake City, Utah... 12 Postofflce Place
Seattle, Wash
1933 3d Av.
Washington, D. C
916 G St. N. W.
SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION
Albany, N. T
679 Broadway
Atlanta, Ga
148 Marietta St.
Boston, Mass
69 Church St.
Buffalo, N. Y
176 Franklin St.
Chicago, 111
207 S. Wabash Av.
Cincinnati, Ohio. .402 Strand Theatre Bldg.
Cleveland, Ohio
306 Sloan Bldg.
Dallas, Texas
1917 Main St.
Denver, Colo
1728 Welton St.
Detroit, Mich
63 E. Elizabeth St.
Indianapolis,
Ind
224 Wimmer
Bldg.
Kansas City, Mo
920 Main St.
Los Angeles, Calif
736 S. Olive St.
Minneapolis,
Minn.. Film Exchange Bldg.
New Haven, Conn
.19 Portsea St.
New Orleans, La
712 Poydras St.
New York City
126 W. 46th St.
Omaha,
Neb
...1512 Howard
St.
Philadelphia. Pa
..1308-10-12 Vine St.
Pittsburgh, Pa
1201 Liberty Av.
St. Louis, Mo
3617 Washington Av.
Salt Lake City, Utah
160 Regent St.
San Francisco, Cal
985 Market St.
Seattle, Wash
308 Virginia St.
Washington, D. C
525 13th St. N. W.
UNITED
PICTURE
Atlanta, Ga
Boston, Mass
Buffalo, N. Y
Chicago, 111
Cincinnati, Ohio
Cleveland, Ohio
Dallas, Texas
Denver, Col
Detroit, Mich
Kansas City, Mo
Los Angeles, Calif
Milwaukee, Wis
Minneapolis,
Minn
New Haven, Conn
New Orleans. La
New York City
Omaha, Neb
Philadelphia, Pa
Pittsburgh, Pa
St. Louis, Mo
Salt Lake City, Utah..
San Francisco, Cal. ...
Seattle, Wash
Washington, D. C.

THEATRES
104 Walton
St.
48 Melrose
St.
86 Exchange Place
5 S. Wabash Av.
215 E. 5th St.
506 Sloan Bldg.
1814 Commerce St.
1435 Champa St.
55 E. Elizabeth St.
22d and Grand Av.
643 S. Olive St.
172 Toy Bldg.
16 N. 4th St.
130 Meadow St.
610 Canal St.
1457 Broadway
1222 Harney St.
13th and Vine Sts.
414 Penn Av.
3321 Lindell Blvd.
58 Exchange Place
.86 Golden Gate Av.
2010 3d Av.
916 G St. N. W.

UNIVERSAL
FILM MFG. CO.
Buffalo. N. Y
35 Church St.
Butte, Mont
52 E. Broadway
Charleston, W. Va.
Chicago.
Ill
220 S. State St.
Cincinnati, Ohio
531 Walnut St.
Cleveland, Ohio
850 Prospect Av.
Columbus, Ohio
Denver, Col
1422 Welton St.
Des Moines, Iowa
918-920 Locust Av.
Detroit, Mich
63 E. Elizabeth St.
Evansville, Ind
Fort Smith, Ark.
Indianapolis, Ind
113 W. Georgia St.
Kansas City, Mo
214 E. 12th St.
Los Angeles, Cal
822 S. Olive St.
Louisville, Ky
Milwaukee, Wis
172 2d St.
Minneapolis, Minn
719 Hennepin Av.
Oklahoma City, Okla
116-118 W. 2d St.
Omaha, Neb
1304 Farnum St.
Pittsburgh, Pa
.938-940 Penn Av.
Portland, Ore
405-407 Davis St.
Salt Lake City, Utah... 66 Exchange Place
San Francisco, Cal... 121 Golden Gate Av.
Sioux Falls, S. D

Spokane, Wash
St. Louis, Mo
Wichita. Kan

16 S. Washington St.
2116 Locust Av.
209 E. First Av.
VITAGRAPH

Albany, N. Y
48 Howard St.
Atlanta, Ga
Ill Walton St.
Boston, Mass
131 Arlington St.
Buffalo, N. Y
86 Exchange St.
Chicago, 111
207 S. Wabash Av.
Cincinnati, Ohio.... Cor. 7th and Main Sts.
Cleveland, Ohio
2077 E. 4th St.
Dallas, Texas
1900 Commerce St.
Denver, Col
734 Welton St.
Detroit, Mich
63 E. Elizabeth
St.
Kansas City, Mo
17th and Main Sts.
Los Angeles, Cal
643 S. Olive St.
Minneapolis, Minn
608 1st Av. N.
New Orleans, La
420 Camp St.
New York City
W00 Broadway
Omaha, Neb
1111 Farnum St.
Philadelphia,
Pa
1227 Vine St.
Pittsburgh, Pa
117 4th Av.
St. Louis, Mo
3310 Lindell Blvd.
Salt Lake City, Utah.. 62 Exchange Place
San Francisco, Cal
985 Market St.
Seattle, Wash
115 Olive St.
Washington, D. C
712 11th St. N. W.

BUREAU
OF EDUCATION
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
Qualified State Distributing- Centers
Agricultural College, Miss.
Mississippi
Agricultural
and
Mechanical College
Claud H. Tingle
Ames, la.
Iowa State College
Charles Roach
Ann Arbor, Mich.
University of Michigan. .W. D. Henderson
Athens, Ga.
University of Georgia
Roger N. Hill
Austin, Tex.
University of Texas
Wm. R. Duffey
Berkeley, Calif.
University of California
Leon J. Richardson
Bloomington, Ind.
Indiana University
F. W. Shockley
Boston, Mass.
State Department of Public Instruction
James A. Moyer
Boulder, Col.
University of Colorado. . .H. R. Spangler
Buffalo, N. Y.
Buffalo Society of NaturalC. Science..
E. Cumminfrt
Burlington, Vt.
University of Vermont
Guy G. Bailey
Charlotteville, Va.
University of Virginia.. Charles G. Maphls
Cleveland, O.
Cleveland Normal TrainingW. School..
N. Gregory
College Park, Md.
Maryland
State College C.of S.Agriculture
Richardson
Columbia, Mo.
University of Missouri. . .C. H. Williams
Columbia, S. C.
University of South Carolina
Reed Smith
Eugene, Ore.
University of Oregon. . . .John C. Almack
Fayetteville, Arkansas
University of Arkansas
A. M. Harding
Gainesville, Fla.
University of Florida
B. C. Riley
Iowa City, la.
University of Iowa
O. E. Klingaman
Knoxville, Tenn.
University of Tennessee
Charles E. Ferris
Lawrence,
Kan.
University of Kansas. .Harold C. Ingham
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The Film Field
Lexington, Ky.
University of Kentucky
Wellington Patrick
Lincoln, Neb.
University of Nebraska. .. .G. E. Condra
Madison, Wis.
University of Wisconsin. .Wm. H. Dudley
Minneapolis, Minn.
University of Minnesota. .J. V. Ankeney
Missoula, Mont.
State University
E. O. Sisson
Morgantown, W. Va.
West Virginia University
L. B. Hill
Natchitoches, La.
State Normal School
L. J. Alleman
New Brunswick, N. J.
Rutgers College
. W. M. Demarest
Normal, 111.
Illinois State Normal University. . . .
David Felmley
Norman, Okla.
University of Oklahoma. . .J. W. Scroggs
Philadelphia, Pa.
The Commercial Museum
Chas. R„ Toothaker
Pittsburgh, Pa.
University of Pittsburgh....!. H. Kelly
Providence, R. I.
Brown University.
Walter Jacobs
Pullman, Wash.
State College of Washington. ......
P. P. Nalder
Raleigh, N. C.
Bureau of Community Service.
W. C. Crosby
Reno, Nev.
University of Nevada.
..........,.'.*
Charles
A. Norcross
Salt Lake City, Utah.
University of Utah. .
W. P. Reynolds
Tucson, Ariz.
University of Arizona. .Prank Lockwood
University, Ala.
University of Alabama. ... .Jas. Thomas
University, N. D.
University of North Dakota. .A. H. Yoder
Vermillion, S. D.
University of South Dakota. ........
J. C. Tjaden
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
Boston, Mass ................. 84 State St.
Chicago, 111. .......... . .Monadnock Bldg.
Cincinnati, Ohio. .. .Provident Bank Bldg.

Dallas, Texas...
.Interurban
Bldg.
Philadelphia, Pa
Witherspoon Bldg.
Salt Lake City
Newhouse Bldg.
San Francisco, Cal.116 New Montgomery St.
Schenectady, N. Y
Publication Bureau
INTERNATIONAL.
HARVESTER
CO.
Distributing
Centers
Aberdeen, S. D
J. C. Thomas
Industrial & Normal School
Ada, Okla.
B. A. Pratt
East Central State Normal School
Agricultural College, N. D...R. A. Corbett
North Dakota Agricultural College
Alva, Okla.
A. G. Vinson
Northwestern Normal
School
Ames, Iowa.
Chas. Roach
Iowa State College
Austin, Texas
Wm. R. Duffey
University of Texas
Bellingham, Wash
J. V. Coughlin
Washington State Normal School
Canyon, Texas
F. H. Ives
West Texas State Normal College
College Station, Tex. .....
M. L. Hayes
A. & M. College
Corvallis, Ore. . . .
.
O. D. Center
Oregon Agricultural College
Durant, Okla. ............. .E. B. Robbins
Southeast Normal School
Edmond, Okla.........
J. G. Mitchell
Central State Normal School
Emporia, Kan.
. . .M. L. Smith
Kansas State Normal School
Kirksville, Mo. .............. .T. A. Dalton
State Teachers College
Lawrence, Kan... Miss Grace Haverkampf
University of Kansas
Madison, Wis. ............. „W. H. Dudley
University of Wisconsin
Pullman, Wash. ......... .L. R. Lounsbury
State College of Washington
Salt Lake City, Utah
I. B. Ball
State Department of Public Instruction
St. Paul, Minn. ............ . J„ V. Ankeney
University of Minnesota
Tahlequah, Okla. ............ .C. W. Prier
Northeastern Normal
School
Trenton, New
N. J.Jersey
. .Mrs. State
Kathryn
B. Greywacz*
Museum
Vermillion, S. D. ............ .J. C. Tjaden
University of South Dakota
Weatherford, Okla. ........ .J. B. Estridge
Southwestern Normal School

Reference List of Producers
(See page 40)
Beseler Film Co.,
71 W, 23d St., New York City.
Buick Motor Co.,
Flint, Mich.
Kineto Company of America,
71 W. 23d St., New York City.
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.,
New York City.

National Cash Register Co.,
Dayton, Ohio.
Society for Visual Education,
327 S. La Salle St., Chicago, III
Swift & Company,
Chicago, 111.
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Secretary, F. R. Moulton, University of Chicago
DIRECTORS
V. H. Arnold, Victor H Arnold & Co., Chicago
W. W. Atwood, President, Clark, University
W. C. Bagley, Columbia University
C. A. Beard, Director New York Bureau of Municipal Research
H. L. Clarke, Utilities Development Corporation, Chicago
J. M. Coulter, University of Chicago
F. R. Moulton, University of Chicago
W. F. Russell, University of Iowa
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V. C. Vaughan, University of Michigan
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Mrs. Harriet H. Barry, President of National Federation of
Better Film Workers
J. H. Beveridge, Superintendent of Schools
Mrs. Florence B. Blanchard, Chairman Motion Pictures

Los Angeles, California
Omaha, Nebraska

Illinois Federation of Women's Clubs
Chicago, Illinois
Mary C. C. Bradford, State Superintendent of Schools
Denver, Colorado
M. L. Brittain, State Superintendent of Schools
Atlanta, Georgia
E. C. Brooks, State Superintendent of Public Instruction
Raleigh, North Carolina
J. C. Brown, President State Normal College
..St. Cloud, Minnesota
T. W. Butcher, President Kansas State Normal School
Emporia, Kansas
C. E. Chadsey, Dean of College of Education, University of Illinois, . . .Urbana, Illinois
J. A. C. Chandler, President of College of William and Mary. . .Williamsburg, Virginia
H. W. Chase, President of University of North Carolina. . .Chapel Hill, North Carolina
L. D. Coffman, President of University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota
S. S. Colvin, Professor of Education, Brown University
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F. B. Cooper, Superintendent of Schools
Seattle, Washington
L. T. Damon, Professor of English, Brown University
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University, Alabama
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Chicago, Illinois
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Mrs. M. H. Lieber, Chairman of Education, Illinois Federation
of Women's Clubs
Winnetka, Illinois
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Normal, Illinois
T. E. Finegan, State Superintendent of Public Instruction. . .Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
H. W. Foght, President of Northern Normal and
Industrial School
Aberdeen, South Dakota
C. Fordyce, Dean of Teachers College, University of Nebraska
Lincoln, Nebraska
J. Paul Goode, Professor of Geography, University of Chicago
Chicago, Illinois
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Mrs. William H. Hart, President of Illinois Federation of
Women1 s Clubs
Benton, Illinois
V. A. C. Henmon, Director of School of Education, University
Madison, Wisconsin
•
of Wisconsin
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A. Ross Hill, President of University of Missouri
V. A. Jessup, President of State University of Ioiva
Iowa City, Iowa
D. B. Johnson, President Winthrop Normal and
Industrial College
Rock Hill, South Carolina
C. H. Judd, Director of School of Education, University of Chicago
Chicago, Illinois
J. A. H. Keith, President of Normal School
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F. J. Kelley, Dean of College of Education, University of Kansas
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J. R. Kirk, President State Teachers College
Kirksville, Missouri
O. E. Klingaman, Director of Extension Division, University of Iowa. .Iowa City, Iowa
L. C. Lord, Eastern Illinois State Normal School
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Charleston, Illinois
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Teachers College, Columbia University
New York City, New York
A. A. Murphree, President of University of Florida
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Boulder, Colorado
R. M. Ogden, Professor of Education, Cornell University
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Columbia University
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C. L. Spain, Deputy Superintendent of Schools
Detroit, Michigan
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Augusta, Georgia
A. S. Whitney, Professor of Education, University of Michigan. ..Ann Arbor, Michigan
H. B. Wilson, Superintendent of Schools
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J. H. Wilson, Director of Visual Education, Public Schools
Detroit, Michigan
J. W. Withers, Superintendent of Schools
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Cornell University
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STUDY OF A MOUNTAIN
A SURVEY

GLACIER
OF THE

REEL

Purpose of the reel:

HOW

SNOW

THE

A

Figure 1
GLACIER

To depict fully the
process of glacial formation.
In this film Dr. W. W. Atwood— formerly Professor of Physiography at Harvard, now president of Clark University —
gives a personal "chalk talk" in which we
are told, chapter by chapter, the fascinating story of glaciers and icebergs, moraines and crevasses, "ice tables" and glacial rivers and valleys. Graphic diagrams
picture cause and effect, with magnificent
scenics to illustrate each point. Not the
least interesting feature of the blackboard work is the fact that Dr. Atwood
uses both hands with equal skill and
rapidity.

BEGINS

Figure 2
GATHERS
AMONG
MOUNTAINS

The reel opens with motion pictures
showing a glacier as it moves down between its mountain walls and meets the
sea. Then, to show us how a glacier is
born, Dr. Atwood puts upon the blackboard a cross-section drawing of a glacier
and its valley (Fig. 1). In this diagram
he visualizes snow accumulating high
among the mountains, and motion pictures supplement the blackboard explanation with scenes of lofty peaks and mountain snow fields (Fig. 2). Another chalk
illustration pictures in perspective the
snowy beginnings of the river of ice we
call a glacier.

THE

"The weight of the snow," explains a
title, "causes ice to form." This is indicated on Figure 1 by labeling the lower
levels "ICE." Moving pictures show us
a parallel stage in glacier formation today. On the perspective diagram Dr. Atwood then pictures the gradual increase
of glaciation, as the moving mass of ice
makes its slow way down the mountain
valley (Fig. 3). He shows in detail how
a giant crack, called a crevasse, results
where the glacier bends over a steep slope
(Fig. 4). Motion pictures illustrate
crevasses in actual glaciers.

Figure 3
YOUNG
GLACIER
MOVES
SLOWLY DOWN THE MOUNTAIN VALLEY

FALLING

Figure 4
STONES
MORAINES

Next we come to the story of moraines,
those accumulations of gravel, stones,
rocks and boulders that, ages after the
glacier has disappeared,
still mark
its

FORM
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path. Some of this debris the glacier
plucks from its bed as it makes its
rough-shod way along the valley; some
of it rattles down from the mountain
sides. This process is graphically indicated on the cross-section sketch, and
detail drawings explain step by step the
origin of each type of moraine — terminal,
side and medial (Fig. 4). Here again
moving pictures of actual moraines give
concreteness to the sketches.
The cause of those curious formations

AT

THE

Figure 5
ICEBERGS
OFF

SEA,

called glacier tables, or "ice tables," is
made clear in a detail drawing. A huge
boulder, falling from the mountain side,
lodges upon the ice. By and by, as the

BREAK

sun's rays melt the ice around and the
boulder continues to protect the ice beneath, the rock stands perched upon a
little peak of solid ice, like a table top
upon a pedestal
(Pig. 4).
When the glacier reaches the sea, the
ends are buoyed up and broken off, forming icebergs that float away like drifting
mountains (Fig. 5). With remarkable
vividness the chalk sketch pictures the
iceberg's relation to the glacier (Fig. 6)
and makes us realize that all but about
one-eighth of the berg's mass is submerged. The drawings are again followed by moving pictures that give us
the sensation of actually threading a
perilous path among these gigantic, picturesque mountains of ice.

f*y

Figure 6
FLOATING BERG IS SEVENEIGHTHS
UNDER
WATER
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"In time," a title tells us, "the climate
may grow warmer and the glacier be
melted back." On the chalk perspective
the glacier is erased back and the new appearance, due to melting, is drawn in.
Dr. Atwood shows how the stream that
flows from the melting glacier forms a
delta at its outlet (Fig. 7). Glacial action has left a sheltered valley, which
proves an ideal location for the little
village that soon springs up — visualized
for us by tiny houses drawn into the
diagram. Glacial streams furnish power
to run factories, and in time the village
becomes a city.
The reel closes with a magnificent panorama of a glacier, of which Figure 8
shows us one interesting view.

\K
Figure 7 FROM
RIVER
FLOWS
THE
MELTING GLACIER AND
FORMS A DELTA

^i^s<*J

PANORAMA

Figure 8
OF A GLACIER
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Visual Education

SCHOOLFILMS
Schoolfilms are actually "school films" — planned, produced and
edited under the direction of the eminent educators who organized
the Society for Visual Education, and specially designed TO FIT THE
COURSE OF STUDY. Because these courses are being developed by
experienced teachers with first-hand knowledge of the everyday needs
and problems of the classroom, other educators are finding in SCHOOLFILMS the sort of visual instruction they can conscientiously endorse.

Here Is the Evidence
I am a believer in the educational value
of films especially devised for teaching
purposes, and have great confidence in
those of your Society, backed .as they are
by educators of prominence.
MARY
D. BRADFORD,
Superintendent, Kenosha, Wis.
I have viewed
your films and thought
that their general use would be beneficial
—that schools should use SCHOOLFILMS.
J. H. WILSON,
Supervisor Visual Instruction, Detroit,
Mich.
The Y. M. C. A. of Chicago conducts a
large number of illustrated lectures at
which it is necessary to command the attention of audiences ranging from 300 to
3,000 or more and really to deliver the
message. The problem of securing suitable material has been a difficult one.- We
decided to give SCHOOLFILMS a trial.
The very first trials were successes, and
now we use them habitually. We are planning a further series of programs with the
special
aim of using
the American
idea. the films to "put over"
ABRAHAM
BOWERS,
Executive
Secretary,
Americanization
Dept., Y. M. C. A. of Chicago.
I am confident
that education
through
your method will eliminate a great deal of
painful, conscious
effort on the part of
students.
T. E. RANKIN,
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Probably nothing which could be given
our schools at this time would be of
greater tionalvalue
than these splendid instrucfilms.
THERESE TOWNSEND,
Asst. Superintendent, Grand Rapids, Mich.
In my opinion schools using your
SCHOOLFILMS are performing a beneficial service for the children of America.
I consider them real educational motion
pictures.
MILTON C. POTTER,
Superintendent, Milwaukee, Wis.

I have seen some of the films of your
Society, and am of the opinion that they
would be of great profit to pupils.
L. N. HINES,
State Superintendent. Indianapolis, Ind.
Whereas, The Society for Visual Education has devised a system of Motion Pictures for strictly educational use, such
pictures being closely articulated with the
courses of study.
. . . and
Whereas, Such an association of educators is capable of fully and properly developing the educational possibilities of the
Motion Picture, without permitting it to
become a mere amusement device,
be it
Resolved, That the General Federation
of Women's Clubs, in Convention assembled, heartily endorse the efforts of the
Society for Visual Education, and that
we offer it our earnest support in its sincere endeavor to utilize fully and properly
this most potent educational force.
GENERAL

FEDERATION
OF WOMEN'S
CLUBS.
Adopted at Biennial Convention, Des
Moines, June, 1920.
Second shipment of your Civics series
arrived today. We have shown "A Citizen
and His Government" at several points
during the past week with great satisfaction, and unless we hear from you to the
contrary will retain this film another
week. The general impression left by
your films has been very much better than
that of the average so-called educational
film. Most educational films are tolerated
rather than enjoyed, but SCHOOLFILMS —
particularly "A Citizen and His Government"—have received unusual expressions
of interest from our audiences.
EVERETT C. HUGHES,
Community
Center Dept.,
Industrial
tions Association,
Escanaba,
Mich. Rela-

"A Citizen and His Government'
A splendid introduction to. the study of Civics. Pictures a citizen's day, visualizing
city sights and institutions and the endless services our government — local, state and
national — performs for us. A subtle lesson in Americanism,, in story form.
(A 2-reel subject)

"Life-History of the Monarch Butterfly"
A film that appeals to young and old. Pictures in detail every stage in the metamorphosis from larva to butterfly. Shows spinning of silk pad, casting of skin, outline of
butterfly forming within chrysalis, butterfly emerging from chrysalis case, etc. Unusual
in interest and educative value.
(One

reel)

When you write, please mention VISUAL

EDUCATION
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SCHOOLFILMS

The following courses in American History, Geography, Civics, Nature
Study and Hygiene and Sanitation are now being distributed, and
additional SCHOOLFILMS are being perfected as rapidly as a strict
adherence to the Society's standards permits.
(Each title is a single reel unless otherwise indicated.)
Foundation and Settlement of the
United States
French
Explorations
in North
America
English
Settlements
in North
America
Struggle of French and English for
North America
Breaking Through the Appalachians
War of the American Revolution
Settling the Ohio Valley
The Louisiana Purchase and the
Lewis and Clark Expedition
Trans-Mississippi Trails
Across the Rockies to the Pacific
Economic History of the
United States
The Steamboat in U. S. History
Canals in U. S. History
Railroads in U. S. History
Conservation
I— Reclaiming
Arid
Land by Irrigation
Immigration to the U. S.
The Panama
Canal and Its Historical Significance
Civics
A Citizen and His Government —
Parts I and II
V reels]
What is Government?
Representative Democracy in the
United States
Growth of Cities and Their Problems

Physical Geography
The Earth and Worlds Beyond
Study of a Mountain Glacier
The Work of Rivers
Study
of Shore
Features — Low
Shore
Study
of Shore
Features — Bold
Shore
Formation of Caves in Limestone
Formation of Volcanoes and
Geysers
The Story of Coral Growth
Regional Geography
New England —[2 Parts
I and II
reels]
Middle
Atlantic States — Parts
and

II

[2 reels]

I

Southern States- — Parts I and II
[2 reels]

Central Plains — Parts I and II
[2 reels]
Great Plains
Western Plateaus
Rocky Mountains
Pacific Mountains
and Lowlands
Nature Study
Where
terfly Plants Live
Life-History of the Monarch ButSome
Midsummer
Plants of the
Central States
Hygiene
and Sanitation
Getting
Acquainted
the Smallest Plantswithin Bacteria
the World—
Waste Disposal in Cities
Conquering the Diphtheria Germ

Each reel is accompanied by a Teacher's Syllabus containing outlines,
questions, supplementary information for after-the-showing comment,
and full instructions
for the most effective presentation
of the film.

For prices and other details regarding SCHOOLFILMS
write direct to headquarters

The Society for Visual Education, Inc.
327 South La Salle Street, Chicago
Whpn

you write, please mention VTSUATj

"RPUCATTON

Visual Education

T5he

industrial Film Division
OF

The Society For Visual Education
Equipped for the Production of Everything in Motion Picture Photography
Making

a specialty of high-class films for Welfare and Interorganization
Purposes — Sales Promotion — Advertising — Industrial Education

TDEING an organization of specialists in
*** the making of industrial motion pictures, this organization, combined with
trie Society's unusual research facilities,
guarantees productions of genuine power,
quality and effectiveness.
The Animated Cartoon Department
has new and original methods in animation— the result of extensive experiment —
to offer users of industrial films. Any
type of animated drawings can be supplied, from the simplest forms to the
most intricate study of technical processes
or mechanical devices.

The Society will make surveys and submit scenarios
and estimates without charge or obligation
ADDRESS

SOCIETY

INQUIRIES

TO

FOR VISUAL EDUCATION
Industrial Film Division

327 SoutK La Salle St.

CHICAGO

When you write, please mention VISUAL, EDUCATION
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MOTION
FOR THE

PICTURES
SCHOOL

For every occasion. We are moving to larger quarters. Write us to our
new address for catalogue of films and projectors. Our special Service
Department is always ready to co-operate with vou.

THE NEW

ERA FILMS

21 East Seventh Street
MOTION
PICTURES
IN
TEACHING BIOLOGY

Chicago, Illinois

TYPEWRITERS
ALL MAKES

(Continued from page 15)

lessons competent educators know
should be taught and know how to
teach. Teachers of biology realize that
in their educational work they need
biological films just as much as they
need biological textbooks, if not more.
But they do not want biological films,
or any other kind of films, just simply
because they are entertaining and attractive. They want them only if they
will teach certain lessons better than
those lessons can be taught otherwise,
A

WORK

FOR

Remington, Underwood,

Smiths, Royals,

Olivers, etc., at reduced prices
Write

for our Catalog No. 49 for convincing proof.
Prices as low as $20

Beran Typewriter Co., 58 W. Washington St., Dept. 29, Chicago
"Mcintosh Lanterns are Honest Lanterns"

The Classroom

is the place for Visual Instruction. No
more marching thru the halls — no more
disturbance and skylarking. Just attach an Automatic Sciopticon

PIONEERS

We are, indeed, in the very infancy
of our experience with the biological
motion picture. Schools are going to
make many different experiments in visual instruction with more or less valuable and interesting results. The writer
only wonders how we can ever develop
even one-tenth of all the subjects that
cry to us for picturization. It seems we
must all realize that we are the fortunate possessors of a vision of the future,
and that we are only beginning to
translate our vision into actuality. Cinema biology is the work of pioneers.
Tt is a work which inevitably calls for
patience and courage, for careful judgment, and for the close co-operation of
our public schools and colleges, so that

to any incandescent socket and turn on
the current. Remarkably efficient —
extremely simple. Ask for circular.

Mcintosh Educational Slides
are used all over the country. They
are listed in four catalogs:
A of Agriculture, S of Science, E of
Industries, H of History and Civics.
Which do you want?
E. Randolph St.,
Chicago,
?IC111.ON
SH SiN
McI30 NTO

we may see a tremendous development
of this new phase of teaching which
stands ready to give such invaluable
aid in the high enterprise of American
Education.

When you write, please mention VISUAL

EDUCATION
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Zenith Safety Projector
\A/E offer this machine to you with
confidence in its merits because of
the many letters we have received from
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS, some of
whom write as follows:
"We sincerely believe it to be the finest
machine of its kind on the market. We
have used it continuously for months."
A pastor writes — "We are enthusiastic
about it. It does everything you said it

A large Industrial Company writes: —
"Demonstration of the Zenith was made
at 105 feet with very satisfactory results."
If you are at all interested in having
motion pictures and want the best, you
also want the best available machine to
project them, we have it in the ZENITH.
It is a machine of proven value.
Write us about it. Send for literature to

would, and even more."

RUTLEDGE
35 S. DEARBORN

& COMPANY

ST.

NATURE
STUDY
TEACHING
BY MOTION PICTURES
(Continued from page 21)
sons expressed were various and interesting. "I am not interested in bugs."
"Nature study is too dull." "There was
plenty of life in it. hut so much of the
same thing got a little tiresome"
"Scenics take in more than you see in
the science reels" "I liked last years
pictures best because they were colored."
"1 don't like to look at insects like bugs,
caterpillars and beetles. They make me
feel rather sick." "If all nature study
pictures were as interesting as this, I
would prefer them to pictures showing
different parts of the country" wrote
Rosalind E., "but as a rule, they are not
as good."
Twelve had no choice: they "liked
both kinds."
.
:
Question & — If you could give orders to a motion
picture studio,

CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS

what nature study subjects would
you ask them to film?
The subjects figuring in their papers
are listed together with the number of
requests recorded in eachDogs
instance :

84
45
31
30
26
20
14
14
12
11
10
10

Ants
Fish
Snakes
Wild animals
Birds
Chickens
Flowers
Eggs — "all the
Ducks
Rabbits
Rats
way and
up" mice
Butterflies
and
moths
terfly
8 Swallowtail but6
6
6
6
1

5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2

Bees
Horses
Insects
Worms
Pigeons
Turtles
Cats
Tigers
Frogs
Elephants
Lions
Bugs
Trees
Spiders

Squirrels
Flies
Domestic
aniBears
mals
Deer
Eagles
Bats
Apes
Submarine views
ichneumon
fly,
Locust,
turkey,
toad
goat,
chickadee,
owl,
mule, sea-lion,
nestbuilding,
wolf,
sea,
seaweed,
lizard, camel, rhinoceros.

A number of pupils, forgetting that
the question limited the choice of nature study subjects, included in their
lists such requests as these :

When you write, please mention VISUAL

EDUCATION
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30
17
16
10
8
6
5
4
4
3
3
2
1

Electricity
Chemical experiments
Making airplanes
Making submarines
Physics experiments
Airplane view of Evanston
Making- motion pictures
Paper-making
Wireless
Hunting big game
Microscopic pictures
Your science studio
Manufacture of dyes, clocks, medicines,
dolls, automobiles, glass, motors; taking this film; stones; dissecting.
APPEAL

OF

MOTION

PICTURES

In the face of the recorded vote of
170 to 10, there is no doubting the appeal which the visual method of teaching makes to these boys and girls. And
they were able to support their prefer-,
ence with logical and clearly expressed
reasons. Easier to understand, easier
to see, easier to remember, more interesting, more real — thus these keen child
judgments flashed forth.
The time-saving feature was referred
to again and again. The majority testified that they had a better understanding of the Monarch, after this fifteenminute showing of the film, than of the
Black Swallowtail after two weeks of
specimen and textbook study. Time
after time the point was brought up
that all the carrot worms had passed
into the chrysalis stage at night. The
screen's power to catch and magnify
the tiniest detail also impressed them
strongly.
One teacher who saw the Monarch
film gave testimony that for twenty-five
years she had been trying to have a class
witness the actual metamorphosis, but
had not yet succeeded in staging a daytime performance.
NATURE

REELS VS. SCENICS

By a vote of 98 to 21, nature study
reels won out in popular favor over
wienie and industrial films. The general feeling of the students seemed to
be that nature study pictures help them
(Continued oVi page 58)

"ikfjool Cfftctcmp feerbrce"
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iWotton
$tcturebom
Demands

AS TO MACHINES— That
you, to meet the special needs
AS TO FILMS — That ycu
in touch With the many sources
to you.

you secure the best for
of your particular school;
have a means of peeping
of service that are open

The Demands

Met

It is our ambition to cater to those who realize that
the subject of Motion Pictures for Schools is one big
enough for a highly specialized attention, and who
therefore wish to have the benefit of expert advice
from a firm that is in a position to be impartial in
We shall endeavor to get whatever you may want,
recommendation."
on the basis of SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR
MONEY

BACK.

"Tell us your troubles."

i),EXPERT
i£>- Bum
& BUILDERSCompart?
LIBRARY
MOTION

PICTURE

SPECIALISTS

(Educational department
(SUBURBAN

DOWNERS

TO CHICAGO)

GROVE,

ILLINOIS
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Guaranteed
standard makes, fully inspected, strongly rebuilt, $5 00 down,
months to Day balance. Send us your address 1
and we will mail you at once details of thee

Most Starts in g Offer

in typewriter
Don't
this genuine opportunityvalues.
to secure
yourmiss
machine
at a
price you'll gladly piy.
International
International Typewriter
Typewriter Exchange
Exchange
Dept. .177 North Stats Strtst, Chicago

$10

OO
/">/"> I/I/A /
JL*KJWl\

Brings This Latest Model
L. C. Smith or a Remington

TYPEWRITER

Thoroughly rebuilt in our facby the famous "Young
Process."
Fullytory guaranteed.
Easy terms.
No
interest. FREE TRIAL. We handle
all standard makes. Writef or details.
YOUNG TYPEWRITER GO., Dept. 24 .Chicago

'hisBookletFREE
[Photoplay Ideas Bring $25 to $200
Youbigcanmoney
cash right
in your
"happy
and
Iearn
in your
own thoughts"
home in spare
time. No previous experience necessary. Our
easy home course turns out more successful
scenario writers than all other schools tog-ether.
Write now and get by return mail FREE Booklet,
valuable information, Special Price and Prize Offer.
Chicago Photoplaywright College, Box 278Z1 .Chicago

When you write, please mention VISUAL
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The
BIGGEST VALUE
In
SHOW CARD
COLORS
Art Supervisors and
Art Workers who have
wished to use Tempera
Colors, but have felt
somewhat handicapped by the price, will find
these Show Card Colors a boon.
They will serve the purpose equally well at
one-half the cost.

Why Don't You Try Them?
Write for Color Card and Prices.

Wallbrunn, Kling & Co.
Everything in Card Writers' Supplies.

327-329 South Clark St.
CHICAGO

Pacific Coast Distributors
Schussler Bros., 326 Grove St., San Francisco

PROJECTORS

Write for any information you might
desire on the taking or projecting of
motion pictures.
Gladly given.
VICTOR STEREOPTICON
Projects pictures from 10 to 120 ft. from
the screen, fitted with special upright
nitrogen lamp, ready for action at any
ordinary lamp socket. Special price of
$48.00. Metal case for above, $5.00. Acme
Model 11, the most Standard Portable
M. P. Projector today, 1,000 ft. capacity,
motor driven, special Nitrogen Bulb
Illumination, special rewind. See Bass
for immediate delivery. Price, $200.00.
Acme Generator for use with any automobile where electric power is not obtainable. Price, $150.00.
Acme Junior, made especially for school
room use.
Price, $135.00.
DE FRANNE M. P. CAMERA
Field and Studio Model, 400 ft. capacity,
forward _ and
reverse
take up, regulai
and
trick
crank,
automatic
dissolve,
Tessar
lens,
a
complete
high-grade
camera,
ready
for action,
at $225.00.
Get the Bass Movie List at Once
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Dept. V, 109 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
When

NATURE
STUDY
TEACHING
BY MOTION PICTURES
(Continued from page 57)
to an understanding of things that are
close about them, a part of their everyday life, whereas travelogs are more or
less apart from their interests, something divorced from their own experience. For the adult student it is the
curious and the unknown that, as a
rule, holds greatest charm and interest.
To the average child there is more appeal in a subject he already knows
something about, whose immediate usefulness tohim he can measure.
It is this point in child psychology
that accounts for the overwhelming demand for a reel on ants. At the beginning of school, the instructor had provided aformicary for the science room
and the children had become deeply
engrossed in watching the life of the
little colony. Their school work and
their own observation and research had
already taught them many wonderful
things about ants, but they were keen
to add to that store whatever else the
screen had it in its power to bring them.
In the case of most of the other nature study subjects receiving a large
number of requests, such as snakes,
birds, fish, etc., the instructor was able
to trace the interest direct to current
classroom studies or to articles recently
published in Sunday-school papers, juvenile magazines, or the young people's
pages of the daily newspapers.
ONE

GOOD

FILM

INVITES

ANOTHER

Broadly viewed, the call for nature
study subjects ranging over such a wide
(Continued on page 60)
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and Rings loaned to Grammar, High,
Sunday School and College class officers
or faculty. Make sample selection from
FREE catalog of 300 designs from 20
cents to $20 each.
METAL ARTS CO., Dept. 8, Rochester, N.Y
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The KEYSTONE SYSTEM for VISUAL EDUCATION
is now in use in all Public Schools in

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania — 125 Buildings
A City Adoption Based on Demonstrated

Value

The last shipment — 52 sets — was made in November
Associate
Superintendent,
S. picture
S. Baker(stereograph)
says, "We
feel sure the
three dimension
results
in
a
50%
increase
in
the
pupils'
ability
to retain and express in logical order facts relating
to studied content."
The Keystone System is made up of 600 stereographs and lantern slides
classified to fit the course of study. All c untries, people, homes, industries, illustrated. A Teachers' Guide fully indexed and cross referenced,
to
point out illustrations for each day's work. Leading Geographies paralleled.
Further proof of the Value of the Keystone System is given in the following partial list of city adoptions.
There are hundreds of others.
Columbus, Ohio.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Flint, Mich.
Bay City, Mich.
Miami, Fla.
Racine,
Wis.
Oshkosh, Wis.

46
43
17
16
14
13
12

Schools
Schools
Schools
Schools
Schools
Schools
Schools

KEYSTONE
Originators

Elgin, 111.
Warren, Ohio.
Pontiac,
Mich.
Sault St. Marie, Mich.
Massillon, Ohio.
Waterloo, Iowa.
Newport, Ky.

Schools
Schools
Schools
Schools
Schools
Schools
Schools

VIEW CO., Inc.

of Applied

Dep't. V

11
10
9
8
8
6
6

Visual Education

MEADVILLE,
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(Continued from page 58) .
field is evidence of the immensely stimulative effect of a moving picture that is
truly educative. By the magic of the
screen one small corner of the great
world of knowledge is brightly illumined for the child. He realizes with
delight that the vivid impressions ho
has gained from this film can be paralleled almost endlessly. The very
thought arouses knowledge-hunger.
His enthusiasm is kindled; his imagination is stirred: his curiosity is
pricked. Like a child making up a
list for Santa Claus, he proceeds to
demand picture studies of everything
in nature's realm that has ever been
to him a source of wonder.
"GNIFICANT

DISTINCTION

Q
<A four was intended to sound
the cniid's real attitude toward nature
study films. Would he honestly enjoy
more pictures like the one on the Monarch butterfly, or would they bore him
as being too definitely of a piece with
ordinary school routine?
While the vote recorded disposes of
that question, it is worth while to take
note of something else of significance
which the inquiry brought to light.
That indirect revelation was the restricted application of the word "educational." Paper after paper would dis2lose statements of this character: "I
like nature study films much better, because Inever thought the educational
pictures very interesting" — Barbara B.
"I like the nature reels much better
than the educational reels" — Dorothy
B. "I like this picture better than those
educational reels we had last year because itis not so dry." — Annabelle W.
What this artless system of labelling

Education
implies as to the genuiness of the response that may be expected to motion
pictures like that on the Monarch butterfly, istoo evident for comment.
POPULARITY

OP INDUSTRIAL

FILMS

Jt is noteworthy that nearly all of
the twenty-four papers which, in answer to question four, stood firm for
"the kind of pictures we had last year"
in preference to nature films, made
direct allusion to the films which illustrated manufacturing processes. r7
like manufacturing pictures best"
wrote one, "because they have something active in them"; and Oscar K.
opined, "Industrials are more interesting than insects." Again, in the
lists submitted in response to question five, while travelogs received only
a couple of votes, there were numerous
calls for industrial studies. Had the
question, properly interpreted, not
limited the children's requests to the
nature study field, this demand for
films showing "how things are made"
would undoubtedly have been still
more marked.
THE

SIMPLE

LANGUAGE

OF PICTURES^

One other point, that demands comment before we conclude our consideration ofthis vastly interesting lot
of papers, is the favorable showing the
reports of the fourth-grade class made
alongside those of the seventh and
eighth-grade pupils. Totally unprepared as they were for the lesson, with
no background of science teaching
to support that unpreparedness with
general knowledge of processes and
terminology, these children nevertheless drew from the screen such vivid
ideas of the Monarch's life-history
that the majority were able to tell the
story learly and correctly, with vari(Concluded on page 62)
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The

CLASSROOM
STEREOPTICON

The Most Efficient Portable

Stereopticon

in

the

World

Catalog and Trial Terms Mailed on Application
Manufactured

and Guaranteed

by

VICTOR AN1MAT0GRAPH COMPANY
(INCORPORATED)

Davenport, Iowa, U. S. A.
When you write, please mention VISUAL
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Moving Pictures Expertly Planned
COMPLETE SCENARIOS FURNISHED
We

offer our services for making
complete
moving picture productions of your

SCHOOL, CHURCH, HOME

OR FACTORY

We give prompt service for developing
and printing and guarantee our work
in making prints from negatives.

IN

Standard Motion Picture Co.
Tel. Central 2347

CHICAGO,

ILL.

CTAMMER
MN0°re
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ous phases of the cycle set down
in proper sequence. Such accounts as
the one quoted earlier in this report
constitute a truly remarkable argument for the soundness of the visual
method of teaching.
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"American" quality. They are individual — democratic — unbiased — intelligent— critical. These children have
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not afraid to express in honest, straightforward language. Such power of forming strong and independent judgments
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ever striving to develop in American
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through books of the experience of
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The above phrase is the very essence of modern educational thought.
Last summer several hundred teachers were engaged in explaining the latest adaptation of "Visualized Knowledge" to schools and school patrons. All found the work more interesting, more educative,
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Visual Instruction and the N. E. A.
E. U. Graff
Superintendent of Schools,

the eve of the annual convention of School Superintendents,
it is perhaps appropriate to emphasize the need for more careful
consideration than has ever before been
given to a relatively new problem.
The use of visual aids in education is
ON

a matter of rapidly growing importance. It deserves — and unquestionably
will receive — a steadily larger share of
attention at future meetings of educators.
Improvement in the materials for
visual education is occasioning a great
present-day interest in this subject.
Progressive school systems in all parts
of our country are experimenting with
various materials and methods of visual
instruction. The entire subject is in
a formative stage and rapid progress is
being made. It is very desirable that
this development shall be along lines
which will make the best contribution
to education.
Visual apparatus should not be promoted from the recreational or amusement standpoint. Its real value will
depend upon its serviceability in making the actual work of instruction more
effective and more economical. In
order that this purpose

shall be sub-

Indianapolis,

ind.

served, many leading educators are
studying the problem and are giving
time and thought to the planning of
the best visual methods.
As to the value of the visual idea,
there is small need of argument. Few
of us, who have seriously considered the
matter, are inclined to question that
there are real values wrapped up in the
"picture." It remains to 'ascertain
exactly what these values are. Only
careful study, reflection and experiment
will yield the answer to this question.
The answer vitally concerns all schoolmen for with the schools rests the final
decision of the whole matter.
The conference on visual education
to be held at Atlantic City in connection
with the coming meeting of the Department of Superintendents will afford
opportunity for progressive school officials to come in touch with the latest
achievements in this field and to familiarize themselves with the current
trend of this work. This will be the
second meeting of this section' and it
should appeal to all as an opportunity
to help in the development of a substasre. ject which at present is in a pioneer

SOME CONSIDERATIONS
EDUCATION
Visual

William R. Duffey
Instruction Division, University of Texas

one would accuse Bernard
Shaw and Rudyard Kipling of
having many opinions in common. Strange to say, however, we find
them in harmony on at least one point.
Shaw remarks that those who can-do;
those who can't— criticize. Kipling
enjoys playing with the same thought
in his Bandarlog. He forces us to
laugh at his strange monkey folk
when we find them always determining
what can be done, but never doing
anything.
It seems probable that Shaw and
Kipling would be in closer harmony if
they were to consider the relation of
the motion picture business to the visual instruction centers in this country.
They would find, for the most part,
states and cities with visual instruction divisions conducted on an appropriation not even equivalent to the
salary of one film exchange manager.
They would note that some of our
teachers, and even our University instructors, seem to, find pleasure in hurling constant criticism at every angle
of the film business. They would ponder the interesting situation presented
by those persons who, while objecting
most seriously to the film industry,
still do nothing to improve it. They
would witness many other people, filled
with the fire of enthusiasm, producing
films and jingling their resultant golden
ducats with self-complacent glee.
NO

A NEW

INTEREST

OF VISUAL

ASTIR

In spite of the recent awakening of
interest in the new movement, there is

still considerable lethargy in regard to
visual instruction pn the part of some
of our best educators. This is entirely
too evident to receive much comment
here, but it is the duty of all who are
interested in the visual instruction
movement to command the attention of
the uninterested. The true educational
possibilities of this subject have hardly
been demonstrated adequately except,
perhaps, in one instance. I refer to
the splendid achievements of the University of the State of New York in
the development of a method which
gives the lantern slide its proper status
in the classroom.
The question of- the value of the film
as a means of instruction must also be
considered. As I have already stated
in another article: "Seventy-five per
cent of all theatrical releases contort
truth and the moral law. Fifteen per
cent of all releases are recreational and
are to be viewed with favor by young
and old. Ten per cent are educational
and should be used in the schools/*
The question now seems to be
whether we shall sit back and let the
ten per cent dwindle to no per cent.
Can we not, by concentrated effort, increase the ten per cent to at least fifty
per cent? Can we not give our best
efforts to assist those who plan the production of educational films that -will
actually conform to the best laws of
teaching psychology? Certainly, howling taunts at the producer will never
increase the present percentage of educational films any more than it will

10
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A CORNER

OF THE

Education

Figure 1
SCHEDULING AND

INSPECTION

ROOM

To the left is the Secretary; to the right, inspection and revision of material.
Shelves toward front of picture contain boxes of odd slides awaiting
completion of orders for missing and broken material.

diminish the aforementioned
five per cent.
COMPETITION

seventy-

VS. REFORM

Activity on the part of those
ested in visual instruction seems
concentrated on two distinct
Some are inclined to direct their

interto be
plans.
efforts

toward establishing a film business entirely apart from the present well established industry. Others are inclined to
assist the. present industry, working on
the principle that reform succeeds best
when begun within the industry itself.
The former class ^would found new
producing companies to create educational motion pictures. In Washington
and certain other state centers they
would place film libraries, to be operated at the expense of state or nation.
They would direct their best efforts to
induce Congress to make huge appropriations for carrying out their plans.
In reading the arguments of partisans
of the above plan, I am inclined to
believe that a little more understanding of the business side of the film industry would result in some new conceptions.

On the other hand, there are many
educators who realize that the present
motion picture business has more capital invested than any other one industry. Moreover, they have the pages of
history to testify to the fate of small
concerns when opposing some of the
large industries. The history of such
businesses as oil, steel, sugar and wool
shows the enormous amount of money
needed for such development, besides
the positive genius required in the
special field. Therefore these educators
are inclined to direct their efforts
toward reforming the present industry.
POLICY

OF THE

COMMERCIAL

PRODUCER

A review of the film situation brings
out many interesting facts. Producing
motion pictures is a business demanding not only huge sums of money, but
a huge personnel. Since producers are
in the business for money, they make
their pictures in accordance with the
demands of the numerous exchanges.
Exchanges exist because they supply
the demands of the theaters. Motion
picture theaters live because their boxoffice receipts prove the popularity of

11

Considerations of Visual Education
the sex film. The manager keeps his
linger on the pulse of his patrons'
tastes and orders from the exchanges
such films as he thinks will crowd his
house. In view of the disgusting productions now seen in so many of our
theaters, we should be able to locate
the blame. Unfortunately, to attempt
to do so finds us in a hopeless maze,
where producer, theater, exchange and
pliable humanity all seem woven into
one inextricable mass. Apparently
there is a center of trouble — but
where ?
A

PLAN

OF

EFFECTIVE

CO-OPERATION

Without tearing at the heart of the
matter, let us consider a plan whereby
we may effectively co-operate with the
present leaders of the film business.
First of all, we need state centers of
visual instruction. We need them organized in such a way that they may
become efficient centers of film information. Isay "efficient centers of information" advisedly. As such centers would mean well-established
places, either in connection with our
state boards of education or our state
universities, there would be needed a
larger appropriation than is now
granted to maintain visual instruction
divisions. They could be "efficient centers of information" if ' they did not
develop into centers of distribution,
competing with private film exchanges.
As centers of information, they could
furnish data concerning films to schools
and community centers, and at the
same time distribute films of such types
as many divisions now receive from
sources like the Red Cross, the different
national bureaus, the Bureau of Commercial Economics, and various industrial sources. Distributing films of this
nature would not mean a large over-

head, and experience testifies that these
films serve a real need and are reaching places not accessible to the highpriced release.
THE

PROJECTOR

PROBLEM

One of the quickest ways to overcome the difficulties now besetting the
path of visual education is to place
projectors in all our schools, colleges
and community centers. This seems a
simple enough proposition, and it is,
if school boards, parent-teacher associations and kindred organizations will
take the proper attitude toward this
measure and lend the necessary aid.
One thing is certain: if projectors are
placed in our schools, colleges and
community centers, we shall then hav?
an effective means of creating a real
and definite demand for non-theatrical
releases. This demand must and will
be recognized by the exchanges, just as
the producer must recognize, and will
recognize, the demand of the numerous
exchanges throughout the country.
It seems logical to prophesy that
there will spring up many new exchanges dealing in non-theatrical releases exclusively. One has only to
read the reports of motion picture businesses to see that they are conducted
by business men. These men are especially close to the public, and when
their observation shows a reform is
needed, better pictures will soon appear. Producers will engage the services of educators capable of producing
educational releases. The more projectors sold to community centers and
schools, the greater will be the demand
for educational motion pictures.
CROWDING

OUT

THE

SEX

FILM

As a matter of fact, producers have
already sensed the call for educational
releases.
Not only are some producers
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Figure
INTERIOR

OF A CORNER

This illustrates our cameras

of strictly theatrical productions putting educational films on the market,
but many new educational producing
companies have been created during
the last few years.
With the increase in instructional
and truly recreational pictures, the
world at large will realize that motion
pictures can be based on subjects other
than sex. They will then turn to more
pleasing and edifying forms of entertainment, and the theater manager,
with his eye glued as ever to his boxoffice receipts, will call for films that
meet their demands. Thus we shall
have the same cycle: The demand is
placed on the exchange, the exchange
calls on the producer, and the producer
delivers a release to meet the demands
of his patrons.

2

OF THE

LABORATORY

and enlargers ready for use.
ORGANIZING

A VISUAL

INSTRUCTION

BUREAU

I recently read an article by an educator who told how a visual instruction
division should be conducted. There
was very little said about the business
side of a visual instruction bureau,
however, or even about the necessary
organization. It might not be amiss
in an article of this nature to include
certain points which have developed
from personal experience in organizing
such a division.
With perhaps two or three exceptions,
visual instruction bureaus are being operated on appropriations on which private concerns could not possibly exist;
state bureaus could not do so except
for the fact that salaried employees
are paid in accordance with the prevail-
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ing low rate of teachers' wages. It
is obvious that the first need evident
to the head of a division is that of
money. He must interest the authorities in this matter before there can
be real progress.
Without organization a visual instruction division cannot succeed.
While it may seem superfluous to
stress this matter, I am quite sure that
the necessity of organization is not always considered in the establishment
and operation of these divisions. Organization logically divides itself into
external and internal.
INTERNAL

ORGANIZATION

With regard to internal organization,
I would emphasize strongly the need
of a demonstration room where representatives of schools and community
centers . may have an opportunity to
view approved projectors and equipment. At the very least, they should
have an opportunity to see plans and
models of these approved materials.
Information along these lines is always
eagerly sought by visual instruction
patrons, and in order to give worthwhile service, visual instruction bureaus should establish rooms of this
sort.
The provision of ample space for
film storage and repair is a matter that
is often neglected when these divisions
are established. Films are carefully
handled by private exchanges, which
enforce stringent regulations, both in
regard to storage and distribution. Our
visual instruction bureaus are decidedly
in need of film storage and repair
rooms, built in accordance with fire
and insurance regulations. Strictly
enforced restrictions should also be
placed upon the treatment of films

when in the hands of schools and community centers.
SLIDES

AND

THEIR

CLASSIFICATION

Little has been said in this article
about slides but, in spite of the present
interest in the greater novelty, the film,
visual instruction bureaus must not
neglect this valuable means of education. No slide collection should be
established without the negatives. This
necessitates the use .of a laboratory belonging or at least available to the division. When one hears it argued that
it is cheaper to purchase slides without negatives than to operate a laboratory, one must question the business
efficiency of those using the argument.
So strongly has the question of classification been brought to my attention
that I cannot close this article without
making it the paramount feature of
slide organization. It was my experience to come in contact with the visual instruction division of a state university, where some ten thousand slides
had been arranged in sets. When "the
slides were not so arranged they were
taken from the box and numbered in a
one, two, three order. Now if a library
had its books arranged in a one, two,
three order, confusion would certainly
result; yet slides are subject to far
more confusion than books and stand
in correspondingly greater need of classification.
While wre were compelled by fortune
to use a modified Dewey system, I am
convinced that one of the most efficient and scientific classification systems for negatives and slides is that
used by the Division of Visual Instruction of the University of the State of
New York at Albany. Schools and
community centers having as yet no
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special card systems. One card must
deal with data concerning the patron.
This information should be so organized that the full service facts are
readily obtainable. Facts concerning
the material itself must be recorded

regular system of slide classification
would do well to seek information regarding the system there in vogue.
CARD-INDEXING

AND DISTRIBUTION

DATA

While on the subject of efficiency ;
there is another phase to consider — office efficiency. Jt is certain that it
takes modern business methods to conduct a visual instruction division with
success. I do not think I am overstepping the bounds of fair statement
when I say that many of our school
men are content to employ obsolete
methods. It is small wonder, then,
that the business men who very often
compose the board of regents or school
board should object to needless overhead expenses of bureaus conducted
under these methods.

on cards to make them easily accessible, and the distribution data must he
arranged to place all necessary information clearly before the shipping
force. In a word, the methods used
by the visual instruction bureau should
equal in efficiency the best methods used
in any business office conducting a business that involves a multitude of distributing details.
EXTERNAL

This brief discussion of external organization will deal with the distribution of visual aids after leaving the

Distribution of visual' aids calls for

Figure
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Lantern are shown awaiting inspection.
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office. All these aids must be checked,
safeguarded and followed up, both
while in actual transit and in the bands
of the patrons. To be successful in
this matter demands a proper knowledge of the state, county or town within
the province of the distributor. It requires intimate acquaintance with the
demands and social conditions of the
patrons themselves. Information of
this kind is, of course, cumulative and
comes through actual experience.
NEED

OF

PUBLICITY

AND

CO-OPERATION

Today the cause of visual education
is suffering from lack of proper publicity. The magazines giving attention to this vital and interesting subject
may be numbered on one hand, and
the publicity coming through our papers and weeklies is almost negligible
in quantity.
One essential point in connection
with the external organization is, thereforce, this matter of publicity. Heads
of divisions would do well to place all
available film information in the hands
of school boards and community center
leaders. Because visual instruction is
still in its swaddling clothes is all the
more reason why all who are interested
in this movement should unite solidly
to give the widest possible circulation
to information. concerning it.
In. every city or town there exist
boards of health, sanitary, engineering
and fire prevention bureaus, boards of
trade, Eed Cross societies, Y. M. C. A.
organizations, and with which heads
of divisions would do well to co-operate.
In addition, numerous national and
state organizations are always eager to
help, either in the preparation or distribution of visual aids. Active cooperation inthis matter has very often
been the life of visual instruction.

VISUAL

EDUCATION

IN

TEXAS

Visual instruction has in a measure
been conducted in Texas since 1910,
although it was practically confined to
exhibits and distribution of charts until about 1915 when slides and films
began to come into their own. Beginning with 1917, interest in visual instruction grew apace, and with the outburst of war activities the distribution
of war propaganda claimed the attention of the division. In September,
1919, the present visual instruction division wTas established as a separate and
distinct unit. This bureau has in its
employ nine persons and conducts a
laboratory together with projection, repair and storage rooms. While the
appropriation is entirely inadequate to
meet the demands of the service, a
small fee system has been installed
which makes up the deficit. Slide sets
and individual slides are available for
service and the art exhibits are in constant demand. The division is a center of information for films and other
visual aids. It examines and approves
projection- apparatus and supplies this
information to patrons. It has in its
possession some two hundred reels, received free of cost, which are widely
distributed throughout the state. Last
year over half a million people witnessed the exhibitions of this division,
and applications on hand at the present time indicate that more than a
million wTill view the visual aids to be
distributed by this division during the
current year.
Experience is a wonderful teacher,
and from year to year, some of the
methods in this division will no doubt
be changed. At the present time we
are content to stress the lantern slide
as a means of instruction in the school-
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divisions. I am earnestly
hoping thai they will also
see a wider and more useful discussion in our magazines and newspapers. The
hearty co-operation of all
persons interested in the
visual instruction movement ; thorough research
work to determine the benefit of the different visual
aids; increased publicity to
awaken public opinion ■; and,
most of all, earnest endeavor
on the part of those who are
n o w actually conducting
visual instruction centers,
will in the main be the
points to consider.
There is an old saying
that "Little things trouble
us and little things console
us." Perhaps the things
that now seem so big and
so difficult of explanation
Figure 4
will in the end prove to be
CHECKING A DAILY
SHIPMENT OF SLIDES AND FILMS
little things ; and while some
room, to distribute such films as we
of these may trouble us, I am inclined
to believe that there will be more than
can secure free of cost, and to recommend and rent for our patrons such
little things to console us for our part
films as we decide are suitable for
in furthering this great new educational movement.
school and community instruction and
recreation.
This movement must and will sucTHE
OUTLOOK
FOR
VISUAL
EDUCATION
ceed. It will be a field blessed by the
The coming years are certain to patrons of art. It will be the chosen
bring about a new era of good feeling occupation of some of our greatest edubetween educators and . producers. I
cators. And the children of America's
tomorrow will rise up and praise the
am confident they will see a cordial
feeling developing between the older men who are devoting their lives to the
development of visual instruction in
academic departments of our universithis country.
ties and. the. young visual instruction

THE SCREEN A WORLD

HUMANIZER

Catherine Beach Ely
New York City

4*TN SEVEN years motion pictures
J- will be the dominating factor
in public life and the chief industry in

great actor who has appeared in motion
pictures and who thoroughly believes in
them as a human stimulus. He says,

the United States," says Jesse L. Lasky
of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation. As a reason for this prediction,
Mr. Lasky gives the direct and universal appeal of motion pictures — their
contact with every state of society — a
contact more vital and widespread than
that of the printed word.
The National Board of Review, a
volunteer organization, which claims. to
review ninety-nine per cent of all the
dramatic pictures shown in this country, is a staunch defender of motion
pictures as a humanizing force. Mr.
Milton Barrett, their Secretary, says
that the greatest accomplishment . of
motion pictures is the interest they
bring to drab lives. Granted that they
are not free from sensationalism —
decent sensationalism may relieve the
grinding monotony of a life which is
withering for lack of some appeal to
the imagination. To every sphere of
activity the motion picture is bringing
its vital, humanizing touch.

"If Shakespeare and Dickens were alive
today, they would probably write for

ACTORS

AND

AUTHORS

The screen offers to actors and

the movies."
Taylor Holmes, formerly a stage now
a screen star, prefers motion pictures
because he can through them appeal to
a wider audience. He says he receives
thousands of letters; they come from
distant lands — Prance, England, Australia, India. He spoke especially of a
touching letter he received from a little
girl in Ireland. He says the children
in far away and isolated spots write him
of their troubles and of how the movie
star helps them. What gives this star
an immense enthusiasm for his work is
this feeling that he can send a helpful
message to the ends of the earth. We
have, then, in the screen a potent force
in national and international life. It is
a humanizing bond, not only between
the states of our union, but also between them and the world.
Prominent authors are beginning to
realize what a great field the screen
offers them for contact with the three
to ten millions who attend the motion
says,
picture theatres every night. As Lasky
Tt is the human element in

writers an opportunity for vital contact with the multitudes : great actors
have long realized this — Bernhardt,
pictures that gets across," and it is the
human appeal which is the sum of
Petrova, the Barrymores, Belasco, Nazimova — we find them all in motion
every great actor's and writer's endeavor.
pictures. The incoming tide of screen
RANGE OE INFLUENCE
industry is steadily encircling the legal
drama, and only the extremist sees a
Motion pictures are bringing their
menace in this. Mr. Sothern is another 17 humanizing
influence into industry,
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pedagogy, science and law. They present these subjects to the public in
concrete, tangible form. The grist mill
of the movies converts abstract material
into food for the people.
Mrs. Henry Moskowitz, an authority
on social and industrial welfare, has
recently associated herself with the industrial and educational department of
the Universal Film Co. She is developing motion pictures directly for
business needs. She believes that the
screen is to be paramount in education
and industry.
Motion pictures lend their dramatic
appeal to the court room. A woman
brought trial against a prominent railroad. Moving pictures showed how the
rails sagged at a certain point, causing
roughness of the roadbed. Pictures
are bound to have a powerful influence
on reform legislation either because, as
in the foregoing case, they give proof of
neglect, or because they paint the evil
effects of lax conditions.
Moving pictures are a profound
ethical force, because they humanize
moral reforms — they do not preach
down at us; we see crime reaping its
harvest of misery ; our hearts beat with
the triumph of virtue; we watch character, in the making.
Motion pictures make the enforcement of prohibition easier. Money
which used to go over the bar is now
being poured into the tills of the movies.
Throughout the country all the motion
picture houses have had a great increase
in attendance since January sixteenth.
Hugo Biesenfeld, managing director of
two of New York's largest picture
theatres, the Eialto and the Eivoli, says
that their attendance has increased
from twenty-five to forty per cent since
September, 1919, and has taken a de-

cided jump since January sixteenth.
The first educational motion picture
house was opened this year at the Savoy
Theatre in New York; it is known as
the "American Educational and Industrial Theatre." Every day it shows
educational and industrial films. Colleges are filming their daily activities
and showing them about the country.
In this way they are bringing their
program to the people, and are raising
necessary funds to carry it on. More
than 2,000 colleges and schools are already equipped with motion picture
projection machines.
EDUCATIONAL

POSSIBILITIES

•Mr. E. P. Oferhalter, an authority
on education, believes that our schools
are going to be revolutionized, by motion
pictures, and that this time is not far
distant. How much more graphically
can geography and history be brought
to the child by motion pictures than
by charts, maps and printed descriptions ! By the aid of motion pictures
not only the child but the adult visualizes geography and history — absorbs
them — they become a part of him. The
same is true of the sciences. Films
show us plants unfolding or machinery
revolving; any rapid scientific process
may be retarded, or any slow process
accelerated by motion picture contrivance, so that a fairyland of fascinating
detail is revealed. "The Circulation of
the Blood; a Microscopic Motion Picture," has been produced by the Scientific Films Corporation. The audience
views a turtle heart enormously magnified pumping out its blood and
receiving a new supply. Members
of the screen industry are cooperating
with educational committees for the
production of pictures to accompany
high school courses in biology.
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The Screen as a Humanizer
In the natural world, motion pictures
find a unique field as a humanizer.
Vast, lonely, beautiful and formidable
aspects of nature are brought to the
eyes of the masses — mid-ocean, the
movement of tides, sweeping storms,
lava streams, glacial torrents, glacier
beds, the work of frost, fire and clouds
are stamped upon the human retina and
the human mind. Motion picture operators, often at risk of death, search
out these remote and potent phases of
nature in order that we may profit by
them.
IN RELIGIOUS

WORK

Motion pictures greatly help religious
organizations to make a direct appeal
to the masses. They are indispensable
to the work of the Y. W. C. A. and
Y. M. C. A. One hundred and six
churches in greater New York are
using motion pictures. Two thousand,
churches in the United States depend
on them. Churches are preparing to
use them in their mission work in
foreign lands.
The West End Presbyterian Church
of New York, for instance, has been
giving a moving picture program every
Monday evening for adults, and a different one Monday afternoon for the
children. There is no admittance
charge. Their evening program (with
musical accompaniment) includes a
film of seven reels, a travel film, a
world's events film, and a humorous
selection.
One of the heads of the Community
Motion Picture Bureau of Few York
says, "It is the biggest thing that has
happened to the church m twenty years.
We are now teaching Sunday School,
Bible Class, and young people's societies bymoving pictures."

NATIONAL

VALUES

The Photoplay is going to play an
important role in promoting state reforms and state interests. Maine is to
become a "movie star," by virtue of a
film featuring state history and reforms. "In this picture," says the
governor of Maine, "will be shown the
state's great institutions, the improved
manner of handling our wards, our
workers and our industries."
What a help toward friendly intercourse ifeach state would film pageants
of its history, reforms and industries,
with its own scenery as a background —
these films to be shown in all the other
states ! The legitimate stage has been
too much dominated by New York —
most plays have been written for Broadway. It is the great superiority of the
screen that it carries the best plays
into every part of the country. The
screen unites the United States. It is
a dynamo and coherer; it makes of
each state a live, intelligent personality; it fuses the states into a harmonious whole. Griffith's great production,
"The Birth of a Nation," helped to give
the North more friendly comprehension
of the South. Broadway specializes in
films of the Far West. Northern,
Southern, Eastern and Western states
clasp hands.
The motion picture is one of the
strongest incentives to patriotism ; during the World War their work for the
cause was magnificent. In this the
period of reconstruction they are a bulwark against insidious forces which
threaten our democracy.
INTERNATIONAL

VALUES

The picture industry is also a leading
factor in international understanding;
it is helping to promote good feeling between this country and Great Britain,
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VV. C. Faulkner, personal representative
of Lord XorthcM'e,. said that in recent
years a large per cent of the films
shown in British picture theatres were
of American manufacture. He deelared that Arthur Balfour and other
veteran English statesmen were often
seen at the movies relaxing from administrative tension. He told how
American films bolstered up British
morale when their moving picture industry broke down during the war.
Hugh Ford, Director General of the
European studios of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, is a firm
believer in motion pictures as a
cementer of international friendship.
He has gone abroad to produce pictures
of international appeal.
FUTURE

Mr. Abraham

DEVELOPMENT

S. Schomer of the

Schomer-Eoss Productions. Inc., sees
in the screen a spiritual force. t He believes that the motion pictures of the
future must handle themes which appeal to the mind and soul. He says,

Edocatios
nearly all leading moving picture concerns) is trying to establish a more
direct and mutually beneficial contact
between the screen industry and the
millions who patronize it. They have
engaged field secretaries who are touring the country to find out what the
public wants and what it ought to have.
What is the secret of the great popularity and power of motion pictures?
It is their human element. We sometimes hear it said that the photo-drama
is not art. Is it not possible that the
screen is broader in its scope than any
form of art? It gives us the' great
spectacle of human life; it brings nature to man; it vitalizes with human
interest the far reaches of land and
sea. This, then, is the import and
mission of the motion pictures — to
serve as a bond of sympathetic union
between animate and inanimate nature
and between man and man, in every
section of the globe. The motion picture industry is a stream both broad
and deep ; it mirrors all the activities
of man and of the natural world; its
mighty current carries human destiny
into vast, new realms. Because the

"The motion picture theatre has become an institution; it is therefore the
duty of producers, authors and directors
of photoplays to give wholesome entertainment. To this end we must produce human plays in which the soul is

unparalleled appeal of the motion picture is probed by a French . writer,

placed in relief."
The Associated Motion Picture Advertisers Organization (representing

Georgette Leblanc: "Is it art?" she
queries. "What matters that! It is
life — that is the essential."

screen pulses with. life, its force is irresistible and its appeal universal. The

A PHOTOGRAPHIC METHOD
STUDYING READING

FOR

A. R. GlLLILAXD,
Dartmouth College.

recent trend of psychology
THE
has been decidedly toward quantitative measurements. On the one

attached a small plaster of Pans cup

hand this movement has manifested itself in intelligence testing, educational

cup.

to the cornea of the eye. A light aluminum pointer was attached to this

to record the movements of the eyes
upon a piece of smoked paper.
As the
eyes moved the soot was removed from
the paper i na succession of small
dots.
At the eye
fixations a large pot

tests and scales for school subjects. Similar evidence, but of a different sort, is
apparent in the following studies in
the field of reading.
PREVIOUS

By connecting this pointer in circuit with an induction coil he was able

Sensitive
Mm

STEPS

of

Horace Mann's1
discussion in his

Source ofUghf

is typical of the
best in the earlier

certain

important

was
removed. This record

gave the number
and position of the
fixations for read-

report to the Massachusetts Board of
Education in 1838

pedagogy of reading. Charles H.
Judd's2 monograph
is typical of the
new pedagogy. In
this monograph Dr.
Judd reviews a
number of careful
studies of eye
movements in reading and from these
data he deduces

soot

ing each line. But
no very satisfactory
method for measur-

Figure 1

Diagram showing change in direction of a ray of light reflected from
the cornea as the eye moves from
one fixation to another as in reading.
Solid line represents the reflection of
the ray in the first position of the
eye. Dotted outline of the cornea
shows the second position of the eye
and the dotted straight line shows
change in the reflection of the ray
resulting from the movement of the
eye.
principles

for

the

Raymond Dodge,
while at TVesleyan
University, c o nceived the novel
plan of photographing a ray of light
reflected from the
cornea of the eye.
Since the cornea is

largely superimposed upon the main
sphere of the eyeball the movement of
the eye will cause a change in the
angle of reflection of the ray of light.
By breaking the ray of light by

teaching of reading.'
Dr. Javal3 of the University of Paris
in 1879 seems to have been the first
person to notice that the eyes do not
move smoothly across the page during
reading but rather move by a succession of jerks and pauses.

ing the length of
the fixation could
be devised.

means of one of the prongs of an electrically driven tuning fork of known
vibration rate Dod^e was not only able

E. B. Huey4
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Ore Lamp
\

THE

Convex Lens

Tuning Fork

\Blue Glass Screen

Figure 2
SOURCE OF LIGHT

An ordinary arc lamp furnishes the source of the light to be photographed.
The prong of an electrically driven tuning fork placed at the point of focus,
8 inches in front of the lamp, breaks the rays 50 times per second. A convex
lens, 10 inches further along the path of the rays, makes them parallel. The
blue glass filter for screening out the irritating yellow rays, leaving only
the actinic blue rays to be photographed, may also be seen in the picture.

to get a record of the number and relative position of each eye fixation bnt by
counting the number of dots in each
fixation he was able to determine the
length of the fixations. The original
Dodge apparatus has been gradually
modified by various experimenters.
THE

MODERN

APPARATUS

The present improved form consists
of a camera box six feet long fitted
with two long focus lenses at one extremity and a film box at the opposite
end.

An ordinary arc lamp is placed as
shown in Figures 2 and 3. The rays
from the arc strike two small mirrors,
placed at the lens-end of the camera
box, one on either side and just in front
of the reader. The rays from one of
these mirrors are reflected to one of the
eyes of the reader and the rays from
the other mirror are reflected to a small
bead placed near the reader's other eye
and held in position by spectacle rims.
(See Figure 3.) The reader is seated
just in front of the mirrors and the
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Photographic Method for Studying Beading
lenses of the camera. The head is held
firmly in place by a heavy circular
metal headrest. -The reading material
is placed just under the camera lenses,
at easy reading distance, well illuminated. (See Figure 4.)
ACTION

AND

METHOD

OF USE

From the eye and bead the rays of'
light to be photographed are reflected
through either lens and come to a f ocus
on the film at the far end of the camera.
As the subject reads, a No. 105 Eastman film is passed in front of the
focused rays, actuated by a small
motor placed on the floor under the
camera.
The film when developed shows a
series of rows of dots such as can be
seen in the accompanying photograph.
(See Figure 5.) So long as the eyes
remain fixed on one spot the dots are
arranged in a straight row along the
film. Whenever the eyes move there
is a break in the line and a new row of
dots begins as soon as the eyes come
to a rest. If the eyes have moved forward, the new line begins to the right;
if backward, to the left. ' By counting
the number of dots in a row it is possible to tell exactly how many fiftieths
of a second the reader fixated upon that
particular point.
THE

WRITER'S

METHOD

The method recently used by the
writer consisted in having the reader
fixate upon the initial letter of the first
word and then upon the last letter of
the last word of the first line of reading material just before the reading
began.
The film after development is placed
in a projection lantern and these dots
projected upon a copy of the original
reading material. The lantern is so
adjusted that the fixations upon the

first and last letters of the first line are
superimposed upon these letters of the
reading material. The film is then
moved forward and the position and
duration of each fixation determined
and recorded upon the reading copy.
The bead line gives a means of providing against errors from head movement
or film shifts during the reading.
OTHER

INVESTIGATIONS

Dr. W. A. Schmidt6 using an early
form of the Dodge apparatus, studied
the number and duration of fixations of
the eyes with children of primary,
intermediate, and high school age.
Schmidt studied the eye movements in
both oral and silent reading. He found
the average number of pauses or eye
fixations per line to be from 4.1 to 10.8
per line for silent reading and from
6.1 to 11.5 for oral reading. The
average duration of the pauses varied
from .214 to .470 seconds for silent
reading and from .230 to .520 seconds
for oral reading. From this study we
see that oral reading required more
fixations as a rule and fixations of a
somewhat longer average duration.
Dr. C. T. Gray7 made an extended
study of the special characteristics of
good and poor readers and the differences between them. By means of
standardized tests he selected some of
the best as well as some of the poorest
readers in each school grade. Through
a study of eye movements in reading
Gray was able to show that readers who
made an extraordinarily large number
of fixations per line tended to be slow
readers. He found as ability to read
increased there were fewer fixations per
line. Poor reading was especially characterized bya great many backward or
regressive movements of the eyes. In
reading difficult or unfamiliar words
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Soo/?c£ or l/Gt/r
The subject is seated in the chair at
the farther end of the camera. His
head is securely clamped in the circular
metal headrest. The reading material
is placed on the support in front of the
reader and just under the camera
lenses and is illuminated by the reflection from a projection lantern, placed
on top of the camera. The lenses of
the camera are independently adjustable from the rear. The film spool is
placed at the upper end of the film
box and is unwound in front of the
focused rays of light as the reading
proceeds. A small motor placed under
the camera actuates the film.

and phrases the fixations showed
marked confusion. Gray reports an
experiment in which some of these poor
readers were given some efficient intensive training in reading. The places
in the reading, showing confusion before the training, were greatly cleared
up by this special instruction.
Dr. Judd in his monograph on reading reports the results of some experiments conducted by the writer of this
article on the difference between oral
and silent reading. Up to about the
fourth grade, children read orally and
silently with about the same number
and length of eye fixations. There is
a tendency to fixate upon each word
read. But as the reader gains more
experience in silent reading he begins
to fixate upon groups of words rather
than on individual words. The unit of
recognition becomes wider and at last
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limited only by his perceptual
powers. With an adult reader in oral
reading the reading unit tends to be
the spoken word with an eye fixation
on each word.
In silent reading the

Photographic

Method

for Studying

Reading
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Figure
THE
The Position of the Reader

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Chair for the subject.
Headrest.
Screw adjustment for headrest.
Cheek Pad.
Mirror for reflecting light on the
reading matter.

f he Reading Matter

F. Projection Lantern
for illuminating reading matter.
G. Mirror for reflecting light on reading matter.
H. Support for reading matter
The Camera

I.
J.

4

PHOTOGRAPHIC

Front plate of camera into which
the two lenses are set.
Switches for turning on the illumination and starting the motor.

APPARATUS
Lens Adjustments

K.
L.
M.
N.
0.

For focusing the left lens.
For shifting both lenses to the right
or left.
For raising or lowering the right
lens.
For raising or lowering both lenses
together.
For focusing both lenses together.

The Film
P. The film in position from which it
unwinds.
R. The roll upon which the film is
wound after it passes in front of
the exposure point.
S. The lid which closes the film box.
T. The driving rod from the motor to
the film spool.
U. The motor.
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unit of recognition is generally a phrase
or even a short clause.
Further experiments are now being
conducted in the study of the effect of
the size of type upon eye movements
and rate of reading. Also the range in
size of type within which there is little
change in eye movements and rate of
reading. This study will be published
later.
Dr. Paul Terry has recently used
this same ' reading apparatus to help
analyze the way in which a student
attacks a printed problem in arithmeA, the bead line. B,
fixation on the first
letter of the first line.
C, fixation on the last
letter of the first line.
D, first fixation in reading the first line. E, F,
G, H, I and J, other
fixations in the first
line. K, the movement
back to the beginning
of the second line. L,
a regressive fixation
in the second line.

tic. Other problems in reading have
been and are being solved by this
method.
VALUE

Figure 5
DIAGRAMMATIC
OF A SECTION

REPRODUCTION
OF THE FILM

OF

SUCH

EXPERIMENTATION

It is the purpose of this article to
point out some of the problems of reading and describe the methods by which
they have been solved rather than to
show the importance and practical significance of these problems. But the
justification for experimentation must
rest largely upon a utilitarian foundation. Since silent reading will more
and more occupy a dominant place in
education and life as the child grows
older, the determination of the essential
differences between reading aloud and
silently shows us the importance of
teaching silent reading in the lower
(Concluded on page 55)

EDUCAFOR A NATIONAL
A SUGGESTION
TIONAL FILM SERVICE FOR EDUCATIONAL
INSTITUTIONS
K. F. Egner
(Formerly in Charge of Visual Instruction Section, Bureau of Education, Wash., D. C.)
University of Pittsburgh

NATIONAL study of motion
picture activities among nontheatrical institutions reveals
the fact, which educational institutions
A

have experienced, that there is an 'inadequate supply of suitable films, even
though quite a number are available
through the Government Departments
and Bureaus, philanthropic organizations, film corporations and industrial
companies.
Those who are interested in supplying schools with educational films and
the officials of schools interested in securing educational films, will perhaps
find the statistics and discussion in this

tainments, advance sales of tickets and
from other institutions; and eighteen
per -cent is appropriated either by the
state, county, city or school board.
The source of supply of films on a
free basis is so limited that fifty -five
per cent of the schools receive their
films from commercial film companies
and exchanges; only thirty-six per cent
receive films from Government Departments and altruistic organizations;

article beneficial. Following the statistics and discussion there is outlined a
suggestion for a national educational
film service for educational institutions
which when put into operation will
create a service such as our schools are
wanting.
SCHOOL

RESOURCES

AND

FILM

SUPPLY

That the film has been introduced in
the schools for permanent use may be
observed by studying the methods used
by them for securing available funds to
carry on a film service. Forty-eight
per cent of the schools raise money by
soliciting subscriptions among the
pupils, by charging small admission
fees to community gatherings, and by
personal contributions; thirty -four per
cent is raised from private school
funds and miscellaneous sources,
namely : Parent-teacher associations,
school improvement associations, enter- 27

nine per cent receive films from industrial manufacturing companies. A
large percentage of all the schools,
however, receive films from more
than one source. The sum of money
appropriated by the state, city or
school board is generally small. The
interest taken in visual education and
the possibility of securing funds direct
from the school may also be ascertained by the fact that several schools
receive five hundred dollar appropriations, or more. The appropriating of
money for the purpose of visual education in schools throughout the
country and increases to those already receiving appropriations depends
largely upon the availability of purely
educational films such as are suitable
for classroom instruction, and not upon
the theory as to whether films may be
successfully and advantageously used
in the school room. It must be borne
in mind, however, that we need to
study the best possible ways in which
the films may be applied to assist in
education.
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The motion picture is the quickest,
cleanest and most interesting means of
conveying a thought or teaching a lesson, makes a more lasting impression
on the memory than any other method,
and therefore renders it possible to
grasp quickly that which may require
weeks of study and reading. The use
of the film must not be misconstrued,
however, for it is intended only to
supplement textbook instruction and
not to take the place of the book,
teacher or lecturer.
The film has- so many uses that it
would require a long time to describe
them. Some of the nses may possibly
be suggested by the following incidents.
Children of kindergarten age need the
right kind of impressions. The child
who told her teacher that a cow was
about as big as a mouse, had seen a
picture of a cow that was the same
size as the picture of the monse on the
opposite page in the book. Of course
every child should have a country experience, but that is denied to thousands of children in city kindergartens.
A motion picture of life on the farm
would be particularly valuable to the
child of kindergarten age, for the
yonnger the child the more interested
he is in action, and the reality of the
screen picture would make him see the
farm activities as if he were a part of
the scene. A student, who had specialized in surgery and graduated from a
medical college, said that by witnessing
an operation by the aid of the slow motion picture he could study the analysis
of each procedure and it gave him an
impression which he could not get by
hard and assiduous study or even by
seeing an operation performed. So the
motion picture aids in the study of
science bv means of the slow motion

picture, the animated cartoon, and the
use of the X-ray and microscope.
At this point it may be well to express a hope, which we can help to
carry out, that the time is near at
hand when the commercial film corporations and companies will produce
films for the theatre which are morally
uplifting, so that the film will be
known the world over to be of benefit
to mankind, and to teach the truth
only,. Our children in the schools will
then not form a wrong impression of
the film. We must distinguish, however, between the production and the
distribution of theatre films and educational institution films. The two cannot be combined and the operations
must be treated separately.
PRESENT

EQUIPMENT

IN SCHOOLS

Is it not surprising to know that
there are approximately 6,400 projection machines installed in educational
institutions throughout the country?
The figure was placed by the Bureau
of Education which compiled the information in the following manner.
Ten thousand replies to questionnaires
were received by the Visual Instruction
Section, Bureau of Education. The
4,500 replies from universities, colleges,
normal schools, high schools, and 5,500
replies from elementary schools, show
that out of 10,000 schools there are
1,000 schools equipped with standard
size "machines. Of this number 670
machines are installed in universities,
colleges, etc., and 330 in elementary
schools. The total number of projection machines throughout the United
States was, therefore, accurately estimated bythe proportion of one projection machine to every sixteen
elementary schools and one projection
machine to every seven higher educa-

A. National Educational Film Service
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tioiial schools. There are approximately
262,000 elementary school buildings in
the United States, 200,000 of which
are one room school houses and not to
be counted on as having projection
machines, which, therefore, leaves a
balance of 62,000 elementary or graded
schools and 18,000 high schools, universities, colleges and normal schools,
to which the above named proportion
may be applied. By comparing accurately the approximate number of
school buildings in the United States
with the above mentioned proportion,
it becomes apparent that there are
3,720 projection machines in elementary schools and 2,620 machines in
higher educational schools or a total
number of 6,400 projection machines
in all the educational institutions
throughout the United States.
future plans

the exhibition of films with a seating
capacity averaging over 300. Twentyfive per cent of this number do not
have electricity in or near the school
buildings, although the schools could
arrange for facilities to exhibit pictures, and. eight per cent of the schools
are within a short distance from where
electricity may be obtained and can
readily make arrangements to have the
school buildings wired. The schools
which do not have electricity available
are not deprived of the use of the film,
however, inasmuch as power generators
for permanent use may be installed in
buildings to supply electricity. The
manufacturers of projection apparatus
have also introduced machines which
can be operated by the current supplied
by the storage battery of an automobile.

Further tabulation of .figures shows
that out of the 10,000 replies received
484 schools have made arrangements or
will mate arrangements to install machines immediately, and 2,025 schools
have made arrangements or have the
privilege to show educational films to
their pupils at the following places:
sixty-Uvo per cent in theatres, thirty
per cent in city, community, lodge or
club halls and eight per cent in
churches. This information may serve
as a suggestion to schools which do not
have projection machines until* arrangements can be made to provide for
them.

On a great many of the questionnaires from which the foregoing statistics and information were compiled
notes and letters were attached expressing a favorable opinion as to the
value of the motion picture. At the
same time, however, the greater per
cent of the schools state that they have
difficulty in securing pedagogical films
which will supplement the textbook,
and the films available may not usually
be secured at reasonable rental prices.
As a result of these existing conditions films are not generally used
more than from two to four times a

The •questionnaires also show that
out of the 10,000 replies received, 6,491
schools do not have a projection machine and do not plan to install at
once. Of this number sixty-seven per
cent have electricity in their school
buildings and have a suitable hall for

FAITH

IN

THE

FILMS

month. But even so, the film is regarded bymany of them as one of the
greatest educational advances yet made ;
by it the boys and girls and fathers
and mothers will learn more accurately, more efficiently and readily
the achievements of our nation.
Many schools are collecting funds to
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install projection machines and hope
to be able to accomplish their end
within six months or a year. Others
expect appropriations to enable them to
buy machines. In many cases machines will be installed in new school
buildings that are being erected. Information isrequested as to how money
may be raised for the purchase of
equipment and as to whether there is
a sufficient number of educational films
available to warrant the purchase of
such equipment.
OTHER

CONSIDERATIONS

The schools equipped with projection
machines other than those which will
run a standard size film generally complain of not being able to secure films
to fit their machines and in many cases
inquire whether these machines may be
exchanged for standard size machines.
It is therefore evident that the adoption of a standard size film all over
the world is essential for the success
of visual education. The introduction
of non-inflammable ■ film, equal in
price, quality and endurance to the inflammable film will also greatly promote visual education inasmuch as
there is the difficulty to be overcome
in many cases, of providing a booth
enclosure for machines. Is it not
gratifying to know also that in several
states the stringent laws governing the
use of the films are being relaxed?
In summarizing all of the information received through the questionnaires it is brought to our attention
that visual education needs to be promoted; that the schools realize the
potential value of the film and need
only be instructed as to the procedure
to secure equipment and how to overcome the difficulty of securing proper
films; and that they are looking for-

ward to our Government
these difficulties.
RURAL

to

adjust

DISTRICTS

It is only within a recent period that
the film has made its way into the
rural districts. . Eural school sections
are especially interested in providing
films for educational, recreational and
community purposes. People living in
isolated communities cannot as a rule
visit theatres at a distance and so are
debarred from attending motion picture exhibitions. But this difficulty has
been overcome to a great extent by
the consolidation of rural schools and
the use of the school house as a community center. Many inducements are
being offered schools throughout the
country especially in rural communities by various organizations to provide
for projection machines. Our schools
should not fail to take advantage of
these opportunities. The manufacturers of projection machines could
also greatly promote the educational
use of the motion picture by having
their salesmen canvass the entire school
field and help the schools to solve the
seemingly difficult problems of securing apparatus. For after all large increases in projection machines and the
availability of purely educational films
go hand in hand toward advancing this
work rapidly.
PRESENT

FILM

SUPPLY

From a study of the sources of available films for educational institutions,
it is obvious that there is a very meagre
of educational films. 'The
supply source
present
of supply of free films
is principally from the Government
Departments and Bureaus, educational
organizations, industrial concerns, and
universities and colleges which act as
distributing agencies. Films for which

A National Educational Film Service
rental charges are paid are secured from
commercial film companies, corporations and concerns engaged exclusively
in the production of educational films.
In comparing the films available
through the above mentioned sources
with the rapid progress made in visual
training, it becomes apparent that the
films do not come up to the standard
and that the educators and schools want
a better class of films than have been
yet produced. A great many educational films such as may be utilized for
class room instruction have been made,
however, both by the Government and
commercial companies, but the existing
sources of such films are too small and
too scattered to enable educators to
secure readily films on a specific subject.
A study of the releases made by commercial film companies, which may be
used by non-theatrical institutions, reveals the fact that the greater per cent
of the subjects are scenic, dramatic,
travel, industrial, or comedy films.
Purely educational and scientific films
have been produced by concerns, specializing somewhat in non-theatrical distribution, but the rental charges thus
far have been too high for the majority
of the schools.
A great per cent of the Government
and educational organizations' releases
is war subjects and propaganda films.
They have also produced, however, a
great number of films on educational
and scientific subjects, but the various
departments and bureaus cannot afford
the necessary number of prints to circulate throughout the country. The industrial manufacturing companies have
produced some splendid films of their
industries and products which are
usually instructive and often times edu-
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cational. Too many of them, however,
are of a publicity nature, which is involved indirectly throughout the picture. These films have answered a
purpose, and will always be in use to
some extent for exhibition among
educational institutions for recreational
and community purposes and to serve
as fillers in pedagogical film programs.
PRESENT

SERVICE

INADEQUATE

A free film service and such films as
have been referred to have both been
essential for the purpose of developing
and promoting interest in the possibilities of the motion picture film in
education. Now that our educational
institutions, churches, and civic organizations have been convinced that the
film is a valuable asset to education,
that it will supplement textbooks on
practically every subject and that it
will aid in religious instruction and the
teaching of good morals, they are looking forward to better films from a
direct source. That they are willing to
pay reasonable rental charges for films
which meet their approval, is shown
by the statistics compiled by the
Bureau of Education, from the questionnaires referred to, showing that
arrangements have been made by
the equipped schools to procure money
from various sources for this purpose.
These needs cannot be met by the Government and other organizations under
the present plan of operation and the
distribution of free films will have
gradually to decrease and be discontinued eventually.
The Government films now in use
are deteriorating and when they are
run out, no funds will be available to
reproduce additional copies. The several bureaus which have a small ap(Continued on page 45)
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cern does not alter the form of his
service.
The exercise of such power is no more
than is exercised in other matters in behalf of the public. People realize that
traffic regulations mean increased safety
for both motorist and pedestrian. Government regulation and inspection of the
food supply are never questioned save by
those who desire quick profit through
debatable operations, and it is at such
that the law is aimed.
The prohibition in pictures of what is
"sacrilegious, obscene, indecent or* immoral" and "may tend to debase or corrupt morals" is no more a radical manifestation of power than is the condemning of diseased cattle.
Mr. . Oberholtzer believes that it is the
fluid condition of an industry in its infancy that makes it possible for an adventurer to enter the film business and
escape with ill-gotten profits, before he is
discovered. That the clean picture, however, is the successful one in the long run,
the majority of producers and exhibitors
are coming to agree.

interesting article by Ellis P.
AN Oberhol
tzer in connection with the
much mooted point of movingpicture censorship is published in the
November issue of the NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW. Mr. Oberholtzer is the
secretary of the Pennsylvania State
Board of Motion Picture Censors and
bases his statements upon long observation and experience.
It cannot be disproved, Mr. Oberholtzer
believes, that there is a distinct menace
in the motion picture as it is exploited by
men who clothe their money making
designs with a false respectability and
call their sex and vice films educational.
Such men as these, who appeal to the
prurient tastes of the public to fill their
pocketbooks, make motion-picture censorship necessary.
Many nations and states are now enforcing censorship, their action being
"founded upon the conviction that there
are common public rights which must be
guarded as this great new industry proceeds on its victorious course." Where
there is already censorship, there are
many secular organizations dedicated to
the cause of social betterment as well as
religious and semi-religious bodies that
are demanding still more careful regulation of the film output. Last year there
were bills proposing boards of review before the legislatures of some thirty states.
This activity is most significant in its
indication of undesirable conditions.
Mr. Oberholtzer makes the point that
censorship is not an unnatural thing, —
not a violent and offensive infringement
upon the God-given rights of man energetical y to pursue liberty and happiness.
Censorship begins at home and is primarily a personal affair. We censor our
thoughts before we expose them to a
fastidious audience; Books, magazines,
journals, advertisements are all edited,
so that only the best remains in the best
form, before they are submitted to the
public. And that is precisely what the
censor does for the moving-picture. He
edits it for the public. That he acts for
the state instead of for some private con-
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Hampton undertakes to show' that
there is "too much sex stuff in the
movies" and to trace the responsibility
for a condition which he says is making
the average moving picture unsuitable
for a young person to see. Producer,
distributor and exhibitor have each in his
turn realized the glowing commercial
value, of "sex appeal" and profited thereby.
Those really responsible, however; the
patrons standing in long waiting lines
outside of houses blatantly advertising
their sort of entertainment.
Why respectable citizens flock to shows
full of sex appeal, he does not attempt
to explain, but attacks the problem from
a less psychological standpoint. The
influential women in a community,
especially those who belong to clubs,
should express their opinions of current
pictures to the local exhibitor. These
men. says Mr. Hampton, are really sus32
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ceptible to such comments and in view
of them would be anxious to modify their
showings.

*

*

*

al Cash Register PROGTHE Nation
RESS calls our attention to the fact
that the men who film the news
weeklies receive almost no recognition,
although the interest aroused by the result of their work is most convincing and
real. When we sit in our comfortable
theater chairs and watch the world's
events unrolled on the screen, we give
little thought to the cameramen whose
cleverness and daring brought those
events visually to us.
The organizations that produce the film
news weeklies are most complete and
highly efficient. Staff men are located
in many parts of the wrorld, — the INTERNATIONAL NEWS, for instance, maintaining eighteen expert cameramen in
New York alone. These men must be
ready at any time to rush to the place
where big things are happening for fires
and floods and other emergencies wait
for no one but must be filmed when they
happen. Moreover, clear pictures must
be obtained, no matter what the difficulties or else there is failure and disappointment. Everyone knowTs of the
frightful risks that cameramen took during the war to get good pictures, but few
realize that every day, life and limb is
being imperiled to secure spectacular,
unusual shots. For example, a cameraman wrho wished to get some good air
views of Washington strapped himself
to the front of the plane and in that position, took pictures for an hour and a
half. In Chicago, a year ago, a photographer, not " so fortunate, lost his life,
wrhen a huge dirigible crashed through
the dome of a great bank building. Another man risked his life to prove that
an inventor's project would work. An
unbreakable glass had been invented and
the cameraman took his position behind
a huge piece of the glass and, while bullets were being fired point-blank at his
camera, took pictures. It is a satisfaction
to state that the experiment was successful and that there were no casualties.
These intrepid cameramen
are doing
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more than taking millions of feet of film
annually and making it possible for men
and women to see and learn what is happening the great wrorld over. They are
making the history books of the future.
A review of the weeklies made during
the past ten years would show7 the history of the world for that period. No
phase of activity is neglected — national,
international, political, industrial, educational. Such is the work of these men!

a "pleas
" cteri
n is
chara
uponzedtheas scree
WHAT antisassault
■ found in THE OUTLOOK for January 19th. This article by Harold T.
fer
Pulsi
is called ."The World's Worst
Failure" and hangs that wreath of ignominy upon the movies. 'The art of the
drama," says Mr. Pulsifer in most excellent rhetorical manner, "is one of the
brightest jewels in the diadem of human
achievement." What has the new drama
— the motion picture — accomplished that
can be compared even lightly with the
achievements of the old: "Gifted with
the touch of Midas, the winged feet of
Mercury, what spoil has the movie brought
to Parnassus?" His reply is so sincerely
condemning and so interesting in its condemnation that it invites exact repetition.
"The movies have brought into being
a few, and a very few effective and convincing spectacles, such as -"Cabiria."
For the material for almost every serious
production wiiich they have attempted
they have gone rag-snatching along the
clothes-line of the other arts; they have
borrowed historical episodes and failed
to illuminate them; they have ransacked
the granaries of drama and fiction and
borne off more often the chaff than the
wheat: they have turned Thalia into a
hurler of custard pies, dressed Terpsichore in a one-piece bathing-suit, and
in pursuit of Melpomene treated the
world to unpremeditated tragedy of
which they themselves have been sublimely oblivious. Humor is virtually nonexistent in the movies. Wholesome fun
is at a premium and the movie tragedy is
the only successful farce.
"Such real characters as the movies
have
portrayed
have
generally
been
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filched from printed books and marred in
the filching. Almost the only kind of
character development which the movies
have recognized is a sudden and impossible conversion, repugnant to the spirit
of art and to ordinary horse sense. The
movies have been condemned as immoral.
Very few moving-picture plays are immoral in the sense in which that word is
used by the average would-be reformer
of the movies. But I have seldom seen a
moving-picture play which I did not regard as immoral because of its absolute
failure to present truthfully the fabric of
that cosmic drama which we call life."
There is more that he says, but we
fancy that his opinion can perhaps be
gathered from what has just been quoted.

*

*

*

Apology
reply comes
QUIC
s" by "An'
forK thein Picture
Newton A.
Fuessle in the next number of
THE OUTLOOK. "Any superlative," he
declares, "is a tribute. If the pictures
have grown so important that their
shortcomings can be described only in a
world-wide phrase of anguish, then they
have certainly scored. Critics of the
screen have no patience for gradual and
normal growth. They would have every
nursery cast aside and would set up in
its place laboratories for child research
into the fourth dimension. They scorn
the application of long patience to the development of any new art. Because no
Aristophanes, no Shakespeare of the
screen has loomed before us it is folly to
keep on turning the crank. Did Homer
follow directly upon the heels of the first
savage who with his toe inscribed the
first symbol upon the sand? Did Shakespeare score his premiere immediately
after that naive one-act skit beneath the
boughs of Eden? If one is going to consider the, motion picture as an art, one
must grant it what every other art has
claimed — namely, time. Give it time,
and the errant pie may yet blossom into
heroic pentameter or pantomime."
Conceding to Mr. Pulsifer that melodrama seems to be the only script that
goes in the motion pictures, Mr. Fuessle
asserts that it can hardly be assumed
that melodrama must remain the limit

of the pictures. The human race, which
wallows in melodrama qualifying thus
for a large and commodious booby prize
is to a damning extent responsible for
the present type of production.
One hears however of Gertrude Atherton and Sir Gilbert Parker, and Irvin
Cobb, and Eugene Walter, and Winchell
Smith, and James M. Barrie making contracts with the picture men and going to
Hollywood or to the Claridge. One hears
of Richard Le Gallienne writing titles for
photo plays and of Benjamin de Casseres
being taken in tow by one of the producers. And out of these developments
there may dawn a new day of the pic-
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the educators of that city and the vicinity to
attend private screenings of their educational releases. These screenings are held
every Monday between ten and four
o'clock. It is hoped that many educators
will avail themselves of this opportunity.
Were educational film companies generally more inclined to this practice their
co-operation would be greatly appreciated by schoolmen in their quest for
films available for schoolroom use. The
cause of visual education would receive
a marked impetus and a beginning be
made toward bringing an apparently
limitless field in contact with reliable
sources of supply.

* *

*

FROM two to five children out of
every hundred are "difficult," hard
to work with, and if not helped in
some special way become a cause of
trouble to themselves and to others, if
not positive delinquents. In an article in
the November number of MIND & BODY
Mr. Orrin G. Cocks, Secretary of the National Committee for Better Films, points
out that every social and religious worker
is confronted by this problem and each
is puzzled about the best way to solve it.
Group methods that reach average,
normal children find no response from
these "black sheep." More and more
they shrink from socializing influences,
yield to the allurements of bad associa-

Miscellaneous
tions, and start down the shady paths
that lead to the children's court. The
likes and tendencies of the young are as
diverse as those of the grown-ups, says
Mr. Cocks, but in the dramatic motion
picture there is something that draws all
classes of people and holds their interest.
The movie then deserves to be considered
seriously as a means of reaching the
children on the moral border line.

THIS country is enduring, with more
or less fluent reactions, a series of
waves that are flooding its national
consciousness: — crime waves, reform
waves manifested in proposed blue Sunday laws, the tidal wave of prohibition,
and so on. One of the waves, however,
that should be regarded with deference
because it is serious in purpose and
comes from a real need is that which
seeks to make the motion picture safer
for the child. Opinions on this matter
g^aned from a number of sources, including THE WOMAN CITIZEN and the
NEW YORK TRIBUNE, as reported in
the LITERARY DIGEST for January 29,
show clearly the concern that the situation is arousing.
Children are the most consistently loyal
patrons that an exhibitor has. At matinees they occupy most of his theater
seats and at other performances, they are
always well represented numerically. Yet
with very few exceptions, programs are
selected for adults with only occasional
profits for the child in the way of the
travelogue or news weekly. The child's
mental diet has become as far as the
motion picture is concerned, the same as
that of the adult.
As a solution for this undesirable situation, many advocate a specialized moving
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picture industry which would film for
children's eyes "the fairy stories, Mother
Goose, the fascinating experiences of the
youth of all nations, folk lore and understandable historical facts." It is continually being demonstrated, however,
that children are intensely interested in
the drama of "grown-ups." In many instances they have turned down their
little thumbs on fairy tales and stories in
which the parts have all been played by
children. Since this is the case, it is
very natural that film companies do not
care to make productions on which they
are in obvious danger of losing money.
The best way to remedy matters as
they now stand is for the mother to discriminate intelligently between pictures.
Let her be sure that the picture her children are seeing is clean, suitable, well
directed and made by responsible producers.
* * *
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"Motion pictures are to be sent by
wire. The name of the marvelous apparatus is the 'Telecinematograph.' The
American boy who has shortened the
long word cinematograph — to 'movies'
will probably find an equally expressive
word for the new apparatus. Photographs
are now being sent daily by wire for hundreds of miles and it is believed the telegraphic transmission of moving pictures
will soon be a commonplace. The method
7is the discovery of a Frenchman. It consists of a cylinder with minute grooves
only 1/20 of a millimeter in size controlled by much complicated electric apparatus. By this it will be possible to
take a movie in London, for example, and
watch its reproduction a few minutes
later in American cities."

FILMS VIEWED AND REVIEWED
THE filming of biblical stories is one
of the most precarious ventures that
a motion picture producer can undertake. Public likes and dislikes are so
definitely defined and yet so fluctuating,
so pronounced and yet so consistently inconsistent, that diagnosing popular opinion is a most delicate operation. The feeling among producers is, of course, that
pictures of this type appeal to but a few
and that consequently their success from
a financial standpoint is doubtful. Producers and exhibitors both shy from biblical subjects in favor of the pictures- of
romance, adventure and sex appeal so
prevalent today.
One of the big loop theatres of Chicago,
however, has just demonstrated that it is
possible to crowd a house with a biblical
film, the record for a week's run showing a 28 per cent increase above normal
attendance at that theatre. The picture is
entitled IMMORTALITY, was made by
an Italian film company, the "Societa Italiana" and portrays the most important
events in the life of the Savior.
There has been little attempt to weld
the scenes into the conventional wellrounded drama. The very character of
the material perhaps makes such dramatic
achievement difficult, and yet, disconnected as many of the scenes are, save for
their chronological relation, the tremendous importance of the subject and the
menace of the ever-impending tragedy
make all dramatic deficiencies inconsequential.
The settings are vivid and accurate as
to historical detail and the natural backgrounds are the precise places where the
events really occurred. The pyramids
again cast their long shadows over the
slumbers of the child Jesus; the stretches
by the river Jordan were pressed by
the feet of those who beheld in earnest
mimicry Christ baptized by. John the Baptist; the rocky heights of Calvary saw
in solemn simulation three crosses break
the sad horizon. Some of the scenes are
handled with an artistry that deserves
special mention: the scene in the temple
where the flung-out arms of the child,

Christ, shadow the cross, an ominous sign
which bore heavily upon the tender heart
of Mary; the trial of Christ before the
Jewish Sanhedrin, his condemnation at
the hands of Pilate and his subsequent
torture and mockery are remarkable for
vividness and intensity. The picture of
Christ sinking under his heavy cross — the
cross of wood and the cross of rejection
and contempt — is tragically real and convincing.
A number of famous paintings have
been beautifully reproduced in the course
of the action, such as "The Last Supper,"
by Leonardo da Vinci, "The Crucifixion"
by Mantegna, "The Descent from the
Cross" by Rembrandt, and others of equal
fame. The conception of Satan as he
appeared to Christ in the temptation and
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to the traitor, Judas, is very "different."
In appearance and action this character
is decidedly unconventional, but the role
is played with an effectiveness and intensity that convey far more suggestion
of subtlety and evil than the traditional
"devil" could have given.
The mechanics of the production are
in places rather obvious and crude and do
not attain the perfection of detail reached
in American films. Moreover, in many
instances, the director has failed to obtain the full effect possible from his
setting and material; he has not always
clinched his point. A more judicious use
of the close-up, for example, would have
aided greatly in emphasizing and contrasting not only the action, but the
psychology.
A presentation of the life of Christ must
be done with all dignity and reverence to
avoid even the slightest suggestion of
profanation. One of the most remarkable
things about this picture is its utter sincerity, its earnestness of purpose that is
revealed in every detail of directing and
in every gesture of the splendidly assembled cast of actors. In passing, it might
be mentioned that the figure of Christ is
not always as impressive as it might be.
It would seem that Giovanni Pasquali,
who played the role, realized too keenly
the inadequacy of any interpretation of
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that part. Possibly the supreme characters of Jesus and Mary will never again
be so convincingly portrayed as at OberAmmergau by the Langs, who possessed
not only the ideal physical attributes, but
lived their whole lives in an atmosphere
of preparation for these unique roles. If
Pasquali has not equalled Anton Lang,
it is no cause for surprise or regret. The
younger man's effort is still eminently
worthy of the best that was in him, and
no more can be asked. One of the outstanding smaller parts is that of Pilate,
which was presented with much force and
realism.
A picture like this is truly educational
in the truest meaning of the word, educational for the adult as well as for the
child. Anyone who has seen this picture
will have a deeper appreciation and understanding of the life of Christ with
added reverence for the greatness of His
sacrifice.

and beauty. The settings are lavish and
voluptuous as to detail, although a few
of them, particularly those of the first
scenes, are somewhat artificial and hint
of the lot at the studio. The vivid interiors, for instance the bazaar with
its trafficking, gesticulating crowds, the
palace of the kings with its mirrored
floors and marble pillars, the quaint
courtyard in the home of Hajj are
greatly to be praised. When science
finally brings to the screen the use of
color, a picture of this type will be unbelievable in its gorgeousness and infinite
variety. The titling is excellent — the
oriental figures not so overdone as to be
unconvincing- and yet ornate enough to
suggest continually the eastern atmosphere. The entire production, with its
somber undercurrent of fatalism and
futility of individual effort, is a delight
not only to the senses, but to the understanding. The story of Kismet might
easily be a page torn from Arabian

— a magic sesame — which
KISMET
for a few hours opens wide the
portals to Bagdad of "one thousand and one years ago;" a Bagdad of
romance and bewitching lure. The story
of Kismet, as most know, is the story
of what happened to one, Hajj, between
the dawn . and the sunset of one tremendous day; how he changed his beggar's rags for robes of luxury; how he
moved through palaces and escaped death
and torture to avenge himself upon his
heart's enemies; then how, at nightfall,
he finds himself back in his squalid seat,
begging once more for alms in the name
of Allah. Seldom is man raised so high
and brought so low in one day!
Otis Skinner as Hajj is superb. He
brings to the screen the same perfect
understanding and perfect art that
marked his interpretation of the role
in the spoken play. The Hajj of his creation is an utterly fascinating, murderous,
clever, flowery-tongued rascal. He is the
bland soul of the Orient personified.
Under his suave, ingratiating touch, theft
appears meritorious, lying seems admirable, and murder to be applauded.
Such is the alchemy of his charm.
There has been no expense spared to
make this production a thing of splendor

Nights. It is the "songs of, Araby and
tales of far Cashmere" visualized. Its
adventures are tinged with the glow of
Aladdin's lamp; the intrigues and
hazards that lurk through its footage are
akin to those of Ali Baba and the forty
thieves. Anyone who revelled in those
magical tales will revel in this picture.
Any production that gives evidence of
perfection of workmanship in every detail is, in a way, educational. If, in addition, it is an accurate revelation of the
customs and life of a by-gone day and a
remote country, it is not merely informational— it is thought-provoking and
therefore valuable. One must, however,
question the effect of this film upon the
greedy minds of average children. Children should not be turned loose in the
Arabian Nights or Grimm's Fairy Tales
without intelligent oversight and explanation by parents or teachers. No
more should they see Kismet unprepared.
There are pernicious possibilities in the
film for young minds unless most tactfully supervised. Kismet is obviously a
film for mature minds which can see for
instance, that the evil done by Hajj,
though seemingly unpunished, finds truly
a deeper punishment in his anguished
consciousness
that hope is henceforth

Visual Education
dead for him. Hope dead — a punishment worse than bloody stripes or
prison cell! Kismet and justice synonymous!

IT is a pleasure to have two such pictures as "Immortality" and "Out of
the House of Bondage" to report in
one issue of Visual Education.
"OUT OF THE HOUSE OF BONDAGE"
is a Bible story told in a modern way,
its theme, the vital and vivid one of the
Exodus. Few producers realize that in
the great stories of the Bible, there is
dramatic material, infinite in its possibilities of variety and appeal. What figure
could be more spectacular, -for instance,
than the one that looms through the dusk
of antiquity as the rescuer of an oppressed people, the preserver of a nation's
identity? Every moment of the life of
Moses is dramatic from the time he was
cradled on the waters of the Nile to the
hour he died alone, within sight of the
promised land. From .the courts of
Pharoah to the burning sands of Midian,
from the lowly home of Israel to an immortal place in history — there is indeed
material for drama!
It is, of course, impossible to do more
than present the salient points of such
a career in a film of three reels. The
story begins with the picturesque incident of the cradle laid in the bulrushes,
touches upon the life of Moses in the
lordly halls of Pharaoh and shows clearly
the conflict that raged in his soul between
the opportunity for royal power that was
within his reach and the call of his own
suffering people. The killing of the
brutal overseer, which ended his dreams
of imperial inheritance, lining him up
squarely with the cause of his people and
making it necessary for him to take
refuge in the desert, is shown in full
detail. The third reel resumes the narrative after the forty years in the wilderness. From then on, the scenes touch
the high points of his career as the
victorious opponent of the king and
leader of his people out of bondage. Miracles and plagues are wisely suggested,
rather than pictured, to the distinct advantage of the convincing quality of the
film. The appearance of Moses before a

strange Pharaoh, the falling of an unnatural darkness, the exodus and the
pursuit by the galloping hosts of the
king are thrilling and impressive. There
is suggestion made at the end of the
contribution of Moses to the law and of
his desolate death on the mountain's
height.
The picture is comprehensive as to
action and accurate in detail. The character of the events is such as to invite
melodrama, but the temptation is avoided
and the treatment is most delicate and
reserved. The settings are carefully
planned and the producer has made the
atmosphere of ancient Egypt very real;
The types are well selected, especially
that of the Jewish mother. The scene
of Pharaoh's daughter and her maidens
bathing in the Nile . strikes one at first
glance as rather startlingly frank, but
further consideration of the effect as a
whole reveals that the picture at this
particular place, is, as elsewhere, planned
with delicacy and historical correctness.
The titles are unusual, the producer having refrained from using Biblical quotations and employing instead quotations
from Macauley, Alexander, Lord, and
others. The illustrated backgrounds of
the titles are notably artistic and vividly
suggestive of the action.
A picture like this is a valuable addition to the meager supply of Biblical
films. It does more than merely tell a
story — it maintains a feeling of delicacy
and reverence for the events it pictures.
The film is produced by Arthur E.
Huston, and released by The Lyceum
Film Bureau, 404 Film Exchange Building, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
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the matter of discriminating between
fruit-trees — has been immune from educative influences and processes. Education
is as venerable as antiquity, but what it
is and how it should be accomplished are
questions as eternally new as the dawn
of the day.
A five-reel picture designated "EDUCATION" has recently been made by the
Teachers' Federation of Terre Haute, Ind.
(Continued on page 61)

BOOK REVIEWS
HUMAN

INTEREST

LIBRARY

for performing interesting experiments
and for constructing toys and articles
useful in the home. The curious habits
of animals, some of the wonders of
astronomy and geology, and the great
achievements of engineering are among

(4 Volumes)
Published by The Midland Press,
Chicago, III.
PICTURE of a locomotive
tearing through the midnight
of tropical Africa and lighting
up the eyes of startled wild beasts, a
series of diagrammatic drawings showing how a prehistoric animal was
buried and its impression preserved in
the earth, a story account of Columbus'
discovery of the new world, an explanation of a bee-hive, and a discussion of
the mystery of Stonehenge are only
drops in an ocean of "visualized knowledge" which the Human Interest Library has made fascinating in these
A

the items found in "Popular Science
and Industry." In "Our Country in
Romance" we have a history of America
from Columbus to Wilson. The periods
of discovery and colonization especially
are told in a dramatic, conversational
style and the illustrations, most of them
reproductions of familiar paintings,
serve well to enhance the narrative. It
is easy to believe that many children
averse to history as it is ordinarily presented would, as the publisher anticipates in his preface, learn much agreeably and without special effort. "Old
World Travelogues" introduces the
reader briefly to the principal countries
of Europe and to the great kings, composers, conquerors, explorers, etc., of
the world. The first things which a
child should know about other nations
than his own and the great men they
have produced, and the outstanding
facts of which every adult is expected
to have some knowledge are clearly emphasized in this volume.
Naturally, in covering so many great
fields of knowledge much of necessity
has been omitted and it is hardly to
be expected that all readers would
agree as to the wisdom of all the selections and omissions. It seems probable, however, that all would agree that,
in general, omission for the sake of
simplicity and emphasis in the mind of
a child or one who has no time to
specialize, is entirely successful. What
has been retained is not a mass of oddi-

four volumes. The publisher's stated
purpose in offering these books is to
present knowledge in units so complete
and of ' such immediate "human interest" that a child or busy adult can
dip into the pages at practically any
point and read for even five minutes
with profit and pleasure. The fact that
one finds the books entertaining and inclined to hold the attention on pictures
and paragraphs sighted at random in
a cursory review even is perhaps evidence enough that the publisher's aim
has achieved realization.

The titles of the four volumes suggest the field of knowledge covered.
"The Wonder World" treats of the
questions about nature which are bound
to occur to a child as soon as he begins
to realize the world about him, gives
parents and teachers plans for instructing and disciplining a child during the
pre-school days, and finally furnishes
directions to the older boys and girls
39
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ties and freaks of human

experience,

but everyday, fundamental things presented in striking ways — remarkable
aspects to catch the eye of a child and
Lead him on toward a clear understanding of the principles involved. The
texl i- simple, though not tiresomely
so, and is generously aided by wellworded sub-titles that break up the
longer articles and arouse the curiousit \ of the reader. As has been suggested, the illustrations are many and
effective and include drawings, diagrams, photographs and reproductions
of famous paintings.
With the aim of these books in mmd.
one can hardly review them without
feeling their certain success and without commending the publisher's purpose to put out additional volumes from
time to time.
* * * .
BURTON

HOLMES

TRAVELOGUES

(Thirteen Volumes)
The

Travelogue

Bureau — Chicago.
York.

New

THE educational value of travel and
the invariable broadening of sympathy, increased understanding of
history and interest in events of the
day which contact with other peoples and
customs makes possible, cannot be
argued. Likewise, it can hardly be overlooked that for this expensive process of
learning, adequate substitutes should and
do exist. To the vast number of eager
persons who cannot "possess the world"
by actual travel, or to others ambitious
to prepare, or help others to prepare,
without extended s%udy. to get the most
out of prospective journeys, the thirteen
volumes of Burton Holmes' Travelogues
should be especially welcome. The comfortable size of the books, their attractive
soft binding, and the gilt edges are promises to the eye which are fulfilled in good
measure for the mind as well when the
covers are opened.
Forty-one separate journeys, representing miles of travel almost beyond the

Kducation
average person's conception, furnishes
the material from which almost five
thousand pages of descriptive text have
been written and an even larger number
of original engravings have been made.
What a wqrld to conquer! You may begin the attack at almost any place on
the earth — at brightly colored Yellowstone with its misty canyons and weird
geysers that seem somehow so fresh and
new, or at, far-off Egypt, heavy with centuries of man's forgotten splendor.
Always, your friendly, resourceful guide
is ready and with the packing of the
luggage or the embarking of a steamer,
the fascinating conversation begins. Not
a monologue by any means, but a sort
of two-part affair happily called a
"travelogue," wherein the reader is permitted to do what he longs to do — travel,
and the writer does what he is so
eminently fitted to do, namely, talks
about and thus makes possible the
travel.
The well-worn style of the travel lecturer who seeks to take his auditors
with him, so to speak, as he reviews past
events in the present tense, is rather
skillfully handled. It is never presumptuous or overdone, as may easily be
the case in a long session. There is a
feeling of confidence in the sincerity of
the guide and a sense of constant onward motion, even hurried at times,
which does much to create an effect of
reality. Burton Holmes seems to see a
place as the average intelligent person
would see it for the first time and he
selects and expresses these initial impressions in a way calculated to satisfy.
Travel's the thing — the sights to be
seen and the facts to be learned from
other countries — not a literary production. He does not stop to color old
places with new moods or to throw a
veil of his own personality over what he
views. The actual difficulties of a trip,
the dress and manners of the people,
their food, architecture, economic condition, and many anecdotes and incidents
which serve to illustrate in a striking
way some characteristic of the nation,
are all faithfully recorded and with a
full appreciation of the dignity of time
(Continued on page 61)

THE FILM FIELD
THE
number of "educational films" produced by the professional motion .picture companies is increasing, and the quality is steadily improving. We
shall list fifty to one hundred each month. Any exchange or producer listed
in this department will gladly send full information on their service in genera"
or on any particular film.
In general, films should be viewed by qualified judges before
school children.
HOW

TO USE

THESE

shown

to

LISTS

Select titles which interest tou from the List of Films.
Write the bracketed name or names following the title.
The names printed in Italics are Exchanges ; address of the branch
nearest you will be found in the Eeference List of Commercial
Film Exchanges (beginning on page 42).
The names printed in Eoman are Producers; address will be found
under Eeference List of Producers (page 45).
Always write to the Exchange when given — otherwise to the Producer for full information, mentioning Visual Education.

LIST OF FILMS
(In offering these selections, Visual Education in no way guarantees the value
or suitability of the films. This can he done only when we have personally viewed
the picture. The list represents merely the most careful choice possible to make
from data given out by the producing companies. Only the films reviewed by our
staff under the department "Films Viewed and Reviewed" should be considered as
having Visual Education's recommendation, qualified or unqualified, as the case
may be.)
All entries are 1 reel (1,000 ft.) in length unless otherwise specified.
TRAVELOGUES
AXD
SCENICS
THE
ISLE OF DESIRE
(Bruce Scenic).
(Educ. Films Corp.)
A beautiful filming- of
FRIVOLOUS
FIJI
(Chester
Outing). John Curtis Underwood's poem, "The Island."
{Educ. Films Corp.)
An intimate study of Glimpses of the Island of Jamaica, with its
the occupations and amusements of the Fiji. tropical groves and waters
are alternated
Islanders.
These
reformed • cannibals
are with flashes of New York City, greatly to the
shown in -novel methods of fishing ; in the advantage
The photography
beautiful. of the former.
brewing of their private stock ; and in more
or less uncomfortable
jazzing on red hot
HIDES
AND
GO SEEK
(Educ. Films
rocks.
Corp.)
Details in the lives of the Indians,
t m7T7T v A^tnPTT \ x't^ /pu.cf^ r\„*i-nrr\ wno serve the staunch
old Hudson's
Bay
,(Educ
^m'E^.>
(Chester
Outing).
beaver,
minx,
muskFilmsMAORIL.AND
Corp.) How many
people
know Company.
rat ermine, Trapping
lynx, and the
other
animals
is shown.
that there are glaciers in Xew Zealand and
„
its surrounding
islands?
This
beautiful ,P, „ r^ro ^,,^
V i h, n T^ , \
A little Dutch island
(Educ. Films Corp.)
its where
in its
*nrnri<t»q in
of surpnt.es
number
offers a number
scenic oners
scenic
ot
everything is quaint— the fishing craft,
views of this far-away, little-known land. the old can'als> fhe strange architecture, and
THE EXPLORERS (Bruce Scenic). (Educ. even tne little children in their wooden shoes.
Films Corp.)
This scenic is a variation on
BEGGARS
AXD
FAKIRS
OF
IXDIA.
the regular order of scenics, in that it has (Educ. Films Corp.)
This reel is divided
a shadowing
of a plot.
Two young
men into two parts, the first part dealing with the
cruising along
"coast"
much by
that the
is unfortunates
notoriously gruesome,
interesting
glorious,
all of thewhich
is see
recorded
of India. butTheequally
last half
is of a
camera.
Their
travels
include
prolonged Chinese orphanage and has much human inacquaintance with a glader.
terest.

n
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THE BANANA SPECIAL (Bruce Scenic).
{Educ. Filma Corp.) Slipping through Jamaica on the banana special, you get much
information concerning the harvesting and
marketing of this elongated fruit.
ART IS EVERYTHING. (Educ. Films
Corp.) Produced in co-operation with "Field
and Stream," this picture is a revelation of
a ■well-groomed"
picturesque city, namely,
Santiago,
Chile.
BALLING THE JUNK (Chester Outing).
(Educ. Films Corp.) Fine pictures of the
Yangtse river in China with the methods of
navigation practiced upon its indifferent
waters, together with incidental views.
PAHS AND PAPAS (Chester Outing).
(Educ. Films Corp.) The title is somewhat
cubist, but so are the Maoris of New Zealand,
with their aboriginal dances, Gargantuan
feasts, and impressive totem-poles.
PYRENEAN PERSPECTIVE (Burton
Holmes). (Famous Players-Lasky.) Given
the Pyrenees mountains and Burton Holmes,
what could be the result but an excellent
travelogue ?
BORDEAUX TO LOURDES (Burton
Holmes). (Famous Players-Lasky.) Shots
of the city of Bordeaux are followed by views
of a fox hunt in action with examples of
thrilling horsemanship. The far-famed
shrine and grotto at Lourdes are also shown.
GOING TO HALIFAX (Burton Holmes).
(Famous Players-Lasky.) The trip to Halifax includes views of Bear River, Nova
Scotia, and glimpses of many other interesting things — the Canadian highlanders, for
instance.
FIJI DOES ITS BIT (Burton Holmes )T
(Famous Players-Lasky.) After you have
seen the rubber industry and banana plantaof Fiji, after
you all.
will feel that Fiji's bit is
not so tionssmall
OTTAUQUECHEE VALLEY
. (Post
Scenic). (Famous Players-Lasky). Views
of a wonderfully beautiful river in Vermont.
The Green mountains dominate the background.
A BAREFOOT BOY (Post Scenic). (Famous Players-Lasky.) A boy, a fuzzy Scotch
terrior, summer and the fair fields reaching
far, film ingredients that make a most appealing picture.
FARM BOYS ABROAD (Ford Weekly).
(Goldwyn.)
"Abroad"
the distance
between
a stock
show inmeans
Nebraska
and the
Woolworth building in New York City. Enroute, the prize corn fields of Iowa and the
Chicago stock yards are seen. Having wandered thus far afield, the voyageurs, students
of a farm school in Texas, return again home.
THRILLS EXPERIENCED IN SPORTS
OF EVERY-DAY LIFE (Kineto Co. of
Amer. ). Tobogganing, ski jumping, shooting
the chutes, aeroplaning, and many other
sports that furnish a respectable thrill are
shown here.
JAPAN (Post Weekly). (Pathe.) Japan
affords much that is varied and picturesque
to the photographer. Here are Yokohama
Park, Buddists, the coaling of a ship, rickshaws, street scenes in Tokio, Diabutsu
Shrine, etc.
INDUSTRIAL
FILMS
MAKING OF RAILWAY
COACH
WHEELS (New Era). An instructive, industrial subject, showing the many steps
through which a railway car wheel passes
from the time the iron is first heated until it
whirls along the track under a modern parlor-car.
THE ART OF PRINTING (Beseler). A
comprehensive idea of every process of print-

ing in a modern establishment — the Government Printing Office at Washington — from
type setting to stamping titles on book covers.
THE GAME OF GOLF (Kineto Co. of
Amer.). A clear explanation and illustration
of the various -terms used, etc.
HOW AND WHY OF SPUDS (Bureau of
Plant Industry). (Dep't of Agric.) Commercial production of the born-and-raised-inAmerica potato — second only to wheat as a
human food — as practiced with modern methods in Aroostook County, Me.
LOGGING EASTERN WHITE PINE (Bureau of Plant Industry). (Dep't of Agric.)
Methods of logging and lumbering in Pennsylvania ;portable saw mills in New Englandnial;old-fashioned
water-power mill of colodays.
SWISS CHEESE— MADE IN AMERICA
(Bureau of Animal Industry). (Dep't of
Agric.) Dairy Division methods as they are
used at the Grove City (Pa.) creamery,
which is operated by the government. Making cheese that was formerly imported.
A YEAR WITH THE FLOCK (Bureau of
Animal
Industry).
of Agric.)
Selecting a purebred
ram (Dep't
and good
grade ewes
to
start the flock ; winter management ; spring
duties, docking, shearing, dipping, sheep in
summer pasture.
SHIP BY TRUCK (Universal.) The adaptability of trucks for short hauls.
INDUSTRIAL
FILMS
PRODUCED
BY
COMMERCIAL
COMPANIES
(The industry pictured is indicated by the
firm name. Write direct to the company for
information.)
CALIFORNIA HAWAIIAN SUGAR CO.,
222 California St., San Francisco, Calif.
CLEVELAND TRACTOR CO., Cleveland.
Ohio.
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG.
CO., East Pittsburgh, Pa.
REMINGTON TYPEWRITER CO., 374
Broadway, New York.
AMERICAN WOOLEN MILLS, Boston,
Mass.
HAMMERMILL PAPER
CO., Erie, Pa.
HISTORY, BIOLOGY AND THE NATURAL
SCIENCES
CO-OPERATIVE INTERDEPENDENCE
(Argonaut Distribution Corp.). Showing
helpful interdependence between members of
the animal and vegetable kingdoms.
ADAPTION (Argonaut Distribution Corp.)
2 reels. Demonstrating how plants and animals are provided with organic structures or
functions adapted to meet special needs.
CIRCULATION OF THE BLOOD (Argonaut Distribution Corp.). 4 reels. Showing
in detail the processes of blood circulation.
DENTAL HYGIENE (Argonaut Distribution Corp.). Explaining the proper care of
the mouth and teeth.
INSECT LIFE (Beseler). 2 reels. The
first part of this picture deals with the habits
of the termit. The second part is an interesting exposition of the wasp.
MONKEYS (Beseler). All kinds of monkeys, various species of lemurs, striped monkeys, chimpanzees, apes, orang-outangs, etc.
Truly there were many of us in those days
gone by.
THE SCORPION (Beseler). This picture
is number seventeen in a series of insect -life
and conveys much information about this
unsocial insect.
LESSON IN PHYSICS (Beseler). This
lesson is an explanation of the principles of
the magnet.
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ROOKERIES
AND SQUAWKERIES
(Chester Outing.) (Educ. Films Corp.) A
study of birds that inhabit the Atlantic coast,
with particular attention paid to the night
heron.
FINE FEATHERS (Chester Outing).
(Educ. Films Corp.) Showing how quail and
other birds are cared for on the New Jersey
State Game Farm, until they are able to
shift for themselves. The last half of the
reel shows remarkable rock formations in
southern Utah.
IRELAND IN REVOLT (Chicago Tribune). 5 reels. An authentic, well photographed picture that shows clearly and in
an entirely impartial manner, actual conditions in Ireland. This picture is of value as
an historical document and is not propaganda. Captain Weigle of the Tribune staff
made the pictures.
THE ORANG. (Educ. Films Corp.) Produced by Ditmars. A study of the orang in
his various simian attitudes and antics.
WEARERS OF FURS AND QUILLS
(Educ. Films Corp.) Produced by Ditmars
and showing the armadillo, ant-bear, sloth,
Peruvian opossum, weasel, skunk, etc. Sort
out the wearers of fur from the wearers of
quills for yourselves.
BIRDS OF VANITY. (Educ. Films Corp.)
y2 reel. Silver and golden pheasants, wTild
turkeys and peacocks — all birds that have a
right to be a trifle egotistical.
RAINETS'
AFRICAN
(Educational
Pictures
Co.).
6 reels. HUNT
A picture
of wild
animal life made by an intrepid explorer.
CHAS. URBAN MOVIE CHAT 40 (Kineto
Co. of Amer.). Showing the difficulties encountered in obtaining the skins of seals ;
views of fox farms ; also habits of the odious
cobra, viper, and other reptiles, together
with the breeding of alligators.
THE CHEMISTRY OF COMBUSTION
(Kineto Co. of Amer.). A series of very dangerous experiments which must be attempted
only with greatest care.
WHAT IS GOVERNMENT (Society for
Visual Education). The various types of
group government from the family to the
community, the meaning (making, obeying
and enforcing laws) of government and its
achievements.
CONSERVATION BY IRRIGATION (Society for Visual Education). After showing
that one-fifth of all the land in the United
States is too arid for agriculture, this reel
makes clear how irrigation may develop its
fertility and usefulness.
"WESTERN
PLATEAUS
for (desVisual Education).
The surface(Society
features
erts, vegetation, forests, mesas, canyons,
lakes) are shown together with their resources and occupations such as mining,
farming, etc.

NEWS
WEEKLIES
AND
REVIEWS
BRAY PICTOGRAPH 7069. (Goldwyn.)
Motion technical drawings that give a clear
explanation of the automatic riveter; the
riveter shown in action ; the crookedest railroad in the world — the narrow gauge line
which ascends Mt. Tamalpais in California ;
an animated cartoon.
BRAY PICTOGRAPH 7070. (Goldwyn.)
The position and operation of the vocal
chords in the human throat shown through
motion technical drawings ; a study of owls
made by Wm. L. and Irene Finley of the
Audubon societies ; and animated cartoons.
BRAY PICTOGRAPH 7074. (Goldwyn.)
This reel is in three parts — the study of the
dainty mite called a hummingbird ; water
falls on the Island of Luzon in the Philippines ;and an animated cartoon.
CHAS. URBAN MOVIE CHAT 27 (Kineto
^Co. of Amer.). A rescue party in action in
the Alps furnishes the material for the first
part of this reel ; the second part is a remarkable study of an insect with a remarkable
personality, the mantis.
CHAS. URBAN MOVIE CHAT 37 (Kineto
Co. of Amer.). Fishing for sardines on the
Catalonian shores in Spain ; the porcupine of
Wyoming ; peculiarities of various plants ;
windmills in Russia.
PATHE REVIEW 79. (Pathe.) Colored
pictures of Brittany, "the land whence dollies
come", the "Nature Dance of Rome"; closeups of thestudios.
sloth and ant-eater made at the
Ditmars
PATHE REVIEW 81. (Pathe.) Scenes in
Fez, Africa ; making of a Japanese lantern,
study of the bridges of New York ; a riveting
machine at work ; the dancing of the minuet ;
the process of making mayonnaise dressing ;
views in color of a Japanese park.
PATHE REVIEW 88. (Pathe.) The flower
of Good Hope ; the miracle machines of lacemaking ; an experiment in monkey psychology ; scenes in Fez.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS 5. (Universal.)
Rockaway Beach, Navy balloonists welcomed
in rain ; New York City, Benjamin Franklin
honored as thrift week opens ; Lake Placid.
N. Y., winter sports; New York City model
for K. of C. war memorial. Chicago, poultry
show ; Warsaw-, Poland, honors heroes who
saved capitol, soldiers of new Polish army,
on the Atlantic with the fleet steaming south ;
Chicago, ice skating race, indoor sports cartoon.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS 6. (Universal.)
Worcester, Mass., heart of city in ruin by
fire ; El Paso, Tex., Wild West revival ; people in the public eye ; Lake Placid, ice skating race ; Boston, incoming fishing schooners
covered with ice ; Corbett, Wyo., herd of
buffalo, in the Adirondacks, artist Suzannie
training dogs ; Chattanooga, Tenn., Jersey
Ringel, aerial acrobat, doing some of his
stunts.

Reference List of Producers
Argonaut Distributing Corp.,
71 W. 23rd St., New York City.
Beseler Film Co.,
71. W. 23rd St., New York City.
Chicago Tribune,
7. S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
Educational Pictures Cr
406 Englewood Av., Chicago, 111.

Kineto Co. of America,,
71 W. 23rd St., New York City.
New Era Films,
21 E. 7th St., Chicago, 111.
Society for Visual Education,
327 S. LaSalle St., Chicago, I1L
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Reference List of Commercial Film Exchanges
(Address all inquiries to the nearest exchange)
BUREAU
OF EDUCATION
DEPARTMENT OP THE INTERIOR
Qualified

State

Distributing Centers

Agricultural College, Miss.
Mississippi
Agricultural
and
Mechanical College
Claud H. Tingle
Ames, la.
Iowa State College. . .
Charles Roach
Ann Arbor, Mich.
University of Michigan.. W. D. Henderson
Athens, Ga.
University of Georgia
Roger N. Hill
Austin, Tex.
«
University of Texas
Wm. R. Duffey
Berkeley, Calif.
University of California
Leon J. Richardson
Bloomington, Ind.
Indiana University
F. W. Shockley
Boston, Mass.
State Department of Public Instruction
James A. Moyer
Boulder, Col.
University of Colorado. . .H. R. Spangler
Buffalo, N. T.
Buffalo Society of Natural Science..
C. E. Cumminsr*
Burlington, Vt.
University of Vermont. .. .Guy G. Bailey
Charlotteville, Va.
University of Virginia,. Charles G. Maphis
Cleveland, O.
Cleveland Normal Training School..
W. N. Gregory
College Park, Md.
Maryland State College of Agriculture
C. S. Richardson
Columbia, Mo.
University of Missouri. . .C. H. Williams
Columbia, S. C.
University of South Carolina
Reed Smith
Eugene, Ore.
.John C. Almack
University of Oregon,
Fayetteville, Arkansas
University of Arkansas. . .. .A. M. Harding
Gainesville, Fla.
B. C. Riley
University of Florida. . . .
Iowa City, la.
University of Iowa....O. E. Klingaman
Knoxville, Tenn.
University of Tennessee
Charles E. Ferris
Lawrence,
Kan.
University of Kansas. .Harold C. Ingham
Lexington, Ky.
University of Kentucky
Wellington Patrick
Lincoln, Neb.
University of Nebraska. .. .G. E. Condra
Madison, Wis.
University of Wisconsin. .Wm. H. Dudley
Minneapolis, Minn.
University of Minnesota. .J. V. Ankeney
Missoula. Mont.
State University
E. O. Sisson
Morgantown, W. Va.
West Virginia University
L. B. Hill
Natchitoches, La.
State Normal School
L. J. Alleman
New Brunswick, N. J.
Rutgers College. . .
W. M. Demarest
Normal, 111.
Illinois State Normal University
David Felmley
Norman, Okla.
University of Oklahoma. . . J. W. Scroggs

Philadelphia, Pa.
The Commercial

Museum
Chas. R. Toothaker
Pittsburgh, Pa.
University of Pittsburgh. .. .J. H. Kelly
Providence, R. I.
Brown University
Walter Jacobs
Pullman, Wash.
State College of Washington
F. F. Nalder
Raleigh, N. C.
Bureau of Community Service
W. C. Crosby
Reno, Nev.
University of Nevada...
Charles A. Norcross
Salt Lake City, Utah.
University of Utah
W. F. Reynolds
Tucson, Ariz.
University of Arizona. .Frank Lockwood
University, Ala.
University of Alabama
Jas. Thomas
University, N. D.
University of North Dakota. .A. H. Yoder
Vermillion, S. D.
University of South Dakota
J. C. Tjader.
EDUCATIONAL
FILMS
CORPORATION
Atlanta, Ga
61 Walton St.
Boston, Mass
10 Piedmont St.
Buffalo, N. Y
327 Main St.
Chicago, 111
220 S. State St.
Cincinnati, O...N. W. Cor. 7th & Main Sts.
Cleveland,
Ohio
501 Standard Theatre, Prospect St.
Dallas, Texas
2003%
Main St.
Denver, Colo
.1435 Champa St.
Des Moines, Iowa
100 Locust St.
Detroit, Mich
63 E. Elizabeth St.
Indianapolis, Ind
9 West Market St.
Kansas City, Mo. .5th Floor Film Ex. Bldg.
Los Angeles, Calif
732 S. Olive St.
Louisville, Ky
National Theatre Bldg.
Minneapolis, Minn
407 Loeb Arcade
Milwaukee, Wis
501 Toy Bldg.
New Haven, Conn
128 Meadow St.
New Orleans, La
330 Camp St.
New York City
729 Seventh Av.
Omaha, Neb
1312% Farnum St.
Philadelphia, Pa
.1309 Vine St.
Pittsburgh, Pa
119 Ninth St
St. Louis, Mo
617 N. Grand Av.
San Francisco, Calif. .168 Golden Gate Av.
Seattle, Wash
2014 Third Av.
Washington, D. C
916 G St. N. W.
FAMOUS
PLAYERS-LASKT
CORP.
Albany, N. Y
33 Orange St.
Atlanta, Ga
51 Duckie St.
Boston, Mass
8 Shawmut St
Buffalo. N. Y
145 Franklin St.
Charlotte, N. C
28 W. 4th St.
Chicago, 111
.845 S. Wabash Av.
Cincinnati, Ohio
107 W. 3d St.
Cleveland,
Ohio.
811 Prospect Av.
Dallas, Texas
1902 Commerce St.
Denver, Colo
1747 Welton St.
Des Moines. Iowa
415 W. 8th St.
Detroit. Mich
63 E. Elizabeth St
Kansas City, Mo...... 2024 Broadway Av.
Los Angeles, Calif
112 W. 9th St
Minneapolis, Minn
608 1st Av. N.
New Haven, Conn
132 Meadow St.
New Orleans. La
814 Perdido St.
New York City
729 7th Av.
Oklahoma City. Okla
128 W. 3d St

The Film Field
Omaha, Neb
208 S. 13th St.
Philadelphia,PaPa
1219Forbes
"»rine St.
Pittsburgh.
1018
St.
Portland, Me
85 Market St.
Portland, Ore
14 N. 9th St.
Salt Lake City, Utah.. 133 E. 2d South St.
San Francisco, Calif
821 Market St.
Seattle, Wash
2017-19 3d St.
St. Louis, Mo
3929 Olive St.
Washington, D. C
421 10th St. N. W.
GOLDWYN
DISTRIBUTING
CORPORATION
Atlanta, Ga
Ill Walton St.
Boston, Mass
42 Piedmont St.
Buffalo, N. Y
200 Pearl St.
Chicago, 111 Ohio
. . '.
207 S.216Wabash
Cincinnati,
E. 5th Av.
St.
Cleveland, O...403 Standard Theatre Bldg.
Dallas, Texas
:1922 Main St.
Denver,
Colo
1440 Welton St.
Detroit, Mich
Film Exchange Bldg.
Kansas City, Mo
1120 Walnut St.
Los Angeles, Calif
912 S. Olive St.
Minneapolis, Minn
16 N. 4th St.
New Orleans, La
714 Poydras St.
New York City
509 5th Av.
Omaha, Neb
1508 Howard St.
Philadelphia, Pa
1335 Vine St.
Pittsburgh, Pa
1201 Liberty Av.
Salt Lake City, Utah.. 135 E. 2d South St.
San Francisco, Cal
985 Market St
St. Louis, Mo
3312 Lindell Blvd.
Seattle, Wash
2018 Third Ave.
Washington, D. C
714 11th St. N. W

PATHE

EXCHANGE,

INC.

Albany, N. Y
Atlanta, Ga
Boston, Mass
Buffalo, N. Y
Charlotte, N. C
Chicago, 111
Cincinnati, Ohio
Cleveland, Ohio
Dallas, Texas
Denver,
Colo
Des Moines, Iowa

398 Broadway
Ill Walton St.
7 Isabella St.
269 Main St.
2 S. Graham St.
220 S. State St.
124 E. 7th St.
750 Prospect Av. S. E.
2012% Commerce St.
1436 Welton St.
316 W. Locust St.

A

FILM

NATIONAL

SERVICE

{Continued from page 31)

propriation to produce films, do not
have a sufficient sum to allow them to
make prints necessary to circulate
among the schools. Our Congress will
probably never appropriate a sufficient
sum of mone}T. for any Government Department or Bureau to produce and
distribute films successfully among
educational institutions on a free basis,
because of the enormous sum of money
required to carry on such a service.
The commercial film companies are
well aware of the fact that there is an
enormous field to be covered in supplying films for non-theatrical institutions, but they cannot afford to handle
isolated requests.
They hesitate to

Detroit, Mich
63 E. Elizabeth St.
Indianapolis, Ind. . .52-54 W. New York St.
Kansas City, Mo
928 Main St.
Milwaukee, Wis
174 2d St.
15
Minneapolis, Minn
608 1st Av. N.
Newark, N. J
6 Mechanic St
New Orleans, La
.936 Common St.
New York City
1600 Broadway
Oklahoma City, Okla
119 S. Hudson St.
Omaha, Neb
1417 Harney St.
Philadelphia, Pa
211 N. 13th St
Pittsburgh, Pa
938 Penn Av.
Salt Lake City, Utah... 64 Exchange Place
San Francisco, Calif
983 Market St
Seattle.
3d A-v.
St. Louis,Wash
Mo
3210 2113
Locust
St.
Spokane, Wash
12 S. Washington St
Washington, D. C
601 F St.. N. W.
UNIVERSAL
FILM MFG. CO.
Buffalo. N. Y
35 Church St
Butte, Mont
52 E. Broadwaj
Charleston, W. Va.
Chicago.
Ill
220 S. State St
Cincinnati. Ohio
531 Walnut St.
Cleveland, Ohio
850 Prospect Av.
Columbus. Ohio
Denver, Col
1422 Welton St.
Des Moines, Iowa
918-920 Locust Av.
Detroit, Mich
63 E. Elizabeth St.
Evansville,
Ind
Fort Smith, Ark
Indianapolis, Ind
113 W. Georgia St
Kansas City, Mo
214 E. 12th St.
Los Angeles, Cal
822 S. Olive St.
Louisville, Ky
Milwaukee, Wis
172 2d St
Minneapolis, Minn
719 Hennepin Av.
Oklahoma City, Okla
116-118 W. 2d St.
Omaha, Neb
1304 Farnum St.
Pittsburgh, Pa
.938-940 Penn Av.
Portland, Ore
405-407 Davis St
Salt Lake City, Utah... 56 Exchange Place
San Francisco, Cal... 121 Golden Gate Av.
Sioux Falls. S. D
Spokane, Wash
16 S. Washington St
St Louis, Mo
2116 Locust Av.
Wichita. Kan
209 E. First Av.

engage exclusively in producing films
for -this field and to maintain elaborate
educational services, because the existing market is scattered and there is the
uncertainty as to whether the schools
can pay the rental prices necessary to
bring returns for production and expensive advertising.
NEW

SERVICE

NEEDED

It therefore rests with our Government to take the initiative in solving
these problems. It will have to be
brought about by direct cooperation
between the Government and universities and colleges which have established
a film service, and the schools throughout the country who look to the Government for films.
(Continued

on

page

36)
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W\)t ;§>octetp for VitiwdX €tmcatton, Ml
327 South LaSalle Street
Chicago, Illinois

$re*ttient

Eollin D. Salisbury,

University of Chicago.

^ice^resrtbent
H. L. Clarke,

Utilities Development Corporation.

General Jflanager
Carl H. Mote,

327 South La Salle St.

^ecretarp
F. E. Mcmlton,

University of Chicago,

Committees;
Committee on 2Jmertcam?atton
Chairman, Willirm F. Russel ., University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa.
Guy Stanton Ford,
University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Albert E. Jenks,
University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Frank 0. Lowden,
Ex-Governor of Illinois,
Springfield, 111.
C. E. Merriam,
University of Chicago,
Chicago, 111.

Raymond

Moley,

The Cleveland Foundation,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Martin J. Wade,
United States Distinct Court,
Washington,
W.

W.

D. C.

Willoughby,

Johns Hoykins University,
Baltimore, Md.

Committee on Ctbtc*
Chairman, Chas. A. Beard, Director of N. Y. Bureau of Municipal Research,
H. G. James,
F. G. Bates,
Indiana University,
University of Texas,
Bloomington, Ind.
Austin, Texas.
F. F. Blachly,
University of Oklahoma.
D. C. Knowlton,
Athens, Okla.
The Lincoln School of Teachers College,
R. E. Cushman,
New York,.N. Y.
University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, Minn.
T. H. Reed,
H. W. Dodds,
University of California,
Western Reserve University,
Berkeley, Calif.
Cleveland, Ohio.

The Society for Visual Education
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Committee on Ptologp
Chairman, John M. Coulter, University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.
R. B. Harvey,

E. G. Conklin,
Princeton University.
Princeton, N. J.
J. A. Drushel,
Teachers College,
St. Louis, Mo.
W. K. Fisher,
Hopkins Marine Station.
Pacific Grove, Calif.
C. Stuart Gager,
Director Botanic Gardens.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
R. F. Griggs,
University of Ohio.
Columbus, Ohio.

Agricultural Experiment
St. Paul, Minn.

Station.

D. T. MacDougall,
Director of the Desert Laboratory.
Tucson, Ariz.
E. Laurence Palmer,
Cornell University.
Ithaca, N. Y.
W. M. Wheeler,
Ha rva rd Univers ity.
Cambridge, Mass.

Committee on ^tetorp
Chairman, William C. Baglev, Columbia University, New York, N. Y
G. S. Ford,
University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, Minn.
S. B. Harding,
University of Chicago.
Chicago, 111.

Miss Frances Morehouse,
University of Minnesota.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Joseph Schafer,
University of Oregon.
Eugene, Ore.

Committee on educational experiments
Chairman, William F. RuG. S. Counts,
Yale University.
New Haven, Conn.

University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa.
T. L. Kelly,
Teachers College, Columbia University,
New York, X. Y.

F. N. Freeman,
University of Chicago.
Chicago, 111.

W. S. Monroe,
University of Illinois,
Urbana, 111.

M. E. Haggerty,
University of Minnesota.
Minneapolis, Minn.

P. C. Packer,
Board of Education.
Detroit, Mich.

V. A. C. Henmon,
University of Wisconsin.
Madison, Wis.

Rudolph Pintner,
Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio.
H. O. Rugg,

Ernest Horn,
University of Ioica.
Iowa City, Iowa.
W. A. Justice,
Director of Visual Education.
Evanston, 111.

Lincoln School of Teachers College,
New York, N. Y.
E. K. Strong, Jr.,
Carnegie Institute of Technology,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
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Committee on Cecfmical experiments!
Chairman. F. R. Moulton,' University of Chicago, Chicago,
A. Cogshall,
University of Indiana,
H. B. Lemon.
Bloomington, Ind.
University of Chicago.
A. H Pfund
Johns Hopkins University,
Chicago, 111.
Baltimore, Md. .

W.

Committee on #eograpf)p
' Chairman, W. W. Atwood, Clark
M. J. Ahern, S. J.,
Canisius College,
Buffalo, N. Y.
R. D. Calkins,
Mt. Pleasant Normal School.
Mt. Pleasant, Mich.
C. C. Colby,
University of Chicago.
Chicago, 111.
Elizabeth Fisher,
Wellesley College.
Wellesley, Mass.
H. E. Gregory,
Yale University,
New Haven, Conn.
T. M. Hills,
Ohio State University.
Columbus, Ohio.
C. A. McMurry,
Geo. Peaoody College for Teachers.
Nashville, Tenn.
L. C. Packard,
Boston Normal School.
Boston, Mass.

University, Worcester, Mas:
Miss Edith Parker,
University of Chicago.
Chicago, 111.
A. E. Parkins,
Geo. Peaoody College for Teachers,
Nashville, Tenn.
D. C. Ridgley,
State Normal School.
Normal, 111.
C. O. Sauer,
University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, Mich.
Miss Laura M. Smith,
Geo. Peaoody College for
Nashville, Tenn.

Teachers.

R. H. Whitbeck,
University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wis.
L. H. Wood,
Kalamazoo Normal School,
Kalamazoo, Mich.

Committee on J^ealtft anb / ^>anita ion
Chairman,

V, C. Vaughan,

University

E. R. Downing,
University of Chicago,
Chicago, 111.
Simon Flexner,
Rockefeller Institute,
New York, N. Y.
F. M. Gregg,
* University of Nebraska,
Lincoln, Nebr.
Ludvig Hektoen,
John McCormick Institute for Infectious Diseases,
Chicago, 111.
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E. O. Jordan,
University of Chicago,
Chicago, 111.
Wickliffe Rose,
International Health
New York, N. Y.
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M. J. Rosenau,
Harvard University,
Cambridge, Mass.
C. E. Turner,
Mass. Inst, of Technology,
Boston, Mass.
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Announcing

SCHOOLSLIDES
The
Society for
Visual
Education

in pursuance of its purpose to extend all existing activities along the line of visual instruction, has organized
its own SLIDE DEPARTMENT.
In view of the hunareas of appeals received for "more good classroom
slides, the Society takes special pleasure in announcing this service to stereopticon users.

TheS.U.E.
Slide
Library

contains 10,000 different slides, which cover the geography— the industries — the human, plant and animal
life — of all parts of the earth. These slides are REAL
PICTURE STUDIES, taken by educators who are expert
photographers, and taken because they portray characteristic features in the geography, industries or life of
the country — not because they are merely attractive
or bizarre.

The
Group Idea

adopted as a basic plan of the S. V. E. Library, lends
unusual power and unity to SCHOOLSLIDES. The
slides are arranged in groups, each group — averaging
25 to 30 slides — constituting a study unit devoted to
one definite educational idea.
For example, there is a series on trees m their relation
to environment ; another on flower characteristics
as determined by conditions of climate, moisture, etc. ;
another on the growth and development of birds, beginning with the e^ and carrying the study through
to the full-grown bird.
None of the slides are aimless ; each has a distinct,
definite purpose to fulfill. Each group is accompanied
by a syllabus sheet which states the purpose of the
unit and what each individual slide contributes to the
conclusion that is being developed.

Lists
and Prices
SOCIETV

of SCHOOLSLIDES will be sent on application to any
who are interested in adding these new educational
tools to their
present
Visual
Education
equipment.

FOR

UISUAL
EDUCATION,
Slide Department

CHICAGO

327 South La Salle St.

IF YOU

SAW

Inc.

IT HERE,

PLEASE

SAY

SO

WASTE
A SURVEY

Collecting-

Figure 1
tanks
gate
Moon and
Island.

house

on

Figure 2
Boston sewage is discharged on the outgoing tide.

DISPOSAL
OF THE

REEL

In this film Dr. C. E. Turner, of the
Department of Biology ana Public Health,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
explains by chart and motion picture the
two principal methods employed for the
safe disposal of city sewage. He takes
the Boston system to illustrate the methods used by cities on the seaboard or
close to large bodies of water, and that
of Brockton, Mass., as an example of the
more elaborate and expensive methods
necessary for cities not so located.
The reel opens with an exterior view
of a typical city home, followed by an
architect's drawing in cross-section, showing how the plumbing is installed. A
pointer indicates how waste coming from
kitchen sink and refrigerator, from the
bathroom bowls and tub, and the laundry
tubs in the basement, is conducted from
the house drains into the street sewer.
Next we see a group of buildings, again
followed by a chart, and then a panorama
of Boston's shore front, with another diagram to show how the various street sewers all flow into a main intercepting
sewer.
By way of these great conduits, the
sewage of Boston is finally collected at
Moon Island (Fig. 1). Here it is stored
in collecting tanks until the tide goes
out, when it is turned into the ocean.
Motion pictures enable us to watch it as
it is discharged through one of the great
outlet pipes, when it rushes forth in a
torrent that the eye can follow far into
the bay (Fig. 2).

The

Figure 3
"trickling"
or rock

filter.

Figure 4
Each piece of rock becomes coated with
bacteria.

Now we come to the scientific method
of clarifying sewage through bacteriological action. A title tells us that as Brockton is not near the water, its sewage must
first flow down to a pumping station,
where electric pumps force it into a huge
pipe which carries it to a purification
plant three miles beyond the city. A
little girl walking on top of this great
pipe gives us an idea of its size.
At the purification plant the sewage is
sprayed upon a "trickling filter," or "rock
filter," made of broken rock spread over'
a concrete floor. Special nozzles, which
in operation look very much like ordinary
lawn sprinklers, spray the sewage over

the top of the bed (Fig. 3). It trickles
down over the rocks, which are soon covered with a thick, sticky growth of organisms. Dr. Turner picks up one of the
rocks, scrapes off a little of its glistening
coat of bacteria, and explains to the child
with him that these bacteria purify the
sewage by converting harmful organic
matter into harmless minerals
(Pig. 4).

Figure 5
The sand filter. After this process only
one per cent of bacteria remains.

Figure 6
Bacteria under the microscope.

The picture now swings to the big "settling tank," into which the water flows
slowly, letting the solids "settle out."
Prom here the sewage flows out upon the
"sand beds," each an acre in area. A
canal running through the bed is provided with trough-like deflectors which,
by shunting the sewage this way and that,
spread it out over the sand (Fig. 5). Each
sand grain becomes covered with bacteria,
which effect the purification of the sewage. Dr. Turner washes off and stains
some of these bacteria and places them
under the microscope for the little girl —
and the rest of us — to see.
(Fig. 6.)
When the sewage comes through the
sand beds, although it still contains some
dissolved material, it is fairly clear. We
can distinctly see the rocks over which it
flows as it pours from one of the large
under-drains along the concrete floor.
These drains flow into a little brook,
where countless bacteria feed upon the
nearly purified sewage. The bacteriologist takes a little of the water from the
brook and lets us view the moving bacteria under the microsocpe. A little farther
down the stream, these bacteria are seen
devoured by single-cell animals, and these
in turn become the prey of "water fleas."
The screen shows us a most interesting

%

''■.:''

microscopic closeup of their quick, darting movements and greedy feeding. Continuing down the stream, we meet a small
boy fishing for the minnows that eat the
"water fleas." He catches a frog and a
tadpole, too, and then proudly exhibits
his biggest catch of all — a trout (Fig. 7).
A few miles below, the camera shows
us a beautiful, rippling stream, holding
in its clear water lovely reflections of the
trees and shrubbery that line its banks.

'-

Figure 7
Trout live in this brook.

"At this point," the title explains, "purification is complete."
Figure 8
The purified stream.

Visual

Education

Schoolfilms and Your Projector
JS your projector getting a chance to deliver 100 per cent service?
There is no longer any excuse for any school machine to stand idle for lack of the
right kind of classroom films.
SCHOOLFILMS have been produced for you by the eminent educators who organized
the Society for Visual Education. They are specially designed to fit YOUR COURSE
OF STUDY. A syllabus on each reel provides teachers with material for the effective
preparation, presentation and review of the film lesson.

Notes on Specimen Reels
(Thesz thumb-nail surveys are based on the first title under each of the
groups listed on the opposite page)

French

Explorations

in North America

Animated lines moving upon the map
trace the main routes of the French explorers, traders and missionaries, and scenics visualize the country traversed. The
animated map, showing the growing area
of French control, makes clear to the
pupil how the French were blocking the
westward spread of the English colonies.
He sees that conflict is inevitable.

The

Steamboat

in United

States

History

Waterways
own highways.
The
invention areof Nature's
the steamboat
exerted
an important influence upon the settlement
of our
a'nd the development
our
tradecountry
and commerce.
The reel showsof
different types of early and modern steamers and makes clear their importance in
American history. Animated maps, charts
and drawings are utilized as well as
scenics.
A Citizen and His Government

A splendid introduction to the study of
Civics. In story form, with an American
mechanic showing his newly-arrived foreign relative some common city sights and
institutions. The film visualizes the many
services our government performs for
every citizen : protecting life, health and
property, educating children, caring for
sick and needy, providing recreation, etc.
A subtle lesson in Americanism. The
two reels are designed for continuous
showing.
The Earth and Worlds

New

activities of the region. Maine's rockbound coast, Boston Harbor, the Berkshires, the valley of the Connecticut, Lake
Champlain, etc., are shown in interesting
detail. The screen visualizes typical cities
like Boston, Fall River, Hartford, Providence; typical industries like lumbering,
quarrying, pasturing sheep and cattle,
shipping apples, frshing, lobster-catching,
etc.; typical historic spots like Lexington
and Concord, Plymouth Rock and Pilgrim's Monument, the Washington Elm,
the homes of great Americans — Longfellow, Lowell, Hawthorne, Alcott — and the
great universities of Harvard and Yale.
Where Plants Live
A study of the relation of soil, moisture,
heat, air and light to plant life, aiming to
show that the plant society of a region
is an index to its physical features. A
panorama of a cornfield is effectively contrasted with a scene showing an arid region, followed by a similar region made
productive through irrigation. Fungi and
bacteria
emphasize
the plants,
plant'schoked
need by
of
light. Stunted
roadside

Beyond

A one-reel animated summary of the
cycles of day and night and of the seasons. Makes it easy for any child to
understand the motions of the earth and
the earth's relations to sun and moon —
something that frequently is never fully
grasped. Taken on a visit to the famous
Yerkes Observatory, the pupil glimpses
"worlds beyond" through the largest telescope in existence. Sun spots, solar
eclipse, lunar craters, the polar caps of
Mars,, the rings of Saturn and the moons
of Jupiter, the Milky Way, with comets
and nebulae — these are some of the fascinating things he sees as the great Yerkes
telescope reveals them.
IF YOU

SAW

England — Regional Geography

These two reels illustrate by moving
pictures the distinctive physical features
of New England, and their relation to the
characteristic industrial and commercial

IT HERE,

its need
dust, illustrate
Plants
growing under
water, to
on "breathe."
the shore,
in muddy bottoms, on hillsides, in jungles,
among the dunes — all are analyzed with
reference to the variations brought about
by environment.
Getting

Acquainted

with

Bacteria

This reel is an excellent foundation for
lessons both in sanitation and nature
study. It introduces the child to the wonderful field of microscopic organisms and
shows that most of the bacteria are as
harmless as buttercups and daisies. The
film presents the essential facts about the
way in which bacteria are grown and
handled in the laboratory. . The three
typical shapes of bacteria — coccus, bacillus and spirillum — are clearly demonstrated. Size comparisons that appeal to
the child-mind make plain the extreme
minuteness of bacteria.
PLEASE

SAY

SO
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SCHOOLFILMS
The following courses in American History, Geography, Civics, Nature
Study and Hygiene and Sanitation are now being distributed, and
additional SCHOOLFILMS are being perfected as rapidly as a strict
adherence to the Society's standards permits.
(Each title is a single reel unless otherwise indicated.)
Foundation

and Settlement
United States

of the

in North
French
Explorations
America
in
English
Settlements
North
America
Struggle of French and English for
North America
Breaking Through the Appalachians
War of the American Revolution
Settling the Ohio Valley
The Louisiana
Purchase
and the
Lewis and Clark Expedition
Trans-Mississippi Trails
Across the Rockies to the Pacific

Physical Geography
The Earth and Worlds Beyond
Study of a Mountain Glacier
The Work of Rivers
Study
of Shore
Features — Low
Shore
Study
of Shore
Features — Bold
Shore
Formation of Caves in Limestone
Formation of Volcanoes and
Geysers
The Story of Coral Growth
Regional Geography
New England — Parts I and II
[2 reels]
Middle
Atlantic States— Parts
and

Economic History of the
United States

II

[2 reels]

J

Southern States — Parts I and II
[2 reels]

The Steamboat in U. S. History
Canals in U. S. History
Railroads in U. S. HistoryConservation
I— Reclaiming
Arid
Land by Irrigation
Immigration to the U. S.
The Panama
Canal and Its Historical Significance
Civics

Central Plains — Parts I and II
[2 reels]
Great Plains
Western Plateaus
Rocky Mountains
Pacific Mountains
and Lowland'
Nature Study
Where Plants Live
terfly
Life-History of the Monarch But-

A Citizen and His Government —
Parts I and II
U reels]
What is Government?
Representative Democracy in the
United States
Growth of Cities and Their Problems

Some
Midsummer
Plants of the
Central States
Hygiene
and Sanitation
Getting Acquainted with Bacteria —
the Smallest Plants in the World
Waste Disposal in Cities
Conquering the Diphtheria Germ

Each reel is accompanied by a Teacher's Syllabus containing outlines,
questions, supplementary information for after-the-showing comment,
and full instructions for the most effective presentation of the film.

For prices and other details regarding SCHOOLFILMS
write direct to headquarters

The Society for Visual Education, Inc.
327 South La Salle Street, Chicago
IF YOU

SAW

IT HERE,

PLEASE

SAY

SO
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Visual Education

?5he

Industrial Film Division
OF

The Society For Uisual Education
Equipped for the Production of Everything in Motion Picture Photography
Making

a specialty of high-class films for Welfare and Interorganization
Purposes — Sales Promotion — Advertising — Industrial Education

TDEING

an organization of specialists in

"■*-' the making of industrial motion pictures, this organization, combined with
the Society's unusual research facilities,
guarantees productions of genuine power,
quality and effectiveness.
The Animated Cartoon Department
has new and original methods in animation— the result of extensive experiment —
to offer users of industrial films. Any
type of animated drawings can he supplied, from the simplest forms to the
most intricate study of technical processes
or mechanical devices.

The Society will make surveys and submit scenarios
and estimates -without charge or obligation
ADDRESS

SOCIETY

INQUIRIES

TO

FOR UISUAL EDUCATION
Industrial Film Division
CHICAGO

327 South La Salle St.
IF YOU

SAW

IT HERE,

PLEASE

SAY

SO
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CAMERA

PROJECTORS

NEW

AND

BARGAINS
Send

For

List

CAMERA

or

USED

ONLY

Information

EXCHANGE

26 W. Quincy Street

PHOTOGRAPHIC
STUDYING

METHOD
READING

FOR

(Continued from page 26)
oracles. In the formation of habits of
silent reading fundamental mechanical
processes of reading — phonics — must be
developed. But mechanics are only a
necessary means to the development of
large perceptual units of recognition.
Eapid silent reading of interesting
material is most conducive to the
formation of
Photographs
readers show
the reader.

"Education"

Chicago, 111.

good silent reading habits.
of eye movements of poor
the special difficulties of
There may be a difficulty

in the mechanics of reading. This difficulty will be shown by the number and
the nature of regressive movements and
places of "confusion" in reading. Poor
reading may be due to lack of reading
drill and will be shown by a large number of fixations per line. Yery different
training will be needed in the two cases.
In the former, training in phonics or
word forms will be necessary. In the
latter, practice in rapid silent reading
will be best. It will not be necessary
to study each individual case by the
photographic method but types of difficulties can be studied and analyzed
with remedies worked out for each type
of difficulty.
Enough has been stated to show the
importance of such apparatus in the
analysis of school problems. The
method is slow and requires a great
deal of painstaking: labor. But bv such

A four reel film vividly depicting the progress of
EDUCATION in all nations, has just been added
to our library — Just the picture for schools and ParentTeachers' Associations.
Our clean entertainment
piograms give universal
satisfaction.

The New Era Films
21 East 7th Street
CHICAGO, ILL.
Telephone

Harrison

4521

methods as these we will gradually
evolve a new pedagogy of the school
subjects that will eclipse the "ipse
dixit" of the generations of "arm chair"
pedagogues.
References
1. Horace Mann, Second Annual Report
to the Massachusetts Board of Education.
1838.
2. Charles H. Judd, Reading: Its Nature and Development.
3. Emil' Javal, Sur la Physiologie de la
Lecture, Annales d'Ocuiistique 1878-9.
4. E. B. Huey, Psychology ' and Pedagogy of Reading.
5. Raymond Dodge, An Experimental
Study of Visual Fixation, Psychological
Review, Monograph Supplement, Vol.
VIII, page 81.
6. W. A. Schmidt, An Experimental
Study in the Psychology of Reading.
7. C. T. Gray, Types of Reading Ability
as Exhibited Through Tests and Laboratory Experiments.
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The solid ion of these problems is in
the establishment t by the Government,
of a Negative Film Library and Branch
Libraries, namely, the extension departments ofthe State universities and
colleges.
OUTLINE

OF

WORKING

PLAN

Here is outlined a film service such
as has been referred to at the beginning
of this article. The establishment of
a Negative Film Library where all negative films of an educational character
may be deposited by the Government
Departments, educational organizations, civic organizations, universities
and colleges, etc., would constitute a
central Government Negative Film
Library. This bureau would be engaged in editing, assembling, giving
proper titles, and censoring all films
received, cutting out objectionable parts
and organizing the subjects into
courses. This library would also be
engaged in listing films subjects and'
in furnishing a complete bulletin or
catalogue giving detailed descriptions
of the films available. The Negative
Film Library would not supply the
schools with free prints of the negative,
but the educational institutions which
have been recognized as film distributing agencies, would have the privilege
of securing copies of all the negative
subjects at the cost necessary for reproducing positive prints by the Government Negative Library. When our
schools throughout the country are able
to look forward to receiving non-inflammable films on any specific subject from
a. direct source, their funds and appropriations tocarry on visual education in the school room will be
increased so as to enable them to cooperate in extending the service; for

they will be able to pay reasonable
service charges, which are necessary to
create an efficient film service. This
will insure prompt attention in shipping, films both ways and keeping
them in a 'proper condition so as to
avoid projection trouble, delays in exhibitions and disappointments.
COST

OF SERVICE

Reasonable service charges could be
made to the schools to cover the actual
expenses (not for gains or profits)
for circulation, allowance for deterioration, and to furnish funds which could
be expended to secure new material
continually becoming available from
the Government Negative Film Library. An appropriation by our National Congress of $100,000 with permission to create a revolving fund,
would be sufficient to organize such a
Negative Library and Branch Libraries,
and to provide for the required personnel to conduct the service. Approximately fifty per cent of this sum could
still be expended for the purchase of
educational and scientific negative from
commercial film companies, and to
have films produced from scenarios,
which the Government Negative Library would urge specialists and educators to write on their scientific work
and on subjects on which there is a
lack of supply.
If each of the 6,400 schools which
are equipped with projection machines
would pay an average service charge
of $50.00 per year the returns would
amount to $320,000. Could we not
feel safe in assuming, however, that
the majority of the schools would pay
double this amount, and that the
sum of $50.00 a year should be
considered as a minimum? This minimum sum when divided among 48
(Continued on page 58)
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Talk With The Charm

a Trained Voice Wields
Learn to talk with Charm of Voice and
A greater range of power and flexibility of
your personal influence tremendously. Your
important element in your success and it is a
self and your work that you develop it to

Convincing Ability.
Voice will increase
voice is a vitally
duty you owe yourits fullest capacity.

At Last!
A Science of
Voice Development
Until recently — until Eugene Feuchtinger, A. M. , simplified
his training for Home Study the perfect voice of princely power
was the rare possession of the favored few. Then, outside Mr.
Feuchtinger in his studio in Paris, no man could have promised
a voice to you. Xow all this is changed. Mr. Feuchtinger has
developed Voice Culture into a science, and brought his master
method within the reach of all. Today a voice of enviable
quality, greater strength, amazing endurance, charming purity
and fascinating tone can be produced in a short time by simple
exercises easily mastered and practiced at home.

A few
Daily
Minutes

Given to
Silent
Exercise
of your
Vocal
Muscles
will cause your true
voice to unfold.
Strain, huskiness or
falsetto quickly disappear and you will
be astonished at the
results secured after
a short time.

Learn to Command

your Audience

Change feebleness to power. Restore, ennoble and expand your vocal
ability. Orators, clergymen, instructors, chautauq.ua speakers, teachers, etc.,
have taken this course and commend it unstintingly. Results satisfactory
to you can be absolutely guaranteed. Tuition subject to refund on request.
Lifelong benefits assured without risk to you.
WRITE.

Course in Vocal Music — FREE
For a limited period we will, on request, give, our course of training for
the Development of the Singing Voice to all students of the Speaking
Course, without extra charge. This is a generous and valuable offer because
it also includes, if desired, a course of training in Vocal Music under Mr.
Feuchtinger's supervision. This course covers elementary and more advanced
training in Sight Singing, Ear Training, Time and Rythm Study. Note
Reading, Harmony, Interpretation, Expression, History of Methods of the
Masters, etc., and is designed to prepare you quickly to speak or sing with
confidence and applause.
SEND

PERFECT

VOICE

INSTITUTE

COUPON

OR

WRITE

Studio 7632

for

free

book

and

full

details

at once.

1922 Sunnyside Ave., Chicago

Gentlemen:— Send book describing the Secret of a Perfect Voice and full details of your offer and special
terms now in force; free, prepaid and without obligation.
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"Mclnlosh Lanterns are Honest Lanterns"

The Classroom

is the place for Visual Instruction. No
more marching thru the halls — no more
disturbance and skylarking. Just attach an Automatic Sciopticon

to any incandescent socket and turn on
the current. Remarkably efficient —
extremely simple.
Ask for circular.

Mcintosh Educational Slides
are used all over the country. They
are listed in four catalogs:
A of Agriculture, S of Science, E of
Industries, H of History and Civics.
Which do you want?

roc
1 uon
STEREOPT
H comp
any ICON
IN TOS
Mr in
30 E. Randolph

St., Chicago, 111.

NATIONAL
FILM
SERVICE
(Continued from page 56)

Branch libraries would net each
branch $6,666. Twenty per cent of
the $6,666, or $1,333 should be retained by each Branch Library, plus
the State appropriation received to
carry on visual education, and returns of rental charges to churches,
community halls, Y. M. C. A.'s., clubs,
etc., to cover the expenses necessary to
maintain the service. Eighty per cent
or the balance which is $5,333 could
be expended for positive prints from
the Government Negative Film Library. Non-inflammable positive prints
would cost 3!/2 cents per foot or $3$
per 1,000 foot reel. At this rate
one Branch Library could secure for
the first year 150 reels of film or 50
one and two reel subjects and two
prints of each subject. The schools
would be paying $50 for the use of 50
subjects for one year or a service charge

"g>cfjoul (Efficient? g>erbtce"

of $1.00 per subject. The first year's
supply may appear limited; however,
State universities and colleges which

jfflottcin

would be appointed as Branch Libraries, have already a number of educational films, which would off-set the
first year's shortage.

-m-

$icturebom
Demands

AS TO MACHINES— That y.,u secure the best for
you, to meet the special needs of your particular school;
AS TO FILMS — That ycu have a means of peeping
in touch with the many sources of service that are open
to you.

The Demands

Met

It is our ambition to cater to those who realize that
the subject of Motion Pictures for Schools is one big
enough for a highly specialized attention, and who
therefore wish to have the benefit of expert advice
from a firm that is in a position to be impartial in
recommendation.
We shall endeavor to get whatever you may want,
on the basis of SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR
MONEY

BACK.

"Tell us your troubles."

ty.EXPERT
ft. Bum
& BUILDERSCompany
LIBRARY
MOTION

PICTURE

SPECIALISTS

Cbucational department
(SUBURBAN

DOWNERS

TO CHICAGO)

GROVE,

ILLINOIS

IF YOU

SAW

IT HERE,

YEAR

BY

YEAR

Fifty-dollar payments by the schools
for the second year, however, would
enable each Branch Library to secure
150 more reels of film, or 25 new one
and two reel subjects to equal 150 reels.
There would be available from each
Branch Library for the second year, 300
films, 75 subjects and from two to three
prints of each subject; at a service
charge to schools amounting to 67 cents
per subject.
Eeturns from the schools for the
third year would enable each branch
(Continued on page 60)
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Burton
Holmes
THE GREATEST

EDUCATOR

~^

-i

VISUAL

OF TODAY

Mr. Holmes has traveled 1,250,000
miles and has made hundreds of
thousands of pictures. Through
him Ave have learned a new way to
study Geography. History no longer
is the chronicle of dry events and
meaningless dates; for the Master
Camera Man has flashed before our
eyes a complete panorama of the
world.

Enjoy a Visualization
of the World
IN THE

BURTON HOLMES
TRAVELOGUES
Thirteen wonderful volumes, handsomely
bound, containing ' thousands of original
engravings with complete descriptive text.
The
Burton Holmes

Travelogue Bureau

104 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago
Gentlemen:
I am interested in the BURTON" HOLMES
TRAVELOGUES, and desirous of securing information concerning the terms of purchase.
Name
Address
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PICTURES

For Churches, Schools, Colleges, Y. M.C. A., K. C, Women's Clubs,
Lodges and Community Centers.
' >ur film subjects have met with the approval of both the Clergy and the Educators.
Send for list.
A trial will convince.

THE LEA-BEL
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COMPANY

RANDOLPH
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A NATIONAL
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(Continued from page 58)
Library to secure 25 more one and two
reel subjects and three prints of each
subject, to equal 100 additional reels.
For the third year there would be
available from each Branch Library
400 reels and 100 subjects; at a service
charge to schools at the rate of 50 cents
per subject. For the third year, however, one Branch Library would receive
only 100 reels of film, which would cost
only $3,500 at the rate of $35 per reel.
The sum received by each Branch Library from the schools, to be expended
to secure positive prints, would amount
to $5,333, so that there would remain
a balance of $1,833 to be utilized to
supply negative film subjects for the
Government Negative Library. This
sum would become available from 48
Branch Libraries and bring returns
amounting to $87,984 for this purpose.

PROJECTORS

Write for any information you might
desire on 'the taking or projecting of
motion pictures.
Gladly given.
VICTOR STEREOPTICON
Projects pictures from 10 to 120 ft. from
the screen, fitted with special upright
nitrogen lamp, ready for action at any
ordinary lamp socket. Special price of
$48.00. Metal case for above, $5.00. Acme
Model 11, the most Standard Portable
M. P. Projector today, 1,000 ft. capacity,
motor driven, special Nitrogen Bulb
Illumination, special rewind. See Bass
for immediate delivery. Price, $200.00.
Acme Generator for use with any automobile where electric power is not obtainable. Price, $150.00.
Acme Junior, made especially for school
room use.
Price, $135.00.
DE FRANNE M. P. CAMERA
Field and Studio Model, 400 ft. capacity,
forward
and
reverse
take up, regular
and
trick
crank,
automatic
dissolve,
Tessar
lens,
a
complete
high-grade
camera,
ready
for action, . at $225.00.
Get the Bass Movie List at Once
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Dept. V, 109 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

GOVERNMENT

ETAL

ART

PINS

and Rings loaned to Grammar, High,
Sunday School and College class officers
or faculty. Make sample selection from
FREE catalog of 300 designs from 20
cents to $20 each.
METAL ARTS CO., Dept. 8, Rochester, N.Y

School« college,

m&
STITHY Business,
HOMF L OIUUI
riyiVlI
and
Free
sional degree Courses. Ninth year. CatalogProfes-

TEACHERS

PROFESSIONAL

COLLEGE,

IF YOU

Washington, D. C

SAW

SHOULD

TAKE

LEAD

If our Government will take the lead
in establishing a Negative Film Library system conducted under this plan,
the source of supply of films may be
developed and stabilized and duplication in wrork would be avoided by the
different States. ' Government publications would show what has been pro(Concluded on page 62)
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(Continued from page 88)
The picture endeavors to live up to its
comprehensive title by presenting a general resume of educational processes and
achievements through the ages down to
the present day.
Beginning with the infancy of the race
in the stone age, the fanciful narrative of
the film leads on through the centuries,
showing the growth of educational ideals
and the improved means of attaining
these ideals. The quaint pedagogy of the
Chinese school-room; the origination of
the alphabet upon dismal Egyptian
tombs; the significance of the characters
of the Hebrews are all shown in their
relation to the development of modern
civilization. The contributions of various
nations to general education are also suggested— the superb cultivation of the body
considered so desirable by the Greeks,
the formal discipline enforced by Rome,
the law-giver, the impetus given to education in England under King Alfred the
Great, the monks of the middle ages
pictured in their gallant and lonely attempt to keep learning alive through the
darkness. Pinal in this series is the
printing press — and the first printed book.
The last half of the picture is concerned with American education. The
Jesuit priests — the first active disseminators of information on this continent — are
shown with their inscrutable savage
pupils at their feet. Views of the Puritan school with its grim restraint and
meager inspiration precede views that
show in detail various phases of our modern educational system. The spacious,
well-equipped school buildings of today,
with their departments of fine arts, practical arts, domestic science, domestic arts,
and manual training demonstrate what
the school can do for the child physically,
socially and democratically.
The picture presents much that is of
vital moment. In fact, its chief recommendation isits content and sincerity, of
purpose, rather than its elaboration of
detail or ingenuity of presentation. It
was reproduced from a pageant presented
in Terre Haute; the actors are almost entirely school-children and consequently,
the reels appear amateurish while the
direction is in many
places crude and

61
tails to make the most of what was potential in the background and material.
"EDUCATION" is a film for specialized
audiences rather than for general exhibition.
Produced by the Interstate Theatrical
Producing Company, released through
New Era Films/
BOOK REVIEWS
(Continued from page JfO)
and the reverence due to beauty. He
is not an omniscient guide, but sees a
thing humanly, standing or riding before
it, and lets his reader have the same
view. The Champs Elysees is traversed
amid the crowds, the Moroccan desert
slides monotonously past a tired party
mounted on mules, the Venus de Melos
in still loveliness awaits the traveler at
the end of an imperial hall, and the awesome Egyptian conquerer of centuries
ago reposes in a glass case over which
we bend and wonder.
Possibly a person of contemplative
turn of mind, or one who has had the
good fortune to sojourn in the actuality
of various famous places here visited,
may feel irritated and as hurried at
times as a Cooke tourist by the very
reality of this come-along method of expo
sition. To be crowded through Paris, for
instance, in 109 pages, to dispose of the
Louvre in two or three paragraphs which
mention only the most obvious sights,
might seem an indignity when so many
examples of beauty, so many venerable
spots off the beaten path of the tourist
deserve hours of study. Hence, the
criticism by some that the Travelogues
are "superficial" or overly "popular."
This reaction is very natural under the
circumstances mentioned. Long acquaintance or research alter the aspects
of a place as well as a subject so that
a person may easily reach a state of
mind where only specialized studies satisfy him. We need not dwell upon the
obvious limitations of space and time in
so extensive a work as the Travelogues,
nor repeat what has already been said
about the type of reader for which this
work seems especially to have been
created. Let us merely suggest that a
dubious reader turn to pages devoted
to some unvisited, little-known corner of
(Concluded on page 62)
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Movie tamril Screens

duced and the work carried on by each
State. It remains with the schools to
bring this matter to the attention of
their United States senators and representatives. The establishing of such
a permanent and efficient service would
also increase State appropriations for
the universities and colleges which act
as Branch Libraries for schools and

for
School, Churches and
Assembly Halls
Our children's eyes deserve protection by the use of the best
screens made.
DA-LITE screens will prevent
eye strain and double the intensity
of your pictures.

educational institutions, so as to establish a source of supply from which
films may be secured on every subject

Mounted on HARTSHORN
rollers and
made from the best materials — in gold or silvertone — DA-LITE screens may be rolled up out
of the way when not in use. Rolling does not
crack or blister them.

neeessar}^ for teaching through one of
the greatest of educational media,
namely the film.

DA-LITE screens are used in the best theatres
and schools, where perfect projection is paramount.

Why not use them in yours ?
Write for samples.

DA-LITE SCREEN & SCENIC COMPANY
922 W. Monroe St.

Chicago, 111.

Guaranteed
standard makes, fully inspected, strongly rebuilt, $5 00 down, 6

months to pay balance. Send us your address \
and we will mail you at once details of theE

Most Startling Offer

in typewriter
Don't
this genuine opportunityvalues.
to secure
yourmiss
machine
at a
price you'll gladly pay.
International Typewriter Exchange
Dept. , 177 North State Street, Chicago

jDOWJV

TYPEWRITERS
—

ALL MAKES

—

Remington,
Underwood, Smiths.
Royals, Olivers, etc., at reduced
prices.
Write for our
Catalog No. 49
for convincing proof.
Prices as low as $20

Beran Typewriter Co., 58 W. Washington St., Dept. 29, Chicago

QTAMMER
Re-education the key.
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velous method
accurate, dependable,
—"HOW TO STOP
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field Institute, 109 N.
cago, 111.
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the earth— a nook of the Forbidden City,
or a trackless waste on the outskirts
of the Moorish Empire perchance, where
lack of previous information will allow
his first impressions to form spontaneously, and see if he will not feel
somewhat the charm and quiet humor
the sensuous alertness, and the facility
in communicating vivid scenes which are
so noticeably characteristic of all Mr.
Holmes' work.
In conclusion, we might mention that
the books as a whole compare very favorably with the lectures as Mr. Holmes
now gives them and to some people
might afford even greater pleasure and
profit. Of course, the illustrations, excellent as they are, lack the appeal and
wealth of detail which motion pictures
have, but the absence of these is compensated in part by the greater completeness and fluency of the descriptive
matter as it appears in print. The thirteen volumes certainly have it in them to
provide much .consolation for those who
cannot travel, and to many young persons looking forward to acquaintance
with other lands and wishing to acquire
the understanding necessary to a complete enjoyment of what is seen, they
must prove truly educational.
PLEASE

SAY

SO
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VISUAL EDUCATION AND CLEAR
THINKING
Elliot R. Downing
Department of S'cience, The University of Chicago
the several important
G
AMONthi
ngs that the elementary
school is attempting to do,
none is more essential from the standpoint of later education than furnishing the mind of the child with clear-cut
conceptions. We seldom pause to realize how essential to all accurate later
thinking is this equipment of accurate
imagery, the result of these early sensory impressions. Even our abstract
thinking goes back ultimately to concepts based on sensory experience for
its meaning.

The general statement just made will
be ■ clarified by concrete illustration.
Suppose, for instance, the child is reading such a poem as Bryant's "Ode to
the Water Fowl/'- The familiar lines
of the opening paragraph run as follows :

AVI n't her midst falling dew,
While glow the heavens with the
last steps of day,
Far. through their rosy depths.
dost thou pursue
Thy solitarv wav?

If this is going to be anything more
than a mere jumble of sounds, the child
must have an adequate perceptual mass
in his mind to get its significance.
Such terms as "falling," "dew,"
"glow," "heavens," "steps," "day"; in
fact, practically all of the words, must
go back for their interpretations to the
visual, auditory, muscular, and other
sensory impressions.
ENVIRONMENT

LIMITS

RANGE

OF

CONCEPTS

More and more in our complex civilization the child is limited in the range
of his sensory experience and so in the
character of the concepts which he acquires. The city bred child has little
opportunity for contact with the many
things that the country child experiences ;and of course the reverse is true.
James Whitcomb Riley's "The Old
Swimmiir' Hole" would be meaningless
in its many allusions to the child reared
on city pavements enclosed by the walls
of flat buildings. The rattling roll of
the steam riveter or the roar of traffic
would be foreign concepts to the countrv child.

Visual Education and Clear Thin king
There is evidently then a large Held
for the projection apparatus in education. It can bring to the 'city dweller
visions of country experience and to the
country child some appreciation of the
sights of the great city. It can enlarge
for all of us the range of our sensory
experience ; multiplying our concepts,
increasing our perceptual mass, and so
making clearer our ideas and rendering
our thinking more exact.
FILM

PRESENTATION

COMPLETE

There is another phase of the use of

A
Pictures

like

the projection apparatus that must appeal to the teacher. It enables him to
present in complete form what otherwise must frequently be fragmentary.
Take for instance such a thing as the
life history of an insect. At best, the
biology teacher can only hope her pupils
will see in laboratory work or field trip
one brief part of 'such a life history.
To be able to round out the portion
that the pupils actually see with the
moving pictures upon a screen is eminently desirable.

Photograph by Eugene
S. Jones
Courtesy of National Geographic Magazin<
MASSACHUSETTS
HOMESTEAD

this are

the only

"country"

many

children

ever see
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Photograph by U. S. Army Air Service
Courtesy of National Geographic Magazine

An impossible conception lor the country child except through pictures
ALL

CONCEPTS

NOW

ACCESSIBLE

Then, too, it enables the teacher to
bring to her pupils the experiences that
it would be impossible to get in any
other way. How difficult it is, for instance, for a child who has never seen
the ocean or the great lakes to form any
picture of the ocean wave. "Roll on,
thou deep and dark blue ocean," is simply so much sound to such a person who
has no interpretive visual imagery. The
motion picture brings the ocean wave
in part at least to the child's own
schoolroom. I recall trying to give a
class in physical geography some mental picture of a volcano and outflowing

lava. The result of my instruction
with one pupil on the examination was
the production of a definition of a volcano as follows : "A volcano is a burning mountain which every once in a
while throws up a few feet." One
might judge his mental image of the
volcano to be in the nature of a seasick
millipede.
How much the lantern illustration
will do for education in art, literature,
science, only the future can tell, but
certainly it has large possibilities. It
must equip us with clear notions of
many phenomena and visions that
would otherwise be mere hearsay, at
best.

A MOTION PICTURE PROJECT
Marguerite
Indianapolis

Public

Orndorff

Schools,

n
IN its cultural aspects, the motio
picture is coming to take equal
rank with the drama and the
novel. The study of the motion picture
from the artistic and literary standpoint should, therefore, find place in
the school curriculum no less naturally
than the study of the drama and the
novel.
The chief objection at present, to
the filmed versions of literary masterpieces, isthe distortion of plot, character, or situation resorted to for the purpose of increasing the saleability of a
picture. From the educator's standpoint, such pictures are undesirable.
To give due credit, however, it must

Ind.

That this project fulfilled these conditions will, I think, become clear as I
outline the proceedings.
OUTLINE

OF FROJECT

The aims of the project, as I conceived them, were :
1. To give practice in English composition.
2. To give opportunity for the exercise of the power of observation and
the faculties of memory, judgment, and
imagination.
3. To develop standards by which
to judge motion pictures.
4. To develop appreciation of the
technique of the motion picture as constory. trasted with those of the play and the

be said that this practice is occasionally justified by the resulting improvement in the picture ; but often the original point of the story is lost, or
twisted to conform to the individual

These aims were to be accomplished
through :
1. Analysis of picture plays.
2. Oral reports on related topics.

tastes of the director or producer, or to
their ideas of a financially successful
•film.

3. Reproduction of picture plays in
synopsis form.
4. Character sketches.

Presumably this state of affairs must
continue so long as motion pictures are
commercialized to the extent they are
now. But in the meantime something

5. Construction of picture plays on
given plots.
6. Construction of original plots.
The
class, composed
of summer

— a great deal, I believe — can be done
with the motion-picture material already at hand. There are many splendid films available. Why not use them ?

pupils in the training school of a teachers' college, numbered six children, selected because of particular ability in
composition. There were two reasons
for this : first, the summer term was
only five weeks in length, too short to
accomplish much unless we could consider form as a negligible quantity, and
devote ourselves to the inspirational
side; second, the more capable pupils
would suffer less than others in the

With these conclusions in mind, I welcomed an opportunity last summer to
experiment with an eighth grade composition class in the field of motion pictures.
The project, according to Kilpatrick,
is "wholehearted, purposeful activity,
proceeding
in a social atmosphere."

Indianapolis,
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event that the experiment did not accomplish what was hoped for it..
The training school owned a motion
picture projector which was used to
show educational and news films, or
occasional travel pictures which could
be obtained free of charge. But as the
school provided as yet no fund for obtaining pictures of story content, 1 was
obliged to depend solely on the two motion picture theaters downtown. The
managers of these proved to^ be very
generous in their efforts to co-operate,
giving advance information about films
to be shown, and offering the privilege
of preliminary showings of any pictures
with which I was not familiar. Armed
with a list of available pictures, I proceeded to make my choice.
The first one which seemed at all
adapted to the purpose was "The Fall
of Babylon,77 a picture of some value
from the historical and spectacular
standpoints, but not entirely satisfactory from the literary. It was cut down
from the great spectacle "Intolerance"
which was produced several years ago,
and which proved unsuccessful because
of an amazingly involved plot structure.
Obviously, an incident culled thus from
a longer story would exhibit some structural weaknesses, but I was far from regarding them as drawbacks. Having,
then, decided on the picture, I began
preparations in the class.
PREPARATORY

STEPS

The first period was devoted to informal discussion of motion pictures, during which we enunciated the following
purposes as some of those to be kept in
mind by the class:
1. To secure practice in composition.
2. To obtain some knowledge of motion picture structure.

3. To keep in mind the importance
and necessity of good English.
We discussed the various reasons why
we liked motion pictures, discovering
numerous factors: the star, the scenery,
the "stunts,'' extraordinary features
such as the use of trained animals, or
mechanical devices, types of characters,
and the story itself. Asked for examples of each, the children cited
"Mickey" for fun and thrills, "Rebecca
of Sunnyhrook Farm" and "Ann of
Green Gables" for well beloved stars,
"Evangeline" for beautiful scenery, and
"Back to God's Country" for interesting animals. "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde" they offered as an example of
what they did not like. The horror of
it completely overbalanced the power
of the story. and the sheer beauty of its
interpretation.
We

discussed various types of pic-

tures and gave illustration. "Mickey"
was again mentioned as comedy, "The
Birth of a Xation" as historical drama,
"The Seven Swans" as fairy tale. Then
I made the first assignment. I asked
for oral reports on the following topics :
"Babylon, the city — location, structure, and architecture."
"The Babylonians —

manners

and

customs."
"Babylonian arts and sciences."
"Babylonian religions."
"Babylonian history."
"Some important characters in Babylonian history."
These were chosen according to individual preference, and with much interest when I told the class that the
next day we were
Fall of Babylon."
We sat through it
der to clear up
seemed doubtful.

going to see "The
And see it we did !
a second time in orsome points which
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AFTER

THE

VIEWING

Discussion the following day was animated. We told why wc liked the picture— for we all agreed upon the point
that we did like it. One liked "the
smoke and fire/' another the scenery,
another the costumes, still another "the
history." We selected the characters
we preferred/ and gave our reasons. I
asked whether the story concerned only
one set of characters, or whether there
was more than one set, and with this
question the actual analysis of the plot
began.
I give here a brief sketch of the story,
which will help those not already familiar with it to understand better the
work of the class.
"The High Priest of the god Bel, jealous
of the worship accorded to a rival
goddess, Ishtar, prophesies the ruin of
Babylon. The King, Belshazzar, a tolerant monarch, pays no heed. The
young
King's
kindness
to his subjects
manifested when
he intercedes
for isa
Mountain Girl who has been brought to
the marriage market by a grasping
brother. Gratitude and love cause the
Mountain Girl to haunt the streets, hoping to see Belshazzar. This in spite of
the fact that a young Poet-War rier, the
innocent tool of the High Priest, is deeply
in love with her.
Cyrus the Persian, encamped near
Babylon, awaiting the opportunity to attack the city, now approaches. His forces
are repulsed by Belshazzar, who gives a
great feast in celebration. The High
Priest, incensed over the defeat of Cyrus,
betrays the city during the feast by
placing his own men at the gates and
sending the Poet to Cyrus with the word
to attack.
A hint of his errand to the Mountain
Girl rouses her suspicions, and using the
password the Poet has given her, and a
chariot seized from a reveler, she follows
to the camp of Cyrus. Overhearing the
plot, she proves her loyalty to Belshazzar
by racing back to warn him. He refuses
to believe, and the city falls. Rather than
suffer the disgrace of capture, Belshazzar
kills himself. The Mountain Girl, found
fighting in the defense of the city, is
banished."

The class saw at once the two stories,
and placed the characters without hesitation in their proper groups :
fCyrus
Cyrus group-!
[AVarriors

dus (his
Naboniazz
A ■{Belshazzar group] [Be
father)ar
| lsh
[Princess Beloved
High Priest group-j
B [Mountain

Girl

[Poet- Warrior
When later I asked
of characters acording
the. response was not
was some argument.
ous groupings, as :
GOOD

fHigh Priest of
Bel
[Lesser priests

Belshazzar group
Mountain Girl
Poet-Warrior, or

for a re-division
to good and evil,
so ready. There
There were variGOOD

Belshazzar group
Mountain Girl

BAD

BAD

High Priest group High Priest group
Cyrus group, or
Cyrus group
Poet-Warrior
At this juncture it appeared that one
girl had the characters of Belshazzar
and Cyrus so mixed in her mind that
she could not place either; so, on their
own initiative, and without assistance,
the rest of the class explained, recalling
scenes that would illustrate their
points. It took some time to put her
right, but they kept patiently at it till
she understood. It was a splendid example of the "socialized recitation."
I asked for characterizations of persons in the picture as the first written
work, and the class began at once on
the writing, helping each other when
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help was necessary. At the end 01 the
period no more than a start had been
made, so the children proposed finishin-- the assignment at home.
The character sketch here reproduced
contained only two mistakes, both in
spelling; there was none in form.
The High Priest of Bel
Though very self-confident in his undertakings, he was egotistic and deceitful
to the last degree. He was a perfect
genius at working out deceitful plans and
was willing to do anything, honorable or
dishonorable, to get his name in the
fame column.
These traits of character are especially
shown in the cowardly act he did. When
all Babylon was rejoicing over the victory
they had won, the High Priest sent the
Poet to tell Cyrus to attack the city,
which he did. This shows cowardice because he refused to go himself. It also
shows envy because he wants to be the
main attraction.
Belshazzar
Belshazzar takes the throne with the
consent of his father, who, being more
interested in looking into religious and
historic fields, feels that he can spend
his time more profitably in that work.
A sympathetic nature is shown by his
freeing the mountain girl from the cruel
death she is frequently threatened to
endure.
Belshazzar loves the Princess Beloved.
After the victory of the first attack, he
promises to build for her a beautiful city.
This shows affection and his way of
showing love.
Although warned by the faithful mountain girl of the terrible struggle in which
they were to engage in a few moments,
he refuses to listen to her message. This
shows that he does not trust in those
who are faithful to him.
1
CLASSROOM
ANALYSIS
The next recitation period was devoted to working out the story itself.
We began by listing on the blackboard
the main events as they occurred. By
stressing the motives of each character
as they were brought out in the character sketches, the telling of the story
became comparatively easy. No member of the class failed to produce a
clear, connected synopsis.

Education
The discussion and analysis brought
to light a fatal weakness in the plot —
it was illogical. Sympathy which
should have been with Cyrus, the
destroyer of the wicked city, was enlisted on the side of the city and its
inhabitants. There was insufficient
motive for Cyrus's act; the scenes
which were supposed to establish Babylon as a wicked city deserving of its
doom, were only beautiful and luxurious. Moreover there was no just punishment for the villainous High Priest,
an oversight which greatly disturbed
the. children's sense of fitness.
Two themes are here reproduced to
show differences in the funds of knowledge of human nature possessed by the
children. They are the work respectively
of the strongest and the weakest members of the class;
FIRST THEME
The Fall of Babylon
When we first see Babylon the Babylonians are giving a feast in honor of the
Goddess Ishtar. Everyone is merry and
happy except the jealous High Priest of
Bel. In a frenzy of rage, he prophesies
the downfall of Babylon and then helps
his prophecy come true. Because if
Babylon is defeated by Cyrus, who is a
bitter enemy of Belshazzar's and is plotting against him, the High Priest will
be able to establish his own god, Bel, and
thus give himself wealth and power.
About this time a pretty Mountain Girl
comes to Babylon on pretense of buying
a new dress. The first few days of her
visit, a Poet Warrior falls in love with
her, but she does not love him, she loves
Belshazzar. Her brother sends her to the
marriage market,- but no one will buy her
because of her awful manners. Belshazzar
comes by and gives her a little seal that
permits her to marry or not as she
chooses, and she falls in love with him.
When Cyrus attacks the city of Babylon, Belshazzar and his warriors, among
whom is the Mountain Girl, fight him
from the walls of the city. Cyrus is
repulsed the first time, and while Belshazzar, the Princess Beloved, and. his
people, celebrate in honor of the victory,
the angry High Priest thinks of a way to
betray Babylon. He sends the Poet to Cyrus to tell him to attack Babylon, and the
Poet tells the Mountain Girl. She knocks
a man out of his chariot and follows the
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to attack the city. The poet tells the
Poet and his men to Cyrus' camp. She
overhears the plot and rushes ahead to
mountain girl of his errand and bids her
warn Belshazzar, hut he pays no heed as
goodbye.
he is not suspicious. Finally convinced,
The mountain girl, suspicious, follows
him and overhears the plot. Rushing
Belshazzar makes a vain attempt at defense, then he and his Princess Beloved
back to Babylon she tells Belshazzar of
kill themselves.
Cyrus's army coming. Belshazzar takes
The Mountain Girl is banished from
no heed of her warning.
Babylon forever, and the Poet goes with
Cyrus comes through the gates and
her.
captures
Babylonia. Belshazzar not wantSECOND
THEME
ing to be disgraced goes to his throne
with his Princess Beloved and both kill
The Fall of Babylon
themselves.
In the city of Babylon there is a great
The mountain girl is banished from the
feast being held for Ishtar, the "idol of
city and, the poet still loving the girl
love" whom Belshazzar worships.
goes with her.
The High Priest of Bel is watching
the feast from a hill above, and afterA few days later, as a brief dewards goes down and prophesies the
parture from the work then under way,
downfall of Babylon.
During the feast a mountain girl comes
I suggested that the class see "The
down from her crude home in the mountains to see the feast. While she is sitMollycoddle," which was being shown
at the time. This was for two reasons :
ting at the foot of a large building, she
hears sweet strains of music. As she
as a diversion — for this picture was of
looks up she sees a very gallant warrior
standing by her
a type entirely
side. The poet bedifferent from
comes much in
"The Fall of
love with the girl
but she likes Bels h a z z a r. The
Babylon,"
a test ofandtheas
mountain girl pretends to the poet
to come for the
children's compurpose of buying
prehension of
a new dress.
doing.
what they were
While the mountain girl walks
the streets her
"The Mollybrother finds her
and is determined
coddle" is a huto take her to the
marriage market.
morous exposition starting
She is so wild and
Drude in her ways,
all officers and
with the proposijudges become
tion that "a molamazed and refuse to marry
lycoddle is a
her. As she strugbody
of
man
engles through the
tirely surrounded
crowd King Belshazzar with his
the mollycoddle as he was amid the
by super-civilizaattendants pre"super-civilization" of monte carlo
tion." The molsents the mountain girl with a clay tablet signifying
lycoddle is transported, through the
that she be free from having to marry
agency of some American college boys,
unless she desires to.
from Monte Carlo, which typifies for
Cyrus attacks the city and after hard
fighting with the Babylonians, is repulsed.
the
purposes of this story the highest
Rejoicing, Belshazzar gives another
civilization, to the primitive dwellings
feast. While the feast, is going on he
sets the wedding date of his marriage to of the Hopi Indians in Arizona. Here
the Princess Beloved and promises her
the exigencies of a lively plot concerned
he will build her a city after conquering
Cyrus.
with
diamond smugglers, and his own
In the meantime the high priest comes
innate manliness, combine to peel off
to the poet and orders him to tell Cyrus
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the effeminate veneer of super-civilization which formerly clothed him, and
the mollycoddle linds himself a man.
The theme is logical, and credulity
in the more melodramatic situations is
not over-strained. Moreover the picture is dominated by what is without
doubt the most vivid personality on the
screen — Douglas Fairbanks. Needless
to say the class voted unanimously to
see the picture !
One class period was taken up with
a lively discussion of it, after which I
asked for some written work. As I
desired a natural reaction, I purposely
made the assignment indefinite, merely
suggesting as theme material, a synopsis of the story, a sketch of one of
the characters, a description of a bit of
particularly interesting or beautiful
scenery, or even an original story suggested by the picture. Following are
some of the resulting compositions:
FIRST THEME
The Mollycoddle
The Mollycoddle was a petted, pampered product of the cities, although he
was the descendant of strong and fearless
ancestors. While his father had ridden a
wild broncho in Arizona, he rode a little
rocking horse on a merry-go-round. He
smoked with a long cigarette holder.
SECOND THEME
The Mollycoddle
The Mollycoddle is of a very distinct
type of character whose ways are very
striking and appealing. One of his chief
characteristics is that he takes things as
they come and always with a smile. This
is a noticeable feature throughout the
play. This trait is shown in the light
way in which he takes the threat of being
drowned. When he is caught in the fish
net he does not let sleeping on slick,
slimy fish disturb his sleep, but stacks
two or three under his head and sleeps
as soundly as ever.
Another admirable characteristic is
that he has such wonderful ability in
thinking out schemes at the right times.
This is especially shown in rescuing the
three young men of the party. He certainly has a keen mind to think out such
clever schemes.
THIRD THEME
The Mollycoddle
The Mollycoddle was a young man that

Education
you
would Marshall.
call a "dandy." His name was
Richard
One day as he was walking along the
streets the wind blew his hat off. As
he ran after it several other people joined
in the chase. At last it ran through a
railing and on to the beach. When
Marshall reached the railing he jumped
over it and got his hat. When he looked
up he saw a crowd of people looking at
him. The lady who seemed to be the
"head" of the party introduced all the
people. There were three young men
who went around together, and a German,
and Virginia Hale.
That night the party invited him to
dinner with them. While he was there
the German, who was the host of a yachting party they were going to have, asked
him to join them. Just after Marshall
had accepted, Van Holkar (the German)
received a telegram that a detective was
on his trail and was in Monte Carlo
at the time. This made Van Holkar
anxious because he was one of the cleverest diamond smugglers in the world.
He at once suspected Marshall, whom
he put out of his party right away.
That night they were to start. They
were all preparing for the trip. In the
meantime Marshall received a note in
some mysterious way. It told him that
Virginia Hale was in trouble. He at once
went to the hotel where she was staying.
As he was walking past a dark place
three men came out and captured him.
While the party was up on the deck
there were strange doings going on down
in the baggage room. A dog began
making a fuss over a basket. A sailor
went and told Van Holkar to come and
see what was in it. When they opened
it they found Marshall. Van Holkar sent
him to the coaling room.
In the meantime the three young men
were planning to give Virginia a surprise.
(They were the ones who had put Marshall in the basket.) When they went
to get him out he wasn't there. Later
Virginia saw him in the coal room. She
asked Van Holkar to let him out. Van
Holkar at once consented, and Marshall
was a guest on the ship instead of
shovelling coal.
Meanwhile the detective (Virginia
Hale) was using her last chances to get
an important paper from Van Holkar.
One night Van Holkar had gone to the
telegraph room. Virginia went to his
room and just as she got the paper
Marshall looked into the room. He pretended that he didn't see her there.
Van Holkar went to his room to get
the paper. He could not find it, so he
had Marshall (whom he suspected) locked
in a room with the intention of drowning
him, but the three young men saved him
and he jumped off the ship. He got
caught in the ship's fish net and was

A Motion

taken through the fish house. He found
out that this was a very important machine in the business of smuggling. He
escaped and got into Arizona. The Van
Holkar party passed through there and
by this time Van Holkar suspected all
the people in his party of being spies. He
had all the party but Virginia taken out,
intending to have them killed.
One of Van Holkar's agents dynamited
a hanging rock and it caused an avalanche. This prevented Marshall at first
from saving the rest of the party, but
at last he did. Then he raced to the
Desert Yacht and saved Virginia. Van
Holkar escaped but Marshall got him and
had him arrested.
Virginia and Marshall fell in love with
each other.
All three of these compositions are
suffering from
lack of revision,

some of the requirements for a good
picture began to crystallize, and so we
took part of a class period one day to
put them on paper. Prominent among
them were the following:
1. There must be action.
2. All characters must have a motive for what they do.
3. There is nearly always a conflict
between good and bad.
4. The good side must win in an
interesting and convincing manner.
5. A moral should be expressed by
the picture.
6. Scenery and stage settings
should be approstory.
p r i a t e to the

but the symptoms are most
obvious in the

CLASS
OWN

synopsis. The
latter would furn i s h material,
however, for a
profitable class
exercise in variety of sentence
structure, with
emphasis on the
complex and
compound
forms. But
aside from its

MAKES

ITS

STORY

My next suggestion fell on
fertile ground.
It was that we
write a picture
story of our own,
based on some
historical i n c ident with which
Ave were familiar. Among those
suggested were
the Gunpowder
Plot in England,

faults, this composition is valuable in that it
evidences the cap a c i t y of the
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THE

MOLLYCODDLE
THE PRIMITIVE

pupil for sustained effort, when he has enough material with which to work. It contains approximately six hundred words,
and these were produced without undue
effort because the child had something
to say.
By "this time the children's ideas of

AS HE
BECAME
AMID
LIFE OF ARIZONA

Benedict Arnold's treason,
and the Aaron
Burr conspiracy.
In this case

again, I made the selection arbitrarily
for the sake of economizing in time.
Under other circumstances the choice
should have been made by the children,
after they had collected and read
enough material about each incident to
enable them to decide.
No attempt
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MONTE

CARLO, WHERE

NATURE

IS MADE TO SERVE THE ENDS OF MAN

was made to put the material into true
scenario form.
I told briefly the story of Burr's conspiracy, giving some sidelights on the
characters of Jefferson, Burr, and Chief
Justice Marshall, a glimpse of the
Blennerhassett island, and hints of the
unsettled political situation in the
United States at that period. The class
became

enthusiastic over the possibilities of the story, and elected to
write individual stories rather than

combine their efforts on a composite
one. Several class periods were spent
entirely on reading and discussion of
the reference material I had provided.
We read and discussed the first theme
handed in.
The Story of Aaron Burr
The President, Thomas Jefferson, the
Vice-President, Aaron Burr, and the Chief
Justice, John Marshall, were all hitter
enemies.
Aaron Burr wanted to be sole ruler of
the United States, so he made a plot.
This plot was to get all the people that
didn't like the government on his side.
There were many people at this time
who did not like the government. He
got all of them to join them. Among
them Blennerhassett and Wilkinson. Both
of these men had much influence over
the people so that they got many people
to join Burr.

Burr also had a beautiful daughter
named Theodosia, who was very clever.
She had much influence over the people
and she made many of them join her
father in his plan.
So far all the people Theodosia had
asked had agreed with her at once, but
at last she came to a man named Gerald
Roomis. He and she fell in love with
each other although they disagreed about
the plan Burr was trying to carry out.
After a while Roomis went to Washington, D. C. While he was there he
betrayed Burr. He didn't say a word
about Theodosia. By the time he got
back to Theodosia, Burr had been
captured.
Finally Theodosia repented of what she
had done, and she and Roomis married
each other.
CRITICISM

OF

THE

STORY

The main fault in this story, we
found to be insufficient motive, particularly for Burr. There was no good
reason for anything that happened. As
a result of the discussion, the girl who
had written this story decided that it
was "too awful" and must be done
over.
As a preliminary, I suggested that a
list of the chief characters and their
outstanding traits be made, hoping in
this way to help the class to define each
one more clearly, and to determine on
the dominant figure around which the
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ARIZONA.

WHERE

NATURE

DWARFS

story should revolve. There was a division of opinion here, some feeling
that Burr should lead, others preferring
Theodosia as the central figure. The
lists bore out their statements.
Burr was characterized as "independent, selfish, ambitious, a schemer,
a leader/' and as having "a charming
personality/7 -Jefferson was "dependable, simple, kind," and "not clever."
It seemed to be the consensus of opinion
that Theodosia was "clever, beautiful,
and witty," and one or two felt that she
must be "treacherous."
The following story was handed in
after the class discussion :
When Burr was elected Vice-President
of the United States, many of the states
were dissatisfied with the way the government was handling things. This put
the idea of starting an empire with himself at the head of it into his head.
He was selfish and rather conceited, hut
had the ability to put things through,
and possessed a very charming personality.
Burr had a beautiful daughter by the
name of Theodosia, who helped him in
his plans to start an empire. She was
beautiful and charming, but she also was
very selfish.
Burr had many wealthy friends who
were willing to give or loan money to
help him put through his plans.
Among

MAN

TO

INSIGNIFICANCE

these was a wealthy old Anglo-American
named Blennerhassett, who later was arrested for treason against the United
States,
Bruce Lancing was a wealthy American
who loved Theodosia, and she was using
him and his money to help her father.
He had no personality, but he did have
influence because of his money.
Burr got to almost the climax of his
plans when people began to suspect him,
but his daughter smoothed things over
and his plans were all developed when
they reached the ears of the President.
He immediately acted, and had Burr
traced, brought to court, and there after
a long court trial, sentenced to death.
His daughter sorrowed at his death and
soon after was married, then sailed to
Europe to make her home.
The following article was written by
a member of the class who was also on
the staff of the school magazine :
A New English Project
One divison of the 8- A English class
is studying the movies in composition
writing. We study each phase of the
picture.
This includes the following:
a. Motives of characters and their effect on the story.
b. The story as a whole.
c. The moral.
d. The suitability of scenery and characters to the play.
The projects we have been working on
are "The Fall of Babylon" and "The
Mollycoddle."
We are
now writing
original
stories based
on historical
facts.
(Continued

on page

52)

ANIMATED

GEOMETRY

Charles H. Sampson
Huntington

School,

ty of the readers
maj
greatarti
THEof this
cleoriwill at some time
in their lives have suffered from
an attempt on the part of their teachers
to "drive home" a knowledge of the
principal essentials of geometry. We
were not inclined as pupils to find anything particularly entertaining or interesting in geometrical truths or geometrical constructions or in much of anything else related to the subject, Geometry to most or many of us was rather
"dry." There was no life to it. We
plodded along through the course because certain conditions had to be met
and conquered.
A NEW

INTEREST-PRODUCER

This "lack of interest" characteristic
has more and more impressed itself
upon me during the past few years of
teaching experience and I have, at last,
discovered what seems to be a prime
agent for good in this campaign which
all good teachers are waging against
those causes which take the interest out
of those subjects that may well have
other characteristics than those which
tend to make a student dislike them.
This agent for good is the moving picture film.
I confess to having "boy" enough in
my makeup to enjoy animated film pictures; to being "low-brow" enough to
get considerable enjoyment out of a
"Mutt and Jeff" animated cartoon. It
was the animated picture that gave me

Boston,

Mass.

interesting. The animated film makes
this possible by supplying this much
needed life-element.
A department of this subject of plane
geometry which has always been difficult to teach is that on geometrical definitions. Few students will learn these
as they should and sometimes one can
hardly blame them. A page of definitions contains little which appeals to a
lively youthful mind.
A EILM ON GEOMETRY

The first film of the planned series is
called, therefore, "The Definitions of
Plane Geometry." There are two thousand feet of it. Think of asking a student to digest two thousand feet of
definitions. But the dose tastes even
better than it looks and one enjoys the
looking.
A little humor in the classroom is a
good thing. A little of the same flavor
in a film seems to me not to be objectionable. The story starts by showing
a Japanese juggler appear with a basket filled with all sorts of geometrical
figures. These he proceeds to juggle in
amusing and skillful fashion for a short
introductory period. I always like to
have my patients in good humor before
getting down to business with them.
A further portion of the film may be
termed introductory, for it seeks to give
a substantial glimpse of the historical
background of mathematics in general,
of geometry in particular, and to make
clear the difference between plane and
solid geometry.

the idea of "Animated Geometry."
Animation gives life to a picture. Animation means life. Life creates inter"Geometry is. as old as the Sphinx
est. If a subject such as geometry has and the pyramids'' and after this title
life and can show it, the subject will be 20 a picture of these ancient landmarks.
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Few students realize that geometry
has enjoyed such a long and valued history. Few can name the ancient mathematicians. Alittle time could well be
devoted to this matter and there are
therefore shown several pictures of the
most prominent mathematicians of the
past with a short sketch of the life and
nationality of each and a mention of
the contribution which he made to the
science of mathematics.
There is a difference between plane
geometry and solid geometry. The student should understand this. This
comparison is made by showing plane
surfaces and geometrical solids with
the explanation needed to bring out the
difference.
FILMING

DEFINITIONS

Now we are ready for "Definitions of
Plane Geometry."
A large question mark ( ?) appears.
"WHAT IS PLANE GEOMETRY?"
This is defined and followed by the
definition of a plane. . The definition of
the plane is further emphasized by
showing a straight edge in several positions on a perfectly level surface. "The
table top is a practical illustration of a
plane surface" is a title at this point.
"What are complementary angles?"
(Figure 1). The sum of two complementary angles equals 90 degrees or a
right angle.
Watch figures B and C

t

c

A
FIGURE

1

being drawn (not thrown in their entirety on the screen). See them "animate" toward each other to form the
right angles as shown at A.
"What are the various parallelograms?" (Firgure 2). This question is
asked after the parallelogram definition
has been explained. It is nothing short
of fascinating to see the figures drawn
in line by line and then to see the names
of them spelled in slowly enough to
establish the name in mind. It is certainly more interesting than looking at
a page full of "dead" figures.
The individuality of the circle is established on the screen as follows : A
large question mark again creates a
feeling of curiosity in the mind of the
student (Figure 3). Next a hand appears with a pen properly held. The
hand guides the pen as it writes "What
is a circle ?" The line AB is now drawn
by the same hand and pen (Figure 4).
The next movement shows AB rolling
itself into the circumference of the
circle. Finally, the actual definition
appears
:
"A circle
is the space enclosed by a
curved line in one plane, all points of

i t

1
FIGURE

2
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It will be remembered that some of
us had difficulty in understanding the
meaning of commensurable and incommensurable quantities. A gill measure
and a quart measure are commensurable
quantities because the contents of the
gill measure will go into the quart
measure an exact number of times. I
have attempted to illustrate these terms
by showing a glass pitcher being gradually filled by the smaller measuring cup.
The small measure is filled and the
water in the pitcher rises to 1. The
small measure is again filled and water

?
FIGURE

3

in the pitcher rises to 2. "The pitcher
is exactly full" "There is no water in
the cup." These quantities are commensurable.

A>

which are equally distant from a point
within called the center"
Everything which has been done then
appears together as the final impression
for the student to digest before the next
definition is attempted.

Incommensurable quantities are illustrated inthe same manner with the
difference, of course, that water remains
in the cup after the. pitcher is filled.
The students' attention is directed to
this and shown that because of it the
quantities are incommensurable.
And so on through the five books of
plane geometry in the hope of adding
wholesome interest to this most important subject of definitions.

In defining the "sector of a circle,"
the circle is first drawn by compasses
held in a human hand. The radii are
animated in and the surface AOB then
shaded. Is there any doubt in the
mind of the student as to the meaning
of the term "sector of a circle" after
seeing this?
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The story is closed by showing some
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etry in ornamental and construction
work. Geometry is shown to be really
an everyday sort of subject. It is used
in so many ways that are essential to
our comfort and efficiency as we go
about our daily tasks !
The principles of geometry are extensively used in architectural designs and
construction. Bridges and arches could
not be constructed without employing
them. It is easy to measure distances
on both land and water because of what
the science of geometry has given us.
In our homes objects without number
depend upon geometry for their form.
The top of a table, the leg of a chair,
a vase, a picture frame, etc., all represent an application of some geometrical
truth.
It is perhaps easy to be over-enthusiastic about this matter of teaching

geometry by means
theles , asuccessful
been made and new
duced in the same

of the film. Neverstart seems to have
films are to be proseries if the results

prove worth while.
To me this method of producing interest isthe best one yet discovered. I
look forward to the future firmly convinced that as an "interest-producer"
in the classroom the educational film
has no rival.
Just one thing more in closing. The
best possible combination that I can imagine as a producer of real knowledge
is a live teacher and a good film. The
film just described will do much to create interest but the same film with a
good teacher talking as it is being
shown seems to me to be as close to an
ideal educational project as could be
imagined.

WHERE THEY NEED THE MOTION
PICTURE MOST OF ALL
William

Horton

Foster

Vice-President, Community Motion Picture Bureau, New York City

criminal
THE rsmoment theonalleged omes
ente
the pris
he bec
a
man on his guard. He hates the
warden; he hates his keepers; he generally hates his fellow-inmates. He
sets his face in a perpetual mask. It is
his chief object to conceal his feelings
from those around him.

Motion pictures are shown to him in
a darkened room. Neither guards nor
his fellow-inmates can tell whether he
is laughing or weeping. He can relax.
Looking at the. screen he can see the
pictures of mother, of little children, of
the home fireside, of the farm and the
orchard he knew in boyhood, of the
cows waiting at the pasture gate. As
he beholds one of these scenes he "let's
go." The taut is unstrung. He responds to the emotions that are brought
into his soul. He gives way to his honest grief over the disaster he has
brought into the life of his wife and
children. He does not have to guard
himself against a hostile guard or an
unfriendly neighbor. His emotions are
his own.
UNIQUE

VALUE

OF MOTION"
THE PRISON

PICTURES

IN"

Picture after picture of normal life
can be presented to him. It does not
take any lengthy curriculum to teach
him the obvious lesson of right conduct,
to teach him that obedience to law
brings comfort and happiness and disobedience tolaw the contrary. Do not
think that I mean by the above statement that any such impossible panorama could be presented as to convince
him that crime is always punished in
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this world and that virtue is always rewarded. He could be shown, however,
that punishment is within one's own
soul. He could be shown first by the
more obvious and outstanding illustrations. It would not be long before
more subtle illustrations of this inevitable truth could be brought convincingly
home to him.
The prisoner at the picture show is
able to put himself in the place of the
fellow whose story is told on the screen.
He is seldom willing to put himself in
as friendly or sympathetic a state of
mind toward you when you stand up
and preach to him. His antagonism is
one of the greatest problems in prison
reform, and to overcome this antagonism there is no more subtle and persuasive agency than motion pictures.
KIND

OP PICTURES

NEEDED

What kind of pictures should be
shown for such purposes? Pictures
which present normal, sane, wholesome
life — American homes, children swinging on the garden gate, the farmer following his plow; any one performing
in order and decency his task in society,
filling his niche in deliberate obedience
to the law of social good-will, cheerfully
taking his place as a cog in the great
machine, submitting himself calmly
and willingly to the normal grind of a
normal existence.
The following instance is but one of
thousands that could be cited.
Hon. Burdette Lewis, Commissioner
of Charities and Correction of New
Jersey, took his men over to drain the
(Concluded on page 53)

A DEPARTMENT

OF BEGINNINGS

This department is intended as a clearing house through which the schools
and colleges which have already made a beginning — however modest — toward
visual instruction, may pass on their experience
for the benefit of others.
If you have made a start in this direction, it is because you believe in visual
methods. If you believe in visual methods, you will be glad to encourage others
to take the forward step. Therefore, send us an account — a few lines or several
paragraphs — of your efforts, your experiments, difficulties and successes.

EXPERIMENTS

IN VISUAL
TEACHING
Contributed

EDUCATION

by

C. E. Turner
'Asst. Prof, of Biology & Public Health,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

EXPERIMENTS are being conducted
in some of the schools. of Greater
Boston to determine the value of
the films on Health and Sanitation and
the place in the school system where they
can best be used. This work is still under
way and only a report of progress.can be
made at this time. Such a report may be
of interest and it will certainly be profitable if it can bring to the Journal or to
the Committee on Health and Sanitation
the experience of other teachers with
these films.
A comparative study was made by
showing the film on Bacteria to 81 fifth
grade and 73 sixth grade children, all of
whom were asked four fundamental questions about the smallest plants in the
world, the places in which they are found,
the way in which they are grown, and the
manner in which they can be seen. These
questions were asked in the afternoon
after the film was seen in the morning but
no lesson or talk by the teacher preceded
or followed the films. It should be mentioned that the children were shown four
reels of Red Cross entertainment pictures
before they saw the film on Bacteria. The
following table indicates the relative correctness of their answers:9.9%
5th grade 6th31.5%
grade
72.6
%
All right .
93.1%
3 or more right. . . . 37.1%
2.7%
2 or more right. . . . 76.6%
97.3%
1 or more right. . . . 100 %
All wrong
To show the comparative value of a

classroom lesson, one class of 36 fifth
grade pupils was given a lesson one week
from the day that they saw the picture,
and two weeks from the day they saw the
picture they were asked the four questions mentioned above and also a fifth
question as to the shape of the different
kinds of bacteria. In this instance, 75%
of the class answered all questions correctly. Of the remaining 25%, 14% failed
on one question, and 11% failed on two
questions. No pupil had more than two
of the five questions incorrectly answered.
Stories about the film were written by
31 fifth and 33 sixth grade children. It
was noticeable that the sixth grade children remembered the more important
facts brought out by the picture while
many fifth grade children wrote about unimportant details.
The fundamental knowledge gained. by
the study of this film has been found to
be a useful foundation for subsequent
health teaching with these children.
The experiment will be extended to children of higher grades. Prom the work
done thus far the following tentative conclusions seem justifiable:
1. Films must not be used without
classroom lessons upon the subject if their
full value is to be realized.
2. The film on Bacteria is comprehensive to fifth grade children, but is better
adapted for work with the higher grades.
3. Prom the above experiments and
from observations with mixed groups of
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children, I believe that the Health and
Sanitation films now prepared should not
be used before the sixth grade and that
they are well adapted for the upper grades
in grammar school and for high school
work. They present information which
cannot be otherwise acquired except by a

trip to various laboratories, and it is because of these new and unusual facts that
the films are useful with even more advanced students and adult audiences.
[Editor's Note: The films referred to above
tion.]
were produced by The Society for Visual Educa-

VISUAL EDUCATION IN OREGON
SCHOOL
Contributed

Mabel

NORMAL

by

G. West,

Oregon Normal School, Monmouth, Ore.

THE Oregon Normal School has used
motion pictures in various phases of
the school work for nearly three
years. While it is true that nothing particularly striking or unusual has been accomplished the facts are, perhaps, worth
recording. At first, pictures made from
literary masterpieces— e. g., "Peer Gynt,"
"The Bluebird" — were occasionally secured and shown in the chapel on a borrowed machine as entertainment for the
students. Later, however, an increased
faith in pictures as a means of instruction, combined with the availability of a
large number of films dealing with industries, travel, biology, and current events,
caused the faculty committee having the
matter in charge to extend the scope of
the work.
Though all the films used at the Normal
are educational in the true sense of the
word, they may be divided into two
classes for the purposes of this discussion. In the first class are the pictures
selected because they are based on a novel
or drama which has literary merit, and
will, besides furnishing the necessary entertainment for the students — there is no
theater or moving picture house nearer
than Independence, two and a half miles
away — help them to set up standards by
which to aid in improving pictures in the
communities into which they will go.
The films in the second class are purely
instructive in the sense that they give information regarding agricultural and industrial processes essential to modern
life; facts regarding the scope and activities of the United States government;

proofs of the benefits of sanitary living;
or accounts of great events in history and
the reasons for them.
Last year on Friday mornings a chapel
hour was used to show free pictures of
this second class to pupils from the Training School as well as to the Normal students. Such pictures were selected to
illustrate some phase of the children's
work for the week in geography, history,
civics, or agriculture; and were chosen
from groups commercially known as travelogues, news items, weeklies, and reviews. Since these were nearly always
used as a basis for composition lessons
later, it was proved with a reasonable degree of accuracy that* the pictures did aid
in making very concrete and comprehensible to the children such phases of the
subjects as were treated. Most of the
available literature-stories for children,
such as "Evangeline," "Treasure Island,"
"Little Women," "Tom Sawyer," "Little
Orphan Annie," have been shown. So far
arrangements have been made to show
"Heidi," "Black Beauty," and "Last of
the Mohicans" this year. It is now
planned to secure films of this type from
the collection loaned by the University of
Oregon and to use them in much the
same way at the chapel hour. Of course
such work is only a beginning but it is a
step toward the securing of such material
for each grade in the several subjects,
a venture which may be managed some
time.
For the Normal students themselves it
has frequently been possible to secure
such pictures as "How

Life

Begins" to
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illustrate the work being considered at
that particular time in the department
of Physical Training. Along the same
line some efforts have been made to provide films based on literary masterpieces studied in the English courses —
though these cannot always be secured
at the particular time they are wanted.
Types of present day drama have been
illustrated by "Lady Windermere's Pan,"
"Milestones," "If I Were King," "Doll's
House," and "Shore Acres." The showing of these has generally been preceded
by a short discussion at the chapel hour
by a member of the English department,
of the plot of the play and the particular
characteristics of structure or the dramatic quality to be illustrated.
Pictures to which the students are
charged a small admission fee are frequently given on Friday or Saturday
evenings, never during the school week.
Since these are intended as part of the
necessary recreational activities of the
young people the picture is sometimes
preceded by appropriate songs, readings,
or aesthetic dances by the students themselves. To give only two: "Rio Grande"
was embellished by a Spanish dance given
by students in the Physical Training department, and "The Spell of the Yukon"
and others of Service's poems were read
by people from the Public Speaking
classes as a prelude to the picture, "The
Law of the Yukon." Inasmuch as these
entertainments are well patronized by
people from the surrounding community
as well as by the students, an excellent
opportunity is occasionally afforded for
community singing. Frequently the songs
selected have been appropriate for the
particular picture, e.g., with "The Mark
of Zorro," a group of Spanish songs,
"Spanish Cavalier," "Andalusia," and
"Juanita."
The selection of these pictures is in the
hands of a joint committee from the
faculty and student body, composed of
six members. They use as guides in making selections the selected lists of pictures published by many magazines and
organizations throughout the country.
Suggestions are often made by members
of the faculty, student body, or townspeople who have seen a particularly good

of Beginnings
film which
they
think
is especially
adapted to presentation at the school.
All the pictures are rented through the
Isis Theater at Independence, Oregon.
The Normal is thus able to buy cheaply
a single picture from a group, a thing
which would not otherwise be possible,
and to secure well-known or new pictures soon after they are released. The
students pay $1.00 each at the beginning
of each term — twelve weeks — for which
they receive eight pictures and one concert or lecture during the term.
When the school first began to show
pictures three years ago, there was no
equipment whatever, in fact the first pictures were given on a borrowed machine.
At present there are two motiograph
machines — one de luxe, a mercury arcrectifier, a spotlight, a lantern, and various other equipment. These have all been
purchased and entirely paid for out of
the proceeds of the pictures. In all this
work the fundamental aim at the back
of the minds of the members of the
committee and indeed of all faculty members is to help the students to formulate
judgment regarding pictures in general
by showing them some of the most worthwhile'material available, and thus to help
them to set up standards by which to
measure films in the Oregon communities
into which they will go as teachers.
The following list is given in the hope
that some other committee may find it
helpful:
Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp
Anne of Green Gables
Checkers
Cinderella Man
Come out of the Kitchen
Daddy-Long-Legs
Doll's House
Earthbound
Erstwhile Susan
Evangeline
Garden of Allah
Heart of a Child
Heart of the Hills
His Majesty the American
Humoresque
If I were King
In Old Kentucky
Intolerance
{Concluded on page 56)
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SCHOOL

SUPERINTENDENTS
THINK

WE

have used no films, but are using
slides in our high school science. We
expect to extend the use of slides, and to
make a beginning with films in both high
schools ar.d grade schools. I believe that
visual instruction will greatly increase
the efficacy of school work, as well as
add to its attractiveness.
David Murphy,
Anniston, Alabama.

WE

are just beginning to appreciate
the value of visual instruction. The
educational world has been slow to recognize the importance of visual perception,
but the movement is on its way now and
the next few years will see great advances in education along these lines.
Ira Bright,
Leavenworth^ Kansas.
1 THINK

visual instruction is very valuable. By all means it should be put
into every school. And I feel safe in
saying that the time is coming soon
when this instruction will be compulsory. We can well afford to crowd something else out of our curriculum if necessary, to make room for this much needed
instruction.
May Hare,
Fort Scott, Kansas.

C7ISUAL instruction is of great value
V when properly employed as an aid in
school work. It requires careful thought
and intelligent use, however, and should
not be made a "hobby" or used as a substitute for teaching.
R. T. Tobin,
Ansonia, Connecticut.
THERE

is a big field for visual instruction. If materials can be systematically arranged and made moderate in cost,
every school will employ the method.
L. A. Mahoney,
Moline, Illinois.

EDUCATION

results from desirable responses. Iknow of no more certain
way of stimulating such responses than
through the use of well selected methods
of visual instruction. O. L. Reid,
Youngstown,
Ohio.

JUST as illustrations add life to the
printed page, so does visual instruction by diagrams, models, pictures, slides
and films make more real, interesting and
instructive the various things in education.
Earl Lines,
Connersville, Indiana.

I THINK there are great possibilities
for visual instruction and that there
is no doubt that it will be used in the
schools of the near future.
Inez Luten,
Hickman, Kentucky.

ILLUSTRATIVE teaching by means of
graphs, charts, pictures, slides, films,
etc., is the best way of reaching children
of aoiy age.
F. W. Hicks,
Clinton, Ioiua.

approve of visual educaI HEARTILY
tion. The main difficulty, at this
time, is in securing suitable films. As
soon as these are provided the work will
take its proper place.
Allen P. Keith,
New Bedford, Massachusetts.

T CONSIDER the use of the slides and
J- films invaluable in teaching nature
study, geography and history. It also has
proved a great help in making the school
a social center.
Florence M. Wright,
Emporia, Kansas.

visual instruction and entertainment idea has already gotten a lasting grasp on every civilized country
through the film. If the means so highly
perfected can be directed to educational
ends, what can not be expected?
N. A. Thorson,
Crookston, Minnesota.
THE
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VISUAL education will grow, in favor
because it is fundamentally correct
from a pedagogical standpoint.
G. H. Sanberg,
Grookston, Minnesota.
WE

have found visual instruction a
great aid in clarifying ideas and in
aiding retention as well as a great contributor to pupil's interest.
R. A. Kent,
Duluth, Minnesota.

THE movement for increased use of
pictures, and especially moving pictures, in school work is one of great value
and deserves all the encouragement that
can be given. In many places the greatest difficulty at present is in the possible
fire hazard. In some states the laws seem
to be so phrased that they prevent the use
of even the more modern safety films.
We hope this may be overcome.
S. O. Hartwell,
St. Paul, Minnesota,

have always used visual instruction in our public school work, but
it had to do with the printed word symbol almost entirely. To supplement this
with diagrams, models, pictures, slides,
films, etc., is a great step in advance for
the promotion of understanding in education.
P. 'P. Colgrove,
Virginia, Minnesota.
WE

OP

the faculties by which the human
mind acquires information the sense
of sight is perhaps the most important.
Any means of instruction or teaching
that avails itself, by any means, of the
help of the eye is superior to all others.
J. H. Owings,
Natchez, Mississippi.
PUPILS much prefer to see things
rather than hear about them. Visual instruction must be given a greater
place in school instruction. Visual instruction saves time and effort and gives
a more accurate knowledge.
A. H. Staley,
Hastings, Nebraska.

A

Think

CHILD

never tires of material presented by the story-teller — the educational motion picture has shown the
way for a closer relation between the
library and the child, through the desire to "see what he reads."
Bess E. Anderson,
Auburn, Nebraska.
VISUAL
education is a sane natural
method and should take its place in
every school system.
D. N. Pope,
Roseivell, New Mexico.
T HAVE watched the growth of visual
J- instruction in the schools and believe that the field is unlimited for this
class of work; and that the value to the
student is more than sufficient to warrant expense for visual instruction apparatus. The movement has my heartiest
endorsement.
Walter B. McFarland,
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
T BELIEVE visual education to be the
J- objective method of instruction raised
to the highest power.
O. A. Wolcott,
Keeseville, New York.
PERSONALLY, I should say that I consider our equipment for visual education as necessary as textbooks in the
operation of our school plant. We are
adding to our apparatus as fast as our
funds will permit. It is the last word
in efficiency in our modern educational
system.
J. M. Martin,
Bismarck, North Dakota.
VISUAL instruction brings the world
with its life and activities into the
school rooms. It will have an increasingly larger place in the class room in the
future.
F. M. Shelton,
Elyria, Ohio.

MISCELLANEOUS
IN THE April number of PHOTOPLAY
there is an article entitled "The Spiritual Future of America and the
Movies" by no other than Maurice Maeterlinck, himself. What the literary master has to say about us and our omnipresent motion picture should be of great
interest although we may find ourselves
differing slightly in some of his deductions.
Comparing briefly the status of the motion picture industry of France with that
of the United States, Maeterlinck admits
that he was much perplexed by the disdain with which the intellectual elite of
America regard the films. After a careful study, however, of one hundred of
the so-called better films, he came to the
conclusion that there was good reason
for this attitude, for out of the hundred
pictures viewed he found but four or five
that were based on a big idea or an original thought, following a logical, human
and interesting plot — in short, well built,
with exposition, complication, climax and
denouement. He stresses the point that
all of these superior films were ^aken
from stage plays, novels or short stories.
To quote: "Outside the films I have just
cited, a human note was utterly lacking.
It was the mare tenebrarum, the sea of
darkness, of inexcusable and unlimited
stupidity . . . One wonders, too, that
human beings endowed with brains and
with the most elementary feeling or taste
will waste months of work, mobilize hundreds of actors and employees, and spend
from a hundred to a hundred and fifty
thousand dollars to produce each one of
these inanities. And there is yet a more
serious question; how can millions of
<other human beings (statistics say that
L8, 000,000 people go to the movies every
day), equally equipped with brains and
sensibilities, waste in their turn their leisure hours (those most sacred hours
of the day, for they count most in the
development and education of man), how
can they bear to waste those hours contemplating those same inanities, and how
30
can they even prefer them to the vastly

NOTES

more interesting sights that any glimpse
of
street or landscape or sky might afford?
"A surprising fact is that this silliness
and madness is nearly always cleverly
staged. The photography, technically
speaking, is generally admirable, the landscapes wonderfully selected, the interiors
true to life and furnished in excellent
taste; and above all, with rare exceptions,
the acting is remarkably good. The
American actor, largely because he has
not been trained in a conservatory nor
deformed by stage work, is better than
the French or Italian actor. He is more
lifelike, more restrained, more profound
and more sincere. His gestures and facial expressions are seldom exaggerated
or false or conventional. . . . But
these qualities are all wasted, thrown
away in the vacuum of a scenario without head or tail, without even the modicum of interest possessed by a human incident related by a man of ordinary intelligence. For the great defect of the
American film, which will be its death
if no remedy is forthcoming, is the incredible weakness of the scenario!"
Maeterlinck finds little recourse for
this sad situation. "The consumption of
scenarios is staggering. The screen is a
kind of insatiable monster that devours
a score of stories every week, and there
is no literature in the world that can
furnish weekly a score of good stories.
The stock of old novels and short stories
is almost used up and, moreover, the best
of the novels, being primarily psychological and literary, are lacking in action and
therefore hardly lend themselves to photographic translation. The stage, a better
source of material, is quite barren in
America. ...
To save this new art
there must be help from the outside, intervention from above — for it is unlikely
that it can save itself unaided and escape
from the narrowing circle in which it
will surely die of fatigue."
He makes the suggestion that "the aristocracy of millionaires back the film industry, set up a sort of artistic jury, create

Miscellaneous Notes
an honor roll of good films, give its support to the latter, patronize them, give
them a kind of official sanction which,
coming from above, would be more
effective than all the advertising that the
most lavish promoter could devise.
"Moreover, a sort of 'model studio'
might be established whence would issue
films that would not be merely endless
repetitions of the same tales, the same
effects, the same situation, but which,
built wholly from new material, would
carry a somewhat loftier thought, or a
new idea, a new grace, or a new emotion;
or perhaps simply an ingenious combination of material less stale than that,
commonly employed.
"It -would be wTorth while likewise, I
think, to found a sort of museum or Pantheon or Louvre for truly fine films.
There could be preserved, after rigid selection, the masterpieces of the screen.
For it is undeniable, that already this
art, though born only yesterday, has produced certain pages, certain monuments,
certain movements, certain pictures, that
are not inferior to many masterpieces of
the past in literature, painting and sculpture. Such films would be exhibited
there periodically, and thus everybody
might take lessons in beauty, just as in a
museum.
. . .
"It would be money well spent. It
should be borne in mind that the movies
are destined to supply the moral, religious, political, intellectual and artistic
education of America. At no time .in history has there been such a means of influencing the spirit of men, and particularly of women and children, as the motion picture affords. We cannot yet realize the effect which this education by pictures will have on the spirit of our children. But it is reasonably certain that it
will be more impressive and more lasting
than we imagine, even in our wildest
dreams. All man's education, all his
thoughts and sentiments, are really
formed from pictures. Pictures are much
more powerful than writing or speech.
Everyone can see a picture, and interpret
it in his way; it is as irresistible as example. The motion picture is life, magnified and extending over a limitless field,
it is the accumulated example and expe-
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of
life, concentrated in a single moment. I
repeat: all ideas of duty, justice, love,
right and wrong, happiness, honor, luxury, beauty, all ideas concerning the goal
of life which are now being formed in
the minds of your children, are ideas
implanted by the movies, and these same
ideas will in turn produce the men who
will be the America of tomorrow. Do
you think the spiritual nourishment
which is now being lavished upon them
will make the sort of men you want?
The question is an important one — and a
disturbing one; the more disturbing because while it is true that the movies
have not been frankly and wilfully immoral, hitherto, and while it has done no
worse than to teach silliness, platitudes,
false sentimentality, bad taste and ugliness— things that are deemed (wrongly)
to be harmless — we may not trust that it
will always be so. Today, because of the
tremendous moral strength of the American people, because of their sound racestock, their honesty and their religious
background, the heritage of former generations, the pictures must be moral and
honorable if they are to be accepted by
the public; they are still held in the right
direction by the masses. But will it be
always thus? There are already certain
indications that make one fear it will
not; in which case the movies would become the most terrible instrument of
demoralization ever known. This would
be' the more deplorable and more criminal
in that the masses have demonstrated, by
their approval of wTorks which, though
•clumsy and incomplete, spring from the
choice of the producers, proving that the'
public's aspiration is infinitely higher
than these people * choose
* * to believe."

apre which
sts ofhastheso JapAMOTIONpealed to pictu
the intere
anese as to run for a whole year
continuously in Tokio is described in the
March issue of CURRENT OPINION.
It is the story of a Christian Japanese
schoolmaster and his heroic efforts and
sacrifices in behalf of his pupils. A Japanese journalist accounts for the tremendous popularity of such a picture as
this by pointing out that education is
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taken much more seriously in Japan than
in other countries and is the object of
considerable thought and idealization on
the part of the people as a whole. Children are reverenced for their innocence
and teachers greatly respected for the
responsibility they bear. In that country,
therefore, the self-sacrificing adventures
of a pedagogue are regarded as heroic in
the highest sense and are followed with
genuine interest by the masses of the
people.
* * *

IT IS significant to learn that in other
countries, where the cinema is admittedly not a vital factor, educators are
coming to recognize the tremendous educational power enclosed within the footage of an unimportant appearing motion
picture reel. Prom the BIOSCOPE comes
a brief note not particularly startling as
to the information contained but very
illuminating in showing which way the
wind is beginning to blow in England.
Recently a moving picture house in Edinburgh, the King's Cinema, by name,
showed a picture of the travels of the
Prince of Wales through Australia, that
was considered highly informational as
well as patriotically appealing. The educational authorities of the old Scotch city
thought the picture so valuable from a
pedagogical standpoint that they made
arrangements for 7,000 school children to
see the picture. The Director of Education at Cleckheaton in West Riding, Yorkshire, having read the synopsis of the
film requested a supply for distribution
to his school teachers in order that the
various countries through which the
Prince of Wales passed might be fully
explained to the children. There was also
arranged a special matinee for the children of Cleckheaton. If these signs presage anything the value of the motion
picture as an educational factor is beginning to dawn upon our conservative
neighbors.
* * *
IT is really refreshingly different in
these days of screen adulation to find
so well-known a person as Thomas
Burke vilifying the motion picture in no
uncertain
terms.
The LITERARY
DI-

Education
GEST reports in part his outburst together with an account of the reply of
CAMERA, Los Angeles.
Mr. Burke has no kindness at all for
the cinema, declaring most frankly that
he loathes it and considers it "still in the
street of the penny gaff." "There is no
art" says he "in this business of cameras
and claptrap. It is made by artifice and
run by skilled mechanics. The acting of
its much boosted stars is a parcel of
inane tricks, portentous grimacing and
club-footed movements." Indeed the
most flattering thing that he can find to
say about our idolized stars is that they
are "simpering acrobats." As for telling
a story effectively and sincerely through
the medium of the camera! ' Never!
"Photography is too blunt and unaccommodating."
Mr. Burke's chief objection to the motion picture, however, is that it stifles
imagination for when the cinema comes
in fancy leaves. The imagination has
nothing to do where every detail of a situation is worked out. To quote again,
"Words awake imagination, pictures kill
it." If Mr. Burke had his own vigorous
way, there would never be a motion picture projected in a single school-room.
No budding childish imagination would
ever be withered by the fact and reality
presented on the screen.
In its reply, CAMERA very naturally
mentions the names of Sir Gilbert Parker
and Sir James Barrie, whose recently
announced allegiance to the screen furnishes motion picture advocates with one
of their strong arguments. The fact that
the cinema is beginning to attract some
of the best talent of the literary world
seems to be rather convincing proof that
it can lay claim to being art. In the motion picture is a medium that combines
all arts; that is unapproachable for
telling a story; an agent that brings the
wide world within the visualization of
those without imagination. It is also possible that fact and reality are not so
destructive of the imagination as Mr.
Burke believes. In the refutation of his
charges, CAMERA does not omit to cite
the phenomenal popularity of the motion
picture; nor to mention the unbelievable

Miscellaneous
number of American citizens who nightly
drink their cinematic fill.
It will be recalled that the
Blossoms" of Griffith was based
story from "Limehouse Nights"
same Mr. Burke. We were just
ing—!

''Broken
upon a
by this
wonder-

volume of criticism and comment that the motion picture is exciting in all quarters indicates excellently the tremendous extent and overwhelming importance of its influence.
No person of intelligence can be blind to
the fact that the moving picture as an
institution is vastly more momentous to
most American citizens than the House
of Representatives, or the Church, the
railroad system, the League of Nations,
the Home or any other thing that might
be considered vital. There can be no
question as to the permanency of the
motion picture — the problem is what to
do to keep it from harming us.
Prank Herbert Palmer writing editorially in EDUCATION for December,
1920, says that too faithful attendance
THE

upon the screen can be injurious. "The
appeal of the movies," he states, "is to
the imagination through the influence of
sense impressions. The impressions are
often in excess and the effect is often a
distorted view of things. Overdoses of
impression are far more dangerous to the
individual and to society than is intemperance in eating. The tendency of the
commercial movies is to present too effectively and too rapidly sense impressions which suggest, impel toward and
often result in habits of thought and overt
deeds of immorality and crime."
Mr. Palmer finds the sensational increase of crime in the United States significant in the light of the universal patronage of the movies. From figures on
crime statistics compiled for the Bureau
of Social Hygiene it is discovered that in
1916, for instance, New York had six
times as many homicides as London; in
1917, it had 57 more homicides than England and Wales combined, and in 1918 67
more. The comparisons of burglaries and
robberies in the principal English and
American cities are as startling in their
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revelations; particularly when one reflects upon the fact that the motion picture industry in England is most undeveloped as compared with that of the
United States.
Many of the present photodramas are
built around stories of crime and themes
of violence. The youthful mind is continually assailed with suggestions and
exposures of criminal methods. Even the
adult mind may not always be proof
against the. insidious, continuous assaults
made by the screen with pictures in which
the conception of justice is so warped as
to make the wrong-doer appear in the
guise of the hero, while honesty and integrity are presented as unfortunate qualities fit only for ridicule.
Mr. Palmer believes that children are
allowed to attend the theatre too often
on school nights and at altogether too
tender an age. Their emotions are overstimulated in a most unhealthful manner
and their lessons greatly neglected. Moreover, an overheated, crowded theater is
not the most favorable place for promoting normal physical development.
* * *

e kill the
pictur
motio
S the
DOEimagi
n? nSome
natio
say that it
does and some say that it doesn't.
An article in the CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
MONITOR declares that it does. The
writer who thus voices his opinion is
glad to concede much to the motion picture but believes that its attainments of
today are infantile and negligible when
compared with what it will achieve tomorrow.
It is admitted that the present limitations of the screen are but the natural
handicaps of an art that is in its beginning and that although still in a primitive, vulgar state, it will ultimately attract to it the master minds of the world.
That the attraction has already begun is
demonstrated by the fact that Barrie and
Kipling .and others of the literary world
are contributing of their best.
The greatest advantage that the motion
picture offers the playwright is, of course,
in the latitude of scenes and situations
possible. The world is the stage and the
setting may be the silent pine clad moun-
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tains, the shining stretches of the desert,
the crowded streets of a huge city, the
wastes of ocean, or all of them. The
world is its audience, and the motion picture ranges wherever there are human
eyes to see it. Such a medium for disseminating ideas has never before been
found.
On the other hand, the film-play has
not yet been fitted into its rightful place
in the theatrical scheme of things. It is
a mongrel of doubtful antecedents, its
blood not yet stabilized by proper selection and adaptation. It does not belong
to pantomime for it must explain its
detailed action with yards and yards of
subtitles that are frequently laborious
and pseudo-rhetorical. The photography
is often too unaccommodating to give full
scope to mimicry. There is monotony of
gesture and facial expression. And last
of all, the charm of the spoken word is
missing. When advocates of the screen
claim that it embraces all arts and is
absolutely comprehensive as a medium of
dramatic expression, they omit the field
of expression that belongs to the spoken
voice. It can be easily seen that actors
working without the aid of so flexible
and musical an instrument as the voice,
which by the slightest inflection expresses fear, joy, love, sorrow, pain and
all the thousand and one , accompanying
emotions, must of necessity be much handicap ed. * * *

OPTIMISTS and pessimists and those
who colorlessly tread the midway
path are apparently all finding it
necessary to make declarations concerning the status of the moving picture in
the land. . For those who deplore present
conditions there comes encouraging news
from EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS
for December.
In an article entitled "Films — Good or
Bad" the statement is made that "wild
west desperadoes, ogling vampires, sex
plays and lurid melodramas have had
their day." To fill the vacancy caused
by the decease of these bdtes noires of
censors and guardians of morals there
are to throng dramatizations of the classics. According to the author of this article, the works of great writers are at last

coming into their rightful inheritance
after long years of solitude on musty
library shelves. The literary celebrities
of the Victorian period, particularly, are
to reel, Phoenix-like, from the ashes of
their popularity for the edification and
regeneration of an unmoral age. Among
the novels classified with Victorian fiction, whose filming is already a dramatic
and artistic achievement, is "The Vicar
of Wakefield." The cinematic reproduction of this masterpiece seems to the
writer to be the beginning of the upheaval that may be expected in the moving picture industry when the populace,
turning from slapstick and human triangles cast decorous and approving eyes
upon the classics. There are those to
whom this information may be slightly
startling and who may feel that the rejoicing is a trifle premature and that
much rinsing will be needed before
the sullied wool of the motion picture
production is washed as white as snow.
It is delightful, however, to find such
dauntless optimism.

e induspictur
motion
CONSIDER
! Just
try, how itthegrows
how,
these
figures quoted from the EXHIBITORS HERALD will show you:
"Motion picture films sent out of the
United States in 1920 aggregated 47,000
miles in length or nearly enough to extend twice around the globe at the equator, and incoming films were nearly half
as long.
"These tremendous figures, says a statement by the National City Bank of New
York, illustrate the bigness and constant
growth of the motion picture industry of
the world and especially of the United
States, which is by far the world's largest
exporter of films both exposed and unexposed.
"The increase of exportation of exposed
films has been great in recent years, the
total quantity of exposed motion picture
films exported from the United States
having grown from 32,000,000 feet in 1913
to 73,000,000 in 1915, 164,000,000 in 1916,
153,000,000 in 1919, and 175,000,000 in
1920.
"The exportation of unexposed films
has dropped from 114,000,000 in 1914 and
(Concluded on page 54)

FILMS VIEWED AND REVIEWED
THE

HIGHEST

LAW

tractable, little
WORDS s — strange,lectu
al burden —
beast of intel
lose their vigor before such a character as Lincoln's. It may become the
privilege of the screen to succeed where
rhetoric is weak and to vitalize for coming generations his memory. The HIGHEST LAW produced by Ralph Ince seems
to be an earnest effort in this direction and
portrays those qualities of Lincoln which
Americans most love to cherish — his tenderness, his charitable understanding of
human nature, his blindness to personal
affront, his magnanimity. And since the
very name of Lincoln is sacred for many
— for all a name that commands respect
— this picture should be of widespread interest.
The theme about which the reels are
built is the old one of the youthful soldier condemned to die a disgraceful death
for deserting the ranks to visit his dying
mother, a mother who had lost her two
oldest sons for the cause of the North.
The situation gives opportunity to present Lincoln in conference with his cabinet and to bring out his relation with
the various members, particularly with
the irascible Stanton who insists upon
the immediate execution of the boy because of the necessity of enforcing military discipline. A beautiful scene between Lincoln and his little son, Tad, is
used effectively to tell the story of the
soldier's life and to show all the extenuating and heart-wringing circumstances
attendant upon his desertion. Tad, a miniature lieutenant in uniform, presides
over the mock court martial and delivers
the solemn verdict of "not guilty." Lincoln proceeds to enforce his pardon over
the ruling of Stanton whose screen imitator is probably more relentless and implacable than the old war-lord ever was
in his most relentless moments.
The thing of most importance in the
picture is of course the interpretation of
the role of Lincoln. Because of the distinctive and unusual physical appearance
of Lincoln, a faithful physical resem-

blance is absolutely necessary. While it
is true that the close-ups are sometimes
disillusioning and that his stature appears somewhat insignificant when one
recalls the gaunt frame that towered
above the heads of his associates, yet the
impersonation of Ralph Ince is successful
from this standpoint. It is in the recreating of the personality and presence of
the great man that Ince is not so successful. You are continually conscious of the
actor playing the part of Lincoln; you
are never forced to feel even for a moment that the martyred president himself
might be moving before your eyes. Frank
McGlynn in Drinkwater's Abraham Lincoln was able to create that impression
on the stage. Mr. Ince is not so successful on the screen. The role, however,
makes such unusual demands and presents such difficulties in its interpretation
that it is no discredit to a good actor to
have fallen short of the best.
The picture has all the pathos attendant upon war; lovers torn asunder,
mother arms emptied, youth dying tragically and uselessly. And over all is the
dominating figure of Lincoln, the figure
grieving for the sorrows of all those who
mourned. It might have been well to
have lightened the many somber moments
with a few touches of legitimate humor,
just as the flickering firelight fitfully relieves and makes more apparent the darkness of dark objects.
It may be necessary to protect -the sensibilities of an audience and gloss over
the unpleasant things of life, but if one
has ever seen the tortured breath leave a
tired body, a beatific, immaculate death
bed scene is not particularly convincing
or even suitably dramatic. Because of
this method of treatment, the death of
the mother is not as effective as the
producer undoubtedly believed that it
would be.
It is scarcely worth while, after all,
to pick flaws in a production whose
purpose is so sincere and which deals
with a subject so patriotic and so stimulating. Familiarity with the warm, per-
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sonal aspect of a vital national struggle,
acquaintance with one of the greatest
men of the past, and a lesson in what are

reel. With instinct still a primary impulse,
nevertheless man, like the higher animals,
may choose his mate and care for the

the essentials of life — these are a few'
of the things that a child will gain from
seeing this picture. This picture is released by the Select Pictures Corp.
* * * *

children to whom he- wills the "gift of
life." This division of the picture is composed almost entirely of conventional diagrams, showing the reproductive organs
of woman, and the growth of the human
embryo. At the very last, a glimpse of
a young mother lying in a hospital, a
nurse putting a baby in her arms, and an
anxious father waiting outside is designed
evidently to give a touch of reality and
sentiment to the truths which have been
set forth. This attempt to combine the
sentimental with the scientific is, as
usual, of doubtful effectiveness.
As a whole, the subject is handled with
admirable clearness and reticence; the
treatment of the details is at all times
most scholarly and scientific. What might
be called the theme — the demonstrating
of the fact that reproduction, one of the
most natural and necessary processes, becomes more and more complex until it
reaches its highest form in man — runs
through all four reels, unifying and cohering them.
The first two of these reels, particularly, should be of value for classroom
use in connection with such subjects as
zoology and botany, while the last two in
the hands of a judicious lecturer can be
used to great advantage in courses on sex
hygiene. These reels are not for general,
popular use.

THE

GIFT

OF

LIFE

THE GIFT OF LIFE is one of a
number of films produced by the
American Social Hygiene Association for scientific use in high schools,
colleges, parent-teachers' associations, etc.
In four reels it sketches rapidly typical
reproductive processes of plants and animals from the microscopic amoeba to man
himself. By means of photographs of
their habitats and animated diagrams
which are remarkably well done, a vivid
summary of the outstanding facts of
plant and animal perpetuation is quickly
effected.
The first reel affords interesting views
of laboratory methods as a small boy is
introduced to a microscope and given a
glimpse of the fluid, restless outlines of
an actual amoeba. Then pictures of cell
division in yeast and ulothrix are shown.
Much magnified stalks of oedogonium,
which when mature release two different
kinds of cells, give the first indication of
sex in the reproductive process.
The second reel is an exposition of the
pollen method of fertilization and as examples we are given excellent glimpses
of the rock rose, Indian corn and pussy
willow. The point is made that plants
of this sort depend upon chance and the
more or less favorable circumstances of
nature for their fertilization, while man
is endowed with the power of choice and
a spiritual comprehension of his acts
which lifts him high above every other
form of life.
A higher stage in the process of reproduction is dealt with in the third reel
which illustrates with great detail the
laying and fertilization of salmon eggs
and the development of an embryo chick.
The curious way in which the kangaroo
mother guards her young is included and
the herding instinct of cattle is pointed
out as precursor of clan life among men.
Man is the subject of the fourth and last

THE

STORY

OF

A

STICK

IT IS seldom that an industrial film
gives such a clear exposition of an
important industry as does the onereel film, THE STORY OF A STICK, of
the Long Bell Lumber Company. The
picture is so planned that it has a popular
as well as a scientific interest. The view
of an old man whittling out a toy boat
for his little grandson at the beginning
of the picture, as he tells him the life
story of the piec.e of wood he is using,
is an engaging human interest device.
The first step in the process is. the
marking of the stately pine trees that are
doomed. There are two or three remarkable shots showing
the giants crash(Concluded on page 42)

THE FILM FIELD
THE
number of "educational films" produced by the professional motionpicture companies is increasing, and the quality is steadily improving. We
shall list fifty to one hundred each month.
Any exchange or producer listed
in this department will gladly send full information on their service in general
or on any particular film.
general, -films should
schoolIn children.
HOW

be viewed by qualified judges before shown
TO USE

THESE

to

LISTS

Select titles which interest you from the List of Films.
Write the bracketed name or names following the title.
The names printed in Italics are Exchanges; address of the branch
nearest you will be found in the Eeference List of Commercial
The names printed in Eoman are Producers; address will be found
Film Exchanges (beginning on page 40).
under Eeference List of Producer (page 40).
Always- write to the Exchange when, given — otherwise tq the Producer FOR FULL INFORMATION, MENTIONING VlSUAL EDUCATION.

LIST OF FILMS
(In offering these selections, Visual Education
or suitability of the films. This can be done only
the picture. The list represents merely the most
from data given out by the producing companies.

in no way guarantees the value
when we have personally viewed
careful choice possible to make
Only the films reviewed by our

staff under the department "Films Viewed and Reviewed" should be considered as
having Visual Education's recommendation, qualified or unqualified, as the case
may be.)
All entries are 1 reel (1,000 ft.) in length unless otherwise specified.
TRAVELOGUES
AND
SCENICS
___
„T „
• w~
,^
UNDER
CUBAN
SKIES.
(Burton
Holmes) (Famous Players-Lasky) Many
thirsty souls will deplore the fact that
this tour of the city of Havana must be
made vicariously. It is a very interesting
cinematic trip, however, showing the harbor and the old fortress, many of the
buildmgs, ancient and modern, and
glimpses ahso of quaint Cuban life
)^?/«^J0?ta??ri^fcy)(B^m
Holmes
water-front of Alexandria
mcturesaue
the

QUAINT
KUALA
LUMPUR.
(Burton
Holmes) (Famous Players - Lasky) The
capital of the Malay Federated States with
views of its citizens and of the country
surrounding. Mr. Holmes also secured
shots of the rites and preparations incidental upon worship in the Mohammedan
mosque. It is interesting to see the
clumsy primitive river boats drifting beneath modern steel bridges,
MEMORIES OF OLD MALACCA. (Bur- Lasky)
(Famous
Holmes) taken
J™
part
southern
in the Players
Thls Picture,

E^ySt? ac?o?setheatbirui MedUefranSnTo
the
Italian seaport of Brindisi. Mr. Holmes
includes in this fifteen minute
voyage
views of the staunch, old Appian Way.
(Burton
CANTON.
IN
UP
CATCHING
Holmes)
(Famous Players-Lasky) As the
title indicates, this picture shows very
clearly the strange mingling of old and
new civilization in this huge city of the
Orient. Among the old things are shown
the four hundred year city wall, now b'eing torn down, and the old quarter.

£«* ™?7 *^^*^&™?**7a
^??lestr^e
ThSl
7 remarkable
bit
?e rZ^- ^gn ,' J~
■ re„ is+Jl
~ •- rKaDi +K}1
l^^l bem&
^% scientifically
^f^TJfi^w 'extracted.
Pt°rS^
cobra
THE MAMBUTI
PIGMIES. (Famous
Players-Lasky) The Paramount-Vandenbergh Expedition made this picture in
British East Africa. This is a most informational film, being an exposition of
a race in the process of extinction. The
diminutive members of the tribe are most
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primitive and frank in their costumes and
habits and so unused to strangers were
they that it was necessary to coax them
before the camera with salt.
PATHS OF GLORY. (Chester Outing)
(Educ, Films Corp.) The paths-of glory
are the ancient statue-lined roadways
near Pekin over which the bodies of dead
emperors were carried to their tombs in
the cedar groves. Now great camel caravans with wool from Mongolia come and
go over these highways. This film in its
progress brings you to the great market
place and the Chinese "White House.
WILL Films
O' THE
WISP.
Scenic)in
(Educ.
Corp.)
You (Bruce
are warned
the beginning that this is a record of a
motion picture expedition that failed to
get any pictures, but before you come to
the end you feel that the picture of the
efforts to get shots makes a remarkable
reel in itself.
VOICES OF THE SEA. (Bruce Scenic)
(Educ. Films Corp.) These scenes of the
sea and its shores in various moods make
it easy to understand the title.
IN DUTCH. (Educ. Films Corp.) A
rather slangy title for a splendid reel of
Dutch life, with beautiful photography
and vivid and comprehensive contents.
The dykes and sand-dunes holding the sea
at bay, canals, market-places, citizens at
work and play, the Dutch militia and
many other details are all shown.
SOMETHING TO WORRY
ABOUT.
(Chester Outing). (Educ. Films Corp.)
Yellowstone Park all dressed up for winter with close-ups of the geysers and some
of the animals that frequent the place.
And what has the title to do with this
reel? Maybe the travelers using skis can
answer that question.
IT'S A GREAT LIFE — "IF." (Educ. Films
Corp.)
Bay Travel
Special has After
shown this
you Hudson's
the difficulties
in getting
pictures and building a camp and seining for
fish with the thermometer fifty degrees below,
you can finish the title for yourself.
LOST — A YODEL. (Chester Outing)
(Educ. Films Corp.) Beautiful views of
the eternally white peaks of the Alps.
The yodel was lost together with the traveler's breath upon
the steep (Educ.
ascent. Films
NORTHERN
NORWAY.
Corp.) Northern Norway is very far north
and this reel- will show you fifteen feet of
snow on the railroad, fjords that unlock
their ice for but four months a year, and
Hammerfest that thrives pluckily up by the
Arctic circle.
SULTANS OF THE SEA. (Chester Outing) (Educ. Films Corp.) The first part
taken about Cape Horn shows hosts of
sea-lions, unwieldy lords of the icy
waters; the second part shows two Chileans with ordinary tools most dexterously
carving stirrups from a solid section of
tree.
MY ADIRONDACKS OUTING. (Kineto
Co. of Amer.) A beautiful scenic beautifully titled with selections from Wordsworth.
THE HOLY CITY. (Kineto Co. of Amer.)
Pictures of Jerusalem which demonstrate
that the centuries have touched but
lightly the customs of the people and that
modern life there differs but slightly from
life in Biblical times. The captions are
quotations from the Bible.
DAILY LIFE IN MODERN JERUSALEM.
(Kineto Co. of Amer.) Showing the
methods of educational and religious instruction and ending with views of the
walls of the city and of the different peoples who throng its ways. There are also
glimpses of the town of Bethlehem.
IN GYPSY LAND. (Kineto Co. of Amer.)
A pictorial description of gypsy life -which
proves that these strange people are, after
all, much like other folks.
The last part

Education
of the reel is devoted to the true gypsies,
the Romany
tribe.
BEAUTY SPOTS. (Kineto Co. of Amer.)
An Urban Review presenting the famed
Magnolia on the Ashley at Charleston, a
fishermans' paradise in Nova Scotia, and
apple blossom time in the same place.
GYPSY SCIENTISTS. (Bray) (Goldwyn)
A pack train trip through the Cascade
Mountains, in the state of Washington
photographed by Wm. and Irene Finley.
There are beautiful views of the gorges
of the Skagit river and intimate glimpses
of wild animals made with a telephoto
lens.
THE UNSHOD SOLDIERS OF THE
KING. (Bray Pictograph 7073) (Goldwyn)
These shoeless feet belong to the Malaysian, Siamese and Hindu soldiers of the
Cambodian army in Indo-China. These
men, trained by French officers, are shown
marching, hurdling, climbing and jumptioning.are Some
alsoprimitive
shown. modes of transportaTHE NORTH WINDS MASONRY. (Ford)
(Federated Film Exchanges) Scenes made of
Niagara when it drapes itself with white
against the winter's cold.
ALASKAN REVELATIONS. (Prizma)
How an iceberg is born; the strange
shapes
thaticefields;
the tortured
"water takes
in
the
silent
the vegetation
in the
glacial regions.
INDUSTRIAL
THE SLATE INDUSTRY. (Beseler.)
From quarry to school slate showing the
intermediate processes of blasting, loosening huge slabs, raising with derricks, cutting, chiseling and polishing.
THE BANANA. (Ford Weekly.) (Federated Film Exchanges.) An expository
film that gives much clear information as
to the extent of the banana industry in
Jamaica, including the preparation of the
fields, the type of labor employed, and the
methods of gathering and shipping of the
product.
JAPANESE-AMERICAN FISHING INDUSTRY AT SANTA MONICA. (Beseler.)
Sea bass, cleaning fish, sea gulls, sardine
industry, mending and casting nets, hauling in the fishes, transferring fish to factory, baking, canning, oiling, sealing boxes,
shipping.
LIQUID GOLD IN TEXAS. (Kineto Co.
of Amer.) This liquid gold is nothing else
than oil as may be easily surmised and
the picture shows the production end,
drilling, conveying, refining, piping, etc.
THE ELEMENTS OF THE AUTOMOBILE. (Leventhal-Bray Pictures Corp.)
A fine industrial picture indorsed by the
United States Motor Transport Corporation that should be of interest to all motor
owners, peller
visualizing
the -wheels, differential,
axles, proshafts, transmission,
engine, carburetor, ignition and other
parts of a motor.
FROM COCOON TO KIMONO. (Burton
Holmes. (Famous Players-Lasky.) The
transition from cocoon to kimono as pictured here involves all phases of the silk
industry in Japan — hatching and feeding
of silk-worms, forming of the cocoon, killing of the worms and the unwinding of the
1,000 yards of silk from each cocoon.
FULL SPEED AHEAD. (Educ. Films
Corp.) Showing how essential the little tug
boat is to the shipping in the great harbor
of New York City.
HANDLING AND STORING COTTON IN
THE LARGEST COTTON WAREHOUSE
IN THE WORLD. (Harcol Film Co.) Two
reels. The vast New Orleans system is the
one which is so carefully pictured in these
HOW
GRAPH

TO
1146.

OPERATE THE MULTI(Y. M. C. A.)
The multi-

The Film Field
graph is a machine of such importance in
the business world that any informational
film concerning- it must be of value.
THE PORT AND THE PEOPLE. (Harcol Film Co.) Three reels. A picture
demonstrating how the state of Alabama
has improved her port facilities and also
what the plans are for the future.
GOOD-BYE, BOLL WEEVIL. (Bureau
of Entomology.) (Dept. of Agric.) Two
reels. Showing the calcium arsenate
method of combating the boll weevil; the
various types of poisoning machinery;
methods of application; tests of poisoningmaterial made by the Federal government,
and seizures of material condemned as
unsafe for use; a story of the experience
of four cotton growers runs through the
picture.
A PLANT DISEASE AND HOW IT
SPREADS. (Bureau of Plant Industry.
(Dept. of Agric.) A. microscopic and field
study of rhubarb blight, used as an example to show the workings of the minute
organisms that cause plant diseases; about
half of the scenes were photographed
through a high-powered microscope; despite the technical subject the picture is
suitable
for use before non-technical spectators.
INDUSTRIAL
FILMS
PRODUCED
BY
COMMERCIAL
COMPANIES
(The industry pictured is indicated by the
firm name. Write direct to the company for
information. )
OHIO VARNISH CO., Cleveland, Ohio.
COLONIAL LAUNDRY CO., St. Louis, Mo.
ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH CO., 10 South
Wabash Av., Chicago, 111.
ATCHESON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE R. R,
Chicago, 111.
WINCHESTER
REPEATING
ARMS
CO.,
New Haven, Conn.
POSTUM CEREAL CO., Battle Creek, Mich.
UNITED STATES GYPSUM CO., 205 W.
Monroe
St., Chicago, 111.
ARMY MEDICAL MUSEUM, Washington,
D. C.
SKINNER SILKS CO., 4th Av. and 17th
St., New York City.
PERTH AMBOY CHEMICAL CO., 100
William St., New York City.
HISTORY,

BIOLOGY AND THE NATURAL,
SCIENCES
THE SCIENCE OF A SOAP BUBBLE.
(Kineto Co. of Amer.) Bubbles, drops and
jets owe their characteristics to the fact
that all liquids behave as though their
surfaces were confined in an elastic skin,
known
as the asurface
film sustains
needle,film,
alsoclean
fromwater's
wire,
watch-spring floated, movement of camphor on water, how nature uses the film,
gnat larvae and pupae would sink without the film to cling to, etc.
WATER BABIES. (Kineto Co. of Amer.)
Elephant taking bath, frog, capybara, the
largest rodent found in South American
rivers, hippopotamus in its native element,
hippo and young in captivity, pigmy hippopotamus, newts, salamander, otter,
fresh-water turtles in a tank^ sea-turtle
waving its powerful flappers, polar bear at
play, young seal, sea-lions, sea-elephant,
walrus playing musical instrument.
VEGETARIANS. (Kineto Co, of Amer.)
Short shots showing non-meat eating animals, jack rabbits, elephant, fruit bat,
kangaroos,
rhinoceros. zebras, goats, sheep, musk-ox,
GOLDWYN-BRAY PICTOGRAPH 480.
(Goldwyn.) A reel entitled "Songbirds as
Citizens," which offers a valuable lesson
to Americans as to the necessity of preserving bird-life in the United States. The
damage
done by various
destructive
in-
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sects is shown together with the antidote
in the form of songbirds.
THE CARE OF THE TEETH. ( Universal.) Two reels. A film put out by the
United Drug Company, showing the structure of the teeth, enamel, cementum, dentine, pulp chamber, decay, children sucking fingers, baby-pacifier, too early extraction, X-ray, normal condition, necrosis,
unerupted tooth, abscesses, filling the
teeth, tartar, nerve system, mouth hygiene.
THE BERTILLON SYSTEM. (Atlas Educ.
Film Co.) An interesting film of this
scientific method of detection.
ROCKY MOUNTAINS. (Society for Visual Education.) This reel shows the surface features with diagrams of the formation of the same. National Park scenes;
mining; ranches; cities.
PACIFIC MOUNTAINS AND LOWLANDS. (Society for Visual Education.)
The surface features (valleys and mountains); diagrams of formation; resources
and occupations
ing, lumbering). (mining, agriculture, fishHOW A BLOSSOM OPENS. (Beseler.)
Showing the actual birth of leaves and
flowers, an action in nature too slow to be
viewed with the normal sight. The picture increases the action 11,000 times.
ZOOLOGY, COELENTERATES. (Beseler.) Jellyfish, cydippes, siphonophora,
medusae, rhysostome, noctiluca pelagidae,
the girdle of Venus, the boroe.
THE TIGER. (Ditmar) (Ed. Films Corp.)
Presenting various kinds of tigers; the
Malaysian tiger, Bengal tiger, Siberian
tiger, leopards, jaguars, etc.
WALKING TO HEALTH. (Carter Cinema
Co.) Walking as the best means of increasing the circulation of the blood and
thus of acquiring and retaining health.
OUR CHILDREN. (Carter Cinema Co.)
2 reels. Illustrating the weighing and
measuring, feeding and scientific care of
children,
activities. including play and out-of-door
EXERCISE AND KEEP WELL. (Community Motion Picture Bureau.) What is
being done in various cities to encourage
outdoor exercise — rowing and swimming
as a part of the regular school course in
Oakland, California. Boston high school
boys in a four-oared rowing contest, and
boys and girls competing in a 50-yard
dash are among the views shown. Interesting scenes in Washington, D. C, during
the first water contest conducted exclusively for women, are also included, and
the camp maintained by Los Angeles for
girls shows the vacationists eating, tramping and enjoying out-of-door life.
NEWS
WEEKLIES
AND REVIEWS
PATHE REVIEW 8 5. (Pathe) Travelaugh; tinted views of Engelberg mountains in the Swiss Alps; making of cream
puffs demonstrated by the chef to the late
Queen Victoria; ultra rapid camera picfence. tures of a police dog jumping a seven-foot
PATHE REVIEW 89. (Pathe.)- Travelaugh; tinted views of an airplane flight;
making of masks by Benda, the artist;
shots of New York curb market; tinted
views of Japan.
PATHE REVIEW 90. (Pathe.) Views
of Ausable Chasm, Clinton Co., N. Y. ; the
Ausable River and Falls, down the rapids,
the back waters; the lost art of the
Roman bronze casting discovered; process
of gelatine moulds, molten bronze, washing in sulphuric acid, the finished statue;
a real Polar bear hunt in Iceland, 400 lb.
bear being dragged over ice; Pathe Color.
Tulip
closing.time, varieties of tulips opening and
PATHE REVIEW 92. (Pathe.) The
country made famous by the Leatherstocking Tales of Cooper;
Monuments
to
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Cooper; dance of the Tambourine to slow
motion camera; manufacture of paper
flowers; ruins about Carthage.
GOLDWYN - BRAY PICTOGRAPH
476.
(Goldwyn.) Technical Drawings showing
the workings of the Safe Combination; a
scenic of a visit to St. Thomas' Island in
the Lesser Antilles; animated cartoon of
Krazy Kat.
CHAS. URBAN'S MOVIE
CHAT
9.
(Kineto Co. of Amer.) Milking by machinery, sampling and testing the milk,
cans emptied into sterilizing vats, cleaning empty cans, cooling the milk by passing over glass encased coils, refilling cans;
at Northampton Polytechnic Institute,
London, is installed the most powerful
metal testing machine in existence; pictures of snails.
CHAS. URBAN'S MOVIE
CHAT
36.
(Kineto Co. of Amer.) Scenic views of
Geneva, Switzerland ; Indian children in
national dances; the Spanish game of
Pelota, showing the making of ball and
basket, the game; the hatching of salmon
eggs, the newly hatched salmon, action of
two chambered heart, various phases of
growth up to six inches long; casting for
trout; American soldiers arriving home
from Europe.
CHAS. URBAN'S MOVIE
CHAT
44.
(Kineto Co. of Amer.) Firemen of Cairo,
Egypt, drilling; value of the Russian
ruble in 1919; Polish refugee children on
way home; Sir Lipton entertains convalescent soldiers on his yacht; American
soldiers and Red Cross nurses at Winchester Park, England; the raccoon and
his habits,
in captivity.
PATHE NEWS
14. (Pathe.) Omaha,
Neb., school for women aviators; San
Francisco, anti-Pekin parade on Chinese
New
day;Nice,
NewFrance,
Orleans,
La., carniMardi
Gras Year's
carnival;
flower
val; Albany, strike of 1,200 trolley employees; New York City, prize winners at

Education
Annual Dog Show; Thomas Edison on 74th
birthday; Miami, Florida, power boat regatta; New York City, quarantine officials
inspect passengers from typhus infected
districts in Europe.
PATH10 NEWS 15. (Pathe.) New York
City, Columbia College honors memory of
the late Mayor Mitchell; Syracuse, N. Y.,
college crew practicing for rowing regatta; St. Augustine, Fla., President-elect
Harding on his vacation trip; Taranto,
Italy, Italian dreadnought Leonardo Da
Vinci, sunk in 1916, slowly righting herself; State College, Pennsylvania, boys
taking lessons in cooking; scenes of the
tornado in Georgia; Nice, France, carnival;
New York City, pictures of Enrico Caruso;
Washington, D. C, President Wilson and
his cabinet as constituted at the close of
his administration.
INTERNATIONAL
NEWS
13. (Universal.) Philadelphia, greatest of hospital
ships completed, glimpses into operation
rooms; Chicago, steam rollers in race;
San Francisco, Chinese oppose loan to
home-land; New York City, Ignace Jan
Paderewski and Lieutenant Charles Nungesser, French Ace, arriving in New York;
Miami, Fla., power boat race; New Orleans, La., Mardi Gras Carnival; Scranton,
Pa., mine caves in; Miami, palatial yacht
destroyed by fire; Panama, airplane views
of the canal city of Balboa,
cartoon.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS
14. ( Universal.) Washington, D. C, Woman's Party
in grand convention; New York City, fashions; Archbishop Dennis J. Dougherty
sails for Rome; Madrid, Queen Victoria of
Spain; Athens, Greece, King Constantine
working at his desk; Hollywood. Calif.,
Guinea-pig farm; Everglades, Fla., the
last of the Seminoles; San Francisco, girl
in daring dance on an unfinished skyscraper; Perrine, Fla., raccoon hunt for
President-elect Harding; New York City,
Pictures of Enrico Caruso.

Reference List of Producers
Harcol Film Company,
Atlas Educational Film Co.,
1111 South Blvd, Oak Park, 111.
330 Camp St., New Orleans, La.
Beseler Educational Film Co.,
Kineto Company of America,
71 W. 23rd St., New York City.
71 W. 23rd St., New York City.
Carter Cinema Co.,
Leventhal-Bray Pictures Co.,
220 W. 42nd St., New York City.
23 E. 26th St., New York City.
Community Motion Picture Bureau,
Y. M. C. A. — Motion Picture Bureau,
46 W. 24th St., New York City.
347 Madison Av., New York City.
Society for Visual Education,
327 S. LaSalle St., Chicago, 111.

Reference List of Commercial Film Exchanges
BUREAU

DEPARTMENT

, (Address all inquiries to the nearest exchange)
OF
EDUCATION
Bloomington, Ind.

OF THE

INTERIOR

B^Bto^M^™^

F* W'

Sh°Ckl6y

Qualified State Distributing CenterState Departmeiit of P "^^"g^j,
• u
, /■>■ ,,
■»«-•
Boulder, Col.
Agricultural College, Miss
University of Colorado. . .H. R. Spangler
Mississippi
Agricultural
and
MeBuffalo
NY
v
8
chanical College
Claud H. Tingle
Buffalo Society of Natural Science. .
Ames, la.
C. E. Cummingi
Iowa State College
Charles Roach Burlington, Vt.
Ann Arbor, Mich.
.
.
University of Vermont
Guy G. Bailey
University of Michigan. .W. D. Henderson Charlotteville, Va.
Athens, Ga
/
University of Virginia.. Charles G. Maphis
University of Georgia
Roger N. Hill Cleveland, O
Austin, Tex.
Cleveland Normal Training School..
University of Texas
Wm. R. Duffey
W N Gregory
Berkeley
Calif.
College Park, Md.
University of California
Maryland State College of AgriculLeon J. Richardson
ture
C. S. Richardson
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Columbia, Mo.
New York City
729 Seventh Av.
Omaha, Neb
University of Missouri. . .C. H. Williams
1312y2 Farnum St.
Columbia, S. C.
Philadelphia, Pa
1309 Vine St
University of South Carolina
Pittsburgh, Pa
119 Ninth St
Reed Smith
St. Louis, Mo
617
N. Grand Av
Eugene, Ore.
San Francisco, Calif.. 168 Golden Gate Av.
University of Oregon . . . .John C. Almack
Seattle, Wash
2014 Third Av
Fayetteville, Arkansas
Washington. D. C
916 G St. N. w!
University of Arkansas. . . . A. M. Harding
Gainesville, Fla.
FAMOUS
PLAYERS-LASKY
CORP.
University of Florida
B. C. Riley
Iowa City, la.
Albany,
N.
Y
33
Orange
St.
University of Iowa....O. E. Klingaman
Atlanta, Ga
51 Luckie St.
Knoxville, Tenn.
Boston,
Mass
8 Shawmut St
University of Tennessee
Charles E. Ferris
guffalo
145 Franklin St.
Charlotte,NY
N. .C
Lawrence,
Kan.
28 W. 4th St.
Chicago, 111
University of Kansas. .Harold C. Ingham
. . 845 S. Wabash Av.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Lexington, Ky.
107 W 3d St
University of Kentucky
Wellington Patrick
Cleveland,Texas
Ohio
811 Commerce
Prospect Av.'
Dallas,
1902
St.
Lincoln, Neb.
Denver
Colo
1747 Welton St.
University of Nebraska. .. .G. E. Condra
Des Moines, Iowa
415 W. 8th St.
Madison, Wis.
University of Wisconsin. .Wm. H. Dudley
Kansas
5* ™]t> City,
^lch \Y
63 E-Broadwa
Elizabeth
Mo
.2024
y AvSt.
Minneapolis, Minn.
University of Minnesota. .J. V. Ankeney
Los Angeles,
Calif
112
w1st 9th
Minneap
olis,
Minn
608
Av. St'
N
Missoula, Mont.
State University
E. O. Sisson
New Orleans,
Haven, Conn
.132
Meadow
St.'
New
La
814
Perdido
St.
Morgantown, W. Va.
New York City
729 7th Av
•West Virginia University
L. B. Hill
Natchitoches, La.
Oklahoma
City.
Okla
128
W.
3d
St"
State Normal School
L. J. Alleman
g^fkj1' hia,
Neb...Pa
2081219S. ^ine
13th St
St!
Philadelp
New Brunswick, N. J.
Pittsburgh, Pa
1018 Forbes St.
Rutgers College
W. M. Demarest
Portland, Me
Normal, 111.
85 Market St.
Portland, Ore
Illinois State Normal University. . . .
14 n 9th St
David Felmley
Salt Lake City, Utah.. 133 E. 2d South St.
Norman, Okla.
San Francisco, Calif
821 Market St.
University of Oklahoma. . .J. W. Scroggs
Seattle, Wash
2017-19 3d St.
Philadelphia, Pa.
St. Louis, Mo
3929 Olive St.
The Commercial Museum
Washington, D. C
421 10th St. N. W.
Chas. R. Toothaker
Pittsburgh, Pa.
FEDERATED FILM ECHMGES
University of Pittsburgh. .. .J. H. Kelly
Providence, R. I.
Albany,
N. Y. Empire State Film Corp.
Brown University.
Walter Jacobs
Atlanta, Ga.
Pearce Films.
146 Marietta St.
Pullman, Wash.
State College of Washington
Baltimore, Md.
Federated Film Exchange,
F. F. Nalder
412 E. Baltimore St..
Raleigh, N. C.
Boston, Mass.
Federated
Film Exchange,
Bureau of Community Service
48 Piedmont St.
W. C. Crosby
Buffalo,
N.
Y.
Empire
State
Film Corp.,
Reno, Nev.
327 Main St.
University of Nevada
Chicago,
111.
Celebrated
Players
Film Corp ,
Charles A. Norcross
207 S. Wabash Av.
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Cincinnati,
O.
Standard
Film
Service
Co.,
University of Utah. . . . . .W. F. Reynolds
Film Exchange Bldg.
Tucson, Ariz.
Cleveland,
O.
Standard
Film
Service
Co ,
Sloan
Bldg.
University of Arizona. .Frank Lockwood
University, Ala.
Dallas, Tex.
Specialty Film Co.,
University of Alabama
Jas. Thomas
107 S. St. Paul St.
University, N. D.
Denver,
Colo.
Supreme Photoplay Co.,
1446 Walton
St.
University of North Dakota. .A. H. Toder
Vermillion, S. D.
Des Moines, la.
Greater Productions,
Inc ,
100 E. Locust St.
University of South Dakota
J. C. Tjaden
Detroit,
Mich.
Standard
Film
Service
Co ,
Film Bldg.
EDUCATIONAL
FILMS
CORPORATION
Kansas City, Mo.
Crescent Film Co.,
17th and Main St.
Atlanta, Ga
61 Walton St.
Little Rock, Ark.
Specialty Film Co.,
Boston, Mass
10 Piedmont St.
1114 W. Market St.
Buffalo, N. Y.
327 Main St.
Los Angeles Cal.
Consolidated Film Corp .
Chicago, 111
220 S. State St.
738 N. Olive St.
Cincinnati, O. . .N. W. Cor. 7th & Main Sts.
Milwaukee,
Wis.
Mid-West
Distributing Corp..
Toy Bldg.
Cleveland,
Ohio
,
......501 Standard Theatre, Prospect St.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Merit Film Corp.,
206 Film Exchange Bldg.
Dallas, Texas'.
2003%
Main St.
New
Haven,
Conn.
Federated
Film ExDenver, Colo
1435 Champa St.
change, 139 Meadow St.
Des Moines, Iowa
100 Locust St.
New Orleans, La.
Pearce Films,
Detroit, Mich
63 E. Elizabeth St.
608 Canal St.
Indianapolis, Ind
9 West Market St.
Kansas City, Mo. .5th Floor Film Ex. Bldg
New
N. Y.
729 York,
Seventh
Av. " Empire State Film Corp..
Los Angeles, Calif
732 S. Olive St.
Oklahoma
City, Okla.
Specialty Film Co..
Louisville, Ky
National Theatre Bldg
112 S. Hudson St.
Minneapolis, Minn
407 Loeb Arcade
Omaha,
Neb.
Greater
Productions,
Inc
Milwaukee, Wis
1312% Farnum St.
501 Toy Bldg
New Haven, Conn
128 Meadow St
Philadelphia, Pa.
Masterpiece Film AttracNew Orleans, La
tions, 1235 Vine St.
330 Camp St.
IF YOU SAW. IT HERE, PLEASE
SAY SO
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Pittsburgh, Pa.
Quality Film Corp.,
414 Perry St.
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Supreme
Photoplay
Co., 58 Exchange PI.
San Francisco, Cal. Consolidated Film Corp.,
90 Golden Gate Av.
Scranton, Pa.
Masterpiece Film Attractions.
Seattle, Wash.
Supreme Photoplay Co.,
L'1122 Third Av.
St. Louis, Mo.
United Film Service Co.,
3728 Olive St.
GOLDWYN
DISTRIBUTING
CORPORATION
Atlanta, Ga
Ill Walton St.
Boston, Mass
42 Piedmont St.
Buffalo, N. Y
200 Pearl St.
Chicago, 111
•. 207 S. Wabash Av.
Cincinnati, Ohio
216 E. 5th St.
Cleveland, O...403 Standard Theatre Bldg.
Dallas,- Texas
1922 Main St.
Denver,
Colo
1440 Welton St.
Detroit, Mich
Film Exchange Bldg.
Kansas City, Mo
1120 Walnut St.
Los Angeles, Calif
912 S. Olive St.
Minneapolis, Minn
16 N. 4th St.
New Orleans, La
714 Poydras St.
New York City
509 5th Av.
Omaha, Neb
1508 Howard St.
Philadelphia, Pa
1335 Vine St.
Pittsburgh, Pa
1201 Liberty Av.
Salt Lake City, Utah.. 135 E. 2d South St.
San Francisco, Cal
985 Market St
St. Louis, Mo
3312 Lindell Blvd.
Seattle, Wash
2018 Third Ave.
Washington, D. C
714 11th St. N. W
PATHE
EXCHANGE,
INC.
Albany, N. Y
398 Broadway
Atlanta, Ga
Ill Walton St.
Boston, Mass
7 Isabella St.
Buffalo, N. Y
;
269 Main St.
Charlotte, N. C
2 S. Graham St.
Chicago, 111
220 S. State St.
Cincinnati, Ohio
124 E. 7th St.
Cleveland, Ohio
750 Prospect Av. S. E.
Dallas, Texas
2012% Commerce St.
Denver,
Colo
1436 Welton St.
Des Moines, Iowa
316 W. Locust St.
Detroit, Mich
63 E. Elizabeth St.
Indianapolis, Ind. . .52-54 W. New York St.
Kansas City, Mo
.928 Main St.
Milwaukee, Wis
174 2d St.
Minneapolis, Minn
608 1st Av. N.
Newark, N. J
6 Mechanic St,
New Orleans^ La
936 Common St.
New York City
1600 Broadway
Oklahoma City, Okla
119 S. Hudson St.
Omaha, Neb . . ,
1417 Harney St.
Philadelphia, Pa
211 N. 13th St
Pittsburgh, Pa
938 Penn Av.
Salt Lake City, Utah. . .64 Exchange Place
San
Francisco,
Calif
98'<S 2113
Market
Seattle,
Wash
3d A\St
St. Louis, Mo
3210 Locust St.
Spokane, WashD. C
12 S. 601
Washing-ton
St
Washington,
F St.. N. W.

.Minneapolis, Minn., F. & R. Film Co., Inc.,
4th Floor Loeb Arcade Bldg.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Mid-West Distributing Co.,
Toy Bldg.
New Orleans, La.
Creole Enterprises,
1401 Tulane Ave.
New York, N. Y. Commonwealth Film Corp.,
729 Seventh Av.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Masterpiece Film Attractions, 1329 Vine St.
San Francisco, Calif.
Co-operative Film Exchange, 107 Golden Gate Av.
St. Louis, Mo.
Skouras Brothers Enterprises,
UNIVERSAL,
FILM MFG. CO.
Buffalo, N. Y
35 Church St
Butte, Mont
52 E. Broadwaj
Charleston, W. Va.
Chicago,
111
220 S. State St.
Cincinnati, Ohio
531 Walnut St.
Cleveland, Ohio
850 Prospect Av.
Columbus, Ohio
Denver, Col
1422 Welton St.
Des Moines, Iowa
918-920 Locust Av.
Detroit, Mich
63 E. Elizabeth St.
Evansville,
Ind
Fort Smith, Ark
Indianapolis, Ind
113 W. Georgia St.
Kansas City, Mo
214 E. 12th St.
Los Angeles, Cal
822 S. Olive St.
Louisville, Ky
Milwaukee, Wis
172 2d St.
Minneapolis, Minn
719 Hennepin Av.
Oklahoma City, Okla
116-118 W. 2d St.
Omaha, Neb
1304 Farnum St.
Pittsburgh, Pa
938-940 Penn Av.
Portland, Ore
405-407 Davis St.
Salt Lake City, Utah... 56 Exchange Place
San Francisco, Cal... 121 Golden Gate Av.
Sioux Falls. S. D
Spokane, Wash
16 S. Washington St.
St. Louis, Mo
2116 Locust Av.
Wichita. Kan
209 E. First Av.

PRIZMA
Baltimore,
Md.
Federated
Film Exchange,
412 East Baltimore
St.
Boston, Mass.
Motion Pictures Distributing
Corp., 214 Eliot St.
Chicago, 111. Celebrated Players Film Corp.,
207 South Wabash Av.
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Standard Film Service Co.,
Film Bldg., Seventh and Main Sts.
Cleveland, Ohio.
Standard Film Service Co.,
Sloan Bldg.
Dallas, Tex.
Specialty Film Co.,
107 South St. Paul St.
Denver, Colo.
Supreme Photoplays Co.,
1446 Welton St.
Detroit, Mich.
Standard
Film Service Co.,
Film Bldg., Elizabeth St.
Kansas City. Mo.
Standard Film Corp.,
12 East 17th St.
IF YOU

SAW

IT HERE,

FILMS

VIEWED
AND
VIEWED

RE-

(Concluded from page 36)

ing to the ground. From this point to
the time when we see the finished product incorporated in a lovely southern
home, there are many intermediate operations. Among these are the dragging of
the logs from the forest, loading them
onto trains and unloading them at the
mill-pond, and sawing and sorting and
planing in the mill. The views of the
intricate planning devices are of unusual
interest and are given much footage. In
conclusion, we see the toy boat completed
and the grandfather leading the child up
the path to a handsome frame house,
whose timbers may well have been the
very trees we saw felled and converted
into lumber.
Although this picture was designed primarily for commercial purposes, the reel
just described is certainly valuable from
an educational standpoint. It is released
by the Long Bell Lumber Company, Kansas City, Missouri.
PLEASE

SAY

SO
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Hje ^octetp for ^imal Cbucatton, 3nc
327 South LaSalle Street
Chicago, Illinois

Officers!
Present

Rollin D. Salisbury,
H. L. Clarke,

University of Chicago.

Utilities Development Corporation.

(General Manager
.Carl H. Mote,

327 South La Salle St.

^ecretarp
F. K. Moulton,

University of Chicago.

Committees!
Committee on Americanization
■ Chairman, Willirm F. Russell, University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa.
Guy Stanton Ford,
University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Albert E. Jenks,
University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Frank 0. Lowden,

Raymond

Moley,

The Cleveland Foundation.

Cleveland,

Ohio.

Martin J. Wade

^.^

8fatJ ^^

Q

Washington, D. C.
Ex-Governor of Illinois,
Springfield, 111.
TTT Txr
_
~ E.
„ ■
W. W. Willoughby,
C.
Merriam,
Johns Hopkins University,
Baltimore, Md.

University of Chicago,
Chicago, 111.

Committee on Cibicg
Chairman, Chas. A, Beard, Director of
F. G. Bates,
Indiana University,
Bloomington,
Ind.
F. F. Blachly,
University of Oklahoma,
Athens, Okla.
R. E. Cushman,
University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, Minn.
H. W. Dodds,
Western Reserve University,
Cleveland, Ohio.

N. Y. Bureau of Municipal Research,
H. G. James,
University of Texas,

Austin> Texas
D

C. Knowlton,
The Lincoln School of Teachers College,
New

York, N. Y.

T. H. Reed,
University of California,
Berkeley, Calif.
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Committee on JSiologp
Chairman, John M. Coulter, University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.
R. B. Harvey,
E. G. Conklin,
Princeton University,
Agricultural Experiment Station,
Princeton, N. J.
St. Paul, Minn.
J. A. Drushel,
D.
T.
MacDougall,
Teachers College,
St. Louis, Mo.
Director of the Desert Laborator
W. K. Fisher,
Tucson, Ariz.
Hopkins Marline Station,
E.
Laurence
Palmer,
Pacific Grove, Calif.
Cornell
University,
C. Stuart Gager,
Ithaca, N. Y.
Director Botanic Gardens,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
W. M. Wheeler,
R. F. Griggs,
Harvard University,
University of Ohio,
Cambridge, Mass.
Columbus, Ohio.

Committee on Sftetorp
Chairman, William C. Bagley, Columbia University, New York, N.. Y.
G. S. Ford,
University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, Minn.
S. B. Harding,
University of Chicago.
Chicago, 111.

Miss Frances Morehouse,
University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Joseph Schafer,
University of Oregon,
Eugene, Ore.

Committee on educational experiments
Chairman, William F. Russell, University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa.
G. S. Counts,
T. L. Kelly,
Yale University,
Teachers College, Columbia University,
New Haven, Conn.
New York, N. Y. .
W. S. Monroe,
F. N. Freeman,
University of Illinois,
University of Chicago,
Urbana, 111.
Chicago, 111.
P.
C.
Packer,
M. E. Haggerty,
Board of Education,
University of Minnesota,
Detroit, Mich.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Rudolph Pintner,
V. A. C. Henmon,
Ohio State University,
University of Wisconsin,
Columbus, Ohio.
Madison, Wis.
H. O. Rugg,
Ernest Horn,
Lincoln School of Teachers College,
University of Iowa,
New York, N. Y.
Iowa City, Iowa.
E. K. Strong, Jr.,
W. A. Justice,
Carnegie Institute of Technology,
Director of Visual Education,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Evanston, 111.
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Committee on {Eecfmical (Experiment*
Chairman, F. R. Moulton,

Umversity of Chicago, Chicago,

A. Cogshall,
University of Indiana,
Blooniington, Ind.
A. H. Pfund,
Johns Hopkins University,
Baltimore, Md.

111.

W.

H. B. Lemon,
University of Chicago,
Chicago, 111.

Committee on (©eogtapfjp
Chairman, W. W. Atwood, Clark

University, Worcester, Mass.
Miss Edith Parker,
University of Chicago,
Chicago, 111.

M. J. Ahern, S. J.,
Canisius College,
Buffalo, N. Y.
R. D. Calkins,
Mt. Pleasant Normal School,
Mt. Pleasant, Mich.
C. C. Colby,
University of Chicago,
Chicago, 111.
Elizabeth Fisher,
Wellesley College,
Wellesley, Mass.
H. E. Gregory,

A. E. Parkins,
Geo. Peaoody College for Teachers,
Nashville, Tenn.
D. C. Ridgley,
State Normal School.
Normal, 111.
C. O. Sauer,
University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, Mich.

Yale University, '
New Haven, Conn.
T. M. Hills,
Ohio State University.
Columbus, Ohio.
C. A. McMurry,
Geo. Peaoody College for Teachers.
Nashville, Tenn.
L. C. Packard,
Boston Normal School.
Boston, Mass.

Miss Laura M. Smith,
Geo. Peaoody College for
Nashville, Tenn.

Teachers,

R. H. Whitbeck,
University of Wisconsin.
Madison, Wis.
L. H. Wood,
Kalamazoo Normal School,
Kalamazoo, Mich.

Committee on ^ealtf) anb Sanitation
Chairman, V. C. Vaughan,

University

E. R. Downing,
University of Chicago,
Chicago, 111. *
Simon Flexner,
Rockefeller Institute,
New York, N. Y.
F. M. Gregg,
University of Neoraska,
Lincoln, Nebr.
Ludvig Hektoen,
John McCormick Institute for Infectious Diseases,
Chicago, 111.

of Michigan, Ann Arbor,

Mich.

E. O. Jordan,
University of Chicago,
Chicago, 111.
Wickliffe Rose,
International Health Board,
New York, N. Y.
M. J. Rosenau,
Harvard University,
Cambridge, Mass.
C. E. Turner,
Mass. Inst, of Technology,
Boston, Mass.
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SCHOOLFILMS
The following courses in American History, Geography, Civics,
Nature Study and Hygiene and Sanitation are now being distributed, and additional SCHOOLFILMS are being perfected as
rapidly as a strict adherence to the Society's standards permits.
(Each title is a single reel unless otherwise indicated)
Foundation and Settlement
of the United States
French
Explorations
in North
America
English
Settlements
in North
America
Struggle of French and English for
North America
Breaking Through the Appalachians
War of the American Revolution
Settling the Ohio Valley
The Louisiana
Purchase
and the
Lewis and Clark Expedition
Trans-Mississippi Trails
Across the Rockies to the Pacific

Economic History of the
United States
The Steamboat in U. S. History
Canals in U. S. History
Railroads in U. S. History
Conservation I— Reclaiming Arid
Land by Irrigation
Immigration to the U. S.
The Panama Canal and Its Historical Significance

Civics
A Citizen and His Government —
Parts I and II
C2 reels]
What is Government?
Representative Democracy in the
United States
Growth of Cities and Their Problems

Physical Geography
The Earth and Worlds Beyond
Study of a Mountain Glacier
The Work of Rivers
Study
Features — Low
Shore of Shore
Study
of Shore
Features — Bold
Shore
Formation of Caves in Limestone
Formation of Volcanoes and
TheGeysers
Story of Coral Growth
A Study of Niagara
[2 reels

ready]

Regional Geography
New England — [2Parts
reels] I and II
Middle
Atlantic States— Parts

I

and II
[2— reels]
Southern
States[2
Parts I and II
reels]

Central Plains — Parts I and II
[2 reels]

Great Plains
Western Plateaus
Rocky Mountains
Pacific Mountains and Lowlands

Nature Study

Where
terfly Plants Live
Life-History of the Monarch ButSome Midsummer
Central States

Plants of the

Hygiene and Sanitation
Getting Acquainted with Bacteria —
the Smallest Plants in the World
Waste Disposal in Cities
Conquering the Diphtheria Germ

Each reel is accompanied by a Teacher's Syllabus
containing: outline*,
Juestions, supplementary information
for after-the-showing comment,
and
ull instructions for the most effective presentation of the film.

For prices and other details regarding SCHOOLFILMS
write direct to headquarters

The Society for Visual Education, Inc.
327 South La Salle Street, Chicago
IF YOU

SAW

IT HERE,

PLEASE

SAY

SO
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Schoolfilms -|- Your Projector

MAKE
your projector an active educational tool by giving it
out-and-out educational films to project — not merely informational or recreational films whose educative value, if
present at all, is exceedingly remote.
SCHOOLFILMS fit your course of study. They are designed
by teachers for teachers. They accomplish definite teaching ends.
They will help make your dream of Visual Education come true
for YOUR SCHOOL.

Here Are Six Representative Reels
Let these thumb-nail
outlines' introduce you to the SCHOOLFILMS
Then let the film itself bring results in your classroom.
English Settlements in North America
On an animated map the first English settlements are visualized. Scenics add concreteness. As Dutch and Swedish settlements
are absorbed, the original names fade out
and give place to New York, Albany and
Wilmington. By animated shading the map
indicates how the English settlements spread
inland. The screen pictures the substantial
homes and mills that were built, and a
contrast is developed between the colonizing of the English and the mere exploration
of the French. The Appalachian barrier,
checking further westward movement, is
portrayed by animated map and moving picture views. The map then traces the one
easy pathway to the west, and shows how
the French blocked the way. Thus a background is prepared for the third reel of the
series, "The Struggle Between French and
English for North America."

Canals

in

United

States

History

Designed to bring out the part canals have
played in our economic history. Motion pictures, maps and charts tell the story of the
types of canals built, their location and
importance; the growth in population during
the era of canal-building; the new chapter
in America's commercial development which
began with the opening of the Erie Canal;
the rivalry of the railroad; the climb in rail
rates that has brought the barge canal again
into favor; the meaning of the Panama Canal;
the location of other great waterways proposed for early development, etc.

The

Work

of

Rivers

Another of Dr. W. W. Atwood's remarkable "chalk talks," illustrating the evolution
of river valleys through youth, maturity and
old
age._
"All and
land then
was once
without
he begins,
shows
how valleys,"
through
thousands of years rivers convert the land
into a succession of broad valleys. At first
the valleys are steep and sharply cut. Diagrams illustrate how young valleys like the
Royal Gorge of the Arkansas and the Grand
Canyon of the Colorado were formed, and
then the screen shows them in motion picture. As maturity aproaches, the steep walls
become rounded slopes. In old age the valley
is broad and low, the home of a slow, winding stream. The blackboard makes clear
the origin of flood-plains, deltas, estuaries,
fjords, etc., and interesting scenics throughout add concrete illustration.
Middle Atlantic
States
These two reels cover the region formed
by the Atlantic Coastal Plain and the AppaIF YOU

SAW

idea.

lachian Highlands. They picture the resources which have made this region the
busiest on earth, with great lumbering, manufacturing, mining and farming industries
and unrivaled trade and commerce. Harbors
like that of New York; natural trade routes
such as Delaware Water Gap, the Mohawk
Valley, the Hudson River, etc.; the mountains and lakes of the Adirondack and
Catskill regions, are visualized in a way to
bring out the close tie between geography
and history. Agricultural scenes characteristic of the different sections are shown.
Typical cities studied are New York, Atlantic
City, Washington. Albany, Philadelphia and
Pittsburgh. The Military Academy at West
Point and the U. S. fleet in Hampton Roads
contribute
scenes of special interest.

Life-History of the Monarch

Butterfly

A delightful film, showing in minute detail
every stage of the metamorphosis from caterpillar to butterfly. The larva is seen feeding
on the milkweed leaf, and later spinning the
silk pad from which the chrysalis is to hang.
Shedding its skin, it passes into the pupa
stage. Within the thin walls of the chrysalis case we see the faint outlines of the
developing butterfly. Finally the chrysalis
bursts, a moist, tightly-folded creature staggers forth, dries its wings, and flutters away
— a gorgeous Monarch butterfly. Microscopic
pictures showing the wing structure and
other interesting details are added.

Conquering

the

Diphtheria Germ

A "story-form" film with threefold purpose: to create confidence in American preventive medicine and sanitary science, by
showing how they have conquered the diphtheria scourge; to drive home a warning
that "sore throat" demands prompt attention; to present the main details of diphtheria diagnosis and treatment. The film
shows a child complaining of sore throat,
the doctor taking a culture, and a bacteriologist at the City Health Department
testing for diphtheria. Antitoxin is given,
and the action transfers to an antitoxin
laboratory to show how this substance is
prepared. Microphotography is introduced to
add interest and clearness. The reel closes
with a picture of the little patient again at
olay, and a final suggestion as i-o the vital
importance of prompt treatment for diphtheria cases. An authoritative and highly
effective film, produced by Dr. C. E. Turner
of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
with the co-operation of the Boston City
Hospital and the Massachusetts State Vaccine and Antitoxin
Laboratory.
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"A CITIZEN AND HIS GOVERNMENT"

PROVIDING A PURE WATER SUPPLY IS AN
. IMPORTANT
GOVERNMENT
SERVICE

A SURVEY OP THE FILM
Purpose: To serve as an introduction to
the study of Civics by showing the student
that government is not something theoretical
and far-away, but that it is close about us
every hour of the day, actively caring for
our interests — our health, safety, property
and general well-being. Further, government
is not primarily concerned in legislating
a^ain^t criminals and in punishing them; its
work is rather service for the average lawabiding citizen. "A Citizen and His Government" is designed to make the pupil understand these fundamental facts and to arouse
in him an interest in the theory and practice
of our government.

*

»

*

The film opens with Frank, an American
mechanic, preparing to sprinkle the lawn of
his comfortable little home. He is followed

AMERICA'S FINEST
PUBLICIN

OUR

GOVERNMENT

SCHOOLS
THE
WORLD ARE

SAF :guards
LIVES

THE

our

outdoors by Joe, newly arrived from the "Old
Country." To Frank's cheery morning greeting, Joe replies that he did not sleep well :
there were lights outside all night, and he
feared the police. He is assured that it is
for our protection the government lights
the streets, and that honest men have nothing to fear from the police.
Joe asks whether Frank has to pump the
water himself. He learns that the government not only manages the water system, but
takes pains to keep the water pure. Frank's
young son returns from the store with a loaf
of bread and a bottle of milk, and Joe is
shown the labels guaranteeing full weight
and purity — rlabels which the government requires producers to furnish.
Breakfast over, Frank is off for his work.
Joe accompanies him, eagerly observant of
his new environment. They pass a number
of churches and a Jewish synagogue. Joe is
clearly puzzled over the variety of denominations ;in his country there is one supreme,
established faith. Frank explains that the
American government guarantees religious
freedom to all. As they approach another
imposing structure, Joe is amazed to learn
that it is here Frank sends his children to
school. "You must be very rich!" he exclaims. "No," says Frank, "our public schools
are free and they're the best in the world."
At the corner a traffic policeman halts the
stream of automobiles to allow pedestrians
tp cross in safety. Frank tells him that we
all have the same rights to the streets, and
explains some of the city's "Safety First"
regulations. He points out a "Free Dispensary" sign on a big hospital, and tells Joe
that poor people coming here are given free
medical attention. As a fire engine clatters
past, Frank says proudly: "My government
protects my little cottage as well as the big-

FREE MEDICAL

TREATMENT
POOR

FOR

THE

buildings." the factory, Frank returns the
On gest
reaching

The

Society for Visual

greetings of fellow-workmen. Joe wonders
at the absence of children. "Young: children
are not permitted to work in factories,"
Frank informs him ; "our government wants
them to play and g-o to school, so that they
will grow up into strong and useful citizens."
Adult workers, he adds, are also protected
by the government, for there _are laws requiring- safety devices on machinery and insurance of workers against injury.
That afternoon, his day's work done, Frank
takes Joe to a city park. On the tennis
courts, the children's playground, the bathingbeach, the roque court and the baseball diamonds, they find young and old at play.
"Who provides all these things?" marvels
Joe. "Our government," Frank replies, "and
they are all free to everybody." At the Public Library Joe learns that the government
will lend him good books, and that at its free
night schools he can learn to read, write and
speak English.
Later, as they sit on the porch awaiting
the supper call, Joe suddenly remarks : "The
government seems to do almost everything
for you." "1 didn't realize myself how much
it does," confesses Frank, "until I began to
show you !" "But where does your government get the money to do so much?" 'Trom
taxes ; we gladly pay our government to
work for us." This makes Joe remark that
Frank must have to pay almost everything
he makes. He is dumfounded to hear that
Frank's taxes for a whole year amount only
to his earnings in three days.
"But if 3'our government does so much
for you, it must own you !" Joe exclaims, a
little suspiciously. "No," he is assured, "not
even the President of the United States himself can enter my house against my will
without a warrant."
Having been told that America has no
king, Joe points inquiringly to a group of
men standing opposite, with, bared heads.
For answer Frank leads him to a Boy Scout
encampment across the street, where a flag
Hies majestically from its tall staff. Frank
says,, simply : "The only thing Ave take our
hats off to" — and, taught by example, Joe
renders his first salute to the Stars and
Stripes.
Used in schools in connection with the Civics course, this film furnishes an admirable
starting-point for discussing other governmental benefits besides those illustrated. It
supplies a basis for study of some of the
simple political concepts underlying our system of government. It contains a wealth of
material. on which to base stimulating lessons
on the personal duties and responsibilities
that devolve upon every good citizen.
"A Citizen and His Government" lends itself both to the "project method" so widely
employed in schools today, and to the "forum
method" of treatment adopted for use with
older groups. From every scene a direct and
useful lesson in good citizenship can be
drawn.
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THE GOVERNMENT PROTECTS
PROPERTY FROM FIRE

YOUNG CHILDREN MAY
FACTORIES. SAYS OUR

BOYS

OUR

AND

OUR

NOT WORK IN
GOVERNMENT

GIRLS NEED

TO. PLAY

GOVERNMENT PROVIDES
TION FOR ALL AGES

RECREA-

Tin-; Society for Visual Education

SCHOOLSLIDES
S. V. E. Slide Library Now Includes
the Celebrated Woodruff Collection

The S. U. E.
Acquires

in the 2,000 negatives of the Woodruff collection, wha*
is ranked as the finest library of educational slides in
the world for its particular field. These slides cover
the animal and wild-plant life of North America. They
picture birds, beasts and insects — fish and snakes —
trees, shrubs, weeds and flowers — roots, fruits and
seeds. They represent the results of a lifetime of
travel, study and research.

Frank M.
Woodruff

Curator of the Museum

of Natural History of the

Chicago Academy
of He
Sciences,
is one
of America'
foremost
naturalists.
is not only
a scholar,
but ans
expert photographer, and the studies selected for these
SCHOOLSLIDES will be found as unusual in technique as in subject-matter.

The Series
Idea

adopted as a basic plan of SCHOOLSLIDES Library,
is one of the outstanding features of Mr. Woodruff s
collection. For example, instead of two or three unorganized slides on the black tern, he has pictured its
complete life-history, beginning with the nest-building
in the marshes near the Great Lakes. Another series
shows the growth of the red-tail hawk from week to
week, from the time the bird comes from the egg until
it is able to fly.

The Botany
Division

includes a delightful series on different varieties of the
lovely, complex orchid, and another on curious
carnivorous plants like the sundew and the pitcher
plant, which entrap and devour exploring insects.
Various methods of seed distribution are illustrated ;
so are the different tree types. Another group, under
the head of Ecology, pictures the influence of environment on plant formations and societies.

Among the
Animal
Studies

is included an exceptional series on the American elk,
illustrating the growth of the horns. Each family of
animals is treated in .a distinct group. These slides
— the most notable studies ever made of North American animals — show the subjects under all conditions
and in every sort of mood, from lazy contentment to
fierce anger. The illustration accompanying this issue
— a reproduction of one of the slides in the series on
the bear — conveys some idea of the unique quality of
the Woodruff SCHOOLSLIDES.

Further
informa
tion
SOCIETY

about the SCHOOLSLIDES Library, which in addition
to the Woodruff collection includes 8,000 other educational slides, will be sent on application to any one
interested in these Visual Education tools.

FOR

VISUAL
EDUCATION,
Slide Department

CHICAGO

327 South La Salle St.
IF YOU

SAW

Inc.
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Industrial Film Division
OF

The Society For Visual Education
Equipped for the Production of Everything in Motion Picture Photography
Making

a specialty of hign-class films ror Welfare and Interorganization
Purposes — Sales Promotion — Advertising — Industrial Education

T3EING an organization of specialists in
U the making of industrial motion pictures, this organization, combined with
the Society's unusual research facilities,
guarantees productions of genuine power,
quality and effectiveness.
The Animated Cartoon Department
has new and original methods in animation— the result of extensive experiment —
to offer users of industrial nlms. Any
type of animated drawings can be supplied, from the simplest forms to the
most intricate study of technical processes
or mechanical devices.

The Society will make surveys and submit scenarios
and estimates without charge or obligation
ADDRESS

INQUIRIES

TO

SOCIETVFOR VISUAL EDUCATION
Industrial Film Division
CHICAGO

327 South La Salle St.
IF YOU

SAW

IT HERE,

PLEASE

SAT SO
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A MOTION

PICTURE

(Concluded from

Education

PROJECT

page ig)

We intend to make practical use of the
knowledge we have acquired in this way.
The purposes of taking up this course
are as follows:
1. It gives an opportunity for practice
in composition.
2. It develops a taste for good pictures.
3. It develops keen thinking.
CONCLUSIONS

The important question, of course, is
whether this live weeks' work justified
itself. Returning for a few moments to
the aims of the project as stated at the
outset, we may ask ourselves whether
each of them was fulfilled. One — the
last — was riot touched upon at all ; to
the first and second we may answer
yes, without doubt. As to the third,
the time was too short to do more than
make a very slight beginning; yet I
feel that here, too, something definite
was accomplished. As a sidelight on
this question, let me quote from lists
which the children handed in on the
last day, in answer to questions as to
the six best pictures they had ever
seen.
"The Little Shepherd of Kingdqm
Come*' with two votes, "The Birth of
a Nation/' "Hearts of the World," and
"The Romance of Tarzan," with one
each, led the lists which included
"Treasure Island" (two), "Rebecca of
Sunnybrook Farm" (four), "Back to
God's Country" (two), "Evangeline,"
"Freckles," "Huckleberry Finn,"
"Everywoman," "A Dog's Life," "Polly
of the Circus," "The Fall of Babylon,"
"Tarzan of the Apes," "The Hun
Within," "Peppy Polly," "Excuse My
Dust," and "The Million Dollar

one that would compare favorably with
many an ad nit choice. It is especially
worthy of notice that the serial, which
is supposed to draw its support largely
from the children of school age, is
mentioned once, and then only as fifth
choice. It is not safe, however, to generalize on this subject, as it must be
remembered that the group from which
tli is list was taken was very small.
There is no question, I believe, as to
the value of this kind of work. The
motion picture furnishes a real incentive for live English work. As a
source for narration, description, and
exposition, it is unexcelled. The study
of the picture for its own sake as well
as a source of material, is also valuable.
We learn to read by reading ; then may
we not learn to know the motion picture by seeing it? Slowly but surely
it is finding its place, as art, literature,
and the drama have long ago found
theirs ; without intelligent appreciation
and criticism, its progress will continue
to be slow.
"Recognition of faults and incongruities is the first step towTard their
elimination." The sooner we take the
motion picture seriously in the schools,
the sooner it will have a serious, purposeful part in our lives. Already it
is a great influence ; it is for the schools
to direct that influence, and, as it increases in the future, to develop its vast
potentialities, not only as a cultural but
as a moral force.
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salt marshes of New Jersey and kill the
mosquito, that death-breeding pest.
The men doubtless accepted the task in
the usual listless style, merely as another meaningless item in the weary

ETAL

ART

PINS

and Rings loaned to Grammar, High,
Sunday School and College class officers
or faculty. Make sample selection from
FREE catalog of 300 designs from 20
cents to $20 each.
METAL ARTS CO., Dept. 8, Rochester, N.Y

$50

A

WEEK

N

DESIRABLE TRAVELING POSITION
will be vacant May 21st. Acceptable applicant must be over 25 years
old, with high school or college education; unmarried woman or widow
without incumbrance preferred;
pleasing personality and adaptability essential; no investment necessary; no experience required; position permanent with advancement;
will pay right party $50 a week.
Address,
GEO. L. SHUMAN
58 E. Washington

53
program of a convict's life. If Mr.
Lewis had had motion pictures in his
institution he could have shown, by exact, scientifically constructed films, the
whole history of the mosquito — how
and why trench work would destroy the
mosquito, and why the mosquito should
be destroyed.
Can it be doubted that with such understanding ofthe significance of their
task, the attitude of the workers would
have been more wholesome?
The motion picture is the greatest
agent for social service that has come
into the world in this generation.
There is no place that offers a richer
field for its effective use than the prison.

& CO.

St,

Chicago,

standard makes, un
ted, strongly rebuilt, $5 00 down, 6 i

111.

*5

months to pay balance. Send us your address J
andwev/ill mail you at once details of the'

Most Startling Offer

in typewriter
Don't
thiH genuine opportunityvalues.
to secure
yourmiss
machine
at a
price you'll gladly piy.
International Typewriter Exchange
. v E, 177 North State Stre.t, Chicago

ao
J^J /""">M/A/
*-*\JWfS

TYPEWRITERS
ALL MAKES
Remington, Underwood, Smiths, Royals,

Olivers, etc., at reduced prices

Write for our Catalog
No. 49 for convincing proof.
Prices as low as $20

University
Evanston-Chicago
Summer Session

On theCampus
Shoreextends
of Lake
Michigan
University
along the
shore of Lake
Michigan. Boating available, bathing beaches right
on the Campus, tennis courts and gymnasium. Dormitories for men and women. Organized excursions
to interesting points near Chicago. Lectures, concerts,
recitals and dramatic performances on the Campus.
THE COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS— Courses leading to B.S. and B.A. degrees. Regular college subjects including courses in Zoology, Chemistry and
Physics for pre -medical students.
Nine hours credit.
THE SCHOOL OF COMMERCE— Courses leading to
degrees Bachelor of Science in Commerce, Master of
Business Administi'ation and Certified Public Accountant. Courses in Accounting, Advertising, Finance,
Organization, Sales, Factory Management, etc. Special trips to factories in Chicago.
Xine hours credit.
THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION— Courses leading
to B.S., B.A, M.A., or Ph.D. degrees, with special
diploma hi Education. Courses for high school teachers, elementary teachers, superintendents, principals,
professors in normal schools and colleges, and educational leaders. Nine hours credit.
THE LAW SCHOOL— John H. Wigmore, Dean.
Classes conducted in the City of Chicago. Courses
leading to the degrees of Juris Doctor and LL.B.
Summer Faculty contains judges of state supreme
courts of Illinois, North Dakota, Mississippi and
Washington.
Fourteen
hours credit.
THE SCHOOL OF MUSIC— Peter C. Lutkin, Dean.
Courses in Public School Music and Piano. Normal
Methods with demonstration classes. Private instruction in Piano, Voice, Organ, Violin, Cello; class in
Harmony,
Analysis, Ear-Training,
Solfeggio.
THE SCHOOL OF ORATORY— Ralph B. Dennis,
Director. Courses leading to B.S. and B.A. degrees
or diplomas in Oratory. Class work and private instruction for teachers of Public Speaking, English,
and for professional and amateur readers and speakers
who
want
greater
platform
power.students.
Courses'Ten
in
Debate and Public
Speaking
for college
hours credit.
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL— Courses leading to
M.A. and Ph.D. degrees. Unusual library facilities in
Evanston and Chicago.
Nine hours credit.
COURSES
OPEN
MONDAY,
JUNE
27, 1921
For book of campus views and detailed description
of courses address
WALTER
DILL SCOTT, President,
129 University Hall
Evanston,
Illinois

Beran Typewriter Co., 58 W. Washington St., Dept. 29, Chicago
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126,000,000 in 1915 to less than 65,000,000
feet in 1920.

The

mm
BLACK

BIGGEST VALUE
In
SHOW CARD
COLORS

llUPNHKUll

Art Supervisors and
Art Workers who have
wished to use Tempera
Colors, but have felt
somewhat handicapped by the price, will find
these Show Card Colors a boon.
They will serve the purpose equally well at
one-half the cost.

"Meantime the importation of films
from abroad has shown an increase in
1920, the total, imported in the year standing at approximately 106,000,000 feet,
bringing the total length of films passing
through our custom houses, both imports
and exports, considerably above the 50,000
miles which would be required for a film
to wrap twice around the world at the

Why Write
Don't
You Try Them?
for Color Card and Prices.

Wallbrunn, Kling & Co.
Everything in Card Writers' Supplies.

327-329 South Clark St.
CHICAGO
Pacific Coast Distributors

Schussler Bros., 326 Grove St., San Francisco

No
More

CTAMMER

"The exports of exposed films to France
in 1920 were in round terms 25,000,000
feet as against 9,000,000 in 1919 and only
a little over 1,000,000 in 1918; to the
United Kingdom the quantity exported
in 1920 was more than 30,000,000 feet as
against less than 15,000,000 in 1918; to
Canada 17,000,000 feet in the eleven
months ending with November, 1920, as
against 13,000,000 feet in the same months
of the preceding year; to Argentina 10,000,000 feet against 7,000,000 in the same
months of 1919; to Brazil over 8,000,000
against two and one-half million in the
corresponding months of 1918; and to
Japan six and one-half million feet
against one and one-half million in the
same months of 1918.

Re-education the key. This marvelous method fully outlined in an
accurate, dependable, worth-while book
—"HOW TO STOP STAMMERING."
Mailed on receipt of 10 cents. The Hatfield Institute, 109 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

college,
Hi^h School«
Y
nV-HVl
STUDI
HOMF IL OIUU
Business,
and Professional degree Courses. Ninth year. Catalog Free.
TEACHERS PROFESSIONAL COLLEGE, Washington, D. C.

equator.
"The value of motion picture films exported from the United States since they
became an article of international commerce has aggregated about $60,000,000,
having advanced from a little over $5,000,000 in 1912, the first year of their
appearance in the statistical records of
the country, to over $12,000,000 in 1920
(including shipments to our islands)
while the aggregate in that period of films
exported has been about $60,000,000, and
the aggregate imports are now running
about

DELIGHTFUL

$4,000,000

per

annum."

MOVIES

Juvenile subjects that will also please the adults.
5 Reels Each
Little Miss Grown-Up
Locked Hearts
Little Miss Mischief Maker
Midnight Burglar
Wanted
A Brother
No Children Wanted
Write

THE
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StENTS

eturesfiaveNoLanguage
Every eye understands the language of pictures, while the
same story told in words is but meaningless sound to many ears.
The importance, therefore, of clear, clean-out flickerless
pictures cannot be too strongly emphasized.
The American Projectoscope
"The Porlab le Motion Picture Machine Without an Apology''

j$&*^ -jmEiBl—
This is the small machine of big
value.
Light, compact, sturdy.
As
Wjlk
easy to operate as a phonograph —
jgr
won't
out ofto order
any more
easily. getAttaches
any electric
light
socket or to storage batteries.
Run
it forward or backward; repeat any
portion without re-winding the reel;
stop it and show any point like a
m
stereopticon view — features especially
any
■
valuable for instruction
work.
P
Practically
fireproof.
Uses
standard films.
Take it anywhere — attach
to any electric light socket or
to storage batteries. Projects,
clear , sharp ,flickerless pictures
8 feet or 80 feet. Uses standard size films.

AMERICAN
6261 BROADWAY

Coming!
We shall be ready to deliver the "American Ace" for
the next school year. It's the portable projector DE
LUXE —larger, stronger, more powerful — a projector
equal to ANY in mechanical perfection and appearance, regardless of size or price. Theatres are buying
it, for permanent installations. If interested in a machine at a little higher price than the Projectoscope,
ask us about the "American Ace."

PROJECTING

Samuel
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A. Hutchinson, President
(1466A)
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DEPARTMENT OF BEGINNINGS

OF

Movie litmril Screens

|>25!fl3
for

School, Churches and
Assembly Halls
i >ur children's eyes deserve protection by the use of the best
screens made.
DA-LITE screens will prevent
eye strain and double the intensity
of your pictures.
Mounted on HARTSHORN rollers and
made from the best materials — in gold or silvertone — DA-LITE screens may be rolled up out
of the way when not in use. Rolling does not
crack or blister them.
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and schools, where perfect projection is paramount.
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Write for samples.

DA-LITE SCREEN & SCENIC COMPANY
920 W. Monroe St.

Chicago, 111.

PROJECTORS

Write for any information you might
desire on the taking or projecting of
motion pictures.
Gladly given.
VICTOR STEREOPTICON
Projects pictures from 10 to 120 ft. from
the screen, fitted with special upright
nitrogen lamp, ready for action at any
ordinary lamp socket. Special price of
$48.00. Metal case for above, $5.00. Acme
Model 11, the most Standard Portable
M. P. Projector today, 1,000 ft. capacity,
motor driven, special Nitrogen Bulb
Illumination, special rewind. See Bass
for immediate delivery. Price, $200.00.
Acme Generator for use with any automobile where electric power is not obtainable. Price, $150.00.
Acme Junior, made especially for school
room use.
Price, $135.00.
DE FRANNE M. P. CAMERA
Field and Studio Model, 400 ft. capacity,
forward
and
reverse
take up, regular
and
trick
crank,
automatic
dissolve,
Tessar
lens,
a
complete
high-grade
camera,
ready
for action,
at $225.00.
Get the Bass Movie List at Once
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Dept. V, 109 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
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The Hindu Princess Whose Heart Was Broken
She was sixteen, years old, the daughter of an
Indian Prince, and she had never before been
outside her father's house alone.
Yet —
Here she was, dressed in her brother's
clothes, among the mango trees, wiping with
her soft, dark hair, the feet of the man she
loved who lay desperately wounded. And when
he recovered consciousness he struck her in
the face!
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A Chinese
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beauty and charm.
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on the Orient
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CHINESE SHALLOWS AND DEEPS
By John Foord
A close-up of political and social conditions in the
Celestial Republic as they are at this very hour. No
man can afford to miss this illuminating study.

"Daughter of a traitor!" he cried. "Infidel! At
the very hour of my death you have desecrated
my whole life!"
But, after alL he didn't die of his wounds and
she didn't die — she lived with a broken heart!
Read this story in the February
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OF KNOWLEDGE

The above phrase is the very essence of modern educational thought.
Last summer several hundred teachers were engaged in explaining the latest adaptation of "Visualized Knowledge" to schools and school patrons. All found the work more interesting, more educative,
more broadening, more remunerative than teaching, as well as a bagger service to their fellow-man.
This summer a larger number will be selected to do the work. In each case a good salary will be
paid, and liberal bonuses in addition. Some will earn S20 per day, some $15, some $10, none will be paid
less than the stipulated salary which is considerably larger than the average teacher's salary. Allowance
for railroad fare will be made and a chance will be given for a permanent connection.
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Spend a Delightful Summer Traveling
And Go Back to Your Schoolroom Next Fall with a Wonderful Store of
New Knowledge and Experience and a Nice Bank Account
Hundreds of other women teachers have done it. They say it makes you a more sympathetic
teacher, broader in your relationship to the parents, and more appreciative of the limited opportunity of the average child in his desire for knowledge. Other teachers who closed their school
year all tired out and looked forward to a summer spent fighting the high cost of living have
enjoyed it and found it profitable.
Why not you?
If you're between the ages of 25 and 35, willing to learn, ambitious to make good, free to
travel extensively, and have some normal school or college training, combined with teaching
experience,
would like
tell you
about thishappy
work vacation.
of ours. It's so different from school work
that it offerswe complete
restto and
a profitable,
Ninety-eight teachers were selected from eight hundred applicants last summer and added
to our regular organizations. Twelve of the ninety-six earned over $1,000.00 each during the
vacation period and the rest averaged a few cents more than $55.00 per week. Twenty-eight
of the ninety-six were selected for permanent positions last fall. Eleven resigned their schools
and returned to the work before January 1 this year, and over forty have already made plans
to be with us again this summer, many of them making a year's contract.
Don't answer this unless you are a live, keen, ambitious young woman, actually interested in
hard work and willing to spend the whole vacation with us. Good health is very essential!
Tell us about your education, about your teaching experience. Give your age and other
information that will help make your application stand out from the mass. Remember that first
preference will be given to those who can start earliest and work longest.
We will carefully train those selected, furnish them with everything needed free of charge,
take care of their railroad fare from their school location to their field of work, and pay all
railroad fare as they move from point to point throughout the summer.
A regular weekly advance will be made to each teacher selected for the purpose of taking
care of expenses while she is getting started and learning the business, and give every one the
opportunity to earn at least $50.00 per week.
Write!
Find out if you are qualified.
Give approximate date for beginning and ending work.
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upon original research.
The Questions and Discussions, which are timely and interesting, cover
a wide variety of topics.
Surveys of the contents of recent books and periodicals constitute a valuable guide to current mathematical literature.
The "Topics for Undergraduate Mathematical Clubs'* have excited wide
interest both in this country and in Great Britain.
The Notes and News cover a wide range of interest and information, bath
in this country and in foreign countries.
The Problems and Solutions hold the attention and activity of a large
number of persons who are lovers of mathematics for its own sake.
There are other journals suited to the Secondary field, and there are still
others of technical scientific character in the University field; but the
monthly is the only journal of Collegiate grade in America suited to the needs
of the non-specialist in mathematics.
Send for circular showing the articles published in the last six volumes.
Sample copy and all information may be obtained from the
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THE USE OF VISUAL AIDS IN THE
SCHOOLS OF NEWARK
A. G. Balcom
Ass't Sup't of Schools, Newark, N. J.
question and answer method wherein
n
THE most vital thing in educatio
the
teacher does most of the talking.
is the teaching process, the prinEven the maps and blackboards are
cipal character of which is the
teacher, with a supporting cast of used sparingly. It has never occurred
pupils varying in number according to to this teacher that sight is the dominant sense and that her teaching would
the grade and type of work done. The
be greatly improved through the use of
setting for this process is the classvisual aids. I should like to think that
room, very often equipped with only
furniture, blackboards and textbooks,
this type of teaching is a rarity, but
with a background of a tinted wall
you need only to visit classrooms in any
where the color effect is productive of hamlet or city of the country to dischills rather than warmth and cheer.
cover that it is not. Teachers are not
If there be pictures in the room they
responsible for the furnishing of their
have not been selected to fit the spaces
classrooms, only responsible to make
they occupy, nor is their pictorial value
the best use of what they have. I have
of any educational significance. In seen many a room in an old building
this type of room, ofttimes the window
that was given the atmosphere of order
shades are torn and hang askew, and
and attractiveness in spite of its furboth the written and hand work of the
nishing and environment.
,
is
ence
evid
in
e
any
be
s,
ther
pupil if
GOOD TEACHING SEEKS VISUALIZATION
unattractively arranged about the room.
The fact has been revealed to me
A further examination reveals that
many times in observing teachers that
the teaching is of the traditional type,
those possessing the greatest skill in
based for the most part upon a close
teaching
and the keenest insight into
adherence to the pupils' textbooks with
other sources of information limited to the child mind are the ones who value
a dictionary and one or two other books
the appeal of the eye in the presentaon the teacher's desk. The teaching is freely.tion of the lesson ; hence use visual aids
likely to be further characterized by the

Visual Aids in the Newark Schools

/

10

Visual Education
Not long ago I was privileged to see

and hear an ideal lesson in arithmetic.'
The subject was mensuration, dealing
with the terms "diameter" and "circumference." These were developed visually
by means of blackboard drawings,
mostly done by the pupils. This problem was read from the book : "What is
the circumference of the largest circle
that can be drawn inside of a 14-inch
square?" One pupil drew a square on
the blackboard of this dimension. Another pupil with a blackboard compass
inscribed a circle within the square and
then the class found the circumference.
The resourcefulness of the teacher
was shown in the application of the
principle that had been developed: She
asked the pupils to look at the clock
which was hanging on the rear wall of
the room, and estimate the length of
the minute hand. After the length
was agreed upon, the teacher gave this
problem : "How far does the tip of the
minute hand travel in one hour? In
one day?" Then the teacher proposed
that a boy who had a bicycle at home
measure the diameter of the wheel and
bring this measurement to school in the
morning to be used as the basis of problem work. This teacher appreciated
that the majority of sense impressions which result in knowledge come
through the eye. and that this particular lesson could be most effectively
taught through the appeal of the eye.
In other words, she got the pupils to
visualize.
FAILURE

TO

VISUALIZE

VITIATES

RESULTS

The same day I saw this splendid
teaching. I visited another class where
the teacher was having a lesson in percentage. The particular problem was :

"A man sold a farm for $5,250, thereby
gaining $1,500. What was the gain
percent?" The principle involved in
this problem is one that is taught in
percentage. In this case it had, according to my judgment, a wrong setting. Mind you, these pupils were born
and reared in a congested section of
Xewark and for the most part their
experiences of the external world had
been confined to their immediate neighborhood. I,therefore, was interested
to know their ideas of a farm that sold
for this amount. I asked them to picture in their minds this farm, its size
and appearance. One pupil thought it
was about the size of the classroom.
Another thought it was covered with
fruit — apples and pears. And still another thought it was covered by a
garage. The fact was that the pupils
had had no visual experience whereby
the term "farm" suggested any definite
mental image to them.
The principle involved could have
been given in a problem dealing with
conditions within the experience of
pupils of this type. Upon examination
of a chapter of twelve problems of the
textbook used in this class, I discovered
that eight of them had a rural atmosphere. In other words, they meant
very little to the majority of these
pupils. The successful teacher shapes
her methods of presenting a subject to
the experiences or opportunities of observation of her pupils. Since these
experiences for the average elementary
school pupil are necessarily limited, she
uses visual aids freely. The highest
kind of teaching is the creation of correct visual images of the subject and
the ability on the part of the pupils to
recall these vividly as they relate to
new subject matter.

Visual Aids in the Newark

MR.

BALCOM'S

Schools
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OFFICE

Office where film service is organized — films are reviewed
and titles assembled prior to their showing.
NEWAEK

MUSEUM

AND

PUBLIC

LIBRARY

The teachers of Newark have been

from dolls of Colonial days to the making of a Mazda lamp. In the past five

singularly fortunate in having close at
hand an abundant source of visual aids

years it has' lent over 30,000 of these to
teachers, and the teachers have used

as furnished by the Newark

them to please and instruct children."
Under the heading of Lending Collection in the same report appears this

Museum

and'
Through
vision Public
of J. C. Library.
Dana, librarian,
and the
his
assistants, the needs Of the schools have
been studied and material gathered
from many sources that constitute a
vital aid to the progressive teacher. In
a report of the Newark Museum Association dated January, 19.21, the following statement appears : "Children in
school use maps and pictures and they
like to see and handle objects that make
more real and interesting their studies
in history, reading, geography and
natural history. The association asked
teachers what they could use in school
to interest and instruct their pupils,
and then began to gather, by gift and
purchase, objects for teachers to borrow. Of these objects it now has more
than 3,000 of many
different kinds,

paragraph : "For pictures of every kind
for use in their school rooms, teachers
and museum both depend chiefly on the
classified collections of about 500,000
and the mounted collection of about
60,000 found in the library in a room
adjoining the Lending Collection room
of the Museum. List of Lending Collection follows :
Industrial process charts showing
.raw material and steps in manufacture
-50
Geographic models and photos .... 60
Minerals, labeled and boxed
300
Dolls, representative of many people
and times
150
Woods,
grain

pieces finished to show
300

Visual Education

12
Shells
Sea life
Models, life and customs

100
100
17

FIRST STEPS TOWARD

Birds, mounted in boxes . . . .•

400

progressive policy regarding the use of
the film for instructional purposes, and
all the factors connected with the same
were carefully considered. It was
wisely decided, I think, that the schools
should be supplied with high-class projectors, the type that would give as
good a definition as that seen in the
There are, at present,

Pottery
40
Textiles, mounted and ' labeled
60
Insects, life histories, butterflies,
etc
10
EQUIPMENT

IN

THE

NEWARK

SCHOOLS

A recent inventory of visual aids in
the Newark schools showed that there
are, in addit i o n to a
good supply of
maps, charts,
pictures and
exhibits, 25,000 slides
(not including those belonging to
principals and
teachers) and

MOTION

PICTURES

Two years ago, the Board of Education in Newark committed itself to a

thirty -four
motion picture projectors in use in
the Newark
schools ;
eleven
Mazda,Power's
nine
Power's Arc,
three Simplex
Arc, son
twoArc,Editwo
G r aphoscope,

32,000 stereoJr.,
two
scopic photoPath escope,
graphs. Fortytwo Safety
eight schools
are equipped
Cinema, one
with lanterns
Peerless (for
examin ing
for showing
slides, and
films), one
PROJECTION
MACHINE
forty-tw o
WEBSTER
STREET
SCHOOL
schools have a
Safety
ema andCinone
Dr. George I. Brinkerhoff, principal of Webset of stereoster School, the first schoolman of Newark to
Power's Combination for
scopes for the
qualify as a licensed operator.
use of stereoportable work.
graphs which number from 200 to
Two men are employed all the time
1,500 per school.
as projection operators in the Newark
The Department of Visual Instruction has organized a slide service to
supplement those in the schools and has
planned to offer a program that will
stimulate teachers to a wider use of
visual aids in teaching.

schools. In addition to running standard professional outfits, they instruct
school people how to operate a machine.
There are a number of principals and
men instructors who have qualified as
licensed operators. The license bureau

Visual Aids in the Newark

McKINLEY

SCHOOL

SCIENCE

Schools
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A science class in session, showing the use of the stereograph.

of the city has so far refused to grant a
license to women, although there are a
number of lady teachers who are qualified to operate the machines in their
schools.
MAKING

THE

FILM

SERVE AN
TIONAL PURPOSE

INSTRUC-

The film service is organized for the
schools and supplied in four circuits.
In alternating schools (modified Gary)
films are shown one day per week, lasting all day, in the auditorium. In
other schools having a projection outfit,
films are shown once in two weeks. In
schools having no permanently installed
^machines, films are shown as the occasion demands by a portable outfit.
About 25,000 feet of film are received
in the office of the Department of Visual Instruction each week; inspected,
titled, assembled, and a digest made
covering each film. The following suggestions regarding the use of the film

haVe been embodied in a circular and
sent to the schools.
(1) To make the showing of a film
educational, it is necessary to have a
reaction upon it— a development of impressions made by it.
(2) A digest of the film (assembling of the titles together with suggestions as to its use) will be sent to
the school previous to the showing.
One copy of the digest should be filed
in the principal's office and as many
teachers supplied with copies as can
profitably use the subject matter shown
in the film.
(3) The digest will be an aid to the
teachers in reviewing the film. Pupils
should be trained to observe the film
carefully, noting how the picture visualizes and makes real the situations
as set forth in the titles. It is hoped
that teachers will recognize that the
film will be a rich source for language
material.
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(4) In order for a teacher to conduct a reaction on a film, effectively,
she should see it. As the scheme of
organization in the alternating school
makes it impossible for but comparatively few teachers to see the film, it
lias been suggested at a conference of
alternating school principals that one
film be used at an auditorium period
(except when the subject consists of
two reels) and that the auditorium
teachers conduct this review or reaction
on the film with the aid of the digest.
When the subject matter treated in the
film is utilized in the classroom (in the
alternating school) in oral or written
language, in all subjects which it vitally
illustrates, any teacher by the assistance of the digest, can teach the lesson
involved or reinforce the impressions
made by it.

ORGANIZATION
USE

OF

TO
VISUAL

PROMOTE

(2) To recognize that these aids
are not substitutes for work, but if
rightly used will stimulate pupils to
greater efforts through a keener interest in subject matter.
(3) To test the results of these
aids from time to time to determine
ing process.
(4) To study the question of equipment for visual education in our schools
and how this may be. obtained in the
best and most economical manner.
(5) To encourage individual initiative and originality in the preparation
of material for visual education and to
give instruction to the end that it may
be intelligently used in the classroom.
(6) To recognize that the film is
the youngest in the family of visual
aids and because it seems to possess the
inherent quality of motion, is likely to
become the most effective.

THE

AIDS

The Visual Education ' Club of the
Newark Public Schools has been functioning about six months and has for
its primary purpose the improvement

ra

(1) To promote and encourage a
wise use of visual aids in teaching, as
the map, chart, graph, picture, exhibit,
model, stereograph, slide and film and
to keep in touch with the progress being
made in their use elsewhere.

their comparative values in the teach-

(5 ) Quite as important as the light
the film sheds on subject matter is the
possibility of intensifying interest,
stimulating thought, quickening mental alertness, and increasing the power
of observation. Pupils should be
trained to see the important things in a
picture, with the less important as a
background.
AN

of teaching through the use of visual
aids. A comparatively small group of
teachers in each school are members of
this club. The thought being that in
its initial stages more effective work
can. be done through a small group than
with a larger number. Some of the
aims are:

m

MATERIAL AND METHODS
EDUCATION*
VISUAL
John A. Hollinger

OF

Pittsburgh, Pa.

THE invention of printing was a
mighty lever to lift the world to
a higher place. Before the days
of the printed book knowledge was
rather limited. Beginning with the
latter part of the fifteenth century
books have been multiplying with great
rapidity — books good, bad and indifferent. Education, by means of books
only, became so universal that Bacon,
in the latter part of the sixteenth century, reacted strongly against it. He
exhorted students to "draw from the
unfathomable and ever freshly flowing
fountain of creation, to live in nature

others,, to Dewey and the McMurrys.
efforts have been made to save instruction from empty verbalism and too
much bookishness. To know one's environment communion with its visible
forms is essential.
CORRECT

IMPRESSIONS

Correct impressions generally require
more than mere words. Superintendent Samuel Hamilton tells of a teacher
of English who urged her class to visualize images in literature, to strive to
see in imagination the thing presented.
Then she quoted :

with active senses." Even more powerful was the reaction of Comenius a

"Boys flying kites
winged birds;

little later. "People must be taught,"
said he, "to get their knowledge, as far
as possible, not from books, but from

You can't do that when you are fly-

earth and sky, from oaks and beeches."
MODERN

USE

OF

BOOKS

The modern school has found books
so convenient that most of our elementary education is based upon books,
and the secondary and higher schools
are doing much of their work by covering the important books relating to
their various courses. It is such a convenient way of keeping young people
busy under the pretense of inheriting
the riches of the race. Books are of
utmost importance in any educational
scheme but as a fetish, to be worshipped, they are lacking some of the
fundamentals that stimulate the senses
and create complete impressions. Prom
the days of Latin supremacy to the
present, from Bacon, Comenius
and

haul

in

their

She remarked
ing words." that it was easy to
visualize those images, white winged
birds, etc.
She then instructed the
class to look up some examples for the
next lesson.
One wag presented this:
"He met her in the meadow
When the evening sun was low,
And they walked along together In the evening's afterglow."
He remarked that it was easy to
visualize that. They were probably
walking hand in hand, or arm in arm.
Then he proceeded :
"She waited very patiently
As he lowered all the bars
Her soft eyes beamed upon him
As radiant as the stars."
"Now," said he, "it is easy to visualize that." "She probably was raised in
the city, of high school age, and did not

*Paper read before the Visual Education Section of the N. E. A.
at Atlantic City, N. J., March 2, 1921.15
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know how to get over a country fence."
Then the last stanza:
"But she neither smiled nor thanked
him
Because she knew not how,
For he was a thrifty farmer's lad
And she was a Jersey Cow."
ATTENTION

AND

INTEREST

Correct and lasting impressions can
only be made where the, attention is
held for some time. The attention is
fixed where there is the greatest interest. Men, women, and children respond to the stimuli that bring the
greatest pleasure and satisfaction.
Hence, education must employ the materials that stimulate interest. Diagrams, descriptions, lectures, and literature are useful and probably sufficient
for the trained mind, but when all
men are to be educated, as they must be
in a democracy, more concrete material
is essential. Many phases of effective
education deal with things in their
natural habitat, with men and other living beings in their native and customary haunts.
It is, however, impossible for all to
encircle the globe and to learn at first
hand. Hence, there is a real need of
bringing materials from all quarters
•to the individual for his proper instruction. Museums, both public and private
have proved the value of concrete, objective material. But not everyone can
visit the museums, and the heads of
the various museum departments are
sending out photographs of specimens
and objects in their natural condition.
Here then are important criteria for
effective education. Furthermore, actual processes are transferred to photographic negatives and are printed upon
stereographs, lantern slides and motion
picture films. Advertising men are us-

ing this material freely to illustrate
their catch phrases. The cartoonist tells
much in a few ingenious lines. Much
of the visual material that is now available has had its origin in the business
world, largely for the purpose of educating the public. Why should not this
material be used in the schools? We
assume, therefore, that much valuable
visualization material is available for
educational purpose's.
VISUAL

MATERIALS

AVAILABLE

First, in the museums, both public
and private. Here are lifelike specimens
which may be observed and studied.
Besides the specimens mounted in stationary cases, there are other specimens in city, state and national museums which can be transported from
place to place. Examples of these are
the mounted specimens of wood sent
out by the Forest Service of the United
States Department of Agriculture.
Other examples are the exhibits sent
out by the Commercial Museum of Philadelphia, Charles R. Toothaker, curator, who is rendering excellent service
to the state of Pennsylvania, not only
with moving exhibits but with lantern
slides and motion picture films as well.
The American Museum of Natural History, through its Department of Public Education, has accomplished much
good by means of traveling cases of
specimens and pictures that it lends to
the schools of New York. These examples could be multiplied indefinitely.
Second, charts, maps, graphs, diagrams, etc., have an important place
in the scheme of education. Wall maps,
history and nature study charts, bring
clear images to the mind.
Third, "The stereograph, or double
picture designed for the stereoscope, is
to be the card of introduction to make
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a 11 mankind acquaintances" — thus
\\ rote Oliver Wendell Holmes, who perfected the stereoscope and designed the
present form of this popular and effective instrument. The stereograph,
providing for the third dimension in
the picture, with perspective, and light
and shade, producing "an appearance
of reality, which cheats the sense with
its seeming truth" is considered of
such educational value in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, that every elementary
school building has been equipped either
with a Keystone or Underwood and Underwood "600" or "1000" set.
Fourth, lantern slides and motion
picture films create interest and suggest clear images so well that they
should be included in the equipment of
a modern educational scheme. Lantern
slides have many advantages over other
pictures. Projection pictures are large
and brilliant and show detail with little
eyestrain. They may play an important
part in the socialized recitation. All
can see the slide at the same time, and
certain pupils may be held responsible
for leading the discussion of the subject.

slides and films

The United States Bureau of Education under the direction of E. F. Egner, has compiled a list of dealers that
supply lantern slides and motion picture films. This list is free to schools.
Many lantern slides and motion picture films can be secured for the cost
of transportation only. The Extension
Divisions of State Universities generally act as distributing centers. The
University of Pittsburgh circulated
films reaching 65,000 individuals during January, 1921. Many public and
private museums furnish slides and
films upon this plan. The Bureau of

Commercial Economics, Washington,
D. C, is making a nationwide campaign to get free motion picture films
and lantern slides into factories,
schools, etc. The International Harvester Company has a collection for
free distribution. Many industrial
concerns present to schools, entirely
free of charge, sets of slides and
films of great educational value. Eecent additions to our collection in Pittsburgh are :—

United States Rubber Company, 1790
Broadway, New York City, 53 slides:
Pennsylvania Railroad Company, Philadelphia, Pa., 26 slides; Stetson Hat
Company, Philadelphia, Pa., 38 slides;
Westinghouse Airbrake Company,
Pittsburgh, Pa., 88 slides.

These are merely suggestive of
what can be secured in any community.
A few typical films that are especially
valuable for educational purposes are
such as deal with:
I.

The Natural Sciences.
1. Health — The State Department
of Pennsylvania has over 25,000
feet of film on the prevention
of tuberculosis, typhoid fever,
etc. Such safety films as
"Careless America," "How Accidents Occur," by the Liberty
Insurance Company of New
York, make their appeal and
leave their impress. The Pennsylvania Railroad Company
puts out "Shorty, the Car Inspector," "Good and Bad Firing," "Smoke Prevention."
2. Biology —
(1) "Then Company Came," a
film produced in co-operation with Field and Stream,
showing scientifically the
development
of a fly from
the
egg.
(2) "The

Circulation of the

(3) "Diphtheria and Its Cure."
(4) Blood."
"Wilderness Friends," produced by the Conservation
Commission of New York
State.
(5) "A Paradise for Birds,"
showing bird life in protected areas provided by
the United States government.
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3.

(6) "The Home Garden."
(7) "Beginning
of Life."
Geography,
Travelogues
and
Scenics —
(1) "Across the Rockies to the
(2) Pacific."
"The Panama Canal."
(3) "The Business of Camp(4) "Hunting and Fishing in
ing."Rockies."
the
(5) "Village Life Among the
Mountains and Lakes of

II.

Switzerland."
The Social Sciences or Human
lation.
1. Literature —
(1) "Rebecca

of

Re-

Sunnybrook

(2) "The
Farm."Vicar of Wakefield."
(3) "The Last of the Mohicans."
(4) "Bunty Pulls the Strings."
2. Historical,
Political and Economic—
(1) "The Land of Opportunity," portraying Lincoln.
(2) "Son of Democracy," ten
episodes in the life of Lincoln.
(3) "Immigration."
(4) "Ride of Paul Revere."
(5) "The Boston Tea Party."
SOURCES
OF INFORMATION

Much more might be said about available visual education material but one
can easily become informed by looking
at the exhibits about him, and by a
glance at magazines that may be picked
up at any news-stand such as :— "Moving Picture Age" and "Educational
Film Magazine." "Visual Education/'
a magazine giving much valuable information ispublished by the Society
for Visual Education, 327 S. LaSalle
St., Chicago, 111. The National Board
of Eeview of Motion Pictures, 70 Fifth
Ave., New York City, has recently issued a catalogue giving 791 titles
grouped according to subject. Among
these are 65 films listed under the caption "Autos"; 22 under "Dairy"; 30
under "Electricity"; 58 under "Food";
17 under "Lumbering" ; 24 under "Machinery"; 64 under "Kailroads"; 24
under "Steel and Iron"; 67 under

"Welfare"; 43 under "Clothing"; etc.
The recently reorganized National Academy for Visual Instruction will no
doubt do a great deal to get helpful
educational material before the public.
METHOD

OF

USING

FILMS

AND

SLIDES

With all this material at hand the
question arises as to how the class-room
teacher may use it most advantageously.
A discussion of method limited to the
schools seems apropos.
Teaching is an art with a scientific
basis. The . test applied to visualization material' is then "Is it artistic?"
"Is it true ?" Many motion picture films
are made as commercial enterprises.
When measured by standards of art and
truth they are frequently found wanting. In the schools only such material
should be used as will challenge the
attention and at the same time produce
proper impressions and correct images.
Stimulation of active thinking is a sine
qua non in education. Therefore, in
reference to methods of using this material there are two outstanding factors:
First, descriptions and explanations,
which may be supplemented and enlarged upon, must accompany the material.
Second, it must be used as a means
to an end, and not an end in itself.
Hence, supervision is highly important.
No amount of the highest quality of
visualization material can take the place
of good teachers, but good teachers generally use great quantities of this material. Hence, it is clear that the best
material is frequently prepared by the
teacher who wishes to use it. His own
descriptions and explanations are most
effective. When this material is transferred to another it immediately loses
much of its value unless the accompany-
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ing suggestions are vital. Many of the
slides coming from museums, governmental departments, industrial and
commercial firms have descriptions and
suggestions for further study. The
Keystone View Company has a "600"
set of geographic slides well arranged
and every slide is accompanied by a
card containing the same subject matter as is on the back of the corresponding stereograph. This is a great aid in
organizing class work, emphasizing individual pupil activity.
A feiu slides just at the time when
they are needed are more valuable than
a "lantern show" once in so often. In
this way the stereograph can be used in
individual preparation, then the slide
can be used in the recitation period.
Plenty of time should be allowed for
observation and discussion of each slide.
The pupil who has the particular duty
of leading the discussion should stimulate thought in others. The use of
the lantern slide in this way is very convenient. The lantern is equipped with
an electric bulb, with simple standard
attachment that may be connected to
any lamp socket, whether in a modern
million dollar school building or in a
set of batteries carried in a Ford car.
Such a lantern is easily transported and
conveniently manipulated.
Specimens, maps, charts, graphs, diagrams, etc., can be used effectively for
class demonstrations; the stereograph
for preparation of assigned work; the
lantern slide for review — maybe, under
special conditions, for a preview; and
the motion picture film gives a bird'seye view of a subject or process. The
film entitled "The Bottom of the
World" presents the incidents of Sir
Ernest Shackleton's expedition to the
Antarctic in such a way that the pro-

ject stands out clearly. One gets an
idea of Shackleton's problems of equipment, provisions, selection of men and
dogs; and the importance of the whaling and seal industries.
EXPERT

SUPERVISORS

NEEDED

So important a phase of modern education isthis work that there should
be an. individual in charge to direct and
supervise it. The units of supervision
should probably be worked out by the
State Department of Public Instruction. In rural districts the unit may
be the county or several counties. A
large city system requires full time direction and supervision.
The duties of supervision are numerous and varied :— Materials must be obtained and catalogued; information
must be circularized; equipment is of
little value unless it is kept in efficient
working order; individual teachers need
special advice; visualization material
must be made conveniently accessible to
every teacher. The school system should
make it very easy for teachers to get
this material when they want it.
A

CENTRAL

FILM

LIBRARY

A united effort, by the educational
forces of the country, should create a
working library of visualization material that would be within reach of
every teacher. The Visual Instruction
Section of the United States Bureau of
Education is suggesting a Central Negative Film Library, which would be engaged in editing, assembling, giving
proper titles, and censoring films. This
library would also list film subjects and
circulate bulletins giving detailed descriptions of films available. Branch
libraries, located at various state universities, museums, etc., may then act
as distributing centers. Such a central
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library could easily enlarge to include
Lantern slides, and other visualization
material. School systems or units of
supervision could then, at small cost,
have convenient access to all the educational material in the Country. Such a
scheme is not visionary but most highly
practical. It would provide visualiza1 it mi material on an educational basis.
UNIVERSALIZING

EXPERIENCE

BY

PICTURES

Many of the present mature generation were undoubtedly born and brought
to maturity in the country, under the
powerful influence of the open sky, sunlight and stars; the wide backgrounds
of field and forest with the song of bird
and perfume of wild flower. Compare
the opportunities there for the development of human life and sturdy character, with those of thousands upon
thousands of waifs in the modern
American city.
There was the discipline of daily
chores ; here games of chance and barter
with many blind alley jobs; there the
joys of leisure time, a sled to repair,
skating on the pond, fishing, a horseback ride; here too much leisure for
stolen rides on trucks, trolley cars or
freight cars, or a trip to the amusement
park with its artificial thrill every minute; there to bed at twilight, tired and
composed enough to sleep and up at
dawn to behold "the morn in russet

mantle clad walk o'er the dew of you
high eastern hill;" here we know no
day, no night, only the noisy, narrow
paved street and filthy alley and high
walls with dark shadows, and always
the gang to lure one on into the night ;
at best, the noise and clatter and
stifling air of the city forbid absolute
rest; there in the country is. the crude,
natural environment with all its
wonderful background and miracles;
here in the city is refined art, music,
the drama, the home beautiful with
elegant surroundings.
The problem of the educator is to
bring to the city child, very largely by
visual materials, the larger vision to lift
him out of his limited and sordid surroundings; and to bring to the rural
individual the refined works of art,
science, and literature. Then with the
aid of that marvelous invention of the
human mind — the picture — be it in the
form of stereograph, stereopticon slide,
or chrono-photograph, we may come to
a realization of that classic definition of
education given by Huxley half a century ago — "Education is the instruction of the intellect in the laws of Nature, under which name I include not
merely things and their forces, but men
and their ways; and fashioning of the
affections and of the will into an earnest
and loving desire to move in harmony
with these laws."

THE LURE OF THE OBVIOUS
Ei genia Fuller Giffin.
Chicago, 111.
California horsemen, in discussing the

IAT considering an art form that has
grown during some twenty-odd
years from the first faltering beginning of the experimental stage to
the position of the fifth industry of
the country, it may be well to consider
for a moment the early development of
this, our latest medium for expressing
life.

merits of their respective animals, became involved in a heated argument as
to whether a race horse, at certain
points in its stride, had all of its feetoff the ground at the same time. They
appealed to Muybridge to make photographs of an animal in motion, and
thus settle the argument. This he did,
using twenty-four cameras arranged
side by side along the race track. The
results were surprising, and more than
justified all the trouble and expense
involved. Muybridge actually secured
pictures of the exact movements of a
horse in motion, and established the
fact for all time that a race horse going
at a certain speed was at successive
points in its stride clear off the ground.
Encouraged by the results of his
experiment, Muybridge went to Leland
Stanford, then Governor of California,
and interested him in his work. The
Governor agreed to furnish Muybridge
the money with which to continue his
animal studies. A studio was built on

As Mr. Homer Croy has pointed out
in his interesting book, "How Motion
Pictures Are Made," the beginning
of the motion picture machine may be
traced
Wheel
upon
1833.

to a child's toy called "The
of Life," which was first put
the market in England about
This consisted of a hollow cylinder, inside of which drawings of figures and animals were pasted. As the
cylinder revolved, the figures appeared
to move when viewed through slits in
its top. Similar toys soon appeared
in America to which were given various high sounding names compounded from Greek and Latin stems.
During the Civil War a doctor in Philadelphia developed a machine for the
entertainment of his two young sons

the Governor's private race track at
Palo Alto, where Leland Stanford University now stands, and here Muybridge
continued his experiments. He had
succeeded in taking pictures of a rapidly moving object, and he now set
about securing a means of projecting
them. The result of his studies was a

which he called the '■'Kinemato scope "
and which was registered at the Patent
Office in Washington on. February 5,
1861. ~ This marked a distinct advance
over the other toys in one respect. For,
in place of the usual drawings, the doctor used photographs of the two boys
themselves, at play, in their nursery.
No further advance was made until
the year 1872. Then Edward Muybridge, an Englishman employed, by
the United States government, began
making experiments in photography.
It chanced one dav that a number of

machine which he called the "Zoopraxoscope" with which he was able to show
his pictures by means of successive
flashes each one a slight advance in
action. Thus pictures were projected
for the first time on a screen, although
21
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the results were still far from real continuity of motion.
In 1878, Muybridge published his
experiments and they attracted great
attention both in this country and
abroad. In 1881, he visited Europe
where he spoke before some of the foremost scientists of the time. After his
return/ he continued his studies at the
University of Pennsylvania, Here he
made studies of animals, of the college
athletes on the campus, and, in 1887,
he succeeded in making the first instantaneous pictures in medical research.
In 1893, he exhibited his photographs,
and his machine for projecting them at
the Columbian Exposition in Chicago,
where they were viewed b}^ men of science from all over the world. The exposition awarded him a certificate of
honor for his photographs illustrating.
animal locomotion.
When Muybridge was in Europe, he
had delivered a lecture in the laboratory
of Dr. E. J. Marey, one of the best
known scientists in France. So great
was Dr. Marey's interest in photography, that he too began to study and
experiment. The result was that in
1882 — one year after Muybridge' s visit
— he announced the invention of the
"Marey Photographic Gun/' By means
of this camera, he was able to take the
required number of exposures per second through a single lens, the earliest
example of the true cinematographic
camera.
The next man to turn his attention
to this subject was Thomas A. Edison,
who began work on a machine to take
photographs of moving objects, and
also a machine to project them. On
March fourteenth, 1893, Edison patented the "Kinetoscope" which was exhibited inlarge numbers at the World's
Fair, and for many years after at va-

rious amusement resorts throughout the
country. This was a nickel-in-the-slot
device, and the pictures were viewed by
applying the eyes to lenses. It contained about forty feet of film, and
showed a dancing girl or similar subjects of an entertaining nature.
Great as was the improvement of
Edison's machine over the others that
had gone before it, yet it had one great
disadvantage. The showing of the pictures was necessarily limited to an audi-.ence of one. The first man to project
pictures showing the continuity of motion on the screen was C. Francis Jenkins of Washington, D. C. He first
exhibited his pictures in a jewelry store
in Richmond, Indiana, on June sixth,
1894, and to him undoubtedly belongs
the distinction of being the inventor of
the motion picture in its present form.
Motion pictures were first shown in
New York on April: twenty-seventh,
1896, and at that time they were looked
upon as a failure.
Now it is from such a humble beginning that the present motion picture
industry with all of its ramifications
has developed; an industry that has
millions of dollars invested, that employs thousands of people — and some
of them the best paid people in the
world — and has representatives in every
corner of the globe today. When one
comes to analyze it, the growth of the
motion picture industry has been the
most phenomenal, the most amazingdevelopment in the industrial and artistic life of our nation.
It was some years after the motion
picture camera and projection machine
had been perfected, that the dramatic
possibilities of the pictures were understood! And it was some time before the
public showed any Very pronounced interest in the films. The first pictures
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were mainly used to fill in the gaps in
a theatrical program, or to gather a
crowd for some other form of entertainment. But gradually the dramatic possibilities ofthe films dawned upon the
manufacturers, and real actors were
hired to play parts in a more or less
developed story. The average length
of these early subjects was two or three
hundred feet. When the Edison company completed a film eight hundred
feet in length, it was considered an innovation. This film was called "The
Great Train Robbery" and was the
super-photodrama of its day. It was
said to have been made at a cost of
"four hundred dollars !" However, the
statement was accepted with a grain of
salt by the exhibitors of that day. It
was hard to understand how one picture
could necessitate the expenditure of
such a sum. Little did the exhibitors
and the public think that thirteen years
later a film — "The Daughter of the
Gods" — would be released at a reputed
cost of one million dollars. It may be
said in passing that "The Great Train
Robbery" cleared ninety thousand dollars for the Edison Company, so the.
expenditure was justified by the returns.
Now how can this sudden growth and
popularity of the motion pictures be
accounted for ? The cause is not far to
seek. The popularity of the pictures is
due to the directness of their appeal.
The mind is naturally attracted by
something that it can grasp quickly,
and without too .great an expenditure
of mental power. Mankind's first form
of self expression was the crude pictures
scratched upon the rocks, doubtless recording some of life's greater moments
— some triumph or some disaster. Scattered over all the ruins of antiquity,

we find hieroglyphics, sculptured figures, and lias-reliefs. Temples, tombs,
theatres, palaces and other public buildings, were so ornamented for the enjoyment of a population in the main
unlettered*
It may seem a far cry from the marvels of antiquity to present day "movies/' but the principle underlying them
is the same. It is the appeal of the
easily understood — the lure. of the obvious. Motion picture photography has
become the great universal medium —
simple, direct, and appealing for expressing life in all of its phases.
There can be no question that this
is a force to be reckoned with in edu2ation. Motion pictures will never
3ome to replace the text book — though
this rash claim has been made — but
they are certain to play an ever increasing part in the educational work of the
future. During the war, the army
made use of pictures at the training
camps to teach the men markmanship,
and the uses of artillery, thereby saving
much valuable time. For several hundred men could be instructed in the
time that would otherwise have been
spent on one man. Much is being accomplished for Americanization every
day in teaching our history, government, and ideals to the "stranger within
our gates." The pictures are of immense value . also in the spreading of
propaganda. During the war, the Bed
Cross and other agencies constantly
made use of them to disseminate knowedge of the work being done, and to
help in raising money during the various financial drives.
This little brother of the arts and
sciences has grown over night, as it
were, to gigantic proportions, and now
bids fair to invade all fields.
The
(Concluded on page 56)
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register its taste has many curious effects
upon the sort of film entertainment made

writes
KENNETH MacGOWAN, who
in the NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW for February concerning
tic
"The Artis
Future of the Movies," lays
the responsibility for the production of
inane and vicious drama entirely at the
door of the exhibitor. The miracle of
the photoplay, itself, he declares, needs
no higher criticism. "From the first
miraculous moment when light guided by
untold intricacies of mechanism, paints
invisible shadows in the silver of the
film, through all the thousand efforts of
the human mind which create a new
form of story-telling, a new type of acting, and a new character of producing
organization, ending in another scientific
marvel by which electricity fuses these
things into a living story upon a wall —
here is a unique record of invention and
co-ordinated effort, creating a wholly new
and immeasurably illusive form of expression in something less than a genera-

and most profitably sold in America."
The exhibitor, who rarely has the
technique of a good showman, accentuates
and perpetuates the faults, banalities and
vices of the producers, through his poor
discrimination in selecting plays. He
builds up what is termed a hand-picked
audience composed of those whose tastes
run parallel with his unenlightened tastes.
When it becomes his misfortune, either
through mistaken judgment or over-persuasion to display a better picture and
his specialized audience naturally falls
off, then he believes that he has accurately diagnosed popular opinion and
continues triumphantly on his low career.
The exhibitor is responsible for the
Broadway craze. Convinced in his pristine cleverness that anything that smacks
of remote Manhattan will give prestige
and eclat to his mid-western theatre, he
has influenced film producers to such an
extent that they will back any Broadway
production if they may have the picture
rights to it. Thus many good dramas suffer a sad "sea-change" into a something
in which dramatic explorers, even the
most intrepid, can discover no trace of
resemblance to their former being. It
may be added in passing that this Broadway disease is somewhat abating.
The exhibitor is a poor advertiser, he is
a — but Mr. MacGowan's general opinion
of the exhibitor has doubtless been made
entirely clear, long ere this. There may
be wise, sane and noble showmen, but as
a class they should be demolished. A Ms
les exhibitors!

Like
" most miracles, this miracle of the
tion.
photodrama is unbelievable; the more unbelievable in this case because of the
type of human factors that have made it
a shining sister to the Muses. Button
salesmen, cloak models, members of small
discredited stock companies and others of
the lower strata of the proletariat have
brought the cinematograph thus far upon
its way. Mr. MacGowan admits that
there is great creative talent now attached to the screen, but feels that its
Maurice Tourneurs and its Joseph Urbans
are as but one against the ninety-nine
insidious destructive forces. And among
these destructive forces, the exhibitor
may be considered the most sinister.
There are over 13,000 exhibitors in the
United States, most of them what may be
called casuals of the business- world,
many of them according to the sweeping
indictment of the author, either ignorant
and naive or vicious and corrupt, the
results of ignorance being scarcely discernible in this case from the results of

upon the career of
ALLthe those
-picture hasten to apolomotionwriting
gize for the various faults of their
subject before beginning their theme. Mr.
F. W. Parsons writing in the SATURDAY
EVENING POST runs true to form. The
motion picture, he says, is yet but an infant
although incongruously enough, it has the
aspect of a prodigious giant bestraddling
the world. All its costly mistakes, its er-

viciousness. "The presence of a great
mass of commercial and artistic ignorance
at the point where
the public must
24
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rors, its sins are but" the rashness and
headlong indiscretion of red-blooded
youth. Moreover, this remarkable child
fostered by various and sundry parents,
commercially inclined, has no example to
emulate; it must form its own ideals and
shape its own course.
Although so immature, the photo-drama
has already passed three milestones in its
career and is about to enter into the
fourth and most important epoch. The
first era was that of the manufacturer,
when the brand of Lubin or Selig or Essanay was the chief prerequisite to success. Next in order came the era of the star
and a spectacular era it was. Broadway
favorites and those who were fortunate
enough to have achieved stardom via the
screen received what the language of the
trade demands be known as fabulous
sums. Then the success of a photo-drama
depended upon the adored mannerism of
an ingenue and the story was hung on the
reels like a bauble around the neck of a
beauty. The third epoch of this drama
within a drama belongs to the director.
The pendulum of emphasis swung away
from the star and hung over the general
ensemble of the picture, which needed
skillful direction to make it perfect as to
detail. What mattered the smile of a
curled hero, if the scenes didn't dovetail
into each other and if the aforesaid hero,
cla'd in the habiliments of a prosperous
Iowa farmer, held his tryst in the ancestral halls of a French chateau done a la
central Ohio. Direction was the cry of the
hour.
We are now emerging from the period
of the director and entering into the era
of the author when the play's the thing.
According to Mr. Parsons, in this period
the story will count for sixty per cent, the
director for thirty per cent and the cast
for ten per cent. Thus the wheel of progress bumps on! The scenario writer, formerly a literary hack who ambled along
on his Pegasus for an inconsiderable
weekly stipend, has given place to the
novelist, the poet and the dramatist of
world renown, who are more or less willing to acquire the technique of this new
art and by their contributions elevate and
recreate the photo-drama.
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THE work partmentofof the
Society, established by its president,
Gilbert Grosvenor, and now co-operating
with the United States Bureau of Education, is commented upon at some length
in the March 12th issue of the NEW
YORK EVENING POST.
The war and its aftermath have created
a need for a new geography study which
will follow the changing map of the
world and the altered conditions of its
people more immediately and effectively
than textbooks alone are able to do. The
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC MAGAZINE
has, of course, been used for a long time
in many schools as qollateral reading,
but such a demand has arisen for the use
of the material and especially the pictures in regular class-room work that
the Geographic News Bulletin was created
and through the United States Bureau
of Education is being distributed to more
than 70,000 teachers throughout the country. Special reprints of pictures and
maps are made on stiff, durable paper
and sold at cost. With the aid of the
Red Cross the Bulletins have been translated and sent to scores of foreign news-

papers.
The result of all this effort is a unique
school service which not only vitalizes
the study of geography by putting before
the child excellent pictures which make
real the customs and natural aspects of
other countries, but arouses interest in
allied subjects as well, such as history,
language, etc. This "seeing" of other
countries than his own in an intimate
and concrete way is the child's substitute
for travel and so tends to build the
foundation for a genuine understanding
of international problems and is one of
the most effective instruments for bringing about true Americanization.

of the
mal egood health
THE
n pictur
motioabnor
industry in the
United States appears the more remarkable when compared with the sickly
condition of the industry in France, according to the LITERARY DIGEST.
Where there is one motion picture
house for every four thousand persons in
the United States, there is but one for
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every twenty thousand persons in France.
In other words there are 2,000 such theatres scattered throughout the entire
length and breadth of France — and many
of these inconsiderable in size and importance— as against over 27,000 in the
United States. This sad situation is due
in part to the attitude of the government,
which is not so paternally indulgent to
the cinema as is the administration in
Washington. If American movie fans
were obliged to help indirectly pay a tax
of sometimes thirty-five per cent on the
gross receipts of the motion picture house
their bitter complaints would penetrate
the skies and a revolution impend. Yet
that is but one of the handicaps under
which the French industry is laboring.
By way of further example, the motion
picture producer is not free to rove the
land from east to west, staging his scenes
before the Louvre and the Tuileries, or
making his drama aboard war ships, in
military barracks or other public property. The French Government has written
"defendu" across such places. Another
big reason for the depression is the refusal of capitalists to lend their aid to an
industry which is in so frail a financial
state — a condition rendered the more delicate by their very refusal. So critical are
matters that large producers are putting
out practically nothing and there is danger that five hundred thousand workmen
will be thrown out of work.

THE ancient query, "What will people
say?" based upon a sad experience
with what people have said, is responsible for the increasing care put into
the creation of moving picture sets. ' At
least, so says Mr. Robert Haas, the architectural director at the Famous PlayersLasky studio, in an interview reported
recently in the CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
MONITOR. Mr. Haas directed the making of the sets for Barrie's "Sentimental
Tommy" and illustrates the problems of
his work in part by explaining the effort
expended in reproducing the village of
Thrums.
Movie audiences have become so critical, he says, that patched, inaccurate or
cluttered sets cannot be palmed off without giving rise to considerable ridicule.

One cannot make a plausible Chinese
scene out of imagination and a hasty
visit to Chinatown, or construct the
kitchen of a Cape Cod farm house from
hearsay and faint memories of "Way
Boxen East." The mass of the people
who attend moving picture theatres undoubtedly have not viewed the exclusive
confines of an English nobleman's abode,
the wastes of Sahara, or, in fact, most of
the scenes they see, but a large number
of them seem to have an unerring eye
for makeshifts, slips and inconsistencies
in even the most remote material that is
put before them on the screen.
The best possible preparation, therefore, for one who is directing the making
of sets is to visit the source himself, or
see and study it through the eyes of a
staff artist. If this is impossible, authoritative books should be consulted
with the greatest care. In the case of
"Sentimental Tommy," the small village
used in the exterior scenes was built up
only after the most laborious study of the
geography of Thrums and the consultation of many books. The result seems to
be something real and at the same time
simple and artistic.
re proy inspi
red
arilpictu
not moti
primon
ALTHOUGHducers arethe
by benevolent and patriotic motives
in their creation of the little celluloid
reel, still some of the results achieved are
what they would be, were their purposes
unsullied by sordid interests.
High grade motion pictures produced in
the United States are proving to be a very
important factor in bringing about a better relationship between North and South
America. Dr. Enrique Gil, a lecturer on
international law and a member of the
bar of New York and of Buenos Aires,
is quoted in the EXHIBITORS HERALD
as saying: "I am optimistic of the future
of the commercial inter-American relations, because, due merely to your unselfish and idealistic attitude during the
war, you have in your favor a bias and
psychological interest on the part of. the
people of the South.
"The growth of the American moving
picture business has also contributed
largely to this result.
It has given to
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these peoples a new idea, a better one
about America, Americans and American
home life.
"In Argentina, for instance, we no
longer think of this country in terms of
dollars and finance exclusively, but even
though the word may amuse you, we have
today a romantic idea about you and we
have come to you as worshippers of beauty
and charming and lovable things and
above all endowed with an inexhaustible
spirit of the joy of living."
The direct influence of American films
upon commercial conditions is brought
out by Dr. Gil when he says, "I remember
being told by the manager of the largest
moving picture distributing company in
Buencs Aires of receiving continuous inquiries from the managers of different
shops as to when the films from the
United States were to be released. He investigated and learned that the cunningness of the Buenos Aires merchants had
discovered that every time American films
were shown the sale of American goods
increased. They wished to know the dates
when American films would be released
so as to display large signs on the counters proclaiming their goods to be 'American made' or 'American fashion.' "

IN a previous number of this magazine, we have reported an attack upon
the motion picture by Harold T.
Pulsifer together with a defense by
Newton A. Fuessle, the skirmish being
conducted in the pages of the OUTLOOK.
In the pages of LIFE for April 7th is
another verbal encounter, this time between Robert E. Sherwood and Mr. George
Jean Nathan, whose comment on "The
Deaf and Dumb Menace" in his new book
of dramatic criticism entitled "The Theatre, The Drama, The Girls," provoked the
combat.
Mr.' Nathan tenderly and charitably
states that "More than any other force,
more than any other ten forces all compact, have the moving pictures in the last
half-dozen years succeeded brilliantly in
reducing further the taste, the sense and
the general culture of the American nation. Like -a thundering flood of bilge
and scum, the flapdoodle of the films has
swept over the country carrying before it
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what seeds of perception were sprouting,
however faintly, among our lesser peoples. . . .
"Controlled in the mass by men of complete anaesthesia to everything fine and
everything earnest and everything potentially dollarless, the moving pictures —
the physic of the proletariat — have revealed themselves the most effective carriers of idiocy that the civilized world has
known. Here in America, their fortress,
they have cheapened a national taste,
already cheap, to a point where cheapness can seem to go no further. . They
have lurked near schoolhouses and seduced the impressionable minds of children. They have crawled up alleys and
side streets and for thirty pieces of
copper have .sold youth into aesthetic corruption. They have gagged the mouths
of almost every -newspaper in America
with a rich advertising revenue. . . .
They have bought literature and converted it, by their own peculiar and
esoteric magic, into rubbish."
In concluding, the gentleman utters a
violent warning to the motion picture industry to keep its desecrating hands off
from the sad remains of the American
theater.
Mr. Sherwood says, "All the ingenious
invective quoted above resolves itself into
but one definite grievance; that the
cinema is becoming too important, too
universal in its appeal. 'The movies,' says
Mr. Nathan, 'are controlled in the main
by social outcasts, etc.; they have
cheapened the national taste; they have
seduced the impressionable minds of children; they have bought literature and
converted it into rubbish.' Quite so! But
read the rest of Mr. Nathan's writings
and you will find that the words 'the
theater,' 'the press,' or 'the magazines,'
might perfectly well be substituted for
'the movies' in any of the foregoing
clauses, without affecting their veracity
in the slightest degree. The only difference being that the movies, as such, are
more powerful than the theater, the press
and the magazines combined.
. . .
"When Mr. Nathan discusses the theater, he is discussing a subject of which
he knowrs a great deal; when he discusses the movies, he is discussing a sub-
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ject of which he knows little or nothing;
and of which he wants to know nothing.
But the garbage flood will never be
dammed or purified by those who believe
that it is worthy of no more than a passing sneer.
"Any one who pays any attention at all
to the production of motion pictures —
who watches carefully the serious efforts
which are being made to throw off the
curse — will know that the cinema possesses just as many artistic potentialities
as the stage and the printed page have
ever had. The cultivation of these potentialities isa task of incalculable importance— now and in the future.
"Sooner or later, men of Mr. Nathan's
intelligence will begin to realize this
fact; and they will lend their nimble
wits to the work of lifting the movies up
out of the muck of commercialism and
filth."

does the movie fan act at the
HOW
movies? Does he comport himself like a person of refinement and
culture, constrained by circumstances to
mingle with the hoi polloi or does he
come democratically like the Romans
making holiday? Does he welter in his
emotions or does he stoically sit through
all the mimicry of life, unreeled before his
eyes? Roy Wagner writing in the AMERICAN MAGAZINE whimsically analyzes
the pyschology of a motion picture audience. His deductions may not be as scientifically sound as would be those of
Henry James and his manner of expression may not resemble that of the rhetorically immaculate Mr. Chesterton, but you
are made to feel that at some time or
other, the author has had you under his
observation.
First of all, there is the matter of
chewing-gum. Here Mr. Wrigley cooperates magnificently with the exhibitors
in their efforts to attach patrons to the
theater. The various inconvenient and
insulting positions in which this by-product of the American jaw is left causes
the manager no end of explanations and
difficulties in adjusting petty damage
claims.
People are unbelievably careless with

their belongings and under the magic
spell of a Sennett comedy will walk away
in complete oblivion as far as their wraps,
gloves, umbrellas, hats and bundles are
concerned. It is easy to understand how
a woman could forget her baby for a day
or so, as one manager reports, but how
in the world could she ever forget her
valuable fur coat?
Now in the times of peace, when the
strains of the Star Spangled Banner do
not so frequently summon an audience
suddenly to its feet, janitors are not finding their work so profitable as of yore,
for the loot that people dropped when
they stood up amounted to bushels in
the larger theaters.
Innumerable little eccentricities of the
flesh are amusingly revealed in the motion picture house. People who pay
fifty cents to see a picture will spend
their entire time retrieving a lost coin
from under the disturbed feet of their
neighbors. There is in every audience
the man who must explain every trick of
the trade; the man who declaims the subtitles; the woman who once saw the second cousin of the star; the person who is
continually searching for a better seat;
the child whose desire for information is
greater than his consideration of the conventions.
En masse, Americans are very tolerant
and patient with what is presented to
them, withholding their condemnation
and always generous with their applause.
The writer of this article scoffs at the
idea that the public will have nothing
but sex plays. Most patrons of the motion picture house, he believes, like
stories that ring true to life. By the
natural law of opposites your preference
is generally for a picture portraying the
kind of a life you are not leading. Clerks,
for instance, admire wild west stuff immensely, while the rough, wild men from
the west succumb to society drama. At
least that is what Mr. Wagner says.
Children on the other hand, being slaves
to their imagination love fantasies and
the unrealities of life. But no matter
how wide the divergence of tastes, there
is one great common love characteristic
of and indigenous to the American people, the love for the movie.
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IF there had been moving pictures in
the day of Demosthenes, he would
not have needed to haunt the seaside
for his vocal exercise and doubtless many
another eminent oratorical name would
have come down to us along with his

and Reviewed
own,— for as the EAST AND WEST
NEWS tells us, there are now "movie"
orators whose eloquence and impassioned rhetoric is inspired and nurtured
by the gracious influence of the cinema.
(Continued on page 37)

FILMS VIEWED AND REVIEWED
EAST

LYNNE

LYNNE"
very name "EASTarity
E tes
THconno
of a
so much popul
generation ago that its advent into
the movies can hardly be overlooked.
The story is an old one and demands
somehow the hoop-skirts and ruffles of
the demure and helpless heroines that
traversed the stages of fifty years ago.
Deprived of its ancient trappings and
sentimental speeches, the plot of the
screen version moves along unconvincingly. In modern dress, the pathos is
often more than a bit inane and often
loses itself in what seems a mere lack
of character and judgment on the part
of the actors. The sweetness of the smiling young heroine is frequently cloying.
"In a moment of madness," says the subtitle, young Mrs. Carlyle leaves her child
and luxurious home to elope with a
plainly-labeled villain because she sees
heir husband, whom she adores, talking
and walking with a village girl. She
shrinks from her tempter, and her eyes
are so heavy with sorrow and doubt at
her departure that one cannot avoid the
conclusion that stupidity rather than
"madness" leads her astray and thereby
makes the rest of the plot possible. The
box-office man has discovered, of course,
that people as a rule avoid costume plays,
but in this case an old-fashioned setting
and sentimental titles would have brought
the production much nearer the realm of
art. So garbed, the picture would have
the added attraction of serving as interesting comment on the psychology of a bygone youth and might educate some of
us to an appreciation of our elders' insistence on the fact that times have
changed greatly since they were young.

The photography is perhaps the best
thing about EAST LYNNE— and we
hasten to add that it is unusually good.
The sets, especially those of the exterior
and interior of the English country
home, are artistically planned. If one
has an eye for the wonders of light and
shade as they are sometimes achieved on
the screen and can feel the beauty of
color where no color is — in something of
the fashion of the poet who thought the
unheard melodies sweetest — he will sometimes overlook the players because of the
delightful background. There are charming light effects on fabrics and furniture
and neutral spaces of walls and hangings. Twice, the shadow of the heroine,
rather than herself, grips the attention
and makes doubly effective the emotion
she would have us feel. Several wood
scenes, hazy with coming fall, are as interpretative as a painting, and the skyscapes interpolated here and there to
reinforce some tragic note have a delicate, moving loveliness that is wholly
effective.
The ending of EAST LYNNE is well
acted and calculated to satisfy the lover
of poetic justice. The heartless villain
with his cruel laugh is condemned to
death, the wayward heroine returns home
and dies beautifully in the arms of her
forgiving husband, while the village girl,
the bereaved but consolable hero and his
little son,
lovable
old' house-of
keeper, arewith
left totheenjoy
the comforts
the cherished homestead. It is a decorative picture with an old, old story, gently
and reticently told. One regrets that the
producers saw fit to deny to it the quaintness of '61.
East Lynne is a Hugo Ballin production, released through Pathe.
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en adaptation of WinTHIS is a scre
ston Churchill's novel of the same
name, is an emphatic denunciation of
the hypocrisy of many so-called Christians, particularly those in attendance
upon very rich, exclusive churches.
Briefly, the story is concerned with the
gradual disillusionment of a young rector,
who is sincere and honest in his Christian
faith. Little by little, he understands
that his rich parishioners who give generously and sanctimoniously from their
plenty towards the establishment of a
settlement house or for a stained-glass
window, have accumulated their wealth
through extortion and corrupt methods.
They are as whited sepulchres, seemly
enough from the outside but within full
of impurities and defilements and they
have made the church, which should be
the home of the finest democracy, a place
of utter snobbery and selfish class distinction. In the weft of the plot, the
most vivid thread is the story of his
chief parishioner, Eldon Parr, a man successful from every worldly standpoint, a
man who assumes the virtues at will
like a cloak, but who has never practiced
them. He antagonizes his splendid
daughter by his lack of real sympathy and
charity; drives his son to the gutter with
his harshness; deceives and tricks his
employees, one of whom satisfies an outraged justice and shoots him. His deathbed understanding of the error of his
ways is, of course, a dramatic essential.
Any picture which has for its purpose
the exposing of certain evils, must of
necessity, exaggerate conditions. It were
otherwise impossible in the short time it

takes to run a five-reel picture to "get
across" the dominant idea. This is true
of THE INSIDE OF THE CUP. To emphasize the fact that the spiritual tenderness and love for one's brother, so much
a part of the Christian religion, never
permeate the souls of many church-goers,
it was perhaps necessary to accentuate
the meanness and vulgar greed of those
who delight in calling themselves Christians.
The actors are well selected and entirely competent to handle all the emo-

tional demands upon them. They are
sincere and effective in their roles.
The picture without being spectacular
or crowded with strongly dramatic situations has an undercurrent of tenseness
that sweeps its characters swiftly to the
tragic denouement. It is not an ordinary picture but its distinction is due
to the significance and appropriateness
of its message, which places it in a class
by itself.
A Cosmopolitan production released
through Famous-Players Lasky Corporation.
ANIMATED
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THE
by the
some length
atATED
was discus
producer himself, Mr. Charles H.
Sampson of the Huntington School, Boston, Mass., in an article with the same
title in the March issue of this magazine.
A viewing of the two reels that make up
this interesting piece of work convinces
us that Mr. Sampson's aim "to create
interest in geometry" has been realized
with marked success. Geometrical definitions and the application of principles
are clearly and fascinatingly set forth,
while touches of humor here and there
humanize the subject and furnish an entertaining element not at all in conflict
with sound pedagogy.
The picture begins with a very brief
sketch of the history of geometry, showing likenesses of the great mathematicians from Thales of Miletus down to
Karl Friedrich Gauss. Sub-titles state
definitely the chief contribution which
each of the men made to the development
of the science and a reference to pyramids and the sphinx serves to emphasize
the antiquity of the principles involved.
Then plane and solid geometry are defined and fully illustrated by means of
animated diagrams.
The neatness and oftentimes humorous
alacrity with which lines project themselves into space, forming triangles, circles, squares, and all sorts of figures,
cannot fail to interest and impress the
most indifferent child. To watch a tangent strike a point in the circumference
of a circle, to see complementary angles
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jump together and complete each other
(just as complementary angles should
do) and to view an angle of 90 degrees
grow into 180, 270 and then 360 degrees
to make a circle, results in a much more
vivid and lasting conception of the facts
than would the spoken word alone, or
the still figures drawn on the blackboard.
The flat plane of a table top, the face
of a clock, and some of the instruments
used in drafting and carpentry are shown
to illustrate the connection of geometry
with everyday life. Drawings of church
windows, woodwork, rugs, tiled floors,
etc., illustrate the application of geometry to design. When the film is put
into final form, it is to be hoped that
some actual photographs of famous architecture will be added to this most interesting phase of the subject.
Mr. Sampson has held steadily throughout the picture to the purpose which inspired its production and deserves to be
congratulated on the skill and accuracy
with which the details are worked out.
A subject too frequently known as "dry"
and lacking in any real interest has truly
been animated by the magic of the motion picture and high school teachers who
are so fortunate as to be equipped to use
films wTill welcome this one as a tremendous aid in their class-room wrork.
THE

TOBACCO

PLAGUE

THE reformers who are fighting the
use of tobacco, particularly in the
form of the cigarette, have an effective weapon in the three reel film
made by Dr. J. H. Kellogg, of Battle Creek
Sanitarium, for the Race Betterment
Foundation. Combining scientific presentation with sentimental appeal, the picture presents vividly vital facts concerning the injurious effects of tobacco.
The first reel after recounting briefly
the use of tobacco by the American Indians and its introduction into Europe
in the days of Queen Elizabeth makes
known many startling statistics. It is
really surprising to learn that three million cigarettes are smoked daily in the
United States, the aggregate for the year
1918 being sixty billion — more in value
than the annual wheat crop. To the
United States belongs the distinction of

being the largest tobacco consumer, producer and exporter in the world. Great
Britain, however, has forbidden cultivation of the weed because it so terrifically
impoverishes the soil. It is also shown
that one-fifth of all the fires in the United
States is caused by the criminal carelessness of smokers.
Animated drawings are cleverly used
to visualize the many poisons found in
tobacco. The deadliness of these poisons
is demonstrated by a number of labora-tory experiments upon rats and goldfish
that unexpectedly become martyrs in the
cause of scientific research. These experiments are excellently done and constitute most convincing visual arguments for the opponents of tobacco.
The remaining contents of the reels are
rather miscellaneous and not so well organized as to material. Little pseudo
dramatic episodes, designed probably to
show the influence women can exert over
men in the matter of smoking, are alternated with animated diagrams and scientific charts not altogether to the advantage of either. Before your eyes are
flashed in rather illogical sequence views
of a very plausible devil, who manifestly
believes in the use of tobacco; glimpses
of a plaster model of the human body,
which, disintegrating into its component
parts of lungs, liver, kidneys, heart, brain,
etc., shows what the use of tobacco will
do to each several part; pictures of
various statesmen, litterateurs, athletes,
whose greatness, we understand, was possible only because of their abstinence
from tobacco; diagrams most clearly done
of the nervous system and of the blood
circulation. The picture ends with a little moral scene into which enter the
woman who has always smoked, the
women who is beginning to smoke and
the woman who never smoked.
Any unimportant lapses in dramatic
judgment and inconsistencies in juxtaposition can be forgiven a picture like this,
however. Its purpose is so earnest and
the fight in wiiich it is being employed
so difficult that the use of any material
that will make a strong scientific and
sentimental appeal is entirely justified.
The picture as a whole is convincing and
effective.

THE FILM FIELD
THE
number of "educational films" produced by the professional motionpicture companies is increasing, and the quality is steadily improving. We
shall list fifty to one hundred each month.
Any exchange or producer listed
in this department will gladly send full information on their service in general
or on any particular film.
In general, films should
school children.
HOW
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LISTS

Select titles which interest you from tlie List of Films.
Note the bracketed name or names following the title.
The names printed in Italics are Exchanges; address of the branch
nearest you will be found in the Reference List of Commercial
Film Exchanges (beginning on page 35.)
The names printed in Koman are Producers; address will be found
under Reference List of Producers (page 35).
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LIST OF FILMS
(In offering these selections, Visual Education in no way guarantees the value
or suitability of the films. This can be done only when we have personally viewed
the picture. The list represents merely the most careful choice possible to make
from data given out by the producing companies. Only the films reviewed by our
staff under the department "Films Viewed and Reviewed" should be considered as
having Visual Education's recommendation, qualified or unqualified, as the case
may be.)
All entries are 1 reel (1,000 ft.) in length unless otherwise specified.
TRAVELOGUES
AND
SCENICS
CHRISTIAN CRUSADERS IN CONSTAN(Famous
(Burton Holmes.)
TINOPLE.
Players-Lasky.)
No matter what your opinion of the Turkish government, you will enjoy these
panoramic
views
of the city of
Constantinople and of the city of Stamboul
lying on the far side of the Galatua Bridge.
The Turkish army in camp and a review of
the French troops occupy the last part of the
footage.

THE
GARDEN
OF THE
EAST.
(Burton
Holmes.)
(Famoxis
Players-Lasky.)
Say
Java to most people and their immediate reaction has something to do with Mocha.
This
scenic of the island of Java visualizes other
things than coffee, however,
such
sights as
the beautiful rivers, the rich tropical vegetation,
the
enormous
bamboo
groves,
the
sugar
cane
fields and the harbor
and city
o£ Batavia, unreeling before you.

ALONG THE RIVER. (Burton Holmes.)
(Famous Players-Lasky.) A fifteen minute
trip along the Mediterranean coast of France
with the sea and the mountains on either
hand and curious old towns tucked away in
between, among them La Turbie where Roman ruins are still staunchly standing.
There are also views of Monaco and Monte
Carlo, the playground of decadent Europe.
/ t, *
A^nmcAT.TAT^AM
.m^Jr

. THE LONE INDIAN (Post Nature Scenic-) (Famous Players-Lasky.) It is the
custom of the Indians of Quebec to send
their young braves alone into the forest,
there to master woodcraft. About this theme
a superb scenic has been built, bringing the
wilderness before you in all its glorious solitude.

^as"
U^^Fa^uPpfav^-LZky)
?e°cWso(mS
whether there ever was a Japan not entirely
of Yokohama
glimpses
These
up-to-date.
and Tokio
and of the country between are
most interesting,
but give no impression of
the Orient.

The FiliPino
Cor^
Films
<Edu°tin^>
clothes all that is
ntfd TIT"
bW:a^lltJ?a8eT^t^r
must be new
there patrotnlZe
when
necessary is for him to shin up the nearest
banana tree and cut off a couple of branches
which the lady of the house promptly transforms into hats and dresses.
The simplicity
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(Chester Out-

The Film Feeld
the Brazilian president, Dr. Pessoa, from the
of industrial conditions is emphasized by
views of a native boy searching for clam
time it steamed under Brooklyn Bridge until
it reached the harbor of Rio de Janeiro.
shells which later function somewhat lamely
as window panes. This reel also includes
THROUGH THE ISLES OF NEW HEviews of the town of Cebu and of a lively
BRIDES. (Robertson-Cole Dist. Corp.) A
little cock fight.
travelogue and scenic disclosing items of interest little known about these islands in
WATER TRAILS. (Bruce Scenic.) (Educ.
the far South Seas.
Films Corp.) One of the delightful Bruce
tours which takes you this time up a river
DOING THE DELLS. (University of Wisin Jamaica. Your bamboo raft floats beconsin.) Doing the dells ought to be a very
tween jungle banks and through mountain
pleasant
way of spending a quarter of an
gorges until the foaming cascades are
hour,
for
this lake region in Wisconsin is
reached, where, quite naturally, the journey
renowned for its beauty.
ends.
GRAND CANYON OF THE COLORADO.
THE WORST WAS TRUE. (Chester Out(Ford Educ. Lib.) (Fitzpatrick & McElroy.)
ing.) (Educ. Films Corp.) Generally speakA
reel concerned with the discovery and
ing, the worst is nearly always true, but
exploration of this monstrous chasm and
anyway Hong-Kong is a mesmerizing old
which
presents an exposition of its location
oriental city with its harbor full of ships
and dimensions.
Hying all flags; its quays loaded with strange
LITTLE
JOURNEYS
TO NATIONAL
merchandise, its streets overflowing with
SHRINES. (International Church Film
strange humanity ; and its dusky, little shops
Corp.) All the places visited are either in
and unique restaurants tucked in along the
or about Boston and among them may be
ways.
enumerated
the old State House, Faneuil
THE MAN WHO ALWAYS SAT DOWN.
Hall, old North Church, Paul Revere House,
(Bruce Scenic.) (Educ. Films Corp.) This
Longfellow's home and Harvard College.
is the first of a new series of European sceON THE COAST OF BISCAY, SPAIN.
nics and presents airplane views of the Swiss
(New Era.) Scenes in the quaint little
Alps with the Matterhorn featured. There
towns scattered along the Bay of Biscay.)
are legitimate thrills, when the machine
caught in an air-pocket drops several hunA FAIRYLAND. (Ford Educ. Lib.) (Fitzdred feet. If the title intrigues you, work
patrick & McElroy.) A sepia tinted film of
the magnificent Canadian Rockies.
out its significance for j^ourself.
THE PEOPLE OP OLD BRUGES. (Educ.
HISTORY, BIOLOGY AND THE NATURAL,
Films Corp.) The old world charm and
SCIENCES
quaintness of this historic city pervade these
A VISIT TO A BIRD SHOP— Review 45.
views of the business section and in the
(Kineto Co. of Amer. ) To mention the names
scenes of the ancient dwellings and canals.
of all the small animals, birds and insects
One of the interesting parts introduces the
which
enter by various means of locomotion
patient dogs in their role of burden bearers.
into the thousand feet of this reel would
The old bell of Bruges and the manufacture
sound
pedantic. They are all interesting,
of the famous lace have not been forgotten.
however, and a number of them are someSOUTH SEA MAGIC. (Educ. Films Corp.)
what
dramatic and temperamental before the
A suitable title for the views of the surf
camera.
running high along the coast of Samoa, the
FORTUNE BUILDERS. (Kineto Co. of
land beloved of Stevenson. The natives fish
Amer.) No Morgans of finance are shown
and sport in the waves for 3rour edification
in
this reel as one might expect, but instead
and the reel closes with views of the prepais depicted the life story of the inconspicuous
rations for a feast and the making of popoi,
but vastly important silk worm, a story
the native bread.
which makes very interesting biographical
viewing.
BALI THE UNKNOWN. (Prizma.) 4
reels. Claimed to be the first pictures taken
■ ANTS. (Kineto Co. of Amer.) y2 .reel. A
on the Island of Bali in the South Seas, the
brief picture but sufficiently long to give
reels record effectively the habits and surmuch enlightenment concerning the habits
roundings of the primitive inhabitants, whose
and intelligence of that little subject for
manners lack somewhat the finesse which we
proverbial exploitation, the ant.
demand in the socially perfect.
IN A NATURALIST'S GARDEN. (Educ.
VENICE OF THE ORIENT. (Bray.)
Films Corp.) A picture which should be of
(Goldwyn.) Manila is the city that has acunusual interest, because the garden was
quired the sobriquet of the Venice of the Orithat of the late John Burroughs and the beent. While the general atmosphere is perloved master appears before the camera.
haps not the same as that of the "Queen of
A STUDY IN SAND. (Educ. Films Corp.)
the Adriatic," there are many interesting and
A most unusual picture showing the extraorvaried sights of this city from the old lightdinary designs and figures that it is possible
house in the harbor to the Bilibid prison.
to
make with sand and the gyroscopic penThe picture ends with a cartoon.
dulum.
HERE AND THERE IN OREGON. (BeseTHE MOST WONDERFUL INSECT IN
ler. ) A film giving an idea of the extent of
THE WORLD. (U. S. Dept. of Agric.) Many
the water and rail transportation of the
people
have a faint idea that the locust was
state, the methods and the results of the
a historical insect which did something in
irrigation used, together with glimpses of the
the
time
of Moses, but this reel will create
homesteaders in their prairie schooners or
a live interest in the seventeen year cicada,
surrounded
by
their
various
species
of
livein
its
long
disappearance and short aerial
stock.
life.
ARCHITECTURE OF OLD FRANCE.
THE STORY OF PLYMOUTH ROCK.
(Beseler. ) Many fascinating views that re(New Era Films.) The journey of the Pilvive the storied past of such medieval chagrims from Holland to the new world, their
teaux as the Chateau of Blois, Chemouceaux
perils
and hardships after landing, and the
and Cheverney.
old love story of John Alden and Priscilla
GLIMPSES OF MONTANA. (Beseler.)
as
told
by Longfellow.
The scenic beauties of this mountainous
THE MAKING OF AN AMERICAN.
state are alternated with views of its cop(Carter Cinema Co.) Showing what educaper mines and agricultural fields.
tion acquired in the free night schools of
THE TRIP OF THE U. S. S. IDAHO.
America will do for an immigrant and how
the influence of his transformation will affect
(Kineto Co. of America.) A pictorial record
others.
of the trip of the ship which escorted home
IF YOU SAW IT HERE, PLEASE
SAY SO
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A STUDY OP THE WORK OP RIVERS.
LAYERS AND LIARS. (States Relations
(Society for Visual Education.) Portraying
Service.) (U. S. Dept. of Agric.) The "hishow land originally without valleys is
brings two
a new
rug to Mrs.
home toric
andhen" unites
communities
in aLittle's
work
changed in conformation by the effects of
rain which carries away the soil in certain
worth while ; culling and other good poultry
practices are explained by extension workers.
places, forming young, then middle-aged, and
finally old valleys.
INDUSTRIAL
FILMS
PRODUCED
BY
THE STRUGGLE OF THE ENGLISH
COMMERCIAL
COMPANIES
A XD FKK.VII Wo\\ XOUTH AMERICA.
(The industry pictured is indicated by the
(Society for Visual Education.) Throughout
firm name. Write direct to the company for
this third history reel is traced the series of
information.)
English failures to capture the French forts
that controlled the Mississippi Valley and
COLUMBIA GRAPHAPHONE CO., Wooland to keep out the French from the Lake
worth Bldg., New York City.
CHENEY BROTHERS SILK CO., South
Champlain waterways ; the ' later victories
over the same territory, ending with Wolfe's
Manchester, Conn.
victory on the Plains of Abraham and English supremacy in America.
BESSEMER LIMESTONE CO., Youngstown, Ohio.
INDUSTRIAL.
FILMS
WARD
BAKING CO., New York City.
THE PORCELAIN LAMP. (Harry Levey
WILSON PACKING CO., Chicago, 111.
Service Corp.) 5 reels. While this picture
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, -Washingemphasizes the importance to travel and
ton, D. C.
transportation of the discovery of gasoline
PACKARD
PIANO CO., Fort Wayne, Ind.
as a liquid fuel and dwells upon automotive
AMERICAN OPTICAL CO., Southridge,
inventions up to. the present time, it also
Mass
presents the history of the evolution of travel
DIAMOND WATCH CO., Ill Broadway,
from the earliest times to the present day,
New York City.
from the days when men used their feet inDOUBLED
AY, PAGE & CO., Garden City,
dustrial y to get from here there, up to modL. I., N. Y.
ern types of conveyances.
EASTMAN KODAK CO., Rochester, N. Y.
LUMBERING. (Ford Educational Lib.)
BURROUGHS ADDING MACHINE CO..
(Fitzpatrick & McElroy. ) Forest areas, lumDetroit, Mich.
bering camp, felling trees, log driving, millNEWS
WEEKLIES
AND REVIEWS
ing and cutting logs into lumber.
AGRICULTURE OF THE UNITED
PATHE REVIEW 89. (Pathe.) Pathecolor, pictures from Japan, the making of
STATES. (Ford Educ. Lib.) (Fitzpatrick &
sausages ; an old fashioned city in New York
McElroy.) This reel has special reference
to the production and preparation for the
City ; Capitol Travelaughs ; Provincetown,
market of various types of sugar.
tablet commemorating the landing of the Pilgrims, town crier, fishing ; famous chimes of
IRON AND STEEL. (Ford Educ. Lib.)
Seville.
(Fitzpatrick & McElroy.) A clear and vivid
cinematic account of iron ore from the time
PATHE REVIEW 93. (Pathe.) Patheit is mined until it is transformed into a
color, Arabian pottery, the Venice of New
bar of steel.
York ; Ditmar's film, "Temperaments and
Tails". Scenes of Bushkill Falls in Monroe
THE STORY OF TWO PIGS. (Atlas
Educ. Film Corp.) Of course this title might
County; Pennsylvania. Travelaugh. "Such is
have been something about the tales of two
life in and on the water."
pigs. The picture is, however, a scientific
PATHE REVIEW 94. (Pathe.) Colored
exposition of hog-raising and was produced
shots
specimens
of goldfish;
Mud"of
in cooperation with Purdue University.
or the ofmaking
of Japanese
tiles"Fancy
; a flock
agitated barn yard fowls ; lesson in the seriLUMBERING IN CANADA, LUMBERING IN CHINA. (Atlas Educ. Films Corp.)
ious art of pie-making ; "The Valley of MemA contrast between the processes used in the
ories,"— the Meuse valley in France before
the war.
two countries which well illustrates the difference between up-to-date and crude methPATHE REVIEW 96. (Pathe.) All procods in lumbering.
esses in getting out the news pictured in the
CIGARS FOR KINGS AND MILLIONoffices and press rooms of the New York
AIRES. (Educ. Film Corp.) Royal smokers
Times ; views of our four-footed enemies in
enjoy these cigars made from the renowned
the zoo ; slow motion picture — a juggler in
cigar leaf of Vuelta Abajo, Cuba, but this
action ; tinted views of the Matterhorn.
picture permits you. to become intimately
PATHE NEWS 16. (Pathe.) Port Henry,
familiar with the processes used in producing
the dog mail, snow-bound; St. Cloud, France,
these aristocratic "smokes."
girls in the cross country race. Cape May, big
RICE INDUSTRY. (Harcol Film Comhangar being built for R-33 ; Omaha, bullet
pany.) All the various steps in the producproof suits worn by police ; Trenton, N. J.,
ing of rice from beginning to end very clearly
new ideas used in prison reform ; making aupictured.
tomobile licenses. New York City, heaviest
MODERN
TRACK LAYING. (Harcol
snow storm in 20 years; review of events in
Film
Company.-)
You
will
have
great
respect
Ireland,
Sir
Edward Carson. New Orleans,
for railroad tracks when you see a modern
La., fancy stunts with motor cycle ; Hoboken,
machine actually putting them in place.
N.
J.,
Archbishop
Dougherty sails for Rome.
SILVERWARE. (Ford Weekly.) (FedCartoon.
erated Film Exchanges.) -An interesting picPATHE NEWS 18 (Pathe.) Bridgeport,
torialexposition
'ferent articles of ofsilverware.
the manufacture of difConn., launching of the S-48, most powerful
of America's underseas crafts; Zion City,
FOOD FOR REFLECTION. (States Relaview of city and pictures of Brother Voliva ;
tions Service.) (U. S. Dept. of Agriculture.)
The need for a hot school lunch in the school
Liberal, Kan., 14-year-old girl edits and
prints newspaper; people in the public eye.
at Pleasant View and how the women of the
Miami, Fla., bicycle and motorcycle.
community raised money to buy and install
the equipment. The operation of the hot
CHAS. URBAN MOVIE CHAT 22. (Kineto
school lunch and its beneficial results for the
Co. of Amer.) Places of interest about Brisschool children ; weighing and measuring
tol, England, the Zoo at Clifton with views
demonstrations, with the conclusion that
of strange and rare animals ; salmon fishing
industry in British Columbia ; Blackpool, the
"children are the best crop the farm proConey Island of England.
duces."
IF YOU SAW IT HERE, PLEASE
SAY SO

The Film Field
CHAS. URBAN MOVIE CHAT 46. (Kineto
Co. of Amer.) Views in Dartmoor, England;
training of carrier pigeons for the United
States army ; pictures taken some years ago
showing Lord Kitchener reviewing troops in
Egypt ; Allenby in Cairo ; shots of dogs,
horses and cats ; fight between a scorpion and
a centipede.
NEW SCREEN MAGAZINE 98. (Universal.) Scientific trimming and replacing of
trees in park ; M. Louste, motion picture pioneer with old and new motion picture camera, circus monkeys such as the chimpanzee,
gorilla, baboon, physical culture instructions
by McFadden ; cartoon.
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS 30. (Universal.) Washington, D. C, Harding at the
Capitol talks by phone to the President of
Cuba, in Havana ; Jack Dempsey making the
acquaintance of Possum Sweetheart, dairy
champion ; a reminder of an unpaid debt of
honor, the wounded soldiers still in our hospitals ;New York City, welcome to Cardinal
Dougherty ; New York City, opening game
of season between Yankees and Athletics ;
Boston, Mass., game between Brooklyn and
Boston ; wash-day in fashionable Nice ; Essex, Mass., launching of Mayflower, America's defender
in race classic ; practice for
aeroplane
bombers.

Reference List of Producers
Atlas Educational Film Co.,
1111 South Blvd., Oak Park, 111.
Beseler Educational Film Co.,
71 W. 23rd St., New York City.
Carter Cinema Co.
220 W. 42nd St., New York City.
Fitzpatrick & McElroy,
202 South State St., Chicago, 111.
Harcol Film Co.,
330 Camp St., New Orleans, La.

Harry Levey Service Corp.,
220 W. 38th St., New York City.
International Church Film Corp.,
920 Broadway, New York City.
Kineto Co. of America,
71 W. 23rd St., New York City.
New Era Films,
21 E. 7th St., Chicago, 111.
Society for Visual Education,
327 S. LaSalle St., Chicago, 111.
University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wis.

Reference List of Commercial Film Exchanges
(Address all inquiries to the nearest exchange)
Gainesville, Fla.
BUREAU
OF EDUCATION
University of Arkansas. . A. M. Harding
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
. ..B. C. Riley
University of Florida
Iowa City, la.
Qualified State Distributing Centers
University of Iowa
O. E. Klingaman
Agricultural College, Miss.
Knoxville, Tenn.
University of Tennessee
Mississippi
Agricultural
and
MeCharles E. Ferris
chanical College
Claud H. Tingle
Lawrence,
Kan.
Ames, la.
University
of
Kansas.
.Harold
C. Ingham
Iowa State College
Charles Roach
Lexington, Ky.
Ann Arbor, Mich.
University
of
Kentucky
University of Michigan.. W. D. Henderson
Wellington Patrick
Athens, Ga.
Lincoln, Neb.
University of Georgia
Roger N. Hill
University of Nebraska
G. E. Condra
Austin, Tex.
Madison, Wis.
University of Texas
Wm. R. Duffey
University of Wisconsin. .Wm. H. Dudley
Berkeley, Calif.
Minneapolis, Minn.
University of California. ,
University of Minnesota. .J. V. Ankeney
Leon J. Richardson
Missoula, Mont.
Bloomington, Ind.
State University
E. O. Sisson
Indiana University
F. W. Shockley
Morgantown, W. Va.
Boston, Mass.
West Virginia University
L. B. Hill
State Department of Public InstrucNatchitoches, La.
tion
James A. Moyer
State Normal School
L. J. Alleman
Boulder, Col.
New Brunswick, N. J.
University of Colorado. . .H. R. Spangler
Rutgers College
W. M. Demarest
Buffalo, N. Y.
Normal, 111.
Buffalo Society of Natural Science. .
Illinois State Normal University.
.. .
David Felmley
C. E. Cummingi
Burlington, Vt.
Norman, Okla.
University of Vermont. .. .Guy G. Bailey
University of Oklahoma. . .J. W. Scroggs
Charlotteville, Va.
Philadelphia, Pa.
University of Virginia. .Charles G. Maphis
The Commercial Museum
Cleveland, O.
Chas. R. Toothaker
Cleveland Normal Training School..
Pittsburgh,
Pa.
W. N. Gregory
University of Pittsburgh. .. .J. H. Kelly
College Park, Md.
Providence, R. I.
Maryland State College of AgriculBrown University
Walter Jacobs
ture
C. S. Richardson
Pullman, Wash.
Columbia, Mo.
State College of Washington
University of Missouri. . .C. H. Williams
F. F. Nalder
Columbia, S. C.
Raleigh, N. C.
University of South Carolina
Bureau of Community Service
W. C. Crosby
Reed Smith
Eugene, Ore.
Reno, Nev.
University of Oregon. . . .John C. Almack
University of Nevada
Charles A. Norcross
Fayetteville, Arkansas
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Salt Lake City, Utah.
University of Utah
W. F. Reynolds
Tucson, Ariz.
University of Arizona. .Frank Lockwood
University, Ala.
University of Alabama
Jas. Thomas
University, N. D.
University of North Dakota. .A. H. Yoder
Vermillion, S. D.
University of South Dakota
J. C. Tjaden
EDUCATIONAL
FILMS
CORPORATION
Atlanta, Ga
61 Walton St.
Boston, Mass
10 Piedmont St.
Buffalo, N. Y
327 Main St.
Chicago, 111
220 S. State St.
Cincinnati, O. . .N. W. Cor. 7th & Main Sts.
Cleveland,
Ohio
..... .501 Standard Theatre, Prospect St.
Dallas, Texas
2003%
Main St.
Denver, Colo
1435 Champa St.
Des Moines, Iowa
100 Locust St.
Detroit, Mich
63 E. Elizabeth St.
Indianapolis, Ind
9 West Market St.
Kansas City, Mo. .5th Floor Film Ex. Bldg.
Los Angeles, Calif
732 S. Olive St.
Louisville, Ky
National Theatre Bldg.
Minneapolis, Minn
407 Loeb Arcade
Milwaukee, Wis
501 Toy Bldg.
New Haven, Conn
128 Meadow St.
New Orleans, La
330 Camp St.
New York City
729 Seventh Av.
Omaha, Neb
1312% Farnum St.
Philadelphia, Pa
.1309 Vine St.
Pittsburgh, Pa
,
119 Ninth St
St. Louis, Mo
617 N. Grand Av.
San Francisco, Calif.. 168 Golden Gate Av
Seattle, Wash
2014 Third Av.
Washington. D. C
916 G St. N. W.
FAMOUS
PLAYERS-LASKY
CORP.
Albany, N. Y
33 Orange St.
Atlanta, Ga
51 Luckie St.
Boston, Mass
8 Shawmut St
Buffalo, N. Y
145 Franklin St.
Charlotte, N. C
28 W. 4th St
Chicago, 111 . . .
845 S. Wabash Av.
Cincinnati, Ohio
107 W. 3d St.
Cleveland,
Ohio
811 Prospect Av.
Dallas, Texas
1902 Commerce St.
Denver, Colo
1747 Welton St.
Des Moines, Iowa
415 W
8th St
Detroit, Mich
63 E. Elizabeth St
Kansas City, Mo
2024 Broadway Av
Los Angeles, Calif
112 W. 9th St.
Minneapolis, Minn
608 1st Av N
New Orleans,
Haven, Conn
132
St!
La
814 Meadow"
Perdido St.
New
York City
."
729
7th
Av.
Oklahoma
City. Okla
128 W. 3d St
Omaha, Neb
208 S. 13th St.
Philadelphia, Pa.
1219 ^ine St.
Pittsburgh, Pa
1018 Forbes St.
Portland, Me
85 Market St.
Portland, Ore
14 N. 9th St.
Salt Lake City, Utah.. 133 E. 2d South St.
San Francisco, Calif
821 Market St.
Seattle, Wash
2017-19 3d St
St.
Louis,
Mo
3929 St.
Olive
St'
Washington, D. C
421 10th
N. W.

Buffalo, N. Y.
Empire State Film Corp.,
327 Main St.
Chicago, 111. Celebrated Players Film Corp.,
207 S. Wabash Av.
Cincinnati, O.
Standard
Film Service Co.,
Film Exchange Bldg.
Cleveland,
O.
Standard
Film
Service Co.,
Sloan Bldg.
Dallas, Tex.
Specialty Film Co.,
107 S. St. Paul St.
Denver, Colo.
Supreme Photoplay Co.,
1446 Welton St.
Des Moines, la.
Greater Productions,
Inc.,
100 E. Locust St.
Detroit,
Mich.
Standard
Film
Service
Co.,
Film Bldg.
Kansas City, Mo.
Crescent Film Co.,
17th and Main St.
Little Rock, Ark.
Specialty Film Co.,
1114 W. Market St.
Los Angeles Cal.
Consolidated Film Corp.,
738 N. Olive. St.
Milwaukee,
Wis.
Mid-West
Distributing Corp.,
Toy Bldg.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Merit Film Corp.,
206 Film Exchange Bldg.
New
Haven,
Conn.
Federated
Film Exchange, 139 Meadow St.
New Orleans, La.
Pearce Films,
608 Canal St.
New York, N. Y. Empire State Film Corp.,
729 Seventh Av.
Oklahoma
City, Okla.
Specialty Film Co.,
112 S. Hudson St.
Omaha,
Neb.
Greater Productions, Inc.,
1312% Farnum St.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Masterpiece Film Attractions, 1235 Vine St.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Quality Film Corp.,
414 Ferry St.
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Supreme
Photoplay
Co., 58 Exchange PI.
San Francisco, Cal. Consolidated Film Corp.,
90 Golden Gate Av.
Scranton, Pa.
Masterpiece Film Attractions.
Seattle, Wash.
Supreme Photoplay Co.,
2022 Third Av.
St. Louis, Mo.
United Film Service Co.,
3728 Olive St.
GOLDWYN
DISTRIBUTING
CORPORATION
Atlanta, Ga
Ill Walton St.
Boston, Mass
42 Piedmont St.
Buffalo, N. Y
200 Pearl St.
Chicago, 111
207 S. Wabash Av.
Cincinnati, Ohio
216 E. 5th St.
Cleveland, O...403 Standard Theatre Bldg.
Dallas, Texas
1922 Main St.
Denver,
Colo
1440 Welton St.
Detroit, Mich
Film Exchange Bldg.
Kansas City, Mo
1120 Walnut St.
Los Angeles, Calif
912 S. Olive St.
Minneapolis, Minn
16 N. 4th St.
New Orleans, La
714 Poydras St.
New York City
509 5th Av.
Omaha, Neb
1508 Howard St.
Philadelphia, Pa
1335 Vine St.
Pittsburgh, Pa
1201 Liberty Av.
Salt Lake City, Utah.. 135 E. 2d South St.
San Francisco, Cal
985 Market St.
St. Louis, Mo
3312 Lindell Blvd.
Seattle, Wash..
2018 Third Ave.
Washington, D. C
714 11th St. N. W

PATHE

EXCHANGE,

INC.

Albany, N. Y
398 Broadway
Atlanta, Ga
Ill Walton St.
Boston, Mass
7 Isabella St.
Buffalo, N. Y
269 Main St.
FEDERATED FILM ECHANGES
Charlotte, N. C
2 S. Graham St.
Chicago, 111
220 S. State St.
Albany, N. Y. Empire State Film Corp.
Atlanta, Ga.
Pearce Films.
Cincinnati, Ohio
124 E. 7th St.
146 Marietta St.
Cleveland, Ohio
750 Prospect Av. S. E.
Dallas,
Texas
2012%
Commerce
St.
Baltimore,
Md.
Federated
Film Exchange,
412 E. Baltimore
St.
Denver,
Colo
1436 Welton St.
Boston,
Mass.
Federated Film Exchange,
Des Moines, Iowa
316 W. Locust St.
48 Piedmont
St.
Detroit, Mich
63 E. Elizabeth St.
IF YOU SAW IT HERE, PLEASE SAY SO
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The Film Field
Indianapolis, Ind. . .52-54 W. New York St.
Kansas City, Mo
928 Main St.
Milwaukee, Wis
174 2d St.
Minneapolis, Minn
608 1st Av. N.
Newark, N. J
6 Mechanic St
New Orleans, La
936 Common St.
New York City
1600 Broadway
Oklahoma City, Okla
119 S. Hudson St.
Omaha, Neb
1417 Harney St.
Philadelphia, Pa
211 N. 13th St
Pittsburgh, Pa
938 Penn Av.
Salt Lake City, Utah... 64 Exchange Place
San Francisco, Calif..
988 Market St
Seattle, Wash
2113 3d A\ .
St. Louis, Mo
3210 Locust St.
Spokane, Wash
12 S. Washington St
Washington. D. C
601 P St.. N. W.
PRIZMA
Baltimore, Md.
Federated
Film Exchange,
412 East Baltimore
St.
Boston, Mass.
Motion Pictures Distributing
Corp., 214 Eliot St.
Chicago, 111. Celebrated Players Film Corp.,
207 South Wabash Av.
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Standard Film Service Co.,
Film Bldg., Seventh and Main Sts.
Cleveland, Ohio.
Standard Film Service Co.,
Sloan Bldg.
Dallas, Tex.
Specialty Film Co.,
107 South St. Paul St.
Denver, Colo.
Supreme Photoplays Co.,
' 1446 Welton St.
Detroit, Mich.
Standard
Film Service Co.,
Film Bldg., Elizabeth St.
Kansas City, Mo.
Standard Film Corp.,
12 East 17th St.
Minneapolis,
Minn., F. & R. Film Co., Inc.,
4th Floor Loeb Arcade Bldg.

MISCELLANEOUS

NOTES

(Continued from page 29)
In Japan, every motion picture house
possesses its own orator, — an individual
as essential to the program as the operator or the janitor who explains the narrative and virtues of the picture during
its progress. So important has this position become that a regular course of lectures is now held in Tokyo for the benefit of the film orators, — a course which
includes such subjects as history and
geography.
There is a certain pleasure in letting
the imagination delicately pause upon the
complications possible when the speaker
attempts to explain chastely and ornately,
what is meant by that natural geometric
figure known as the human triangle,
whose presence is so necessary to our
photo-drama of today. Would the intricacies of a Chaplin comedy provoke beautifully rounded sentences or would slang
be the proper form of expression for slapstick?
IF YOU

SAW

IT HERE,

Milwaukee,
Mid-West Distributing Co.,
Toy Bldg. Wis.
New Orleans, La.
Creole Enterprises,
1401 Tulane Ave.
New York, N. Y. Commonwealth Film Corp.,
729 Seventh Av.
Philadelphia,
Pa. St.
Masterpiece Film Attractions, 1329 Vine
San Francisco, Calif.
Co-operative Film Exchange, 107 Golden Gate Av.
St. Louis, Mo.
Skouras Brothers Enterprises,
UNIVERSAL
FILM MFG. CO.
Buffalo, N. T
35 Church St
Butte, Mont
62 B. Broadwaj
Charleston, W. Va.
Chicago,
111
220 S. State St.
Cincinnati, Ohio
531 Walnut St.
Cleveland, Ohio
850 Prospect Av.
Columbus, Ohio
Denver, Col
1422 Welton St.
Des Moines, Iowa
918-920 Locust Av.
Detroit, Mich
..63 E. Elizabeth St.
Evansville,
Ind
Fort Smith, Ark
Indianapolis, Ind
113 W. Georgia St.
Kansas City, Mo
214 E. 12th St.
Los Angeles, Cal
822 S. Olive St.
Louisville, Ky
Milwaukee, Wis
172 2d St.
Minneapolis, Minn
719 Hennepin Av.
Oklahoma City, Okla
116-118 W. 2d St.
Omaha, Neb
1304 Farnum St.
Pittsburgh, Pa
938-940 Penn Av.
Portland, Ore
405-407 Davis St.
Salt Lake City, Utah... 56 Exchange Place
San Francisco, Cal... 121 Golden Gate Av.
Sioux Falls, S. D
Spokane, Wash
16 S. Washington St.
St. Louis, Mo
2116 Locust Av.
Wichita. Kan
209 E. First Av.

"A

Those who claim that the film is" universal, including all arts and sciences
within its ardent embrace, will see in this
new achievement of the screen but further
proof of the validity of their claims,
while as for those who disapprove, — "Oh
tempora, O Mores!"
COURSE

VISUAL INSTRUCTION" is announced by
the Cleveland School of Education and Western Reserve University
for the coming summer session. The
formal course will occupy one hour daily
for six weeks, three meetings each week
being devoted to general lectures, one to
a special lecture, and one to a seminar.
Much additional time will be spent in
laboratory work, industrial and scientific
excursions, and the preparation of museum exhibits.
The following extracts from the preliminary announcement will give a detailed idea of the work proposed.
(Continued on page 53)
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W$t £>otitty for tissual Cbucatton, 3nt
327 South LaSalle Street
Chicago, Illinois

Kollin D. Salisbury,

University of Chicago.

"^Jtce^restbent
H. L. Clarke,

Utilities Development Corporation.

(General JHanaget
Carl H. Mote,

327 South La Salle St.

^ecretarp
F. R. Moulton,

University of Chicago*

Committees;
Committee on Americanization
Chairman, Willirm F. Russell, University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa.
Guy Stanton Ford,
University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Albert E. Jenks,
University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Frank O. Lowden,
Ex-Governor of Illinois,
Springfield, 111.
C. E. Merriam,
University of Chicago,
Chicago, 111.

Raymond Moley,
The Cleveland Foundation,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Martin J. Wade,
United States District Court,
Washington, D. C.
W. W. Willoughby,
Johns Hopkins University,
Baltimore, Md.

Committee on Citric*
Chairman, Chas. A. Beard, Director of N. Y. Bureau of Municipal Research,
H. G. James,
F. G. Bates,
Indiana University,
University of Texas,
Bloomington, Ind.
Austin, Texas..
F. F. Blachly,
University of Oklahoma,
D. C. Knowlton,
Athens, Okla.
The Lincoln School of Teachers College.
R. E. Cushman,
New York, N. Y.
University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, Minn.
T. H. Reed,
H. W. Dodds,
University of California,
Western Reserve University,
Berkeley, Calif.
Cleveland, Ohio.
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Committee on ptologp
Chairman, John M. Coulter, University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.
R. B. Harvey,

E. G. Conklin,
Princeton University,
Princeton, N. J.
J. A. Drushel,
Teachers College,
St. Louis, Mo.
W. K. Fisher,
Hopkins Marine Station,
Pacific Grove, Calif.
C. Stuart Gager,
Director Botanic Gardens,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
R. F. Griggs,
University of Ohio,
Columbus, Ohio.

Agricultural Experiment Station,
St. Paul, Minn.
D. T. MacDougall,
Director of the Desert Laboratory,
Tucson, Ariz.
E. Laurence Palmer,
Cornell University,
Ithaca, N. Y.
W. M. Wheeler,
Harvard University,
Cambridge, Mass.

Committee on Sftetorp
Chairman, William C. Bagley, Columbia University, New York, N. Y.
G. S. Ford,
University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, Minn.
S. B. Harding,
University of Chicago.
Chicago, 111.

Miss Frances Morehouse,
University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Joseph Schafer,
University of Oregon,
Eugene, Ore.

Committee on Ctmcational experiments
Chairman, William F. Russell, University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa.
T. L. Kelly,
G. S. Counts,
Teachers College, Columbia University,
Yale University,
New York, N. Y.
New Haven, Conn.
W.
S.
Monroe,
F. N. Freeman,
University of Illinois,
University of Chicago,
Urbana, 111.
Chicago, 111.
P.
C.
Packer,
M. E. Haggerty,
Board
of Education,
University of Minnesota,
Detroit, Mich.
Minneapolis, Minn.
V. A. C. Henmon,
University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wis.
Ernest Horn,
University of Iowa,
Iowa City, Iowa.
W. A. Justice,
Director of Visual Education,
Evanston, 111.

Rudolph Pintner,
Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio.
H. 0. Rugg,
Lincoln School of Teachers College,
New York, N. Y.
E. K. Strong, Jr.,
Carnegie Institute of Technology,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
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Committee on tEedmical experiments;
( liairman, F. R. Moulton,
W.

A

University of Chicago, Chicago,

A. Cogshall,
University of Indiana,
Bloomington, Ind.
H. Pfund
Johns Hopkins University,
Baltimore, Md.

jj

B

111.

Lemon

University of Chicago,

Chicago, 111.

\

Committee on <©eograpi)P
Chairman, W. W. Atwood, Clark
M. J. Ahern, S. J.,
Canisius College,
Buffalo, N. Y.
R. D. Calkins,
Mt. Pleasant Normal School,
Mt. Pleasant, Mich.
C. C. Colby,
University of Chicago,
Chicago, 111.
Elizabeth Fisher,
Wellesley College,
Wellesley, Mass.
H. E. Gregory,
Tale University,
New Haven, Conn.
T. M. Hills,
Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio.
C. A. McMurry,
Geo. Peabody College for Teachers,
Nashville, Tenn.
L. C. Packard,
Boston Normal School,
Boston, Mass.

University, Worcester, Mass.
Miss Edith Parker,
University of Chicago,
Chicago, 111.
A. E. Parkins,
Geo. Peabody College for Teachers,
Nashville, Tenn.
D. C. Ridgley,
State Normal School.
Normal, 111.
C. O. Sauer,
University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, Mich.
Miss Laura M. Smith,
Geo. Peabody College for Teachers,
Nashville, Tenn.
R. H. Whitbeck,
University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wis.
L. H. Wood,
v
Kalamazoo Normal School,
Kalamazoo, Mich.

Committee on Sf ealtf) anb Sanitation
Chairman, V. C. Vaughan,

University

E. R. Downing,
University of Chicago,
Chicago, 111.
Simon Flexner,
Rockefeller Institute,
New York, N. Y.
F. M. Gregg,
University . of Nebraska,
Lincoln, Nebr.
Ludvig Hektoen,
John McCormick Institute for Infectious Diseases,
Chicago, 111.

of Michigan, Ann Arbor,

Mich.

E. 0. Jordan,
University of Chicago,
Chicago, 111.
Wickliffe Rose,
International Health Board,
New York, N. Y.
M. J. Rosenau,
Harvard University,
Cambridge, Mass.
C. E. Turner,
Mass. Inst, of Technology,
Boston, Mass.
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'If You Are Considering Summer Work Answer
All the Other Advertisements You See."
Then compare these propositions with
the opportunity we can offer you.
We are building an Educational Sales
Organization to cover the entire country.
We can use at this time at least 50 high
grade men, with energy, personality and
knowledge of the educational field. It
is real specialty saleswork and success
will put you in line to become a sales
manager with your own salesmen and
your own territory.
Every school, every church, every
parent-teachers association , every
club, every community center — is a
live prospect for our salesmen.
Merely send your name and address —
and receive full details of our selling plan,
with blanks for your convenience in
applying.

SALES

MANAGER

1232 Webster Building
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SCHOOLFILMS
The following courses in American History, Geography, Civics,
Nature Study, Physics and Hygiene and Sanitation are now
being distributed, and additional reels are being perfected as
rapidly as a strict adherence to the Society's standards permits.
Each title is a single reel unless otherwise indicated
All films are printed on non-inflammable stock, standard width
Physical Geography
Foundation and Settlement of
the United States
The Earth and Worlds Beyond
French Explorations in North
America
English Settlements in North
America
Struggle of French and English for
North America
Breaking Through the Appalachians
War of the American Revolution
Settling the Ohio Valley
The Louisiana Purchase and the
Lewis and Clark Expedition
Trans-Mississippi Trails
Across the Rockies to the Pacific

Study of a Mountain Glacier
The Work of Rivers
Study
Features — Low
Shore of Shore

Economic History of the
United States

New England [2 reels]
Middle Atlantic States [2 reels]
Southern States [2 reels]
Central Plains [2 reels]
Great Plains
Western Plateaus
Rocky Mountains
Pacific Mountains and Lowlands

The Steamboat in U. S. HistoryCanals in U. S. History
.Railroads in U. S. History
Arid
Conservation
I— Reclaiming
Land by Irrigation
Immigration to the U. S.
The Panama Canal and Its
torical Significance

Civics

HisA Citizen and His Government
[2 reels]
Representative Democracy in the
United States
Growth of Cities and Their Problems

Hygiene and Sanitation
Getting Acquainted with Bacteria
Waste Disposal in Cities

Study
of Shore
Features — Bold
Shore
of
Caves
in Limestone
Formation
of
Volcanoes
and
Formation
The
Story of Coral Growth
Geysers
A Study of Niagara
[3 reels — 2 reels ready]

Regional Geography

Nature Study
Where Plants Live
The Monarch Butterfly

Physics
Famous Experiments in Electricity
and
Magnetism
(Produced
at
Ryerson
Physical
Laboratory,
University of Chicago)
[4 reels ready]
Reel 1. Magnetism
Reel 2. Electrostatics
Reels 3-4. Electromagnetism.

Each reel is accompanied by a Teacher's Syllabus containing outlines, questions, supplementary
information for after-the-showing comment, and full instructions for the most effective
presentation of the film.
Syllabi mailed in advance where desired.

For prices and other details regarding SCHOOLFILMS
write direct to headquarters

The Society for Visual Education, Inc.
220 W. 42nd St., New

327 So. La Salle St., Chicago
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PAYS

VISUAL EDUCATION

school owes it to itself — its officers, teachers and pupils — to
EVERY
give Visual Education an opportunity to demonstrate its effectiveness.
For the teacher, "the visual way" cannot fail to lessen drudgery and
multiply results. For boys and girls, it cannot fail to improve the education brought away from the classroom both in quality and quantity. For
the school and its officers, it cannot fail to mean increased satisfaction and
enhanced reputation.
Even so little as two films a week will clinch so much knowledge for
vour pupils that the amount paid for rentals will seem utterly negligible
bulletin, in which
AND ANSWER"
in comparison. Ask for "ARGUMENT
an investment in Visual Education is placed on a simple basis of dollars-

an

cen^epresentative

SCHOOLFILMS

in Brief

Struggle of French and English for North America.
carefully prepared by the two preIn this reel, the background for which has been
are covered.
ceding films, the main campaign movements in the French and Indian War
the English; the French forts
confronted
that
situation
Animated mans point out the
lands, and
controlling the Mississippi Valley; the claims of the English to the wesern
the three routes by which the French lines could be pierced. The events of the war are
with Braddocks
treated pictorially in two groups: the long series of failures beginninggained
control in
defeat at Fort Duquesne, and the victories that came after Pitt
England. Maps and motion picture views visualize the scenes of the struggle. Ihe
of the
location
the
Quebec,
at
film pictures Wolfe's famous march against the French
two camps, and the site of the great battle on the Plains of Abraham. The reel closes
and
English
of
extent
the
shading,
animated
by
with a map which shows graphically,
Spanish possessions in North America after the signing of the peace treaty in 1763.
Study of a Mountain Glacier
In this film Dr. W. W. Atwood— formerly Professor of Physiography at Harvard, now
President of Clark University— appears in person before a blackboard to tell how a
glacier begins and grows. Step by step he pictures, in graphic • chalk diagrams, snow
gathering high among the mountains, its weight causing ice to form, and the moving mass
of ice making its slow way down the mountain valley. Magnificent scenics follow each
point, showing parallel stages in glacier formation today. We see the glacier reach the
sea, where the ends break off and float away as icebergs. Other drawings, motion
of moraines, crevasses, "ice tables,"
the origin
visualize
and panoramas
closeupsglacial
picture
glacial rivers,
valleys, etc.
A diagram
pictures what happens when the climate
changes— the glacier "melting back," a stream flowing from this melting glacier and
forming a delta at its outlet. Here in time may grow up a busy city, feeding its factories
with power furnished by glacial streams.
A Study of Niagara
Reels 1 and 2 take up the geography and scenery of the region; Reel 3— almost ready
for release — is devoted to the geologic history of Falls and Gorge, and the use of
Niagara River for Power purposes. Graphic chalk sketches, drawn on the screen by
Dr. Atwood, picture the river from Lake Erie to Lake Ontario, a section of the Falls, the
Whirlpool, the way in which the Falls have worked back through the Gorge, etc. Motion
pictures visualize noted scenic features. Especially remarkable are airplane views ^ in
motion, which not only present things from new and interesting points of view, but give
the pupil a far better idea of the relative positions of Falls, Goat Island, Gorge, Whirlpool,
Rapids, etc., than the average person brings away from an actual visit to Niagara.
Southern States — Regional Geography
The purpose of these two reels on the Southland is to give the pupil an appreciation
of its surface features and to indicate something of its climate, agriculture and industries.
Motion pictures show the level, sandy belt bordering the sea, the Florida Keys, the
foothills of the Appalachians, etc. Actual scenes tell about the New South, developing its
mines and manufactures as well as its plantations. Coal-mining in the Birmingham
district; the cultivation of cotton, sugar-cane, rice, peanuts and various fruits, studied
via scenes progressing from planting to shipping; lumbering in the famous cypress
forests of southern swamps; the manufacture of turpentine, etc., are all pictured in
interesting detail. Typical cities visualized are Savannah, Tampa, Mobile, Birmingham,
Galveston and New Orleans. A foundation is laid for class discussions on the reasons
for their growth and the economic future of the South.
Famous Experiments in Electricity and Magnetism
These four reels constitute the first group of a complete series of ten reels on "Electricity and Magnetism" which are being produced by Dr. Harvey B. Lemon at Ryerson
Physical Laboratory, University of Chicago. The -first reel establishes the fundamental
properties of magnetism. Besides the elementary experiments ordinarily carried out,
it includes the more difficult ones which show that magnetism is molecular in nature.
The second film, on "Electrostatics," illustrates various means of producing electricity,
and shows its identity, however produced. The famous "ice pail experiment" of Faraday
is pictured, showing that positiveand negative electricity always appear in equal amounts.
Lord
Kelvin's
device
for producing
continuous
electrification
by induction
shownlong
in
in action.
A large
Wimshurst
machine
is seen producing
charges
sufficient is
to give
sparks. The
third and and
fourth
reels, onto "Electromagnetism,"
illustrate the fundamental
relations
of electricity
magnetism
each other.

Order SCHOOLFILMS

and give

your school the full benefit of
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RECLAIMING
ARID
LAND
IRRIGATION

'"^81
Figure 1
Tlie first step — clearing the "brush.
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Figure 2
Lettingwater
into the
his life-bringing
furrowed fields

Irrigating

Figure 3
a pear orchard

Figure 4
Date palms from Arabia thrive in
"America's
Egypt"

BY

A SURVEY OP THE REEL
Purpose of the film: To show the great
need for irrigation in our arid West; the
areas reclaimed by various private and
public enterprises; the methods the
farmer employs to irrigate his fields and
orchards; the kind of crops raised, and
some of the great dams, reservoirs and
tunnels that have been constructed to
carry on the work.
Scenes used in this study of irrigation
are shown through the courtesy and cooperation of the United States Reclamation Service.

*

*

*

*

The reel opens with a typical view of
the Great American Desert — a treeless
plain, covered with sagebrush. The
screen makes clear that the ground here
is exceedingly fertile; only water is lacking to make it produce splendid crops.
Before a desert farmer can take advantage of the benefits of irrigation, he
must first clear his land of brush. Motion pictures show a team of horses dragging a heavy steel raiL over the ground,
followed by a rake. (Fig. 1.) After this
come huge bonfires in which the brush is
burned, leaving the ground ready for the
digging of ditches. The next step is furrowing. On the screen a furrowing machine prepares the fields for the coming
of the life-bringing water. Small dams,
made by banking up the earth, separate
these
furrows from the main irrigating
2.)
ditch. The film shows a farmer shoveling away the earth dams, one by one, and
the water making its way down the narrow ditches into the thirsty fields. (Fig.
Next we see some of the remarkable
crops that irrigation has made possible
in our arid West. We watch in moving
pictures the irrigating of a flourishing
pear orchard. Here are heavily fruited
trees, planted on long, narrow ridges
paralleled by broad bands of irrigating
ditches, where the water flows with a
gentle current. (Fig. 3.) Following come
delightful glimpses of thriving peach orchards in the famous Yakima Valley, an
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oat harvest on the Newlands Project in
Nevada, and a field of giant sugar-beets
on the Huntley Project in Montana. On
the Yuma Project, it is claimed, they
grow the finest cotton in the world —
long-staple cotton, which a closeup of the
boll enables us to view in interesting detail. Then there flash upon the screen
some of those rich groves of citrus fruit
that our southwestern deserts have
brought forth — orange groves at Riverside, California, with trees bearing fruit
and blossoms at the same time, and
lemon groves at Yuma. Almond trees
follow, and then the date palms of the
Colorado River Delta — a unique factor
in a North American landscape. (Fig. 4.)
Turning now to a consideration of the
need for irrigation, the film visualizes,
by means of a shaded map, those sections
of the United States where the rainfall is
below the 15 to 20 inches required for
good crops. About one-fifth of the entire
area of our country, it is shown, is too
arid for agriculture without irrigation.
The map picturizes the acreage reclaimed
by private enterprise — individuals, community associations, corporations, states,
etc. — and the irrigation projects undertaken by our Government since 1902,
twenty-eight in all. (Fig. 5.)
From this point onward, the film proceeds to show how irrigation is actually
accomplished. We see in motion pictures
such marvels of engineering skill as the
enormous
among the Elephant
mountains Butte
of NewReservoir'
Mexico
(Fig. 6); Sunny side Diversion Dam, turning water into main irrigating canals;
the Shoshone Dam in Wyoming, built of
masonry and higher than the Flatiron
building in New York; the High Line
Canal of Utah, circling the steep slopes
of the Spanish Peaks; the ingenious
Gunnison Tunnel — a cement-lined underground waterway, burrowing for six
miles under the Vernal Mesa of Colorado,
and transferring waters from one river
valley into another; the famous Roosevelt Dam in Arizona, first of the many
great projects of the Reclamation Service (Fig. 8).
The last section of the reel develops
contrasts between the aspect and value
of land before and after irrigation.

Gray areas:
White
areas:

Private and state projects
U. S. Reclamation
Service
projects

Land

Figure
5
reclaimed
"by irrigation

Figure
6
Elephant Butte Reservoir, the largest
irrigation reservoir in the world

Figure
7
Sunnyside Diversion Dam, Washington

The

Figure
8
great Roosevelt
Dam
across
Salt River in Arizona
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SCHOOLSLIDES
S. V. E. Slide Library Now Includes the Celebrated
Woodruff Collection

TheS.V. E.
Acquires

in the 2,000 negatives of the Woodruff collection, what
is ranked as the finest library of educational slides in
the world for its particular field. These slides cover
the animal and wild-plant life of North America. They
picture birds, beasts and insects — fish and snakes —
trees, shrubs, weeds and flowers — roots, fruits and
seeds. They represent the results of a lifetime of
travel, study and research.

Frank M.
Woodruff

Curator of the Museum of Natural History of the
Chicago Academy of Sciences, is one of America s
foremost naturalists. He is not only a scholar, but an
expert photographer, and the studies selected for these
SCHOOLSLIDES will be found as unusual in technique as in subject-matter.

The Series
Idea

adopted as a basic plan of SCHOOLSLIDES Library,
is one of the outstanding features of Mr. Woodruff s
collection. For example, instead of two or three unorganized slides on the black tern, he has pictured its
complete life-history, beginning with the nest-building
in the marshes near the Great Lakes. Another series
shows the growth of the red-tail hawk from week to
week, from the time the bird comes from the egg until
it is able to fly.

The Botany
Division

includes a delightful series on different varieties of the
lovely, complex orchid, and another on curious
carnivorous plants like the sundew and the pitcher
plant, which entrap and devour exploring insects.
Various methods of seed distribution are illustrated ;
so are the different tree types. Another group, under
the head of Ecology, pictures the influence of environment on plant formations and societies.

Among the
Animal
Studies

is included an exceptional series on the American elk,
illustrating the growth of the horns. Each family of
animals is treated in a distinct group. These slides
— the most notable studies ever made of North American animals — show the subjects under all conditions
and in every sort of mood, from lazy contentment to
fierce anger. The illustration accompanying this issue
— a reproduction of one of the slides in the series on
the wolf family — conveys some idea of the unique
quality of the Woodruff SCHOOLSLIDES.

Further
Information

SOCIETY

about the SCHOOLS j-JDES Library, which in addition
to the Woodruff collection includes 8,000 other educational slides, will be sent on application to any one
interested in these Visual Education tools.

FOR VISUAL EDUCATION,
Slide

Department

327 South LaSalleSt.
220 West. 42J St.
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Schoolfilms -|- Your Projector

MAKE
your projector an active educational tool by giving it
out-and-out educational films to project — not merely informational or recreational films whose educative value, if
present at all, is exceedingly remote.
SCHOOLFILMS fit your course of study. They are designed
by teachers for teachers. They accomplish definite teaching ends.
They will help make your dream of Visual Education come true
for YOUR SCHOOL.

Here Are Six Representative Reels
Let these thumb-nail
outlines introduce you to the SCHOOLFILMS
Then let the film itself bring results in your classroom.
English Settlements in North America
On an animated map the first English settlements are visualized. Scenics add concreteness. As Dutch and Swedish settlements
are absorbed, the original names fade out
and give place to New York, Albany and
Wilmington. By animated shading the map
indicates how the English settlements spread
inland. The screen pictures the substantial
homes and mills that were built, and a
contrast is developed between the colonizing of the English and the mere exploration
of the French. The Appalachian barrier,
checking further westward movement, is
portrayed by animated map and moving picture views. The map then traces the one
easy pathway to the west, and shows how
the French blocked the way. Thus a background is prepared for the third reel of the
series, "The Struggle Between French and
English for North America."

Canals

in

United

States

History

Designed to bring out the part canals have
played in our economic history. Motion pictures, maps and charts tell the story of the
types of canals built, their location and
importance; the growth in population during
the era of canal-building; the new chapter
in America's commercial development which
began with the opening of the Erie Canal;
the rivalry of the railroad; the climb in rail
rates that has brought the barge canal again
into favor; the meaning of the Panama Canal;
the location of other great waterways proposed for early development, etc.

The

Work

of

Rivers

Another of Dr. W. W. Atwood's remarkable_
"chalk
talks,"
illustrating
evolution
of river
valleys
through
youth, the
maturity
and
old
age._
"All
land
was
once
without
he begins, and then shows how valleys,"
through
thousands of years rivers convert the land
into a succession of broad valleys. At first
the valleys are steep and sharply cut. Diagrams illustrate how young valleys like the
Royal Gorge of the Arkansas and the Grand
Canyon of the Colorado were formed, and
then the screen shows them in motion picture. As maturity aproaches, the steep walls
become rounded slopes. In old age the valley
is broad and low. the home of a slow, winding stream. The blackboard makes clear
the origin of flood-plains, deltas, estuaries,
fjords, etc., and interesting scenics throughout add concrete illustration.
Middle Atlantic
States
These two reels Cover the region formed
by the Atlantic Coastal Plain and the AppaIF YOU

SAW

IT

idea.

lachian Highlands. They picture the resources which have made this region the
busiest on earth, with great lumbering, manufacturing, mining and farming industries
and unrivaled trade and commerce. Harbors
like that of New York; natural trade routes
such as Delaware Water Gap, the Mohawk
Valley, the Hudson River, etc.; the mountains and lakes of the Adirondack and
Catskill regions, are visualized in a way to
bring out the close tie between geography
and history. Agricultural scenes characteristic of the different sections are shown.
Typical cities studied are New York, Atlantic
City, Washington, Albany, Philadelphia and
Pittsburgh. The Military Academy at West
Point and the U. S. fleet in Hampton Roads
contribute
scenes of special interest.

Life-History of the Monarch

Butterfly

A delightful film, showing in minute detail
every stage of the metamorphosis from caterpillar to butterfly. The larva is seen feeding
on the milkweed leaf, and later spinning the
silk pad from which the chrysalis is to hang.
Shedding its skin, it passes into the pupa
stage. Within the thin walls of the chrysalis case we see the faint outlines of the
developing butterfly. Finally the chrysalis
bursts, a moist, tightly-folded creature staggers forth, dries its wings, and flutters away
—a gorgeous Monarch butterfly. Microscopic
pictures showing the wing structure and
other interesting details are added.

Conquering

the

Diphtheria Germ

"story-form" film with threefold purpose: to create confidence in American preventive medicine and sanitary science, by
showing how they have conquered the diphtheria scourge; to drive home a warning
that "sore throat" demands prompt attention; to present the main details of diphtheria diagnosis and treatment. The film
shows a child complaining of sore throat,
the doctor taking a culture, and a bacteriologist at the City Health _ Department
testing for diphtheria. Antitoxin is given,
and the acti'on transfers to an antitoxin
laboratory to show how this substance is
prepared. Microphotography is introduced to
add interest and clearness. The reel closes
with a picture of the little patient again at
play, and a final suggestion as to the vital
importance of prompt treatment for diphtheria cases. An authoritative and highly
effective film, produced by Dr. C. E. Turner
of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
with the co-operation of the Boston City
Hospital and the Massachusetts State Vaccine and Antitoxin
Laboratory.
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The Society for Visual Education
Merely raising the lamphouse INSTANTLY permits showing lantern slides. This picture shows
the lamphouse in its "up" position. While
slides are being projected, the operator may be
changing reels.

The "ACME

SVE"

A Combined Film-and-Slide Projector
A SEMI-PORTABLE Motion Picture Projector that is superior
to any other similar machine ever offered, with Stereopticon
Attachments of equally high quality — a combination that offers
the ideal projector to Schools, Churches, Community Centers,
Y. M. C. A.'s, Institutions, Women's Clubs, Lecturers, etc.

ONE Machine That Does the Work of TWO
IF YOU

SAW

IT HERE,
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'I1 1 n: Society

for Visual Education

Here the lamphouse
is in position for
projecting moving
pictures.

Height, 19% inches
Length, 21^ inches
Width,
8M inches

The ONE Machine With Which You Can Show
SLIDES in the Very Middle of a Film
or Between Reels
V\/TTH the "Acme SVE" either an all-slide or an all-film pro"
gram can be given, or the two can be combined. Think of
what it means to own a projector with which you can show a few
slides — scenes with a special bearing upon the film, or announcements for the coming week — and thus hold the interest of your
audience while the operator is changing reels.
An inside pilot light affords sufficient light for the operator's
needs, making it unnecessary to distract attention from the serene
by turning on the room lights.

Immediate Transformation
The outstanding feature of the "Acme SVE" is its instant
adaptability from motion picture projector to stereopticon, or
vice-versa, merely by moving the lamphouse up or down. You
can stop in the very middle of your film story — slide up the
lamphouse — show a slide or two — then drop the lamphouse and
continue with the film.

The entire operation is as simple as it is instantaneous
A boy can conduct the showing
IP YOU
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The

Society

for Visual

Education

Other Special Features of the "Acme SVE
CENTER DIVIDING METAL
"Safety First" always.
SAFETY

FILM

99

MAGAZINES— Entirely encasing the film, and spelling

SHUTTER — Drops automatically the instant the machine is stopped.

EXTERIOR LAMPHOUSE— Separated from the films by metal and asbestos walls; cooled by
a motor-driven fan.
MOTOR-DRIVEN INDEPENDENT REWIND— The projecting mechanism is completely at
rest during rewinding — meaning double life for the machine.
INSTANT FRAMING AND FOCUSING— With the "Acme
stop the machine either to frame or to focus the picture.

SVE" it is never ne:essary to

UNEQUALED ILLUMINATION— Permitting the projection of a picture up to 85 feet
Whether used for the short throw of the average classroom, or the longer throw of assembly
halls, churches, school lecture-rooms, etc., the "Acme SVE" projects a clear, sharp picture.
ALL-METAL (ALUMINUM) CASE— Giving the machine the rigidity of the professiona
types, although it is portable.
Weight, 52 pounds.
LAMP— The 32-volt, 600-watt monoplane filament, or the 110-volt, 1000-watt filament. The
machine can also be used on a 220-volt current by means of an Acme Transformer.
MOTOR — Universal type, for 32-volt or 110-volt current, as desired by purchaser. Can be used
on alternating or direct current.

A verdict that is
unanimous
among all who
have put the
"Acme SVE" to
the test of actual
use — especially
such as are in a
position to compare
performanceitswith
that of
other projectors
on the market.
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The Story of the "Acme SVE"

IN connection with its production of SCHOOLFILMS, the Society for Visual
Education lias experimented with every known make of moving picture
machine.
During these day-by-day tests, extending over many
months, it
found one projector that could be absolutely depended upon
When, as an essential feature of its promotion of Visual Education, the Society
found it necessary to enter upon the manufacture and. distribution of projectors,
the vote was unanimous in favor of acquiring the "Acme." . . . This
superior machine was then still further improved by a staff of mechanical
experts headed by Dr. Forest R. Moulton, of the University of Chicago.
for

The 'Acme SVE" — the finished product — stands as the ideal projector
schoolroom
and general non-theatrical
use.
It answers
every need of
PERFORMANCE,
CONVENIENCE and SAFETY.

"Acme"
Portable Booth
Compact
Substantial
For schools and churches
where a booth may be desired
for use in connection with the
'Acme SVE." Mounted on
rubber-tired casters. So designed and proportioned that
it can be taken from room to
room, through any doorway-,
without taking apart.
A ventilating door in top,
as well as the slides over the
two openings — one for the
picture, the other for the
operator's lookout — work
automatically and instantly..
Cabinet built of 20-gauge iron,
black-enameled.

The Society has collected data on the methods by which various schools throughout
the country have financed the purchase of
projection equipment. If interested, write
for bulletin, "How to Raise a Projector
Fund."
It is sent without charge.

Society for Visual Education, Inc.
Chicago

325 South La Salle Street

Eastern Office: 220 West 42nd Street, New York
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Talk With The Charm

a Trained Voice Wields
Learn to talk with Charm of Voice and
A greater range of power and flexibility of
your personal influence tremendously. Your
important element In your success and it is a
self and your work that you develop it to

Convincing Ability.
Voice will increase
voice is a vitally
duty you owe yourits fullest capacity.

At Last!
A Science of
Voice Development
Until recently — until Eugene Feuchtinger, A. M., simplified
his training for Home Study the perfect voice of princely power
was the rare possession of the favored few. Then, outside Mr.
Feuchtinger in his studio in Paris, no man could have promised
a voice to you. Now all this is changed. Mr. Feuchtinger has
developed Voice Culture into a science, and brought his master
method wit>.in the reach of all. Today a voice of enviable
quality, greater strength, amazing endurance, charming purity
and fascinating tone can be produced in a short time by simple
exercises easily mastered and practiced at home.

ADafew
ily
Minutes

Given to
Silent
Exercise
of your
Vocal
Muscles
will cause your true
voice to unfold.
Strain, huskiness or
falsetto quickly disappear and you will
be astonished at the
results secured after
a short time.

Learn to Command

your Audience

Change feebleness to power. Eestore, ennoble and expand your vocal
ability. Orators, clergymen, instructors, Chautauqua speakers, teachers, etc.,
have taken this course and commend it unstintingly. Results satisfactory
to you can be absolutely guaranteed. Tuition subject to refund on request.
Lifelong benefits assured without risk to you.
WRITE.

Course in Vocal Music— FREE
For a limited period we will, on request, give our course of training for
the Development of the Singing Voice to all students of the Speaking
Course, without extra charge. This is a generous and valuable offer because
it also includes, if desired, a course of training in Vocal Music under Mr.
Feuchtinger's supervision. This course covers elementary and more advanced
training in Sight Singing, Ear Training, Time and Rythm Study. Note
Reading, Harmony, Interpretation, Expression, History of Methods of the
Masters, etc., and is designed to prepare you quickly to speak or sing with
confidence and applause.
SEND

PERFECT

VOICE

INSTITUTE

COUPON

OR

WRITE

Studio A763

for

free

book

and

full

details

at once.

1922 Sunnyside Ave., Chicago

Gentlemen: — Send book describing the Secret of a Perfect Voice and full details of your offer and special
terms now in force; free, prepaid and without obligation.
NAM

E

ADDRESS
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Advertisements

MISCELLANEOUS

NOTES

(Continued from page 87)
PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THE COURSE
The purpose of the course is to provide a
clearing house for the principles and methods of visual instruction and their adaptation
to school use. It will bring together museum
representatives, teachers, directors of visual
instruction, and community center leaders to
define fundamental principles and to receive
training in practical methods. It will enable
teachers to introduce visual instruction into
their work and to know where to find materials and how to use them. To museum
representatives, it will give an opportunity of
correlating their work more closely with the
schools, of studying in detail the visual education programs of schools and of other
museums, and of collecting materials and assembling exhibits for their museums with the
aid of progressive teachers and other museum
workers.
The course will comprise :
(1) General lectures on theory and practice.
(2) Special lectures by museum and school
experts.
(3) Seminars
for critical discussion and
reports on assigned problems.
(4) Study and criticism of a comprehensive series of exhibits actually used
by museums and schools in American cities
(5) Practical experience in preparing and
using exhibits,
(6) Visits to industrial plants where opportunity will be given to prepare
material and data that may be
worked up into exhibits during the
course.
THE COURSE IN DETAIL
GENERAL LECTURES
The purpose of the general lectures will
be to present a connected discussion of principles and methods of visual education. Since
this is the first time that such a presentation
of the subject has been attempted, the lec(Continued on page 5Jt)

CTAMMER
MN0°re
Re-education the key. This mar-

^^

velous method fully outlined in an
accurate, dependable, worth-while book
—"HOW TO STOP STAMMERING."
Mailed on receipt of 10 cents. T,he Hatfield Institute, 109 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Standard Underwoods
5 -Year Guarantee
Yes, thiswoodgenuine
newly J Standard Visible Wrfc
ing
Underrebuilt,
at
much factory
loss
than
price, youra
andfor$3.00down
then easy
Thonthly payments.
Days10 days
FREEat Trial
Try 10
it for
our riak. ,-^m
Money back guarantee.
Send now for
free book Big bargain offer.
TYPEWRITER EMPORIUM
2494
Montrose and Ravenswocd Avenues

$50

A

DESIRABLE

WEEK

TRAVELING

7
6
5
4
3
2

Reels
Reels
Reels
Reels
Reels
Reels

GEO. L. SHUMAN
58 E. Washington

St,

Chicago, 111.

David Copperfield
7 Reels
The Colonial Girl
5 Reels
The Battle of Gettysburg . .... 5 Reels
Lady of the Lake
3 Reels
Custer's Last Fight
3 Reels
Travelogues, Scenics and Industrials

LEA-BEL COMPANY
CHICAGO,
SAW

& CO.

That Entertain as

Note New Address : 804 South Wabash Avenue
IP YOU

POSITION

will be vacant June 10th. Acceptable applicant must be over 25 years
old, with high school or college education; unmarried woman or widow
without incumbrance preferred;
pleasing personality and adaptability essential; no investment necessary; no experience required; position permanent with advancement;
will
pay right party $50 a week.
Address,

INTERESTING MOVIE SUBJECTS
Silas Marner
Rainey's African Hunt
D' Artagnan
She Stoops to Conquer. . .
Landing of Columbus
Magic of Motive Power

Shlpman Building
Chicago, Illinois
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BARGAINS
Send

CAMERA

for

List

or

Information

EXCHANGE

26 W. CHICAGO,
QUINCY

tures will be suggestive rather
the
seminar
discussions
will
tentative

(1) Fundamental
cation.

COLORS

( 9 ) Moving

slides, lesson

in

(14) Follow-up
(15) Measuring
cation.

Pacific Coast Distributors
Schussler Bros., 326 GroreSt., San Francisco

(16)
(17

PINS

and Rings loaned to Grammar, High,
Sunday School and College class officers
or faculty. Make sample selection from
FREE catalog of 300 designs from 20
cents to $20 each.
METAL ARTS CO., Dept. 8, Rochester, N.Y

STUDY

High School, College,
Business, and Professional degree Courses. Ninth year. Catalog Free.
TEACHERS PROFESSIONAL COLLEGE, Washington, D. C.

Guaranteed
standard makes, fully inspected, strongly rebuilt, $5 00 down, 6
months to pay balance. Send us your address \
and we will mail you at once details of the*

Program
and

mu-

plans

Geography

work.
the results
of visual

18) Analysis
jects.
course.
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SPECIAL
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of
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and

Nature
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summary

of

LECTURES

These will be given once each week by experts of -national reputation who will describe
successful .methods in visual education and
summarize the principles upon which it is
based. The schedule of these lectures will
be announced later.
SEMINARS
The work of each week will be freely and
and critically discussed in the seminar and
this exchange of opinion between museum
workers and actual teachers will be one of
the most helpful features of the course. Members of the class may suggest topics for seminar discussion and will be assigned subjects
for brief papers, reports and investigations.
PICTURES, PHOTOGRAPHS,
MUSEUM
EXHIBITS
Museums

will

loan

exhibits

for

critical

study. The technique of picture-collecting,
mounting, classification, and circulation ;
sources of material and lists of pictures ; use

Most Startling Offer

In typewriter values. Don't misa this gen- rf
uine opportunity to secure your machine at a o *~*\ *— ' *— '
price you'll gladly piy.
\~S ^^—~

of postal

international Typewriter Exchange
t~i/^%\A/\/
66.177
North State Street. Chicaeo JL/kJWJ\

IT

between

pany slides.
pictures.

lessons
Study.

Everything in Card Writers' Supplies.
327-329 South Clark St.
CHICAGO

SAW

edu-

(10) School lectures.
(11) General visits to museum.
(12) Special visits to museums.
(13) Field
lessons;
studies
of
industrial
plants and civic institutions ; Field

Wallbrunn, Kling & Co.

YOU

of visual

co-operation
seums and schools.

(8) Lantern

Why Write
Don't
You Try Them?
for Color Card and Prices.

IF

principles

(3) Types
of
exhibits
and
class-room
methods.
(4) Simple exhibits for illustrative uses.
(5) Complete exhibits for illustrative uses.
(6) Pictures and photographs.
(7) Charts, graphs, and diagrams.

Art Supervisors and
Art Workers who have
wished to use Tempera
Colors, but have felt
somewhat handicapped by the price, will find
these Show Card Colors a boon.
They will serve the purpose equally well at
one-half the cost.

Dept.

than final and
form
a con-

structive summary of each week's work.
The
program of lectures is as follows :

(2) Effective
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They Are
All Judges
woman and
man. good
Y knows
EVER
child
motion
pictures. If those you show
are not first class, your message
doesn't "get across" and you
lose standing with your audience.
A poor projecting machine —
one that does not reproduce
pictures accurately
and
clearly— will utterly fail even to entertain.
Badly projected pictures
always detract from the educational value of any lecture or course of
instruction.
You can't afford to run the risk of showing anything but the best
obtainable in motion pictures.

The American

Projectoscope

"The Portable Motion Picture Projection
Machine Without an Apology' '
With this Projecting Machine you run no
risk. It is practically fire-proof and "foolproof"— any one, young or old, can operate it
with equal skill. Light, compact, and durable;
weighs but 25 pounds; not a toy, but built for
wear and hard use. Uses standard-size films,
and has the unique feature that it can be
turned back to any point desired for repetition,
without rewinding, and any portion can be
shown as a "still" — like a stereopticon view.
This is especially useful in technical study,
when more lengthy discussion is often desired.
Operates from any electric light socket or
storage batteries.

Coming

Soon

The AMERICAN ACE will
soon be ready for delivery. It
is somewhat larger, stronger,
more powerful. We'll tell you
all about it shortly. It is not
surpassed in beauty of design,
quality of material, or perfection of workmanship and finish.
It's the highest class portable
projector ever made. If you
are' interested in a machine at
a slightly higher price, ask
about

The American Ace

Send for our Booklet. We cannot tell you here
all that should be known about this Simple, Efficient,
Sturdy, Portable, Projecting Machine.

American Projecting Co.
Directed by the officers of
the pioneer in motion picture making

The AMERICAN FILM COMPANY

SAMUEL S. HUTCHINSON, Pres.

6270 Broadway

CHICAGO
(1500-D)
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THE SUPERIOR

SPENCER

PROJECTOR
DELINEASCOPES

LEAD THE
WORLD
FOR
QUALITY,
The most efficient lantern slide projector made. Weighs but 19 pounds.
AUTOMATIC TRANSPOSER for
DISSOLVE EFFECT. Does away
with an obsolete cross movement
slide carrier and leaves no interval
of darkness on the screen.
No. 8053 with 400 watt HO volt bulb, $63.00

RELIABILITY,
EFFICIENCY.
Model 3 for lantern slide and opaque
projection. Takes an opaque object
up to 6" square and projects it perfectly. Also projection lantern slides
with automatic transposer dissolve
effect.
No.8220 complete With 1000 Watt bulb $185. 00

GET FURTHER DETAILS
Schools and Educational Institutions

BASS

CAMERA

COMPANY,

FROM BASS
Write for Special Terms

Dept. V, 109 N.Dearborn St., Chicago,
MISCELLANEOUS

MAKERS

Screens

Movie
for

School, Churches and
Assembly Halls
Our children's eyes deserve protection by the use of the best
screens made.
DA-LITE screens will prevent
eye strain and double the intensity
of your pictures.
Mounted on HARTSHORN rollers and
made from the best materials— in gold or silvertone— DA-LITE screens may be rolled up out
of the way when not in use. Rolling does not
crack or blister them.
DA-LITE screens are used in the best theatres
and schools, where perfect projection is paramount.

Why

not use them in yours ?
Write for samples.

DA-LITE SCREEN & SCENIC COMPANY
920 W. Monroe St.

Chicago, 111.

THE

LURE OF THE OBVIOUS
(Concluded from page 23)
means are at hand, and it should be
the task of the educators of the land,
and of all thinking people to use this
powerful agency to teach the care and
safeguarding of the health of the
nation; to bring about better living
conditions; to provide cleaner and
healthier sports; to intensify and
broaden our educational achivement,
and to enlarge and beautify life.
IF YOU
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graphic enlargements, blue prints, photostats,
etc. ; review and criticism of health posters,
industrial charts and graphs ; the ABC of
exhibit planning and construction, problems
of display, combination and arrangement ; development and preparation of educational exhibits for classroom use in definite subjects —
are some of the topics to be covered in the
work.
SLIDES AND FILMS
Some of the features of this part of the
course will be : Tests of educational values ;
different methods of use ; transportation problems, various types of packing cases, methods
of slide protection ; checking, repairs and
other mechanical details ; practice in handling different makes of stereopticons, motion-picture projectors, opaque projectors,
and automatic machines ; their care and adjustment ; preparation of educational programs;sources of material, etc.
FIELD TRIPS
The class will visit the Cleveland Museum
of Art and the Western Reserve Historical
Museum for the study of this comprehensive
educational program. The following industries are to be visited : Iron and Steel, Rubber, Paint, Brick Making, Wheat and Flour,
Macaroni, Chemical Industries, Automobiles,
etc. Additional trips will include points of
geological interest, such as Niagara Falls
and Kelley's Island. All this outside work
will be conducted from the point of view of
visual instruction.

VISUAL EDUCATION
If you believe in it,
you want this magazine.
If you don't believe in it,
you need it.
VISUAL EDUCATION
PLEASE

SAY SO

$1.00 A YEAR

VISUAL
EDUCATION
A Magazine Devoted to the Cause of American Education
One Dollar a Year

Vol. II.

Single Copy, Fifteen Cents

MAY, 1921

No. 5

In This Number

" Why" Change Motion Picture Standards

R. F. Egner

Vocational Rehabilitation of
Disabled Ex-Service Men

The Screen and The Book

C. W. Sylvester

A. P. Hollis

Miscellaneous Notes on the General Field

PUBLISHED

SOCIETY

BY

FOR VISUAL

THE

EDUCATION,

CHICAGO

NEW

Inc.
YORK
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Printing
and
Advertising
Advisers

Day and Night
Service
All the Year
Around

One of the Largest and Most Completely Equipped
Printing Plants in the United States

School Printing
Whether you have a large or small Catalogue, Bulletin, Pamphlet, Magazine or Publication to be printed
it is our opinion you have not done your duty by your
institution or yourself until you have learned about
the service Printing Products Corporation give and
have secured prices.
We ship or express to any point
or mail direct from Chicago
Make a Printing Connection with a Specialist and a Large and
Reliable Printing House.
You Secure From Us

Proper

Quality — Quick

Delivery — Right

Price

Business Methods and Financial Standing
the Highest
Ask the Publishers of "Visual Education"
what they think of our service and price*.

PRINTING PRODUCTS CORPORATION
Successor to the Good Will, Printing Equipment

ROGERS

and Organization of

& HALL COMPANY

Catalogue and Publication
PRINTERS
Artists— Engravers— Electrotypera
English and Foreign Languages

Polk & La Salle Streets

CHICAGO,

Telephone Wabash 3381— Local and Long Distance
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Safety anb 8%
With prices rapidly returning to normal it
will not be long before the security market
will show a real profit on investments
made at the present high interest rates.

Public Utilities
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you high interest plus speculative profits.
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The only French magazine published
entirely in French in the United States
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Public Speaking and
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IVAN BLOOM HARDIN COMPANY
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to bring about a better understanding
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Movie htantri Screens

Have "PEP" In 'Em

for

"You sure have every other institution beaten miles when it comes to getmaterial
puts things Agent.
over,"
writesting upone
CountythatAgricultural

School, Churches and
Assembly Halls

IHC Charts, Slides and Motion Pictures are constantly used by
County Superintendents, Teachers and
other Educators. They cover nearly
every phase of Farming, Home Economics, Gardening, Canning, Rural
Schools, etc.
State Universities, Colleges and
Normal Schools in 23 states act as
Distributing Centers.

Our children's eyes deserve protection by the use of the best
screens made.
DA-LITE screens will prevent
eye strain and double the intensity
of your pictures.
Mounted on HARTSHORN rollers and
made from the best materials — in gold or silvertone — DA-LITE screens may be rolled up out
of the way when not in use. Rolling does not
crack or blister them.

I H C Charts, Slides and Motion Pictures are loaned free on payment of transportation charges.

DA-LITE screens are used in the best theatres
and schools, where perfect projection is paramount.

Write today for Catalogue V E 213A and
full information.

Why not use them in yours ?
Write for samples.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY
INCORPORATED
AGRICULTURAL

DA-LITE SCREEN & SCENIC COMPANY
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Send for circular showing the articles published in the last six volumes.
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CHANGE MOTION
STANDARDS

PICTURE

R. F. Egner
University of Pittsburgh
question as to whether standard size (35 millimeter) or
narrow-width (28 millimeter)
films are best adapted for school room
and educational purposes and what
kind of projectors should therefore be
installed, is one of vital importance.
It is a question which, in my opinion,
should be more seriously considered and
widely discussed. It is essential that
a definite conclusion be reached in
order to adopt one motion picture
standard throughout the country and
thereby dispose of one great difficulty
in the wav of visual instruction.
THE

Decisions have been made by individual organizations and institutions,
some in favor of standard size and
others in favor of narrow width film.
The question has frequently been debated but the arguments offered have
been based too often on a personal or
partly selfish interest, rather than on
actual study as to which standard would
be best adapted for the introduction
and permanent establishment of one of
the most popular and effective educational mediums in the school svstem.

THE

DECLINING

METHOD

I was induced to write on this subject primarily after being present at
a meeting held by a City Council and
Board of Education for the purpose of
discussing the question of introducing
the film in the schools. The principal
speakers among a group of 150 people
were representatives of projection machine manufacturers, both standard
size and narrow width, managers of
theatre-exhibitor organizations, and
members of the operators' union. The
contribution by the latter two organizations in this case lay principally in
outlining the dangers of the film, including injury and loss of life among
school children and in advocating more
stringent laws to govern the use of the
film. In short, the remarks were
almost directly opposed to the introduction of the film for educational
purposes. It is not to be assumed, however, that all' other directors of similar
organizations have the same views.
But of those who are inclined to such
opinions we can only draw the one inference, that they are endeavoring to
retard and prevent the use of the film
in schools for a selfish interest.
Some

"Why" Change Motion Picture Standards
color is lent to this inference when
one recalls that out of 10,000 schools
recently surveyed by the Bureau of
Education, 12 per cent made use of
theatres for exhibiting their films.
Are such exhibitors really interested
in educating the child, or have they
formed a wrong impression that the
promoting of the non-theatrical field
will detract patronage from the theatre? If we were to judge the interest
of some exhibitors by the kind of
pictures they project we would draw
hasty conclusions as to their interest
in the training of the child. No suggestion was offered by either of the
two aforesaid organizations as to the
methods best adapted for school use.
The discussion given by the manufacturers of projection machines was
very liberal, inasmuch as representatives of both standard and narrow
width machines were present, though
both sides betrayed a natural interest
in promoting their own make of machines. No special attention was given
to the question of adopting a standard
which may always be retained in the
non-theatrical field. The decision rendered by this particular City Council
and Board of Education, resulting
from the arguments presented, was a
complete negative; opposed to both
standard and narrow width films.
A sane solution of these problems
cannot be reached in such a fashion.
The conditions should be presented
from the school point of view, by those
who are seriously studying the possibilities of the educational film and
methods for non-theatrical distribution. For they will decide the case
upon its merits, endeavoring to adopt
the proper standard and the best suited
apparatus.

PREVAILING

CONDITIONS AND
ARDS IN USE

STAND-

I shall now endeavor to set forth
some of the points which I believe to
be of importance and assistance in deciding upon film standards, and to
point out essential elements of the difficult problems to be solved in connection
with the use of the film for educational
purposes. I base the following results
on a comprehensive study and on experience gained during the time I have
been affiliated with this work.
It should be considered that 99 per
cent of all films and projection machines now in use are of standard size>
although this figure would be lower if
applied to the non-theatrical field alone
(about 9,000 machines). However, it
is safe to state that far more of standard size "educational" films are in use
in the non-theatrical field than narrow width films, not including the vast
number produced by the commercial
companies which may be used for educational purposes. Far more standard
size machines are in use in educational
institutions and organizations. A large
percentage of the schools also make use
of the theatre projection machines as
previously stated.
Perhaps the first logical question
arises as to whether the need is so great
that the machines should be exchanged
even though the greater proportion of
the apparatus is in favor of the present
standard.
ECONOMY

AND

SUITABLE

EQUIPMENT

Real economy must be an important
factor in choosing equipment. The
film is being recognized as one of the
greatest educational advances made and
is known as the universal language.
It is through visualization that the
coming generation will be enabled to
set a pace in education and training
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which will keep up with the rapidly
moving world outside. The film is
known to make impressions on the
mind quickly and to save time and
energy in the study of various subjects difficult to grasp from the printed
page. With the broadening in education and the great increase in subjects
to be studied, the film will be the
greatest factor to enable students succes ful y tocover the extensive field.
Would it not therefore be economical
and practical to adopt the best apparatus for showing this film ? Should
any apparatus, which does not fully
•come up to that used for recreational
and enjoyment purposes, be considered
for the education of our children? Is
the difference between the price of
standard make machines as compared
with cinema safety machines so great
that a substitute which does not equal
the standard should be introduced?
The difference between the cost of the
cinema safety and the semi-portable
standard, the kind usually best adapted
for school use, is approximately seventyfive dollars. In places where fire prevention booth enclosures are required
an additional sum of approximately
$125.00 is necessary which would make
a difference of about $200.00. In this
latter statement no allowance is made
for the future introduction of noninflammable film nor the introduction
of fire proof standard machines which
are even now permitted to be installed
in several states without a fire proof
booth enclosure.
FIRE

PREVENTION

AND

SAFETY

Safety is by all means essential and
paramount. It should generally be
known that inflammable (nitro -cellulose) film burns rapidly when through
careless handling it comes in contact
with flame or intense heat, and that

non-inflammable (cellulose acetate)
film burns with about the same rapidity
as newspaper and is thus known as slow
burning stock.
It is an outstanding fact that inflammable film has been misrepresented. The film was introduced a
number of years ago and was immediately known to create fire hazards
on account of the frequent fires in
theatres or nickelodeons, due to improper handling and projection with
crude apparatus without protection devices. It should be borne in mind that
not a great many years ago film was
carried in bags and that there was no
protection whatsoever. The film still
carries with it the same restrictions
and fears imposed upon it in the early
days and for this reason it is regarded
as more dangerous than other objects
and materials in common use which
are equally inflammable such as
petroleum, oils, gasoline, matches,
explosives, dynamite, gunpowder,
chemicals, ether, collodion, paint and
many other things of like nature.
Because of their usefulness, we utilize
them to the best possible advantage,
merely exercising precaution in the
manner we handle them. These restrictions have grown out of man's
experience in and knowledge of the
destructive qualities inherent in these
agents of civilization. Why should
restrictions on film be more severe when
it has such educational value? Fire
hazards which occur in theatre film
exchanges, where thousands of feet of
films are stored, are being referred to
by those who are obstructing the instal ation ofmachines in schools. This
sort of evidence is misleading and unjust. Such film fires and hazards as
have resulted in commercial film vaults
or exchanges where property was de-
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stroyed and large sums of money lost,
cannot be compared with introducing
and exhibiting a few reels of film in a
school room. The film may be debarred from the school entirely and
commercial film exchange fires will result just the same. During the five
years that I have been associated with
the distribution of film I have yet to
be informed of the school or other nontheatrical institution or organization
which had a film fire hazard resulting
from projecting pictures. During my
period in charge of visual education in
the U. S. Bureau of Education, eight
reels of film were destroyed by fire —
from which no danger resulted — in circulating eight million feet for a period
of two years. Pour reels were destroyed while in projection machines
and four on an auto truck equipped
with motion picture apparatus.
Films are carried by the Government
through the mails. The Interstate
Commerce Commission in its rulings
does not consider films dangerous when
properly handled and when carried in
proper containers. The film remains
in the same container when brought
into the school room as when it was
passing through the mails. The projecting of standard film in fire proof
standard machines is sometimes questioned, not on account of dangers of
fire, but panic effects resulting from
the sight of smoke or a flare of flame.
Non-inflammable film may cause practically the same effect. Such incidents
may occur occasionally when fire shutters fail to operate, but pass by
unnoticed in the former case as well
as in the latter. The danger is real
only in imagination of those who will
misrepresent such conditions, and not
in actual experience.

CONSISTENT

LAWS

GOVERNING

THE

USE

OE FILMS

Present laws are inconsistent with
present developments. They were made
in the early days of the film when the
educational value was unknown and
were therefore drawn up to apply to
theatrical use and the primitive ways
in which it was handled and projected.
The laws governing the use of the film
should be modified in accordance with
the manner in which it is now handled
and the apparatus introduced to meet
the requirements of safety.
As to the question of making laws
in connection with the use of noninflammable film, there is no advantage
in deciding upon the narrow width film.
It is just as possible to print narrow
width film on inflammable stock as it
is to print standard film intended for
non-theatrical use on inflammable
stock. A law prohibiting schools from
using and companies from renting inflammable film for educational purposes would be just as forceful as a
law prohibiting the making of narrow
width film on inflammable stock. The
argument that inflammable film is now
mostly in standard size is certainly in
favor of narrow width, but, in case the
law was violated in either of the above
mentioned regulations, the standard
film would still be preferable, for
the standard machine has protection
and guards against fire while the
cinema safety machine has no fire protection whatsoever. Inasmuch as there
is no way to distinguish between inflammable and non-inflammable film by
mere observation, a law requiring film
manufacturers to mark standard film
"non-inflammable for educational use,"
the same as for cinema safety would
enable educational institutions and organizations todistinguish between edu-
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cational and theatrical films. This step
would lead toward introducing noninflammable standard film for all uses
so that inflammable film would eventually be eliminated, if necessary to
guarantee safety. While non-inflammable film is equal in quality to inflammable, it is not quite equal in
durability, which tends to be a drawback. The permanent adoption of
non-inflammable film, however, would
provoke new discoveries and solve this
handicap.
One of the seemingly strongest
arguments presented in the defense of
cinema safety is that the amount of
raw material available is not sufficient
to print all film for all uses on standard non-inflammable stock. If this is
the case, then we cannot solve the
problems of introducing the educational film in non-inflammable stock in
either narrow width or standard size.
If all non-theatrical institutions and
organizations were to recognize and
adopt the safety standard narrow width
machines and use narrow width film
exclusively, the same difficulty in providing raw stock would be evident.
The matter of size is not so great as to
make much material difference between
the two films. It is true that for the
immediate present more film is in use
in the theatrical field than in the educational, and that a sufficient amount
of raw stock is now available to print
all educational films in non-inflammable.. But let us consider the future.
Within five years, at the present rate
of growth, the educational use of the
film will exceed that of the theatrical
field in the quantity of film in circulation and within ten or more years to
come it will surpass it by a large percentage. The following summary gives
an idea of the extent to which the

educational field may grow. There are
some 14,000 motion picture theatres in
the United States according to late
figures, while there are approximately
15,000 industrial plants, 40,000 lodges
and clubs, 224,000 churches, 200,000
educational institutions and organizations, not to mention the innumerable
private homes as possible places ultimately for the use of educational
motion picture machines.
If non-inflammable film can therefore take the place of inflammable film,
it may be introduced in standard size
and be included for theatrical purposes
as well. If the raw material is not
available in such quantities as referred
to, then it is after all not a question
of the film to answer the problems of
successfully introducing the film for
educational purposes, but apparatus
which will protect against danger and
fire and laws consistent with the present
state and use of the film.
NON-THEATRICAL

OPERATORS

The question of operators arises also.
It is a problem of great importance,
not only to have a capable licensed operator, but to have him available at any
time and at a compensation which may
be met by educational institutions.
Only one who is capable, who has a
full understanding of the value and
properties of film together with mechanical and electrical knowledge and
a sense of responsibility, should be
permitted ,to operate a machine. It is
necessary to determine the proper requirements toinsure such qualification.
Films should be exhibited as skilfully
for educational purposes as for theatrical purposes. There are in every
high school, boys who, with a little
training, are capable of acting in the
capacity of an operator. Boys having
(Concluded on page 37)

VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION OF
DISABLED EX-SERVICE MEN
Chas. W. Sylvester
Chicago, 111.
fighting spirit that won the war and
an earnest desire to enter profitable
employment again. Common justice,
not charity, was their cry. A program
was, therefore, provided and approved
by Congress, through which all the
disabled men are given an opportunity
to prepare for a new vocation.

to her
AMERICA'S draft of honor
disabled ex-service men is being
paid, gradually but satisfactorily, to those desiring to remove their
handicap through vocational training.
Millions of dollars have been willingly
appropriated by Congress and remarkable results are being obtained daily
by the Federal Board for Vocational
Education. The
United States clearly
recognizes its duty to
all those who have
been handicapped
through wounds or
disease in the World

SITUATION

a course of training
which will adequately
prepare him, not

thought in

the present work being done by the Rehabilitation Division
of the Federal Board
takes us back to the
period just following the Civil War
when thousands of
men

CHARLES

CIVIL WAR

The

War, and through
the Federal Board is
striving
conscientiously tofulfill
its solemn obligation
in making it possible
for every one of
those men to secure

AFTER

W.

SYLVESTER

District Vocational Officer, Federal
Board for Vocational Education,
Chicago, Illinois.

granted a pension
and allowed to go on
their way through
life. A man caD
exist on a sufficient
amount o f money

from the Government or from charitable sources, but in
this condition he is not independent
and is not an asset to the community.
Our Pension Bureau records no doubt
would show thousands of men who

only for his future life's work, but that
he may assume a responsible position
in his community as a self-respecting
citizen.

The need for practical training was
obvious. Uncle Sam called these men

were partially disabled by reason of
their Civil War service and who have
been content since that time to do

from their chosen occupations — ones
in which they were able to provide for
themselves and families. They returned from the field of battle with torn
limbs, with mind and body wrecked by
enemy shells and by disease — crippled
and handicapped — but with the same

who were disabled were eventually
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nothing but receive their Government
check, from which they have eked out
an existence. If they had been given
a suitable course of training which
would have fitted them for work they
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could do in spite of their disabilities,
they would have been a distinct asset
to the community in which they lived.
The Government at the present time
is unwilling to allow the disabled man
to drift into a life which will make
him dependent for his existence upon
the monthly mail from Washington.
It is a proved fact that even men with
the most serious disabilities can learn
a vocation in which they can independently support themselves and families. Neither a Government pension
nor charity nor community assistance
for the purpose of support should be
necessary. The disabled men of the late
war will become independent of all this
wrhich is so distasteful to Americans,
and will, through vocational training,
place themselves in some niche of life
wherein they will be as valuable to the
community as are their more ablebodied neighbors. The policy of the
Government in this respect is so
markedly in contrast to that of the
period following the Civil War that it
is worthy of notice and comment.
THE ACTS

OF

1918-19

The original Act for Vocational Rehabilitation was passed by Congress on
June 27, 1918. This Act carried with
it an appropriation of $2,000,000. The
original Act was greatly improved by
an Act of Congress on July 11, 1919.
This Act, as well as several subsequent
Acts, carried with it large sums of
money which have been adequate for all
rehabilitation work up to this time. No
other country engaged in the great war
has made as liberal provisions for the
re-education of its disabled soldiers as
has the United States. At no time has
there been a lack of training facilities,
and for many months past there has
been little delay in approving training

for these men. It should be clearly understood that the Federal Board has
been charged with the definite responsibility ofretraining the disabled men.
A distinction should be made between
training, and compensation and treatment inasmuch as the Federal Board
in its official capacity has had nothing
to do with . compensation and treatment.
FACTS

AND

FIGURES

In order that the rehabilitation
work in the United States should go
forward without delay, the Federal
Board started its work using as a basis
the experience of other countries. Surveys were made of foreign methods and
achievements, and information relative
to the work of rehabilitation in every
foreign country was collected and made
available for the guidance of the Board
in this matter. From November, 1918,
to April, 1919, about 25,000 men were
discharged with disabilities from Army
Posts, Cantonments and Hospitals in
the United States. This number grew
by leaps and bounds. American conditions made it necessary for the Board
to proceed in its own American way.
There were 3,203 men in training in
the United States on July 1, 1919.
This number had increased to over
40,000 on June 30, 1920. At the present time there are over 70,000 disabled
men in training in the United States.
Each month the number of men placed
in training equals the total enrollment
of many of our large educational institutions. Of the 160,000 disabled men
who had been approved as eligible for
training on December 1, 1920, 94,000
had been approved as eligible under
Section II of the Rehabilitation Law,
which provides in addition to the cost
of training — tuition and supplies —
support for the men and their depend-

Federal Board of Vocational Education

Harry L. Fidler
of Indiana
Labor Representative
Member of Federal Board
One of the best known
authorities on Agriculture

Appointed
fromoffice
Indiana
Entered
March 25

Photo by
Moffett
Chicago
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ents during the period of training. Under Section III of the Law, which provides training without maintenance,
06,000 men had been approved. In District No. 8 at the present time there are
8,335 men in training, 6,811 of which
are under Section II training. Thirty
thousand, however, have been approved
as eligible for training in the District.
Men in Section II training under
the Federal Board receive as training
pay from $80.00 to $100.00 per month
if single and without dependents. Men
with dependents receive amounts in excess of this, according to the number of
dependents, up to a maximum of
$170.00 per month. Ordinarily the total cost of training per year, outside of
subsistence pay, is not in excess of
$500.00. The length of time for training depends entirely on the needs of
the man in connection with his new
vocation. A maximum of four years
has been set as a standard. It is well
to emphasize here that all of these figures set forth are in excess of those of
any other country.
DECENTRALIZATION

OF AUTHORITY

The passing of the Act and the discharging ofdisabled men in great numbers made it necessary for the Federal
Board to organize practically over
night and begin meeting its obligations
to the disabled ex-service men as set
forth in the original Act of June 27,
1918. The pressure of number was felt
almost immediately and this pressure
has grown in intensity and is still felt.
The history of a great business enterprise is usually that of small beginnings, gradually increasing business
and an expanding organization keeping
pace with its growth. It is a difficult
task to secure and train competent personnel for the supervision and direction of work in the Districts, all of

which required the establishment of
sound inter-office relationships. Although itwas early realized that complete decentralization to the field
would mean greater success, this organization was necessarily slow, due to
the lack of trained personnel and the
inability of the Board to secure such
personnel for small salaries. Fourteen
district offices were organized and began to function early in the Fall of
1918. A few Local Offices were started
at that time; these have increased to
the present time until there are 137 in
the United States.
From the very first it has been the
policy of the Federal Board to make
personal contact with the disabled men
and secure first-hand information concerning their disabilities and desires as
to a new vocation. The authority of
the District Office has been gradually
increased from time to time until the
matter of rehabilitation is now almost
completely within the power of the
District. The authority and responsibility of the Local Office has also been
very materially increased. The responsibility of getting men into training
now rests with the Local Office, which
operates within definite areas in every
section of the country. The Local Office is responsible for placing men in
training and for continuous follow-up.
It is also their duty to see that training
pay reaches every man promptly. This
responsibility continues on the part of
the Local Office until the man secures
permanent employment. Achievement
on the part of the Local Office is required rather than recommendations.
The result 'secured by the Federal
Board are due to the fact that responsibility has been definitely regionalized.
Treatment has been liberalized and red
tape has been cut.

The responsible lo-

Vocational Rehabilitation of Disabled Ex-Service Men

World

War

Veterans

training to become
Mooseheart,

cal head can always act without reference to Washington, except in special
cases.
CLAIMS

AND

ELIGIBILITY

Claims for training on the part of
the disabled men are made directly to
the District or Local Office. The Vocational Rehabilitation law authorizes the
Federal Board to give training and
support only, to men so disabled that
they cannot return to their former occupation or carry on successfully in any
other occupation without training.
Eligibility must be definitely determined before a man can be placed in
training. It is necessary to establish
the fact that he was honorably discharged from service, that he has a disability which was incurred, increased or
aggravated while a member of the military or naval forces, that his disability
constitutes a vocational handicap and
that training is feasible. It has been
the policy of the Board in every instance to give a man the benefit of the
doubt. No case is ever finally closed
against a disabled man. He can always

Shoe Cobblers, Mooseheart
Illinois.
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appeal for reconsideration on any
ground that is reasonable.
Many disabled men, in spite of the
seriousness of their disability, may not
be eligible for training. A lawyer who
has lost his arm may not be handicapped .to the same extent as the pianist
who has lost his right forefinger. Handicap depends entirely on a man's physical condition in relation to his former
occupation or any other profitable occupation which he might be able to
follow.
Compensation for disability is an
award made by the Bureau of War Risk
Insurance and has little relation to i
man entitled to Section II training as
a result of a handicap arising from
physical disability. Men under Section
II of the Act receive training witii
maintenance.
Training under Section
III of the Act, which is without training pay, depends upon the award of
compensation by the Bureau of War
Risk Insurance. The whole proposition
as to acceptance of training is voluntary on the part of the disabled man.
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The Board has been assisted very

It is his privilege to refuse or delay entering training for a period at tht- present time not to exceed one year. Lured
by a high wage paid for temporary, unskilled work, many men have deferred
entering the training which Is necessary to protect their future. Men suffering from disability or disease, therein making training not feasible, muj-t
wait until they are physically fit. Less
than one-half of the men who have
been declared as eligible for training
up to this time have taken advantage
of it,
CONTACT

AND

materially by co-operating agencies.
Among the organizations which have
done effective work is the American
Legion, Veterans of Foreign Wars,
American Red Cross, War Camp Community Service, Benevolent and Protective Order of Elks, and other organizations. It has been possible through
these agencies to reach thousands of disabled men and to acquaint them thoroughly with their rights, under existing
laws. Many men seriously handicapped,
and who would not otherwise have

CO-OPERATION

taken training, have been induced
through this personal relationship to
accept same.

One of the first things which the
Board did was to effect arrangements
with the War and Navy Departments
which permitted the Board to send its
agents into the hospitals to make surveys of the men before discharge. This
arrangement was followed by visits to
the communities in which men resided
by authorized representatives of the
Board. It was early discovered that
very little success could be attained
t h r 0 U gh
c o r r e s p o ndence.
Alt hough
there was a
vast amount
of corres p o ndence,
the ultimate
result of indu c t i n g a
man into
t r aining
came about
thro ugh a
c o n f erence
of a Federal
Board r e pr e. s entative
with the man.
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STUDENT

ORGANIZATIONS

AND

ENTER-

TAINMENT

Throughout the United States the
students in many places have banded
together in clubs in order that they
might establish a closer relationship
among their trainee buddies and at the
same time
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Federal Board Trainees learning the art of Concrete
Construction and Sculpture work at Mooseheart
Institute, Mooseheart, Illinois.

zao tri go na ns i in
District No.
8 have done
many good
things for
trainees.
They

have
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Maimed

soldiers preparing to be Architects and Draftsmen, Mooseheart
Institute, Mooseheart, Illinois.

provided entertainment and in many
places funds for emergency aid.
The Community Service in this same
district has rendered valuable assistance in organizing local community
committees through which to provide
entertainment for the trainees. For the
coming summer a two weeks' outing
has been arranged for each trainee at
Fort Sheridan, Illinois. This arrangement was brought about through the
courtesy of Major General Leonard
Wood/ Commanding Sixth Corps Area.
This camp will provide a most delightful vacation for trainees during the
summer months. Various forms of entertainment, athletics and sports will
be arranged for their mutual benefit
and enjoyment. Reduced transportation has been secured for them and
food, the only other cost, has been arranged for at a minimum expense.
MEDICAL

SUPERVISION

AND

FOLLOW-UP

It was realized at an early date that
all men in order to profit by training
would have to be in reasonably good
physical condition. Medical supervision was, therefore, necessary. All men
in training for many months have been

followed closely by staff doctors cjnnected with the Federal Board. Qualified nurses have seen these men at
periods ranging from thirty to ninety
days. Upon the slightest indication of
a decline in health, a man is sent to the
proper place for treatment and recuperation. Through the nurse service, the
health of thousands of men has been
safeguarded. The amount of work
which a man can safely carry has been
designated b}^ medical officers. The
Public Health Service for the most
part has taken care of the men who
have become incapacitated for training
through disability or disease due to
service.
One arrangement worthy of m+3 lias
been the establishment of Training
Centers in connection with hospitals
and sanatoria. Here men have been
able to secure training and at the same
time become physically rehabilitated.
Training
men have
under thesewhich
conditions
has 'secured
contributed
largely as a curative measure. On 'the
other hand, it has also served as excellent preliminary training to that which
followed the period of hospitalization.
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Main men who have been discharged
from hospitals and sanatoria have
nevertheless been unable to enter regular training, due to their weakened
physical condition. This is especially
true of the men suffering from tuberculosis and mental ailments. Schools have
been established at several point- of
vantage in the country in wnich these
men still further carry on vocational
training under medical supervision.
At Nauvoo, Illinois, nearly 200 men
with inactive tuberculosis are daily
gaining strength and receiving training
which will make it possible for them to
carry on by the time they are able to
leave that school. A school for the
training of men with mental disorders
is at present contemplated in this Dis-

trict. At the present time they are
being taken care of as individual cases
at many points.
VOCATIONS

AND

TRAINING

Suitable arrangement for training
follows the declaration of eligibility. A
man's preference in the selection of a
course of training must always be given
careful and due consideration. His
past experience, his educational qualifications, his natural capacity and his
disability are all taken into account at
this point. Experience has shown that
all cases must be handled as individuals. Each man must be given precisely what he requires. Illiteracy is
many times a more serious handicap to
be removed than that arising through
his war disability. A definite job objective isarrived at as early
in the period of a man's
training as is possible. With
this in mind he is guided
and directed to that end.
• Approximately 2,000 educational institutions are being utilized for giving training to disabled men in
courses approved by the
Federal Board. Nearly
10,000 Commercial, Agricultural and Industrial establishments are being used
to provide training on the
job. In this district alone
over 200 educational institutions are in use, and over
1,000 different types of
places giving training in
Industry, Agriculture o r
Commerce. Nearly 300 different employment objectives have been defined for

Visible Evidence of the Efficiency of Vocational
Training.
(Note
his letter on opposite
page).

the men undergoing training. These employment ob-

Vocational Eehabilitatton of Disabled Ex-Service Men
jectives include vocations in Industry,
Commerce, Agriculture and the Professions. Training which can not be given
in an educational institution is carried
to completion "on the job." All institutional training will be followed* by
training of that type.
EMPLOYABILITY

THE

TEST

Most educational institutions are
concerned with having the students
graduate with high rank and credit.
Little thought has been given on their
part to the employability of the student
upon graduation. The Rehabilitation
Act specifically charges the Federal
Board with returning all disabled exservice men to gainful employment.
Educational training, therefore, is only
a means to an end. It is the settled policy of the Board to train every man into
employment by such means as seem
necessary and expedient. Experience in
dealing with thousands of men has
shown that, in spite of any disability
which they may have had, they are returning to profitable employment.
A survey of cases of men finally rehabilitated reveals marked increases in
earning power, as measured by wages or
salary earned after rehabilitation in
comparison with earnings- before enlistment. Men have been returned to between 200 and 300 different occupations. The following table shows average pre-war earnings and average earnings after rehabilitation for a few of
these occupational groups. The averages cover all men for the groups
shown.
Hundreds of excellent stories are
reaching the offices of the Federal
Board about successful employment of
men who have been trained under its
direction. As an example of the accomplishments ofmen who have completed
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their training, a photograph is shown
herein together with letter of appreciation from the trainee. This man was a
Sergeant in the Medical Department,
107th Trench Mortar Battery. He was
Number
Employment
entered after
rehabilitation

Agriculturist
Poultry raiser
Stationary engineer.
Machinist
Auto mechanic
Acetylene welder . . .
Navigator
Telegraph operator.
Draftsman
Bookkeeper
Author
Dentist
Dental mechanic . . .

Average salary or wages

tated and
rehabiliplaced in
specified
ment
employ27
41
117
47
15
16
274
64
90
40
26
77
203
104
11
3
9
4

Prewar

925.00
$1,005.08
904.76
985.71
1,145.45
954.54
994.00
1,010.17
940.00
796.00
1,055.32
1,095.45
1,013.33
834.35
1,200.00
1,143.00
1,100.00
550.00

centage
bilitation
After
rehament
increase
and place-

40.0
47.8
Per1,240.00
$1,407.
14 45.3
1,337.03
1,432.43 £48.1
27.4
1,459.02
1,413.95
36.0
134.1
92.3
30.0
1.374.
21
1,292.19
1.807. 69
1,394.59
34.1
75.2
1,414.92
58.7
1,449.43
56.7
1,608.33
1,307.22
3,000.00
1,691.43 132.3
f50.0
,48.0
277.3
1,650. 00
2,075.00 t150.0

(Excerpt from "Vocational Summary")

a drug clerk and a student previous to
entering service. He suffered the amputation of the lower third of his left
forearm and lost the sight of his left
eye. He has just completed training at
the University of Wisconsin.
Here is the trainee's letter:
"My Dear Sir:
"It is with the greatest of pleasure
that I take this opportunity to thank
you for what the Federal Board for
Vocational Education has done for me.
It has enabled me, though totally disabled, to secure the position as Dairy
and Food Inspector in conjunction with
an Assistant Health Officer of the City
of Madison, a city of 30,000 population.
"Besides the satisfaction of having
been able to secure this position with a
salary of $2,400.00 and expenses for
operating an automobile, I have been
able by the help of the vocational training to secure a B. S. and Ph. GL degree
and moreover I have been successful
{Concluded on page

52)

THE SCREEN AND THE BOOK
A. P. Hollis
Visual

Instruction

Service,

North

SEEING the film version after having read a book is getting to be a
common experience — and many
films depend for their drawing power on
the popularity of well known books.
But is the reverse true — are books
read because of the popularity of well
known films? And what is the psychological effect of reading a book after
having seen the film version ?
The first question needs statistical
data before an answer can be given —
my guess is that few books are read,
chiefly from the interest aroused by a
film. The vivid intensity of the film
story makes the verbal story seem tame
and tiresome in comparison.

AND

Agricultural

College

plot and spirit of the action. Moreover,
the remarks put into the mouths of the
chief participants were the ones that
gave character interpretation, and brief
though they were, when accompanied by
the appropriate facial expression and
screen action, revealed the real personality as much as several pages of reading matter. One is tempted to say that
almost what the book gains by incidental and parenthetical remarks, the
screen counterbalances by the selection
and startling isolation of key passages.
A friend who accompanied me commented that some of the secondary
characters in the film were more or less
nonentities — were merely foils for the
principals. The reading of the book
showed that that was exactly what they
were and what they were intended to
be, so that even the gradations in character values compared, in a two-hour
performance, favorably with verbal description.

The second problem is more susceptible to individual experience and analysis. Isaw recently the film version
of "The Witching Hour' — and read the
book during the next few days on purpose to measure the effect of the film
version on the reading of the book itself.
I have been frequently disappointed on
seeing film versions of books and so
looked forward with anticipation to the
greater detail, completer conversation
and the atmosphere created by the extended descriptions of scenery and circumstance possible in the pages of a
book. It was the first time I had read a
book after viewing its film presentation.
I experienced a genuine surprise in
finding how little the book had to add
to the film. The following points of
agreement seemed to me remarkable :
CONVERSATION

Dakota

EPISODES

The incidents selected for screen representation were the revealing ones of
the book and were key actions to the
plot. So far as I can remember, there
was practically no screen image not
'found described afterwards in the book.
(A sharp exception to this statement
was
sion.) the negro ball elaborately and
offensively lugged in to the screen verAnother surprise was that no essential episode related in the book had been
omitted. The effect was the same as
when the reviewer cuts from a mass of

CHARACTERS

The titles seized the most significant
utterances of the play to give both the

footage only the pertinent scenes.
22

The Screen
ILLUSTRATIVE

VALUE

"The Witching Hour" was presented
on the stage before being screened — and
ihe illustrations in the book were stills
from the stage version. After having
seen the cinema illustrations — the stills
used in the book seemed crude and almost ludicrous. The "stagey theatrical
posing" of these photographs seemed
like child's play compared to the living,
breathing, expressing images vibrant on
the screen. Here the twitch of a mouth,
the elevation of an eyebrow, the tension
of a muscle
tell more
than a page
of print and,
therefore, "illustrate" tha
story with a
sort of telescopic power.
This c o nfcrast between
the
"theat-
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so, in some cases, stagey gestures, theatrical poses and unharmonious groupings remain before the footlights, which
would be eliminated if the artist or director could study the action at leisure.
For this reason in the future, we may
see moving pictures taken of dramatic
rehearsals as a regular feature in the
process of producing plays in the legitimate drama.
But of scarcely less value than these
expression registers, were the scenic and
artistic effects impossible to the stage:
in 30 seconds
an impression
was produced
rivaling that
of many parabook.

graphs in the

Even the
titles had an
illustrative value all
their own
and enveloped
the brief
reading notes
themselves in

rical" of the
tures
posstage
graph photoand
THE
GAMBLER
AND
THE
JUDGE
the more
The two chief factors in the telepathic situ
a subtle mednatural screen
ation on which
the play is built..
i um that
(Played by Elliott Dexter and Winter Hall.)
image may
penetrated
between the lines and added
flavor and
be partly explained by one advantage
the screen star has over the stage star. revelation. This was especially true of
The screen artist can see herself on the the opening titles, where the reclining
jlm as often as she wishes — and so can human figures, draped around the lettering, slowly came to life — and also
ler director — but the dramatic performer can never "see herself as others another instance of where a beautiful
woman under the sway of the mignonsee her," to paraphrase the well-known
quotation. She can only see those about
ette, threaded her way in a- dim mist
through the lettering of the very title
her and can never know absolutely how
she really appears to the audience, and which told her story.

"Y

MISCELLANEOUS

NOTES

skeleton, which the director must perforce clothe with his own invention.
Screen versions of novels are much more

OU

read your newspaper cursorily and what goes in at one
eye goes out of the other, but
what you see at the pictures impresses

satisfactory, and Mr. Maugham looks forward to the time when all the great novels of literature will be successfully picturized.

UN:

you with peculiar force," says W. Somerset Maugham, recording his first impressions "On Writing for the Films" in
the May number of the NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW. For the reason stated,
he believes the screen is an unrivaled
method of propaganda. There is no
reason, however, why it should not also
be artistic, and it is this phase of the
question which interests him most.
Many of the men employed in the actual
production of pictures seem to think that
anything so dependent upon machines as
is the cinema can never really enter the
realm of art. Others, not quite comprehending what art is, try to attain it by

Writing for pictures, however, demands
a technique of its own, and the most
artistic and satisfying results will undoubtedly come from stories written directly for the screen.
OVE LISTS Who Balk at Writing Scenarios" is the title of an
article in CURRENT OPINION,
which reports briefly the reactions of a
number of renowned British authors concerning the far-flung movie line. The
immediate agitation was provoked by a
statement of Jesse L. Lasky, the American producer, to the effect that "the motion picture is challenging the position
long held by the printed word as the
chief medium for dissemination of

dragging in clumsy symbols and by writ-'
ing pretentious titles. They would better do a little "spade work" first, such as
looking to the beauty of line possible in
sets and in the postures of actors. A
director is ordinarily neither a creator
nor a genius and should concentrate his
efforts on interpreting the author, rather
than using him as a starting point for
inventions of his own.

thought." Mr. Lasky also wonders if
great authors can afford to restrict their
output to the "comparatively select circle
of book lovers."
The alacrity and verve with which the
geniuses hasten to justify their position
of disdain or indifference is edifying and
very significant as to the extent to which
the motion picture lure has jarred them
on their pedestal of aloofness.
Arnold Bennett, for instance, cannot
believe that "in an incredibly short time
the influence of the film will outstrip that

If the author is to be interpreted carefully, of course, greater responsibility is
thrown upon him, and his products must
be much more worthwhile than in the
past. The story is now the thing, not a
certain star, or startling photographic
stunts. The producers are going out alter
the none too plentiful writer of literary
ability and they should be able to secure
stories that are at least coherent and
probable. Good stories are rare, but now
and then, even some of these should
come their way.

of books and plays."
Max Pemberton's most caustic comment that one cannot read a photoplay in
bed, is answered by Adrian Brunei, an
English producer, who makes the retort
courteous when he says that the time is
coming when scenarios will be as widely
published and as readable as Shaw, Ibsen
or Galsworthy. W. L. George remarks
that there is no reason why there should
be a choice between the two.
It is Bernard Shaw, however, who diagnoses the matter most succinctly.
"If

In the past, some of the worst pictures
have been made out of plays. "The play
as a play is seldom suited to the screen,"
because a play is written from a certain
angle and by means of a technique that
eliminates absolutely all but the most
essential elements. When this material
comes to the screen, it is like a bare
24
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the film companies," he writes, "would
offer a quarter as much to any novelist
for a scenario as they eagerly pay to an
American producer to spoil it and spend
50,000 pounds in the process, it would not
be necessary to write letters to the papers
asking novelists to come forward; rather
would it he advisable to engage extra
police to stem the rush." Mr. Shaw continues, "the only thing the screen cannot
give is dialogue and the customary psycholegical expatiations on what the characters think and feel. The screen is
perhaps a better medium of popular
romance than the printed page, for many
novelists cannot write dialogue at all;
any actress can do better by making
faces." Not content with that, Mr. Shaw
goes further to say "that most psychological essays are only padding and unmitigated tosh at that," all of which is
really negative praise for the screen.
Quite nice of the old dear, isn't it?
Mr. Shaw feels, and rightly, too, that
novelists should be dealt with fairly in
the matter of disposing of film rights to
their productions, for "novelists, with a
few notable exceptions are a needy and
consequently intimidated folk."

*

*

*

IN THE midst of the hysteria over the
detrimental effect of movies upon the
morals of the country comes a contradictory note from a man who has had
what is vulgarly termed inside information as to the relation between the cinema
and crime. Louis Victor Eytinge, for
twelve years confined in the Arizona State
Prison, writes in PHOTOPLAY for June
on the use of motion pictures in prisons,
his statements being based on his own
experience in selecting and showing pictures in his twelve-year residence.
He discusses in much detail the psychological effect of pictures upon the
inmates of penal institutions. Moving
pictures, he believes, represent the greatest influence toward helpfulness in their
lives and they will respect anything, anyone that sincerely seeks to aid them toward better futures. Where the average
movie fan thrills once at the romance, adventure, travel unreeled before his eyes,
the man shut between four walls by his
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own misdeeds will find the motion picture
his whole world, the sole escape from the
death-like monotony of his existence. The
moving picture awakens aspiration and
hope and what better than that can be
done?
The standard of the men is high.
Cheap pictures do not satisfy them. The
inmate editor of Leavenworth's prison
paper says, "There is only one kind of
picture which the prisoners here think
should be shown them; they want the sort
that shows manly or womanly character
working at its best." Jesse P. "Webb,
the famous lifer at Salem, Oregon, whose
book, "The American Prison System" is
the most modern contribution to the subject, writes, "Good, clean drama, exploiting the problems of life as they are to be
met with in the outside world, will catch
a house full of 'cons' every time, the usual
10 per cent of feeble-minded nuts excluded, of course."
The most significant statements of
Eytinge are made in concluding, when he
vigorously refutes the idea that movies
are filling the jails and penitentiaries.
He says, "Although I have made it a
business to study prison inmates for more
than twenty years, as one of their own
people, I cannot say that any one prisoner
has ever been led directly to crime because of motion pictures. True, weak
parents, failing in their duties as home
makers, are prone to blame any other
cause than their own fault for the dereliction of their children, and follow the
raucous recklessness of the reformer in
his blame of pictures.
"The Chairman of Sing-Sing's Program
Committee blurts out 'Rot! After knowing about thirty thousand inmates, I cannot recall a single case that was influenced toward crime by a picture or pictures!' Judge Ben Lindsey said the same
thing. Jesse Webb, one of the keenest
observers of all, puts it thus: 'If all
things influencing the young for evil were
tabooed, how would the world exist?
Books and newspapers would be suppressed above all and about everything
that a healthy young mind might desire
would be verooten. Personally, I cannot
see how the movies influence for evil half
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so much as the half-baked reformer whose
general utterances are directly opposed
to common sense. The boy who never
liked to play Injun or Bad Bandit is the
man who will bear watching. That occasional extremes in this boy-play are sometimes reached is but natural and no worse
than other extremes climaxed through
other aspects of life.' An editor of another prison publication, with long years
of inside experience back of him, writes,
'Whenever any mind is influenced for evil
by the showing of the motion picture,
that mind would never have amounted
to a row of beans, picture or no picture.' "
* * *

IN direct contrast to the opinions of
Mr. Eytinge, quoted above, is an
article by Dr. T. A. Poffenberger of
Columbia University in the SCIENTIFIC
MONTHLY, reviewed in the May 7th number of THE LITERARY DIGEST. He
points out that not only children, but the
mentally weak who largely make up the
criminal class, are easily influenced by
what they see in pictures because of their
extreme susceptibility to suggestion.
"Rightly used," he continues, "the motion picture is indeed one of the most
powerful educational forces of the twentieth century. But wrongly used and not
carefully guarded, it might easily become
a training-school for anti-Americanism,
immorality, and disregard for law — a
condition in which each individual is a
law unto himself. We have, therefore, in
a sense, to meet an emergency."
Not only in abnormal suggestibility do
children and the mentally defective resemble each other, but also in lack of
ability to foresee and weigh consequences
of different kinds of behavior, in the
absence of self-restraint, and in the possession of an imagination less controlled
and checked by reference to realities.
Vivid pictures portraying crimes impress
and arouse impulses in this type of person which may lead to action. Even
though a moral, satisfying to the normal
adult, appears at the end of a play, it is
generally quite lost on the weak-minded,
because he is already enthralled by the
glamour of the criminal action.
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and significant
intereinsting
MOSTiment
the use of the moexper
tion picture was that recently
conducted by Mr. Frederic Stock, leader
of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, at a
children's concert in Orchestra Hall. Between numbers on the program, he presented a lesson on music - writing,
together with instruction on the orchestral score, using the screen as his
medium of exposition. The demonstration was adapted to the tender years of
his audience, using the fundamental key
of C and only the simplest and most underrated harmony.
A

While it is true, that the motion picture has long been considered in connection with the teaching of music — Edison,
for instance, having run a movement
from a Beethoven sonata across the
screen while the orchestra played — yet
it is one of the first times that the cinema
has ever been employed effectively on
such a large scale. Such experiments
are revolutionary in what they portend
for established pedagogical methods and
in what they promise for the future.
Understanding of the fundamental principles of harmony and counterpoint is
based primarily upon accurate visual perception. The very act of playing diiy
musical instrument means the immediate
and continuous interpretation of a visual
impression transformed into muscular
activity. The time is near at hand when
the theory book and blackboard, which
now function faithfully in music classes,
will be supplanted by the moving picture
and lessons presented with infinite variety and emphasis to any number of
pupils. Happy indeed the child of tomorrow for he is entering into a rich heritage of the most effective educational
method yet known to man.
* * *

an exence ofas moving
experisort
wide
in every
FROM a hibitor
picture house, from an old-fashioned
nickelodeon down to a picture palace,
Mr. Walter W. Kofeldt draws some interesting conclusions entitled "Your Taste
in the Movies" in the March issue of the
SUNSET MAGAZINE.
In the first place, says he, the manager
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standing silently outside the door when
the show is over listens eagerly for opinions of the picture just viewed, for it
means money to him to know and cater
to the tastes of his patrons.

a "vamp" any more; that the "he-vamp,"
so-called, is despised by everyone except
aspiring understudies of his own sex; and
that women as much as men demand
youthful and pretty heroines.

For example, in what he calls a "waterfront" audience — that is, loggers, stevedores, and Alaskan miners — pictures of
business or dressed-up society would be
mostly wasted. These men like broad
horse-play of the most energetic piethrowing, knock-down-and-drag-out variety, with a few daring bathing girls now
and then, and will continue to pay out
their money for that, but for nothing
else. The continuity of a narrative or
the appearance of reality in the events
pictured are quite negligible matters to
this kind of audience.
Professional people and brain workers,
on the other hand, have come to receive
such pictures with disgust or ridicule.
A thinking man likes comedy drama and
mystery pictures — the latter because they
challenge his mental power of solution.
Pretty bathing girls are not unappreciated, but anything at all suggestive is
received coldly in the better class theatres
out of respect to the women present.
There are many elements, of course, in
moving pictures which are desired equally
by all classes of people. They are doubtless the most fundamental elements, and
prove, therefore, the essentially democratic character of the movie. One of the
first things which is popular with everyone, is comedy. What causes one man to
hold his sides and yell with delight, may
bore another excessively, but as a rule
that which is laughable appeals to all.
Secondly, no picture is quite acceptable
without what is known as "heart-interest"— love, romance. Even the roistering
seaman, wild for the thrill of a fight, demands that a woman's love start or
reward the conflict. Lastly, most Americans insist on happy endings to all the
stories. Logical, or illogical, all must be
well before the picture closes.
Some other conclusions, more or less
surprising, are that women patronize
"suggestive" pictures much more than
men; that only very young shop-girls care
for "cave-man stuff;" that no one loves

Mr. Kofeldt believes that the public's
taste in movies is showing a marked improvement. Educational films which were
once a drug on the market are now in
great demand. Artistic scenic effects are
meeting with more and more appreciation, so that photographers are inspired
to do really original and beautiful work.
Spiritual themes, some religious or nearreligious, are being exhibited to thoughtful, interested audiences everywhere.
Many of the churches have taken the hint
and installed moving picture apparatus in
their own buildings and given this form
of entertainment an important place on
their weekly programs.

*

*

*

of theed moTHE purely
in
is discuss
industssry side
tion picture busine
some detail by Floyd W. Parsons
under the title "Everybody's Business" in
the March 26th issue of the SATURDAY
EVENING POST. The statistics alone are
impressive. For example, the manufacture and distribution of motion pictures
ranks as the fourth largest industry in
this broad land of many monstrous enterprises. Receipts from all phases of the
industry total the appalling sum of $750,000,000.00 annually, which is larger than
the combined income of all our public
utilities. Moving pictures, of course, furnish an immense revenue to the government and to the fortunate persons more
immediately concerned in the business.
Although New York is an important
production center, Los Angeles comes
first, producing three-fourths of the
world's films. Exchanges, of course, are
maintained all over the country and, by
means of a more or less intricate and
varying system, these connect with salesmen and exhibitors to distribute the
prints.
For the first time in six years American pictures are meeting abroad the competition of foreign made pictures. It has
been found that many in foreign lands,
especially South America, are eager for
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pictures portraying American business,
even down to the last detail of office furniture, which they wish to copy.
The motion picture industry has still
a greater financial future, in the opinion
of Mr. Parsons. But the processes in
manufacture can result in profit only
when supplemented by effective and productive methods of selling and handling.

*

*

*

FITZPATRICK AND McELROY announce that the April 24th release
of the Ford Educational Library is
a continuation of the subject depicted the
week before, "Landmarks of the American
Revolution." The first part of this film
treated of the historical spots in Boston
and vicinity, while part 2 gives us still
more of this historical atmosphere touching on the landmarks found in Concord,
Philadelphia, New York and Mount Vernon.
We first visit Wright Tavern, the headquarters for the Minutemen, and "Old
North Bridge" where the shot was fired
which was "heard around the world." A
statue to the Concord Minutemen guards
this Old North Bridge, and farther on we
find the graves of the British soldiers;
and wander into Monument Square which
marks the site of the Liberty Pole which
the British cut.
Then we go on to Philadelphia, to Carpenter's Hall where George Washington
was declared Commander-in-Chief of the
American Army, the building now known
as Independence Hall; and to Valley
Forge where the Colonists endured privations and distress during a most severe
winter.
We are shown three heroes of the Revolution: George Washington and the monuments erected to his honor in Richmond,
Virginia, and Washington, D. C; John
Adams, who secured the adoption of the
Declaration of Independence; and Thomas
Jefferson, a conspicuous apostle of democracy in America.
The film concludes with a description
of the flags of the Revolution from the
first one adopted by the Massachusetts
Colonies, a green pine tree on a white

background, to the first flag carrying the
stars and stripes, made by Betsy Ross.
Landmarks of the American Revolution,
Part 2, will be released through the Federated Film Exchanges of America, Inc.

* *

*

CO., which has been
LEA-B
THE
ing EL
supply
the Non-Theatrical Field
with films for a number of years, announces their removal from 64 W. Randolph St., to 804 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago.
Mr. Leaverton, president of this concern,
states that they will be able to handle
their increasing trade to better advantage, than at their old quarters, as they
are continually securing more subjects
for this field and were obliged to obtain
more space.

* *

*

music
toes" idea
yourinfluence
THE
has "tickle
begun to
the ofcinema,
^ where it reappears disguised as
the "tickle your eyes" form of titling
travelogues and scenics. This rhetorical
syncopation of hitherto staid and irreproachable titles may be but a sign of
the times, interpreted as favorable or
unfavorable, according to the state of
mind of the interpreter. It may indicate
that the movies, whose lively and resplendent pace is already too swift for
that portion of Americans whose cerebrum still functions, are attaining a still
more dizzying speed through that subtly
pervasive, wicked thing known as jazz.
It is quite reasonable, of course, to feel
that civilization is decadent and that art
and music and drama and morals are
things of the sad dead past — morals, by
the way, being a word which has become
generally familiar to the public only since
the celluloid reel began its windings.
On the other hand, this enlivening of
cinematic reading matter may be the beginning of a new and painless system of
acquiring information. According to an
article in EVERYBODY'S for March,
Katherine Hilleker, who titles the Chester
"Outings, is greatly responsible for this
new rhetorical fashion. Mrs. Hilleker believes that when travelogues and scenics
are cleverly and entertainingly titled,
many who come to the theater to behold
the feature will remain to see the educa(Concluded on page 32)

FILMS VIEWED AND REVIEWED
THE

WITCHING

HOUR

popular occultisms, but with questionable
effect on its mental outlook.
That delicate and somewhat
psychological effects are not unadapted to the
screen and can be artistically achieved
now and then is proved by the wistful

r^EEING the film version of Augustus
.^ Thomas's THE WITCHING
HOUR
is believing beyond
question Mr.
Maugham's statement, quoted elsewhere
in this magazine, that a play as a play is
seldom suited to the screen. The producers, Famous Players-Lasky, have done
just what the eminent writer wishes producers would not do — namely, tried to
transfer the drama to the screen, rather
than re-interpret the story in a form
adapted to film technique. The plot of
"The Witching Hour," of course, is so
essentially good that no amount of nearsighted copy work can quite ruin it. The
story moves across the screen smoothly
and interestingly enough, as movies go,
but compared to the original play, the
picture falls far short of what it might be.
The chief difficulty is in the abruptness
and brevity with which the motive of

delicacy with which
Judge
Prentice's
memory of his long-ago sweetheart is pictured in the hoop-skirted
girl moving
slowly through a remembered room, surrounded by a very certain fragrance of
mignonette, and shadowed by the words
of Bret Harte's poem beginning
"And ever since when the clock strikes
two
She walks
etc. unbidden from room to room,"
To create some real laughter, apparently, amid scenes of little humor, a disproportionate amount of footage is given
to the negro servant's account of the
"hoodoo" laid upon him at a cake-walk
festivity. The wild dancing and ogling
of the colored belles and beaux is decidedly amusing, but utterly extraneous
to the plot. Later, we see Clay Whipple
in prison. In a frenzy of aversion for a
cat's-eye scarf pin which one of Brookfield's guests forced upon his attention,
he has committed murder. Behind the
bars he sadly dreams of his erstwhile

psychic force is "put over." Telepathy
and hypnotism are subjects too vaguely
supported by scientific evidence, and too
replete with dramatic possibilities based
on the subtleties of the mind, to be dealt
with in the summary manner of the regulation moving picture. In the stage play,
Judge Prentice remarks to Jack Brookfield, the clever gambler, "... It's my
opinion that everyone reads the thoughts
of others. That is, some of the thoughts."
And those very words "everyone" and
"some," followed by a several-sided discussion of some of the abnormalities of
psychology, not only cast out all suggestion of charlatanry, but add a touch of
mystery, and prepare one for the climax.
Not so the film, however, with its
snappy sub-titles and complacent acceptance of telepathy and hypnotism as incontrovertible facts to be depended upon
by anyone. Things are not argued, surmised, hinted, or tried — they just are, by
means of bare statements in the emphatic
manner of the screen, supported only by
abrupt shots of the high spots in .the
drama. Most of this is accepted, no
doubt, by a public easily fascinated by

approaching marriage with the gambler's
pretty niece, and in fancy sees his fiancee
and himself at- the altar. Well enough.
But just as the ceremony is to proceed, a
rude rope falls suddenly from on high
and encircles the bridegroom's neck, in
such a miraculous manner that one wonders if this amazing interpolation was
designed to force a second burst of
laughter. Something tells us no, however, for the shock awakens the poor lad
to the four walls of his cell and he shakes
with grief.
The cast, it may be said, is well chosen.
Elliott Dexter has the where-withal to
impersonate a clever gambler not unacquainted with the demands of a drawing room and possessed of ideas of honor,
and he does it sincerely. Mary Alden's
fine type of womanhood sets well in the
29
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role of the mother of Clay Whipple and
the one-time sweetheart of the gambler.
The young woman who takes the part of
Viola, Brookfield's niece, is strangely passive at times in the face of her lover's
vicissitudes, hut she is more than ordinarily pretty. Winter Hall as Judge
Prentice is excellent. His white hair,
sensitive, thoughtful face and dignified
manner do more than anything else in
the play to give verisimilitude to a seemingly flighty theme, and one wishes that
the picture as a whole were more of a
piece with the illusion he creates.
A cast better than the average, excellent photography, and a good dramatic
story with the prestige of a great play
behind it, were the elements with which
the producers of "The Witching Hour"
were privileged to work. The result is
an interesting picture, but by no means
a great one.
Released by Famous Players-Lasky.

*

THE

*

PASSION

*

FLOWER

the cinema
ONE who writes about
and its very apparent deficiencies
runs great risk of being platitudinous and bromidic, for many are saying
the same thing with startling uniformity.
The screen, according to these perturbed
critics, is an overgrown, obese young animal stuffed with melodrama and glutted
with sex plays, which furnish none of
the elements essential to a prolonged and
healthy existence. What the screen needs
is a revivifying diet of clean, artistic and
worth-while dramas. Therefore, when
a photo-drama like THE PASSION
FLOWER appears, its advent deserves
comment and editorial attention.
The drama of the same name by Jacinto
Benevente, upon which the film version
is based, is dramatically as fine and firm
as the mountains of the author's beloved
Spain; its characters and action as vivid
as the flower whose name it bears. The
increasing tenseness of the morbid theme
grips one straight through to the climax
— a climax as powerful and effective as
the most exacting student of dramatic
technique could demand. To reproduce
such a master-piece
would
indeed be

triumph for the silent art — a triumph
which has not been entirely achieved in
the photoplay.
There are two reasons why the screen
version falls short of attaining perfection.
The first is because of the fact that Benevente has built his dramatic material
upon the psychology of love and hatred.
He relentlessly pursues his analysis to
the inevitable conclusion and never is the
audience — despite the rapid rush of
events and despite the distraction of
scenes brimming with color and atmosphere— permitted to lose sight of what
he is doing. The cinema has not yet
reached that stage of development where
it can "get across" the subtleties and
abstractions of psycho-analysis and accordingly the deepest significance of The
Passion Flower is obscured.
The second and most obvious flaw is
a result of the fact that the play seems
to have the usual tendency to pivot
around the star, a condition subversive,
as a rule, of the best dramatic achievement. One may well question the motives
of Miss Talmadge in selecting this play.
They may have been wholly disinterested,
prompted only by concern over the unhappy condition of screen production, but
imagination, which of course may be controlled, suggests that she looked upon
THE PASSION FLOWER only as a satisfactory vehicle to exploit her emotional
ability. However that may be, she evidently approved the play, whose dramatic
stress was shifted from the role of
Raimunda, the mother, to that of Acacia,
the daughter, and donned the Spanish
shawls with naive and innocent glee.
This elevation of the role of Acacia
to primary importance is a proof of a
lack of understanding of the deft, true
touch of the dramatist, for while it is
true that the unholy love of the stepfather for his stepdaughter is the motive
of the action, the dominating figure that
stands out with superb, tragic relief is
that of Raimunda, the deceived wife and
mother. It is her play. Moreover, the
work of Miss Talmadge is not impres ive, a most deplorable fact since she
holds the center stage. Her petulance
and superficiality as the passionate and
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hating daughter show no real sincerity
nor appreciation of the possibilities of
fine dramatic interpretation open to her
in the part. She is not an artist — she is
merely a popular actress.
With these two exceptions the • photoplay rises above unfavorable criticism.
It was fortunate in having the skilled
direction of Herbert Brenon and from
a technical standpoint is perfect. The
beautiful backgrounds and settings are
appropriate to the last detail and reproduce most pleasantly the atmosphere of
romance that was so much a part of the
picturesque Spanish village. Each scene
is photographed with an art that turns
it into a misty pastel. The continuity of
the story could not be improved, each
event being fitted with careful workmanship into the mosaic of the whole.
The supporting actors aVe well selected
both as to ability and as to type. And
the somberness of the tragedy voiced by
the recurrent refrain, "But he who loves
the passion flower will never love again,"
haunts one long after the picture has
ceased its winding.
This picture is released by First
National.
BLACK

BEAUTY

IP IT is to be the privilege of the
screen to revive the classics and
visualize our old time favorites, —
making literature a living, vital thing
instead of something to be referred to in
dignified terms as one would refer to a
mausoleum and which one would avoid
with equal readiness, — -surely no more
worthy subject could be found than
BLACK BEAUTY, by Anna Sewall.
Though devoid of literary merit, the type
of its content and the warmth and genuineness of its appeal have endeared it to
the young of each successive generation
since it was published in 1877. It may
rightfully be called a classic. Unfortunate the person who cannot count
among his childhood memories, the emotional hours spent over the vicissitudes
of the fine black horse and his equally
interesting friends.
The scenario for the screen version was
prepared by George Randolph
Chester
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and his wife. Since the original story
is told entirely in the first person by the
horse and the narration assumes none of
the • characteristics of a well-organized
plot, it was felt necessary to create an
"inside story" to reinforce the drama
from a technical standpoint and provide
the conventional romance so essential, according to box-office opinion, for the success of a production.
It is with the nature of the plot thus
provided that there may be a quarrel.
The story of Black Beauty is primarily
a child's story. This fact should have
been kept in mind and a story interpolated entirely in keeping with the immaturity of those who will undoubtedly
constitute its largest audiences. The
story that has been created is unhappily
melodramatic, using the stock situation
of a distressed maiden forced into undesired wedlock by an importunate villain.
It has all the familiar accessories of
blackmailing, elopement, and horsewhipping so dear to the good old days when
people used to like their drama straight
and East Lynne was the last word in
dramatic perfection. Even though the
events are presented most delicately and
most beautifully they are scarcely in
keeping with the simplicity of the original story and certainly not the most
healthful mental food for the child mind.
From a pictorial standpoint, the picture
leaves little to be desired. The scenes
which belong to the "outside story" of
Black Beauty are delightful and follow
the facts in the book more or less accurately, although it was of course necessary to eliminate many of the minor
events in order to make the story move
with sufficient rapidity and dramatic
sureness. The animals used seem to have
a personality all their own and are endowed with a histrionic ability that many
legitimate actors might envy. In the
scenes where Merrylegs and Black Beauty
converse over the walls of their stalls
you can actually imagine that you see
the flicker of some kind of facial expression across the equine countenances.
The horse used as Black Beauty is all
that could be desired both in appearance
and disposition. The pastoral scenes are
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charming and the continual alternation
of "inside" and "outside" stories creates
considerable suspense and variety.
It is not necessary to expatiate on the
lesson involved in this appealing animal
picture, but it is certain that after seeing
Black Beauty and poor Ginger suffer "the
slings and darts of an outrageous fortune" one will have a more understanding sympathy for the patient creatures
that labor before our unseeing eyes.
Released by Vitagraph.
HOW

LIFE

BEGINS

IN THE March number of this magazine was reviewed "The Gift of Life,"
a film produced, by the American Social Hygiene Association. It is our privilege to be able to review in this number
a four-reel film, "HOW LIFE BEGINS,"
very similar in content and treatment to
"The Gift of Life." This film, which is
produced by George E. Stone of California, is calculated to present fundamental biological facts in clear and easily
understandable form.
Beginning with the most simple and
elemental forms of reproduction such as
yeast cells which bud and divide, the increasing complexity of reproduction is
demonstrated by the use of such illustrations as the pea seed, the sea urchin,
butterfly, frog, chicken and white rat,
each illustration representing of course
a different and higher phase of development.
The evolution of the frog, in particular,
is presented with much detail through its
various stages of existence and forms a
most interesting scientific study. The
footage devoted to the butterfly contains
a most remarkable visualization of the
numerous changes in the life of the insect
and if taken intact from the picture
would form a complete nature study in
itself.
Throughout the first part of the picture, splendid animated drawings and
microscopic illustrations are used freely.
In the last part of the picture, however,
the explanation becomes less scientific
and more general in form and the material is not so well organized.
Instead

of diagrams, pictures of the animals involved are shown. Where "The Gift of
Life" diagrams conventionally the reproductive organs of woman and the growth
of the human embryo, this film merely
displays the picture of a modern Madonna. This very lack of frankness and
explicitness in the last part makes the
picture more suitable for general classroom use. It is a remarkable combination of scientific and scholarly ingenuity
with popular appeal.
MISCELLANEOUS
NOTES
(Concluded from page 28)
tional reel and that the number of chronic
somnolents will be greatly reduced.
Audiences should be intrigued. Subtitles
should be sufficiently different and original to galvanize them into reflection. A
title like this should never creep upon the
screen — "looking down the valley, you see
to the right a farmhouse." A statement
like that should be jazzed, just how, we
don't know, but anyway it should be
jazzed. A tree should never be called a
tree. It should be mentioned humorously
and flippantly and the audience will sit
up and beg for more. Is this sound
scientific pedagogy? We doubt it, but it
works.

Johnson's Window Shade Adjusters

hold the shade roller firmly at any
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THE FILM FIELD
THE
number of "educational films" produced by the professional motionpicture companies is increasing, and the quality is steadily improving. We
shall list fifty to one hundred each month.
Any exchange or producer listed
in this department will gladly send full information on their service in general
or on any particular film.

In general, films should be viewed by qualified judges before shown
school children.
HOW TO USE THESE LISTS
Select titles which interest you from the List of Films.
Note the bracketed name or names following the title.

to

The names printed in Italics are Exchanges; address of the branch
nearest you will be found in the Reference List of Commercial
Film Exchanges (beginning on page 35.)
The names printed in Eoman are Producers; address will be found
under Reference List of Producers (page 35).
Always

write to the Exchange when given — otherwise to the Producer FOR FULL INFORMATION, MENTIONING VlSUAL EDUCATION.

LIST OF FILMS
(In offering these selections, Visual Education in no way guarantees the value
or suitability of the films. This can be done only when we have personally viewed
the picture. The list represents merely the most careful choice possible to make
from data given out by the producing companies. Only the films reviewed by our
staff under the department "Films Viewed and Reviewed" should be considered as
having Visual Education's recommendation, qualified or unqualified, as the case
may be.)
All entries are 1 reel (1,000 ft.) in length unless otherwise specified.
TRAVELOGUES AND SCEjVICS
ALEXANDRIA
(Burton
Holmes).
(Fa„,.m„,,.,.,.^ _„_
TTT^TT „„^
^
mous Players-Lasky.)
A city with a worn
HITTING
THE
HIGH
SPOTS
(Chester mantle of the glorious past flung over its
Outmg).
(Educ. Films Corp.)
Way down streets and harbor, — the harbor which bore
south where the Maoris live, the Waikato upon its blue waters the galley of a Cleoriver cuts its way through
the unwilling patra.
A reel with a subject like this cannot
mountains;
irresponsible
geysers
and fail both to please and to instruct painlessly,
smoking
springs
intrigue the landscape. a LITTLE ATLANTIC
(Burton Holmes).
Included in this reel, which ends with a (Famous
Players-Lasky.)
The title is in
cartoon, are views of the natives and of a entire harmony with the Eighteenth Amendcanoe trip.
ment and opens auspiciously
a fascinating
AN
ESKIMOTION
PICTURE.
(Educ. fifteen minutes' trip through the Bermudas.
Films Corp.)
One of the Hudson Bay Travel MALAYAN
MOTOR
ROADS
(Burton
Series showing the daily life and intimate Holmes).
(Famous
Players-Lasky.)
One
domestic arrangements of a menage located description provided for this reel mentions
under the shadow of the North Pole.
The as compacted within its footage such things
Esquimaux exist but such an existence ! If as speedless life, bridges, palmy
days, the
you see them clothing and feeding them- zebu, and women's costumes.
If you don't
selves, you will be entirely contented with like one thing you will surely like another,
your situation south of 54° 40'.
THE ALCHEMY OF WINTER
(Post NaONE PEEK WAS PLENTY
(Chester Out- ture Scenic).
(Famous Players-Lasky.)
A
ing).
(Educ. Films Corp.)
If you have a mysterious process that turns trees into pale
passion for homonyms,
the very title will wraiths of themselves and covers fields with
endear to you this reel of the magnificent a strange, silent whiteness, is the alchemy
Canadian Rockies.
of winter most beautifully pictured in this
THE ITALIAN CAVALRY.
(Educ. Films reel.
Corp.)
y2 reel.
The feats of this gallant TRAVELS
IN CHINA
(Bray).
(Goldaard-riding corps are enough to make your voyn.)
A literary wit has remarked
that
hair stand on end.
Thrills !
nothing funny ever came out of China.
If
IF YOU

SAW
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that is the case there must be much within
the boundaries of this vast country to make
a cinematic journey there most fascinating.
KK.IUVENATED MEXICO • (Kineto Co. ot
Araer. ). Glimpses of various places of interest varying from those of historical significance— such as the cathedral in Mexico
City, which stands where the old Aztec Temple saw many a grim and bloody holiday,
to scenes of modern and popular interest such
as vegetable markets and annual fetes. You
are privileged
the Villa
course
picture to see the during
estimable
and ofhisthis
staff.
MANHATTAN LIFE (Kineto Co. of
Amer.) Here is an opportunity for the outsider to get enough secondhand information
about New York City to make him sound to
the purple born when discussing that preeminent metropolis.
MOROCCO THE MYSTERIOUS (Kineto
Co. of Amer.). The centuries have passed
and left unchanged the little known city
of Fez — capital of Morocco. Its quaintness
and remoteness are apparent through all of
this varied and most interesting reel.
THE EMERALD ISLE (Kineto Co. of
Amer.). hensive
This
compreidea offilmlifepresents
in rurala very
Ireland
with
views of numerous romantic plaees such as
Killarney.
NIAGARA FALLS (Beseler). Although
many scenics have made this monstrous
cataract familiar to all, its magnificent waters
cannot be too often seen.
NIPPON, THE LAND OF THE MIKADO. (Prisma.) This trip to the land poetically known as the land of the rising
sun is begun with views taken en route across
the Pacific, and when you are finally landed
in Japan, many things of picturesque interest
are shown you.
THE CORNERGRAT RAILWAY (Burlingham Film Co.). (Wm. L. Sherry Co.) The
title to this reel does not begin to suggest
the varied glimpses of the Alps which it contains in its brief footage.
HISTORY, BIOLOGY AND THE NATURAL
SCIENCES
THE HOSTS OF THE SEA (Beseler). The
hosts of the sea, be it known, are entertaining pictorially rather than socially and in
the finny Bradstreet may be enumerated the
poor shrimp, the calliana, the sea spider, the
squill and the unmentionable galathea
aplysia. sertation
The
with a visual dison lifereel
in aends
beehive.
ICE AND SNOW (Beseler). A thorough
and scientific explanation of the phenomena
of ice and snow formation, together with an
account of the methods of producing artificial ice, and ending with a few flashes of
winter sports.
POOR BUTTERFLY. (Prisma.) The development of a butterfly through its various
unesthetic and dissimilar stages is a matter
that never fails to inspire interest, particularly when the specimen used is one of great
beauty.
PECULIAR PETS (Kineto Co. of Amer.).
The animal world is very impartially and
generously represented in the variety of pets
shown in this picture, pets which range in
species from ferrets to ponies and from Japanese waltzing mice to monkeys.
BUZZ-Z-Z (Chester Outing). (Educ.
Films Corp.) The sad life of the persecuted
mosquito, from extreme infancy to the grave,
with modern methods of extermination. You
will discover that science basely employs the
mosquito's
habit of using
his tail as a periscope to accomplish
his destruction.
ADOPTING A CUB (Bray). (Goldwyn.)
Another of the excellent nature studies made
by Irene and Wm. L. Finley, this time of a
mesmerizing little bear cub.
COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY. ( Universal.) 2 reels. An Appleton-Universal Text
Film which presents the leading industries
of the United States with explanations of
the underlying reasons for their location and
IF YOU

SAW

Education
development.
A picture with much valuable
content.
AX ALLIGATOR HUNT (Ford Weekly).
(Federated Film Exchanges.) People are
always confusing crocodiles with alligators,
which really has nothing to do with this
interesting hunt of the elongated creature
in the Everglades.
THE SILKEN CITIES OF KUWA-KO
(Burton Holmes). (Famous Players-Lasky) .
The insignificant silk worm in Japan and the
silken
flaunts,
— from the steps
one
to the gowns
other m'lady
are many
intermediate
which are interestingly and skillfully told by
Mr. Holmes.
THE STEAMBOAT IN UNITED STATES
HISTORY (Society for Visual Education).
A picture which shows clearly the incalculable importance of the steamboat in
opening up new territory, aiding in its settlement, and in the development of commerce
and world-wide communication. Its share in
preserving the union during the Civil War
and its effectiveness during the Great World
War are also presented.
CANALS IN UNITED STATES HISTORY
(Society for Visual Education). This reel
makes clear the various reasons for building
canals and pictures the history of canal construction in the United States.
INDUSTRIALS
SWEETEST STORY EVER
TOLD.
(Prisma.) Not a May time romance as one
might fondly imagine but instead nothing
less saccharine than the making of candy.
The subtitles are unusually interesting.
MODERN
CONCRETE ROAD CONSTRUCTION (Bureau of Plant Industry).
(U. S. Dept. of Agric.) Approved methods of
highway building by the use of concrete ;
some of the modern machinery and practices
used in this work ; contrast drawn between
old-fashioned mud roads and modern highways ; race between a railway . train and a
motor truck on a concrete road.
THE FARM BUREAU COMES TO
PLEASANT VIEW (States Relation Service). (U. S. Dept. of Agric.) 2 reels. This
picture is one of a series which shows the
organization of a rural community for farm
bureau work and some of the good results
obtained, especially for the farm women.
This first picture of the series shows how
"Grandpa Little" got in touch with the extension agents and interested Pleasant View
Community in the farm bureau organization,
the preparation of a program of community
work and the organization meeting, followed
by a renewal of the community social life.
KING OF COTTON. (Universal.) 9
reels. The complete story of the reclamation
of a'n Arizona desert and the establishment
in its place of a long-staple cotton plantation. Habits and customs of native Mexican

THE 'KING
OF THE
RAILS (General
Electric).
3 reels.
The evolution
of land
transportation, beginning with the squaw
lugging her papoose, continuing with the
stoneboat, the wheelbarrow, horsedrawn vehicles and prairie schooner ; the "De Witt
Clinton," the first locomotive, modern steam
locomotives and lastly the great electric locomotive complete the pictures.
THE DERBY HAT. (Educ. Films Corp.)
Beginning with the hat in the rough, showing how the crown is shaped by hydraulic
pressure, the surface finally smoothed off,
and finishing touches applied.
THE OIL INDUSTRY (Harcol Film Co.).
Views of southern gushers in Louisiana and
Texas, showing methods employed in obtaining the oil.
MAKING RUSSIAN CAVIAR (Educ.
Films Corp.) Pictures taken on the Kura
River in Transcaucasia showing the natives
engaged in sturgeon catching, obtaining and
packing the roe that is known as caviar
The interest in a picturesque industry is increased by the novel scenes and backgrounds.
IT HERE, PLEASE
SAY SO

The Film Field
INDUSTRIAL
FILMS
PRODUCED
BY
COMMERICAL
COMPANIES
(The industry pictured is indicated by the
firm name. Write direct to the company
for information. )
Carter's Ink
Company,
,P>oston,
Mass. 111.
Kewanee
Boiler
Company,
Kewanee,
American Multigraph Company, E. 40th
St.. Cleveland, Ohio.
Boston Woven Hose Co., Boston, Mass.
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Studebaker Corp. of Amer., Detroit, Mich.
United States Shipping Board, Washington, D. C.
Lipton Tea Company, Hoboken, N. J.
Willow Brook Dairy Company, 202 Washington, N. Y. C.
Florsheim Shoe Company, Chicago, 111.
Lake Charles Milling Company, Lake
Charles, La.
Lowney Brothers, Boston, Mass.

Reference List of Producers
Beseler Educational Film Co.,
71 W. 23rd St., New York City.
General Electric Company,
Schenectady, N. Y.
Harcol Film Co.,
330 Camp St., New Orleans, La.

Kineto Co. of Amer.,
71 W. 23rd St., New York City.
Wm. L. Sherry Service,
729 Seventh Ave., New York City.
Society for Visual Education,
806 W. Washington Blvd., Chicago, 111.

Reference List of Commercial Film Exchanges
(Address all inquiries to the nearest exchange)
BUREAU
OF EDUCATION
Knoxville, Tenn.
^^....^^.^r™, OP
^™ THE
„,„„ INTERIOR
,wr~„-.w,»~„ Univ; of Tennessee. .. .Charles E. Ferris
DEPARTMENT
TLawrence,
TKan.
Ingham
University
Center*
Qualified State Distributing
Lexington, Ky.of Kansas. .Harold C.
Agricultural College, Miss.
Univ. of Kentucky ... .Wellington Patrick
Mississippi
Agricultural
and
MeLincoln, Neb.
chanical College
Claud H. Tingle University of Nebraska. . . .G. E. Condra
Ames, la.
Madison, Wis.
Iowa State College
Charles Roach
University of Wisconsin. .Wm. H. Dudley
Ann Arbor, Mich.
Minneapolis, Minn.
University of Michigan. .W. D. Henderson University of Minnesota. .J. V. Ankeney
Athens, Ga.
Missoula, Mont.
University of Georgia
Roger N. Hill State University
E. O. Sisson
Austin, Tex.
Morgantown, W. Va.
University of Texas
Wm. R. Duffey West Virginia University
L. B. Hill
Berkeley, Calif.
Natchitoches, La.
Univ. of California. .Leon J. Richardson State Normal School
L. J. Alleman
Bloomington, Ind.
New Brunswick, N. J.
Indiana University
F. W. Shockley Rutgers College
W. M. Demarest
Boston, Mass.
Normal, 111.
HI. State Normal Univ... David Felmley
State Dept. of Pub. Instr. James A. Moyer
Boulder, Col.
Norman, Okla.
University of Colorado. . .H. R. Spangler University of Oklahoma. . . J. W. Scroggs
Buffalo, N. Y.
Philadelphia. Pa.
Society of Nat. Science. .C. E. Cummings Commercial Museum.... C. R. Toothaker
Burlington, Vt.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
University of Vermont. .. .Guy G. Bailey University of Pittsburgh. .. .J. H. Kelly
Charlotteville, Va.
Providence, R. I.
University of Virginia. .Charles G..Maphis Brown University
Walter Jacobs
Cleveland, O.
Pullman. Wash.
Normal Training School... W. N. Gregory State College of Wash
F. F. Nalder
College Park, Md.
Raleigh, N. C.
State College of Agr....C. S. Richardson Community Service
W. C. Crosby
Columbia, Mo.
Reno, Nev.
University of Missouri. . .C. H. Williams Univ. of Nevada
Charles A. Norcross
Columbia, S. C.
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Univ. of South Carolina
Reed Smith University of Utah
W. F. Reynolds
Eugene, Ore.
Tucson, Ariz.
University of Oregon
John C. Almack
University of Arizona. .Frank Lockwood
Fayetteville, Arkansas
University, Ala.
,
University of Arkansas
A. M. Harding University of Alabama
Jas. Thomas
Gainesville, Fla.
University, N. D.
University of Florida
B. C. Riley University of North Dakota. .A. H. Yoder
Iowa City. la.
Vermillion, S. D.
University of Iowa
O. E. Klingaman Univ. of South Dakota
J. C. Tjaden
IF YOU SAW IT HERE, PLEASE
SAY SO
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EDUCATIONAL
FILMS
CORPORATION
Atlanta, Ga
61 Walton St.
Boston, Mass
10 Piedmont St.
Buffalo, N. Y
327 Main St.
Chicago, 111
220 S. State St.
Cincinnati, O...N. W. Cor. 7th & Main Sts.
Cleveland,
Ohio
501 Standard Theatre, Prospect St.
Dallas, Texas
2003%
Main St.
Denver, Colo
1435 Champa St.
Des Moines, Iowa
100 Locust St.
Detroit, Mich
63 E. Elizabeth St.
Indianapolis, Ind
9 West Market St.
Kansas City, Mo. .5th Floor Film Ex. Bldg.
Los Angeles, Calif
732 S. Olive St.
Louisville, Ky
National Theatre Bldg.
Minneapolis, Minn
407 Loeb Arcade
Milwaukee, Wis
501 Toy Bldg.
New Haven, Conn
128 Meadow St.
New Orleans, La
330 Camp St.
New York City
729 Seventh Av.
Omaha, Neb
1312% Farnum St.
Philadelphia, Pa
1309 Vine St.
Pittsburgh, Pa
119 Ninth St
St. Louis, Mo
617 N. Grand Av.
San Francisco, Calif.. 168 Golden Gate Av.
Seattle, Wash
2014 Third Av.
Washington. D. C
916 G St. N. W.
FAMOUS
PLAYERS-LASKY
CORP.
Albany, N. Y
33 Orange St.
Atlanta, Ga
51 Luckie St.
Boston, Mass
8 Shawmut St
Buffalo, N. Y
145 Franklin St.
Charlotte, N. C
28 W. 4th St.
Chicago, 111
845 S. Wabash Av.
Cincinnati, Ohio
107 W. 3d St.
Cleveland,
Ohio
811 Prospect Av.
Dallas, Texas
1902 Commerce St.
Denver, Colo
1747 Welton St.
Des Moines, Iowa
415 W. 8th St.
Detroit, Mich
63 E. Elizabeth St.
Kansas City, Mo
2024 Broadway Av.
Los Angeles, Calif
112 W. 9th St.
Minneapolis, Minn
608 1st Av. N.
New Haven, Conn
132 Meadow St.
New Orleans, La
814 Perdido St.
New York City
729 7th Av.
Oklahoma City. Okla
128 W. 3d St.
Omaha,
Neb
208 S. 13th St.
Philadelphia, Pa
1219 ""me St.
Pittsburgh, Pa
1018 Forbes St.
Portland, Me
85 Market St.
Portland, Ore
14 N. 9th St.
Salt Lake City, Utah.. 133 E. 2d South St.
San Francisco, Calif
821 Market St.
Seattle, Wash
2017-19 3d St.
St. Louis, Mo
3929 Olive St.
Washington, D. C
421 10th St. N. W.

FEDERATED

FILM ECHANGES

Albany, N. Y. Empire State Film Corp.
Atlanta, Ga.
Pearce Films.
146 Marietta St.
Baltimore, Md.
Federated Film Exchange,
412 E. Baltimore St.
Boston, Mass.
Federated Film Exchange,
48 Piedmont St.
Buffalo,
N. Y.St. Empire State Film Corp.,
327 Main
Chicago, 111. Celebrated Players Film Corp.
207 S. Wabash Av.
Cincinnati, O.
Standard
Film Service Co.
Film Exchange Bldg.
Cleveland,
O.
Standard
Film Service Co.
Sloan Bldg.
Dallas, Tex.
Specialty Film Co.,
107 S. St. Paul St.
Denver, Colo.
Supreme Photoplay Co.,
1446 Welton St.
Des Moines, la.
Greater Productions,
Inc.
100 E. Locust St.
IF YOU
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Detroit, Mich.
Standard
Film Service Co.,
Film Bldg.
Kansas City, Mo.
Crescent Film Co.,
17th and Main St.
Little Rock, Ark.
Specialty Film Co.,
1114 W. Market St.
Los Angeles Cal. -Consolidated Film Corp.,
738 N. Olive St.
Milwaukee,
Toy Bldg. Wis. Mid-West Distributing Corp.,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Merit Film Corp.,
206 Film Exchange Bldg.
New
Haven,
Conn.
Federated
Film
Exchange, 139 Meadow St.
New Orleans, La.
Pearce Films,
608 Canal St.
New York, N. Y. Empire State Film Corp..
729 Seventh Av.
Oklahoma
City, Okla.
Specialty Film Co.,
112 S. Hudson St.
Omaha, Neb.
Greater Productions, Inc.,
1312y2 Farnum St.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Masterpiece Film Attractions, 1235 Vine St.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Quality Film Corp.,
414 Ferry St.
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Supreme
Photoplay
Co., 58 Exchange PI.
San Francisco, Cal. Consolidated Film Corp.,
90 Golden Gate Av.
Scranton, Pa.
Masterpiece Film Attractions.
Seattle, Wash.
Supreme Photoplay Co.,
2022 Third Av.
St. Louis, Mo.
United Film Service Co.,
3728 Olive St.
GOLDWYN

DISTRIBUTING
TION

CORPORA-

Atlanta, Ga
Ill Walton St.
Boston, Mass
42 Piedmont St.
Buffalo, N. Y...
200 Pearl St.
Chicago, 111
207 S. Wabash Av.
Cincinnati, Ohio
216 E. 5th St.
Cleveland, O...403 Standard Theatre Bldg.
Dallas, Texas
1922 Main St.
Denver, Colo
1440 Welton St.
Detroit, Mich
Film Exchange Bldg.
Kansas City, Mo
1120 Walnut St.
Los Angeles, Calif
912 S. Olive St.
Minneapolis, Minn
16 N. 4th St.
New Orleans, La
714 Poydras St.
New York City
509 5th Av.
Omaha, Neb
1508 Howard St.
Philadelphia, Pa
1335 Vine St.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
1201 Liberty Av.
Salt Lake City, Utah.. 135 E. 2d South St.
San Francisco, Cal
985 Market St.
St. Louis, Mo
3312 Lindell Blvd.
Seattle, Wash
2018 Third Ave.
Washington, D. C
714 11th St. N. W

PATHE

EXCHANGE,

INC.

Albany, N. Y
398 Broadway
Atlanta, Ga
Ill Walton St.
Boston, Mass
7 Isabella St.
Buffalo, N. Y
269 Main St.
Charlotte, N. C
2 S. Graham St.
Chicago. Ill
220 S. State St.
Cincinnati, Ohio
124 E. 7th St.
Cleveland, Ohio
750 Prospect Av. S. E.
Dallas, Texas..
2012% Commerce St.
Denver,
Colo
1436 Welton St.
Des Moines, Iowa
316 W. Locust St.
Detroit, Mich
63 E. Elizabeth St.
Indianapolis, Ind. . .52-54 W. New York St.
Kansas City, Mo
928 Main St.
Milwaukee, Wis
174 2d St.
Minneapolis, Minn
608 1st Av. N.
Newark, N. J
6 Mechanic St
New Orleans, La
936 Common St.
New York City
1600 Broadway
Oklahoma City, Okla
119 S. Hudson St.
Omaha, Neb
1417 Harney St.
Philadelphia, Pa
211 N. 13th St
Pittsburgh, Pa
938 Penn Av.
Salt Lake City, Utah.. .64 Exchange Place
PLEASE
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The Film Field
San Francisco, Calif
985 Market St
Seattle, Wash
211S 3d A-v.
St. Louis, Mo
3210 Locust St.
Spokane, Wash
12 S. Washington St
Washington, D. C.
601 F St.. N. W.
PRIZMA
Baltimore, Md.
Federated
Film Exchange,
412 East Baltimore St.
Boston, Mass.
Motion Pictures Distributing
Corp., 214 Eliot St.
Chicago, 111. Celebrated Players Film Corp.,
207 South Wabash Av.
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Standard Film Service Co.,
Film Bldg., Seventh and Main Sts.
Cleveland, Ohio.
Standard Film Service Co.,
Sloan Bldg.
Dallas, Tex.
Specialty Film Co.,
107 South St. Paul St.
Denver, Colo.
Supreme Photoplays Co.,
1446 Welton St.
Detroit, Mich.
Standard
Film Service Co.,
Film Bldg., Elizabeth St.
Kansas City, Mo.
Standard Film Corp.,
12 East 17th St.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Mid-West pistributing Co.,
Toy Bldg.
New Orleans, La.
Creole Enterprises,
1401 Tulane Ave.
New York, N. Y. Commonwealth Film Corp.,
729 Seventh Av.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Masterpiece Film Attractions, 1329 Vine St.
San Francisco, Calif.
Co-operative Film Exchange, 107 Golden Gate Av.
St. Louis, Mo.
Skouras Brothers Enterprises,
UNIVERSAL
FILM
EXCHANGES
Albany, N. Y.
657 Broadway
Atlanta, Ga. Consolidated Film & Supply Co.
Ill Walton St.
Baltimore, Md.
420 E. Lexington St.
Boston, Mass.
American
Feature Film Co.
60 Church St.

"WHY" CHANGE
MOTION
PICTURE
STANDARDS?
(Concluded from page 12)

mechanical ability, known to be competent and fully instructed as to the
usage and handling of films should be
recommended by school, city or county
officials.
The State of Pennsylvania will hold
special examinations for applicants to
operate various types of fire proof
standard projection machines for nontheatrical purposes. Every state should
adopt this plan and thus make the laws
consistent with the present need and
apparatus in use. Such a course will
provide trustworthy, economical, and
efficient operators.
ACTIVE

CO-OPERATION

In conclusion

NEEDED

I can only say that
IF YOU

SAW

IT HERE,
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Buffalo, N. Y.
257 Franklin St.
Butte, Mont.
23 S. Montana St.
Charleston, W. Va
707 Dryden St.
Charlotte, N. C.
307 W. Trade St.
Chicago, 111.
831 S. Wabash Ave.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Broadway and Pioneer Sts.
Cleveland, Ohio.
21st St. and Payne Ave.
Dallas, Texas.
Consol. Film & Supply Co.
1900 Commerce St
Denver, Colo.
1422 Welton St.
Des Moines, Iowa.
918 Locust St.
63 E. Elizabeth St.
Detroit, Mich.
110 E. Franklin St
El Paso, Texas.
Consol. Film & Supply Co.
Ft. Smith, Ark.
709 Rogers Ave.
Indianapolis, Ind.
113 W. Georgia St.
Jacksonville, Fla, Consol. Film & Supply Co.
1015% W. Bay St.
Kansas City, Mo.
Main and 17th Sts.
Los Angeles, Cal.
822 S. Olive St.
Memphis, Tenn.
Consol. Film & Supply Co.
226 Union Ave.
Milwaukee, Wis.
174 Second St.
Minneapolis, Minn.
21-25 Third St.
New Haven, Conn.
Big U Film Exchange.
126 Meadow St.
Xew Orleans, La. Consol. Film & Supply Co.
914 Gravier St.
Xew York, X. Y.
Big U Film Exchange.
1600 Broadway.
Oklahoma City, Okla.
312 W. California St.
Omaha, Xeb.
1304 Farnum St.
Philadelphia, Pa. Interstate Films, Inc.
1304 Vine St.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
1018 Forbes St
Portland, Me.
American
Feature Film Co.
85 Market St.
Portland, Ore.
405 Davis St.
St. Louis, Mo.
2116 Locust St.
Salt Lake City, Utah.
56 Exchange PL
San Francisco, Cal.
221 Golden Gate Ave.
Seattle, Wash.
215 Virginia St.
Sioux Falls, S. D.
Colonial Theatre, Bldg.
Spokane, Wash.
10 South Barnard St.
Washington,
D. . C.
Wash.
Film Exchange.
307 9th St., X. W.

standard size film and machine should
be adopted as based on the preceding
survey. It remains with educators, societies for visual education, directors of
university state distributing centers,
representatives of the Federal Government and others interested in promoting visual education to assist in
spreading and giving the proper information and take active steps toward
adopting and putting into effect such
principles and practices.
Mass interest, experiments, and rapid
progress indicate the possibility and
popularity of the film. Proper organization, correct principles, active work,
and uniformity in adopting standards
and conducting visual work are
urgently needed to set a foundation on
which may be built a visual service
consistent with its great opportunity*.
PLEASE

SAY

SO
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Wbt ^ottetp for dismal Cbucatton, 3nc
327 South LaSalle Street
Chicago, Illinois

(Officers!
Eollin D. Salisbury,

^reisibent

University of Chicago.

"^ice^regibent
H. L. Clarke,

Utilities Development Corporation.

g>ecretarp
F. R. Moulton,

University of Chicago.

General Jfflauager
Carl H. Mote,

South La Salle St.

Committees
Committee on Americanization
Chairman, William F. Russell, University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa.
Raymond Moley,
Guy Stanton Ford,
University of Minnesota,
The Cleveland Foundation,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Cleveland, Ohio.
Albert E. Jenks,
University of Minnesota,
Martin J. Wade,
Minneapolis, Minn.
United States District Court,
Frank O. Lowden,
Washington, D. C.
Ex-Governor of Illinois,
Springfield, 111.
W. W. Willoughby,
C. E. Merriam,
Johns Hopkins University,
University of Chicago,
Baltimore, Md.
Chicago, 111.

Committee on Citric*
Chairman, Chas. A. Beard, Director of N. Y. Bureau of Municipal. Research,
H. G. James,
F. G. Bates,
Indiana University,
University of Texas,
Bloomington, Ind.
Austin, Texas.
F. F. Blachly,
University of Oklahoma,
D. C. Knowlton,
Norman, Okla.
The Lincoln School of Teachers College.
R. E. Cushman,
New York, N. Y.
University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, Minn.
T. H. Reed,
H. W. Dodds,
University of California,
Western Reserve University,
Berkeley, Calif.
Cleveland, Ohio.
r
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Committee on Ptologp
Chairman, John M. Coulter, University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.
R. B. Harvey,

E. G. Conklin,
Princeton University,
Princeton, N. J.
J. A. Drushel,
Teachers College,
St. Louis, Mo.
W. K. Fisher,
Hopkins Marine Station,
Pacific Grove, Calif.
C. Stuart Gager,
Director Botanic Gardens,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
R. F. Griggs,
University of Ohio,
Columbus, Ohio.

Agricultural Experiment Station,
St. Paul, Minn.
D. T. MacDougall,
Director of the Desert Laboratory,
Tucson, Ariz.
E. Laurence Palmer,
Cornell University,
Ithaca, N. Y.
W. M. Wheeler,
Harvard

University,

Cambridge, Mass.

Committee on ?£tetorp
Chairman, William C. Bagley, Columbia University, New York, N. Y.
G. S. Ford,
University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, Minn.
S. B. Harding,
University of Chicago.
Chicago, 111.

Miss Frances Morehouse,
University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Joseph Schafer,
University of Oregon,
Eugene, Ore.

Committee on educational experiments .
Chairman, William F. Russell, University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa.
T. L. Kelly,
G. S. Counts,
Teachers College, Columbia University,
Yale University,
New York, N. Y.
New Haven, Conn.
W. S. Monroe,
F. N. Freeman,
University of Illinois,
University of Chicago,
Urbana, 111.
Chicago, 111.
P. C. Packer,
M. E. Haggerty,
Board of Education,
University of Minnesota,
Detroit, Mich.
Minneapolis, Minn.
V. A. C. Henmon,
University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wis.
Ernest Horn,
University of Iowa,
Iowa City, Iowa.
W. A. Justice,
Director of Visual Education,
Evanston, 111.

Rudolph Pintner,
Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio.
H. O. Rugg,
Lincoln School of Teachers College,
New York, N. Y.
E. K. Strong, Jr.,
Carnegie Institute of Technology
Pittsburgh, Pa.
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Committee on {Kedmtcal (Experiment*
Chairman, F. R. Moulton,
W.

A

University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

A. Cogshall,
University of Indiana,
Bloomington, Ind.
H Pfund
Johns Hopkins University,
Baltimore, Md.

H

B

Lemon,

University of Chicago.

Chicago, 111.

Committee on (©eograpjjp
Chairman, W. W. Atwood, Clark University, Worcester, Mass.
M. J. Ahern, S. J.,
Canisius College,
Buffalo, N. Y.
R. D. Calkins,
Mt. Pleasant Normal School,
Mt. Pleasant, Mich.
C. C. Colby,
University of Chicago,
Chicago, 111.
Elizabeth Fisher,
Wellesley College,
Wellesley, Mass.
H. E. Gregory,
Yale University,
New Haven, Conn.
T. M. Hills,
Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio.
C. A. McMurry,
Geo. Peabody College for Teachers,
Nashville, Tenn.
L. C. Packard,
Boston Normal School,
Boston, Mass.

Miss Edith Parker,
University of Chicago,
Chicago, 111.
A. E. Parkins,
Geo. Peaoody College for Teachers,
Nashville, Tenn.
D. C. Ridgley,
State Normal School.
Normal, 111.
C. O. Sauer,
University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, Mich.
Miss Laura M. Smith,
Geo. Peaoody College for Teachers,
Nashville, Tenn.
R. H. Whitbeck,
University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wis.
L. H. Wood,
Kalamazoo Normal School,
Kalamazoo, Mich.

Committee on ©ealtf) anb Sanitation
Chairman, V. C. Vaughan,

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.

E. R. Downing,
University of Chicago,
Chicago, 111.
Simon Flexner,
Rockefeller Institute,
New York, N. Y.
F. M. Gregg,
University of Nebraska,
Lincoln, Nebr.
Ludvig Hektoen,
John McCormick Institute for Infectious Diseases,
Chicago, 111.

E. O. Jordan,
University of Chicago,
Chicago, 111.
Wickliffe Rose,
International Health Board,
New York, N. Y.
M. J. Rosenau,
Harvard University,
Cambridge, Mass.
C. E. Turner,
Mass. Inst, of Technology,
Boston, Mass.
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Thomas A. Edison
Says—
"The substitution of motion pictures for books
in the nation's elementary schools would in twenty
years bring about an advancement of ten centuries
in civilization."
Obviously the organization most fitted to produce films
and projectors for educational purposes is our Society.
This is only natural by reason of the large number of
America's foremost Educators and Scientists who are
associated with us.
There are approximately only 17,000 motion picture
theatres in the entire country in which can be shown films
for entertainment purposes, and then only for a limited
period in any one theatre. In spite of which the
motion picture industry has grown to be the fifth largest
in the country.
On the other hand there are approximately:
226,000 Schools
200,000 Churches
200,000 Lodges
of which only a very small number have projectors. Our
S. V. E. Projector is the one best adapted for this
purpose.
Our films are rented over and over again,
inasmuch as schools rent the same films for each [succeeding class.

A Rare Opportunity
is offered in the purchase of our 8% Preferred stock with
(bonus of Common). A limited amount is offered at this
time in order to furnish us with additional capital, so that
we may take care of the actual demands for our product.
For full information regarding this opportunity, Write promptly to the

Financial Dept., Society For Visual Education
327 South La Salle Street
Chicago, 111.
IF YOU

SAW
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SCHOOLFILMS
The following courses in American History, Geography, Civics,
Nature Study, Physics and Hygiene and Sanitation are now
being distributed, and additional reels are being perfected as
rapidly as a strict adherence to the Society's standards permits.
Each title is a single reel unless otherwise indicated
All films are printed on non-inflammable stock, standard width

Foundation and Settlement of
the United States
French Explorations
America
English Settlements
America
Struggle of French and
North America
Breaking
Through the
ans

in North
in North
English for
Appalachi-

War of the American Revolution
Settling the Ohio Valley
The Louisiana Purchase and the
Lewis and Clark Expedition
Trans-Mississippi Trails
Across the Rockies to the Pacific

Economic History of the
United States
The Steamboat in U. S. History
Canals in U. S. History
Railroads in U. S. History
Conservation
I— Reclaiming Arid
Land by Irrigation
Immigration to the U. S.
The Panama Canal and Its
torical Significance

Civics

Hisand His Government
[2 reels]
Representative Democracy in the
United States
Growth of Cities, and Their Problems

Physical Geography

The Earth
Study of a
The Work
Study
Shore of

and Worlds Beyond
Mountain Glacier
of Rivers
Shore
Features — Low

Study
of
Shore
Formation
Formation

Shore

of Caves in Limestone
of
Volcanoes
and

Geysers
The
Story of Coral Growth
A Study of Niagara
[3 reels— 2 reels ready]

Regional Geography
New England [2 reels]
Middle Atlantic States [2 reels]
Southern States [2 reels]
Central Plains [2 reels]
Great Plains
Western Plateaus
Rocky Mountains
Pacific Mountains and Lowlands

Nature Study
Where Plants Live
The Monarch Butterfly

A Citizen

Hygiene and Sanitation
Getting Acquainted with Bacteria
Waste Disposal in Cities

Features — Bold

Physics
Famous Experiments in Electricity
and
Magnetism
(Produced
at
Ryerson
Physical
Laboratory,
University of Chicago)
[4 reels ready]
Reel 1. Magnetism
Reel 2. Electrostatics
Reels 3-4. Electromagnetism.

Each reel is accompanied by a Teacher's Syllabus containing outlines, questions, supplementary
information for after-the-showing comment, and full instructions for the most effective
presentation of the film.
Syllabi mailed in advance where desired.

For prices and other details regarding SCHOOLFILMS
write direct to headquarters

The Society for Visual Education, Inc.
220 W. 42nd St., New

327 So. La Salle St., Chicago
IF YOU

SAW
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Schoolfilms Multiply the Value
of Your Projector
YOU can make your projector an active educational tool by giving it outand-out educational films to project.
SCHOOLFJLMS fit your course
of study.

They are

designed

complish definite teaching ends.

by teachers

for

teachers.

They

ac-

They are genuine "school films."

Note these thumb-nail outlines of five representative films
A specimen syllabus will be sent to any teacher for any of the reels
listed on the opposite page

SCHOOLFILMS
BREAKING THROUGH
THE APPALACHIANS
After trails were established across eastern
mountains and the French and Indian War removed the menace of the French, settlers from
the old colonies started the "westward movement"—the first great expression of independent
Americanism. This reel visualizes the first stage
of that movement. It pictures by animated maps
the three main paths that were followed in
breaking through the Appalachians: (1) Up the
Mohawk Valley; (2) through western Pennsylvania to the source of the Ohio; (3) through the
Cumberland Gap. Motion picture scenes make
clear to the pupil some of the obstacles these
hardy pioneers overcame. Interesting stills, incorporated by permission of national historical
societies, round out the film story with views
of early settlements beyond
the mountains.

RECLAIMING ARID
LAND BY IRRIGATION
Designed to show the great need for irrigation
in our arid West; the areas reclaimed by various
private and public enterprises; the methods the
farmer employs to irrigate his fields; the kind
of crops raised, and some of the great dams,
reservoirs and tunnels that figure among the
marvels of engineering skill. Maps and diagrams
visualize locations and technical construction.
Through courtesy of the U. S. Reclamation Service, many wonderful views are shown of Roosevelt Dam, Elephant Butte-Reservoir, Gunnison
Tunnel, High Line Canal, Shoshone Dam, and
other great projects. Effective contrasts are developed between desert wastes before irrigation
and scenes like the famous peach orchards of
the Yakima Valley, the grain fields of the Klamath Projects, etc.

FORMATION OF
VOLCANOES AND GEYSERS
Both subjects are treated in one reel. The
chalk diagrammatic method is supplemented with
startling motion pictures of actual eruptions. Dr.
W. W. Atwood, authority on geography, visualizes step by step how a volcano is built up
from^ the level surface of the earth. Rock from
the interior of the earth, melted and expandedby heat, forces its way through some yielding
part of the crust.
With each eruption it builds

Ord
your

tJSSS^RS^
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around the orifice an addition to the great circular
mound formed by the lava. In the same way
the formation of a geyser is pictured. The blackboard shows a cross-section of the earth, with
a layer of hot rock beneath. Rain seeping down
through cracks in the earth becomes heated;
when it reaches a degree higher than boiling
point, it is violently ejected, through crevices or
weak spots in the crust, in the form of a geyser.
Vivid motion pictures, of geysers furnish concrete
illustration.

THE CENTRAL PLAINSREGIONAL GEOGRAPHY
Dr. Atwood outlines the region on a relief map,
and then moving pictures of prairie, lake and
river are introduced to show the character of
the country. The effects which the glacial sheet
had upon its topography are briefly indicated.
Agriculture — the most important industry of the
Central Plains— is studied via motion pictures
taken in various sections. A type study . of
modern farming methods is included, picturing
plowing, planting, reaping and threshing. Other
pictures show stock-raising, dairying, poultry
farming, etc. There are intimate glimpses of coal
and copper mines; huge ore boats docking close
to the great steel mills of Chicago and Gary;
logs from the forests of Wisconsin, Michigan and
Minnesota reaching the lumber mills; the famous
limestone quarries of Indiana; dam and powerhouse^ at Niagara; boats unloading at Buffalo
their immense cargoes of western grain; the flour
mills of Minneapolis, and the railroads, stock
yards,
factories, shop's, parks and boulevards
of
Chicago.
A visit to the University of Chicago brings
the reel to a close:

GROWTH OF CITIES
AND THEIR PROBLEMS
This reel is intended to> make pupils realize,
more vividly than by the use of textbooks and
stories, some of the common problems attending
the growth of communities from small towns or
villages to thriving cities. Problems as well as
solutions are visually suggested. Questions relating to transportation, public safety, sanitation, education, law and order, recreation, and
similar matters of civic interest, are studied
through moving pictures. The reel furnishes an
excellent basis for valuable discussion and instruction in practical Civics.
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IN U. S. HISTORY

RAILROADS

A SURVEY
Purpose

of

the

OF THE

REEL

film:

To visualize the principal facts of the growth
of railways systems and the vital significance of
this marvelous engineering accomplishment in the
the economic history of the United States.

THE

This film might be characterized as a study in
values: the growth in land value throughout the
country, for which railroad-building has been
mainly responsible ; the steadily rising value of
the roads themselves; and the ever-increasing
value of the railroad to the life of the nation —
personal, industrial and political.

Figure
1
EARLIEST
RAILROADS
SERVED
MINES
AND
QUARRIES

THE

COST

RAIL

CROSS

*

Figure 2
OF CONSTRUCTION
INCREASES
SECTIONS

CQM.PAR

Figure 3
HEAVIER
TRAINS
DEMAND
HEAVIER
RAILS

*

*

The reel opens with a map showing the
United States as it was only one hundred
years age — a land without railroads. It
then develops the interesting fact that in
America, as in England, the very earliest
railroads were built merely to haul coal
and ore from the mines to some watercourse where they could be transferred
to boats. On an animated map the coal
and iron fields of eastern United States
are shown and the first short mining
railroads are traced. (Fig. 1.) The map
then locates the railroad centers of the
period from 1828 to 1840, and shows that
during these first twelve years of railroad construction nearly 3,000 miles of
line were opened. By 1850, 9,021 miles
were in service. The railroad, closely
following pioneer movements, was a prime
factor in making possible the rapid settlement of new lands.
The next date of great significance in
the story of railroads is 1869, when for
the first time East and "West were united
by rail. We see the Central Pacific extended from San Francisco and the Union
Pacific from Omaha, meeting at Ogden,
Utah. From that time dates the development of the great southern and western
plateaus. The screen shows a rapidly
branching network of lines, ultimately
connecting the wheat fields of Canada with
the ports of the Gulf of Mexico.
Dots appearing magically upon an animated map picture the astounding growth
in population which paralleled railroad
development. Supplementing this graphic
study of the distribution of population,
placards flashing in one by one give the
round figures. From 31,000,000 in 1860,
our population has climbed to 105,000,000
in 1920.

'OLD

Because of their vital importance to
national development, the railroads continued to extend their mileage, notwithstanding steadily rising costs. An animated chart shows, decade by decade, how
the 23 miles of 1830 grew to be 260,031
miles
by 1920.
Another
graph,
slowly

Figure 4
SADDLE -TANK"—
COMOTIVE
OF 1882A
LO-
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growing upon the screen, presents cost
statistics in a way that makes them easy
to absorb. (Fig. 2.) In 1860, the chart
shows, it cost $33,000 to build one mile
of railroad. By 1880 the cost had mounted
to $84,000. For the decade ending with
1900 — a period of prairie construction — it
fell to $62,000 per mile, significant of the
comparative ease with which railroads are
built across level country; but by 1920
it had risen again to $97,000 per mile.
The pupil, making his own comparisons,
realizes something of the problems which
the railroad builders of America have
faced.
The screen then pictures some of the
factors in the way of heavier equipment
which have brought about these increasing costs. Graphic diagrams compare the
rails of 1870, for instance, with those of
today, showing a 200 per cent increase in
weight. (Fig. 3.) Motion pictures contrast the old-time roadbed with the heavy
modern roadbed. "Old Saddle-Tank,"
which gave good service in 1882, although
weighing only slightly more than 15 tons
(Fig. 4), is shown in contrast with a modern compound locomotive weighing 180
tons. Through an effective double exposure, early and modern trains are simultaneously shown on the screen, affording
striking contrasts as to size and type of
locomotive, character of roadbed, speed,
etc. (Fig. 5.) In another motion picture
an electric locomotive of today, 112 feet
long and 284 tons in weight, is seen pulling a heavy train over rugged western
country.
(Fig. 6.)
A simplified railroad map of 1920 (Fig.
7) visualizes the may in which the railroad is today serving every part of our
land. A map of 1862-1865, illustrating
the inferior transportation facilities of
the South, emphasizes the supreme importance of railroads in times of war; a
panorama of crowded railway yards drives
home the fact that in times of peace the
railroad is essential to trade and commerce. Two cubes tell graphically the
rather amazing fact that railway employes
constitute almost one-fifth of the entire
population of the United States. Great
engineering feats standing to the credit
of railroad builders are shown in motion
pictures: bridges, viaducts and tunnels,
roads clinging to canyon walls or climbing the precipitous sides of lofty mountains.
The film closes with a comparison between early and modern transportation.
Successive steps are indicated by which
the traveling schedule between New York
and Pittsburgh, for example, has been cut
from six days in 1830 to 10% hours in
1920. The map visualizes Chicago and San
Francisco — six months apart in 1850, today within three days' reach of each other
— and motion pictures of speeding passenger trains bring the film to an impressive close.

A

Figure 5
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Fully Approved as to Every
Safety
machine
bears
this label

Underwriters' Laboratories
Inspected

"Acme" S. V. E.
Motion Picture Machine
For Use with
Slow-Burning
Film
Without
Booth

Merely

raising the
Instantly
lamphouse
showing
permits
lantern
slides.
This
shows the
lamphouse
being
picture
While
position.
slides are
in its "up"
projected,
the operator
changing
may be
reels.

The "ACME"

S. V. E.

A Combined Film-and-Slide Projector
A SEMI-PORTABLE Motion Picture Projector that is superior to any other similar machine
•*■*■ ever offered, with Stereopticon Attachments of equally high quality — a combination that
offers the ideal projector to Schools, Churches, Community Centers, Y. M.C.A.'s, Institutions,
Women's Clubs, Lecturers, etc.

ONE Machine That Does the Work of TWO
IF YOU
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The ONE Machine With Which You Can Show
SLIDES in the Very Middle of a Film
or Between Reels
TXT'ITH the "Acme" S. V. E. either an all-slide or an all-film pro* * gram can be given, or the two can be combined. Think of
what it means to own a projector with which you can show a few
slides — scenes with a special bearing upon the film, or announcements for the coming week — and thus hold the interest of your
audience while the operator is changing reels.
An inside pilot light affords sufficient light for the operator's
needs, making it unnecessary to distract attention from the screen
by turning on the room lights.
Immediate Transformation
The outstanding feature of the "Acme" S.V.E. is its instant
adaptability from motion picture projector to stereopticon, or
vice-versa, merely by moving the lamphouse up or down. You
can stop in the very middle of your film story— slide up the
lamphouse — show a slide or two— then drop the larnphouse and
continue with the film.
The entire operation is as simple as it is instantaneous
A boy can conduct the showing

Other Special Features of the "Acme" S.V.E.
CENTER DIVIDING METAL
"Safer.- First" always.
SAFETY

FILM

MAGAZINES— Entirely encasing the film, and spelling

SHUTTER — Drops automatically the instant the machine is stopped.

EXTERIOR LAMPHOUSE— Separated from the films by metal and asbestos -.vails; coiled by
a motor-driven fan.
MOTOR-DRIVEN INDEPENDENT REWIND— The projecting mechanism Is completely at
rest during rewinding — meaning double life for the machine.
INSTANT FRAMING AND FOCUSING— With the "Acme" S.V.E. it is never necessary to
stop the machine either to frame or to focus the picture.
UNEQUALED ILLUMINATION — Permitting the projection of a picture up to 85 feet.
Whether used for the short throw of the average classroom, or the longer throw of assembly
halls, churches, school lecture-rooms, etc., the ''Acme" S, V. E. projects a clear, sharp picture.
ALL-METAL (ALUMINUM) CASE — Giving the machine the rigidity of the professional
types, although it is portable.
Weight, 52 pounds.
LAMP— The 32-volt, 600-watt monoplane filament, or the 110-volt, 1000-watt filament. The
machine can also be used on a 220-volt current by means of an Acme Transformer.
MOTOR — Universal type, for 32-volt or 110-volt current, as desired by purchaser. Can be used
on alternating or direct current.
IF YOU

SAW
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The Story of the "Acme" S.V.E.

IN connection with its production of SCHOOLFILMS, the Society for Visual
Education has experimented with every known make of moving picture
machine. During these day-by-day tests, extending over many months, it
found one projector that could be absolutely depended upon. ....
When, as an essential feature of its promotion of Visual Education, the Society
found it necessary to enter upon the manufacture and distribution of projectors,
the vote was unanimous in favor of acquiring the "Acme." . . . This
superior machine was then still further improved by a staff of mechanical
experts headed by Dr. Forest R. Moulton, of the University of Chicago.
The "Acme" S.V.E. — the finished product — stands as the ideal projector
and general non-theatrical use. It answers every need of
for schoolroom
PERFORMANCE,
CONVENIENCE and SAFETY.

"Acme"
Portable Booth
Compact
Substantial
For schools and churches
where a booth may be desired
for use in connection with the
"Acme" S.V.E. Mounted on
rubber-tired casters. So designed and proportioned that
it can be taken from room to
room, through any doorway,
without taking apart.
A ventilating door in top,
as well as the slides over the
two openings — one for the
picture, the other for the
operator'
s lookout
— work
automatically
and instantly.

fs

Cabinet built of 20-gauge iron,
black-enameled.
The Society has collected data on the methods by which various schools throughout
the country have financed the purchase of
projection equipment. If interested, write
for bulletin, "How to Raise a Projector
Fund."
It is sent without charge.

Society for Visual Education, Inc.
806 West Washington Blvd.

Eastern Office: 220 West 42nd Street, New York
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Industrial Film Division
OF

The Society For Visual Education
Specializing in tne production

01 nigh-class nlms for

Sales Promotion
Advertising
Industrial Welfare
Interorganization

and
purposes

SPEAKING a universal language with,
a power and sincerity that cannot be
denied, MOVING PICTURES, whether
employed by the salesman with a portable
projector, or by the dealer m his local
theatres, have become a necessary adjunct to the modern successful Sales and
Advertising organization.
Will you permit us to offer suggestions
as to how moving pictures can be best
adapted to your proposition ?
We are prepared to offer a guaranteed
non-theatrical national circulation for m^
dustnal nlms of our own production.
We will make surveys and submit estimates without charge or obligation.
ADDRESS

SOCIETY

INQUIRIES

TO

FOR VISUAL EDUCATION
Industrial Film Division

327 Soutk La Salle St.

IP YOU
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Salesmen and Agents Wanted
Summer

Work Only or Permanent Connections

CAPITALIZE YOUR SPARE TIME
by explaining our plan which enables anyone
to buy or build their own home at. lowest net
cost or to reduce a high interest mortgage to
a lower rate — loans repayable in small monthly
installments — like rent.
To those who can put aside a small amount
monthly the plan offers a safe and profitable
investment.
Part time agents can develop into district
managers with permanency and advancement
assured. Commission
basis. Organization
under supervision of state banking department.
Suite 610, 1 W. 34th St., New
York.
» _ 4 TO $10 A DAY easily earned taking orders for flavoring
our high extracts,
grade
soaps,
articles,
puddings;toilet3
f ■ ers.
and 7 Our
bars goods
assorted
boxes,nationally
big sell%J
well soap
known,
advertised.
100% profit.
Write for free
catalog.
Men
and
women
everywhere
make
good
money.
Crofts
& Reed
Co., Dept. A.,
Chicago.

$I •^
^™

SALESMEN — We have made a revelation in the
wrench line. Here is your opportunity to make
big money selling our Kant Slip Wrench to the
trade for pipes and nuts. Self adjusting parallel grip. It is a wonder. Sells on sight wherever shown. Write for sample and information
at once. Allan-Diffenbaugh Wrench & Tool Co.,
Baraboo,
Wris.
WE WANT live, reliable agents for the famous
Dr. Blair's
Cucumber Cream,
andevery
otherstate;
Dr.
Blair
toilet requisites.
Known in
before the public 25 years. A line you can sell
with pride. Liberal profit. W^rite for terms.
Address, Dr. Blair Laboratories, > Dept. S,
Lynchburg, Va.
TEACHERS !—
We can offer you an ideal position during
your vacation taking orders for
Better Grade Wraterproof Aprons
and Sanitary Specialties.
Articles of genuine merit that sell readily
and satisfy your customers. $5 to $15 daily
easily made. No capital required. Write today. B & G Rubber Co., 618 Penn Ave.,
Pittsburgh,
Pa.
Dept.
47.
SALESMEN, SALESWOMEN, AGENTS— For
all towns: take orders for pure silk hosiery;
make $15 daily. We deliver from mill to home.
Call or write at once. Pure Silk Hosiery Mills,
1323 Masonic Temple,
Chicago.
OUR EX-CEL LUMINOUS CRUCIFIX sells on
first demonstration — shines brilliantly in the
dark. Big profits. Write now for prices. W.
G. Hannan Company, Dept. E, 57 E. 18th St.,
Chicago.
YrOU
CAN make
SELLrealbank
checks
yourthe spare
time and
money.
We in
have
best
proposition in the U. S. A. on checks. Write
promptly giving territory covered and we will
forward our proposition, samples, complete instructions and sales talk that will sell the
checks. Midwest Lithographing Company, St.
Louis, Mo.
SALESMEN WANTED — Sell our line of advertising signs and banners. Good commission,
fine line, best of workmanship. Bradford &
Co., Inc., St. Joseph,
Mich.
SALESMEN — Sell corrosion stop; make big
money; stops battery terminal corrosion; best
seller known; good salesmen apply at once.
B. & M. Co., Sigel, 111.
AGENTS
BIG
PROFIT
Selling marvelous chemical gas lighter; no
matches, no friction required; 10,000 lights
guaranteed; sample 15 cents. Rapid Mfg. Co.,
10 E. 14th St., New York.
IP YOU

SAW

SALESMEN — Salary or commission.
To represent nationally known manufacturer
of roofing cements, paints and oils calling on
manufacturing plants, contractors, property and
warehouse owners, farmers, etc. Prompt shipments. Satisfaction guaranteed. Opportunity
for hustlers to earn $800.00 monthly. The
Premier Refining Co., 1131 W. 11th St., Cleveland, Ohio.
"FLOSSY," a high class specialty, made of
genuine ivory pyralin and silk. Lasts a life
time. Opens brand new field. Large profits.
Send $1.00 for your first Flossy outfit and we
will include an extra outfit free. Your dollar
back if not entirely pleased. You can sell this
wonderful device right and left. Everybody
needs one.
Flossy Co., Evanston,
III.

MAKE YOUR VACATION

PROFITABLE

WE will consider the services of 'a number
of teachers who wish to engage in PLEASANT,
DIGNIFIED and PROFITABLE sales work
during
vacation.
The institution offering same is the largest
of its kind in the country, employing over one
thousand (1000) salespeople — and selling a
service with an unusual irresistible human appeal. Address all applications to THE EDWARD MILLER .COMPANY, Desk 208, 222 N.
Michigan
Ave., Chicago.
AGENTS — M[en or women, full or part time.
You can easily earn better than $6.00 per day
introducing our new and wonderful Kant Burn
hair waver. Every woman a prospect in the
home, store, shop, etc. Sample outfit with complete instructions and terms to agents sent
postpaid for $1.00. Mail check or money order
to
D & H Distributing Co., 36 W. Randolph St.,
Chicago.
AGENTS — Rubberized kitchen aprons selling
like hot cakes. Agents coining money. Guar,
waterproof.
Factory
prices.
Pelletier Rubber
Co., Drawer .780, Chicago.
AGENTS — To canvass a high grade line of 25
quick
ladies' and offering
kiddies'bigessentials.
A cleanselling
cut proposition
returns.
Write Chicago Canvas Goods & Flag Co., 127 N.
Dearborn
St., Chicago.
SALESMEN, AGENTS — Biggest surprise of the
age in lawn mower sharpeners. Absolutely new.
Send $1.00 for sample and full details. Money
refunded if not satisfactory. Earn $12.00 to
$15.00 daily. A. J. Hartka, Mgr., D-10, 1840
W. 20th St., Los Angeles, Calif.
100% PROFIT — You can easily sell SASCHA
B. D. B. COCOANUT OIL SHAMPOO, concentrated snow white crystals, no alcohol, package
with eight shampoos sells for twenty-five cents,
beautifies hair, cleans scalp, cures dandruff.
United
Pure Food
Co., 139 Franklin
St., New

'
York.
YOU
CAN EARN $25.00 to $100.00 a week selling Dellbare Moisteners to offices and stores.
Article is absolutely new, territory positively
virgin. We want an agent to represent us in
every town. Write for particulars. BrittonWagner
want it. Co., 312 S. Clark St., Chicago, or send
$2.00
for sample.
Money
back
if you
don't

TEACHERS WANTED for vacation work. Must
be capable, ambitious and interested in home
educational work. State experience in teaching and monthly salary expected. Address
"Educator,"
Life Bldg., Indian- .
apolis,
Ind. 413 Meridian
AGENTS — Experienced men and women, to sell
new patented specialty, the Phonopad. Ready
sales, big profits. Sample outfit $1.00, particulars free. This is a worth-while proposition.
E. S. Norton,
180 Walnut
St., Holyoke, Mass.
IT HERE,
PLEASE
SAY SO

Advertisements
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Make Your Bike a
Motorcycle

Reach the end of your trip fresh and rested instead of too fagged out to enjoy your
visit. Enjoy the pure air, the beautiful scenery, as you ride along instead of pumping away tread-mill fashion on your old-style bike. By using the Shaw Motor
Attachment you can very easily change your bicycle into a speedy, easy-running,
light-weight motorcycle.

Low In Price — Fits Any Bike

The Shaw Motor Attachment is very low in
price. Your old bicycle equipped with the Shaw
Attachment will represent a big saving over any
motorcycle of equal speed and dependability.
Anyone who can use an ordinary wrench and a
screw driver can fit the Shaw Attachment to any
single or double bar bicycle in 30 minutes.

THE

SHAW

The

Shaw

Mo tor bicycle

We also manufacture the Shaw Motorbicycle, lightweight, super-power machine.
Has chain drive and clutch. Dependable
and economical. More miles per gallon of
gas than heavier machines. A popular
low-priced, light-weight motorcycle.

ATTACHMENT

will take you up steep hills and through sandy or muddy roads. Its pulling power will surprise
you, its speed amaze you. It sets the pace for others to follow. Every part is made of highest grade
materials. The Shaw Attachment consists of the famous Shaw Super Motor, 2 1 -2 H. P., all finished,
assembled and tested, ready to be clamped to any bicycle frame. Motor is sturdily built, air cooled, of
the 4-cycle type. High tension magneto and automatic lubrication. Chain drive and free engine
clutch enables it to be started gradually. Under full control of the operator at all times.
MAIL
TODAY!
Control is simple, dependable and safe.

Write For Free Book!
We want to send you a free copy of our booklet fully describing and illustrating the Shaw
Motor Attachment and the Shaw Super Motorbicycle. Join the happy family of Shaw owners
and you will always be a Shaw enthusiastMotorcycling is the greatest sport in the world.
Write us today. Use the Coupon — fill it
in and mail it now and receive by return
mail full information, prices, etc.

ShaW

Shaw Manufacturing Co.
Dept. 1835, Galesburg, Kans., U. S. A.

Send me your FREE BOOK "Convert your bike
into a Motorcycle," giving full particulars about the
Shaw
Attachment
and also complete
information
about the Shaw Motorbicycle.
Name
Post Office
Street or R. F. D

Manufacturing
IF YOU

SAW

,

State

IT HERE,

Co.
PLEASE

Gale8buri*MKansas
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One Secret of Our Success Is Service
We have a contract for you under which your income
will be limited only by your activities. A REAL
PROPOSITION FOR A REAL MAN.

Federal Casualty Company, Detroit, MichV. D. CLIFF, President

Cash Capital, $200,000.00

Every
M0MAC0

Last week I wrote an
advertisement which read
something like this:

Spark Plug Tester

5 Tools in 1. Spark Plug Tester
Spacer, Cleaner and Tappet
Clearance. Fits
Your Vest
Pocket

Autoist
Needs It.

Salesmen write for terms

Sample
0 Postpaid
Cents

"Have you ever at any time sealed a dozen envelopes
or so by licking the flaps? How did you feel with a
lot of germ-breeding matter all over your tonsils?

QTAMMER
MN0°re
Re-education the key. This mar-

Later in the advertisement I went on with: —
"Do you realize how very particular people are
about cleaning their teeth? Do you know that we
legislated away, forever, the public drinking cup
and the public towel?

^^

velous method
accurate, dependable,
—"HOW TO STOP
Mailed on receipt of
field Institute, 109 N.
cago, 111.

I'm just hitting the High spots in the ad —
but what I want to ask youjeachers is this —
"Do you know that in spite of all advise and warning
that people in offices everywhere are daily licking
tons of germ-breeding gummed stamps, envelopes,
labels and a thousand and one other gummed articles? And do you know why?
Well, I'll tell you —
There never has been a moistening device
invented that would work — until now — and
this is it —

HOME

The Delbare Moistener— Patented Oct. 26, 1920
Here is a wonderful opportunity to make money
selling these moisteners to offices wherever stamps,
envelopes or labels are used.
The work is very dignified and clean and with a
sample and our literature you will be in a position
to judge the merits of this office device.
Send for full particulars to BRITTON WAGNER CO.,
312 S. Clark St., Chicago, and enclose $2.00 for sample.
Money returned immediately
if you want it with no
"ifs or ands" about it — no
questions asked.

Get out of

theanyRutAdd
amount
over your present
earnings.

IF YOU

SAW

STUDYNinthgS-SffiS
year. Catalogcp°.£?»
Free.

skmal dei?ree Courses.
TEACHERS

fully outlined in an
worth-while book
STAMMERING."
10 cents. The HatDearborn St., Chi-

PROFESSIONAL

COLLEGE,

Washington. D. C.

(Concluded from page 21)

in

securing my Eegistered Pharmacist's license since I lost my left hand
and left eye.
"If I may be permitted to add a personal matter, I would say that I am
proud to state that I am to be married
in June, and with my compensation, I
will be able to carry on and have a home
equal to a man who has not been disabled.
"With a grateful feeling for what the
Board has done for me, I wish at this
time to discontinue my Federal Board
training and go on straight compensa-

IT HERE,

PLEASE

tion."

SAY

SO
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THE SUPERIOR

PROJECTOR

SPENCER

DELINEASCOPES

LEAD THE WORLD FOR QUALITY,
The most efficient lantern slide projector made. Weighs but 19 pounds.
AUTOMATIC TRANSPOSER for
DISSOLVE EFFECT. Does away
with an obsolete cross movement
slide carrier and leaves no interval
of darkness on the screen.

No. 8053 with 400 watt llOvoli bulb, $63.00

RELIABILITY,
EFFICIENCY.
Model 3 for lantern slide and opaque
projection. Takes an opaque object
up to 6* square and projects it perfectly. Also projection lantern slides
with automatic transposer dissolve
effect.
No.8220 complete with 1000 Walt bulb $185.00

GET FURTHER DETAILS FROM BASS
Schools and Educational Institutions Write for Special Terms

BASS
NEWS

CAMERA
WEEKLIES

AND

COMPANY,
REVIEWS

INTERNATIONAL NEWS 34. ( Universal.) Christening of new speed tractor
gun. New York City, Babe Ruth and
wounded veterans. Enrico Caruso leaving
hotel for first time after illness; Paris,
France, chief French military school holds
review ; Seattle, Wash., deep sea diving ;
Santa Barbara, Cal., Society Horse Show;
Fort Sill, Okla., "Tag" in the clouds; New
York City, circus parade ; Calcutta, India,
natives Va.,
prayPresident
for "Home
Rule"
; Hampton
Roads,
reviews
Atlantic
Fleet.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS
35. ( Universal.)
New
York
City,
Boys'
Week
ushered in with parade of 25,000 ; Jacksonville,
Fla., Memorial
Dixie'sin veterans.
Westfield,
Mass., Day
tablet for
unveiled
honor of
world war fighters ; Bryn Mawr, Pa., students in May Day dance ; Los Angeles, Cal.,
motor cycle races. Stoke Poges, England,
American girl golf champion. Merseburg,
Germany, rounding up communist agitators ;
Oakland, Cal., Indian Sun wedding for
Joaquin Miller's daughter. San Francisco,
western yachtsmen open racing season ; Brussels, Belgium, military pageant for Belgium
king ; Derby, Conn., college crews in hard
fought race ; in the Cascades, Wash., April
snows block mountain roads ; Franklin Field,
Philadelphia, Pa., Epic Athletic Carnival ;
Potsdam, Germany, funeral of Kaiserin.
PATHE NEWS 33. (Pathe.) New York
City, effect of various kinds of music on the
animals in the menagerie ; Melissa, Texas,
severe storm sweeps southern states ; New
York City, Harding welcomes Venezuelan
ministers ; Eberfeld, Germany, new monorailway ; Summit, N. J., Dempsey begins
training. Bar-Sur-Aube, France, parade of
mine manufacturers ; San Pedro, Cal., manof-war at target practice.
PATHE REVIEW 98. (Pathe.) The cutting of a glass rose bowl ; slow motion, three

Dept. V, 109 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
men performing acrobatic stunts ; how seeds
are spread ; colored views of the cascade of
the Yellowstone.
PATHE REVIEW 100. (Pathe.) "Fins
and Fun," trout fishing in mountain stream ;
machine process of making men's straw
hats, slow motion picture showing complicated motions in fancy roller skating ;
Pathecolor, shots of Glacier Park.
PATHE REVIEW 101. (Pathe.) The
windmill dance of old Holland ; Novagraph,
somersaults made in trapezes ; Travelaugh,
All to the Merry Bow-wows ; Pathecolor, the
Bedouins of the Sahara, many views of these
gypsies of the desert.
KINOGRAMS 2033. (Educ. Films Corp.)
Langley Field, Va., aviators drop bombs on
U. S. S. Indiana ; New York City, Cardinal
Dougherty arrives from Rome ; Washington,
D. C, people of interest ; Essex, Mass., new
Mayflower launched for racing ; New York
City, Chesterton returns to England ; New
York City, Jackie Coogan at baseball game,
scenes of Doom, Holland ; American doughboys guard the Rhine.
KINOGRAMS 2034. (Educ. Films Corp.)
Peking,
of China
America's
aid.
New President
York City,
image asking
of Christ
carved
on inside of beam ; New York City, Prince
of Monaco arrives ; Senator Harrison of
Mississippi playing baseball with boys ; cat
becomes foster-mother to baby coyotes. New
York City, harbor police after whisky smugglers ; President Harding bestows honor
medal for deed done 17 years ago ; Mare
Island, marines playing game of human
checkers ; Yale loses first race of year to
University of Pennsylvania.
CHAS. URBAN MOVIE CHAT 19 (Kineto
Co. of Araer.). Scenes of turkey farm; shipyard at Belfast, Ireland, laying of the keel
of ocean greyhound, riveting, launching ship,
etc., scenes of the Isle of Man ; the tailless
Manx cat, descendant of the Abyssinian
species.

"Backward, turn backward, O time in thy flight
And make me a child again just for tonight."

Fairy and the Waif,
5 Reels Dick Whittington and His Cat,
5 Reels Aladdin and His Wonderful Lamp,
Rip Van Winkle,
Modern Mother Goose,
5 Reels Landing of Columbus,
Little Sunset,
44 Reels
Fight,
Reels Custer's
Treasure Last
Island,
Chris and His Wonderful Lamp,
Rumplestiltskin,
4 Reels Alice Through the Looking Glass,
3 Reels Alice in Wonderland,
Hansel^and Gretel,
Cinderella,
3 Reels
Our combination booking plan will enable you to economize

THE LEA-BEL COMPANY
804 So. Wabash
IF YOU

Ave.
SAW

Chicago, Illinois
IT HERE,

PLEASE

SAY

SO
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Teachers - - Lecturers- - Entertainers
Take It Any Place-Any Time

The American Projectoscope
This is the
known as "The
Motion Picture
ing Machine

Wherever you want to
use Motion Pictures for
any purpose, The American Projectoscope will
measure up to every
requirement.
Light — simple — safe .
Shows any "frame" of
a film as a "still" — like a
ste'eopticon view —
without injury to film
or danger of fire.
Anyportionof filmmay
be repeated without rewinding the entire film.
It's the acme of efficiency for education;
illustration, or entertainment,

an Apology."
Designed and built especially for industr aland
educational purposes.
Compac : — light- — operates from any electric
light socket, or from
storage batteries.
As easy to use as
a phonograph, Requires
no attention when running-— freeing the operator's mind for the subGetject in hand.
our booklet and
learn more about this

Coming Soon!
The American Ace will
soon be ready for delivery. It is somewhat larger, stronger, more pow- •
erful. We'll tell you more about
it shortly. It is not surpassed in
beauty or design, quality of material, orjperfection of workmanship and finish. It's the highest
class portable projector ever
made. If you are interested in a
machine, especially designed for
your auditorium, watch for further announcements.

American

machine
Portable
ProjectWithout

practical utility machine.

American Safety Standard
When desired, the Projectoscope is fitted to project Safety
Standard Films which are passed
by The National Board of Fire
Underwriters, for use without
booth, thus complying with the
strictest requirements of fire laws.

Projecting Company
SAMUEL

Directed by the Officers of the
Pioneer in Motion Picture Making
—The AMERICAN
FILM CO.

S. HUTCHINSON,

6261 Broadway,

President

Chicago
(1612A)
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Texas.
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SALESMEN
WANTED
to sell our ha
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basis.
Splendid
proposition
for frtisth
references.
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Novelty
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New York.
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GRE

TEACHER — Normal student or high school
graduate desiring to enter business worldlcan
qualify for permanent position in our>tifsAiess
during vacation; experience not net^Sftry;
must be over 27, tactful, aggressive and free
to travel; position pays $2,000 to $3,00% first
year and rapid increase with experience. 'Write
Geo. J. Keefe Co., 3 0 N. Michigan,
Chicago, 111.
MISCELLANEOUS
o
ARTLIN
COLLECTION
SERVICE— (Copyrighted. ) Just out. Doctors and merchants
collect their own accounts. Sells like hot cakes
at $10.00. Liberal commissions. Write for details. Business Men's Credit Exchange, Eau
Claire,
Wis.
101-K.
AGENTS — To introduce and sell the dressiest,
best and most comfortable Trouser Supporter
in the world. Every man a customer and will
always be one after trying them. Will protect city, county or state to the right man. We
give our agents the benefit of all repeat orders.
None but live wires who want to make money
need
apply.
Inverted
Suspender
Company,
La
Grange,
Mo.
AGENTS — Amazing
new kerosene
lamp
burner
with
carburetor,
generates
gas, doubles size of
flame.
Used
on old lamps.
Retails
50c.
Easy
big
sales.
Success
guaranteed
or
money
refunded.
Agent's
outfit
consisting
of
three
burners,
%l
prepaid.
Vapolite
Co.,
Desk
9, Toledo,
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EDUCATION
A Magazine

Devoted to the Cause of American

One Dollar a Year

Vol. II.

Education

Single Copy, Fifteen Cents

JUNE, 1921
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In This Number

Teacher's and Pupils' Use of Visual Aids
in Studying Geography
E. W. Crawford
Nature -Study Films in the Making

Jean Ramsey

The Lure of the Obvious (II)

E. F. Giffin

Miscellaneous Notes on the General Field
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Visual Education

Printing
and
Advertising
Advisers

Day and Night
Service
All the Year
Around

One o the Largest and Most Completely Equipped
Printing Plants in the United States

School Printing
Whether you have a large or small Catalogue, Bulletin, Pamphlet, Magazine or Publication to be printed
it is our opinion you have not done your duty by your
institution or yourself until you have learned about
the service Printing Products Corporation gives and
have secured prices.
We ship or express to any point
or mail direct from Chicago
Make a Printing Connection with a Specialist and a Large and
Reliable Printing House.
You Secure From Us

Proper

Quality— Quick

Delivery — Right

Price

Business Methods and Financial Standing
the Highest
Ask the Publisher* of "Visual Education"
what they think of our service and price*.

PRINTING PRODUCTS CORPORATION
Successor to the Good Will, Printing Equipment

ROGERS

and Organization of

& HALL COMPANY

Catalogue and Publication
PRINTERS
Artists — Engravers — Blectrotyperi
English and Foreign Language!

Polk & La Salle Streets

CHICAGO,

Telephone Wabash 3381— Local and Long Distance
IF YOU

SAW

IT

HERE,
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SO

ILL.
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C. M.

MCDANIEL,
THURSTON'S

MGR.,
TEACHERS'

AGENCY,

■
Says: —
WHY teachers should register in this agency:
BECAUSE there are

NO REGISTRATION FEES
NO ANNUAL DUES
BECAUSE this is the Agency that personally recommends.
BECAUSE there are hundreds of vacancies to fill and
a scarcity of teachers.
BECAUSE it is a recognized medium of school officials
for engaging their faculties.
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Burnet School Geography Room, splendidly equipped with illustrative material,
including charts, pictures and exhibits from the Public Library and Museum,
Miss Crawford, the teacher, has a vision of the value of the appeal to the eye
in teaching and uses freely the stereopticon in her work.

THE TEACHER'S AND PUPILS' USE OF
VISUAL AIDS IN STUDYING
GEOGRAPHY
E. Winifred Crawford
Burnet School, Newark, N. J.

LLT |1 HE four wild animals of
Africa are tiger, lion, gorilla
""*" and snake. The snake is long
and dangerous. When it goes to drink
it lays its poison on a stone and gets
a drink. A man coining takes the
poison and hides it. When the snake
comes and don't see the poison it knocks
its head against a stone and dies."
This startling answer was written by
a twelve-year-old girl in the sixth grade
to the examination question, "Name
four wild animals of Africa and describe one."
*Paper
read at the February
ark Public Schools.

Geography may be so taught, however, that it will make permanent contributions 'to the development of our
boys' and girls' characters. A very
important way to do this is through
the right use of visual aids by both
the teacher and the children. The use
of class room aids such as lantern
slides, stereograph, picture, curio and
model to accomplish our aim will be
discussed. Though much that is said is
true of the motion picture it is not
meant to apply directly to it because

meeting of the Visual

Education

Club of the

New-

Visual Aids in Studying Geography
at present the motion picture
widely used in the class room.
LOVE

OF NATURE

AND

is not

OF COUNTRY

Through the use of these visual aids
we may expect to create a feeling of
appreciation for nature. Pictures introduce the children to the glory of
Niagara, the grandeur of the Colorado
canyon, the majesty of the primeval
forests, the ruggedness of the Eockies.
The majority of our children will never
see these beauties in any other way.
Pictures make such words become living ideas. Pictures lead the children
to love and reverence Him who caused
these things to be. Thus geography
can contribute as much if not more
toward the Americanization of our
heterogeneous population than any
other subject in our curriculum. We
can so teach that the children will love
their* country with its beauties and
wonders so much that they will work
to make a strong democracy develop
within her. Then they will desire only
those things that will keep their loved
land safe. This comes to us as a
challenge so to use visual aids in teaching geography that those under us will
never become partners to anything that
will bring disaster to their land or
its government.
APPRECIATION

OF MAN'S

ACHIEVEMENTS

The great accomplishments of man
may also be developed through the use
of visual aids. Pictures, models and
curios show what man has done in all
stages of his development. The children can see the Navajo tapestry;
the Eskimo building his igloo and the
riveter aloft on the steel skeleton of the
skyscraper; the Chinese tilling the soil
as did his ancestors and the farmer
running a motor-propelled harvester
and thresher; the Inca making his
grass boat and the engineer controlling

the machinery of a great ocean greyhound. The children can watch man
take an unfavorable environment as
an incentive rather than a hindrance
and go forth to conquer.
"A man went down to Panama
Where many a man had died,
To slit the sliding mountains
And lift the eternal tide.
A man stood up in Panama
And the mountains stood aside."
Thus geography can create a respect
for man's mind, a dignity and care for
the house of the mind. It may help
the children to recognize what a man
with education can do, and it may give
them a desire to remain in school or
to pursue their studies if uncontrollable
circumstances force them to leave.
SYMPATHY

FOR

LABOR

Another result of the use of visual
aids is the creation within the children
of a feeling of sympathy, not pity, for
those that serve them. The boy as he
gets the scuttle of coal for his mother
realizes that they are black diamonds
indeed; that to produce the wrarmth he
enjoys it has meant danger and suffering for the miner and the breaker
boy. His rice pudding has meant the
aching backs of Japanese girls who
work with their feet in water while
the sun beats clown on their heads and
his clothes have been made possible because children have breathed the lint
from looms. These can be taught
better when pictures and models are
used. Through them we can help the
children read in the smoke of the city
chimneys the lives of the many who
serve them. We may hope as a result
of this for a recognition on the part of
the children of the dignity of labor, of
their .dependence on this army of people who serve them and of these
workers'

dependence on

them.

Thus

Visual Education
pictures we can help correct
the misconceptions of many
of the new-comers to our
land. The superstition that
is evident in the opening
story of this discussion may
be overcome by the presentation of correct pictures.
We can also teach so that
the children of those from
other lands will not want to
destroy our country; that
they will not repeat the
bombing of important
buildings and that they will
not take means to obtain
their own ends at the
cost of the safety or convenience ofthousands.
A great company of cosmopolitan people live in
America.
We
have
the
world
in America.
We
must teach them the world
in order to make them
Americans.
This we can
Mounted birds loaned in boxes to schools from the
better accomplish by using
Newark Museum.
visual aids. These greatly
the teacher who helps make public help the children
understand
how
opinion, can lead in such a way that the physical background,
the topogproper protective laws for worker,
raphy, climate and rainfall, detersufficient child labor laws, and reasonmine the life of the people who live
able laws , for the protection of the there. The Alps developing the sturdy
consumer will be made and enforced.
mountaineer, the prairies the roving
BROTHERHOOD

OF

MAN"

The growth of a feeling of brotherhood for mankind will be another result that the use of visual aids will
strengthen. We can so
tributions that each
country has made to
that the children will

picture the conrace and each
our civilization
have a greater

respect for all peoples and that "dago,"
"wap," and "chinney" will spring less
often from their lips. By the use of

cowboy, the Zeider Zee the thrifty reclaimer of the sea, and the Sahara the
nomadic Arab, show the influence of
the physical environment
upon the
character of the people.
The Eskimo
warming himself over a whale oil fire
in his icy igloo and the Arab resting
in the* door of his tent at noonday
show the influence of the physical
background
upon the customs
and
habits of a people.

Visual Aids in Studying Geography
The Plateau of Bolivia rather than
New Jersey developing the greatest
Indian civilization, the crossroads of
three continents giving the world its
standard of morals and its monotheistic
religion, show the influence of physical
features on the growth and movements
of civilization and education. Thus
visual aids help the children realize
that the life, character, customs, habits
and history of the peoples of the earth
are determined by the physical background in which each people
is placed.
GEOGRAPHY

AND
TION

PEODUC-

As we turn from the teacher's use
of visual aids to the pupil searching
for his own aids we see the child developing in character because he is
learning through his own activity.
CHILDREN

LIVE

GEOGRAPHY

The children like geography because
it deals with their own lives. They
often say that nearly everything they
do is geography, that they live geography, they eat geography, and they
dress geography.
When taught from

|

The relationship of industries, products, means of
communication and methods
of transportation to the
physical background of the
continents is finely developed byusing visual aids.
The fact that Great Britain
has coal and iron within
her mountains and Eussia
has well-watered plains decided which is the manufacturing and which the
agricultural country. Our
of the Santa Maria in the Newark Museum,
great central plain giving Model
loaned to the city schools for history study.
the world its grain, the
torrid lands sending the juicy fruits, this standpoint it is a fascinating subthe mountain slopes yielding their
ject. How are we to teach it thus?
woods, the waters their fish, illus- By so motivating our work that the
trate this relationship. The crooked children will look to their own lives and
streets of our oldest eastern cities as the world around them for contribucowpaths in the valleys or as trails
tions to their study. We must send
them to the world and not to books
along winding streams, the Simplon
Pass and Delaware Water Gap as great except for maps and supplementary
material that they can get nowhere
highways are ideas easily developed.
else.
The necessity for the Welland Canal beSubjects should be so introduced,
comes obvious when we see Xiagara.
The essentials of rivers for them to be planned and motivated that the chilgreat carriers of trade are readily disdren will suggest their own line of incovered.
vestigation. Much of the introductory

Visual
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information necessary for the study of
the great wheat industry of the west
can be obtained from the packages in
the pantry or grocery store. Much of
the investigation of the states that
grow our garden vegetables can begin
from the cans of vegetables ftie children buy.
A seventh grade class decided that
their study of Brazil should be the investigation ofthese three topics, "My
Rubbers and Baincoat," "My Chocolate
Candy ancj Cup of Cocoa," and . "My
Mother's Cup of Coffee." The children
worked singly, in couples or in groups
as they studied their particular field of
interest in their chosen subject. As
they investigated it they wrote stories
and descriptions, gathered pictures,
drew maps, constructed graphs and collected articles. This material they
evaluated and then organized in loose
leaf books.
The cacao book the children said was
good enough to eat. Pictures of
candies, deserts and cakes followed a
drawing of the cacao plant, samples of
bean, nib, shell, chocolate and cocoa.
Maps showing the cacao regions; surface, rainfall, cities, ports, transportation routes ; and graphs showing comparative amount of cacao raised and
the countries consuming it illustrates
the story of cacao.
The coffee growers, after a discussion
on the harm of children drinking coffee,
refused to call their book the story of
their own cup of coffee. This topic the
children studied in the same manner.
The last chapter illustrated was named
"Why We Drink Postum
Instead of Coffee."
PLAYING

and Cocoa

GEOGRAPHY

The story of the pair of rubbers was
similarly studied.
Three bovs secretlv

Education
wrote and worked out entirely alone a
play on rubber as a teacher for their
teacher. One boy dressed in rubber
raincoat, hat and boots represented a
rubber tree and told his life history.
A second boy, using a hammer, tapped
the rubber tree so hard that it split
a button on his coat. Fastening a little
tin cup behind the boy's belt he told
the story of the different methods of
tapping trees. Soon he returned to
gather the sap. With the aid of a
punch the boys had punched as much
paper as a tree yields sap and had it
in the cup. A wire waste paper basket
constituted the fire. A number of
black gymnasium sneakers with their
soles outward were tied around a long
pointer to form the ball of coagulating
rubber. This the boys revolved above
the fire and poured over it the paper
sap. After commenting on the various
ways of smoking rubber and referring
to a motion picture film on the making
of the fountain pen that was shown in
our auditorium, this shipping scene
followed. Two desks with seats lowered
and placed together made the boat.
Boxes conspicuously labeled were
brought for shipment. The ball of
rubber sneakers was dropped and
scrambled after. Transportation routes,
ports and manufacture of rubber into
overshoes were discussed as the boys
loaded the boat. With the blowing oi
a whistle it started for Port Newark.
Then followed an explanation of a
rubber chart borrowed from the lending
collection of the Newark Museum and
the showing of as many articles made
from rubber as the boys could collect.
The last scene was an exhibition of the
results of the investigations the boys
had pursued and organized inx their
book.

VisuAi Aids in Studying Geography

Room

in Public Library where teachers
CHILD

S

INITIATIVE

VITAL

We have seen the children living
geography. Their work is an expression
of what they are living. Their spirit of
investigation was pnt to work and their
love of collecting had ample expression.
They learned how to gather data and
materials on definite subjects, how to
evaluate it and organize it. They went
out, found their own visual aids and
taught themselves through their own
activity.
Geography is a subject the children
must study through their own initiative
and from which they must be led to
form correct conclusions and make right
judgments if they are to understand the
relation of the topography and physical
background of a country to the type of
civilization, life habits and customs of

11

select pictures for use in their classrooms.

the peoples that live there. The teacher
of geography has the privilege and responsibility ofleading the children to
appreciate and to love nature, to feel
kindly toward those that toil for them.
Through the use of the teacher's and
the children's visual aids geography can
be presented in such a way that the children will learn how to live and how to
use a democracy because they know the
world, understand its problems and' love
its people.
"0 beautiful for spacious skies,
For amber waves of grain,
For purple mountain majesties
Above the fruited plain.
America, America,
God shed His grace on thee,
And crown thy good with brotherhood
From sea to shining sea."

THE LURE OF THE OBVIOUS (II)
Eugenia Fuller Giffin
Chicago, 111.

ALL day long in a hot and stuffy
kitchen! All day long behind a
counter, or in a close factory with
its constant whirr and rattle of machinery !All day long in an office with
its daily grind, and ever recurring routine ! To millions of people living in
this broad land of ours, life is very
much a matter of routine, and the burden of modern industrialism rests
heavily upon their lives. All day long
they encounter the stress and strain of
making a living. And then in the evening—what? A glimpse into the land
of romance and beauty; a personally
conducted journey to the orient, or some
remote picturesque corner of the old
world; an animated newspaper of the
visualized happenings of our day and
generation ; a sight of the famous men
and women of our times ; a trip to the
far-away isles of one's dreams ! Then
back again to the work-a-day world
once more, with its driving care and
endless responsibility.
DEMOCRACY

OF

THE

PICTURES

the picture play was due to the simplicity of its appeal. It is easily comprehended, and its charm is the lure of
the obvious. Reality is always concrete.
But there has been another great determining factor in its acceptance by the
American people. The photoplay is the
most democratic form of entertainment
that the world has ever devised. The
average motion picture theater contains
no boxes for the socially elect, no orchestra chairs for the affluent, no balcony for the comfortable middle classes,
and no gallery for the proletariat. The
shop girl and the debutante, the capitalist and the working man, stand together in the line in front of the ticket
seller's booth, frequently pay the same
price of admission, and perhaps sit side
by side to witness the play. Nor is this
all. The moderate price of this form of
entertainment makes it possible for the
entire family, however humble their circumstances, toenjoy an evening at the
neighboring theater.
"GOOD" AND "BAD" ARE RELATIVE

The motion pictures have come to
stay. The photodrama may, or may not,
be art — that is a matter of personal
opinion. It may, or may not, replace
more and more the printed page — that
is a question with which we need not
concern ourselves. But the fact remains, that the picture play is today
one of the most powerful influences in
our national life, viewed every day by
more than fourteen million people, and
the greatest medium at hand for expressing life in all of its various phases.
In a previous article I stated that the
rapid growth and great popularity of

TERMS

It is not the purpose of this article to
put forth any claim that the picture
plays of the present day furnish an ideal
form of entertainment. There is much
that should be eliminated, much more
that could be improved. But within the
past year the quality of the pictures has
steadily improved. There can be no
question of this. The rage of the "vampire" order of plays has all but passed,
and the methods of the pie-throwing
comedians have become a shade more
subtle and refined. When one considers
the vast expansion made by the photodfc-ama within the twenty-odd years of its
12
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The Lure of the Obvious
existence, the wonder is that the plays
are as good as they are, not that they
are as bad as they are.
Let us consider the development of
the spoken drama for a moment. As we
look back upon the Elizabethan theater
what do we find ? We find Shakespeare,
the greatest dramatist of the Englishspeaking people, acting and producing
plays at his two theaters — the Globe
and Blackfriars. Because he could not
secure enough plays to supply his needs,
he wrote his own, thereby setting the
dramatic standard for all who followed
him. We find Ben Jonson producing a
certain dramatic form in which, to this
day, he has never been surpassed. We
find Marlowe and scores of other brilliant writers producing plays that went
far to establish the supremacy of English drama among the dramatic literatures of all time. Having duly considered this, let us make a tour up and
down the length of Broadway, and ask
ourselves how far the art of the theater
has advanced within the past three hundred years. To a student of the drama,
the answer is not favorable. And yet no
one condemns the drama for this reason,
and gives up hope for it. Not even the
dramatic critics condemn it entirely.
It may be said that the picture play
had the earlier art to draw from. That
is true tova certain extent, but in many
respects the motion picture is a new
art. The plays, undoubtedly, are frequently crude and badly worked out.
So were the early plays of the legitimate stage, and so often were some of
the plays of the Elizabethan age — the
most intellectual period of the theater.
The comedy of the pictures is often
clownish, coarse and repellent. True,
but it is of relatively great refinement
and moral uprightness when compared
with the comedy of some of the above

mentioned plays. They remember, too,
that the picture play in its earliest
manifestations did not appeal to exactly the same class of people who today
find in it their chief means of relaxation. Perhaps these earlier audiences
required in their plays the same mental
stimulus that the earlier audiences of
the spoken drama demanded — blood,
lust, fighting and the brainless antics
of the clown.
BREADTH

OF

APPEAL

The motion picture theater is all
things to all men. Some there are who
attend the theater for the sake of the
drama shown. To them the great attraction lies in the dramatic situations,
the tense moments and shifting climaxes. Others react only to the comedy,
and give themselves up completely to'
the impossible antics of the comedian-.
There are not a few, whose utmost enjoyment isin the animated news reel,
and the travel pictures. During the ,.:ist
winter, one of Chicago's newest and
finest theaters exhibited a picture made
by one of the master producers n t:ie
screen. The picture was shown twice a
day for many months, and every day a
long line formed in front of the box
office made up of people anxious to pay
two dollars or more for the privilege of
witnessing this sentimental production.
So much for the "heart interest/' and
the old fashioned melodrama, ai tko
same time, just around the corner, a
State street theater was showing a picture made by the world's most fan' 0 us
comedian. It was estimated that, in
less than two months' time, this picture
was seen by more than three hundred
and fifty thousand people. "Every Man
in His Humor," as Ben Jonson wrote,
but I suppose what he really meant
was that there is no accounting for
tastes.
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FUNDAMENTAL WEAKNESS IN PRESENTDAY PICTURES

Undoubtedly, the present great need
of the picture industry is more original
and better plays. We have developed
some notable directors, who have accomplished remarkable things. We have
many capable actors, who are well
schooled in the technique of their art.
The photography, lighting and mechanical devices of the modern studio have
approached a state of completion bordering on perfection. But the stories
that are filmed are too often weak,
childish, and utterly lacking in distinction.
The reason for this is apparent. In
the past, producers and directors have
considered the story the least important thing about a picture. They were
willing to spend money with a lavish
hand — millions for high priced stars,
and directors; fortunes for scenic effects, and mechanical devices — but
then, at the last minute, they would
call in the chauffeur, or the stage carpenter, or the property man's little sister, or anybody who was handy to write
the story for them. So at least it has
seemed to the long suffering public.
But within the past year the producers have seen the light, and they are
now beginning to realize that' "the
play's the thing." Many have expressed
themselves as being anxious to improve
their productions in this respect, and
have contracted with writers of note to
help supply the constant demand for
stories. Then too, producers and directors have come to realize that pictures built around the personality of
one actor or actress leave much to be
desired. The day of the million dollar
star has nearly passed, and the pictures
will be the better for his passing.

Until recently, many authors have
inclined to regard scenario-writing as
quite beneath their dignity, and not
many have given serious attention to
the construction of the photodrama as a
distinct genre by itself. Now, however,
some of our best known fiction writers
have deliberately set out to analyze the
problem, determine its fundamental
principles, so as to master this latest
form "of writing that is so different
from the writing of fiction and drama.
PROSPECT

OF

IMPROVEMENT

With producers fully aware of the
weak points in their productions; with
directors not so much concerned about
the footage turned out, as with its quality; with trained writers working to
produce stories worthy of the vast expense of filming them, we may look for
a steady improvement in the quality of
the pictures.
If asked to name the elements that
make up a successful picture, I should
say: first, a strong gripping story, for
without a story there can be no photodrama worthy of the name ; capable direction; a strong well balanced cast;
good photography; beautiful settings
and artistic technical effects to create
the illusion of reality in our minds.
In the past twenty years we have
watched a device grow into an' industry.
It is exceedingly probable that in the
next two decades we shall see that industry become an acknowledged art; a
thing of beauty and cultural value; the
most vital and gripping of all the arts.
The motion picture's appeal is universal, and its influence immeasurable,
because it reaches more people than any
other art form yet invented, and because it is the form that expresses life
in
all
its completeness, faithfully and
unerringly.

The cecropia moth, with a wing spread which measures
a little over six inches. Its wings are dusky brown,
shading here and there into taupe and lavender, with
spots and bands and borders of white and henna.
Each wing bears what Gibson calls "the thumb-mark
of the Maker."

NATURE -STUDY FILMS IN THE
MAKING
Jean Ramsey
Chicago,
HE average picturegoer, leafing a
chapter of Nature's wonder-book
by way of the moving picture
screen, and suddenly asked whether
films showing the life-cycle of frog,
beetle, butterfly or wasp are made in
the studio or out-of-doors, might easily
answer, ''Why, in the normal environment, of course — pond or brook, field or
garden, wherever it is the little creature
lives."
Even in these days of widespread familiarity with the intimate details of
things cinematographic, few people
sense the fact that to make picturestudies of Nature's miracles of birth
and development demands photographic conditions that are not available in the natural habitat.

the robe of darkness.

at a time, ready to "shoot" at a moment's notice when Nature's stage-manager gives the signal. In the case of
the butterfly emerging from the chrysalis, for instance, the action occurs
without warning and lasts no longer
than a minute. It is therefore vital
that the stage be so ingeniously arranged beforehand as to make it possible to operate lights, camera and
focusing device on the instant.
To make photographic studies of the
finer details of nature-study subjects,

In the first place, close-up photography of these phenomena requires an
intense, concentrated light — and Nature works some of her most wonderful
chang'es under

'Illinois
The Monarch butterfly, for example,
usually passes from the larval stage to
the chrysalis at night, emerging at
dawn. This transformation must be
filmed by artificial light.
Again, the camera must often be
kept focused before a specimen for days
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such as the structure of a butterfly's
wing, the microscope must be called
into service, and here again a thousand
problems of light and heat and delicate adjustment combine to make an
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indoor workshop a necessity. There
are many other factors which readily
suggest theniseves to any one who
knows what an infinity of patient
watching, painstaking care and attention to detail is exacted of him who
would read for himself and publish for
others the fascinating stories in Nature's picture-book.
NORMAL

ENVIRONMENT

REPRODUCED

The first task of the maker of naturestudy films, therefore, is to reproduce
indoors, in readiness for his specimens,
a set of environments that shall parallel as closely as possible each creature's native haunts. There must be
aquariums provided with water plants,
moss, mud, gravel, pebbles and leaves
brought from the bottom of the pond;
sticks, stones and reeds projecting here
and there above the water; bits of wood,
floating weeds, and
aquatic furnishings calculated
to make the wee
w a t e r - folk feel at
home.
• The water of these
aquariums must be
kept stocked with the
microscopic plant
and animal life
which supplies food
and oxygen to the
aquatic , population.
At the studio of the
Society for Visual
Education in North
Evanston, Illinois,
where a special series
o f natural history
films for school use

Harris, photographer, and Lucile V.
Berg, naturalist, it is quite in the
course of studio affairs for -some member of the nature-study staff to travel
over two miles every day or so to fetch
pond water and sedimentary materials
for the aquariums. On very busy days
a rain-barrel helps out. Lake Michigan,
however, is completely scorned, for the
chlorine dosing which makes it a safe
drinking water for a big city would
prove fatal medicine to the tadpoles,
wrigglers, dragon-fly nymphs, and other
"water-babies" to which the studio
workers are self-appointed nurses.
It takes a trained naturalist to know
when is the best time of year to bring
the aquarium's various inmates from
their original homes, and what are the
conditions to be provided for each one's
normal development in confinement.

other

is in process of production, under the
direction of Barnett

In many cases food
must be imported to
conthat pond
supplement
tained in the
water itself, for some
of these water-beings
— the nymphs or
larvae of the dragonfly, for example
are
accustomed
to —prey
upon others and
would not thrive
without their daily
supply
of takes
tadpolea
"meat." It
naturalist, also, to
know

The double cocoon of the cecropia moth. It is the firm, tough
threads of the inner cocoon
which will be utilized if ever
these giant silkworms of ours
are cultivated on a commercial
scale. The cecropia caterpillar
spins a far stronger and more
lustrous thread than the Japanese silkworm.

which specimens may safely be

established as neighbors in the same
aquarium. Tadpoles
designed for breeding purposes,
for instance, cannot
be

Nature Study Films in the Making
kept in the same tank with the dragonfly's voracious water-babies, and similar
precautions must be observed with
other types, many of which are cannibalistic into the bargain. The naturalist must have all their tastes and habits
duly ticketed and catalogued, -for no
chances are taken with fate when a
nature-study film is on the production
program.
For the caterpillars, the ants, worms,
beetles and other earth-creatures, glass
terrariums are provided, and every care
is exercised to have the landscape gardening and the food supply approach
as closely as possible to what the subject is accustomed to
find in its normal environment.
THE

SCREENED
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and weeds, and borders of flowering
plants, to which cling vividly colored
moths and shimmering butterflies.
Here are shrubs and stones and a
few damp boards, sheltering a whole
colony of contented toads. A cementlined pool, where grow weeds and water-plants, furnishes pleasant living
quarters to the frogs, turtles, crawfish,
snails, dragon-flies, caddis-worms and
other water-loving creatures. Along the
walls of the adjoining building, but
within the screening, a few simulated
beams and rafters have been built to
afford protection to the strange adobe
apartment houses which the mud-dau-

GARDEN

After the cocoons
have released their
gorgeous moth tenants
and the chrysalis cases
their dainty butterflies ;
after the tadpoles have
developed into frogs,
Friend
Toad
toads or hylas, as the
case may be; after the
masked nymphs, molting for the last
time, have changed into glittering,
filmy-winged dragon-flies and damselflies, there must be a new home waiting to receive them. Kept in close
captivity, many of Nature's children
decline to perform their allotted tasks.
The naturalist who is working with
them for picture purposes, therefore,
finds it essential to give his little subjects as large a measure of personal
liberty as circumstances permit.
Adjoining the studio are "screened
gardens" — delightful sunshiny places,
with low roofs and walls of fine wire
mesh. Here are found patches of grass

savoring

the

pleasures

of anticipation

ber, or "cement-maker" wasp, builds to
receive her eggs. A special screened-in
annex is reserved for the hylas or treefrogs. Its chief article of furniture is
a fair-sized tree, among whose branches
the quaint little creatures — scarcely
bigger than a woman's thumb-nail —
play hide-and-seek.
The ground outside the screened gardens is industriously spaded by the
studio folk by way of supplementing
the inside larder with fat earthworms
from without. As a general thing the
toads are loath to consume their dessert under watching eyes, but you have
only to turn your back for the nice,
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Ready to "shoot" on the instant.
This revolving turret makes it possible to bring
any one of the moths, in various stages of development, into immediate focus.

fat worm you brought to disappear as

WATCHING

by magic. The other morning, however, we were treated to a most comical

When all the problems of "room and
board" have been solved, and the specimens are all functioning normally and
happily, the next task of the movie
photographer is getting the film record.
This presents special difficulties mainly

sight. "Warty," the pet toad, was presented with a worm which proved altogether too corpulent to be swallowed
at a gulp ; so, looking for all the world
like a greed}' urchin, he lifted his funny
bowed forelegs and, using them as
hands, stuffed the squirming tidbit
down his throat.
A

GLASS

OVEN

ELECTRICALLY

HEATED

In addition to this various housing
equipment, an oven with thermostatic
temperature control is employed from
time to time to hasten the development
of the various stages of the life-cycle.
The temperature is kept uniform at
any desired point by means of a highpower Mazda lamp, which is automatically lighted by the thermostat whenever the temperature falls below
that point. The lamp, of course, is
merely a convenient form of electric
heating element. Such an oven proves
particularly useful in making picturestudies of yeasts and molds and in
hastening the hatching of eggs and the
emergence of the adult insect from the
larval stage.

AND

WAITING

TO

SHOOT

where the "big moments" of transformation from one stage of the metamorphosis to another are concerned. With
many of these little "stars," no warning is given in advance of the impending change, and there is little of a
definite nature to go upon in guessing
when it will occur. With others the
warning given is so brief and the entire process so quickly completed, that
the only chance of "getting" it at all
is to have the camera accurately focused
on the specimen and all the lights set
well beforehand, with a photographer
on guard ready, at the first intimation
of something important about to happen, to turn the crank. This, of course,
often means hours and hours of tedious
watching, with various members of the
nature-study staff relieving one another
at the post of observation.
The writer has seen a camera, a
whole battery of Cooper-Hewitt lamps,
and a high-priced naturalist-photographer tied up for the best part of a
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day, awaiting the pleasure of a tiny
nymph, the larva of the damsel-fly,
which had crawled up the stem of a
water-plant preparatory to its final
molt. From this last nymphal skin it
would presently emerge as a lovely,
iridescent creature of the air; to catch
that glorious moment the watcher must
keep his eyes glued to its inch of length
for hours at a stretch.
In the case of the mud-dauber, which
emerges by knocking out the door of
the mud tube where the mother wasp
placed the egg and a supply of paralyzed spiders to serve the grub as food,
the camera man's only cue is the dropping off of the first bit of clay, as the
young wasp begins to cut its way to
freedom. Provided the camera is already focused, the lights set and the
.■■■■■..
photographer
< ■'■■
one of the
lively - stepping sort,
there may be
time enough
to get a
unique motion picture
of the fullgrown muddauber making its debut.
. cecropia .
moth rings
own
alarm
People who
make movies
are

offering it new and unforeseen problems on which to try its mettle. Mr.
Barnett Harris, who is responsible for
the photography of the nature-study
reels which the Society for Visual
Education is producing, has devised
a clever contrivance that eliminates a
tremendous amount of time-consuming observation work. By means of
the simple apparatus illustrated, some
of the larger insects, such as the
cecropia moths, are inveigled into announcing their own coming-out parties.
Entering the big, airy studio one
morning toward the end of May, the
writer heard first the insistent clamor
of an electric bell, followed on the instant bythe steady grinding of a moving picture camera. By the time the
cecropias' corner was reached, a furry,
henna - tinted
'

-;>:' ...

-

I moth had alii ready finished
I his famous
I emerging act,

WWm<M

nothing Showing
how ofthethe"cecropia
apparatus
set
up in front
camera. alarm"
A dry cell
and an iselec-,
trie bell are connected. A wire from the other
pole of the battery and another wire from the remaining binding post on the bell are carried to a
profess ion
point just above the cocoon, where they are crossed
and so supported that they nearly touch. When
which stimuthe moth makes the first move preliminary to
lates the creemerging, the lower of these two wires is brought
in contact with the upper. This completes the
ative faculty
circuit and rings the alarm bell, notifying the
by constantly
naturalist that a "coming-out party" is in progress.

if not ingenious. It is a

had climbed
the willow
twig to which
his cocoon
was attached,
and was busily exercising
and pumping
by way of
drying and
smoothing out
his curled-up
wings.
Nine or ten
other cocoons
were fastened
with thumbtacks to an
upright board
from
which
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stretched a series of wires. Above each
cocoon two line copper wires, connected
in circuit with a dry cell and an electric bell, were so arranged that the
slightest pressure from below as the
moth pushed his way out of the cocoon
would close the circuit and set the
alarm-bell to ringing. In front of the
board, lamps adjusted and camera
carefully focused beforehand stood
ready for instant service.
"As movie actors/' said Mr. Harris,
"cecropias are among the most temperamental stars in the profession. They
take orders from only one director —
Mother Nature; their 'big entrance' is
over in just a few busy seconds, and
they are constitutionally opposed to encores. As a result, the camera man
who aims to expose their life secrets has
need not only of a generous stock of
time and patience, but also of a fair
amount of ingenuity in order that the
tedium and expense of the necessary
observation work may be reduced to
the minimum. That is why I have devised this simple alarm system, which
warns me of' what is going on inside
the cocoon just in time to bend back
the wires, turn on the lights and get
the camera, into action before the moth
actually emerges."
A HINT

TO THE

SCIENCE

TEACHER

During the visit, two other cecropias
loudly signaled their desire to be
"shot." In each case Miss Berg had
already pointed out the next cocoon
to release its prisoner, had the camera
focused, and stood waiting with her
hand on the crank handle, several seconds before the alarm sounded. Asked
to explain her detective system, she
said :
"It is merely a matter of close observation, backed by definite knowledge

of the facts. When Mother Nature
whispers to Samia cecropia that the
leaves are out and it's time for him
to be about his business, he secretes in
his mouth a certain juice. This he
ejects against the tip of his cocoon. It
dissolves the gummy substance on the
silken fibers, making it easy for him
to move the threads aside and poke his
big head through the opening. If you
are watching very closely, that damp
spot constitutes your signal. The moth
emerges almost immediately. However,
we cannot always take time for such
minute observation, and then it is that
Mr. Harris' alarm device serves as a
substitute for hours spent on guard.
"Such an apparatus is so simple to
set up that any science teacher could
easily have it as part of her classroom
or laboratory equipment. One of the
older boys who knows how to connect
up an electric bell can readily do the
work at very little expense. A contrivance ofthis sort would put new enthusiasm into every pupil, as any
teacher can appreciate who recalls the
keen disappointment boys and girls experience when they find an empty cocoon and realize that if only they had
been on the spot they could have witnessed the fascinating spectacle."
. Such a device, of course, is not practicable with all specimens. Asked why
he was not setting an alarm upon the
molting damsel-fly nymph which was
exacting such an expenditure of time
and attention, Mr. Harris declared that
the extreme smallness of this subject
would necessitate such delicate adjustment of the wires that a train passing
half a mile away would cause them to
vibrate and set off the electric signal.
In this case, therefore, the only recourse was keen-eyed watching, guided
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a photomicrograph of the beak of a mosquito. From left to right — operator, camera, microscope, lamp. The lens system must be lined up with absolute accuracy in order that the ray of light from the specimen shall pass exactly
through the center of each of the lenses concerned, leaving a perfect image on
the film.
In this set-up there are ten delicate adjustments to make.

by intimate knowledge of the insect's
habits.
NATURE

AS

A

SLAVE-DRIVER

There are likely to be few Sundays,
holidays or Saturday afternoons for
the movie folks who are engaged in
making nature-study films, except now
and then by the operation of the relief
system, and the eight-hour day is an
obsolete institution. The seeker after
Nature's secrets must follow Nature's
schedule; and that schedule, however
logical in relation to the cosmic scheme,
is likely to impress the average workaday mortal as something utterly erratic and unreasonable.
For example, while working on "retakes" by way of bringing to greater
perfection certain details of the cecropia's emergence from the cocoon, Mr.

Harris decided to occupy the studio
couch for a few nights, inasmuch as the
moth seems to prefer the early morning hours for breaking out of its cocoon jail. The first morning the bell
rang at five o'clock, but before the zealous movie man could cast off slumber's
spell and reach the post of duty, Mr.
Samia cecropia was fully emerged and
engaged in seeing how far beyond the
normal six inches he could stretch his
glorious wings.
The second night, forewarned, Mr.
Harris set his own alarm clock for halfpast four. Nothing of note transpired.
The third day, having slept at home, he
made a point of reaching the studio
at the supposedly safe hour of six.
Three huge cecropias, newly emerged,
were waiting to greet him, fanning

film on the mosquito.
The
slender sheathed beak is the
"stylet" of the bloodthirsty female. The plumed proboscis is that of the male, which
can suck but not pierce. The bushy antennae on either side serve as ears, vibrating
to the song of the female. The upper picture shows what a beautiful object is the
mosquito's wing seen under a microscope.
Its feathery edge makes for silent flight.
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their crescent-spotted wings in a manner disdainful and gloating, as who
should say: "Alarm docks and factor] systems ma\ be all very well for
some, but as for me, I choose my own
time."EMERGENCIES

AND

SURPRISES

As each separate- specimen is set up,
the camera focused and the lights adjusted, atest strip of film is exposed
and immediately developed, to make
sure that the desired results will be secured. Such tests insure that when the
actual photographing is done neither

KDOCATION

almost on the spot, to serve some emergency need. Opportunities to make interesting additions to the film as originally planned arise without warning
and generally need to be seized
promptly. There is always a chance,
at the expenditure of just a little extra
speed and mother-wit, to capture something of peculiar interest for the movie
record. That challenge is invariably
accepted.
Very often, indeed, it is just these
unforeseen chapters of the story, born
half of chance and half of inspiration,
that contribute the vital spark of genius to the finished film. In making a
picture-study of the tadpoles of frogs
and toads, for instance, it was discovered that the tadpole's tail offers an
exceptional opportunity to observe the
circulation of blood in the small capillaries. Science teachers are accustomed
to use for this demonstration the web
of the frog's foot, which is not nearly
so satisfactory a subject for study as
the tadpole's tail, where the extreme
thinness of the membrane makes it
possible to see or photograph the blood
circulation with wonderful clearness.
PHOTOMICROGRAPHIC

The inner cocoon cut open in early
spring to show the pupa within.
The folded wings, antennae and
legs, and the rings of the abdomen, are clearly visible.

STUDIES

time nor film nor opportunity will be
wasted.

This leads us to an extremely interesting phase of nature-study film production— the photographing of microscopic subjects through the use of a
microscope attached to the motion-picture camera. What the children know

An ingenious "revolving turret," by
means of which a number of specimens
can be brought into immediate focus
with the use of a single camera, performs an important service, particularly when different stages in tire development ofthe same insect are to be
photographed.
It is not uncommon for mechanical
devices of various sorts to be created

as butterfly dust" is revealed, when
viewed through the microscope, as
myriads of microscopic scales called
"spicules." The wings of all insects,
even those of the tiniest mosquitoes, are
beautifully spangled with spicules and
in no two species are the spicules alike.
In one of the accompanying illustrations the equipment employed in photomicrography is shown.
Infinite care

Nature Study Films in the Making
Eggs of the treefrog, attached to a
stem beneath the
water. Each egg
is enclosed

in a

tiny globe of jelly.

Eggs

hatching

into

tadpoles.

(Actual

size

of

mature hyla, one
inch.)

is required in lining up the lens system
accurately, in order that the image of
what has been placed on the slide shall
pass exactly through the centers of the
various .lenses in both microscope and
camera, making a perfect image on the
moving-picture film.
A very taxing problem arises in making such pictures. Take, for illustration, the butterfly's wing. Each spicule
is so minute that it would require dozens of them to "cover a surface the size
of a pinhead, and upon this microscopic area the light must be concentrated. With the heat rays so concentrated,' the subject is in grave .danger. But here again necessity has become the mother of invention. By
mechanical means motion picture photographers are now able to retard or
screen the heat rays without losing too
much of the light.
Three of the photomicrographs figuring in the film on the mosquito are
shown in one of the illustrations herewith. It is, however, utterly impossible'
to convey by these greatly reduced halftones any adequate idea of the marvelous clarity and detail of such views
when projected upon the screen.
WORD

GLIMPSES

OF EILM

CLOSE-UPS

It would be interesting, if there were
space, to tell in detail incidents of the
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filming of the ferocious and temperamental nymph of the dragon-fly, with
its deceiving mask and its strange trick
of ejecting, when threatened or disturbed, a squirt of water which sends
its enemy literally tumbling over himself; of the caddis-worms and their
curious migratory cases built of tiny
sticks or pebbles, or bits of leaves and
sand; of the turtle and the crawfish,
the frog, the snail, the boatman-fly,
and all the other delightful children
of Nature which bear leading parts in
the reels on pond-life.
A

tree- froglet,

comingface oftothethewater
surto breathe. This
is one of the speis full

cies called "Pickering's hyla," and
grown.

The tree-frog is a i
born camouflage
artist, blending so
perfectly with its
surroundings as to
be alomst invisible.

It would be amusing to tell at length
how the pet toad was made to sit for
his picture just as he had begun to pull
off his old skin. Over his head it comes
like a shirt; then, held firmly in his
horny jaws, it is peeled off his front
legs like a pair of long kid gloves, after
which he stuffs it down his throat.
Boys and girls always plead for a
chance to watch this strange process in
connection with the work of the science
class. Rarely is it possible to give them
that experience ; first, because Mr. Toad
evidently considers it a strictly private
affair; and, second, because of the
amount of time pupils would have to
spend in watching for the operation to
take place.

MISCELLANEOUS

NOTES

used for demonstrating
the elementary
facts of chemistry, physics and the like.
"Now that is the sort of thing that still
goes on. But it ought to be entirely out
of date. All that scientific bric-a-brac in
the cupboard had far better be thrown
away. All the demonstration experiments
that science teachers will require in the
future can be performed once for all —
before a cinematograph. They can be
done finally; they need never be done
again. You can get the best and most
dexterous teacher in the world — he can
do what has to be done with the best
apparatus, in the best light; anything
that is very minute or subtle you can
magnify or repeat from another point of
view; anything that is intricate you can

Wells has someG. her
H. whet
Mr.
WHEN
to say,
it be on the
thing
subject of religion, history, science, or love and romance, a good part
of the world is ready to give him its
close attention. This time it is education, "The Schooling of the World: The
Salvaging of Civilization," in the May 7th
issue of the SATURDAY EVENING
POST, and is notable testimony in favor
of visual methods.

The interest and originality of the article certainly does not lie in the statement of the problem — i. e., that the young
are poorly taught, that the educational
system is badly organized, expensive,
wasteful and ineffective. We have all
heard this a thousand times, and perhaps
realized it through experience, in the
schools we attended. But like any good
critic, Mr. Wells makes his fault-finding
constructive and outlines with equal enthusiasm and detail a plan for improvement.

record
withfacts
extreme
'youinches
can
show the
a mileslowness';
off or six
off, and all that your actual class teacher
need do now is to spend five minutes on
getting out the films he wants, ten minutes in reading over the corresponding
lecture notes, and then he can run the
film, give the lesson, question his class
upon it, note what they miss and how
they take it, run the film again for a
second scrutiny, and get out for the subsequent study of the class the ample
supply of diagrams and pictures needed
to fix the lesson. Can there be any comparison between the educational efficiency

Some of the outstanding features of
his proposal for reconstruction are standardization of methods of teaching and of
lesson notes, textbooks, charts, etc.,
through a superior central authority, increased remuneration for teachers so that
the profession will be more respected and
those really talented may be attracted to
the work, and above all — properly and
fully equipped schools. Speaking of the
last-named point he emphasizes the value
of the motion picture as an essential part
of this equipment, as follows:

of the two methods?"
• * *

*

g tsexper
and
visual comof iment
resul
paring theestin
MOST inter
oral teaching recently conducted
in the Stephens School, Detroit, Mich.,
under the direction of Mr. J. H. Wilson,
Supervisor of Visual Education, is reported in the first bulletin of the National
Academy of Visual Instruction.
A

"And now let me pass on to another
requirement for an efficient school that
our educational organization has still to
discover — the method of using the cinematograph. ask
I
for half a dozen projeejectors or so in every school and for a
well-stocked storehouse of films. The possibilities of certain branches of teaching
have been altogether revolutionized by
the cinematograph. In nearly every
school nowadays you will find a lot of
more or less worn and damaged scientific apparatus which is supposed to be

The object of the experiment was to ascertain the comparative length of time
required to teach a subject visually and
orally to acquire the same understanding
of that subject. After the children were
divided into two corresponding groups,
irrespective of grade and according to
24
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intelligence
a lesson on
lesson, the
For the

ratings, each group was given
"How We Hear," one an oral
other a visual lesson.
visual lesson, an educational

film, "How We Hear," was selected because of the value of the subject matter,
because of the scientific development of
the lesson and because the material, so
far as previous teaching was concerned,
was entirely new to the pupils. The film
was shown twice to the class. This was
a purely visual experiment in teaching
as the class was given no preparation,
explanation, or assistance in the interpretation of the film. In other words,
the results achieved by the pupils were
attained by the mere "seeing the movie"
twice, which was accomplished in the astonishingly short space of thirteen minutes.
The oral lesson was a lesson on the
facts of the film. No care was spared
by the teacher in the careful preparation and presentation of the subject. The
teacher had the advantage of a class
study of the film, of access to valuable
references, and of the interesting possibilities of class discussion. Fifty-five
minutes of class time were found necessary for this oral instruction.
At the close of each lesson, the children
went immediately to their grade rooms,
where both oral and visual groups answered the same set of questions. Papers
were collected into one pile and marked
without respect to type of lesson by the
same teacher. The questions were marked
by per cents, the values given varying
according to difficulty.
Four weeks from the date of the first
test, wholly unexpected by the children,
a second or memory test was given for
the purpose of comparing the effect of
time upon oral and visual stimuli. No
mention had been made of the subject
since the preceding lesson. Tabulating
and comparing the scores made in the
first and second tests by both oral and
visual groups prove that a visual lesson accomplished better results in less
than one-fourth the time required to teach
the same subject orally. The average
grade attained by the visual group in the
first test was 64.76 per cent as compared
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with 61.5 per cent made by the oral
groups — that is to say, the visual gain
was 3.26 per cent. In the second test the
variation between oral and visual scores
is even greater. The average grade of
63.9 per cent made by the visual group
is a gain of 4.1 per cent over the averoral. age grade of 59.5 per cent made by the
It will be seen that in the second or
memory test the visual gain was greater
than the visual gain in the first test,
which indicates that the children who
were taught visually retained more than
the children who were taught orally.

*

*

*

IT is very easy in these days to locate
and to explain the causes of youthful
delinquency. One need no longer
make research into the problems of heredity and environment. All that one needs
to do is to point dramatically to the motion picture. According to Rowland C.
Sheldon, general secretary for the Big
Brother Movement, who writes in THE
BOOKMAN for May on Moving Pictures,
Books and Child Crime, the cinema, with
its flamboyant posters and unwholesome
themes is causing more trouble than all
other trouble makers put together. Mr.
Sheldon declares most vehemently that
"even books of the brand of Nick Carter
cannot carry the words necessary to describe adequately the present movie
scenes of hatred, cruelty, debauchery,
crime and passion. The words would be
unprintable." So sweeping a statement
may, of course, be questioned and its very
vigor lays its author open to the possibility of being considered unfairly biased
and partial, his opinion being thus accordingly invalidated.
Mr. Sheldon supports his argument
with statements made by delinquent boys
whom he visited in reformatories and
other corrective institutions. One boy
stole because he felt certain that his observation of films dealing with crime had
taught him just where the criminal made
the mistake that landed him in the hands
of the law and that improving upon these
cinematic methods he could operate with
perfect safety. Another lad blamed scenes
of western holdups, admitting that the
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bandits were examples of superlative
manhood and that to imitate their exploits was the supreme ideal for small
boys. Others gave similar testimony,
though one boy reluctant to relinquish all
contact will) the screen, held that one
could go to the movies once a week with
impunity.
The difficulty with these adolescent
boys was that they saw only the excitement and thrill attendant upon lives of
violence. If the film showed the culprit
languishing in his cell, they failed to
realize that his immurement was the
logical consequence of his misdeeds, the
stamp of society's disapproval of his
course. The boys saw merely the result
of an unfortunate miscalculation on his
part. This is one Of the many reasons
why pictures dealing with the under
world and its violations of law are injurious for the young, says Mr. Sheldon.
After making such a wholesale condemnation of the cinema and its evil influence, Mr. Sheldon weakens the force
of his contention by declaring that "no
one can remember more than the title of
a picture seen over a year ago. There
seems to be no lasting effect for either
good or bad." It is difficult to conceive
just how anything that does not make a
permanent impression can be so utterly
vicious in its influence.

*

*

*
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THERE has been for some time
regular annual exchange of professors between individual universities
in France and America in regular academic fields, such as literature, history,
law, fine arts, economics, etc., but there
has never been, as yet, any such exchange
in engineering or applied science. These
subjects are taught in Prance under special faculties, not included in existing
exchanges with America. Furthermore,
the French methods of teaching these subjects are unlike our American methods,
for various reasons, based on the history,
traditions and sociology of the two countries. The great war emphasized the importance of engineering in production and
distribution, and the many ties of friendship which bind us to France depend, in
various ways, upon applied science.
It

I'.iu CATION
should therefore, be to the mutual advantage of France and America to become better acquainted with each other's
ideals and viewpoints, in the study and
in the teaching of these great groups of
subjects.
With these purposes in mind, the late
Dr. R. C. Maclaurin, in 1919, as President
of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, consulted the presidents of six
universities oh or near the Atlantic seaboard, as to whether they deemed it
desirable to cooperate in such a joint exchange of professors with France, on a
plan definitely outlined. Their replies
being very favorable to the project, a committee was appointed, with one member
from each of the seven institutions, to
report on the plan, and on methods of
carrying it into effect. The committee
met in December, 1919, and ratified the
cooperative plan with some few modifications. The present president of the committee is Director Russell H. Chittenden
of Yale, and its secretary, Dean J. B.
Whitehead, of Johns Hopkins.
• Since the Institute of International
Education in New York, concerns itself
with the interchange of college students
and teachers from all parts of the world,
the committee requested the Institute's
director, Dr. Stephen P. Duggan, to undertake the negotiations between the committee and the French University Administration. The result has been that the
French Administration responded very
cordially to the offer for the annual exchange of professors. The French have
selected, for their first representative,
Professor J. Cavalier, rector of the University of Toulouse, and a well known
authority on metallurgical chemistry, to
come to America this fall, and to divide
his time during the ensuing academic
year, among the seven cooperating institutions, namely, Columbia, Cornell, Harvard, Johns Hopkins, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Pennsylvania and
Yale. Although it would have been impracticable to have included a larger
number than seven in the American plan,
yet it is hoped that other institutions may
also derive benefit from the incoming
French professor's visit.
The American universities have selected
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as their outgoing representative for the
same first year (1921-1922), Dr. A. E.
Kennelly, professor of electrical engineering at Harvard University and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
If the plan continues to operate as favorably as it has commenced, there should
not only be a steady annual exchange of
professors, in these various branches of
applied science, but also a steady interchange of advanced students between
France and America, in these same fields,
to the increase of mutual study, mutual
teaching and mutual friendship.
rriHE itinerant trader has always been
a bearer of news, but we are now
becoming familiar with a new kind
of peddler, whose pack contains new ideas
and useful information, not goods. He
goes about the country representing departments of national and state government and private organizations. His
trade is in the interest of better citizenship and health, not profits. The activities of these peddlers have been described
in a book issued by the Russell Sage
Foundation under the title of "Traveling
Publicity Campaigns," with a sub-title,
"Educational Tours of Railroad Trains
and Motor Vehicles," by Mary Swain
Routzahn. The mode of traveling has
progressed from wagons to trains and
from trains to motor trucks. The wares
are helps to better crops, better homes,
better health. Accounts of some 130 educational tours by train, auto truck, motorcycle, trolley car, wagon and even by
house boat are drawn upon in assembling
this review of a comparatively new
method of education and publicity. The
appendix includes concise information on
all of these tours.
According to responses to an inquiry
widely sent out, traveling motion picture
shows dealing with health and other subjects, traveling dispensaries and tours
demonstrating the adaptability of trucks
and thus advertising trucks themselves
are the chief educational uses of motor
vehicles. Demonstration trains have been
employed for a number of years to carry
on educational and organization work by
state agricultural colleges, departments of
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health and private state organizations,
with the cooperation of the railroads.
Accounts of some typical traveling campaigns are combined with suggestions on
the various factors that enter into the
success of an educational tour. The book
'is plentifully illustrated with photographs
showing how some of the trains and
trucks are fitted up with displays and
equipment for demonstrations. Some of
the technical problems of arranging and
displaying exhibits to advantage in car
interiors are pointed out and illustrated.
The importance of good advance work in
arousing interests in the coming of the
train or truck is discussed in some detail.
The program of events of each stop, the
planning of itineraries and finally the follow-up work to make sure that results
are obtained are all given a considerable
amount of space.
The two chief advantages of the educational tour as a publicity method are seen
to be, first, in bringing before scattered
audiences (often in out-of-the-way rural
districts) well-equipped speakers and
good graphic material otherwise prohibitively expensive; and, second, the news
interest attendant upon the visit of the
train to a town. This form of publicity
cannot, of course, be well applied in campaigns which require the dissemination
of information over large reaches of territory at practically the same time; but
it is undoubtedly the quickest way of
displaying the same objects to a number
of communities.
"Traveling Publicity Campaigns," by
Mary Swain Routzahn. New York: Russell Sage Foundation. 1920. 19 illustrations. Bibliography. Reference Lists of
Train, Truck, Trolley and Other Traveling Campaigns. Price $1.50 net.
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IFICtANT
SIGNinteres
may be
in visual
seen in the two following documents
emanating from that arch-conservative
among conservative states, Massachusetts.
The seventh annual . conference of
Massachusetts school superintendents,
which met at the State Normal school at
Framingham on May 11-13, passed the
following resolution:
BE IT RESOLVED, By the school sup-
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rrintendents assembled in conference on
the subject of visual education that this
group hereby expresses its belief that the
motion picture can be made a useful and
important factor in education, and that
the Chairman of this meeting shall appoint a Committee to investigate the
present status of visual education in
Massachusetts, and to further the development of visual education within the
Commonwealth by means of whatever
special reports it may care to issue to the
superintendents of our various towns, and
by assisting in securing whatever legislation it may seem, to the Committee is
wise and desirable to facilitate the showing of motion pictures in the public
schools.
A committee was appointed at this conference for the purpose of inquiring into
the status of visual education in the state
and recommending some plan for using
more widely and successfully this form
of instruction throughout the schools of
the state. A questionnaire will be circulated immediately and complete data
gathered from all the schools in the state.
The Committee asserts that the State
laws of Massachusetts regarding the use
of motion picture machines are perhaps
the most stringent of any in the country
and it is hoped that the work of the committee will go far toward remedying the
situation to the great advantage of the
educational cause everywhere.

*

*

*

(LonE TEACHE
{{rnH
for MayRS'
I don)
4th, WORLD"
makes note
of
-*" an interesting experiment with
educational moving pictures recently conducted in a group of English public
schools. The account itself, as well as
the writer's frank admission, shows that
England is far behind this country, Germany and others in the development of
visual education, but that its interest and
belief in the movement are great enough
to insure rapid progress. This was by
no means the first time such an experiment was made in England, but it was
one of a few conducted with scientific
exactness that the writer had the opportunity to follow closely.
As a very small number of schools in
England are equipped with the apparatus
needed for moving pictures, the Barking
Educational Authority hired a local picture house and arranged for the pupils

to attend in organized groups and at certain specified times. The pictures were
carefully selected, skilled lecturers were
provided, and definite results made the
aim of every phase of the experiment.
Films that bore on the ordinary curriculum were chosen and information
concerning them was circulated in advance throughout the schools so that the
pupils would be prepared for the showing
and more able to bring their knowledge
into proper relation with what they were
to see. Nature-study, geography, various
industrial processes, such as the building
of a locomotive, experiments showing the
action of a magnet, and several stories
important in English literature were the
subjects of the pictures.
Throughout the program, the pupils
gave rapt attention, to the pictures and
in the opinion of all who had to do with
the experiment a striking success was
achieved. As a consequence, the TEACHERS' WORLD is anxious to encourage further tests of this sort in order that the
movement to equip the schools and colleges of England with moving picture apparatus may be accelerated.
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educational authorities are much exercised over the deleterious influence of
many moving pictures on the child mind,
and shrewdly suggests that instead of
wasting time in "pious protest" these
same educationists would do well to try
controlling the development of films for
children and to utilize the cinematograph
as a medium of visual education. Such
efforts would result in the creation of a
demand for wholesome pictures that afford instruction as well as recreation.
"The case of the printed book is analagous," says the writer, "and does not the
cure for depravity of taste in literature
lie in the study and appreciation of good

books?"
/^ ENSORSHIP
I , significance
controversy
and frequence of

is a matter of so much
and of so much bitter
that the very violence
its mention may lead
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a reader into thinking that it is the most
vital question that has yet appeared in
the history of the world. Consequently
it is refreshing to find someone writing
on the subject in such a jocular vein as
does Heywood Broun in an article entitled "Censoring the Censor" to be found
in THE BOOKMAN for May.
To begin with, Mr. Broun declares that
there are three possible positions to be
taken in regard to censorship. First, it
is quite natural to believe that the wisest
man in the world is able to undertake
the duty. If that suggestion does not
meet with approval, a series of average
men might be procured to perform the
unwelcome and ungrateful task. The
third possibility is that of abolishing
censorship which is what will eventually
come to pass. It seems that the wisest
man lives in Europe and is much too old
and too busy to bother about coming to
America to censor our motion pictures.
As for the second possibility — there is
no such thing as an average man and
thus that proposition is automatically
eliminated. Moreover, supposing that
there were an average man, the use of
him in censorship would necessitate sacrifices to persuasive seductions of immorality, adanger to which we have no
right to expose the susceptible average
man.
Regarding present censorship, Mr.
Broun feels that even with authority behind him, no bland person can say convincingly that what he has seen or read
is unfit to be seen or read by any other
person. There is always the strong feeling that if he can stand it, you can too.
Very good men are permanently disqualified for such a position because of their
high morality. Censorship should never
rest upon the guesswork of men so
staunch in morals, that they are obviously
of distant kin to the rest of humanity.
A censor must be a man — not too good —
who understands all people and all things
in a Shakespearean manner and who is
capable of being blasted for the sins of
his people.
In concluding his argument, the author states that after censorship is abol-
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ished, a strong and able censorship will
immediately arise, consisting of the playgoing and reading public. The American
people, he believes, are essentially clean
minded and are not "rarin" to get dirty
books and plays.
* * *
come so
have
pictures
ONly that
MOTIquick
we have
not yet fully
realized their value, says the
SOUTHERN SCHOOL WORLD in the
May issue. The geology student has access to laboratories and fields, the engineer to industrial plants, the artist to
galleries, but he who would learn may
widen his range still further through
films that bring similar knowledge from
all parts of the earth. The original idea
was that learning was for the aristocracy and it was made difficult and expensive, but now that democracy is the
ideal, education should be made easy of
attainment.

A student's readiness in learning, the
writer maintains, is largely dependent
upon his ability to visualize from spoken
or written words. As pictured knowledge
is previsualized knowledge, it is understood at once and interpreted alike by all.
It is, in fact, "the only universal lanIt is not stated at all that motion pictures will supersede other approved
guage."
means of teaching but rather supplement
and aid. In other words, "... The typewriter has not stopped pen writing, but
it greatly facilitates communication. The
telephone has not made the mails useless,
but it has extended immeasurably our
opportunities for social and business intercourse. People still walk, but the automobile has widened the individual's circle of activity, usefulness and enjoyment."
* * *

at some time or
everyone, ted
doubt
NO other
, has
on the mirreflec
acle of the motion picture and wondered what men a hundred years, or centuries ago, would have thought of such
a sight if it could have been brought
before their eyes. A stone-age man, for
instance, untouched by any of the civilization we know, ignorant of all machinery and of science — what would he say
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or do, suddenly confronted
by a living
picture?
It was just the lure of this question
which led Martin Johnson to a cannibal
island of the New Hebrides where he
risked his life to take moving pictures
of the savages and then later returned to
show them what he had done. On the
second trip he found the tribesmen more
friendly, but besides a portable projector
and the desired films, he was amply supplied with firearms for protection and
candy, tobacco, beads and calico for gifts.
The company consisted of his wife, two
or three experienced tropical guides and
an armed body guard of negro youths.
The experiences he had in showing the
moving pictures to these savages in the
stone-age period of civilization is the subject of a fascinating article by Mr. Johnson in the May issue of ASIA entitled
"The Cannibals at the Movies"
The chief of the tribe remembered Mr.
Johnson and his wife and seemed disposed
to be friendly and trustful, but the fierce
aspect of his warriors, their old-fashioned
but well-cared for guns, and the horrible
evidences here and there of recent cannibalism were not calculated to put the visitors at ease. Besides, the savages were
at first very reluctant to group themselves
any place or look at anything. By means
of an interpreter, however, who understood a little of the island's queer speech
and less English, and by generous gifts
of tobacco and promises of more, the
dauntless exhibitor finally induced the
savages to come down to the beach and
when nightfall came the screen and projector were made ready. Mrs. Johnson
led the old chief to an advantageous place
before the screen and sat down fearlessly
with him. This reassured the men and
they sat down quietly. Not having any
idea what they might do when the pictures began, however, Mr. Johnson stationed his armed guard inconspicuously
near so that any sort of violence could be
easily checked.
First a picture of Mrs. Johnson, whom
they called "Osa" or "White Mary" was
flashed before them. They recognized her
at once and cried out "Osa! Osa!" with the
spontaneous
delight of children.
Then

the chief himself with his majestic walk
crossed the patch of light and they burst
into shouts of pleasure. The chief himself seemed almost awed at this mysterious sight of himself and even evinced a
mild curiosity as to how it was done.
The pictures of the tribesmen themselves
produced shouts of mirth as they recognized each other, scarcely changed at all
in the two years that had elapsed. One
man had died in the meantime and when
his fellows saw him live again, they
were touched with wonderment, saying
that the white man could even bring the
dead to life.
When pictures of civilized countries
were shown to them, however — skyscrapers, steam ships, automobiles and the immense crowds of busy streets in London
and New York the black men were less
comprehending. The chief said he had
no idea there were so many white people
in the world and asked Mr. Johnson if
the island from whence he came were
not larger than Malekula. There was no
demonstration of hostility toward the entertainment which had afforded these poor
savages so much hearty laughter and new
sights — nor any evidence of gratitude. As
soon as the showing was over they
crowded up greedily for the tobacco which
was promised to them for coming to see
the pictures!
* * *
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movies, and especially American
movies, is made in an article entitled
"The Influence of the Einematograph
upon National Life" by Arthur Weigall
in the April number of the NINETEENTH CENTURY. It is addressed to
that large part of the British intellectual
public which never goes to see a photoplay, ignoring it as a thing beneath the
attention of persons of culture. Yet what
they choose not to consider is a means
of publicity and influence such as the
world has never before seen. Compared
to the newspaper, a "best-seller" novel,
or a successful play, the power of the
movie is like that of a mammoth beside
a mouse.
A

That thousands daily and regularly expose themselves to the influence of the
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moving picture, none can deny. The
facts are before us all. But many do
not believe that the pictures viewed have
any large or permanent effect on the
masses of the people. Mr. Weigall disagrees with this opinion on the ground
that what we term "racial character" is
very largely a matter of fashion and,
therefore, not immune from change. The
British pride themselves on certain characteristics, such as clean-minedness, honesty in public life, and respect for law
and order. They love sports for their
own sake and insist upon fair play. Honesty is an expected quality, taken for
granted among decent people, and not a
rare virtue to be rewarded with money
and praise. They despise boasting and
heroics to an extent not quite appreciated
by Americans. Yet England was not always so. These virtues, which seem so
deeply a part of the race, are but the result of centuries of struggle, of changing
ideals — of "fashion," if you will. Therefore, they may be held for future generations, or they may be changed and lost.
Most of the moving pictures exhibited
in England are made in America — that
is, by a comparatively small group of men
in the western part of the United States
who are by no means typical of the best
in our country. Their philosophy of life,
their manners and morals are stamped
with magic force of the kinematograph
and scattered over the earth for millions
to see. Not all American films are bad,
says Mr. Weigall, but most of them are
vaguely corrupt and can hardly be considered exponents of what is valued as
highest in the British character. For
example, honesty is so overpraised and
the integrity of characters obviously influential is so calmly discussed pro and
con that this virtue would seem to be
exceptional in anyone. Policemen are
generally such bullies that the sympathy
of the audience is with the rascal who
can outwit them; "clean sports" are
much talked about, but seldom realized
in the British sense; while heredity is a
fact often completely ignored — as when
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a reformed burglar is allowed to marry
the heroine and be accepted by respectable society.
The writer's conclusions are that "The
photoplay can be a highly artistic performance, and in it certain aspects of human character can be studied and presented with a clarity unsurpassed upon
the theatrical stage," and that the opportunity of the motion picture should be
saved and made to serve the best by increased English production and intelligent censorship.

r knows how much it
teache
EVERY
helps to
create interest and really
to remedy individual defects if the
pupils are trained and allowed to grade
their own efforts. A series of ''Measuring
Standard Tablets'' prepared by Dr. Prank
N. Freeman of the University of Chicago, and others, and put out by the
Dobson-Evans Company, provides just
such help in the teaching of penmanship
in the grades. Instead of displaying one
flawless copy these tablets visualize very
definitely by means of many examples
progressive standards in writing for the
pupil's continuous guide. For instance,
beginning with the second grade and running up to the eighth, there are samples
of actual writing done by children which
are graded 55 percent, 65 percent, 75 percent, 85 percent and 95 percent so that
the pupil may compare his work with
these from the very start and keep track
of his advancement.
A "Handwriting Score Sheet" is included for the teacher so that she may
keep with great ease a complete record
of grades for each pupil for ten months.
The sheets showing the samples of
handwriting are attached conveniently to
pads of paper which in size and appearance are very much like any other tablet
of paper which a pupil would buy for his
exercises. The quality of paper provided
for the more advanced divisions is of a
better grade than that for the beginner
and may be used with pen and ink if so
desired.-

FILMS VIEWED
SENTIMENTAL

AND REVIEWED
uniformly successful. His large eyes,
amazingly wide apart, are capable of various expressions such as humor and even
a poetic wistfulness very much a part of
the little hero, but the real Tommy created by Mr. Barrie, Tommy of infinite
whimsies, of everlasting doubts and pretenses and indecisions that only make
him more lovable — where is he? Of
course, it is easy to say. The charm of
Tommy Sandys, the things that make him
one of the unforgettable creations of literature are products of Barrie's genius,
elusive, and delicate as the fairies of
Peter Pan, but real as life itself. Bereft
of the magic of the author's own words,
Tommy is truly "not all there," but a
sort of half-creature, given to odd moods
and sudden, inexplicable changes of purpose which must surely mystify the many
unacquainted with the books. The dear lad
never once "comes through" clearly and
wholly — he just peeps in now and then,
when in a relaxed moment Mr. Hughes
fixes his gaze on a slightly raised distance and lets a very natural look, an
eternal look of youth and fairy-land glimmer in his enormous eyes. That could be
the real Tommy, but unfortunately it is
not for long.

TOMMY

J. M. Barrie's charming story of the
whimsical lad whose imagination ran
away with him and whose sentimental
nature played havoc with his own life
and others, has been done on the screen
under the same title as the two novels,
SENTIMENTAL TOMMY and TOMMY
AND GRIZEL. If one has read these
books with appreciation, it is most satisfying to see the quaint village of
Thrums artistically reproduced,- to discover the old characters so well impersonated that they may be recognized without an introduction, and to review some
of the most dramatic moments in the
lives of Tommy and Grizel.
Considerable time and study and talent, we are told, were spent on the creation of the sets for this play and we
can have no doubt of it after seeing the
picture. The low, thatched cottages, the
winding roads and leafy lanes are notably real and true to Scottish life. The
neat, scrubbed-looking interiors are also
a satisfaction to the eye and form just
the simple background that the story
demands.
Grizel's mother, "The Painted Lady,"
is a fair, frail creature and quite mad
from brooding over the lover who loved
and never returned. She fancies that

Old Dr. MacQueen is Scotchy enough
and quite delightful. Grizel, in the person of Miss May McAvoy is innocentlooking and young and pretty, but considerably more given to anger and petulancy than the book as a whole lets one
believe. Furthermore, her delineation of

every man she sees is Grizel's father returning and it is in the picturing of that
one pathetic obsession of the ostracized
woman that Mable Taliaferro and the art
of the cinema are at their best. By
means of a double exposure, we see as
with her own deluded eyes for an instant the bonny face of the lover long
expected. And he is welcome, but for
the fierce, protective instinct of little
Grizel who stands between him and her
mother. As she faces him in defiance
and tears, the lovable image fades and
the vicious face of a village husband
stands out coarsely and as it is. "Why
do I cry?" she demands of him. "You
know, but I don't. Tell me!" And the
man, unable to reply, departs in shame.
Gareth Hughes who takes the part of
Tommy has a harder task and is not

incipient madness, the tragic "slipping
into the shadows" is much less effective
than Miss Taliaferro's work; it is less
restrained and sure.
The faults of this play, however, are
certainly more excusable than the shortcomings of most of the dramatizations of
literary works one sees in moving pictures. Barrie's plots may be transferred
to the screen successfully, for they are
good plots, full of action which lends
itself to pantomine, but Barrie's characters— their intensely human, faulty,
lovable, innocent souls seem to depend
on Barrie's words.
Until producers are
32
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found who are masterly in the art of the
camera, until screen actors are far more
subtle and fine than they are now, and
writers of titles are inspired, his creations will receive only half justice. We
can, however, commend the producers for
a sincere effort which has brought forth
a picture well worth seeing in spite of its
imperfections. Even if it were not a
story by Barrie, it would be valuable because of its picture of Scottish life and
for the beauty and sincerity of the characters.
Released by Famous Players-Lasky.
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reported to have traveled in the year 1093
from town to town in northern Italy,
accompanied by a somnambulist, Cesare.
Using his hypnotic influence, this charlatan compelled his unhappy associate to
commit many atrocious crimes, concealing
his absence on these unholy errands, and
diverting suspicion by means of a dummy
figure placed in the cabinet. So finely
maintained is the suspense, that not until
the end does the optience fully comprehend that the sinister plotting and grim
murders of the modern Dr. Caligari never
existed except in the wild maunderings of
* * *
the insane man.
To preserve an atmosphere of unreality,
POE on the screen! An impossibility
some would say! It is difficult, in- and grotesqueness, to create a background
deed, to imprison in concrete and
and settings that suggest the vague, distorted, shifting images of a disordered
substantial photography the bizarre phantasies and insanely beautiful images of the
mind, to suggest the fleeting, fragmentary
impressions of an unhappy dream — to do
poet's conception. Yet that thing has just
been achieved in a continental film but
all this successfully requires a high type
of genius in the producer. Reality is
recently come to these shores — "THE
concrete and may be easily pictured;
CABINET OF DR. CALIGARI"— a film
phantasy is ephemeral and does not
which, although produced on foreign soil
readily lend itself to visualization. To film
and by a German director, is so strangely
similar to Poe's creations, both in content , a mad dream so that it is dream-like and
and treatment, that it might well be his.
to keep the consequent incongruities conFor this reason there will be many who
sistently and logically incongruous requires the touch of a genius.
will not enjoy this picture. There will
This effect has been achieved, however,
be those who won't even understand what
it is about and these individuals will be by the use of impressionistic backgrounds
the loudest in expressing their unfeigned
— backgrounds that are so new and
startling a form of art that discussion of
disapproval and condemnation. It is not
them
requires expansion of the ordinary
na
e
school, for instanc —
for the Pollyan
vocabulary of screen criticism. Eccentric,
nor for those who insist on the "happy
converging lines and geometric figures,
ending" principle and regard literature
distorted and misshapen, are used to rein the nature of an after dinner confecflect the maods of the actors and to create
tion— nor for those to whom Poe might
be the name of an Aztec god, for all the
and embody in themselves the dominant
literary significance it possesses for them.
motive of the scene. Angles become almost sentient things and the actors whose
The power and appeal of this picture will
gestures tend to follow the lines of the
depend largely on the mental equipment
the viewer brings with him. He may
backgrounds, seem at times to melt into
even measure, with a fair degree of ac- the contours in the confused capricious
curacy, his own intellectual breadth by manner of a dream. Draperies fall into
his reaction to "The Cabinet of Dr. Calisuperbly unclassic folds; and each posture of the players is so artistically beaugari."
The plot of the picture, which is based
tiful that it is deserving of the possible
upon the delirious fancies of a madman
immortality conferred by the film. Memconfined in an insane asylum, is most
ory harbors the images of the narrow,
unusual. His diseased mind confounds
tortuous street which suggests immediately the unholy and supernatural; the
the head of the institution with a legendary monk, Dr. Caligari by name, who is ghastly ghoul-like face of somnambulist;
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the crazy mirth of the street fair; the
manacled prisoner in the gloomy center
of his converging cell; and the vista in
the study of Dr. Somnow which ends with
the sight of his malevolent face raised
from his dusty tomes. (A point that
continually impresses itself upon the attention is the fact that so much effect
was obtained at an apparently small sum
compared with the lavish amounts which
American producers spend upon a single
scene.)
The characters move like shadows
through their shadowy surroundings.
Their restraint is admirable; they suggest more by silence and immobility and
pantomime than average casts achieve by
any number of emotional outbursts. One
of the most remarkable things about the
entire production is the feeling of a continual stillness. The silken draperies
move, but you are certain that they do
not rustle; the police pursue the murderer but their feet make no clatter in
the winding street; the mouths of witnesses move fast and furiously in giving
their evidence, but their voices are inaudible. One feels that the picture is no
more silent than was the original scene.
THE CABINET OF DR. CALIGARI is
an extraordinary achievement. It is not
of the type that one would care to see too
frequently, for it is heavy and repetition
of such material would become exceedingly depressing. But it stands as one of
the few great productions of the screen
so far.
Released by Goldwyn Exchanges.

IN addition to presenting material of
literary and artistic significance, it is
to be one of the functions of the moving picture to recreate the past and to
make the acquisition of historical information swift, painless and permanent.
One of the most widely exploited pictures that has been recently put before
the public can justly lay claim to recognition because of its valuable historical
background. This picture is BOB HAMPTON OF PLACER, a Marshall Neilan production based on the novel of the same
name by Randall Parrish. The novel,
itself, makes no pretensions beyond the

Edi c \tjo\
fact that it is a vivid, romantic story and
furnishes good entertainment for an hour.
Since it is fortunate, however, to have
as a historical background one of the
most picturesque and important events in
the late period of westward expansion, its
cinematic edition deserves discussion and
and what the director no doubt considered the least consequential matter involved— namely, its historical significance
— is what will make the picture for many
people.
It is less than fifty years ago that Custer's devoted force was wiped out by Sitting Bull and his painted hordes of Sioux
warriors, but so swiftly does time rush
on apace that this event, one of the most
dramatic in the conquest of the wilderness, is lost in obscurity and many do not
even know that such a battle occurred.
It is the opportunity of this film to visualize this battle for your startled eyes
in vivid and comprehensive form. Marshall Neilan, who is most skillful in presenting rapid and forceful action, spares
nothing to make this pictorial effort conform in every detail with the original
tragedy. You are made to suffer a sickening suspense which resolves itself
gradually into an agonized certainty of
impending disaster as you see Custer and
his gallant men march into deadly ambush. Brave men die together as the
circling Indians draw nearer and nearer
until finally the uneven struggle ends and
nothing remains but silence and immovable forms to await the regiment which
comes too late. In vividness this
scene compares well with the massacre
of Fort William Henry in the Last of
the Mohicans, although it lacks the subtlety and finesse in treatment that Tourneur always bestows upon his productions.
The picture does more, however, than
present a single salient event. It catches
the spirit of the great westward expansion and makes very real for you the
glamor and romance of the days when
prairie schooners rolled over the vast
plains and men and women resolutely
faced privation and countless unknown
dangers to help open a country of inexhaustible resources and opportunities.
(Concluded on page 52)

THE FILM FIELD
THE
number of "educational films" produced by the professional motionpicture companies is increasing, and the quality is steadily improving. We
shall list fifty to one hundred each month. Any exchange or producer listed
in this department will gladly send full information on their service in general
or on any particular film.
In general, films should be viewed by qualified judges before
school children.
HOW TO USE THESE LISTS
Select titles which interest you from the List of Films.
xote the bracketed name or names following the title.

shown

to

The names printed in Italics are Exchanges; address of the branch
nearest you will be found in the Reference List of Commercial
Film Exchanges (beginning on page 37.)
The names printed in Eoman are Producers; address will be found
under Eeference List of Producers (page 37.)
Always

write

to the

ducer EOR FULL

Exchange

when

INFORMATION,

given — otherwise
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LIST OF FILMS
(In offering these selections, Visual Education in no way guarantees the value
or suitability of the films. This can be done only when we have personally viewed
the picture. The list represents merely the most careful choice possible to make
from data given out by the producing companies. Only the films reviewed by our
staff under the department "Films Viewed and Reviewed" should be considered as
having Visual Education's recommendation, qualified or unqualified, as the case
may be.)
All entries are 1 reel (1,000 ft.) in length unless ^otherwise specified.
TRAVELOGUES AND SCEXICS
.^^^^^^
^ .„
^^ . ^.^.r-,
,.„
PRESENT - DAT
PRAGUE
Holmes).
(Famous Players-Lasky.) (Burton
This old
Bohemian
stronghold is most rich in stories
and associations of the past, but equally interesting
its people
today
to whom
most
of theare footage
of thisof reel
is devoted.
MONTE
CARLO
(Burton
Holmes.)
(Famous Players-Lasky) . The meticulous Prince
of
Monaco,
himself,'
would
be
satisfied
with
this reel that shows the streets circling the
blue water of the bay and climbing the steep
ascents of his beautiful city.
The wonderful
buildings where money so easily slips from
the grasp
of the owner
are shown you m
mucn detail.
CONSTANTINOPLE AND
THE
GALATA
BRIDGE
(Burton Holmes).
{Famous Players-Lasky.)
The
throngs
that
cross
this
bridge look as if they might just have scattered from the Tower of Babel — French Senegalese, negro troops, British Ghurkhas, Italian carbinieri,
natives — all races
pass
in
steady and varied stream, and the mosque in
the background looks impassively down.
BEAUTIFUL
OASIS (BurtonBISKRA,
Holmes). THE
(Famous
Players-Lasky).
Any
oasis is beautiful nowadays, of course, but
IF YOU

SAW
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this oasis is a strange
old city in the Algerian
desert
with
quaint
buildings
and
*ambling
ausky
streets
that
harbor
most
extraordinary folk
* A
„*_'.,qq
m+tm
Ho1me?)
(Fa^ot*
Plavlrs-Laskv \
The
f^iliand
fflthis We'st
Indies furnishes of TaU?
the material&e for
brief
cinematic epic.
Weird
shrines and temples
vie with harvest
scenes in attracting
your
attention.
The
censor
scenes of cock fight and ofsuggests
nudity bethatcut. the

THE
PHILIPPINE
FUTURITY
(Chester
outing).
(E due. Films
Corp.)
The water
buffalo
0f the Asiatic
species
is no longer
wild and savage but in a subdued and domesticated state works and works and then
races to give wild diversion to the natives.
THE
RED
TRAIL'S
END
(Chester
Outing).
(Educ. Films Corp.)
The end of the
red trail is found
on more
in blood
and
blazing
cabins
but in a peaceful
little viilage of quiet puebloes where the Indians live
simply under the shadows of the giant mesa,
FALLING
WATERS
(Bruce
Scenic),
(Educ.
Films
Corp.)
This historv
of the
journey
of a a drop
of water
to
ocean forms
pictorial
lyric from
fit to"cloud
inspire
a modern Shelley.
PLEASE

SAY

SO
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THE MERRY LITTLE PUT-PUT (Bruce
Scenic). (Educ. Films Corp.) Three wise
men put out to sea but what happened to
them en route is the business of this entertaining Bruce Scenic.
PRIMITIVE LIFE IN TENNESSEE
(Kineto Co. of Amer.) The customs of these
mountaineers heed not the lapse of time.
These views made in the Tennessee mountains
reveal methods of living which were in vogue
in the Revolutionary period.
NATURALIST'S
Co.THE
of Amer.)
This filmPARADISE
was made (Kineto
under
the auspices of the Barbados-Antigua Expedition from the State University of Iowa
and shows the enterprising scientists obtaining specimens of insects and fish in and
about Pelican Island. An interesting and
informational reel.
YOSEMITE VALLEY (Ford Educ.) Federated Film Exchanges.) The first part of
this picture consists of diagrams showing
how this wonderful valley and the surrounding peaks have been cut out and ground
away by the terrific impact of the ice ; the
last half visualizes the stately scenes which
were analyzed in the first half. Dessert after
meat as it were.
HOW WILL YOU HAVE YOUR BATH
(Merit Film Corp.) Produced by Town and
Country Films, this reel answers its intimately interrogatory title by introducing the
old swimming hole. The art of diving is
analyzed with the aid of the slow motion
camera.
EXCURSIONS INTO EVERY LAND
(Merit Film Corp.) This particular excursion takes you into the Canadian Rockies
where the skyline is pierced by many majestic peaks and where big game lurks in the
dark recesses and the Indians live much as
they lived centuries ago.
AN INDIAN SUMMER. (Prizma.) If it
takes Indians to make an Indian summer,
here are Indians, and if it takes hills and
woods and lakes to make summer's farewell
perfect, here are all these things.
JAPAN, THE INDUSTRIOUS (Beseler).
Many little industries all controlled by a oneman corporation are shown here, proving
that the title is accurately applied.
TULUGI. (Robertson-Cole.) Since the
very name South Seas carries with it the
mystery of tropical skies and languorous
waters, this South Sea travel picture ought
to prove fascinating. *
A DAY IN THE SHAKESPEARE COUNTRY (No. 101) (University of Wisconsin).
There is no more beautiful spot in all England than Stratford-on-Avon and its beauty
and its historical significance make it a
valuable film subject. In concluding, the reel
presents Cornwall, the English Riviera.
ESTES .PARK (No. 401) (University of
Wisconsin). Estes Park has long been a
Mecca for all those whom the Wanderlust
pulls westward. Any picture unfolding its
natural glories will perforce be interesting.
HISTORY, BIOLOGY AND THE
NATURAL
SCIENCES
WAS DARWIN RIGHT (Kineto Co. of
Amer.) We have an opinion but sometimes we rather hope not, even though this
intimate study of monkeys and their habits
demonstrates that the agile animals have
considerable personality of some kind or
other.
DEXTERITY AND MIMICRY OF INSECTS (Kineto Co. of Amer.) Many insects make their cinematic debut in this reel
— the fly is starred as a juggler, and the
centipede, scorpion, caterpillar, ant, grasshopper with many others are portrayed in
their home surroundings. The reel is most
clever and informational.
THE ANIMALS
(Kineto tree
Co.
of LET'S
Amer.)SEEAfrican
lions, Madagascar
boa, lizard, Mongolian wild horse, rat, curlew,
hippopotamus,
Malayan tapir, alligator and

other elegant and unusual beasts make an
involuntary appearance in this reel. To
enumerate them all would require the guest
register of the Ark.
THE BEAVER PREPARES FOR THE
WINTER. (Educ. Films Corp.) The beaver
is as industrious in preparing to meet the
inclemency
of the winter's
ever the indefatigable
ant of winds
yore. as was
WILDERNESS FRIENDS. (Educ. Films
Corp.)
was made
in co-operation withThis
the picture
conservation
committee
of the
state of New York and is a successful attempt to give recognition to silent and little
appreciated citizens of the state.
PLANTS WHICH EAT (Beseler). At first
thought this title does not seem startling
but you will be convinced at the end of
this reel, that a plant which eats and which
has nerves is a most noteworthy thing.
ANALYSIS OF MOTION (Beseler). The
ascent of a jet of water and the contact
of a ball with it are analyzed with the ultra
rapid camera. A bullet projected from the
left strikes the ball and throws it from the
jet which reforms in curious undulations.
It is a case of making clear just what the
eye sees and just what th i eye does not see
in rapid motion.
LEADING A DOG'S LIFE (Merit Films
Corp.) A picture of dogs and dogs and then
some more dogs ; there is slow motion photography of police dogs in action.
THE STORY OF WHITE PINE (Bureau
of Plant Industry). (V. S. Dept. of Agric.)
A pictorial narrative of what happens to
white pine from the time it leaves the forest
to the time it becomes a finished product, including special reference to second growth,
nursery planting and the white pine blister
rust,
a
serious disease introduced from
Europe.
SAFEGUARDING THE CITRUS FRUIT
(Bureau of Entomology). (U. S. Dept. of
Agric.)
fumigating citrus fruit Various
trees in methods
southern ofCalifornia.
A GRAIN OF WHEAT (Atlas Educational
Film Co.) A grain of wheat is rather a
small thing in itself, but taken with a million others of its kind forms an interesting
subject for a pictorial biography.
THE EARTH AND WORLDS BEYOND
(Society for Visual Education). A one-reel
animated summary of the cycles of day and
night and of the seasons which shows the
child clearly how the movements of the earth
and the moon cause these phenomena. The
reel also includes several views of the sun,
stars, and planets, taken through the largest
telescope in existence.
BREAKING THROUGH THE APPALACHIANS (Society for Visual Education).
After the trails had been established across
eastern mountains and the French menace
had been removed, settlers from the old
colonies braved the edict of King George and
started the "Westward movement" — the first
great expression of independent Americanism. This reel shows the first stage of that
movement, and by motion picture scenes indicates
of the obstacles these hardy pioneerssome
overcame.
RAILROADS IN UNITED STATES HISTORY (Society for Visual Education). The
harnessing of steam to push boats was soon
followed by its application to the task of
drawing stage-coaches on wooden tracks.
Such was the genesis of the great railway
freight and passenger service of the United
States of today. The main phases of tnis
development, and their importance in our
history, are visually emphasized in this reel.
INDUSTRIALS
MANUFACTURING OF PAPER (Atlas
Educ. Film Co.). It is most easy to tear up
paper, but it is not so simple to make it as
this reel well demonstrates.
SCHENECTADY WORKS (General Electric). A reel containing a number of inti-
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mate and comprehensive views of the largest
single electrical manufacturing plant in the
world.
GETTING THE MOST OUT OF COAL (U.
S. Bureau of Mines). Showing a wellequipped boiler plant where 75 to 80 per cent
of the heat in coal may be converted into
steam. Here are many profitable suggestions
for smaller plants.
GARY SCHOOL (Community Motion Picture Bureau). This film explains the working of the Gary plan in elementary training
which has for its basic principle the idea
that academic work, industrial work, and
play, are alike, the business of the school.
SUNSHINE GATHERERS. (Prizma.) The
sunshine gatherers in this case are the wonderful fruits and flowers of southern California. The House of the Franciscan Fathers at Del Monte is made the subject of much
excellent pictorial exploitation.
IN A MANILA WRAPPER (Burton
Holmes). (Famous Playe,rs-Lasky.) All the
different steps in the production of Philippine cigars.
WICKERWARE (Ford Weekly). (Federated Film Exchanges.) An entertaining
and informational trip through a factory
manufacturing wicker furniture.
TO SUIT MAN (Ford Weekly). (Federated Film Exchanges.) Does anything ever
do that? This reel is a personally conducted tour of a factory which produces
men's clothing.
THE STORY OF HAM (University of
Wisconsin). An industrial narrative that involves considerable anatomical interest.
THE PASSING OF THE BROOM (Y. M.
C. A.). The old order changes yielding place
to the new and the broom from its deserted
and dusty corner watches the vacuum cleaner
brazenly performing its familiar and cherished duties.
INDUSTRIAL
FILMS
PRODUCED
BY
COMMERCIAL
COMPANIES
(The industry pictured is indicated by the
firm name. Write direct to the company for
information. )
FRUIT DISPATCH CO., 17 Battery Place,
New York City.
HART, SCHAFFNER & MARX, New
York City.
UNITED SHOE MACHINERY CO., Boston, Mass.
AMERICAN TELEGRAPH & TELEPHONE CO., New York City.
NATIONAL LEAD CO., Ill Broadway,
New York City.
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER CO.,
Chicago, 111.
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CARNATION MILK CO., Seattle, Wash.
DALTON
cinnati, Ohio. ADDING MACHINE CO., CinWILLYS-OVERLAND CO., Toledo, Ohio.
RICHARDS PAPER CO., Lockland, Ohio.
CHASE
ton, Mass. & SANBORN COFFEE CO., BosNEW JERSEY ZINC CO., 160 Front St.,
New York City.
NEWS
WEEKLIES
AND
REVIEWS
PATHE REVIEW 102. (Pathe.) Pathecolor, Japanese
"An Afternoon
little
woman inwith
the Nanki-San,"
Park of Manya
Blossoms; scenes of New Hampshire and
the Connecticut River ; Novagraph, sea lions
diving for fish in New York Zoological Park.
"Her Hank formations
ofare made.
Hair," showing how transPATHE REVIEW 105. (Pathe.) Process
of rotogravure, turning out Sunday picture
section of New York Times ; Novagraph,
sea-gulls- in action, diversions of Coney
Islandkets;andcolor
workuses
showing
weaving
of basvarious
for straw
in Africa.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS 38. (Universal.) Naval Air Station, Hampton Roads,
Va. ; New York City, consecration of Dr.
Manning, new head of Episcopal diocese ;
Blaine, Wash., $160,000 worth of forbidden
fluid shipped as "furniture" seized on Pacific
Coast ; New York City, Mme. Curie arrives
from France ; Tetrazzini and Rosa Raisa sail
for Italy;
Brooklyn,
N. Y., cavalrymen
perform feats
of horsemanship
; Shanghai,
China, famine sufferers; London, England,
football game ; Boston, Mass., speed trials for
super-dreadnaught Tennessee.
KINOGRAMS 2039. (Educ. Films Corp.)
New York City, ship goes to sea manned
by strikebreakers; Paris, Mrs. Harry Payne
Whitney in her studio garden, exhibits in the
Paris salon of this talented New York sculptress ;San Francisco, children greet Luther
Biirbank on his birthday; New York City,
Salvation Army foundling home ; Col. Geo.
Harvey, new Ambassador to the Court of St.
James, sails on the Aquitania, also Justine
Johnston, the actress, Mr. and Mrs. Claude
Grahame-White (Ethel Levey), and Chick
Evans; Great Lakes Training Station, 111.,
Secretary of Navy Denby sees ' a fine new
crop
of "Gobs."
CHAS.
URBAN' S MOVIE CHAT 62
(Kineto Co. of Amer.). Scenes of Suez
Canal; Port Said, river life on the Nile,
scenes near Cairo, the great bridge Kasr-eNil; camels; unique sailboats; primitive
method of irrigation ; tombs of former rulers
of Egypt ; pyramids, sunset on the Nile.

Reference List of Commercial Film Exchanges
(Space prevents our reprinting lists in this issue.
to previous numbers for exchange addresses.)

Readers are referred

Reference List of Producers
Atlas Educational Film Co.,
Ill South Blvd., Oak Park, 111.
Beseler Educational Film Co.,
71 W. 23rd St., New York City.
Community Motion Picture Bureau,
46 W. 24th St., New York City.
General Electric Co.,
Schenectady, N. Y.
Kineto Company of America,
71 W. 23rd Ct, New York City.
IF YOU
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Merit Film Corporation,
126 W. 46th St., New York City.
Society for Visual Education,
806 W. Washington, Chicago, 111.
University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wis.
United States Bureau of Mines,
Washington, D. C.
Y. M. C. A. Motion Picture Bureau,
347 Madison Ave., New York City.
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WHAT

SCHOOL

SUPERINTENDENTS
THINK

J REGRET to say that we have not used
the system of visual instruction in our
schools in any organized way, but I have
made numerous investigations into the
merits of this system, and I am convinced
that they deserve the careful consideration of all school men.
J. H. Williams,
Abbeville, La.
VISUALIZATION is necessary in the
educational process. Anything that
can assist is valuable. We welcome diagrams, models, films when the actual cannot be presented and studied.
B. B. Jackson,
Minneapolis, Minn.
I INSTALLED the first motion picture
machine in any school along the Mississippi coast. I still conceive the value
of visual instruction by means of the
motion picture to be unlimited. A proper
collection of films seems about the only
thing necessary to make this form of instruction superlatively worthy.
R. V. Temming,
Chilfport, Miss.
T CANNOT express too emphatically my
■*- belief in this kind of education. It
has been too long neglected. "More
money for the Public Schools" is necessary to get it.
D. C. Hall,
Meridian, Miss.
T AM convinced of the great posibilities
J- of visual instruction by models, diagrams, pictures, slides and films. Through
the "windows of the soul" the normal
child will receive and retain impressions
more rapidly and more accurately.
J. Greenwood,
Seward, Neb.
T
Jof
is
is

I BELIEVE the agencies you mention
are of great value when used as a
means to instruct. We undoubtedly learn
more through the sense of sight than
through any other avenues. Hence the
importance of visualizing real objects
when possible, but since time and space
usually forbid we are compelled to turn
to the models and pictures of these objects. It is well to have a sufficient number of pictures, slides and films to
supplement the regular lesson. But care
should be taken that we subordinate
them properly so that they remain a
means to instruction and do not become
an end in themselves.
E. L. McKeown,
Carson City, Nev.
WE

use lantern slides, stereographs,
and films in our schools. We are
all ready to join in the assertion that
there is great educational value in the
use of any or all of these. They interest,
they clarify, they fix. We are going to
enlarge on this line of work.
A. H. Waterhouse,
Fremont, Nebr.
I FEEL that a great awakening may be
brought about in our schools by visual
instruction.
0. L. Cross,
Macon, Mo.
I AM glad to have this opportunity to
add my testimony to the increasing
number who are endorsing the campaign
for promoting visual education. Visual
instruction will enable educators to reach
a much larger field, including adults as
well as younger students.
L. C. Rhoades,
Raton, N. Mex.

DEEM visual instruction very imEXCEPTING the teacher, the use of
pictures and slides has done more to
portant when so many of the young
vitalize and make effective the teaching
today are "eye-minded." Particularly
this true at this time where experience :v.s of geography, history, English and science
than has any other agency.
generally perceived through this sense.
Arthur O. Smith,
Percy M. Hughes,
West Hoboken, N. J.
Syracuse, N. Y.
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THE public schools of Schenectady, N.
Y., are firm believers in visual instruction. Nearly every one of our 23 schools
has a stereopticon. We have two modern
motion picture machines. We are regular and constant users of slides, etc., from
the New York State Education's department of visual instruction.
E. R. Whitney,
Schenectady, N. Y.
THERE is a wonderful opportunity in
the field of education for the use of all
kinds of material that appeal to the eye.
Pictures, slides and films will be employed
more and more each year.
H. P. Harding,
Charlotte, N. Car. "
most rapid as well as most accurate form of instruction is the socalled visual method. Its popularity is attested and possibilities are only being
touched. The book is a relatively slow
method. The picture and model brings
other senses to the enforcement of teaching.
Geo. A. McFarland,
Willston, N. Dak.

THE

VISUAL images are clearer and more
permanent than all others. Our
schools should utilize every possible form
of visual instruction. No greater advance
in textbook making can be shown than in
comparing the geographies of half a century ago with those of today. Similar
progress will be revealed as schools make
greater use of lantern slides and action
pictures in every possible subject of instruction.
Geo. C. Dietrich,
Piqua, Ohio.
VISUAL

education is no longer of theoretical and academic interest only.
Its application is primary, practical and
important.
0. W. Hinkle,
Buckhannon, W. Va.
PICTURES, films and graphic illustrations are the greatest adjunct to universal education that come within the last
three centuries.
Richard J. Tigue,
Muskogee, Okla.

is the possibility. of overemphaTHERE sizing
visual education Sight is but
one of five or six senses. Merely seeing a
thing does not assure that an educative
effect will follow. To be really worth
while, pictures should be shown in the
classroom or auditorium by the teacher
and the pupils afterward quizzed as to
the meaning of what they saw. Most of
the commercial films, to my notion, are of
little if any value to the child from a
truly educational standpoint.
H. B. Work,
Lancaster, Pa.
WHEN visual instruction, especially by
means of films, equals ear instruction, compulsory school laws will become
Ancient History and school days will become joy days.
Margaret Anderson,
Howard, S. Dak.
I THINK visual instruction by means of
diagrams, models, pictures, slides and
films is the most progressive movement
toward ideal instruction we have ever had.
J. H. Leming,
Manchester, Tenn.
I BELIEVE that the movement towards
expansion along this line is one of the
great progressive movements of public
school education. In the near future a
school building that is not equipped to
carry on work in this department will be
considered a back number.
Wilson Hawkins,
Canton, Ohio.
I AM a believer in visual education. It
must be the basis of instruction in the
progressive schools of the future. Pupils
must not only hear, but see and actually
do.
J. A. Washburne,
Huntington, Utah.
VISUAL education is coming. Like
Manual Training and Domestic Science it will be looked at with skepticism
for a time. Like all new things it will
have to prove its worth, but it will be
here to stay some day and its place will
be so established that no one will question its necessity.
L. A. Gordon,
Stevens Point, Wis.
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Committees;
Committee on !3mericani?ation
Chairman, William F. Russell, University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa.
Guy Stanton Ford,
University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Albert E. Jenks,
University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Frank O. Lowden,
Ex-Governor of Illinois,
Springfield, 111.
C. E. Merriam,
University of Chicago,
Chicago, 111.

Raymond Moley,
The Cleveland Foundation,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Martin J. Wade,
Iowa City, Iowa.
W. W. Willoughby,
Johns Hopkins University,
Baltimore, Md.

Committee on Citric*

Chairman, Chas. A. Beard, Director of N. Y. Bureau of Municipal Research,
H. G. James,
F. G. Bates,
Indiana University,
University of Texas,
Bloomington, Ind.
Austin, Texas.
F. F. Blachly,
University of Oklahoma,
D. C. Knowlton,
Norman, Okla,
The Lincoln School of Teachers College,
R. E. Cushman,
.
New York, N. Y.
University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, Minn.
T. H. Reed,
H. W. Dodds,
University of California,
Western Reserve University,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Berkeley, Calif.
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Committee on prolog?
Chairman, John M. Coulter, University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.
E. G. Conklin,
Princeton University,
Princeton, N. J.
J. A. Drushel,
Teachers College,
St. Louis, Mo.
W. K. Fisher,
Hopkins Marine Station,
Pacific Grove, Calif.
C. Stuart Gager,
Director Botanic Gardens,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
R. F. Griggs,
University of Ohio,
Columbus, Ohio.

R. B. Harvey,
Agricultural Experiment Station,
St. Paul, Minn.
D. T. MacDougall,
Director of the Desert Laboratory,
Tucson, Ariz.
E. Laurence Palmer,
Cornell University,
Ithaca, N. Y.
W. M. Wheeler,
Harvard University,
Cambridge, Mass.

Committee on Sftetorp
Chairman, William C. Bagley, Columbia University, New York, N. Y.
S. Ford,
University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, Minn.
B. Harding,
University of Chicago.
Chicago, 111.

Miss Frances Morehouse,
University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Joseph Schafer,
University of Oregon,
Eugene, Ore.

Committee on Cbucational experiments
Chairman, William F. Russell, University of Iozia, Iowa City, Iowa.
T.-L. Kelly,
G. S. Counts,
Teachers College, Columbia University,
Yale University,
New York, N. Y.
New Haven, Conn.
W.
S.
Monroe,
F. N. Freeman,
University of Illinois,
University of Chicago,
Chicago, 111.
Urbana, 111.
P. C. Packer,
M. E. Haggerty,
Board of Education,
University of Minnesota,
Detroit, Mich.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Rudolph Pintner,
V. A. C. Henmon,
Ohio State University,
University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wis.
Columbus, Ohio.
H. 0. Rugg,
Ernest Horn,
University of Iowa,
Lincoln School of Teachers College,
Iowa City, Iowa.
New York, N. Y.
E. K. Strong, Jr.,
W. A. Justice,
Carnegie Institute of Technolog%
Director of Visual Education,
Evanston, 111.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
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Committee on tKecfmical experiment*
Chairman, F. R. Moulton,
W. A. Cogshall,
University of Indiana,
Bloomington, Ind.
A. H. Pfund,
Johns Hopkins University,
Baltimore, Md.

University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.
H. B. Lemon,
University of Chicago,
Chicago, 111.

Committee on dieograpfjp
Chairman, W. W. Atwood, Clark University, Worcester, Mass.
M. J. Ahern, S. J.,
Ganisius College,
Buffalo, N. Y.
R. D. Calkins,
Mt. Pleasant Normal School,
Mt. Pleasant, Mich.
C. C. Colby,
University of Chicago,
Chicago, 111.
Elizabeth Fisher,
Wellesley College,
Wellesley, Mass.
H. E. Gregory,
Yale University,
New Haven, Conn.
T. M. Hills,
Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio.
C. A. McMurry,
Geo. Peabody College for Teachers,
Nashville, Tenn.
L. C. Packard,
Boston Normal School,
Boston, Mass.

Miss Edith Parker,
University of Chicago,
Chicago, 111.
A. E. Parkins,
Geo. Peabody College for Teachers,
Nashville, Tenn.
D. C. Ridgley,
State Normal School.
Normal, 111.
C. O. Sauer,
University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, Mich.
Miss Laura M. Smith,
Geo. Peabody College for Teachers,
Nashville, Tenn.
R. H. Whitbeck,
University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wis.
L. H. Wood,
Kalamazoo Normal School,
Kalamazoo, Mich.

Committee on Jlealtf) anb Sanitation
Chairman, V. C. Vaughan,

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.
E. O. Jordan,
University of Chicago,
Chicago, 111.
Wickliffe Rose,
International Health Board,
New York, N. Y.
M. J. Rosenau,
Harvard University,
Cambridge, Mass.
C. E. Turner,
Mass. Inst, of Technology,
Boston, Mass.

E. R. Downing,
University of Chicago,
Chicago, 111.
Simon Flexner,
Rockefeller Institute,
New York, N. Y.
F. M. Gregg,
University of Nebraska,
Lincoln, Nebr.
Ludvig Hektoen,
John McCormick Institute for Infectious Diseases,
Chicago, 111.
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Thomas A. Edison
Says—
"The substitution of motion pictures for books
in the nation's elementary schools would in twenty
years bring about an advancement of ten centuries
in civilization."
Obviously the organization most fitted to produce films
and projectors for educational purposes is our Society.
This is only natural by reason of the large number of
America's foremost Educators and Scientists who are
associated with us.
There are approximately only 17,000 motion picture
theatres in the entire country in which can be shown films
for entertainment purposes, and then only for a limited
period in any one theatre. In spite of which the
motion picture industry has grown to be the fifth largest
in the country.
On the other hand there are approximately:
226,000 Schools
200,000 Churches
200,000 Lodges
of which only a very small number have projectors. Our
S. V. E. Projector is the one best adapted for this
purpose.
Our films are rented over and over again,
inasmuch as schools rent the same films for each succeeding class.

A Rare Opportunity
is offered in the purchase of our 8% Preferred stock with
(bonus of Common). A limited amount is offered at this
time in order to furnish us with additional capital, so that
we may take care of the actual demands for our product.
For full information regarding this opportunity, Write promptly to the

Financial Dept., Society For Visual Education
327 South La Salle Street
Chicago, 111.
IF YOU

SAW
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SAY SO
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SCHOOLFILMS
The following courses in American History, Geography, Civics,
Nature Study, Physics and Hygiene and Sanitation are now
being distributed, and additional reels are being perfected as
rapidly as a strict adherence to the Society's standards permits.
Each title is a single reel unless otherwise indicated
All films are printed on non-inflammable stoc\, standard width
Physical Geography
Foundation and Settlement of
the United States
The Earth and Worlds Beyond

French Explorations in North
America
English Settlements in North
America
Struggle of French and English for
North America
Breaking Through the Appalachians
War of the American Revolution
Settling the Ohio Valley
The Louisiana Purchase and the
Lewis and Clark Expedition
Trans-Mississippi Trails
Across the Rockies to the Pacific

Economic History of the
United States
The Steamboat in U. S. History
Canals in U. S. History
Railroads in U. S. History
Conservation I— Reclaiming Arid
Land by Irrigation
Immigration to the U. S.
The Panama Canal and Its Historical Significance

Civics
A Citizen and His Government
[2 reels]
Representative Democracy in the
United States
Growth of Cities and Their Problems

Hygiene and Sanitation
Getting Acquainted with Bacteria
Waste Disposal in Cities

Study of a Mountain Glacier
The Work of Rivers
Study
Features — Low
Shore of Shore
Study
of Shore
Features — Bold
Shore
Formation of Caves in Limestone
Formation
of
Volcanoes
and
Geysers
The Story of Coral Growth
A Study of Niagara
[3 reels — 2 reels ready]

Regional Geography
New England [2 reels]
Middle Atlantic States [2 reels]
Southern States [2 reels]
Central Plains [2 reels]
Great Plains
Western Plateaus
Rocky Mountains
Pacific Mountains and Lowlands

Nature Study
Where Plants Live
The Monarch Butterfly

Physics
Famous Experiments in Electricity
and
Magnetism
(Produced
at
Ryerson
Physical
Laboratory,
University of Chicago)
[4 reels ready]
Reel 1. Magnetism
Reel 2. Electrostatics
Reels 3-4. Electromagnetism.

Each reel is accompanied by a Teacher's Syllabus containing outlines, questions, supplementary
information for after-the-showing comment, and full instructions for the most effective
presentation of the film.
Syllabi mailed in advance where desired.

For prices and other details regarding SCHOOLFILMS
write direct to headquarters

The Society for Visual Education, Inc.
806 West Washington

Blvd., Chicago

IF YOU

SAW
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Schoolfilms Multiply the Value
of Your Projector
YOU can make your projector an active educational tool by giving it outand-out educational films to project. SCHOOLFILMS fit your course
They acThey are designed by teachers for teachers.
of study.
films."
"school
genuine
are
They
ends.
teaching
definite
complish

Note these thumb-nail outlines of five representative films
A specimen syllabus will be sent to any teacher for any of the reels
listed on the opposite page

SCHOOLFILMS
BREAKING THROUGH
THE APPALACHIANS
After trails were established across eastern
War remountains and the French and Indian
moved the menace of the French, settlers from
move"westward
the old colonies started the
ment"—the first great expression of independent
Americanism. This reel visualizes the first stage
of that movement. It pictures by animated maps
the three main paths that were followed in
breaking through the Appalachians: (1) Up the
Valley; (2) through western PennsylMohawk
vania to the source of the Ohio; (3) through the
Cumberland Gap. Motion picture scenes make
clear to the pupil some of the obstacles these
hardy pioneers overcame. Interesting stills, incorporated by permission of national historical
societies, round out the film story with views
of early settlements beyond
the mountains.

RECLAIMING ARID
LAND BY IRRIGATION
Designed to show the great need for irrigation
in our arid West; the areas reclaimed by various
private and public enterprises; the methods the
farmer employs to irrigate his fields; the kind
of crops raised, and some of the great dams,
reservoirs and tunnels that figure among the
marvels of engineering skill. Maps and diagrams
visualize locations and technical construction.
Through courtesy of the U. S. Reclamation Service, many wonderful views are shown of Roosevelt Dam, Elephant Butte-Reservoir, Gunnison
Tunnel, High Line Canal, Shoshone Dam, and
other great projects. Effective contrasts are developed between desert wastes before irrigation
and scenes like the famous peach orchards of
the Yakima Valley, the grain fields of the Klamath Projects, etc.

FORMATION OF
VOLCANOES AND GEYSERS
Both subjects are treated in one reel. The
chalk diagrammatic method is supplemented with
startling motion pictures of actual eruptions. Dr.
W. W. Atwood, authority on geography, visualizes step by step how a volcano is built up
from the level surface of the earth. Rock from
the interior of the earth, melted and expanded
by heat, forces its way through some yielding
part of the crust.
With each eruption it builds

around the orifice an addition to the great circular
mound formed by the lava. In the same way
the formation of a geyser is pictured. The blackboard shows a cross -section of the earth, with
a layer of hot rock beneath. Rain seeping down
through cracks in the earth becomes heated;
when it reaches a degree higher than boiling
point, it is violently ejected, through crevices or
weak spots in the crust, in the form of a geyser.
Vivid motion pictures of geysers furnish concrete
illustration.

THE

CENTRAL PLAINSREGIONAL GEOGRAPHY

Dr. Atwood outlines the region on a relief map,
and then moving pictures of prairie, lake and
river are introduced to show the character of
the country. The effects which the glacial sheet
had upon its topography are briefly indicated.
Agriculture — the most important industry of the
Central Plains— is studied via motion pictures
taken in various sections. A type study # of
modern farming methods is included, picturing
plowing, planting, reaping and threshing. Other
pictures show stock-raising, dairying, poultry
farming, etc. There are intimate glimpses of coal
and copper mines; huge ore boats docking close
to the great steel mills of Chicago and Gary;
logs from the forests of Wisconsin, Michigan and
Minnesota reaching the lumber mills; the famous
limestone quarries of Indiana; dam and powerhouse at Niagara; boats unloading at Buffalo
their immense cargoes of western grain; the flour
mills of Minneapolis, and the railroads, stock
yards, factories, shops, parks and boulevards
of Chicago.
A visit to the University of Chicago brings
the reel to a close.

GROWTH OF CITIES
AND THEIR PROBLEMS
This reel is intended to make pupils realize,
more vividly than by the use of textbooks and
stories, some of the common problems attending
the growth of communities from small towns or
villages to thriving cities. Problems as well as
solutions are visually suggested. Questions relating to transportation, public safety, sanitation, education, law and order, recreation, and
similar matters of civic interest, are studied
through moving pictures. The reel furnishes an
excellent basis for valuable discussion and instruction in practical Civics^

KrJ2?2fBRjSif3 visual education
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A STUDY OF NEW

ENGLAND

A SURVEY
Purpose

of the

OF THE

REEL

film:

To visualize the distinctive physical features of
New England; to make clear their relation to the
characteristic industrial and commercial activities
of the region, and to picture soma of the famous
spots of historic and literary interest in which
New England abounds.

*

Figure 1
Cape Cod Canal Makes
a Short, Safe
Route Between Boston and Ports South

''.-■

§11*

A

Bit

Bath,

Shaping

Figure 2
of Coast-line in "Hundred-Harbored Maine"

Maine,

Figure 3
Is a Great
Center

Figure 4
a Marble
Column.
Weighs ftO Tons

Shipbuilding

This

One

*

*

On an outline map of the United States
the New England states are indicated,
followed by a closeup showing- this group
alone. The reel then presents a varied
study of coast and surface features. A
panorama of Boston's wonderful harbor,
typical of the deeply indented New England coast-line, appears upon the screen.
The entrance is protected by many small
islands; docks and piers extend into the
bay; vessels lie at anchor; and in brief
glimpses some of the manifold activities
of a busy port are suggested. Views of
the Cape Cod Canal are shown — the sealevel waterway which is eliminating 70
miles and many dangers of navigation for
ships trading between Boston and New
York and other ports to the south. As
we watch the screen, a great bridge opens
wide its jaws and a boat, heavily loaded
with freight, moves through the canal.
(Fig. 1.) There follows a panorama of
the harbor of Provincetown, Mass., with
the town in the background among the
dunes, and Pilgrims' Monument towering
against the sky. Proceeding up the bayindented coast, we enter the harbor of
Marblehead and see the little town crowding close to the rocky shore. Waves dashing against bold headlands visualize for
us Maine's rock-bound coast (Pig. 2).
Upper Penobscot Bay is pictured as an
illustration of how bays are formed
through the sinking of the land and the
drowning of river mouths. The same relative change of level explains the origin
of many off-coast islands; once upon a
time they were hilltops. By way of example the camera shows us Mt. Desert
Island as viewed from Frenchman's Bay.
The next section of the film introduces
us to New England's mountains, lakes
and valleys. Over the modern Mohawk
trail we follow into the lovely country
of the Berkshire Hills.
We now come to a picture-study of
some of New England's industries. Upon
the screen appear prosperous-looking
poultry-yards, fine dairy herds, and flocks
of sheep pastured on grassy hillsides
■where farming is out of the question.
Other interesting scenes show the picking, packing and shipping of apples. New
England's importance as a textile center
is visualized by a panorama of the great
mills of Fall River and New Bedford,
where more cotton cloth is manufactured
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than in any other two cities in the country.
Pictures of the felling- and sawing of
giant trees in the pine forests of Maine
tell us in graphic language that from the
beginning lumbering has been one of the
chief industries of New England. At Bath
we see great shipyards where some of
this lumber is built into vessels of every
variety, from barges to warships. (Fig.
3.)
Vermont, the screen reminds us, leads
the country in the production of marble.
We visit the storage yard of a quarry in
Rutland from which is secured much of
the fine white marble used for monuments.
Closeup views show how the huge slabs
of stone are polished, and for a moment a
workman pauses to let us study the operation of a machine which is shaping
a column weighing 40 tons. (Fig. 4.) At
Quincy we watch the quarrying of the
famous Quincy granite.
Cutting the granFrom earliest times the New Englander
has been a fisherman, and fishing, still
holds an important place among the industries of the region. Through moving
pictures that look like our favorite etchings suddenly come to life, we catch fascinating glimpses of the fishing fleet at
Gloucester. We see men drag in their
well-filled nets and, standing waist-deep
in water, transfer the catch, into boats.
At a cold storage dock in Provincetown
harbor (Fig. 6) we see how the fish are
shoveled from the boats into "cages"
which are drawn up to the storehouse by
cables and emptied in the great receiving
rooms. In another scene a lobster
trap is hauled up and emptied, the fisherman obligingly putting the lobster
through his tricks.
The film next pictures the business and
residence districts of various cities:
Providence, the biggest city of the smallest state in the Union; "Worcester, famed
for its iron and steel manufactures; Hartford and Middletown, profiting by the
water-power and shipping facilities of the
Connecticut River; Springfield, the chief
city of the fertile Connecticut Valley;
Portland, one of New England's principal
ocean ports; Boston/ rich in precious historical associations. Some noted landmarks are pictured, such as the Washington Elm at Cambridge and the "Minute
Man" statue at Concord. We stand beside
Plymouth Rock, into whose stone "1620"
is deeply carved (Fig. 7), and look up at
the monument in Provincetown which
marks
the spot of the Pilgrims' first landing,
The film closes with visits to some of
the literary shrines of America — the
homes of Emerson, Hawthorne, Alcott
(Fig. 8), Longfellow and Lowell — and
with interesting campus views of Dartmouth, Amherst, Williams and Bowdoin
Colleges, "Boston Tech," Yaje University,
and Harvard,

Figure 5
A Giant Derrick Lifts With Ease These
Huge Granite Blocks

Figure 6
Unloading thetownDay'sHarbor
Catch in Province-

. ■ ..... .... .......

'The

'Orchard

Figure 7 :— Longfellow.
Corner-stone
of a Nation"

Figure 8
House,"
the Fine Old Concord Homestead of the Alcotts
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Fully Approved as to Safety

Merely
raising the
Instantly
lamphouse
showing
lantern
permits
slides.
This
shows the
lamphouse
picture
being
While
position.
slides
are
in Us "up"
projected,
the operator
changing
may be
reels.

The "ACME"

S.V.E.

A Combined Film-and-Slide Projector
A SEMI-PORTABLE Motion Picture Projector that is superior to any other similar machine
•^*- ever offered, with Stereopticon Attachments of equally high quality — a combination that
offers the ideal projector to Schools, Churches, Community Centers, Y.M. C.A.'s, Institutions,
Women's Clubs, Lecturers, etc.

ONE Machine That Does the Work of TWO
IF YOU
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The ONE Machine With Which You Can Show
SLIDES in the Very Middle of a Film
or Between Reels
AX/ITH the "Acme" S.V.E. either an all-slide or an all-film pro* * gram can be given, or the two can be combined. Think of
what it means to own a projector with which you can show a few
slides — scenes with a special bearing upon the film, or announcements for the coming week — and thus hold the interest of your
audience while the operator is changing reels.
An inside pilot light affords sufficient light for the operator's
needs, making it unnecessary to distract attention from the screen
by turning on the room lights.
Immediate Transformation
The outstanding feature of the "Acme" S.V.E. is its instant
adaptability from motion picture projector to stereopticon, or
vice-versa, merely by moving the lamphouse up or down. You
can stop in the very middle of your film story — slide up the
lamphouse — show a slide or two — then drop the larnphouse and
continue with the film.
The entire operation is as simple as it is instantaneous
A boy can conduct the showing

Other Special Features of the "Acme" S.V.E.
CENTER DIVIDING METAL
"Safety First" always.
SAFETY

FILM

MAGAZINES— Entirely encasing the film, and spelling

SHUTTER — Drops automatically the instant the machine is stopped.

EXTERIOR LAMPHOUSE— Separated from the films by metal and asbestos walls; cooled by
a motor-driven fan.
MOTOR-DRIVEN INDEPENDENT REWIND— The projecting mechanism is completely at
rest during rewinding — meaning double life for the machine.
INSTANT FRAMING AND FOCUSING— With the "Acme" S.V.E. it is never necessary to
stop the machine either to frame or to focus the picture.
UNEQUALED
ILLUMINATION— Permitting
the projection of a picture up to 85 feet.
Whether used for the short throw of the average classroom, or the longer throw of assembly
halls, churches, school lecture-rooms, etc., the "Acme" S.V.E. projects a clear, sharp picture.
ALL-METAL (ALUMINUM) CASE— Giving the machine the rigidity of the professional
types, although it is portable.
Weight, 52 pounds.
LAMP— The 32-voJt, 600-watt monoplane filament, or the 110-volt, 1000-watt filament.
machine can also be used on a 220-volt current by means of an Acme Transformer.
MOTOR — Universal type, for 32-volt or 110-volt current, as desired by purchaser.
on alternating or direct current.
IP YOU

SAW
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SAY SO
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The Story of the "Acme" S.V.E.

IN connection with its production of SCHOOLFILMS, the Society for Visual
Education has experimented with every known make of moving picture
machine. During these day-by-day tests, extending over many months, it
found one projector that could be absolutely depended upon. ....
When, as an essential feature of its promotion of Visual Education, the Society
found it necessary to enter upon the manufacture and distribution of projectors,
the vote was unanimous in favor of acquiring the "Acme." . . . This
superior machine was then still further improved by a staff of mechanical
experts headed by Dr. Forest R. Moulton, of the University of Chicago.
The "Acme" S.V.E. — the finished product — stands as the ideal projector
and general non-theatrical use. It answers every need of
for schoolroom
PERFORMANCE,
CONVENIENCE and SAFETY.

" Acme "
Portable Booth
Compact
Substantial
For schools and churches
where a booth may be desired
for use in connection with the
"Acme" S. V. E. Mounted on
rubber- tired casters. So designed and proportioned that
it can be taken from room to
room, through any doorway,
without taking apart. .
* A ventilating door in top,
as well as the slides over the
two openings — one for the
picture, the other for the
operator's
lookout
— work
automatically
and instantly.
Cabinet built of 20-gauge iron,
black-enameled.
The Society has collected data on the methods by which various schools throughout
the country have financed the purchase of
projection equipment. If interested, write
for bulletin, "How to Raise a Projector
Fund.** It is sent without charge.
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Society for Visual Education, Inc.
806 West Washington Blvd.

Eastern Office: 220 West 42nd Street, New York
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Industrial Film Division
OF

The Society For Visual Education
Specializing in the production

of nigh-class nlms for

Sales Promotion
Advertising
Industrial Welfare and
Interorganization purposes
SPEAKING a universal language with,
a power and sincerity that cannot be
denied, MOVING PICTURES, whether
employed by the salesman with a portable
projector, or by the dealer m his local
theatres, have become a necessary adjunct to the modern successful Sales and
Advertising organization.
Will you permit us to offer suggestions
as to how moving pictures can be best
adapted to your proposition?
We are prepared to offer a guaranteed
non-theatrical national circulation for industrial films of our own production. '
We will make surveys and submit estimates without charge or obligation.
ADDRESS

SOCIETY

INQUIRIES

TO

FOR VISUAL EDUCATION
Industrial Film Division

806 West Washington Boulevard
IF YOU
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IT HERB,

PLEASE

SAT SO
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Films Viewed and Reviewed
(Concluded from puge 34)

Last week I wrote an
advertisement which read
something like this:
"Have you ever at any time sealed a dozen envelopes
or so by licking the flaps? How did you feel with a
lot of germ-breeding matter all over your tonsils?

Later in the advertisement I went on with: —
"Do you realize how very particular people are
about cleaning their teeth? Do you know that we
legislated away, forever, the public drinking cup
and the public towel?

I'm just hitting the High spots in the ad —
but what I want to ask you^teachers is this —
"Do you know that in spite of all advise and warning
that people in offices everywhere are daily licking
tons of germ-breeding gummed stamps, envelopes,
labels and a thousand and one other gummed articles? And do you know why?
Well, I'll tell you —
There never has been a moistening' device
invented that would work — until now — and
this is it —

The figures that move through the storyare typical of those that threaded their
way through mountain defiles and passed
over untracked prairies ; the gambler with
his camaraderie and insouciance; the
guide with stern and rugged face ; the
soldier quick to jest, quick to pull the
trigger and unafraid to die.
What the picture gives you is a glimpse
of United States history in the making
and any inconsistencies and defects of
plot and treatment are inconsequential in
view of what the film perhaps unconsciously achieves.
This picture is released through First
National.

ETAL

The Delbare Moistener— Patented Oct. 26, 1920
Here is a wonderful opportunity to make money
selling these moisteners to offices wherever stamps,
envelopes or labels are used.
The work is very dignified and clean and with a
sample and our literature you will be in a position
to judge the merits of this office device.
Send for full particulars to BRITTON WAGNER CO..
312 S. Clark St., Chicago, and enclose $2.00 for sample.
Money returned immediately
if you want it with no
"ifs or ands" about it — no
questions asked.

ART

PINS

and Rings loaned to Grammar, High,
Sunday School and College claas officers
or faculty. Make sample selection from
FREE to catalog
cents
$20 each.of 300 designs from 20
METAL

ARTS

CO.. D«pt. 8. Rochester. N.Y

Every
M0MAC0

Spark Plug Tester

5 Tools in 1. Spark Plug Tester
Spacer, Cleaner and Tappet
Clearance.
Your Vest Fits
Pocket

Autoist
Needs It.

Salesmen write for terms
Sample
0 Cents
i/fj'j^r/(^sS:^f<if^ Postpaid

Get out of
theanyRutAdd
amount
over
your present
earnings.

nV/iV
Hi«h School«
STUDY
I
Business,
HOMElJL OIUU
and college,
Professional degree Courses. Ninth year. Catalog Free.
TEACHERS

PROFESSIONAL

COLLEGE,

VISUAL EDUCATION

Washington, D.C.

If you believe in it,
you want this magazine.

Johnson's Window Shade Adjusters

If you don't believe in it,
you need it.

hold the shade roller firmly at any
height of the window, placing light
and ventilation under perfect control.
The light as you want it — the shade
where you want it.
Furnished direct at small cost. Write
for booklet. Now used in 1000 schools

VISUAL EDUCATION

R. R. Johnson & Co., Mfrs.
J

Wauseon,

Ohio
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Salesmen and Agents Wanted
Summer Work Only or Permanent Connections
CAPITALIZE YOUR SPARE TIME
by explaining our plan which enables anyone
to buy or build their own home at lowest net
cost or to reduce a high interest mortgage to
a lower rate — loans repayable in small monthly
installments — like rent.
To those who can put aside a small amount
monthly the plan offers a safe and profitable
Investment.
Part time agents can develop into district
managers with permanency and advancement
assured. Commission basis. Organization
under supervision of state banking department.
Suite 610, 1 W. 34th St., New
York.
> mg TO $10 A DAY easily earned taking orders for our high grade
soaps, toilet
articles, flavoring extracts, puddings;
3
- I and 7 bars assorted soap boxes, big sell%J ers.
Our goods well known,
nationally
advertised.
100% profit.
Write for free
catalog.
Men
and
wpmen
everywhere
make
good money.
Crofts & Reed
Co., Dept. A.,
Chicago.
SALESMEN — We have made a revelation in the
wrench line. Here is your opportunity to make
big money selling our Kant Slip Wrench to the
trade for pipes and nuts. Self adjusting parallel grip. It is a wonder. Sells on sight wherever shown. Write for sample and information
at once. Allan-Diffenbaugh Wrench & Tool Co.,
Baraboo,
Wis.
WE WANT live, reliable agents for the famous
Dr. Blair's Cucumber Cream, and other Dr.
Blair toilet requisites. Known in every state;
before the public 25 years. A line you can sell
with pride. Liberal profit. Write for terms.
Address, Dr. Blair Laboratories, Dept. S,
Lynchburg, Va.
TEACHERS!—
We can offer you an ideal position during
your vacation taking orders for
Better Grade Waterproof Aprons
and Sanitary Specialties.
Articles of genuine merit that sell readily
and satisfy your customers. $5 to $15 daily
easily made. No capital required. Write today. B & G Rubber Co., 618 Penn Ave.,
Pittsburgh,
Pa.
Dept. 47.
SALESMEN, SALESWOMEN, AGENTS— For
all towns: take orders for pure silk hosiery;
make $15 daily. We deliver from mill to home.
Call or write at once. Pure Silk Hosiery Mills,
1323 Masonic Temple,
Chicago.
OUR EX-CEL LUMINOUS CRUCIFIX sells on
first demonstration — shines brilliantly in the
dark. Big profits. Write now for prices. W.
G. Hannan Company, Dept. E, 57 E. 18th St.,
Chicago.
YOU CAN SELL bank checks in your spare
time and make real money. We have the best
proposition in the U. S. A. on checks. Write
promptly giving territory covered and we will
forward our proposition, samples, complete instructions and sales talk that will sell the
checks. Midwest Lithographing Company, St.
Louis, Mo.
SALESMEN WANTED— Sell our line of advertising signs and banners. Good commission,
fine line, best of workmanship. Bradford &
Co., Inc., St. Joseph, Mich.
SALESMEN — Sell corrosion stop; make big
money; stops battery terminal corrosion; best
seller known; good salesmen apply at once.
B. & M. Co., Sigel, 111.
AGENTS
RIG
PROFIT
Selling marvelous chemical gas lighter; no
matches, no friction required; 10,000 lights
guaranteed; sample 15 cents. Rapid Mfg. Co.,
10 E. 14th St., New York.

$| •^
^™
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SALESMEN — Salary or commission.
To represent nationally known manufacturer
of roofing cements, paints and oils calling on
manufacturing plants, contractors, property and
warehouse owners, farmers, etc. Prompt shipments. Satisfaction guaranteed. Opportunity
for hustlers to earn $800.00 monthly. The
Premier Refining Co., 1131 W. 11th St., Cleveland, Ohio.
"FLOSSY," a high class specialty, made of
genuine ivory pyralin and silk. Lasts a life
time. Opens brand new field. Large profits.
Send $1.00 for your first Flossy outfit and we
will include an extra outfit free. Your dollar
back if not entirely pleased. You can sell this
wonderful device right and left. Everybody
needs one.
Flossy Co., Evanston,
111.

MAKE YOUR VACATION

PROFITABLE

WE will consider the services of a number
of teachers who wish to engage in PLEASANT
DIGNIFIED and PROFITABLE sales work
during vacation.
The institution offering same is the largest
of its kind in the country, employing over one
thousand (1000) salespeople — and selling a
service with an unusual irresistible human appeal. Address all applications to THE EDWARD MILLER COMPANY, Desk 208, 222 N.
Michigan
Ave., Chicago.
AGENTS — Men or women, full or part time.
You can easily earn better than $6.00 per day
introducing our new and wonderful Kant Burn
hair waver. Every woman a prospect in the
home, store, shop, etc. Sample outfit with complete instructions and terms to agents sent
postpaid
for $1.00. Mail check or money order
Chicago.
to D & H Distributing Co., 36 W. Randolph St.,
AGENTS — Rubberized kitchen aprons selling
like hot cakes. Agents coining money. Guar,
waterproof.
Factory
prices.
Pelletier Rubber
Co., Drawer 780, Chicago.
AGENTS — To canvass a high grade line of 25
quick selling ladies' and kiddies' essentials.
A clean cut proposition offering big returns.
Write Chicago Canvas Goods & Flag Co., 127 N.
Dearborn
St., Chicago.
SALESMEN, AGENTS— Biggest surprise of the
age in lawn mower sharpeners. Absolutely new.
Send $1.00 for sample and full details. Money
refunded if not satisfactory. Earn $12.00 to
$15.00 daily. A. J. Hartka, Mgr., D-10, 1840
W. 20th St., Los Angeles, Calif.
100% PROFIT — You can easily sell SASCHA
B. D. B. COCOANUT OIL SHAMPOO, concentrated snow white crystals, no alcohol, package
with eight shampoos sells for twenty-five cents,
beautifies hair, cleans scalp, cures dandruff.
United
Pure Food Co., 139 Franklin St., New
York.
YOU

CAN EARN $25.00 to $100.00 a week selling Dellbare Moisteners to offices and stores.
Article is absolutely new, territory positively
virgin. We want an agent to represent us in
every town. Write for particulars. BrittonWagner Co., 312 S. Clark St., Chicago, or send
want
$2.00 it.
for sample.
Money
back
if you don't
TEACHERS WANTED for vacation work. Must
be capable, ambitious and interested in home
educational work. State experience in teaching and monthly salary expected. Address
"Educator,"
Life Bldg., Indianapolis,
Ind. 413 Meridian
AGENTS — Experienced men and women, to sell
new patented specialty, the Phonopad. Ready
sales, big profits. Sample outfit $1.00, particulars free. This is a worth-while proposition.
E. S. Norton, 180 Walnut St., Holyoke, Mass.
PLEASE

SAY

SO
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Make Your Bike a
Motorcycle

Reach the end of your trip fresh and rested instead of too fagged out to enjoy your
visit. Enjoy the pure air, the beautiful scenery, as you ride along instead of pumping away tread-mill fashion on your old-style bike. By using the Shaw Motor
Attachment you can very easily change your bicycle into a speedy, easy-running,
light-weight motorcycle.

Low In Price — Fits Any Bike

The Shaw Motor Attachment is very low in
price. Your old bicycle equipped with the Shaw
Attachment will represent a big saving over any
motorcycle of equal speed and dependability.
Anyone who can use an ordinary wrench and a
screw driver can fit the Shaw Attachment to any
single or double bar bicycle in 30 minutes.

THE

SHAW

The

Shaw

Motorbicycle

We also manufacture the Shaw Motorbicycle, lightweight, super-power machine.
Has chain drive and clutch. Dependable
and economical. More miles per gallon of
gas than heavier machines. A popular
low-priced, light-weight motorcycle.

ATTACHMENT

will take you up steep hills and through sandy or muddy roads. Its pulling power will surprise
you, its speed amaze you. It sets the pace for others to follow. Every part is made of highest grade
materials. The Shaw Attachment consists of the famous Shaw Super Motor, 2 1 -2 H. P., all finished,
assembled and tested, ready to be clamped to any bicycle frame. Motor is sturdily built, air cooled, of
the 4-cycle type. High tension magneto and automatic lubrication. Chain drive and free engine
clutch enables it to be started gradually. Under full control of the operator at all times.
MAIL TODAY!
Control is simple, dependable and safe.
Shaw Manufacturing Co.
Dept. 1835, Galesburg, Kans., U. S. A.

Write For Free Book !
We want to send you a free copy of our booklet fully describing and illustrating the Shaw
Motor Attachment and the Shaw Super Motorbicycle. Join the happy family of Shaw owners
and you will always be a Shaw enthusiast
Motorcycling is the greatest sport in the world.
Write us today. Use the Coupon — fill it
in and mail it now and receive by return
mail full information, prices, etc.

ShaW

Send me your FREE BOOK "Convert your bike
into a Attachment
Motorcycle," and
givingalso
full complete
particularsinformation
about the
Shaw
about the Shaw Motorbicycle.

Street or R. F. D
State

Manufacturing
IP YOU

SAW

'

Name
Post Office
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CO.
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Improve the Handwriting of Your Pupils
By Using Our

NEW MEASURING
STANDARD TABLETS
THESE

Tablets have been perfected by Dr. Frank N. Freeman, University of Chicago, Supt. F. E. Clerk, Winchester, -Va., and Supervising Principal, J. B. Wells, Roslyn, N. Y.. and prepared, copyrighted and
patented by this Company.
'HP HE scale in these Tablets was constructed from copies of hand-*• writing made by children in the schools of Boston, Montclair,
Schenectady, New Orleans, Seattle, Grand Rapids, and St. Louis. This
was done in order to secure representative writing from as wide an area
as possible. It represents the most comprehensive plan ever perfected
in constructing a thoroughly reliable and scientific scale.

'HP
Measuring Standard Tablets place emphasis on teaching handJL HE
wri ting so the children may write with reasonable rapidity and a
reasonable degree of legibility rather than than that they should become
penmanship artists. The pupil is furnished a basis for measuring his
own achievement by a scale in which he may have absolute confidence,
since the scale represents the median actual accomplishments of a large
number
pupils
of hisshould
own grade
rather
than
somebody's
guesspupil
as
to
what of
that
standard
be. This
scale
represents
to the
a measuring stick and performs the same function for him with respect
to his handwriting as the foot rule does for the carpenter in measuring
a board.
'TPHERE are in all four separate scales, each of which is designed
"*■ for the pupils of a particular grade or a pair of grades. The use
of separate scales for pupils at the different levels is a recognition of
the change in the character of their writing with advancing maturity.
This use of a series of scales instead of a single scale for the entire
school makes it possible to use the same kind of marking units as are
employed in other subjects.
TD Y including the scale in the pupil's writing book it is made conven-1— ' ient to require the pupil frequently to measure his own writing.
Thus he is confronted by a condition which forces him to realize that
he is being taught to write well whenever it is necessary for him to
write. The Measuring Standard Tablets set a standard of possible
achievement for the children in all their handwriting as well as a
standard for the penmanship classes.
TDUT the Measuring Standard Tablets also serve the teacher as a
■*— constant and unvarying standard by which to analyze her teaching
effectively. By the use of the scale of the Tablets and the Handwriting
Score Sheet containing Individual Record, — Chart- of Monthly Averages— Distribution of Monthly Averages, all on one sheet, — she sees
quickly where the emphasis should be placed and governs her teaching
accordingly.
Write to us for further information.

THE DOBSON-EVANS

COMPANY

Manufacturers and Publishers
Columbus, Ohio.
301 N. Front St.

IF YOU
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Indianapolis, Ind.
135 S. Penna. St.

SO
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SALESMEN— AGENTS
AGENTS WANTED— To sell B-e-s-t Spark Intensifier. Every auto owner owes you $1.00 or
more. Let me show you how to collect it. J.
B. Fischbach, Beaumont, Texas.
SALESMEN WANTED to sell our hand knitting yarns as a side line on a good commission
basis. Splendid proposition for hustler. Send
references. Wool Novelty Co., 564 Broadway,
New York.
TEACHER — Normal student or high school
graduate desiring to enter business world tan
qualify for permanent position in our business
during vacation; experience not necessary;
must be over 27, tactful, aggressive and free
to travel; position pays $2,000 to $3,000 first
year and rapid increase with experience. Write
Geo. J. Keefe Co., 30 N. Michigan, Chicago, 111.
ARTLIN
COLLECTION SERVICE— (Copyrighted.) Just out. Doctors and merchants
collect their own accounts. Sells like hot cakes
at $10.00. Liberal commissions. Write for details. Business Men's Credit Exchange, Eau
Claire, Wis.
101-K.
AGENTS — To introduce and sell the dressiest,
best and most comfortable Trouser Supporter
in the world. Every man a customer and will
always be one after trying them. Will protect city, county or state to the right man. We
give our agents the benefit of all repeat orders.
None but live wires who want to make money
need apply. Inverted Suspender Company, La
Grange,
Mo.

MEN OF ABILITY— To represent manufacturer
direct, selling superior line of advertising thermometers, all or part time. Liberal commissions. Marshall Mfg. Co., Coshocton, Ohio.
SALESMEN
LIFE
INSURANCE
904-D.
In Michigan, Illinois, Nebraska, Indiana,
Ohio, Kentucky, West Virginia seeking increased compensation, will find it to their
advantage to communicate with C. W. B.,
Lock Box 474, Columbus, Ohio. Splendid opportunities, particularly in Chicago, high quality insurance;
renewals
guaranteed.
AGENTS WANTED — Teachers are making
money selling EZ Grip Paring Knives. Write
for particulars and let us explain the season's
best seller.
P. J. Conley & Son, Clark Building, Canton,
Ohio.
GREATEST NOVELTY— City and country life
as it is. Just out. Big profits. Everybody buys.
No time for triflers. Send 25c for samples and
N. Y.
particulars.
B. Crowe,
810 Broadway, Albany,
SALESMAN WANTED — Calling upon schools
and school boards, selling a complete line of
school supplies and equipment. Increase your
income working for us, whole or spare time.
We have a legitimate proposition for honest
men to solicit business. No collecting, nor
samples to carry. We send bill direct to customer and do the collecting and send you your
commission. Only ambitious men or women
need apply. No experience necessary, we show
Rapids, Educational
la.
you dar
how.
Supplies Company, Ce-

AGENTS— 'Amazing new kerosene lamp burner
with carburetor, generates gas, doubles size of
flame.
Used
on old lamps.
Retails
50c.
Easy big sales. Success guaranteed or
money refunded.
Agent's outfit consisting of three burners,
$1 prepaid. Vapolite Co., Desk 9, Toledo,
Ohio.
AGENTS — Sell "One Brotherhood of Mankind."
A book for every home. Improves mental,
physical and economic conditions. Arthur L.
Blunt, M. D., Author, 610 Masonic Temple, Chicago.
GORTSIDE'S
RUST SOAP
4054 Lancaster Ave., IRON
Philadelphia,
Pa., CO.,
manufacturers
of the only original iron rust soap, wants agents.
Trade mark, print and copyright registered
in U. S. patent office; this soap removes iron
rust, ink and unwashable stains from clothing,
marble, etc., like magic; 25 cents tube. Big
profits.
AGENTS — Sell Gloriana Ice Savers; make 10 lbs.
ice last as long as 25; fastest summer seller on
market; sales guaranteed; housewives and merchants grab on sight. Gloriana Co., Memphis,
Tenn.
AGENTS — Experienced house to house; salary
and commission for out of town work on campaigns through the dealer on electric vacuum
cleaners. Clements Mfg. Co., 609 Fulton St.,
Chicago.
AGENTS WANTED— Make $25 day selling new
atlas with 1920 census and new maps. Everyone interested. Send for outfit. Bird Syndicate, Pubrs., Madison. Wis.
TEACHERS — Write us; you can make real
money permanently selling our waterproof
aprons.. 3153 W. 31st St.. Cleveland, Ohio.
ALL FARMERS AND THOUSANDS OF city
and town people buy poultry remedies and
tonics regularly. World famous "Sunny Life
Remedies" are repeaters. Agents make big
money. Get our proposition. Sunny Life
Company, H. A. Carlin, Agency Manager,
Dumont,
Iowa.
"OTO" LUSTER for autos, pianos, etc. Hustlers with autos earn $100 weekly. The Wilson
Co., Hamilton,
Ohio.
IF YOU

SAW

IT HERE,

WANTED — Salesmen, Perfection Business Summary. No system complete without it. All
facts of any business all the time in logical
order.
John C. Capehart. Seymour, Ind.
AGENTS — Every automobile owner wants gold
initials on doors of his car; transfer them yourself without experience in 10 minutes; profit
$1.40 on $1.50 job. Write for samples and
agency. Transfer Monogram Co., Inc., Dept. V,
191 Market
St., Newark,
N. J.
WE GIVE A $10.00 French Ivory White House
design clock with two (2) years to Sunset Magazine for $6.90 inclusive; one dollar down with
order, balance C. O. D. Agent keeps first dollar and gets additional 50c after delivery. Don t
ask further particulars, send $4.00 deposit, returnable, for clock and working outfit. Pacific
Subscription Co., Humboldt Bank Bldg., San
Francisco,
Cal.
CAN YOU SELL a product that is guaranteed
to bring in to the merchant in cash, three
times its cost or double its price refunded? Al
Bradstreet rating backs this guarantee. Our
salesmen in 26 states making from $3,000 to
$10,000 a year. Include references and sales
record
with application.
Bank Bldg.,
Los Angeles. U. C. A. — American
LIBRARIANS
PRINCIPALS,
SUPERINTENDENTS — If
you
are in need of a Librarian, we solicit your
patronage.
The
American
Librarians'
Agency,
Windsor,
Conn.
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If you believe in it,
you want this magazine.
If you don't believe in it,
you need it.
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Printing
and
Advertising
Advisers

Day and Night
Service
All the Year
Around

One of the Largest and Most Completely Equipped
Printing Plants in the United States

School Printing
Whether you have a large or small Catalogue, Bulletin, Pamphlet, Magazine or Publication to be printed
it is our opinion you have not done your duty by your
institution or yourself until you have learned about
the service Printing Products Corporation gives and
have secured prices.
We ship or express to any point
or mail direct from Chicago
Make a Printing Connection with a Specialist and a Large and
Reliable Printing House.
You Secure From Us

Proper

Quality — Quick

Delivery — Right

trice

Business Methods and Financial Standing
the Highest
Ask the Publishers of "Visual Education"
what they think of our service and prices.

PRINTING PRODUCTS CORPORATION
Successor to the Good Will, Printing Equipment

and Organization of

ROGERS & HALL COMPANY

Catalogue

and Publication
PRINTERS

Artists — Engravers— Electrotypers
English and Foreign Languages

Polk & La Salle Streets

CHICAGO,

Telephone Wabash 3381— Local and Long Distance
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ILL.
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Fig. 1. — Mercator's projection, showing the earth's surface (almost) entire

Goode's Base Maps
Are Quality Maps
The prime requisite of a base map is legibility. This calls for a
proper distribution of emphasis in the lines used. The coast line must
be bold enough to show distinctly that it is a coast line, as compared
with other irregular lines, such as rivers. Rivers should be drawn with
care so as to present the character of a river. Neither coast lines nor
rivers are simple wavy lines.
In making even the simplest base map a good draftsman will be accurate and will make his generalizations so as to preserve the character
of the real coast line and river.
The~ too, the one who is to use the base map must be able to sketch
in readily any sort of areal distribution, and the base map must, therefore, provide, in the frequent parallels and meridians and the accurate
detail of rivers and boundaries, the necessary reference points by which
the desired areas may be located.
The maps in Goode's Series of Base Maps and Graphs provide
in a high degree the quality of line and accuracy of drawing required.
The most careful teacher or student will not be disappointed.
Goode's Base Maps cover thirty-four subjects, some in two, three,
and four sizes.
// you want the best maps use Goode's.
Write for Description and Price List to

The

University

5791 Ellis Avenue
IF YOU

of

Chicago

Press

Chicago, Illinois
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M.

MCDANIEL,
THURSTON'S

MGR.,
TEACHERS'

AGENCY,

Says
WHY teachers should register in this agency :
BECAUSE there are

NO REGISTRATION FEES
NO ANNUAL DUES
BECAUSE this is the Agency that personally recommends.
BECAUSE there are hundreds of vacancies to fill and
a scarcity of teachers.
BECAUSE it is a recognized medium of school officials
for engaging their faculties.
BECAUSE it will present to you opportunities for
securing better salary, advancement and development.
BECAUSE hundreds of teachers have used the Thurston
Teachers' Agency and have gained promotion.
BECAUSE it has satisfied school officials and teachers,
it will satisfy you.
BECAUSE it appeals to teachers who are graduates
and post-graduates, experienced and inexperienced.
We have places for all.
When you are in Chicago and need some help about
ANY PLACE YOU WANT TO GO
ANY THING YOU WANT TO DO
ANY THING YOU WANT TO KNOW
use our SERVICE
REGISTRANTS.

BUREAU-

-FREE TO ALL OUR

Send for a registration blank NOW; also our free booklet: "HOW TO APPLY."

THURSTON
Twenty-five

224 South
IF YOU

SAW

TEACHERS'
Years

Michigan

IT HERE,

AGENCY

of Efficient Service

PLEASE

Avenue, Chicago
SAY SO

AD7ERTISEMENTS

The
West
Pays
Teachers

Cline
Teachers' COLUMBIA,
Agency
CHICAGO, ILL.
MO.

New Address: 1441 E. 60th St.
Exchange Bldg.
M. F. Ford, Mgr.
Arthur B. Cline, Mgr.
BOISE, IDAHO
George F. Gorow, Mgr.

SAN DIEGO, CALIF.
326-7-8 Owl Building
Wynne S. Staley, Mgr.

All Offices Recommend
ENROLL

You ' Till Placed

FREE!

NATION-WIDE SEARCH FOR TEACHERS
In order to meet the present emergency, we have again enlarged
our facilities, and we are better prepared than ever before to render
professional service to teachers available for any kind of educational
positions and to colleges, universities, public and private schools
seeking teachers.
With our affiliated Agencies we cover the entire country.

FISK

TEACHERS

E. E. OLP, Manager

AGENCY

28 East Jackson Boulevard, Chicago

THE AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL MONTHLY
OFFICIAL

The

Mathematical

JOURNAL

Association

OF

of

America

Is the Only Journal of Collegiate Grade in the Mathematical
Field in This Country
This means that its mathematical contributions can be read and understood by those who have not specialized in mathematics beyond the Calculus.
The Historical Papers, which are numerous and of high grade, are based
upon original research.
The Questions and Discussions, which are timely and interesting, cover
a wide variety of topics.
Surveys of the contents of recent books and periodicals constitute a valuable guide to current mathematical literature.
The "Topics for Undergraduate Mathematical Clubs" have excited wide
interest both in this country and in Great Britain.
The Notes and News cover a wide range of interest and information, both
in this country and in foreign countries.
The Problems and Solutions hold the attention and activity of a large
number of persons who are lovers of mathematics for its own sake.
There are other journals suited to the Secondary field, and there are still
others of technical scientific character in the University field; but the
monthly is the only journal of Collegiate grade in America suited to the needs
of the non-specialist in mathematics.
Send for circular showing the articles published in the last six volumes.
Sample copy and all information may be obtained from the

SECRETARY

OF THE

ASSOCIATION

27 King Street
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READINGS and ORATIONS

French with its Importance, Prestige
and Universality, stands today as a sign
of Thorough Education and Refined
Culture.

for

Public Speaking and Contests
The variety of titles and subjects our
service covers, and our low prices will
surprise you. We have a catalog
waiting for you.

LE FRANCAIS POUR TOUS
Subscription
35c per$2.50
copy.per year.

Write for it.

IVAN BLOOM HARDIN COMPANY
3808 Cottage Grove Ave.

.

The only French magazine published
entirely in French in the United States
of America.

Des Moines, Iowa

All orders filled within twenty-four hours.

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR THE
AND STUDENT
*TEACHER
OF FRENCH.

HOME
STUDY
(28th Year)

LE FRANCAIS

Courses in more
than 40 subjects
are given by correspondence.
Address

POUR

TOUS

Published under the auspices of the
Alliance Franchise of Detroit, in order
to bring about a better understanding
between the United States and Franca,
and to provide the American French
teacher, French student, and all lovers
of French with the best available French
reading matter at a nominal cost.

E$t 3lttteratty of
(Elyiragn
(Div. 29) Chicago, L

Le Francais Pour Tons

The

offers monthly the best French
Novels
Short stories
Travels
Serials
Anecdotes
Cartoons
Illustrations
Hints for the
French Students
Cooking recipes
Actualities
Jokes
French puzzles and contests
with prizes

BIGGEST VALUE
In
SHOW CARD
COLORS
Art Supervisors and
Art Workers who have
wished to use Tempera
Colors, but have felt

Articles of especial interest to teachers and students of French contributed
by prominent Professors of American
Universities.

somewhat handicapped by the price, will find
these Show Card Colors a boon.

In each issue one of the most popular
French songs published with words and
music.

They will serve the purpose equally wtll at
one-half the cost.

Why Don't You Try Them?
Write for Color Card and Prices.

LE FRANCAIS POUR TOUS
PUBLISHING CO.

Wallbrunn,
Kling & Co.
Everything in Card Writers Supplies.
327-329 South Clark St.
CHICAGO

131 Junior
Cass,

Pacific Coast Distributors
Schussler Bros., 326 Grove St., San Francisco
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N.

MUSEUM

PUBLIC
OF

SCHOOL

NATURAL

EXTENHISTORY.

L. M. Belfield
Chicago, 111.
tute an introduction to the systematic
collections assembled in the various
exhibition halls.

the visitor enters the
N ng
WHEimp
osi
new home of the
Field Museum on Chicago's
lake front, he stands at once in a vast
pillared room occupying the great nave
of the building. Here, in Stanley
Field Hall, are assembled representative exhibits drawn from the museum's
four departments — Zoology, Botany,
Geology and Anthropology.
Here is offered a foretaste of the

At the southern end of the hall, the
visitor invariably finds groups of
curious,
eager,
fascinated
children
and grownups clustered about a
few small cabinets, each group deep
in observation of the exhibit or engrossed in the story told by a framed
label that slides in and out at either
side of the case.

treasures waiting elsewhere in this
huge storehouse of the accumulations
of travel and research. Gold ornaments from prehistoric cities of South
America; ancient Roman bathtubs;
African carvings and Chinese cloisonne; marine fauna, fossils, meteorites; masses of beautiful golden
copal in which are imprisoned beetles
that centuries ago were caught in the
flow of the gum; plant models and
mounted animals; gorgeously arrayed
birds of paradise from New Guinea;
Indian baskets, costumes and blankets
— these exhibits and others consti-

These small cabinets form the Stanley Field Hall "sample" of the work
that is being done by one department
of the great museum of whose workings few people outside the Chicago
school system have any intimate
knowledge. That department — the N.
W. Harris Public School Extension —
is devoted to the circulation of portable museum exhibits among the grammar schools of the city. Since its
foundation in 1911 it has made itself
an integral part of the general educational scheme of Chicago's schools,
making visual education a more nearly
6
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realizable ideal in the teaching of natural science and elementary economics.
To tell in full the story of this new
educational effort, and outline all
the benefits it assures to Chicago's
boys and girls, their parents and teachers, would be the work of a small volume. The modest placard displayed in
connection with the specimen cabinets
gives the merest unadorned statement
of facts.
HOW

THE

DEPARTMENT

ORIGINATED

The citizen whose generosity made

Through

Museums

its hospitality, although no pains had
been spared to make alluring the invitation to use and enjoy its rich resources. Even those who did come, under the escort of teachers, plainly regarded the occasion as a holiday rather
than as an opportunity for serious work.
Drawing upon the experience of a
lifetime devoted to educational effort,
Dr. Skiff proposed a remedy.' He declared that if an institution like Field
Museum is to make itself a genuine
factor in the education of the young,
it must not rest content with
merely
inviting

possible this "meandering museum." as
s o m e one
has termed
THE
N. W. HARRIS
PUBLIC
SCHOOL
it, was a
EXTENSION
OF FIELD MUSEUM
man as farOF NATURAL
HISTORY
sighted
as
A system of museum extension to the public
he was libschools of Chicago was inaugurated in 1911,
through an endowment of $250,000, contributed
by the late Norman Wait Harris of Chicago,
e r a 1 — a
supplemented in 1919 by $25,000 from the heirs
constructive
of the Harris estate.
The extending of the benefits of the museum
business
into the classrooms of the public schools by
means
of small cabinets (types of which are
m an an d
shown here) has continued since the date of the
endowment.
keen-minded
A number of these cabinets, or cases, each
provided with carefully prepared labels, show
e xe c u t i v e.
the local fauna attractively and truthfully portrayed.
He had been
There are also cases containing plants, ores,
in frequent
conference
w i t h D r.
Frederick J.
Y. Skiff, director of
Field

Museum since

rocks and minerals. Other cabinets show the
successive steps in the preparation of food
products, the preparation and manufacture of
materials for clothing, the various processes in
the making of clay, paper, chinaware, linoleum
and other industrial products.
Deliveries to and collections from the public
schools are made by motor truck, according to
a schedule arranged at the beginning of each
school year.
Teachers and pupils are always admitted free
and are constantly urged and invited to visit
the museum, with the hope of further developing their interest in the study of natural history.

its inauguration in 1893. Together they had
analyzed the amazing disproportion the
records disclosed between the attendance figures for Chicago schools and
the pitifully small number of boys and
girls who in the course of a year entered the museum's door. To less than
ten per cent of the school population
of Chicago was the museum extending

boys and
girls into
its
marble
halls.
It must actively and
aggressively
reach out
after them,
even

into

their classr o o m s. It
must depart
from its
static ways
and set itself to visit
the m, day
after day,
month after
month.

Small portable exhibits, he explained — exhibits
specially devised for school use and so
encased that they could be sent directly
into the classroom — would make the
museum a truly dynamic force.
Xorman Wait Harris heartily endorsed this plan. He agreed with the
director that as a greeting te boys and
girls, "Hail !" has a thousand times the

Visual

Education

Visual Idea Functioning Through: Museums
value of the polite but frequently woefully passive "Welcome/'
As the first step in making his
vision come true, Mr. Harris offered to
donate a quarter-million-dollar fund to
start and maintain a circulating
museum — exhibits showing the common animals, birds, fish, insects, plants,
minerals and everyday industrial products of the Chicago region. The trustees of the museum cordially accepted
his offer, and in December, 1911, the
endowment was publicly announced.
Early in 1912 the department was
organized, with Dr. Stephen Chapman
Simms in charge.
THE

SPIRIT

OF SERVICE

"The idea behind the whole scheme,"
wrote Henry M. Hyde, the journalist,
when the plan and donation were formally announced to the public, "is the
same which has led to the opening of
branches of the public library in the
field-houses of the small parks and
other localities all over the city. It is
the same spirit which has moved college professors to deliver their university extension lectures in churches and
halls, wherever a sufficient number of
people can be found who desire to hear
them.
"The new theory is that a library is
not a place for the storage of books,
but for their widest possible distribution. The Field Museum is to become,
not alone a house for the shelter of
enormous collections of rare and
curious objects, but a center for their
wide and wise distribution among that
class of the population who should be
most greatly benefited by them. Johnny
Jones and his sister Sue, and all their
fellow school children, are to be congratulated that they live in Chicago."

NATURE-STUDY

REVOLUTIONIZED

"What this extension of the laboratory or object method will mean in the
study of nature is almost too obvious
to call for comment," said Dr» Simms
at the outset of his work as curator.
"Practical illustration of textbook instruction isas essential and helpful in
the grades as in the kindergarten or in
advanced laboratory work. Studying
nature from actual specimens displayed
in a way to reproduce the natural habitat is an utterly different matter from
study that is confined to books and
pictures. If you want prompt and cordial endorsement of that remark, ask
the generation which went through the
formality of studying natural history
out of textbooks alone, with now and
then an ancient 'stuffed bird' stuck on
a stick to serve as concrete illustration !
Even with the best of teaching, naturestudy without the object method to
illuminate it has proved a rather dry
topic. But when the actual object, in
lifelike preservation, is there for the
child to visualize, the lesson takes on
fresh interest, real vitality and sinParticularly will these collections
cerity."
from the world of out-of-doors appeal
to pupils city-born and city-bred.
"Gradually crowded back as he has
been, farther and farther from the
woodlands and green fields, the city
boy is likely to become more and more
a stranger to the common creatures of
his own part of the world. This
museum extension work, planned for
his benefit, will overcome that danger.
He will be able to recognize the common things of his neighborhood when
he sees them."
Geography, history, biology and geology, maintains Dr. Simms, can all bo
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similarly vitalized through the application of the modern method of giving
the eye a major role in the process of
learning. Getting his knowledge in
this way, by actual observation instead
of merely reading about things, the
child becomes eager to learn more.
Study becomes a pleasure instead of a
dreaded and frequently neglected task.

the illustrative object, the actual specimen, and the teacher is in possession of
an unsurpassed means of bringing the
lesson home with force and vividness.
Teachers also find that it is possible
to utilize the museum material in
teaching other subjects than naturestudy and economics. For instance,
traveling cases of birds, beasts and insects furnish the livest
possible subject-matter for
themes. Pupils take a
genuine interest in collecting data and preparing
their essays. In the drawing class, too, far better
work is done when these
interesting exhibits serve
as models than when the
sketching is limited to the
stereotyped properties of
theNor
average
are classroom."
the children
and their teachers alone

CACAO
A type of the economic exhibits figuring prominently in the
school museum. In the center of the case appears a cast
of the pod, opened to show how the cacao beans grow.
Alongside, in flat-faced containers, are specimens of shells,,
nibs, beans, cocoa and cocoa butter. A cake of chocolate
such as we buy in the stores is shown at the right. Each
container is supplemented and explained by a brief label,
such as the following on cacao shells: "The parched beans
are cracked and winnowed, by which process the shells are
separated from the kernels. These shells make in themselves an advantageous substitute for coffee." The labels
at the sides describe tree, bark, leaves, blossoms and pods.
An implement made of a beef rib is used to extract the
gummy substance and the seeds. "The cacao is exposed
to the sun during 3 or 4 days, and in order that the drying
may be even and thorough, laborers are employed to tread
it cut with bare feet."

"Teachers realize that the aim of
all education should be to connect
knowledge with life. Yet how difficult this is when the instruction can
be given only through the spoken or
printed word," the curator declares.
"Given the assistance of the picture,

in profiting from these
"baby museums." Nearly
every school these days is
a community center where
parents and neighbors
gather for social purposes,
lectures, entertainments
and the like. Many a

grownup gets his first impulse to visit the big museum from the attractive
"sample" seen at the
school. Many a mother
derives from one of these
little cases her first notion of how the
buttons are made which she sews on

her youngsters' dresses. Many a father
has his horizon broadened and his imagination quickened by a small case
— temporarily moved into the assemblv room — in which he sees thirty-

Visual Idea Functioning Through Museums
four bottles containing, as the label
explains to him, only a few of the products which are secured from ordinary
corn. Many a department store clerk
traces her first glimpse of the educational possibilities, the actual romance
of her "job," when she comes across
an exhibit which tells her the story of
chinaware, or silk, or cotton thread.
It is hoped that in time the department's facilities may warrant sending
these traveling cases into the farming
regions round about Chicago. The
bird cases, for example, not only furnish valuable data about the habits
and manners of the winged tribe, but
a great deal of very practical and important information as to which

11
He reasoned that when children look
upon their school work as drudgery,
they are harmed fully as much by the
mental habits they are unconsciously
forming as by the state of ignorance in
which they are stubbornly imprisoning
themselves. Not only do they fail to
develop the priceless habit of acquiring
knowledge — a habit that, just like any
other, is formed by constant practice —
but they grow up in habitual opposition
to established rules.
He argued that if teachers could
vitalize the work of the classroom by
the introduction and persistent use of
pictures, museum specimens, slides and

birds are the farmer's
friends and which his enemies. "It is far cheaper
to learn such things
through exhibits of this
kind," remarks Dr. Simms,
"than through experiences
like that of the Pennsylvania farmers who one
season killed all' the owls
they could capture, only to
find the following year
that the mice, unmolested
by their ancient enemy,
destroyed most of the
crops in the region."
VISUAL
BETTER

EDUCATION

AND

CITIZENSHIP

COMMON

WATER

SNAKE

Excerpts from the label: "The most familiar of the ten or
more species of harmless water snakes found in the United
States. Frequents the borders of ponds and streams. Attains a length of 4 feet. The female retains the eggs in
her body until they are hatched. The young are therefore
born alive, one female giving birth to forty or more little
snakes. As this reptile is a hardy animal, it will live in
captivity for many years, but it always has an unfriendly
disposition. When it is captured and for some time afterward, its body gives off a very offensive odor."

Norman Wait Harris,
however, had visioned even
larger things for the traveling museum.
He believed that it could do more than
merely teach natural science or furnish
subjects for essays and drawings. He
believed it had a civic mission to the
nation at large.

other visual supplements to the textbook, boys and girls would soon find
their lessons so easy and fascinating
that a sincere interest in school work
would replace their present indifference
or dislike. They would develop a real
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hunger for knowledge. This hunger
would lead to the formation of the
"look-it-up habit," and that habit, carried through life, would prove the
secret of their success, happiness and
civic usefulness.
"A mind interested," quoted Mr.
Harris, "is a mind tranquil." Every
agency which increases the attractiveness of knowledge and the ease of
acquiring it, is an agency for Americanism, for better citizenship, for more
stability in our civic conditions.
THE

DEPARTMENT

ORGANIZED

Dr. S. C. Simms, selected to organize
the extension work, was one of the most
able of the many brilliant scientists
connected with Field Museum. During
the World's Fair he had served as
assistant curator of industrial arts; he
had been associated with various
expeditions to the Philippines which
added many notable exhibits to the
museum's collections on the ethnology
of the Islands. He realized that
museum management requires scientific
knowledge of the same high order as
the other branches of its activity, and
in addition a practical administrative
ability. In connection with the development of cases and labels, the installation of exhibits, the perfecting of
delivery arrangements, the selection of
material that should stimulate a desire
to learn more about the subject, he
realized there were problems to challenge all his science, his ingenuity, his
understanding of the laws of interest
and attention.
Early in 1912 Dr. Simms launched
upon an intensive study of the requirements ofthis new work which he
had been called upon to develop. The
first necessity was to decide what
materials would most effectually supplement the course of study, and to devise

some practical means of encasing this
material in such a way as to permit of
safe and easy transfer from school to
school.
SCHOOLMEN

COOPERATE

IN

THE

WORK

In working out these problems, Dr.
Simms invited and received the close
co-operation of a special committee consisting of four public school principals
and representatives from each of the
four departments of Field Museum.
During 1912 this committee held regular meetings to discuss the t}^pes of
exhibits which promised to give the
most efficient service, and to settle upon
the best manner of showing and transporting them. It was only, for
instance, after long consideration by
the committee, much helpful criticism
on the part of grade teachers, and many
closely-watched experiments under normal classroom conditions, that the
present type of cabinet was finally
developed. As quickly as possible, a
small number of specimen cases were
distributed to a few selected schools,
by way of subjecting case and contents
to the searching criticism of teachers
and studying the unconscious reactions
of the boys and girls themselves.
Essays which pupils wrote upon the
exhibits proved not only a source of
great encouragement to Dr. Simms and
his co-workers, but suggested many an
idea which has since been incorporated
into the plan.
Simultaneously with these conferences, the work of naturalists, taxidermists, sculptors, photographers and
other craftsmen went steadily forward.
Special laboratories were equipped and
a special staff of expert workers was
organized. In addition, the extension
department was given the active cooperation of every other department
of Field Museum.
Industrial firms
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volunteered help in assembling the
exhibits which illustrate the economic
side of natural science.
By 1913 the service was well under
way. Each year its facilities have
been expanded and improved, until
today 670 cases are in constant circulation among the city's schools, 244 of
these being original exhibits and the
rest duplicate collections.
PORTABLE

CASES

IN

THREE

SIZES

Through

Museums

tionthe
,
habitat idea dominates.

In

the majority of the exhibits, the hackground consists of an enlarged colored
photograph showing the normal environment, these photographic backgrounds being preferred as superior in
fidelity to the painted reproductions
first employed. The foreground of the
case is occupied by a strip of sand, rock,
mud, grass, gravel, swamp, water — a
faithful facsimile of the characteristic
haunt

of

each

creature

shown — with

The cases of glass and
mahogany which house
the exhibits are 24 inches
long and 21 inches high.
Their depth varies, according to the nature of
the contents. For displayi n g economic exhibits,
showing raw and finished
products and specimens
illustrating various stages
of the manufacture, a case
4 inches deep has proved
fully adequate. In the
treatment of moths, butterflies and other insects,
a ?-inch depth accommodates alife-like reproduction of food plants and environment, together with
specimens illustrating the
complete life-cycle. The
largest of the cases, 10
inches deep, are fitted with
top and end lights, enabling students to make
their observations from
different points of view.
This type of case will
house habitat groups of
birds, snakes a n d the
smaller mammals.
Throughout

the

collec-

BLUE

JAY

EXHIBIT

Shewing how the cases are mounted on standards for schoolroom use. Reads the label in part: "The blue jay has an
undesirable reputation on account of his fondness for eggs
and young birds, and also for corn in the season, but
while he is an undoubted sinner in this respect, he also'
does considerable good, as a large percent of his food
consists of insects, many
of which are harmful
species."

Visual Education
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and pushed back out of the way at
other times. The double form of the
label makes it convenient for two
groups of pupils to use the case at the
same time; likewise, in cases witn a
legend too full to be crowded into a
single label, it affords opportunity to
continue the story in the right-hand
frame.
RACKS

MOTOR TRANSPORT
The specially designed motor car which transports
the cases between schools and museum. The
building in the background is the old Field Museum in Jackson Park — a relic of the World's
Fair. The present magnificent home, into which
the museum finished moving in June of this
year is situated on Chicago's lake front— a downtown location easily accessible to the public.

accessories such as stones, foliage or
plants to add to the realism.
LABELS

IN

SLIDING

FRAMES

Accompanying each case is a framed
label printed in eas}T-to-read type and
stating in a brief, interesting way the
most important facts about the specimen. Care is taken not to "shoot over
the heads" of the children, while at the
same time giving scientific facts of real
value. Only the simplest of language
is employed ; indeed, in the newer labels
even the scientific name of the subject
is eliminated. There shall be nothing,
the curator is determined, to confuse
the child or deter him from surrendering himself heart and soul to the
complete enjoyment of the exhibit.
At the outset of the service the labels,
though framed, were not attached to
the cases. This resulted in their being
sometimes overlooked when deliveries
or collections were made, necessitating
a return trip to the school. The difficulty was eliminated by making the
label an integral part of the case, setting it into a sliding frame which is
pulled out when the case is in service,

OR

STANDARDS

It was originally planned to hang the
cases upon the schoolroom wall, but a
schoolboard ruling prohibiting the
marring of walls with nails or screws
made some other means of display
imperative. The Board of Education
now supplies each school with standards
such as the one shown in the photograph of the blue jay exhibit.
A placard on each rack sets forth
the rules governing the care of loan
collections, together with clear directions for reaching Field Museum and
a notice regarding the free admission
of pupils and teachers.
DISTRIBUTION

AND

TRANSPORTATION

Deliveries and collections are made
via motor truck. The body of the
car is specially designed for the work
it has to do. It is fitted with four
shelves, 24 inches deep, to correspond
with the length of the cases, and a little
more than 21 inches apart, to correspond with their height. Fifty cases
can be handled in one trip. Felt-covered interchangeable partitions fitting
into grooves in the shelves prevent
injury to the cases and make for safe,
compact loading. Facilities are provided in the car for making minor
repairs such as refastening any specimen which may happen to work loose
in transit, thus avoiding the need of the
messenger's returning to the museum.
The cabinets are brought from car to
(Continued on page 54)

VISUAL AIDS IN THE NEW YORK

LS*
CHOORogers
SRowland
Chairman Curriculum Committee, Visual
Instruction Assoc'ation of New York City
school year is still in its experimental stage and
the
of
end
THE
.
here What results were accompromises to become a most efficient
aid to teaching.
plished in promoting the use of
/isual aids to instruction in the New
During the year 1920-21 two regular courses of instruction have been
fork schools? What is the value of
such aids? Do they enable the teacher
to present the message to the pupil so
vividly that the attention and interest are aroused and held? Do they
remove some of the monotony and

supplemented by the use of motion
pictures. One, a course in Biology,
the other, United States Geography.
The films used have been to a considerable degree makeshifts. They are
not pictures specially made to fit
into the existing courses, but were
gathered from the libraries of various

drudgery of teaching? Is the pupil's
imagination awakened ? Is his thinking stimulated? Is his memory impressed more deeply? Do visual aids
inspire the teacher to give an impressive message with a saving of time
to both teacher and pupil? Is pupil
mortality decreased ?

producers, and are only partially satisfactory. It is conservative to estimate that films specifically designed
for instruction would be fifty per cent
more effective than the pictures used.
In spite of this handicap, however,

The answer to these questions is un-

we have proceeded with the experiment. The course on Biology has
covered adaptation, interdependence
and conservation, reproduction, life
histories of animals, human physiology, etc. The pictures on United
States Geography have covered scenes
in the Tutted States and of various
industries.

mistakably "yes." To one or two of
these questions, this answer can be
given with scientific accuracy. Impressions and judgment based upon observation form the basis for the answers
to the others. Further analysis, observation and experiment are necessary to give scientific answers to all
these questions raised.
Let us consider what has been done

As a result of these experiment-,
the number of films used in these

in the New York schools during the
year 1920-21. This report does not
deal generally with the use of slides
or other visual aids, except motion
pictures, for two reasons — first, slides
and similar aids have proved their
value to teacher and pupil and are not
on trial: second, the use of motion
pictures for instruction
purposes
is
* Partial reprint of Report of Curriculum

courses will be increased next year.
The number of schools which use the
films will also be increased. The
courses will be made more complete
by the addition of this new material
and the presentation, as the result of
our experience during the past year,
will be more effective.

Committee for June,

15

1921.
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Not only are the pupils enthusiastic about this method of instruction,
but the teachers are finding it of definite value. They find that the attention and interest of pupils is aroused
and held, that the motion picture can
give certain explanations which it is
difficult for the pupil to comprehend
except by the use of pictures. An
oral explanation, giving the subject
matter of a fifteen-minute film, takes
to present from one to several hours.
During
have been
determine
means of

the year, a number of tests
made in New York to help
the value of films as a
instruction. The results of

many tests are not complete. Eesults
ascertained by impartial tests which
are fairly and scientifically conducted
will disclose the facts upon which to
base a proper judgment of the value
of the motion picture for instruction.
The following test is typical :
In Public School No. 62, New
York, a graduate student of Columbia
University made some interesting
studies with seventh grade pupils. Approximately 500 pupils were tested.
Group A was instructed by oral
means. Group B had twelve minutes
of motion pictures followed by oral
instruction. Group C had oral instruction followed by motion pictures.
The pupils were changed around so
that they were in different groups at
different times. The results of these
tests will shortly be published. They
reveal the interesting fact that Group
B pupils or those instructed by motion
pictures followed by oral instruction
pass examinations which average twenty-two per cent higher than those
which are orally instructed. Group C,
which had the oral instruction followed
by pictures, is several per cent below

Group B, but still fifteen per cent or
more higher than Group A.
Such tests, and tests given elsewhere,
are referred to in this report because
the results show the justification for
continued work of visual instruction by
means of motion pictures. If the
movies are a worth while tool in education, they should be adopted. If they
are not, they should be stopped. The
problem is not a contest as to whether
visual instruction is a better or worse
method of teaching than oral instruction. During the coming year the results of many tests conducted in New
York and elsewhere will be announced.
Some of the main questions to be
answered are : Will visual instruction
save time? Will it arouse the interest
and attention of the pupil? Will the
teacher using this tool gain efficiency?
Will the pupils get impressions which
are vivid and lasting?
Eight here I would again call attention to the fact which confronts the
various members of the Curriculum
Committee constantly. This is the
woeful lack of films suitable for instruction. Practically all of the motion picture films now in use in the
schools were not prepared for pedagogic purposes. They are "ready
made" clothes refitted for the purpose.
Few are "tailor made." During the
coming year we hope that several specially designed instruction pictures will
be available for the New York schools.
During the past year, in addition to
the committees on United States Geography and Biology, several additional
committees have been appointed and
have actively engaged in the service of
investigating their respective fields.
The committee on Continuation
Schools plan to use motion pictures on
occupation

in the

program

for voca-
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tiona] guidance. The plan included the
ust1 of pictures in school assemblies introduced bybrief talks on the occupations pictured.
The committee reports:
"Having in mind that mere passive
listening' and gazing is not of much
value, we planned to have oral and
composition work following the picture. The boys and girls would be expected to discuss the processes in making the things pictured, the tools or
machines needed, the number of different workers required, etc. But alas !
We could not get all the equipment
necessary. Through misunderstanding
or what-not, we have not had the cooperation of the Building Bureau,
necessary to put through our program.
"We' trust, however, that next term we
may have our equipment and be able
to carry out our program, and I hope
that the sub-committee on Continuation Schools will be a real working
committee. The list of films selected
cover the following subjects :
Making a Newspaper, Electrotyping,
Making of Shoes, Typewriters, Bread,
Biscuits, How a Mail Order House
Works, Manufacture of Ready to Wear
Clothing, Printing and Bookbinding,
Film on the Historical Development of
Women's Work, and others.
The committee on Domestic Science
was broken down into two committees,
one an elementary school committee,
the other a high school committee
Each committee has met one evening
a week since February. The first
meeting of each committee was devoted
to a discussion of how films would fit
into the course of study, which subjects could be illustrated by films and
the making of an outline of these subjects. From February to June, each
committee reviewed films one evening

each week. The last meeting of each
committee was a discussion meeting.
The outlines made at the first meetings were talked over and revised and
a definite selection was made from the
films seen.
Most of the films shown were those
made by the manufacturers of food and
other products. A few of the films
were excellent, clearly showing the
processes of manufacture of the product. The majority of the films need
cuts and revisions before they can be
used. Sometimes the "story" of the
film was objectionable. Occasionally a
film was confused, either not telling
the story clearly or attempting to tell
the story of more than one process and
not telling any one fully or clearly. A
few films were evidently intended to
interest the average movie audience.
The films we use must be well-made
educational pictures. We acknowledge
the many courtesies shown by the
owners of these industrial films in permitting us to use them and hope that
in the future we will be able to secure
more and better films.
Besides films for use with students
in high schools and pupils of elementary schools, we need ones that can be
used with audiences of parents in order
to interest and instruct them in the
work of the school.
Despite the number of films that
were rejected or accepted, pro tern, and
the number that needed revision, we
felt encouraged. The business firms
gave evidence that they were interested
in telling the story of their products
in terms acceptable and comprehensible
to the schools.
The

Xature
Study
committee
reviewed a number of films.
The criticisms were drastic because the films
(Concluded on Page 42)

THE ART OF VISUAL PRESENTATION
IT. B. Auerbaoh
and G-. S. Chiles
Chicago
regarded as an indispensable
to management and control.)

large organizaistionsitarethat
WHY
constantly making
use of pictorial methods in
studying and expanding their business
interests? Because carefully prepared
charts and diagrams are the only means
whereby they can bring to a focus and
actually visualize the multifarious ramifications of their industry. Related
and inter-related activities can be taken
in almost at a glance. The stockholders and board of directors can be made

THE

METHOD

IN

JOURNALISM

The visual method of suggestion and
instruction is rapidly supplanting much
abstract, intangible, and therefore
more or less worthless reading matter.
Even the most detailed and authoritative text material is being supplemented and enriched by means of diagrams and pictures. Thus it is made
to appeal to the "eyes" or perceptive
agents of the mind and to its thinking
processes as well — a twofold appeal ; to
the eye or visual, and to the intellect
or mental. That is why the better
class of technical, commercial and educational periodicals are adding a pictorial supplement or illustrated section.
The growing tendency in journalism is
to show and demonstrate pictorially in
addition to mere verbal statement and

to "see through" rather than be required to "think through" a complicated mass of details and statistical
data. Diagrams help them to keep the
information before their eyes in a concrete rather than abstract form.
PICTURING

PICTURE

adjunct

ACHIEVEMENT

The "coordination of men, methods
and machinery," though already widely
recognized as a science, is still in the
primary stages of its development.
Cost and factory accounting systems,
routing and scheduling, time and motion study, industrial relations, including welfare and vocational, and, last

description. Consciously or unconsciously, you try to form a mental picture according to your own idea of
something you have just read or heard.
But your picture must be formed from
your own past experiences. Every person creates his own mental imagery.
To convey information to others we
must first collect and classify our own
ideas, and then build them up into a
well-defined mental picture in our own
minds. After that is accomplished,
there is the problem of passing this picture on to others — a technical task requiring adiscriminating knowledge of
the graphic art in all its details.
"A fact is emphatic in proportion to
the number of avenues through which

but not least, the "humanics" of industry, the personal or human element
— all have made wonderful strides.
But the big problem that confronts us
at the present time is to supplement
what has already been done, not
through the medium of the written or
spoken word but by actually showing,
by picturing achievement. We must
be made to recognize the value of pictorial suggestion, the value of visual
information as an addition to human
intelligence and effectiveness. (The
diagrammatic method will come to be
18

it makes its appeal."

Because of its
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appeal to the eye as well as the intellect, visual education carries a message
by far more dramatic, and therefore
emphatic, than can be hoped for from
even the most carefully worded language.
VISUALIZATION

ASSISTS

CLEAR

THINKING

Why do newspapers print charts and
diagrams to show increases in circulation and advertising lineage? Why
do educational institutions, philanthropic organizations and even churches
use the pictorial method in appealing
for financial aid and public contributions? Why is the picture of a dollar
so popular in showing what parts of it
go to interest charges, tax levies, profits, and so forth? It is because the
popular mind thinks in pictures; because the graphic method of presentation helps actually to visualize conditions, and in so doing acts as a
powerful reminder of what would
otherwise require perhaps pages of description and hours of oral argument.
Why does a sales manager use a map
diagram to locate his salesmen, apportion their territory and study markets
and distributing points? Because the
map actually puts the entire territory
before him in concrete form and this
aids him in dividing the territory into
sales zones and logical units for advertising and merchandising. The map
helps to visualize the expansion of the
business.
The - production manager

uses

"graphic production control" to trace
and analyze the causes for delays and
congestions. Control charts make
these factors leap out in the form of
pictures, so to speak. As a consequence,
special pressure and stimulation may
be applied exactly where they are most

needed, and the various phases of the
.work coordinated accordingly.
ADOPTION

OF GRAPHIC METHODS
ABLE

INEVIT-

Clergymen, philanthropists, economists, workers in the field of science,
municipal, state and national governments, financial and trade statisticians
use statistics in some way. It is essential that they acquire some knowledge
of the graphic art in order to make
the statistical data with which they are
constantly dealing more readable and
digestible. Book shelves are flooded
with bulky volumes, poured from
our presses in an endless stream. Long
columns of figures and page after page
of printed text are bewildering, and it
is but natural that they get to be
viewed as "dry, uninteresting stuff."
We are living in an age of the concrete. As modern life becomes more
and more complex its standards become
correspondingly severe and exacting.
Traditional rule-of -thumb methods are
no longer applicable. A new program
has been ushered in, and that program
demands that we get down to the heart
of things with the least expenditure of
time and energy. Inconsequential details and guesswork must give way to
worth-while and scientific knowledge.
Social and economic phenomena involve the operation of so complex a
system of forces that, despite the accuracy and completeness with which
the numerical data pertaining thereto
may have been collected and classified,
we must summon to our aid another
working tool, namely the visual appeal
of graphic presentation.
VARIOUS

STYLES

OF

PICTORIAL

TREAT-

MENT.

Photo graphic Illustrations: — The
photograph is the most perfect form of
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ORIGINAL

APPEARANCE

OF

Figure 1.
KNIVES
BEFORE
EXPERIMENTING
AND
CORRODING AGENTS

WITH

STAINING

(a) Stainless-steel knife, (b) Silver-plated knife, (c) New steel knife, (d) Staining and corroding agents. From left to right: lemon — hard-boiled egg — piece
of raw potato.

picture. By means of the camera we
can reproduce all of the details in a
most realistic manner. Hence, Avhen it is
a question of picturing an object down
to its finest details, the merits of a
good photographic reproduction cannot be over-estimated. Charts or
drawings suffice to show only the more
important details and aspects, but a

photograph reveals everything — alike
consequential and inconsequential. Because of their inherently artificial character and the ease with which they may
be manipulated, drawings are occasionally open to doubt, and rightly so.
But it is hard to doubt a photograph
For after all, the lens of a camera is
really nothing more or less than a

IIP p

r
P^^ww

;

Figure 2.
SHOWING

KNIVES

IN

CONTACT

WITH

STAINING

The knives were left as shown

AND

CORRODING

for a few minutes.

"
3 -

AGENTS
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Figure 3.
APPEARANCE

OF

KNIVES

AFTER

REMOVAL
AGENTS

FROM

STAINING

AND

CORRODING

Stainless-steel Knife (a): — Shows very slight effect from action of potato and egg,
but none whatever from the lemon. After the photograph was taken, it was
found that the marks left by the egg and potato were merely dried juice and
not the result of corrosion;
they disappeared
when
rubbed
with a dry cloth.
Silver-plated Knife (b): — Contact with the lemon and potato had very little effect,
whereas
the egg caused the very marked
blackish
appearance
as shown.
New Steel Knife (c): — Note the marked effect of the lemon on the tip; also the
effect of the potato on the heel, and the lesser action of the egg near the center
of the blade.
(d) — Lemon, egg and potato turned so as to show penetration of knife blades.

"mechanical eye;" the photographic
plate a mechanical retina, and the
photograph proper an image of the
object, save for the absence of the
natural coloring, as true as the human
eye itself would see it.
Take Figures 1 to 3 inclusive. How
else but by the use of photographic
illustrations would it be possible to describe this experiment ?
Sometime ago, during the American
Steel Treaters' Convention* one of the

authors had the pleasure of witnessing,
among other things, an exhibit of stainless steel products. A test was being
conducted to demonstrate to the public
the special property of stainless steel**
to withstand the action of ordinary
agencies of corrosion and stain. Both
ordinary steel and silver knives were
used in addition to the stainless steel
knives. Different articles of food such
as fruits and vegetables wTere used as
(Concluded on page 54)

♦Convention
American
cago, September of
23-27,
1919. Steel Treaters' Society, Seventh Regiment Armory, Chi**Alloys that withstand the action of corrosion and stain are usually classed as
stainless steel. "Stellite" . has the same properties. Steel of this character may be
used to good advantage for Cutlery. Surgical Instruments, Pump and Engine Valves,
Snip, Mining and Acid-handling Machinery, and other like purposes.

MISCELLANEOUS
July number of THE MENTOR,
THE
which is entirely devoted to the
cause of motion pictures, contains
the opinions of such writers as Henry
Arthur Jones, Rupert Hughes, Rex
Beach and Sir Gilbert Parker, who comment upon the possibilities of co-operation between author and screen.
Henry Arthur Jones writes, of course,
from the dramatist's standpoint when he
appraises the cinema. He states that
the dramatist wins enduring renown
by his dialogue, which alone has permanent value. Real drama is literature and may be enjoyed and studied as
such. It is clear that the film cannot
afford the quality and kind of pleasure
that spoken drama can give — the pleasure of literature. Again, it is mainly by
the voice that the actor gets his finest
and worthiest effect. What the dramatist
has written falls dead upon the stage
unless it is vitalized by the actor. Thus
the moving picture not only keeps the
dramatist from using his chief and highest means of expression, but its silent
unreeling prevents the actor from using
his highest means of expression. What
has the cinema to offer that can offset
these two most serious handicaps? To
the actor, he asserts, there comes a more
universal recognition because of the extraordinary distribution of films and
also — and this is perhaps not unimportant— there comes a most substantial and
satisfactory salary.
The advantages offered the dramatists
are outlined so capably that we quote
exactly: "In the volume, variety, and
impetus of its action — that is, in the very
essence of drama — in its swift, vivid,
multiple transformations, its startling
command of contrasts, its power of concentration on valuable minutiae, its
capacity for insinuation and flashing
suggestion — in all these truly dramatic
qualities the film play offers to the dramatist an infinitude of opportunity compared with the spoken drama. Aristotle
compared the limitations of the drama
with the expanses of the epic. But, com-

NOTES

pared with the film, even the epic, the
novel, becomes a tedious chronicler of
events. The film is a bungler at comedy,
except of the rude and boisterous kind.
But the film invites and welcomes
Romance and Imagination and opens a
large field for their exploits. Now imagination, from Shakespeare downwards, is
largely shut out from our modern stage,
with its pert vulgarity and dictionary of
slang. Tongue-tied already, and almost
banished from the spoken drama, imagination may perhaps find a home in the
film theater. She will be deprived of
speech, but how rarely she is allowed to
open her lips upon the regular stage!
May not Imagination find utterance in
the vast pictorial resources and devices
of the film theater, throw her magic
beams amongst its fascinating lights and
shadows, and employ the quick vibrations
and successions of the screen to tell
larger stories of human life than are
being told today upon the stage of the
spoken
Rupertdrama?"
Hughes tells us that pictures
have had good stories for a long time
but that their crying need today is sincerity. They must appeal to the audience
as real. Their grief must be sincere,
their humor genuine. Depict real life
for people, as the best plays and novels
do, and the photoplay will hold its own.
It has been the custom of motion picture
producers to buy stories and then throw
away the plots and substitute ideas of
their own, merely keeping the title, sometimes, and a few of the characters. It
seems that it is one of the chief convictions of a scenario writer that a novelist
or short story writer can never produce
anything wholly suited to the screen.
There is somehow a feeling that these
literary people are not able to acquire
the technique of the scenario. "If," says
Mr. Hughes, "an author's works are good
enough to purchase, they deserve to be
presented with background that the
author evolved, for he knows his business, otherwise he would not be suc22 cessful."

Miscellaneous
Rex Beach, who was one of the first of
popular authors to affiliate himself with
the screen and whose "Spoilers" was one
of the first big spectacular screen productions, believes that complete, direct cooperation between author and producer
is both necessary and desirable. Only a
few years ago. the gap between author
and the photoplay was all but impassable.
Authors of repute felt that the screen
was an unworthy and deficient medium
of expression for their achievements.
Lately, however, with one of the lightning-like changes that occur in this
gigantic and rapidly evolving industry.
author and cinema have come together to
the immediate benefit of the screen while
the author is discovering the fact that
literature may be expressed through
the silver sheet as well as through the
printed page.
There never has been a more consistent
supporter of the screen than Sir Gilbert
Parker, who says: "I have never been
converted to approval of motion pictures.
I believed in them from the first and
further acquaintance with the art — I use
this word deliberately — has only deepened my faith. For myself, I have always
believed that every important author in
the world will want to write for the film
stage in good time; and that time is at
hand. To say naught of eminent authors
in the United States, in England, Pinero,
Arnold Bennett. Robert Hichens, Edward
Knoblock, Somerset Maugham. Elinor
Glyn and even Kipling, are writing for
the screen, and my prophecy is fast coming true. Henry Arthur Jones is now in
America making scenarios for Paramount; Sir James Barrie, whose 'Sentimental Tommie' and 'Admirable Crichton' have already found their way to the
screen, is to assist at the American production of 'Peter Pan.' "
This well-known author refutes the
idea that the public will not patronize
costume plays. On the contrary, he believes that historical romances will provide much of the material for future film
dramas and that the sex play will soon
be an unregretted memory. Furthermore,
he believes, together with the others
whose statements have been quoted, that
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public taste and public demands have
been responsible for the improvements in
motion picture standards.
The success of
films free from all suggestiveness and
salaciousness is proof of the soundness of
public taste. And the film will not destroy the taste for the stage. It will
make new lovers of the stage. The film
goes where there never was a theater
and helps create dramatic taste. The
time will come when every school and
every church will have a moving picture equipment. The world is better
taught, better informed, thanks to the
motion picture.

of photoion ists
incept
theapparatus
EVER sincegraphic
, scient
have
been continually seeking methods
of improving it. The SCIENTIFIC
AMERICA!? for August reports the invention of an ingenious attachment by a
Frenchman. M. Labrely. This device is
composed of an optically flat mirror supported before the lens of the camera by
a long sighting handle, which is pivoted
to turn in all directions. This handle is
so contrived that, in turning, it actuates a mechanism that keeps the mirror
always at the proper angle to project the
rays of light coming from the object at
which the handle is sighted, straight into
the lens barrel to register on the film.
This invention adds immensely to the
flexibility of the camera, enabling its
users to obtain pictures hitherto practically impossible because of the difficulty of turning the camera quickly and
keeping an absolutely steady picture.
When used with the ultra-rapid camera.
this attachment is specially valuable in
the study of rapidly moving objects.
Photographing a bird on the wing becomes as easy as following its gyrations
with a gun.

a perso
numa rine
takesKathe
Gerounld like
Fullerton
WHEN
ber of pages to discuss the Movies
as an institution — as she does in the July
ATLANTIC MONTHLY— it is most interesting and profitable to consider carefully
her remarks. She prefaces her discussion by saying that she doesn't go much
to the movies and that she reallv doesn't
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know a great deal about them, but the
reader is soon made to feel that her socalled ignorance is more illuminating
than the erudition of many who presume
to expatiate at length on the subject.
Mrs. Gerould does not believe that the
movies are actually bad — the danger lies,
she thinks, in their wide dispersion
rather than in their immorality. It is
her opinion that moving picture producers as a class are more scrupulous
than theatrical managers and that real
flesh and blood one-half dressed is more
suggestive than photographs one-fourth
dressed. The peril of the movies is not
in risque situations or physical indecency,
but in cheapness of ideals and silly sentimentalism, a condition which can, of
course, be controlled and improved.
It is foolish and ineffectual to compare the moral effect of the stage with
the moral effect of the movies, for the
two things are entirely separate and not
comparable. The people who throng into
the motion picture houses are not those
who go to Shakespearean revivals. They
are rather the ones who went to cheap
vaudeville, and the movies represent a
step up in popular amusement for them
— not a step down. If they were not
attending the movies they -certainly
would not be sitting through a university
extension lecture.
Mrs. Gerould admits that there is a
problem to be solved in the frequent and
whole-hearted attendance of the adolescent upon the movies, but what, questions she, would they be doing in this
day and age if they weren't at the
movies? Moreover, she is kind enough
to say that the movies have closed up
the literary redlight district in that they
act as a continual and pleasant substitute
for cheap literature.
As for the causes for the deplored vulgarity of the moving picture — novels —
which make up much of the bulk of cinema fodder — are always vulgarized in the
process of filming, for a work of art
which has been wrought out of words
cannot be put into a wordless medium
without more or less spoiling it. Mere
psychology cannot be photographed indefinitely and the tendency is to provide for

the picture something that takes the
place of the unpictorial bulk of a book.
And this something is too apt to be mere
thrills or rank sentimentalism entirely
out of keeping with the nature of the
story. But then, says she, the dramatized
novel does not usually make a good stage
play and our books and plays are as
rotten with sentimentalism as are our
photoplays.
Vulgarity, it seems, is not a matter of
necessity in the movies, but instead is
simply a matter of the easiest way out.
People have demanded thrills and it is
more convenient to arrange for sensationalism than it is for refinement and
subtlety. And the danger is that the
easiest way will prevail and that the
very young motion picture art will degenerate and be blasted in the bud before
ever it flowers.
Only by treating the motion picture as
a different genre can its vast possibilities
be developed. It is a new art that combines vital elements of many of the old
ones, yet retaining its individual character. Because of its newness, its laws
have not yet been tabulated, but certain
of its potentialities are already recognizable. Action is as yet its forte. It
can manage wide spaces and ambush and
galloping horsemen and thrills. It can
present lapse of time and contrasts, such
as those of poverty and plenty, virtue and
evil, far more effectively than the novelist can ever hope to. Moreover, there
is a remarkable processional value in its
picturing of consecutive events.
In concluding, Mrs. Gerould dwells
upon the serious consequences of the exportation of pictures unworthy of American ideals to foreign countries. Of course,
we understand perfectly that our peculiar
sense of humor in no wise prevents
us from carrying on an enlightened form
of government with a great deal of success. Foreigners, however, who base
their judgment of us and our social instincts on our movie standards may have
trouble in believing in our divine mission
to rule other nations. Charles Chaplin
is by no means a representative of the
average American citizen and slapstick
by no means our customary occupation.

Miscellaneous
///\LD
Home
Home Week in Bedlam"
I 1 is Charles
Hanson Towne's defiV^
nition of Hollywood
1
in an article on "The Monstrous Movies" in
VANITY FAIR for September. The acting profession has developed the habit
of disappearing from accustomed haunts
and turning up — for a longer or shorter
period — in Hollywood. Few indeed are
the players who have not succumbed to
"the most amazing and startling manifestation of the age — the movies."
This "giant fungus growth," drawing
all things to itself, recalls the days of
Forty-nine, but with this difference: it is
there to stay. A Spanish town built
today may be demolished next week; but
a Greek village takes its place promptly,
only to be followed by an Italian pavilion
or an Egyptian market. "Indeed the
whole world seems literally to be here,
concentrated in one tiny corner of the
earth. So many assortments are here
that it reminds one of those ingenious
prisoners who, with nothing else to do,
crowd the words of the Lord's Prayer on
a pinhead. Hollywood is a contracted
dance floor, on which everyone in the
world is dancing; and the jazz goes on
incessantly. There seems no rhyme or
reason here, no method, no system, no
direction; it appears a madhouse. . . .
Confusion is the god that in some mysterious way runs this crazy universe."
Money flows in torrents; the pay envelope is the sole inspiration of most of
the multitude. The Hollywood conception of art is chiefly the exploitation of
"the so-called 'personalities' of little girls
with weak chins but big black eyes that
'film' well, in stories dashed off like
penny-dreadfuls, with ungrammatical captions and incoherent 'continuity.' The
stars build costly houses, costly in exact
proportion to their salaries. These serve
not only as palatial homes but are the
finest possible advertising. For the public, having seen the favorite in such a
setting, does not forget him. Money value
is extracted from everything, and the
population rents its bent backs and
wrinkled faces, its cats, dogs, monkeys,
and babies, in the endless rush after 'the
coin.' "
Just why Mr. Towne wrote this article
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is not clear. It is merely observational;
25
an amiable and ambling description that
fills the page pleasantly, but leads to no
particular climax or conclusion. If there
is any "point" or "gist" to be found in
what he says, it must lie in the emphatic
statement — which has already become
quite venerable — that "the movies must
be taken seriously." He then cites Chicago's two-million-dollar Tivoli, showing
pictures to eager audiences of 4,000 every
night — miles from the center of the city
— while legitimate drama of real artistic
value plays to half empty benches in the
heart of the town. At about this point,
the reader is all eagerness to learn Mr.
Towne's opinion as to what will be the
outcome of such conditions and what
should be done to hasten or to change
such an outcome. But the article ends —
with a paragraph about a sick cat and the
serious financial loss the sickness represented for its owner! The principal effect of the article is to leave the reader
waiting for a conclusion — and Mr. Towne
for his check from VANITY FAIR.

*

*

*
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moving picture in the classroom
comes from the pen of the principal of
the Middlesex University College and is
reported in THE TEACHERS WORLD,
an English educational journal.
This English pedagogue selected boys
between the ages of twelve and fourteen
years for his experiments with moving
pictures, because at this age the impressions are most rapidly gained and most
rapidly lost. A boy of this age is always
on the qui vive for bits of information
which he crowds into his mind to such
an extent that he is unable to fit them
A

into his logical processess or to re-present them clearly.
A range of experiments was used — ■
allocating the country to which various
curios belonged by associating them with
the various peoples and places seen in
the films; verbal description and information of places shown by means of lantern
projection, photographs and wall pictures; and written accounts based upon
the pictures. In one composition experiment a number of pupils were selected
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at random from those who had attended
the moving pictures and a number from
those who hadn't. These pupils, however, had received classroom work which
covered completely the material treated
in the film. The results were highly favorable to the claim of the cinema as a
great aid in many branches of education.
The pupils who had attended the films
wrote with marked ease, pleasure and
concentration. Their written efforts
demonstrated that what knowledge of
facts they had previously possessed had
been strengthened and supplemented and
clarified by their visual impressions and
was no longer mere word data.
This educational leader finds many reasons why the visual method is a superior
method. The psycho-dynamic character
of the cinematograph is increased by the
vivid contrast caused by the brilliancy of
the film picture on the white screen and
the surrounding darkness of the room;
therefore that concentration of consciousness which we call attention is spontaneously given and easily maintained.
The surrounding darkness assists in narrowing down the conscious field by shutting out disturbing, irrelevant objects.
The degree of attention is strengthened
further by the fact that the picture, being
thrown on a plane surface, requires no
difference of accommodation of eyesight.
Then there is, of course, the animation,
novelty, contrast and variety of the moving picture, all of which are factors in
attention. And last and most important
is the fact that the child has an unconquerable affection for the motion picture,
an affection which is one of the most
vital factors in insuring attention and
concentration and thus retention of impressions, strengthening of the memory
and the arousing of the imagination.
* * *

R proof that the British
FURTHEstic
schola
mind is agitating itself
about the educational possibilities
in moving pictures is found in THE
TEACHERS WORLD for July fifteenth,
in an article entitled A School Cinema at
Work.
The Mosely Road School, Fallowfield, is
making a systematic use of motion pictures, using apparatus which was made

by the headmaster. The plan is to present to the pupils, pictures that are educative, informational, recreational and
imaginative. The lessons are a half-hour
in length, the first five minutes being
taken by the teacher to explain the subject of the film. In connection with this
part of the lesson, a synopsis written on
lantern slides is used. After the fifteen
or twenty minutes occupied in showing
the picture, the children make notes of
their impressions, these notes to be used
in subsequent English work. The results,
it is found, are most satisfactory in every
respect, although it is felt that still more
could be accomplished were there a wider
selection of educational subjects and were
those already in use less touched by evidences of commercialism.
A plan to better this condition is suggested in the article. If a number of
educational authorities in the same
locality combined in appointing experienced cinema photographers to make pictures on the subjects they chose and in
the manner they desired, then the films
could be distributed to the schools in
the entire area concerned at a considerable saving. Moreover, the quality of
material presented and its suitability, for
school use would be assured.
* * *
m of have
ed an
bleies
ope
already Eur
solv
the cou
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how
MANY
to prevent the movies from turning the younger generation into sexenthusiasts at an age when they should
be "mere boys and girls." Most American effort to this end seeks to force the
theatres to change their films, instead of
curtailing the theatres' patronage and
profit by nce.
depriving them of their youthful audie
Belgium recently passed legislation
barring children under 16 from the motion picture theatres and authorizing
special shows for the youngsters and
their friends where the films are subject
to selection by a Commission. Similar
restrictions were already in force in Holland, Germany, and Scandinavia. Now
Switzerland has followed the example
and LE FASCINATEUR for August^ 1921,
declares that "France will soon be the
only
country
in Europe
where
the
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kiddies are allowed unregulated freedom
of attendance at the public cinema." The
magazine goes on to describe the rigorous
measures for enforcing these regulations
in Geneva and the compensations offered
to the school children deprived by law of
their "movies."
"At the entrance of every motion picture theatre is stationed a police officer
to keep out children under age, whether
they are accompanied by their parents or
not. A school inspector is there also,
with school record cards for reference in
determining the true age of any suspect
who attempts to enter. Parents who aid
a child in the attempt to evade the law
are fined immediately.
On the other hand, the city of Geneva
has built for these school children an
auditorium seating thousands., equipped
for the finest motion picture projection.
A novel device is a steel fire curtain
which falls automatically, cutting off
completely the projection machines from
the audience room, in the same fashion
that the asbestos curtain isolates the
stage in modern theatres. In front of
the screen is a speaker's platform. Each
week every teacher in the city receives
free tickets to the number of one-third of
his pupils, which he distributes among
them from week to week. The performance begins three-quarters of an hour
after the close of school and lasts an
hour and a half.
The films are chosen by a specially
appointed school inspector and an official
from the department of public instruction. These two. with the lecturer who
will speak during the performance, attend a trial showing, where selections are
made by the judges and the speaker
takes notes for his talks.
The program is composed of films on
Science, Travel, History, Racial Geography— and always a comic film at the
end. (The threat to suppress the lastnamed, if good order is not maintained,
is a sure guarantee of silence and careful attention from the audience.) As the
picture runs the speaker points out matters of particular importance and gives
ample explanation and commentary.
The State puts at the disposal of the
schools
a rich collection
of films and
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slides. When slides only are to be used
they are regularly shown in the schools
themselves during class hours and constitute a real part of the lessons; but films
demand always the use of the auditorium.
This system functions not only in Geneva
but already in 40 out of 100 of the Swiss
communal schools. The rest will follow
soon.

IX VAX1TY FAIR for September, E.
W. Kemble summarizes and emphasizes a long-standing fault of the
motion pictures in an article entitled
"The Moving Scenery of tlie Moving Picture." Whatever progress has been made
in the stories and the acting of the
movies, there is practically no improvement in the handling of the scenery.
The dominant purpose would seem to
be "to provide static actors in the foreground and active scenery in the background." The sets are "cluttered up
with choppy cross lines caused by objects
which detract from the emphasis due the
characters."
A western hero clasps his heroine in a
"farewell forever" scene, the intended
solemnity of which is immediately ruined
by shrubbery directly behind the pair
waving and tossing madly "as if a cyclone
had struck it." An erring daughter fluttering against her father's bosom tries to
register repentance in competition with
"a roomful of hideous bric-a-brac and a
tiger rug — all equally lighted with her
The writer continues his catalog of
artistic absurdities to be seen on the
face."
screen. "I have seen an interior lighted
from the ceiling and the floor at the same
time, while actually the room is supposed
to be filled with daylight coming from
an open window. The figures from the
cross lights are almost in shadow, the
faces absolutely killed — while startling
prominence is given to every table leg,
book case, door knob and what not in
the room. Table cloths and soup plates
fairly put your eyes out with their brilliance, while the diners play second
fiddle. An Oriental scene I once observed was so confused that it was impossible to separate the characters from
the hieroglyphics
which
swarmed
over
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the scene — all of the same tone value —
while a group of spears carried by an
army of colored extras was the brightest
spot on the screen." Non-essentials should
be toned down or eliminated. Accassories
should assist and not fight against the
drama. Freakish architecture, which defeats the characters attempting to deliver
their message in front of it, should be
avoided. "Let the characters speak out
and the backgrounds whisper."
As splendid— and rare — examples of
real scenic art Mr. Kemble mentions
PASSION and THE CABINET OF DR.
CALIGARI — both foreign productions, it
should be noted. The former shows what
setting and lighting can be and how they
can contribute to the "charming tone of
the whole series of well grouped and
splendidly acted scenes." As regards the
latter picture, "the important thing was
not that these patterns were derived from
modernist paintings, but that they were
always under control. There would be
no guesswork on the part of the director, when even the sunlight was painted
on the floors and walls."
The writer closes his article with the
magnanimous supposition that these
thoughts are already in the minds of the
movie producers, whose position on the
inside will enable them to "experiment
and improve." Some day this will be
true, but the improving will have to be
left to a new generation of motion picture directors. Just now there is hardly
one in the entire field who has the knowledge, training or capacity even to understand the principles of art involved in
such a masterpiece as CALIGARI — to say
nothing of creating and producing a film
of this artistic calibre.
* * *

THE first number of THE JOURNAL
OF EDUCATIONAL METHOD has
just reached us. The very name is
significant. It not only defines the field
and suggests the intentions of the magazine, but constitutes the best possible
evidence that the science of education has
arrived at a new stage in its slow climb
to real efficiency. American educators
are now recognizing — what has long
been appreciated in other fields — the suin all
preme importance of "method"
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human achievement. Stone and steel
were used by the race for thousands of
years before "method" made possible modern architecture. The educational world
has been too long content with merely
handling and multiplying its raw materials. Centuries have been spent upon
the accumulation of things to learn, and
but a decade or so in serious study of
how they can best be learned.
The initial editorial gives concisely the
purpose of the new organ, "to provide
means of unification of effort — to devote
itself wholeheartedly to the improvement
of teaching." The word "teaching" is
broadly conceived and includes the three
elements which compose the scholastic
cosmos, the pupils, the teachers, and the
supervisors and trainers of the teachers.
While the magazine will not concentrate
too narrowly upon "classroom methods
as such," it will "assume conditions as
they are" in the teaching activities of
today "and endeavor to point out the next
possible steps in progress. With the stars
as a goal, the good old wagon road, winding slowly upward, will be depended
upon as the way of transit."
It will be a "moderately progressive"
journal, opposing stagnant conservatism,
reporting radical experimentation, and
earnestly promoting ideas between these
two extremes which embody the "limited changes possible when reforms are
proceeding on a large scale." Its pages
will present the best theory and practice
of the day, emphasizing essentials, eliminating the incidental and superficial, so
as to secure "a larger measure of educational economy — more and better results
with less waste of time and energy."
THE JOURNAL OF EDUCATIONAL
METHOD has our cordial best wishes
and confident hopes that it will achieve
its high purposes and thereby contribute
mightily to the coming of a better education. * * *
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of moving pictures. Several years
ago courses dealing with the writing~of
photoplays were instituted at Columbia,
and proved so popular that four different
instruction periods are now devoted to
this work.

M [SCELLANEOUS
By the inauguration of the new production course, students may not only learn
the principles of visual appeal but how
to apply them in actual practice.
The course will be under the direction of

NOTES
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Materials
for Visual Education.
Projection and Projectors.
Teaching with Visual Materials.
The announcement of the series by the
Extension Division states further:

Dr. Rowland Rogers, vice-president of the
Picture Service Corporation, formerly editor of Paramount and Goldwyn Pictographs and later production manager of
the Bray Studios. Dr. Rogers is serving
as chairman of the Curriculum Committee of the Visual Instruction Association,

"The rapid progress of visual education
has made a very great demand for information respecting equipment and methods of using it. The lantern slide, chart,

which has secured the use of motion pictures in the New York Schools.

"Realizing the value of visual education, the Extension Division and the
Summer Session have arranged for this
series of lectures and demonstrations for
school and community workers. Persons
interested in obtaining visual materials
are urged to visit the Extension Division
from 1 to 3 p. m.. Tuesday. July 26, to
inspect and discuss visual materials now

"The decision of Columbia University
to teach young men and women the application of the principles of visual appeal
through pictures will be a practical service not only to the pupils but to the
motion picture industry," said Dr. Rogers. "Students will learn not mere
theory but the technique and methods
of the director, the camera man and the
editor in producing pictures for entertainment, educational and industrial uses.
They will actually produce a single reel
picture themselves. A feature of the
course will be practical talks by prominent directors and camera men on their
specialties and a visit to a motion picture laboratory while the picture is being
developed and printed.
"While the first course offered will be
elementary, it should afford a working
knowledge of production and assist a person to qualify for the position of assistant
director or assistant camera man or aid
the scenario writer to understand the advantages and limitations of the camera."
The course will be given on Tuesday
evenings beginning in September.

*

*

*

auspices of the ExtenUNDER sionthe
Division a series of lectures
and demonstrations on visual education was given on July 25th and 26th,
to the students assembled at Bloomington
for the summer session of Indiana University. The series was conducted by
Miss Marie E. Goodenough of the University of Chicago and comprised three lecture-demonstrations, in the Auditorium
of the Student Building, on the following
subjects:

motion picture, and other forms of visualization are becoming stronger factors
in school and community work.

available

from

the

University."

controversy over the effects of
THE
the moving picture upon American
life and American child life in particular has resolved itself into such conventional and too often such bromidic
arguments that the only element of suspense for the reader lies in discovering
upon which side of the metaphorical fence
the author is located.
Gilbert L. Brown of the Northern State
Normal School, Marquette. Michigan,
writing in the AHERICAX SCHOOLMASTER for June finds that the moving
picture, in spite of its marvelous possibilities, is really a considerable instrument for evil and demoralization. His
deductions, he states in beginning, are
based upon an analysis of pictures shown
in one moving picture theater for thirty
consecutive nights and not upon any occasional and casual observation. The
results of his observation, as tabulated,
show that the harmful elements far outnumber those which are desirable. Deceit, jealousy, violence, murder, vulgarity,
cruelty were discovered to be much more
prevalent than the finer appeals such as
those of devotion, pity and heroism.
Since it is estimated that out of the eight
million that daily attend the moving picture shows two millions are children,
who are powerless to combat the insidi-
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ousness of evil suggestion, it is obvious
that such deplorable conditions need
regulation.
Mr. Brown occupies some space in
analyzing what he designates as the mystery of the strong appeal of the movies.
The most fundamental factor in this
appeal is, of course, the fact that attention to things moving is instinctive, requiring but little effort with effective and
more or less permanent results. The second great factor of appeal is that made
to the emotions. The unusual emphasis
necessary on the part of the silent actor
to put over the desired effect, together
with the semi-darkness and the eloquence
of the accompanying music intensify all
emotional claims to an abnormal extent.
In this very strength of the lure of the
motion picture lies its greatest opportunity for harm, when the cheap and the
common and the immoral are pictured.
The natural imitativeness of the child
proves to be one of his greatest dangers
as far as the screen is concerned. He
takes too often for his ideal that which
attracts him on the screen and unfortunately the things that attract him are
generally the flamboyant, the sensational
and the superficial. He cannot discriminate between the sham and the true.
Girls, for instance, admire beautiful stars
who flaunt gorgeous gowns and the portrayal of the finer qualities of character
are lost upon them.
The unsatisfactory type of picture now
so prevalent induces mental flabbiness
because of the rapidity of presentation,
which prevents reflection and deliberation upon the material presented. 'The
growing desire for the cheap and the
trivial and the effortless which cheap
pictures produce is shown in the child's
reading. A book whose perusal requires
effort and thought has no place with
him. History, current events, standard
literature are all taboo.
The child's love and appreciation of
music is also being affected. In many
small places where resources are small
the music is perforce limited in extent
and in interpretation. Children are consequently led to consider ragtime as the
best form of music.
Barbaric conduct on
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the part of children is one of the very
noticeable results of frequent attendance
at the movies. They learn to cause disturbances and to show lack of respect
for things deserving of respect and reverence. Mr. Brown says that their habit
of applauding what pleases them in motion-picture houses leads them to applaud
at most inappropriate times, as for instance, at the close of the minister's
prayer on Memorial Day. This is probably more true of a small place, however,
than of larger cities.
There are two methods of dealing with
an unsatisfactory institution — first, suppres ion— second, regulation. Mr. Brown
feels that the movies are not be suppressed, since they possess great possibilities for good. It is perhaps unkind
to remind Mr. Brown in passing that
any attempt to suppress the movies
would be as entirely effective as any
attempt to reverse the tides or to remove
the moon from the solar system. The
only alternative left is regulation.
The most important change needed in
the movies is to make them more intellectual and less emotional, and to eliminate for children all elements that
are injurious. And of course Mr. Brown
is not alone in making this discovery.
If local theater managers are not willing
to cooperate with parents and schools
in improving their programs, they will
be willing to provide special, children's
matinees or cooperate in connection with
programs given in the school buildings.
Children should not be allowed to attend
adult evening performances.
When moving pictures are regulated
in this manner, Mr. Brown feels that
they will be a force for good rather
than an instrument of evil to the childhood of America.
* * *

ESTING data on the familiar
INTER
NEWS REEL has been furnished by
the International Film Service of
New York City. Below is a partial reprint which gives some enlightening information on this one-reel element in the
theater program. Millions enjoy it but
few realize what cost and effort has gone
into its production.
"The

motion

picture

industry,

while
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replete with instances of remarkable development, can show nothing more interesting than the growth, in program value,
of the News Reel. Starting only a few
short years ago as a mere experiment
and used first as a "filler" it is now given
general recognition as the one indispensable film. An average length of one
thousand feet seldom shows one foot of
subject matter which is not interesting
and which does not instruct.
"Motion pictures of live news events
never fail to be of interest and because
of concise presentation of live topics, are
inevitably of extreme educational value.
As a general thing theatre owners are
not running schools but places of amusement. Life itself is a lesson and that
game, or sport, or amusement, which does
not instruct while it entertains is doomed
to an early death. The writers whose
names linger longest in memory have
been those whose work taught while their
reading was entertaining. The News
Reel is not educational by intent. It is
simply so because it is instructive to see
current history unfold before the eye.
The News Reel broadens one's knowledge
imperceptibly but none the less surely.
Added to that, mankind likes the NEWS
because it's just another way of "keeping
in touch with things." You often hear
men say, "I care nothing for the movies
except the News Reel." So from
"filler" the News Reel has grown to
where, as one of the country's leading
exhibitors said, "It is worth 30% of the
entire program."
"The News Reel is absolutely the
only regular film release which does not
come under the criticism of the many (and
all different) censor boards throughout
the country. It is, therefore, the only regular service released for theatre-use which
can be used in churches, clubs, schools
or colleges without fear of offending the
adult or of planting unwholesome thought
in the mind of childhood. Where the
daily press must perforce carry stories
of murder, robbery and divorce, all these
and kindred subjects are taboo with the
News Reel. Parents may object to drama
or comedy for their children, but never
to the News Reel.
"The

Xews

Reel

is by

far

the

most

Xotes

expensive film made. It costs, pro-rata,
more to make and market than any other
regular service because it is necessary
that cameramen be permanently located
in convenient stations all over the earth,
not to mention a large staff of special
men kept in New York. All these men
draw good salaries, their living and
traveling expenses are paid and often it
is necessary to expend large sums of
money in obtaining desired pictures. All
this must be added to the overhead.
Usually between 4,000 and 16,000 feet of
negative are developed and looked at on
the screen in order to select one thousand
good feet for the finished product.
Against this enormous cost is the short
life of the NEWS. Each release has
completed its usefulness within forty
days easily, while in order to cover the
country properly in such a short space
of time, hundreds of positive prints are
made and distributed through various
branch exchanges located in key cities.
There is no other class of film service
with such an overhead and such conditions against its longer life. Some
dramas and comedies, initially costing
less than the News Reel, are in constant use for months and sometimes for
a year or more.
"During the past year International
News " shot," developed and looked at
more than one million feet of negative,
about 190 miles of News items without
any titling whatever, passed on in order
to select only the best and most interesting. There were 116 International News
issues in 1920 containing 1,275 different
subjects. For proper distribution this
went on 18,493 reels containing 16,642,560
feet of positive film. Think of that —
3,152 miles of News items, more than
enough to reach from New York to Los
Angeles.
"The News cameraman must be very
different from the studio operator. He
must not only know how to take a good
picture but he must know 'picture value.'
He must think and act quickly. He must
be his own director, he must judge light
conditions and effects. The Eleventh
Commandment of a NEWS cameraman
must well be 'Thou shalt not fail.' For,
suppose he were assigned to cover such an
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important happening as the inauguration
of a President. He must turn in a good
negative, for a President could hardly be
expected to go through the ceremony
again. The News cameraman must also
possess a highly developed sense of
'news.' Just anybody can't be a good
newspaper reporter ; therefore, International has taken for the most part good
newspaper reporters and has trained them
to be A-l cameramen. Actually, International cameramen are star reporters who
photograph instead of write.
"The News camera is indeed a
worker of wonders. Recording on celluloid everything the eye can see, it has
been by turns the detective, the doctor,
the scientist, explorer and teacher. The
News camera has aided in the detection
. of crime. It has pictured major operations so that reproduction to the profession might aid suffering humanity. It
has been the companion of scientists in
their laboratories, of the explorer on his
travels, while through thousands of institutions of learning, as well as theatres,
it is the teacher of old and young. The
Neivs camera, using the world for a
stage and all peoples for players, gathers
'make-up' from the drama and comedy of
real life, brings the world before your
eyes. Down the shaft of light as the
News Reel is screened flows Truth, and
as subjects flash on and off, current pages
in the book of Time are turned — History
is seen in the making."
* * *

N picture, WHEN WOMEN
AMOTIO,
WORK
has been prepared for the
Women's Bureau of the U. S. Department of Labor. The picture was
arranged by the Bureau in order to
visualize clearly and in contrast good
and bad working conditions for women.
The photographs were taken in real factories, during working hours, with
women and men moving about their machines— the actuality of the picture is
there. Good and bad working conditions
are set against each other until the most
indifferent employer as he runs must
read, and the most hopeless working girl
as she looks must listen to the propa-
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ganda for better conditions; she feels her
hope revived, and determines to demand
these.
The picture is in two reels and takes
one-half hour to show. It is suggested
that the program on which it is shown
should include a talk on local conditions
of working women by someone acquainted
with the subject, and, if possible, she
should see the movie before the performance.
The film will be loaned free — express
charges not prepaid — by the Women's
Bureau. In order to show it properly
the organization should be certain of the
electric equipment of the hall where it is
to be shown, and must secure a licensed
operator.
Any organization, such as State Departments of Labor or State Federations
of Clubs, wishing to use the picture
through a long period, can make arrangements through the Women's Bureau to
buy the film for the approximate sum of
In making the request for the movie,
$142.
the kind and probable size of the audience
should be stated so that we can send
appropriate additional material. The
picture is in great demand and must be
sent to the places where it will do the
most good.
A large three-color poster, WHEN
WOMEN WORK, by Baldridge, formerly
cartoonist with the STARS AND
STRIPES, is available for advertising
purposes. The Women's Bureau has also
a triplicate folder containing seven
drawings by Baldridge — several of them
inset at the end of the picture — illustrating the Standards. These will be sent
free and should be given to each auditor
as a definite reminder of the things
taught in the movie. The drawings could
also be used as newspaper cuts.
In connection with the campaign the
Women's Bureau suggests the use of its
maps of the States, showing in different
key-colors the immediately contemporary
status of legislation for women — hours of
work daily; hours of work, weekly; minimum wages, night work, and the status
of women as State labor officials.
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DECEPTION

comes back to let us know that the passions and vows and smiles and tears of
today are no more real than were those
of yesterday whose ghostly echoes flutter
down to us across the years.
DECEPTION is not a profound and
subtle study of the psychology of the
characters and situations. Lubitsch presents events as he believed them to be,
painting on his celluloid canvas with
broad, sweeping strokes for the most part,
although the fine, minute, patient touch
of the artist is not unknown to him. And
so absorbing are the personalities and
the trend of events that one is inclined
to overlook the fine dramatic sureness

LONG ago — so long ago, in fact, that
the recording pages have all but
mouldered away, a certain sweet
lady, disdained and rejected by an inconstant, royal lover, went bravely to a cruel
and early death. Today, four hundred
years later, the screen unrolls the story
of her brief triumph and sharp agony
so vividly and so realistically that the
intervening centuries are forgotten in
this restoration of bye-gone days.
DECEPTION, produced by Ernest
Lubitsch, who directed the great picture,
PASSION, has for its theme the love of
Henry VIII for the beautiful Anne Boleyn,
maid-of-honor to his queen. It would be
difficult for all the crowded pages of
fiction or the most fevered imagination
to furnish a subject more picturesque or
more romantic. History here provides
all the elements of intrigue, change, love,
humor, and tragedy necessary to make
vivid, crowded action. Moreover, the
matter presented concerns a most vital
episode in English history — the separation of the English Church from the
Roman Catholic Church, with the defiant
king of England self-established at its
head. With all these dramatic ingredients, the success of the picture was well
nigh assured.
The production, however, has been
touched by the hand of a master, who
has given us a brilliant and accurate
interpretation of the period as well as
technically sound drama. Lubitsch has
indeed caught the spirit of the age and
from the beginning, when the ponderous
portals swing aside in striking symbolism
to reveal a glimpse of the past, until the
time when they close upon the scaffold
of Anne, there is not a moment when
the optience does not live in the very
real hours of days long gone. Rollicking, bluff King Hal, who would a-hunting
go, while his forgotten queen mopes in
her chambers, rises from his musty tomb
in the Abbey and with all his goodly company of lords and knights
and ladies

that welded these events into one coherent whole. The action moves swiftly to
its logical and inevitable climax, the
death of Anne; never is anything extraneous to the matter in hand introduced. It may be possible to question
the historical authenticity of the episode
in which the child, Mary, is thrust into
the coronation ceremony in Westminster
Abbey, but where the spirit of history
is presented with such faithful accuracy
a slight enlargement upon the facts for
dramatic effect is surely pardonable.
Emil Jannings, who created the role of
Louis XV in PASSION, plays the part
of Henry VIII with historical fidelity and
utter understanding. Gone are the exquisite urbaneness and suavity of his
former interpretation. Instead we find
a surly, gruff, headstrong ruler, a type
so entirely opposite to the type that Jannings played before that we can only
wonder at his versatility. The Henry he
presents is no affable monarch but a
swinish lout who swills his food, cuffs his
noblemen, and rushes through love affairs
with disgusting impetuosity; yet withal
a man not without a certain rough dignity— a man not afraid to face the enmity
of the Roman Catholic Church in order
to complete one of his amours — a man
who carries the purple both fiercely and
indifferently. Of the performance of
Henny Porten as the unfortunate Anne,
S3
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there may be some variety of opinion.
She acquits herself creditably, but her
timorous, supplicating, hesitating Anne is
not quite the carefree, frivolous woman
that history leads us to believe her. Here
is no eager, proud queen, but a woman
shadowed by sorrow and marked for
tragedy from the beginning.
The notable people who throng the reels
are many — the Duke of Norfolk, whose
love of honor was negligible compared
with his love for power; the wily Cranmer, who tricked and truckled and gained
a fickle king's favor only to lose it;
Wolsey, dignified and stately, already
singled out for disgrace and a sad grave;
Katherine of Aragon, that injured and
tragic queen; the young girl who later
wore the crown of England and who is
known to history as Bloody Mary; and,
last but not least, the helpless, motherless babe, Elizabeth, destined to become
one of the most powerful of England's
rulers.
Pictorially the picture is a delight, not
so much perhaps for any novel and
unique lighting effects as because of the
fact that the backgrounds contribute perfectly to the atmosphere of the piece.
They are somber and dignified, suggesting the best of Gothic and Tudor architecture. Lubitsch handles mob scenes in
a superbly convincing manner and the
shifting groups in their striking and
quaint costumes are a visual joy.
All those who have seen DECEPTION
must feel that it is a most remarkable
and unusual picture — those who have
glimpsed what the screen may hope to
achieve will see in the production an
indication of the faint flush that proclaims the dawn, the dawn of the day
when the screeen will be graced in proper
proportion by serious and elevating
drama, and become a power as well as
a pastime.
Released by Famous Players-Lasky.
* * *
DREAM

STREET

FORTUNATE, indeed, was David
Wark Griffith when he produced
THE BIRTH OF A NATION, for
in so doing he inaugurated a new epoch
in film history and wrote a name for
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himself in motion picture annals. Incidentally, however, the standard he
reached in that production was so high
that never since has he been able to
approach its excellence, strive as he may.
His latest production, DREAM
STREET, which is based upon a combination of two stories of Thomas Burke
— the same source to which he went for
his BROKEN BLOSSOMS— has many indications of the genuine Griffith touch.
It is sad to say, though, that they are
the touches which the critic must most
deplore. Observation of this picture and
of other recent Griffith pictures confirms
the conclusion that he is but a sentimentalist who would be a moral philosopher. And so effective a showman is
Mr. Griffith that when he becomes lost in
a maze of emotionalism and sentimentality, his entire optience becomes lost,
too — surely a tribute to the great director's ability along such lines.
In the foreword appended to DREAM
STREET it is stated that "Our people
are dream people who look from wistful
windows, or walk with visions on the
street of dreams." We are further informed that between the two forces of
good and evil the characters are struggling— apparently a most unique and
unheard-of position. Such a preliminary
statement would lead one to look for -an
analytical study of the problems of life,
some cinematical solution of the more
difficult questions of existence (provided,
of course, that one had forgotten that it
was a Griffith production.) Any general
truths that the director may be uttering,
however, are quite hidden from public
view by the unsubstantial and perplexing
veil of pseudo-mysticism with which he
shrouds his events. His love of symbolism lures him into many of his dramatic
pitfalls. Acting upon the suggestion of a
bit of his foreword — "Sayeth the preacher
— Faith, Hope and Charity (Love), but
the greatest of these is love" — he causes
the evening star symbolizing eternal love
to shine benignly and inscrutably down
through the subtitles upon London's east
siders, street musicians, Chinamen, Scotland Yard detectives, pugilists, dancing
girls, embryo poets and others of the
human race who welter together in the
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imaginary mess that Mr. Griffith sees as
real life. And in and out through the
misty streets wanders a street musician,
a strange creature, hiding sensuality and
wickedness behind an uncanny, immobile,
beautiful mask, which he doffs and dons
at various effective moments. He smacks
of old morality plays, but his status in a
modern drama is rather indeterminate.
The producer has indeed thrust many
dramatic ingredients into his motion picture mixing bowl and has drawn out a
production which might be melodrama or
allegory or legitimate drama or a combination of them all. The optience has
at least the thrill of uncertainty, for no
one knows what it is but Mr. Griffith, and
he hasn't told.
Moreover, he has been guilty of inexcusably poor taste in this picture. In
his earnest desire to clinch the allegory
he so consistently insists upon, he has
introduced a poorly done and most inappropriate figure of Christ. With all credit
for the sincerity of the director, such an
interpolation, which has no bearing upon
the material in hand and which is surrounded by incongruities, cannot fail to
smack of the sacrilegious. He has also
given us intimate views of unfortunate
souls writhing in a lurid set which wre
suppose to be Hell. Little touches like
these do not indicate sound artistic judgment and tend to make farcical the very
things they are designed to make impressive and convincing.
The action in DREAM STREET is sensational and spectacular, and toward the
end moves with sureness and swiftness.
It is in this type of dramatic movement
involving violent physical action that
Mr. Griffith excels. He is much more
effective where things are being done,
than he is in still, small moments of
character analysis.
Technically, the picture justifies the
public's faith in Mr. Griffith. His productions are always sumptuously staged
and skillfully photographed. Frequent
close-ups are handled with great effect
and, as is befitting a pioneer in a young
industry, he experiments in a few scenes
with the use of color. That the result of
this color attempt is rather disappointing
does not reflect upon the ability of Mr.
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Griffith but rather upon the immaturity
of this particular phase of the art.
BREAM STREET is a creation which,
in spite of its serious violations of art,
will delight the many admirers of the
master screenist. Griffith without his
theatricality and pseudo-truth would no
longer be Griffith. The very faults of
this picture will be merely additional endearing evidence for the public that evidently adores such faults.
Released by United Artists Corporation.
* * *
THE

GOLEM

and legend
ss ofof story
richne
THE
the centuries have
fingers
that the
spread so thickly over all the highways and byways of Europe will provide
its motion picture producers with an inexhaustible source of inspiration. THE
GOLEM — which is one of the most recent
of foreign productions to reach these
shores — found its material far back in
the traditions of the middle ages that
linger around the beautiful city of
Prague.
The story of the picture deals with the
sudden and cruel banishment of the Jews
from the eity and their subsequent rescue
by a venerable rabbi who uses the Golem
— a monstrous figure fashioned of clay
and endowed with life at the will of its
consecrated maker — to achieve their
salvation. This figure, after being used
in its work of liberation, was to be destroyed; otherwise it would turn into an
instrument of danger and menace to the
very people it had just freed.
This grotesque and unusual theme is
treated in a most sympathetic and understanding manner. The Golem — uncouth
and enormous, with roughly moulded features and brutally uncomprehending
gaze — is one of the most spectacular and
fantastic figures that ever stalked across
the silversheet. The transitions that are
made when the living person melts into
the stone figure are so cleverly done that
it is impossible to detect when the one
becomes the other. Although this is not
a picture of character analysis and human interest, there is a slight attempt
made from time to time to suggest by
means
of vague changes in expression
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upon the face of the Golem, the fact that
he possesses some flickering idea of certain possibilities in human relationship.
Otherwise he is always the automaton,
moving mechanically by direction, but
always arousing the feeling that he has
terrific potential power for evil should
he ever be freed from control.
There is thrilling action in the picture.
Scene after scene, each one replete with
suspense and hazard, pass in rapid sequence and it is difficult to say which
is the most effective. From the beginning, when the reverend Hebrew teacher
studies the dim stars from his quaint
house-top, through to the end when the
Golem topples over before the medieval
gate in convincing and final rigidity, the
eye is delighted and the imagination
fired. The scene in which the master
with his terrified assistant conjures with
black magic for the word which shall
give life to the inert clay figure in the
corner is absolutely thrilling and uncanny. There are few American directors
who could have handled their bag of
photographic tricks and illusions with
such hair-raising effect and yet with such
admirable restraint. The sorcery and
occultism of the middle ages live on the
screen for you.
The backgrounds are as bizarre as is
the subject. The art directors have
chosen to make them cubist and impressionistic, and their strange lines and
crooked angles create a most fitting and
appropriate atmosphere. The historical
accuracy in the treatment of details of
settings is a matter for comment.
When the gentle ladies, in response to
the flare of heralds in their picturesque
balcony, sweep their flowing draperies
through the figures of the dance at the
court ball, the effect resembles nothing
so much as an antique wood-cut or the
figures upon some old waving piece of
tapestry. There is a mellowness and
richness about these settings, an old-timeness, that American directors with all
their skill and technical advantages have
not yet been able to achieve. It is the
enviable result of continual association
and contact with the past.
It is in the development of the plot,
however, that the picture can be criticized. What should be a minor event

has been magnified to the position of a
climax. A mere demonstration before
the Emperor Rudolph of what the Golem
could do when the emergency came, becomes the climax and consequently the
turning point of the story. This is an
instance of misplaced stressing and shows
a lack of appreciation of the relative
importance of the successive episodes.
There is still another technical flaw as
far as the plot is concerned. All the
way through the picture you are made to
feel, by the use of more or less obvious
suggestions, that when the Golem runs
amuck there will be a nightmare of
panic, disaster and suffering. There is a
state of dreadful expectancy created
which the consequent events do not in
any degree fulfill.
It is really unfair, however, to criticize
adversely a production of this type, for
it is a reply to the demand for something
new, something different and something
worth while. It is a picture which an
American producer with his eyes leveled
on the box-office would long hesitate to
make; that he is willing to show it, however, is a favorable sign. It is, in the first
place, as we have already stated, most extraordinary inits choice and treatment of
subject matter. It lacks the conventional
romantic appeal and will be condemned
by some because it is a costume play.
Moreover, being based upon certain Jewish traditions, it has a strong racial appeal. These points of variance with the
established forms of motion picture
drama are what, of course, make the picture for the discerning observer, but are
the very things that will perhaps make
its success doubtful among the average
American audiences, where one must
always be original along unoriginal lines.
The historian will love it for its striking
reproduction of the costumes, backgrounds and mannerisms of the past; the
artist will derive inspiration from its
masterful handling of strange and novel
backgrounds and effective groupings;
and the person who is hopeful for the
future of the cinema will discover a picture that will convince him that its tremendous possibilities are beginning to
be realized.
Released by Famous Players-Lasky.
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Films Viewed and Reviewed
THE

AFFAIRS

OF

ANATOL

that
THE AFFAIRS OF ANATOL.,
much heralded masterpiece of Cecil
DeMille. has finally made its appearance. There have been many who have
awaited that appearance with some impatience, not because they were particularly anxious to see a voluptuous, exquisitely staged film play, but because
they were curious to know how this popular director would treat a classic. Now
they know. Mr. DeMille runs true to
form, treats a classic exactly as he treats
all grist that comes to his mill. His is a
one-process mill, which can do but one
thing but does it splendidly. Mr. DeMille
does not aspire — and probably very wisely
— to "render " or '"interpret" a work of
literature; he merely "spectacularizes" it.
The most amusing and significant incident connected with the production was
Mr. DeMille's
be called "The
The Affairs
what the press

serious suggestion that it
Five Kisses."
of Anatol is just exactly
agents have proclaimed it

to be — a lavish, gorgeous super-production, boasting a large number of stars,
whose smiling lips or waving hair have
boosted them into their stellar position. It
is a picture de luxe. "But what,' inquires
the patient critic, "what about Schnitzler
and the Affairs of Anatol?"
DISRAELI

DISRAELI is the picture
WHEN
and George Arliss the actor playing the leading role, the audience
can well expect an interesting and profitable hour, nor will their expectations be
disappointed. Here is a picture whose content is earnest, dignified and vital, with
its footage graced by the presence of a
great actor.
The name of Disraeli — "Dizzy" as his
friends familiarly called him, is known to
all. His rise from an obscure home to the
position of political leader of England and
the subsequent maintaining of his authority against open opposition and covert
dislike furnishes one of the fascinating
pages in modern English history. The
photoplay which is based on the drama
of that

same

name

deals writh that

por-

tion of his career in which the Suez Canal
was purchased and the way thus assured
to England's Indian possessions. It combines a strong character study of the
premier with a delightful revelation of
the back yard methods of diplomats.
George Arliss' interpretation of this
role is a work of art. The character of
Disraeli was at all times perplexing, a
continual enigma, and even those nearest
to him did not profess to understand him.
He was a strange blending of the litterateur, the oriental and the Jew raised to
great power in stern English soil. Nobody will ever know all the secret
thoughts concealed behind his never-failing mask of suavity and courtesy. Arliss
presents a polished and expressive interpretation of what one would imagine Disraeli to have been. He is an actor of
finesse — he never overacts but his brief
gestures and restraint of emotional display are most convincing and effective.
His homely, unimpressive little figure is
capable always of suggesting the great
will-power and passion that brought the
leader to his supreme position and kept
him there.
The play itself is one of quietly managed action — it is a drama of drawingrooms and libraries, but the great national moment of the matter involved, and
the continued suspense all help to make
it gripping and vital. It is a most pleasing demonstration of the fact that screendrama does not need violence and heroics
to thrive. While it may be that the pace
is a wee bit slow in some places, that the
scenes have been a trifle padded and that
there is too much footage after the climax,
nevertheless, the theme is so interesting
that one would fain see all that is possible of this re-creation of a great man
and his circle of historic friends.
The settings and photography are in
keeping with the spirit of the Victorian
period. The sets are characterized by
quiet dignity and reserve rather than by
ostentation and display. They never intrude themselves upon the consciousness
but serve as backgrounds should always
serve, to supply atmosphere and subtle
suggestion.
The titles because

of the type of sub-
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ject matter are necessarily rather long
and frequent. In many cases, however,
they reproduce the sparkling dialogue of
the original play and are most stimulating,
There is inimitable humor and dramatic
relief in the remark that follows the tension of the climax. After the head of
the Bank of England has been forced by
the quiet mastery and threats of Disraeli to sign with very bad grace the
note that seals success for the purchase
of the Suez Canal, a youthful witness
breathes, "It must be wonderful to have
so much power!"
"I haven't, my dear, only he doesn't
know that," is the reply. And so with
humor and a suggestion of tragedy this
valuable pictorial sketch of the past proceeds to its final great spectacle — Disraeli's triumph at court.
Released by First National.

GYPSY

BLOOD

OF

all the Car mens who have smiled
seductively across the stage and the
silver sheet, there never has been one
who has danced with the verve and loved
with the passion of Pola Negri in GYPSY
BLOOD — the picture which is Ernest
Lubitsch's version of Carmen. There are
many reasons why this is an excellent
picture, but one of the most important
is Pola Negri, for her vibrating personality so dominates the action that,
even when she is off stage, her presence
is still felt.
The romantic story of the gypsy cigarette maker and her amours has been
rendered so classic by frequent and
varied renditions that it scarcely needs
repeating. Pola Negri is ideal in the
role. She is not a beautiful, dainty creature, the etherealized gypsy, the nice,
immaculate type of bad woman. She is
often enough ragged and dirty, common
with her ioves, quick with her hates,
cheap with her intrigues, temperamental,
emotional and undisciplined, but so passionate and so sincere, withal, in her

Education
moods, that her very abandon invests
her with a certain, rude dignity. Her
Carmen is a flaming, elemental creature,
effervescing with life, but able, notwithstanding, to sneer at danger. Truly the
Polish actress gives a great, realistic
performance.
The master touch of Lubitsch is discernible throughout all the production.
He seems always to saturate his cinematic stories with the spirit and atmosphere appropriate to their setting and
times. In Passion, the punctilio, the
suavity and polish of the decadent French
court; in Deception, the bluffness and
crude dignity of King Henry's regime;
and in GYPSY BLOOD the mercurial
mobility of the gypsy, the alternating
haughtiness and langour of the Spaniard.
His is that type of genius which enables
him never to lose sight of the effect of the
whole, even while he is engaged in elaborating the brilliant pieces of mosaic
which constitute his individual scenes.
And the vivid story of romance and adventure develops consistently and appealingly under his firm, dramatic touch.
The reels are not remarkable for any
deeply studied pictorial effects. The
action occurs in gypsy dens, in dingy
taverns, in soldiers' barracks or in rocky
mountain fastnesses. But there again
one feels the quiet, realistic touch of
Lubitsch. The joys and griefs of life
do not wait for careful staging; they
come with the sudden surge of emotion
and there is none who can say when
or how he will love and hate and sorrow. Were the settings more carefully
artistic or more designedly varied, the
story would not stand out clearly cut
like a cameo.
There are, of course, flaws that are
noticeable in technique and manner of
presentation, but they are practically
negligible, when the picture as a whole
reaches such a high mark. Fortunate,
indeed, the three-fold combination cf
Ernest Lubitsch, Pola Negri and Carmen.
Released by First National.

THE FILM FIELD
THE
number of "educational films" produced by the professional motionpicture companies is increasing, and the quality is steadily improving. We
shall list fifty to one hundred each month. Any exchange or producer listed
in this department will gladly send full information on their service in general
or on any particular film.
In general, films should be viewed by qualified judges before shown
school children.
HOW TO USE THESE LISTS
Select titles which interest you from the List or Films.
Note the bracketed name or names following the title.

to

The names printed in Italics are Exchanges; address of the branch
nearest you will be found in the Reference List of Commercial
Film Exchanges (see page 41).
The names printed in Eoman are Producers; address will be found
under Reference List of Producers (page 41).
Always weite to the Exchange when given — otherwise to the Producer FOR FULL INFORMATION, MENTIONING VISUAL EDUCATION.

LIST OF FILMS
(In offering these selections, Visual Education in no way guarantees the value
or suitability of the Alms. This can be done only when we have personally viewed
the picture. The list represents merely the most careful choice possible to make
from data given out by the producing companies. Only the films reviewed by our
staff under the department "Films Viewed and Reviewed" should be considered as
having Visual Education's recommendation, qualified or unqualified, as the case
may be.)
All entries are 1 reel (1,000 ft.) in length unless otherwise specified.
TRAVELOGUES
AND
SCENICS
\
n
7^-7
/» 7
a ttd (Educ.
rnup AIR
tm THE
mttbtp IN
MUSIC
Films
Corp.)
This reel presents certain impressive
ceremonies of the Peruvian Indians who are wonderfully and fearfully garbed for the occaincidental
may be well a?l
for °5*
the
fiSfc- J5er*scenes
*S! but
Z%nZit ^Ur^*
audience that the motion picture does not
sounds or the music in the air
reproduce
might be found to vary greatly from the
approved strains of a symphony orchestra.
Films
(Educ.
CLOUDS
THE
ABOVE So impressive
Corp.)
is this picture that
there will be many who will give thanks that
they made
this icy, slippery, thrilling trip
through the Canadian Rockies cinematically
rather than otherwise.
COUNTRY
BRIAR
BONNIE
THE
IN
The
(Educ. Films Corp.)
(Bruce Scenic).
country is truly bonnie with its quiet homes,
placid lakes and wide stretching heaths, and
although the people go no longer Tartan clad,
it is easy to revive the spirit of the past in
these charming scenes.
LAND
OF
SILENCE
(Bruce
Scenic).
(Educ. Films Corp.)
Solemn heights of towering mountains whose white summits pierce
the uneasy
clouds
compose
this land of
silence, — silence which is broken only by the
futile steps of a solitary man and dog.
IF YOU

SAW

IT HERE,
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AN ANGLE IN IDAHO (Chester Outing").
(Educ. Films Corp. ) Old Izaak Walton would
have sat himself down in joy beside these
fish-packed
mountain
streams which in all
their varied windings
indeed constitute an
angler's Paradise
NO HOPE FOR THE DRYS (Chester Outing. ) (Educ. Films Corp.)
Pleasant scenes
by views
°| Ttne c°ast. of California followed
of Lake. Louise in the Canadian Rockies. We
are curious to know why someone dragged
.^f questlon of the Volstead Act into the
uueIN SHANGHAI
AND
MACAO
(Burton
Holmes).
(Famous
Players-Lasky) . Mr.
Holmes is most skillful in vividly presenting
not only the physical appearance of a place,
but also its atmosphere, — its personality. You
win enjoy this city of the Orient with its
modern
district sharply separated
from its
oldMacao is an old, old Portuguese port
south of Hong-Kong.
CALLING
ON
THE
SPHINX
(Burton
Holmes).
(Famous
Players-Lasky).
Who
would not find it profitable to visit that figure by the Nile whose inscrutable, ageless
eyes have seen the centuries pass like a tale
that is soon told?
THE ROAD TO THE PYRAMIDS
(Burton
Holmes).
(Famous
Players-Lasky).
The
PLEASE

SAY SO
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road to the Sphynx leads you through the
polyglot streets of Cairo and by the limpid
waters
of the Nile.
COUNTRY LIFE IN BOHEMIA (Burton
Holmes). (Famous Players-Lasky) . Intimate little views of the Czecks, the real Bohemians, as they till their soil, tend their
flocks and gather together to observe their
simple fetes.
A pleasant people !
THE ARTIST'S
Brittany
is noted for PARADISE
its quaintness (Prizma).
and these
glimpses of the little fishing town of Concarneau give ample proof that its reputation
is deserved.
THE HELL OF THE YUKON (Prizma).
The hell of the Yukon is a trifle more damp
and chilly than we suppose the conventional
hell to be. This picture of a reckless trip
through the White Horse Rapids in the great
river of the North, taken by Lieutenant Surgeon Leonard S. Sugden, gives a very clear
idea of the Alaskan territory.
KILAUEA (Prizma). The far-famed volcano of Hawaii with its crater full of boiling, bubbling, red-hot lava, — a veritable Devil's
— all OF
done CHU
in color.CHIN CHOW
THE cauldron
LAND
(Kineto Co. of Amer. ) Pekin, with its
crowded streets, quaint temples, hideous
idols, and strange, fascinating oriental life
is shown. The spectator is also given views
of the great wall of China which has clung
to its bleak mountain sides from time immemorial.
CHAS. URBAN MOVIE CHAT (Kineto Co.
of Amer.) From the streets of Jerusalem to
the London Zoo from the vivid, varied, shifting crowds of the Holy City to geese raisshorting,— isn't
reel? that sufficient variety for one
VENICE (Kineto Co. of Amer.) Venice
■— where sky and mirrored waters breathe of
bye-gone days and every building is a priceless relic of the past.
QUAINT FOLKS AND BEAUTIFUL
SCENES OF CAPE COD (Carter Cinema
Co.) The comprehensive title of this reel
indicates most clearly just what its footage
will divulge.
FISH AND TOTEM (Merit Film Corp.)
A travelogue of Alaska with much footage
devoted to the bizarre totem poles of the
Alaskan Indian. Do not ask us to go into
the subtleties of the title.
YOSEMITE, THE VALLEY OF ENCHANTMENT (Pathe). Two reels. Motion
pictures have already made this valley of
enchantment widely familiar to those who
stay at home, yet its beauties can never be
shown too often. These reels are titled with
quotations from John Muir, John Burroughs
and Henry Van Dyke and are supplied with
a map locating all points of importance in
the park.

The first reel shows the evolution of the
solar system in space with detached bodies
from burning masses flung into space and
crystallized into worlds. The rotary motion
of the nebular masses is faithfully reproduced. The second reel shows the solar system in action with globes representing the
planets constructed as they would be seen
through a powerful telescope. The third
reel is a continuation of the study of the
solar system. The fourth reel brings out the
relation of the moon and the earth with an
exposition of the various quarters of the
moon. The fifth reel is a continuation of
the fourth, having in addition explanation
of the eclipse.
LIFE HISTORY OF FROGS AND TOADS
(Kineto Co. of Amer.) There will be no
mystery about the life processes of the erstwhile modest frog and toad after this interesting and scientific reel has been shown.
THE STORY OF CORAL GROWTH (Society for Visual Education.) Every child
has heard of coral. What it is, where it
grows, and the kind of land it helps to
make are all shown by Dr. Atwood in a
twelve-minute chalk drawing.
WHERE PLANTS LIVE (Society for
Visual Education). A clear illustration of
conditions which account for the main plant
"associations" or groupings in the United
States. Most plants require soil, moisture,
air and light. This reel shows what different kinds of soil, as well as variations in
the amount of the other requirements, are
satisfactory to different groups of plants.
THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION (Society
for Visual Education.) All the main campaigns of the Revolutionary War are here
shown by the animated map method, which
gives a remarkably clear idea of the strategy
involved and of the reasons why some of
the excellently planned British campaigns
were failures.
A MOUNTAIN OBSERVATORY (Educ.
Films Corp.) The difficulties encountered in
carrying heavy parts of great telescopes up
dangerous mountain roads, close-ups of the
intricate and delicate mechanisms, and some
of the wonders seen through them are here
presented in a series of notably fine views.
NATURE'S WEAVERS (Educ. Films
Corp.) The spider here assumes the role
of first star and with the aid of a magnifying lens we are shown some remarkably
interesting things about its industrious habits
and its manner of living.
INDUSTRIALS

FELLING FOREST TREES (Pathe). Detailed pictorial narrative of the lumbering
industry. Selecting, marking, chopping and
felling big trees in North Carolina, logging
trains and details of mills.
"ADMISHUN TEN PINS" (Universal).
HISTORY,
BIOLOGY
AND
THE
NATThe manufacture of hooks and eyes, pins and
URAL SCIENCES
safety pins told in an interesting fashion
THE
HOUSE
FLY
(Carter Cinema
Co.)
by FIFTY
a pin with
a head, —YEARS
no pun intended.
GOLDEN
(Universal).
A scientifically accurate picture showing the
Fashions in every decade from 1870 to the
life history of the odious house fly and the
manner
in which
it so efficiently spreads
present day, — a visual analysis of the
changes and fanciful whims in dress that
CIRCULATION OF THE BLOOD (Carter
have swayed the world of fashion through
the last half century.
Cinema Co.) Three reels. A microscopic
SELECTING A LAYING HEN (New
study of the circulation of the blood, explaining its composition, production and
Era). Culling the flock. Physical characfunctions in supplying food to every part of
teristics by which the good egg producer can
the body and also in carrying away poisons.
be recognized, — a picture which should apBRE'Rconsiderable
RABBIT AND
HIS PALSthe(Pathe).
peal strongly to a certain specialized auAfter
persuasion,
rodent
dience.
THE ROOSEVELT DAM (New Era). One
family has allowed certain of its represenof the greatest engineering feats in all the
tatives such as rats, mice, squirrels, woodchucks, prairie dogs and others to appear
reclamation
projects of the West.
cinematically before the eyes of the public
FISHING OFF THE SANDY HOOK
in order to promote the spread of general
BANKS (Educ. Films Corp.) A day spent
information.
with the fishermen who supply the city of
POPULAR
SCIENCE FILMS (Harry
New York with fresh fish. All the interLevey Service). (National Non-Theatrical
esting phases
of "fishing
at wholesale"
from
Motion Pictures, Inc.) This group comprises
the start
in an
empty boat
to the return
a series of five reels dealing with astronomy.
with a two-ton haul.
IF YOU SAW IT HERE, PLEASE
SAY SO

The Film Field
HOW OSTRICH PLUMBS ARE MADE
(Educ. Films Corp.) All the steps in the
process of making this quaint bird's plumage
suitable for a woman's hat, — including washing-, bleaching, coloring
and steamine.
TREASURES
OF THE
WILDERNESS
(Educ. Film Corp.) An industrial presented
dramatically and dealing with the history of
the fur trade in New York from the time of
the landing of Hendrik Hudson down to the
present time.
OLTT OF THE SHADOWS (Bureau of Animal
of Agric.)
The farm
appear-of
ance Industry).
of animal (Dept.
tuberculosis
on the
Henry Benton and its communication to his
daughter through the milk of a tuberculous
cow. The clean-up
of the
farm accredited
and Benton's
acquirement
of a herd
of cattle
as
free from tuberculosis.
HOW STEEL IS CUT — LIQUID AIR
(Beseler). Illustrating how acetylene flame
intensified by oxygen produces the keenest
cutting force ; details of heat and pressure ;
experiments with liquid air.
THE ROUND-UP ON BAR-U (Ford Educational) {Federated Film Exchanges). Vivid
and informational scenes of Bar-U ranch
near Calgary, Canada, showing the annual
round-up.
FROM MUD TO MUG (Ford Weekly)
(Federated Film Exchanges , . An interesting pictorial narrative of all the steps in
pottery making.
INDUSTRIAL
FILMS
PRODUCED
BY
COMMERCIAL,
COMPANIES
(The industry pictured is indicated by the
firm name. Write direct to the company for
information.)
CINCINNATI MILLING MACHINE CO.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
CORTICELLI
SILK
MILLS,
Florence,
CORN PRODUCTS REFINING CO., 17
Battery Place, New York City.
WELLS FARGO EXPRESS CO., 51 Broadway, New York City.
SOUTHERN PACIFIC R. R., San Francisco, Cal.
NATIONAL FIRE PROOFING CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE. General
Diseases Section, Washington, D. C.
MERCURY MFG. CO., 4118 South Halsted
St.; Chicago, 111.
AMERICAN THREAD CO., 260 Broadway,
New York City.
DIAMOND RUBBER CO., 2 90 Broadway,
New York City.
BUSH TERMINAL DOCK CO.. New York
City.
SHEPHARD ELECTRIC CRANE AND
HOIST CO., Montour Falls, N. Y.
IMPERIAL
OIL CO., Sarnia, Canada.
ATLAS PORTLAND CEMENT CO., Bethlehem, Pa.
PACKARD MOTOR CAR CO., Detroit,
Mich.
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NEWS
WEEKLIES
AMD
REVIEWS
PATHE REVIEW 114 (Pathe). Views of
old Fort Marion in St. Augustine, Fla. ; divers
and acrobats in slow motion photography ; a
pen and ink drawing made by Mr. Gibson ;
various species of moths ; hand colored views
of gardens in Japan.
PATHE REVIEW 115 (Pathe). Swinging
of Indian clubs in slow motion photography :
Laughograph ; Ditmars' film, "four-legged
chicks," alligator babies. Pathecolor, interesting places in France.
PATHE REVIEW 116 (Pathe). The Singhalese and Devil Dance; Ceylon (cut native
dance) ; canoe sports in slow motion photography; views of Miami, Florida; colored
scenes of the new Alsace.
PATHE REVIEW 117 (Pathe). Slow motion analysis of the chutes in Coney Island ;
views in Yellowstone National Park with
glimpses of the animals ; character sketches
made in the East Side of New York, unique
objects recently found in an Egyptian expedition conducted by the Metropolitan Museum of Art, which show phases of life in
Egypt centuries before Christ.
CHAS. URBAN MOA7IE CHAT 3 2 (Kineto
Co. of Amer.). Scenes in the Abruzzi Mountains in Italy ; girl workers in the coal mines
of Wales ; sketch from the Urban Science
Series — the bell-animalcula.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS 59 (Universal).
Cambridge, Mass., Oxford-Cambridge meet
against Harvard and Yale ; Chevy Chase,
Md., scenes of the American Open Golf championship. President Harding presents cup to
"Long Jim" Barnes ; New York City, Lord
Northcliffe, famous publisher, arrives in
America ; scenes of the famous marble quarries at Carrara, Italy ; Hagerstown, Md.,
camping party, President Harding, Henry
Ford, Thomas A. Edison, Harvey S. Firestone and others ; off Virginia Capes, Va.,
airplane bombing destroys ex-German cruiser ;London, Irish peace delegation.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS 61 (Universal).
Intimate glimpses of Caruso. Plymouth,
Mass., President Harding attends celebration in honor of Pilgrims ; Rome, Italy, Japanese Crown Prince reviews troops with
King; Coronado. Cal., diving and aquaplaning. New York Harbor, new mail boats ; Mt.
Rainier, Wash., clearing away summer snow ;
Provincetown, Mass., battle practice for U. S.
submarines ; Boston, Mass., run on Five
Cent Savings Bank.
KINOGRAMS 2064 (Educ. Film Corp.).
Pictures of Caruso ; Chicago, 111., Pageant of
Progress at fair ; Rome, Italy, Japanese
prince at military review ; Provincetown,
Mass., famous artist at work; London, King
and Queen at opening of new Thames dock ;
San Francisco, South Sea Islanders as sailors of copra ship ; Plymouth, Mass., celebration of the Pilgrim's Tercentenary.

Reference
List of Commercial FilmReaders
Exchanges
(Space prevents our reprinting lists in this issue.
are referred
to previous numbers for exchange addresses.)

Reference List of Producers
Beseler Educational Film Co.
71 W. 23rd St.. New York City, N. Y.
Carter Cinema Co.
220 W. 42nd St., New York City, N. Y.
Kineto Co. of America
71 W. 23rd St., New York City, N. Y.
Merit Film Corp.
IF YOU

SAW

IT HERE,

126 W. 46th St., New York City, N. Y.
National Non-Theatrical Motion Pictures, Inc.
232 W. 38th, New York City, N. Y.
New Era Films
21 E. 7th St., Chicago, 111.
Society for Visual Education
806 W. Washington, Chicago, 111.
PLEASE

SAY

SO
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were
being

AIDS IN NEW
YORK
SCHOOLS
(Concluded from Page 17)
not suitable.
These films are
revised and will be again reviewed in the future and probably introduced into the schools.

The committee on Physical Training has reviewed a number of films, one
of which was enthusiastically received.
This is a slow or analysis-of-motion
picture showing the play of the
muscles. At the present time a film on
athletics for girls is being made with
the co-operation of a film producer and
the physical training department.
The Civics committee reports that it
has not been able to make any notable
progress. They viewed the films produced by one organization which attempts to handle the subject of Civics.
The committee was not impressed with
these pictures for the purpose of the
New York schools for two reasons in
particular. First, the photography was
very poor. Second, the story was
clearly intended for the man or child
of foreign birth who has come to this
country to live. Eecently, members of
the Civics committee had the privilege
of seeing some short pieces of film
donated by one of the news weeklies.
Two of these pieces are valuable.
Through the courtesy of a producer of
films, motion picture of a courtroom
scene and of a voting machine are now
available. The committee investigated
and found that while the Museum of
Natural History had no slides which
were available for use, if the committee
would suggest subjects and provide
photographs, the museum would transform these photographs into slides
for use. Under this arrangement the
committee
has had taken
between

Education
thirty and forty different still photographs. These were taken in different
high schools. These stills show the
children co-operating with the government authorities in various Civic activities. These pictures are available for
use in the schools.
Some of the subjects covered thus
far are :
Court Eoom Scene — Mock Trial (in
real court room).
Safety First.
Fire Prevention.
Use of Voting Machine.
Civic Beauty.
Disposal of Waste.
Street Cleaning Dep't.
Park
PublicDep't.
Provision for Eecreation.
The committee on English has reviewed a number of films, but finds
a great scarcity of suitable material.
Three films were tried out in the
schools — two of them are good. The
committee is continuing its search for
more material.
The Curriculum committee would
lay special emphasis upon the method
it has adopted in using motion picture
films. Motion pictures are not intended as a substitute for the teacher.
They are not intended to replace oral
instruction. They are used exclusively
to supplement the work the teacher
now does in the class room. They are
intended as a tool to be placed in the
hands of the teacher to secure more
satisfactory pedagogic results.
In conclusion, we would say that the
use of films under the present plan is
proving not only of definite value but
educationally sound. The school people who have been using it give their
one hundred per cent endorsement.
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SCHOOLFILMS
The following courses in American History, Geography, Civics,
Nature Study, Physics, Mathematics and Health and Sanitation are
now being distributed, and additional reels are being perfected as
rapidly as a strict adherence to the Society's standards permits.
Each title is a single reel unless otherwise indicated.
All films are printed on non-inflammable stock, standard width.
Foundation

and Settlement
United
States

of

French Explorations in North America
English Settlements in North America
Struggle of French and English for North
America
Breaking Through the Appalachians
War of the American Revolution
Settling the Ohio Valley
The Louisiana Purchase and the Lewis
and Clark Expedition
Trans-Mississippi Trails
Across the Rockies to the Pacific
Economic

History

of the United States

The Steamboat in U. S. History
Canals in U. S. History
Railroads in U. S. History
Reclaiming Arid Land by Irrigation
Immigration to the United States
The Panama
Canal and Its Historical
Significance
Civics
A Citizen and His Government (2 reels)
Representative Democracy in the United
States
Growth of Cities and Their Problems
"Hats Off!"— A Story of the Flag
Health

and

Physical

the

Sanitation

Getting Acquainted with Bacteria
Waste Disposal in Cities
Mathematics

Animated Geometry (2 reels)

Geography

The Earth and Worlds Beyond
Study of a Mountain Glacier
The Work of Rivers
Study of Shore Features — Low Shore
Study of Shore Features — Bold Shore
Formation of Caves in Limestone
Formation of Volcanoes and Geysers
The Story of Coral Growth
A Study of Niagara (3 reels)
Regional

Geography

New England
(2 reels)
Middle Atlantic States (2 reels)
Southern States (2 reels)
Central Plains (2 reels)
Great Plains
Western Plateaus
Rocky Mountains
Pacific Mountains and Lowlands
Nature Study

Where Plants Live
The Monarch Butterfly
Samia Cecropia, the Giant American Silkworm
Pond and Stream Life (2 reels)
The Mosquito
Toads
Wasps
Physics
Famous Experiments in Electricity and
Magnetism (Produced at Ryerson Physical Laboratory, University of Chicago)
(4 reels ready)
Reel
1.
Magnetism
Reel
2.
Electrostatics
Reels 3-4. Electromagnetism

Each reel is accompanied by a Teacher's Syllabus containing outlines, questions, supplementary information for after-the-showing comment, and full instructions for the most effective
presentation of the film. Syllabi mailed in advance where desired.

For prices and other details regarding SCHOOLFILMS
write direct to headquarters

The Society for Visual Education, Inc.
806 Washington

220 W. 42nd St., New York

Blvd., Chicago
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In Thumb-Nail Outline
War
of the American
Revolution
Dr. Wm. C. Bagley of Columbia University, at
the blackboard, visualizes clearly some causes of
the Revolution: "Taxes levied here, no American
representatives here" (indicating England) ; "Taxes
paid here" (indicating America) ; "These routes
barred for shipping goods"; "These routes open,
but goods must be transshipped here" (indicating
England) ; "Proclamation Line of 1763, by which
colonists were ordered to stay east of here"
(indicating Appalachians), etc. Animated maps
vivify preliminary
moves — Hill,
Paul Revere's
Lexington, Concord, Bunker
etc., withride,
pictures
of monuments marking where the Minute Men
stood. The great movements of the war are
traced— the American attempt to capture Canada;
the British attempt to isolate New England, the
failure of which marked the real turning-point
of the war; the capture of Vincennes, key to the
Northwest Territory, which enabled the States to
claim this region and laid the foundation for
westward growth; and the southern campaign
ending in Cornwallis' surrender. U. S. and English possessions as defined by the peace treaty
are pictured by animated map.
Railroads in U. S. History
Pictures the principal facts of the growth of
our great railway systems and their economic
significance. Animated maps visualize the earliest
roads, built to haul coal and ore from mine to
water-course; rapid growth in mileage from 1828
to 1840; uniting of East and West by rail in
1869; development of the Southwest; comparative
lack of transportation in the South during Civil
War; the close network of roads serving the
nation today; service between mill and market;
today's 3-day link between Chicago and San Francisco, in 1850 six months apart. Graphic charts
picture growth in population and land values due
to railway development; growth in mileage by
decades; steadily rising cost of railroad construction; one-fifth of nation's population today in employ of railways. Motion pictures vividly contrast
old and new roadbeds, rails, locomotives, speed
of travel, etc., and show great engineering feats
such as bridges, viaducts, tunnels and mountainclimbing railroads.

The

Great

Plains — Regional

Geography

Covers the region between the valley of the
Mississippi and the foothills of the Rockies. The
film shows how man has made much of this arid
region productive because he has sensed its geographic significance and interpreted it largely in
terms of stock-raising; and because these plains
have permitted railroad construction at low cost.
Railroads have stimulated industries, the marketing of products of ranch and mine, and the building of cities. Moving pictures show sheep and
cattle on the range and en route to eastern markets; activities on a modern ranch; cowboys in
a roundup, etc. Views like those of Denver, the
great railroad center of the West, and panoramas of the peaks and foothills of the Rockies,
convey
the atmosphere
of the Great West.
A

specimen

syllabus

will

be sent

to any

Study of Shore Features — Low
Shore
Designed to illustrate how wave-action gradually
changes a low shore line from a shore of bays
and indentations to one of comparatively smooth
lines. Dr. W. W. Atwood, geographer and president of Clark University, in one of his famous
"chalk talks" visualizes the work of the sea in
building banks, reefs, bars and capes. Such
splendid harbors as those of Provincetown, New
York, Presque Isle Bay on Lake Erie and Duluth
on Lake Superior are shown to be the result of
the building of sand hooks.

The

Mosquito

Pictures the life-cycle of the mosquito, as a
foundation for the study of methods employed
to conquer the pest. Favorite breeding-places
are illustrated. Eggs in boat-shaped masses are
shown hatching into larvae or "wrigglers." These
are seen coming up to the surface to breathe,
with breathing tube extended through the water.
Gymnastic performances of the pupae or "tumblers"are
_ splitinterestingly
photographed.
We final
see
the skin
and watch every
detail of the
transformation. The adult mosquito crawls out,
using the cast-off skin as a raft to stand upon
while it dries out. Photomicrographs contrast
beaks of male and female and show wing structure in highly magnified detail. The use of oil
in mosquito campaigns is demonstrated. A thin
film of oil is spread over the surface of the
water. We see the wrigglers come up' for air,
struggle vainly to project their breathing tubes
through the oil, and finally sink weakly to' the
bottom, soon dying of suffocation.

Animated

Geometry

(2 reels)

A film designed to create interest in the definitions of plane geometry. By way of introduction
a Japanese juggler enters with a basket of geometrical figures, which he juggles amusingly. To
suggest the historical background of geometry,
portraits of ancient mathematicians are shown,
with summaries of their contributions to the science. The difference between plane surfaces and
solids is pictured. Definitions are then introduced
one by one, by means of animated drawings. To
define complementary angles, a 30 degree angle
draws itself on the screen, followed by another
of 60 degrees. The two "animate" toward each
other, join, and coalesce to form a right angle.
In similar fashion the definitions of squares, triangles, circles, radii, sectors, parallelograms,
etc., are invested with life, interest and meaning.
The connection of geometry with everyday life is
illustrated by a table-top, the face of a clock, instruments used in carpentry and drafting, church
windows, bridges, rugs, tiled floors, etc. Touches
of humor serve to humanize the subject, and the
animation method stamps the facts upon the student's memory.
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"HATS OFF!" A STORY A OF
THE FLAG
SURVEY OF THE FILM
Purpose of the reel: To teach respect
for the Hag as one of the first lessons of
good citizenship, and to show, through a
quick visualized review of past history,
what Old Glory stands for in the hearts
of true Americans.

Figure 1
Jim is guilty flagof etiquette
a serious "breach, of

Figure
2
Uncle Sam comes
to escort
him into
America's glorious past

Parading "jackies," led by their band,
come marching briskly up the street.
The flag is carried past, and on the
screen, double-exposed against the
marching figures, appear these words
from Henry Holcomb Bennett's famous
poem:
Hats off! Along the street there comes
A blare of bugles, a ruffle of drums;
And loyal hearts are beating high:
Hats off! The flag is passing by!
Spectators salute, and into many eyes
the sight of the emblem calls forth tears
of patriotic pride. Two lads, with boyish
unconcern, push their way to the front
row of the watching crowd. Bob at once
snatches off his cap, but Jimmy, deep in
the delights of the parade, does not uncover. Noticing his companion's remissness, Bob unceremoniously jerks off the
offending cap.
"What's the matter with yer? Gimme
my hat!" Jimmy gets his hat, but with
it goes a curt command to look around
and see if every "reg'lar 'Merican" doesn't
uncover to the Stars and Stripes. At that

Figure 3
The making of the first Star-Spangled
Banner

Jim salutes, but demands to know "What
fer?" Somewhat disconcerted by such a
question, Bob blurts out disgustedly:
"Ain'tcher never learnt anything? Why,
fer hist'ry lesson last week we learnt all
about the flag and the fellers that died
fer it!" A rather crestfallen Jimmy
again turns to the parade.
We next meet Jimmy under a tree
with a book, roused by Bob's taunts to
read up on the story of his countryAfter a time, however, the drowsy quiet
of the summer afternoon gets the better
of his ambition, and he falls asleep, his
head pillowed on the volume. Into his
dream comes Uncle Sam, saying:

Figure 4
The Spirit tories
of that'76setmarches
to vica nationon free

"My lad, come with me. I'll show you
where your flag was born, what it stands
for, and why it brings a thrill to the
heart and a proud glance to the eye of
48 every true American."

By means of an

The Society for Visual Education
ingenious double-exposure the dreamJimmy leaves the scene with Uncle Sam,
while the real Jimmy still sleeps under
the tree.
The two look first into a room where
three women, garbed in quaint Colonial
dress, are sewing white stars in an unfamiliar circular arrangement upon a
field of blue. Uncle Sam explains the
significance of the thirteen stars and
stripes, and tells the boy that in 1818
Congress provided for a new star for each
new state, to be added to the flag on the
Fourth of July following its admission
to the Union. As the women hold up
the finished banner, the face of George
Washington appears as in a vision among
the folds.
The
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Figure 5
Where the watchword of the Navy
was horn

scene shifts to a country roau.

''This, the 'Spirit of '76,' was the inspiration of that glorious emblem" — and from
a cloud of smoke emerge the battered
figures of Willard's well-known painting.
With fife and drums a-playing, the three
patriots march resolutely past and out of
the picture.
Uncle Sam and the boy now stand on
the shore, gazing out over the water,
where is visualized a scene on the forward deck of a frigate. Attended by a
sailor, a dying captain points to the flag
flying challengingly from the mast-head,
while the words he gasps slowly take

The Man

Figure 6
of the Ages speaks
Gettysburg

form upon the screen — "Don't give U[j
the ship!" Says Uncle Sam: "The 'Spirit
of 1812,' my boy, shone forth in Captain
Lawrence's last words as he lay mortally
wounded on board the Chesapeake. They
form the motto of our navy today."
Up the bank of a peaceful little stream
crawls a spent form in gray, while along
the path stumbles another wounded man
wearing the Union blue. As the soldiers
struggle and fall, the boy hears of the

Figure 7
The charge up San Juan Hill

"Spirit of '61," aroused by civil strife,
when brother fought brother. Suddenly
there stands before us Abraham Lincoln
— "homely hero born of star and sod."
As he speaks, the familiar words of his
unforgettable address at Gettysburg —
"A new nation, conceived in liberty'' —
shape themselves against the trees behind. These words fade out and the fig(Conclucled on Page 54)

Figure 8
His lesson learned

at
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Fully Approved as to Safety
Merely
raising the

Instantly
lamphouse
showing
permits
lantern
slides.
This
shows the
lamphouse
picture
being
While
position.
slides are
in its "up"
projected,
changing
the operator
may be
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The "ACME"

S. V. E.

A Combined Film-and-Slide Projector
VV

SEMI-PORTABLE Motion Picture Projector that is superior to any other similar machine
ever offered, with Stereopticon Attachments of equally high quality — a combination that
offers the ideal projector to Schools, Churches, Community Centers, Y.M.C.A.'s, Institutions.
Women's Clubs, Lecturers, etc.

ONE Machine That Does the Work of TWO
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The ONE Machine With Which You Can Show
SLIDES in the Very Middle of a Film
or Between Reels
WITH

the "Acme" S. V. E. either an all-slide or an all-film program can be given, or the two can be combined. Think of
what it means to own a projector with which you can show a few
slides — scenes with a special bearing upon the film, or announcements for the coming week — and thus hold the interest of your
audience while the operator is changing reels.
An inside pilot light affords sufficient light for the operator's
needs, making it unnecessary to distract attention from the screen
by turning on the room lights.
Immediate Transformation
The outstanding feature of the "Acme" S.V.E. is its instant
adaptability from motion picture projector to stereopticon, or
vice-versa, merely by moving the lamphouse up or down. You
can stop in the very middle of your film story— slide up the
lamphouse — show a slide or two — then drop the larnphouse and
continue with the film.
The entire operation is as simple as it is instantaneous
A boy can conduct the showing

Other Special Features of the "Acme" S. V. E.
CENTER DIVIDING METAL
"Safety First" always.
SAFETY

FILM

MAGAZINES— Entirely encasing the film, and spelling

SHUTTER— Drops automatically the instant the machine is stopped.

EXTERIOR LAMPHOUSE— Separated from the films by metal and asbestos walls; cooled by
a motor-driven fan.
MOTOR-DRIVEN INDEPENDENT REWIND— The projecting mechanism is completely at
rest during rewinding — meaning double life for the machine.
INSTANT FRAMING AND FOCUSING— With the "Acme" S.V.E. it is never necessary to
stop the machine either to frame or to focus the picture.
UNEQUALED ILLUMINATION— Permitting the projection of a picture up to 85 feet.
Whether used for the short throw of the average classroom, or the longer throw of assembly
halls, churches, school lecture-rooms, etc., the "Acme" S. V. E. projects a clear, sharp picture.
ALL-METAL (ALUMINUM) CASE— Giving the machine the rigidity of the professional
types, although it is portable.
Weight, 52 pounds.
LAMP— The 32-volt, 600-watt monoplane filament, or the 110-volt, 1000-watt filament. The
machine can also be used on a 220-volt current by means of an Acme Transformer.
MOTOR — Universal type, for 32-volt or 110-volt current, as desired by purchaser. Can be used
on alternating or direct current.
IF YOU
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The Story of the "Acme" S.V.E.

IN connection with its production of SCHOOLFILMS, the Society for Visual
Education has experimented with every known make of moving picture
machine.
During these day-by-day tests, extending over many
months, it
found one projector that could be absolutely depended upon
When, as an essential feature of its promotion of Visual Education, the Society
found it necessary to enter upon the manufacture and distribution of projectors,
the vote was unanimous in favor of acquiring the "Acme." . . . This
superior machine was then still further improved by a staff of mechanical
experts headed by Dr. Forest R. Moulton, of the University of Chicago.
for

The "Acme" S.V.E. — the finished product — stands as the ideal projector
schoolroom and general non-theatrical
use.
It answers every need of
PERFORMANCE,
CONVENIENCE and SAFETY.

"Acme"
Portable Booth
Compact
Substantial
For schools and churches
where a booth may be desired
for use in connection with the
"Acme" S. V. E. Mounted on
rubber-tired casters. So designed and proportioned that
it can be taken from room to
room, through any doorway,
without taking apart.
A ventilating door in top,
as well as the slides over the
two openings — one for the
picture, the other for the
operator's lookout — work
automatically and instantly.
Cabinet built of 20-gauge iron,
black-enameled.
The Society has collected data on the methods by which various schools throughout
the country have financed the purchase of
projection equipment. If interested, write
for bulletin, "How to Raise a Projector
Fund."
It is sent without charge.

Society for Visual Education, Inc.
Chicago

806 West Washington Blvd.

Eastern Office: 220 West 42nd Street, New York
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Industrial Film Division
OF

The Society For Visual Education
Specializing in the production

of high-class films for

Sales Promotion
Advertising
Industrial Welfare and
Interorganization purposes
SPEAKING a universal language with,
a power and sincerity that cannot be
denied, MOVING PICTURES, whether
employed by the salesman -with a portable
projector, or by the dealer in his local
theatres, have become a necessary adjunct to the modern successful Sales and
Advertising organization.
Will you permit us to offer suggestions
as to how moving pictures can be best
adapted to your proposition?
We are prepared to offer a guaranteed
non-theatrical national circulation for industrial films of our own production.
We

will make surveys and submit estimates without charge or obligation.
ADDRESS

SOCIETY

INQUIRIES

TO

FOR VISUAL EDUCATION
Industrial Film Division

806 West Washington Boulevard
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VISUAL IDEA AND MUSEUMS
(Continued from page l/t)

school building in a carrying-case of
felt-covered
wood,
and
in stormy
weather are protected by a water-proof
hood.
The receiving room at the museum
is divided into four sections, devoted
respectively to zoology, botany, geology
and anthropology exhibits ; as the cases
are returned they are hung upon racks
in their particular division. This
grouping plan not only saves time but
materially reduces the chance of mistakes in loading the car for the day's
deliveries. Cases are marked at each
end with an identifying initial and
number, and these case numbers are
entered on the record card which is
handed to the teacher to check and
receipt.
(This article will be concluded in
the October number.)
ART

OF VISUAL
PRESENTATION
(Continued from page 21)

corroding and staining agents, the
knives being allowed to remain in the
articles for some minutes.

"HATS OFF"
(Concluded From Page Jt9)
ures in blue and gray materialize once
more, now with hands clasped in brotherhood across the flag of their country.
Now the man and the boy are seen
climbing a hill. "The unquenchable
'Spirit of '98' was typified in the hero of
San Juan," says the guide — and the beloved "T. R." dashes gallantly up the
hillside, spurring his Rough Riders on
to the attack.
"The 'Spirit of 1918,' laddie, you well
know. When Duty and Honor called,
our boys followed that flag across the
water into the scarred fields of France."
There is a stirring "over the top" scene
— a bit. of actual warfare, contributed by
our government itself — quickly followed
by marching ranks of men in khaki and
then Genera] "Jack" Pershing as he rode
in the victory parade.
Another instant and Uncle Sam, too,
has disappeared. Only Jimmie remains,
staring about in bewildered amazement.
Next day, absorbed in tracing his dream
adventures in the pages of his "hist'ry,"
he hears the sound of drums. "Another
parade!" he cries, and races around the
corner — to find a little company of neighborhood kiddies playing soldier. "Golly!
I thought it was a real one!" laments
Jimmy; but he stands at attention nevertheless and uncovers
to the tiny flag.

CLASSIFIED^4DVERTISING

accompanying photographs. In the
fine print text below each of the illustrations, the reader will find a brief
description and historical summary of
the whole procedure. We cannot ignore
facts presented in a really effective
way; we cannot easily upset a good
pictorial scheme.

AGENTS — Every automobile owner wants
gold initials on doors of his car; transfer
them yourself without experience in 10
minutes; profit $1.40 on $1.50 job. Write
for samples and agency. Transfer monoDept. V, 191 Market
St.,
Newark, gram Co.,N. Inc.,
J.
WE GIVE A #10.00 French Ivory White
House design clock with two (2) years to
Sunset Magazine for $6.90 inclusive; one
dollar down with order, balance C. O. D.
Agent keeps first dollar and gets additional 50c after delivery. Don't ask further particulars, send $4.00 deposit, returnable, for clock and working outfit.
Pacific Subscription Co., Humboldt Bank
Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.
CAN YOU SELL, a product that is guaranteed to bring in to the merchants in cash,
three times its cost or double its price
refunded? Al Bradstreet rating backs
this guarantee. Our salesmen in 26 states
making from $3,000 to $10,000 a year.
Include references and sales record with
application.
U. C. A. — American
Bank
Bldg., Los Angeles.

(This article will he concluded in
the October number.)

PRINCIPALS, SUPERINTENDENTS — If
you are in need of a Librarian, we solicit
your patronage. The American Librarians' Agency, Windsor,
Conn.

So impressed was the writer with the
purely educational value of the experiment, aside from its forceful appeal as
a sales argument, that he decided to
repeat the experiment himself, the results of which are illustrated in the

WHAT
THE

SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS

possibilities
limited; the value
the slides are better
less the machine can

it will show
wanted.

about its becoming an enormous factor
in educational systems.
D. H. Fowler,
Coalville, Utah.

are practically unis certain. I believe
than the films unbe so operated that

a "still" picture when

T BELIEVE that the possibilities in
J- visual instruction are great and that
it is of great importance that standardized material and equipment be made
available for this purpose at the earliest
possible date.
S. C. Hutchinson,
Montpelier, Vt.

J. C. Davies,
Stillwater, Minn.

I FEEL that a great awakening may be
brought about in our schools by visual
instruction.
O. L. Gross,
Macon, Mo.

VISUAL
bigger
Go to it.

instruction
part of our

must
school

THINK

TN Richmond we appreciate the great
-*■ importance of visual education which
is being developed and extended each
session. Nine of our schools now have
standard motion picture machines and in
1919-1920 educational films were shown
once a week. Fourteen other schools
have projectoscopes and sets of slides
for classroom use.
Albert H. Hill,
Richmond, Va.

a
form
program.

F. E. Emmons,
Elizabeth, N. J.

THE value of visual instruction is a
settled question in education. The
only question now is to get the means to
supply the material equipment for such
instruction.
Frank Appel,
Portsmouth, Ohio.

mHE
use of slides and films in our
J- county schools is meeting with unusual approval from pupils, patrons and
teachers and expressions of appreciation
from our audiences is the best indication
of the value of visual education.
George T. Crickett,
Port Orchard, Wash.

SCHOOL people hardly realize the great
possibilities of visual instruction.
Producers do not yet understand what
sort of material will be of greatest value
to the schools and therefore in greatest
demand. A conference of educators and
producers might be of mutual benefit.
Darrell Joyce,
Hamilton, Ohio.

VISUAL

instruction is certain to become a great aid in improving public
education and in securing better results
in the public schools.
Frank E. Converse,
Beloit, Wis.

I AM very much impressed with the
great value and possibilities of visual
instruction in the public schools. I want
to introduce this method of instruction
into each of our schools.
J. P. Glasgow,
Marshall, Tex.

THERE can be, it seems to me, but one
opinion about the value of visual instruction. So large a part of human
knowledge is acquired through the eye
that it is obvious that the clear representation of scenes and objects to the eye
through the use of projectoscopes, stereoscopes and stereopticons is a most helpful adjunct to the art of teaching.
S. B. Tobey,

MOST of our education, in my opinion,
is less vivid and effective than the
visual sort. When the problem of the
high cost of some kinds of visual education is overcome, there will be no doubt

Wausau, Wis.
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PICTURES*
TO INUSETHEMOTION
PULPIT
William S. Mitchell
Philadelphia, Pa.

IS it possible to use the motion picture successfully in a religious
service ?
This is the question many a preacher
is asking, meanwhile wondering
whether any one is in a position to answer it out of experience which is sufficient to make that answer more than
merely a personal theory.
Many of these preachers who are asking this question have experimented in
one way or another with the movie,
most of them unsatisfactorily. The
causes for dissatisfaction are many.
Sometimes it is the film itself, sometimes the projection, not infrequently
the attitude on the part of the congregations before whom the pictures are
shown. Most preachers today, if you
were to press them for an answer, would
tell you they have come to the conclusion that the movie's place in the
church's program must be found in the
social and recreative departments ; that,
as a pulpit medium, it has proved unsatisfactory.
However, these same men, with the
*Reprinted from the expositor, issue of August,
1921.

continual evidence before them in the
commercialized motion picture's ability
to put over its message, are puzzled as
to the apparent failure in its religious
use.
One preacher has worked out the
theory and technique of the religious
use of the motion picture in such completeness that he has probably developed the most valuable contribution
yet made to this interesting and pressing question of the modern church. I
am quite sure that his conclusions and
methods will prove of value to many a
man who, realizing the power of this
new instrument, is baffled by the seeming difficulty of its reverent and successful use. This preacher is Dr. Mark
Kelley, of the State Street Methodist
Episcopal Church of Troy, N. Y.
DIFFICULTIES

IN THE

WAY

When asked to state the difficulties
which must be faced in introducing the
motion picture into church use, Dr.
Kelley put them pungently as follows:
The uncouthness of the necessary motion-picture apparatus of machines,
booth and screen, as an adjunct of the
modern church auditorium;

MOTION
The inferiority of projection in the
church compared with the professional
projection to which all are accustomed;
The cost of installation and maintenance;
The difficulty in securing desirable
film subjects;
The natural prejudice of church people toward a medium so largely monopolized for amusement purposes;
The attitude of the congregations
drawn by the advertisement of the
film — the "movie" feeling and its effect
upon the wrorshipful spirit and atmosphere.
Most preachers who have ever endeavored to make use of the film or
have given its use any study at all will
recognize these difficulties as exceedingly familiar. The way in which this
particular minister solved them to his
own and his church's satisfaction may
prove helpful.
THE

PROBLEM

OF

PROJECTION

State Street, Troy, is fortunate in
having the choir balcony in the rear,
instead of immediately at the front of
its church auditorium. The organ is
placed in the center of this balcony,
with heavy curtains hiding the door at
one side by which the choir enters. Here
it was comparatively easy merely to add
curtains on the other side and build behind them a modern professional booth
with all the equipment of the usual
amusement house, this being hidden
until needed for use.
The problem of projection received
long and serious consideration. It was
found that inferior machines were
chiefly responsible for the usual poor
projection encountered in church use.
The solution of this problem was the
purchase of the machine now used by
80 per cent of the professional houses.

PICTURES

IN THE

PULPIT

Another phase of this problem was
to secure sufficient light. The usual
church projection is longer than that
used in the professional theater.
Lenses, lighting medium and screen, all
must be carefully chosen. The wrong
screen can "kill" fifty per cent of the
light projected and so ruin the picture.
For church use the screen preferably
must be one capable of being used on
a roller. By sad experience this preacher
learned that possibly the best screen
now manufactured is of little use to his
purpose because so perfect is its reflecting surface that the slightest wrinkle
casts a shadow which ruins the picture.
It can be successfully used only when
tightly stretched with a perfection of
tension impossible to roller use.
An operator was found who had been
a professional. "It pays to pay," is the
motto of this church. We cannot afford
to go into competition with the amusement houses and use inferior stuff.
Though the expense is high, the results
justify.
THE

PROBLEM

OF FILMS

The problem of proper film material
is now being rapidly solved. One company at least is now catering entirely to
the church screen and producing adequate material of the highest grade.
Even the professional companies art
beginning to awaken to the possibilities
of this new field, and many films car
now be secured. However, experience
teaches that for church use the film itself must be not an adaptation, but one
constructed from its very scenario for
religious purposes, with the reverence,
viewpoint and message of the church
embodied in it.
The last two problems are solved in
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the method of presentation Dr. Kelley
has worked out, which is the thing
really of value in this discussion.
EEVEEENT

ATMOSPHERE

ESSENTIAL

The preacher making use of the motion picture in a religious service faces
the familiar necessity of any service —
that of developing a worshipful and
reverent spirit in the congregation.
Much of the usual order of service in
our churches is there for this purpose,
that by hymns and prayer and scripture
and the worship elements of the service
the way may be prepared for the message of the hour. There is the additional difficulty, with the motion picture, in the popular attitude toward it
merely as a "show" or a novel method
permitting the relaxing of the customary attitude of reverence and worshipfulness. The preacher must guard this
vigilantly and so conduct his service
that even the gamin from the streets
will feel the difference between this and
the "show."
A

STRIKING

TEXT

IN

PICTURES

Dr. Kelley has demonstrated that the
real function of the film in the pulpit
is not to furnish the sermon, but its introduction, itstext — an absolutely new
discovery in the use of the film. The
film sermon, without the human, personal presence and appeal of the living
preacher, is apt to miss the mark. Its
extended reels merely stir the superficial emotions and fail to touch the
heart, the mind, the will.
Every book on homiletics dwells
lengthily on the importance of an interesting and vivid introduction. What
more striking introduction could be
imagined than the action, the story and

plot and denouement, of a properly
edited and produced film ? The singlereel films dealing with various Bible
subjects, now produced by one company
at least, afford precisely the kind of a
motion-picture text which is necessary.
TRANSITION

POINT

VITAL

The most difficult point in the whole
problem of this use of the film as the
introduction to the real message lies in
the moment of transition from screen
and darkness to the speaking, visible
preacher himself. The test of his ability to use the film comes here. Success
or failure depends on his opening sentence. This must carry on the thought
which the last flash on the screen leaves
with his audience. If his opening
words fail to do this the evening is lost.
A fine illustration of the skillful use
of this opening sentence is that in conjunction with the story of Elijah and
the Shulamite woman's child. The last
scene on the screen is the prophet restoring the lad, made alive again, to
his mother. With the flashing-on of
the lights, Dr. Kelley begins :
"I'm sorry the picture stops there;
aren't you? I wonder where she went,
what she did, where the boy went and
what he did, whether he turned out to
be worth all it cost to bring him here,

to Another
keep him follows
here !" the graphic screen
story based on the text, "Whosoever
loseth his life shall find it," The film
is a simple treatment of this great
theme. A young doctor is seeking to
discover a serum for the sleeping sickness. He is called by telegram to
Washington, where his serum is to be
tested in competition with another. But
on the day appointed an epidemic of

MOTION
this disease breaks out in his community, and among others the girl he
loves is stricken. He is torn between
duty and ambition. His fortune and
fame depend upon his being in Washington. His duty and love hold him
at home. The latter wins. He remains
at home and by his discovery stays the
progress of the disease and saves the
girl he loves, but loses his chance. However, in the ending of the film it is discovered that the other serum has proved
a failure and the girl he hoped to win
awakens to a rare affection for him ; so
that, having lost, he really has won.
Dr. Kelley's introduction following this
gripping story is as follows:
"Is this what the scripture means
that this girl is reading — that whosoever loseth his life, for Christ's sake,
shall find it ? But this thing the young
doctor did was so commonplace ! There
are no halos, no crowns of laurel twined
about the brows here. . . . Yes, there
are ! These are just the kind of brows
Time crowns with immortality."
ORGANIZING

VISUAL

IMPRESSIONS

The film must produce the impression, but the sermon produces the conception. It is this organizing, this
fusing of the emotional impressions the
screen story has produced, which brings
the motion picture to its maximum of
possibility. The message is not a side
issue, a sop to the prejudices which demand something, though it be but a
word, in the form of the traditional sermon. The sermon, under this conception of the use of the motion picture,
seizes the impressions the picture has
already produced in the minds of the
congregation and skilfully uses them to

PICTURES

IN THE

PULPIT

make the listener arrive at the conclusion of the preacher.
No finer homiletics can be found than
this. If Dr. Kelley can do it, others
can. The time will come when the
teacher of homiletics in the seminary
will teach the preachers of the future
how to do this thing and the method
will be as familiar to the church-goer
of tomorrow as our firstlys, secondlys
and thirdlys of yesterday.
Not a moment must be lost between
the last flash of the picture and the
opening words of the speaker. The end
of the picture and the turning on of the
auditorium lights must be simultaneous. The screen must remain where it
is. The slightest movement or distraction will lose the vital transition
which the preacher must make in this
single moment.
NOT

AN

EASY

ACCOMPLISHMENT

Such use of the film is not an easy
substitute for brain sweat in the study.
The cheapest thing in the service is the
film. It must never be forgotten that
it is not a substitute for the sermon,
not a mere pleasing presentation. Its
duty is as fixed as the customary text
and introduction. The man who uses
it successfully will put as much into
his spoken message which follows as
into any sermon he ever preached, and
the message which is given in this way
justifies this use of the film to the most
rabid opponent of the new method. The
president of the local chamber of commerce, himself a Presbyterian, attended
several of these motion picture sermons
in Troy and expressed his own carefully
arrived at opinion that sermons like
these could not fail of deep impression,
that they had so impressed him.
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A NEW

PULPIT

METHOD

It is this impression the pictures
themselves make, in such an atmosphere and with such a method, which
emphasizes the fact that a new type of
preaching has arrived. One Sunday
evening the story of the Good Shepherd
was the subject of the screen. A young
Italian, not six months in this country,
was present and the next morning
sought out the preacher. He could
scarcely make himself understood in his
broken English, but his visit was in
connection with the picture the night
before. "Gooda picture. God lika
dat \" was his comment.
It was at the showing of this same
picture that little Dominic, a typical
street gamin, asked, with eyes filled

with excitement: "Any fightin'? any
shoot-in' 'r murderin' ?" Here the cheap
movie was showing all its evil effects
upon the impressionable life of childhood; but that the same medium may
be used to press home lessons of truth
with equal vividness was proved later
when, following a scene where the
Shepherd, drawing his great sheath
knife, had driven off the robbers and defended his flock with his life, the selfsame gamin, looking up into the eyes of
the pastor's wife, said: "Mis' Kelley,
does God have to kill folks like that
sometimes to take care of usf
When the motion picture can be used
to produce impressions like these it has
answered the question with which we
began : "Is it possible to use the movie
successfully in a religious service?"

LET us make no mistake as to the efficiency of any or
all the devices which may be used in visual education. No one of them or all of them will ever take
the place of the live, earnest, competent teacher. Moreover, the best of teachers will have to be initiated into
the best methods of using the graphic material, whatever
it is. All of the visual devices together will not remove
the need of effort, of work on the part of the pupil. The
pupil's real achievement will be measured next generation
as it was last by the attention and effort of the pupil.
But the visual helps will create interest, stimulate attention and reduce effort. So more ground may be covered
in a given time. So also may a higher record of achievement be won by a larger number of pupils. — Prof. J. Paul
Goode, University of Chicago.

THE VISUAL IDEA FUNCTIONING
THROUGH MUSEUMS*
THE

N. W.
HARRIS
PUBLIC
SCHOOL
SION OF FIELD MUSEUM OF NATURAL
(Continued from the

EXTENHISTORY

September issue)

L. M. Belfield
Chicago, 111.

the beginning of the school year
a schedule is prepared, covering
every school in the city. Three
cases are delivered at one time — one
each of zoology, botany and geology —
and for three weeks are circulated from
room to room under the direction of the
principal. Thus every teacher is given
an opportunity to present a series of
live lessons in natural science — lessons
that will never be forgotten, because
AT

they are taught "the visual way."
At the end of the three weeks the
cases are taken up and delivered to
another school. A few weeks later the
first school receives a new selection of
cabinets. The schedule is so arranged
at present that each school has five
deliveries, or fifteen cases, a year; and
a record is kept so that the same cases
will not be sent to the same school for
another five or six years.
In addition to these scheduled deliveries, teachers are encouraged to avail
themselves of the "special request"
privilege, by which they can have reserved and delivered to them any
material which they plan to use for a
specific purpose.
EXPANDING

THE

SERVICE

Qne aim the extension service cher*A series of articles dealing with modern developments in museum service. The
next article will appear in an early issue.

ishes for the coming years is the development of an equipment large enough
to make it possible for every classroom
in every school in the city to keep at
least one exhibit on hand at all times.
That this goal is in a fair way to be
achieved is evidenced by the fact that
at the inception of the service there
were only enough cases to allow one to
a school on each delivery. A little later
the number was increased to two cases.
It is, of course, understood that when
the goal is finally attained, no room
will retain its exhibit longer than a
few weeks. Dr. Simms has a deepseated conviction that any exhibit,
however interesting and valuable,
quickly grows stale if unchanged, and
speedily qualifies for the degree of
amiable inattention which we accord
to familiar things. "Do you ever notice
the asks.
landmarks in your own village?"
he
The growth of the collection, the
curator makes clear, is a matter of time,
not finances.
"Naturalists, skilled taxidermists and
preparators are not to be had through
advertising in the daily papers; they
are developed right here in the museum.
In addition, there is the question of
assembling the exhibits themselves. We
collect all our material, we do not buy
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it; and to secure all the specimens for
a complete family of sparrows or blackbirds may often take three or four
years.
"In developing plans for new exhibits the department is guided to a
large extent by the counsel of the
superintendent of schools, Peter A.
Morten son, and of Dudley Grant Hays,
assistant superintendent and director of
visual education, who is personally in
charge of the museum extension. Both
are deeply interested in the work of the
N. W. Harris Public School Extension
and are lending all the assistance possible to increase its helpfulness and
efficiency/'

LOCAL

"Our

NATURE

OF EXHIBITS

aim in the school

ORIGIN

museum,"

comments Dr. Simms, "is to show only
the commonest things to be seen in
Chicago and Cook county — to bring
knowledge home to the child in its
very simplest terms, and to connect
that knowledge with his own experience. For that reason we are choosing
such things as he is likely to see and
wonder about as he goes to and from
school — in field, lane, park, river, lake
or pond — or such manufactured articles
as are of daily use or observation in his
world.
"We want him to know first of all
the natural history of his own neighborhood. We do not believe., in this
department at least, in going to the
Andes, the Himalayas or the Sahara
Desert for plants, birds, butterflies and
other things that an American child stands little
chance of seeing as long
as he lives. If he really
understands it, the life of
the plant or animal that
belongs to his own environment will teach him a
thousand times more natural history than any
amount of reading about
the plants and animals of
jungle, mountain or desert.
"The whole emphasis in
this collection is placed on
giving a complete picture
of the object shown, in

OF COAL

Another example of the economic cases, this time from the
Geology group. The labels beneath the small containers
read: "Peat— a fuel formed by the decomposition of moss;
Lignite — younger than ordinary soft coal; Bituminous coal —
soft coal; Anthracite coal — hard coal; Modern and fossil
'horse-tails'; Fossil fern leaves — formed in the rock overlying the coal; Bark impressions found in coal — showing
leaf-scales of one of the ancestors of the Club Moss; Root
of fossil tree found in coal — this tree was similar,, except
in size, to the Club Moss; Club Moss — a modern representative of the Lycopods, the family to which many of the coalforming
trees belonged."
10

place of the helter-skelter
aggregation of facts which
is so common in work of
this sort. The exhibit on
a local bird, for instance,
will show its nest and
eggs, its habits, its young,
and a specimen of both

MUSEUMS

STRIPED

GROUND

AND

THE

VISUAL

IDEA

SQUIRREL, OR GOPHER

Herewith, in full, the interesting label accompanying- this delightful case: "This little animal belongs to the Squirrel family. It is common in Illinois and adjoining states and may often be
seen in open fields near Chicago. It digs holes in the ground and raises its young there in
a warm nest. It eats beetles and other insects, grass and seeds, and very often damages the
farmers' grain. In winter it stays in its hole and sleeps without waking or eating until spring,
as shown in the winter scene of this group. This sleep, which is called hibernation, is much
deeper than ordinary sleep; the heart action is very slow and weak, respiration appears to be
suspended, and the animal seems to be dead. When it begins the hibernation it is very fat, but
when it comes out in spring it is thin."

sexes; and in the accompanying label
attention will be called to each point
and all necessary explanations will be

to give all birds and animals captured
within the city limits heroic treatment
with gasoline and compressed air before
they are in condition to mount !

clearly given."
In connection with his statement
as to the nse of specimens fonnd in the
Chicago region, Dr. Simms made a
remark that throws a little hnmorons

PREFERENCE

FOR

ECONOMIC

MATERIAL

Asked as to which class of subjects
appears to enjoy the greatest degree of
popularity, Dr. Simms replied that,
while in the springtime there is an
overwhelming call for nature subjects,

light over the work of his big department. Chicago smoke and grime, he
pointed out, has made it necessary
11
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especially such as illustrate the migration and nesting habits of birds, the
economic cases lead when it comes to

INDUSTRIAL

CONCERNS

CO-OPERATE

As an instance both of the widespread
demand for economic material and of

an all-year-round demand. And it is
a demand that is decidedly on the
increase.

the many-sided co-operation the extension service has constantly available,
Dr. Simms told of one of the country's
largest corporations in the manufacture
of gypsum products, from which had
come valuable aid in the preparation
of a gypsum exhibit for the geology
section. The educational director of

"Kecently I asked some of the grade
teachers to analyze the thing for me.
'Oh, it's in the air,' they will tell you.
It's Chicago. We're a commercial city.
Our pupils see these products advertised
everywhere, they watch the smoking

the company stated in this regard :
"We are particularly glad to help
because, for one thing, we realize that
the educational service you are rendering the schools is something that benefits not only the boys and girls of today,
but the employers and workmen of
tomorrow. It is amazing to find how
few of the men applying to the company for employment have the slightest
conception of what its products consist.
The children who study your economic
cases will gain at least an elemental
knowledge of the subject, to the extent
that they will know what gypsum looks
like, where it comes from, and something about the various articles of
commerce made from it. That is incomparably more than the average

chimneys, and they're naturally curious
to find out what is being produced
inside all these busy factories.'
"I am particularly interested to
know that the Society for Visual Education isproducing a series of films on
vocational education which will be
adapted to school use. They will meet
what is today a very vital need, and
perform an important service to education."
One of the prime favorites of the
children is the exhibit on graphite,
with its step-by-step illustrations of the
making of a lead pencil. In the case
are specimens of the following raw
products and stages of manufacture :
Lump graphite.
Graphite as mined.
Flake graphite.
Graphite lubricants — for use in place of
oil.
Amorphous graphite — ground for use in
paint, stove polish, etc.
Clay — to be mixed with graphite for lead
pencils.
First stage in the manufacture of pencils
— cedar slab.

workman knows about the subject."
SOME

ITEMS

FROM

THE

CATALOG

To give some idea of the ground
which the traveling museum is already
covering, here are the names of twentyfive exhibits taken at random from
each of the three principal classifications :

Second stage — slab grooved for graphite
"leads."
Third stage — graphite leads in place.
Fourth stage — graphite leads glued between two grooved slabs.
Fifth stage — pencils half separated from
slab by a revolving cutter.

BOTANICAL

Dye woods
Cork and its products
Flax (linen thread, damask,
Flour-making from wheat
Paper from wood
Vanilla plant and product
Rubber
(various
kinds)
Cacao and chocolate
Corn (by-products)

Sixth stage — pencil separated from slab.
Seventh stage — pencil after varnishing.
12

etc.)
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Combs
ing)of hard rubber (processes of makCoconut (by-products)
Cereals
(wheat, oats, rye, rice)
Cotton (fiber to fabric)
Jute and products
Cotton thread
(manufacture)
Pyralin and products
Ivorynut
(button-making-)
Linoleum
(processes
of making)
Mushrooms
(common table variety)
Principal
American
hard woods
Tea (model, showing
growing
and preparing)
Japanese lacquer
Coffee
Nutmeg
Poison ivy
GEOLOGICAL

IDEA

or "ground squirrel." A cross-section
of earth is shown, giving interesting
glimpses of passages leading to the
warm nest underground where baby
gophers are brought up in the way they
should go. Alongside the summer
home, and in the selfsame case, is reproduced asection of the winter house,
topped by a thick layer of snow, with
the little creature snugly curled up in
the passageway far below, enjoying its
long winter sleep. Roused to real
interest by this fascinating exhibit, the
child digs eagerly into the meat of the
label for the facts of hibernation —
later, perhaps, to add to his knowledge
through outside research.

ZOOLOGICAL

THE

VISUAL

economic fact of the bird's importance
to man through his warfare on mice
and other creatures that devour crops.
In similar fashion the appeal of the
dramatic is utilized in reproducing the
burrows of the familiar striped gopher,

Little brown bat
Potato beetle
Tomato worm
Norway or house rat
Striped ground squirrel (gopher)
Burrowing
crawfish
Buffalo group
(model)
Bank swallow (habitat group)
Chimney swift (habitat group)
Cedar waxwing
(habitat group)
Red-headed woodpecker (habitat group)
Seasonal coloration (birds)
Tiger swallow-tail moth
(life history)
Luna moth (life history)
Whip-poor-will
(habitat group)
Pearl button making
Sheep wool (preparation)
Leather tanning
Burying beetle
Seventeen-year cicada
Sponge
Insect galls
Dogfish
Damsel-fly
Muskrat
OF

THE

in question. Ingenious use of this
appeal has been made over and
over again in preparing the museum
cases. The writer has seen a group of
children stand spellbound before a case
in which the cruel-beaked northern
shrike, or butcher bird, was shown, in
company with the field-mice, sparrows,
grasshoppers and other unlucky victims which he had impaled on thorns
or the barbs of a wire-fence. After the
exhibit the child would turn to the label
and read, with keen appreciation, the

Coal (origin)
Ores of common metals
Plate glass and mirror making
Fossils from rocks near Chicago
Structural or mild steel
Asbestos
and products
Useful minerals
Pigments
Salt (various kinds)
Graphite and products
Natural and artificial abrasives
Semi-precious stones
Fossil plants of Illinois
Hydrocarbons
Soils
Chinaware (its making)
Volcanic products
White lead (its making)
Types of common rocks
Cloisonne
(its making)
Silver-plated
spoon
(its making)
Steel pen (its making)
Model
of gold mine
Dinosaur.
Trachodon (model)
Dinosaur.
Triceratops (model)

APPEAL

AND

BOTANICAL

DRAMATIC

Introducing the element of the
dramatic into any exhibit is a certain

NEEDS

"One of our keenest regrets,"
laments Dr. Simms, "is that thus far
we have been unable to reproduce wild
flowers that are sufficiently natural to
make it worth while, and sufficiently
sturdy to stand up under the rough

bid for the child's interest, and a
valuable means of stimulating him
to find out for himself other less
spectacular facts about the object
13
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GREAT

HORNED

DINOSAUR,

TRICERATOPS

Illustrating- the use of models to show subjects of great size. "This dinosaur," the label explains,
"was about 8 feet in height. A pair of long, tapering horns extended forward from above the
eyes. A single smaller horn grew upon the nose. From this armament the animal has received
the name TRICERATOPS. This is a Greek word which means THREE-HORNED-FACE. Another striking feature was its great horny shield. In Triceratops, then, we may imagine a primitive warrior armed with a shield and three sharp lances. . . . Petrified skeletons of this and
other horned dinosaurs were first discovered in Converse County, Wyoming, in 1889."

treatment of motor car travel. The

upon the answer. Perhaps the solution will come when the art of foliagemaking by the electroplating process
has been perfected. We are continually experimenting with that and

thing is being done, of course, in the
museum's department of botany, but
not only are their methods too costly to
be feasible for this department, but
the flowers themselves are far too
delicate and fragile for our purposes.
"The so-called 'artificial flowers' do
not solve the problem. They do not
measure up to museum standards of
accuracy and fidelity. The time will
come, however, when some one will hit

other processes in this department."
"special customers"
Many calls for the use of the portable
exhibits reach the museum from quarters outside its normal field of service.
Other cities, hearing of the good work
that is being accomplished in Chicago,
14
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on the same basis as the grade schools.
It was significant that practically all
the cases requisitioned for the use of
the ex-service men illustrated the economic side of natural science. For

appeal for advice and information in
regard to duplicating the plan, and frequently for the privilege of one or two
cases on loan in order to give those
locally interested an opportunity to
discuss the plan with greater intelligence as to details.
City organizations of various sorts
frequently apply for specific material
for some special occasion. Eecently

example, the order called particularly
for exhibits telling the story of tea
and coffee from plantation to table;
cotton and wool from fiber to fabric :
the making of silver-plated spoons,
steel pens, lead pencils and china
plates; the manufacture of rubber,
flour, white lead, paper and the like.
This summer, when the Cleveland
College of Education introduced a
course of instruction in visual education for teachers, twenty cases were
sent to serve for lecture material, demonstrations and lesson assignments.
When, some years ago, a Brooklyn
woman — Miss Anna B. Gallup of the
Children's Museum — was inspired with
the idea of founding a children's traveling museum as a fitting memorial to a
beloved principal, the Chicago museum
promptly complied with her request
for a specimen case, together with a
short film visualizing the inner workings of the department which had been
prepared for use at the Panama-Pacific
Exposition. With this specific material to arouse interest in the plan, a
fund was raised sufficient to create and
maintain for Brooklyn boys and girls
the same kind of service that Field
Museum is giving in Chicago.
At the close of the San Francisco

one of Chicago's great department
stores desired to exhibit in its millinery
department a series of zoological cases
which would furnish visual illustration
of the fact that the shades and colors
shown in the hats of that season were
copied directly from nature. Cases of
brilliant birds and butterflies were lent
for a week, not only serving to put
over the point that Mother Nature is
the consummate original artist, but
drawing many Chicagoans to the
museum who never before had availed
themselves of its resources.
Shortly after the close of school this
summer, the principal of one of Chicago's continuation and trade schools
came to the curator of the school
museum with a plea for special summer service. He had seen the traveling museum functioning in the grades
and understood what such visualizing
of the textbook means to young students, with their keen, ever-present
hunger for the concrete. He realized
that the same hunger was assailing the
hundreds of ex-service men whom the
government had sent to his school for
vocational training. When his application was received, the department
gladly placed at his disposal all the
exhibits he asked for and made arrangements to serve his school in September

AND
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exposition, where the N. W. Harris
Public School Extension maintained a
very excellent exhibit, the Japanese
government applied for the loan of
cases to be studied by its representatives with the idea of establishing a

VltiUAL EDUCATION
similar system in connection with the
schools of Japan.
EDUCATORS

ENDORSE

THE

IDEA

Chicago educators have been quick
to express their appreciation of the
extension service. Writes one : "You
have succeeded in doing exactly the
thing we in the schools needed to have
done for us; namely, placing familiar
animals of this region before the children, reproducing for them the home
surroundings of creatures well known
to you, perhaps, but utterly unfamiliar
to them and their teachers."
Another, on returning the school's
allotment of exhibits, testified : "Teachers and children alike have found
a splendid stimulus to interesting
and valuable work in the classroom.
The children talked intelligently on a
subject that under other circumstances
seemed to arouse no interest whatever."
The principal of the Burnside School
wrote: "It has inspired the children
in ways we did not expect. It has
made nature-study a living, vivid
subject."
During the Panama-Pacific Exposition, Dr. Simms had observed the same
quiet, keenly observant woman wandering day after day among the cases and
photographs, making abundant notes,
asking pertinent questions, absorbing
every smallest detail of the display. He
marveled a little at her unusual interest, but did not learn her identity until
some time later, when the following
letter arrived, signed "Maria Montessori"
:
I admire
very much the way in which

nature is interpreted in this exhibit. The
units attract the child's attention and do
not teach errors. They truly represent
nature. Besides, they have the added value
of permitting prolonged observation of the
many details which in nature could only
be seen in passing glimpses and to which 1G
it would
be hard to attract the child's

attention. The knowledge of these facts,
observed in this way, makes the future
observation of real nature more interesting to the child.

Dr. Paul Bartsch, of the National
Museum of the Smithsonian Institution
in Washington, on returning from a
visit to Chicago, wrote the director of
the N". W. Harris Public School Extension :
I wish there might be some way to
actually determine the amount of good
that enterprises of this kind bring about.
To me it seems the very foundation of
things. I am sure that the citizens of
Chicago will show a much greater interest
in outdoor studies, and a much closer
touch with nature, than other citizens
where such work is not undertaken.
. . .
In your work you are counteracting to
a great extent the pernicious results which
have come about from the purely histologic studies now pursued under the name
of biology, which not only waste the time
of the unprepared youth but kill all incentive for a closer understanding of
nature.
If there is one thing at all to be gained
from biology, it is the companionships we
form with the plants and animals that
surround us in our every-day existence.
Those companionships are only possible
when we have come to recognize the
organism as a living being. A knowledge
of cellular structure will never give any
one the thrills which our old-fashioned
botany and zoology bestowed upon the
older generation.
THE

"PORTABLE"

IDEA IN
CATION

VISUAL

EDU-

If it is to realize its supreme usefulness in teaching, the visual supplement to textbook and oral instruction
must become an integral part of the
lesson. It must be right at hand in
the classroom for the pupil to use in
direct connection with his lesson. Make
him wait a week, a day, even a few
hours, until you can organize an expedition to bring him in direct personal contact with the thing which has
aroused his curiosity and interest, and
the beautiful impulse of knowledgehunger that prompted the inquiry will
generally have disappeared. The chance
to teach something that the child would
remember because he really wanted to
know, because he was sincerely interested in finding out, has passed by,

MUSEUMS
perhaps never to return again.

AND

THE

VISUAL

IDEA

a new lesson subject, or let it work the
modern miracle of putting life, vitality
and honest interest into a review —
ancient bugaboo of teachers and pupils
alike. With every child in his own
seat, with nothing to distract attention
from the lesson on the screen, the best
results are possible from such applications of the visual idea in teaching.

"The great value of the portable
museum as I see it," says Dr. Simms,
"is that it is where teachers and students want it when they need it. However superior the main museum in the
size and variety of its collections, it
is too far away to serve the school
directly in connection with the everyday routine of the classroom. Its
"Accessibility is the secret of the
success
and usefulness of portable
spirit of helpfulness needs to be interpreted by the modest but ^____
accessible portable exhibits.
They are, so to speak, its
traveling representatives.
"In the latest extension
of the idea of visual education— that is, the use of
motion pictures in teaching
— there is an exactly parallel problem to solve. The
school auditorium, though
it be equipped with a motion picture machine of the
very latest improved theater
type, is too detached from
the individual recitation to
be practical in making it
LARGE -MOUTHED BLACK BASS
possible for the school to An example of the unusual character of the fish exhibits figrealize the full benefits that
uring in the collection. Says the label: "The young bass

iiM

grows very rapidly. Under favorable conditions it will attain

a length of about 6 inches at the end of a year. Fishermen
visual education offers."
tempt it with minnows and other live bait, like grasshopWhat is needed to make
pers, frogs and helgramites, as well as by artificial bait. As
its flesh is inferior in flavor only to that of the trout and the
whitefish, it naturally has a considerable value on the marmotion picture education
ket. The importance of this fish, however, is not due to its
food value, but rather to its wary and unyielding nature,
100 per cent effective, he
which makes its capture so difficult and exciting to the fisherman. It ranks among the most important game fishes in
maintains, is not only films
America."
that fit the curriculum, but
projectors that can be operated right in museums — portable motion picture
the schoolroom. A portable machine
projectors — portable anything. It is
enables the teacher to achieve real re- having the thing we need right on the
sults with the use of text films. She can
spot at the instant we need it that
call the film into service in the very
enables us to capture the 'psychological
middle of a recitation, employ it with
moment' and make it yield up its
equal effectiveness to arouse interest in
treasure."
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THE ART OF VISUAL PRESENTATION
(Continued

from

the

September

issue)

H. B. Auerbach and G. S. Chiles
Chicago

GYMEN, philanthropists,
CLER
economists, workers in the field
of science, municipal, state and
national governments, financial and
trade statisticians use statistics in some
way. It is essential that they acquire
some knowledge of the graphic art in
order to make the statistical data with
which they are constantly dealing more
readable and digestible. Bookshelves
are flooded with bulky volumes, poured
from our presses in an endless stream.
Long columns of figures and page after
page of printed text are bewildering
and it is but natural that they get to
be viewed as "dry, uninteresting stuff."
We are living in an age of the concrete. As modern life becomes more
and more complex its standards become
correspondingly severe and exacting.
Traditional rule-of-thumb methods are
no longer applicable. A new program
has been ushered in, and that program
demands that we get down to the heart
of things with the least expenditure of
time and energy. Inconsequential details and guess work must give way to
le and scientific knowledge.
hwhi
wort
Social and economic phenomena involve the operation of so complex a
system of forces, that despite the accuracy and completeness with which the
numerical data pertaining thereto may
have been collected and classified, we
must summon to our aid another working tool, namely, the visual appeal of
graphic presentation. Only by charting the relations can we present them 18

and understand them in their full
light, all preconceived ideas and personal prejudices to the contrary notwithstanding. Billustrating
y
the data
we make their story more significant,
effective and real. Numerical abstractions and misconceptions are made to
materialize into pictured realities, and
conditions almost beyond comprehension seem to clarify and become relatively easy of interpretation.
Pictures and Illustrative Cartoons: —
By way of further demonstrating the
value of the pictorial appeal, we refer
the reader to Figure 4 illustrative of
"What It Takes To Raise A Crow"—
an interesting little lesson in natural
history. In an economic sense, the
crow is in some respects one of our most
important birds because of its enviable
record, among other things, as a destroyer of insects and therefore as a
protector of crops. The method employed in knowing to the point of exactness the food preferences of the crow
involves both extensive and intensive
examination. The U. S. Biological Survey now leads the world in this particular department of research. It will
amaze the reader to know that no less
than 2118 crow stomachs were collected
from all parts of the bird's range, supplemented byobservations of many able
ornithologists and specialists and with
the collaboration of practical farmers
as well. A period of about five years
was consumed in stomach examinations
alone.

More than 625 specifically dif-
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Courtesy

of the National
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Geographic

Magazine.

Figure 4.
WHAT

IT

TAKES

TO

RAISE

A

CROW

The nestling crow requires about 10 ounces of food per day, or about 13V& pounds for its nestling
life of three weeks. At the end of that time it will weigh about a pound. During this period it
will have eaten two and a quarter times its own weight of May beetles. The grasshoppers it has
eaten would, if combined, form a mammoth insect about twice the size of the bird. Wild birds and
poultry would each form a mass about a fifth of the crow's weight and corn about one and onehalf times its mass. Here are pictured a fully fledged young crow and its principal food items.
These include small mammals, spiders, caterpillars, May beetles, poultry, wild birds, miscellaneous
beetles, carrion, corn, amphibians, crustaceans, and grasshoppers. These are all drawn to a scale
that approximately represents the aggregate mass of the different items consumed during the
nestling life, compared with the bird that ate them.
FromSurvey.
"The Crow, Bird Citizen of Every Land," by E. R. Kalmbach, Ass't Biologist, U. S. Biological

ferent items are now known to furnish
sustenance to the crow.

of bird like the crow would indeed
require pages of print and hours of
study. But in Figure 4 we have a

(a) Pictures Facilitate the Condensation ofFacts :— To present the wealth
of tabulated data and descriptive literature of modern field ornithologists on
the food habits of even a single species

"pictorial condensation" of all the general results, of all the salient points
stripped of minor and overly technical
details, and requiring no more than a
19
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short foot-note to supplement it. The
picture is so quickly intelligible that a
child cannot fail to grasp its meaning.
One is able to visualize, actually to see
the crow and all that it eats. There in
the middle of the page sits the crow,
holding the center of the stage, and
playing the leading role. All about,
are pictured the crow's principal items
of food — small mammals, beetles, spiders, caterpillars, etc. These are drawn
in outline only so as not to detract
too much from the fully-shaded and
heavily-inked figure of the crow in the

crow is the real basis of comparison.
The illustration never ceases to convey
the impression that the crow is
what we are primarily interested in,
not mice, spiders, toads or beetles.
The illustration pictures not only the
variety of food but also the relative
quantity of each item consumed, thus
completing our little lesson in natural
history in a way not soon to be forgotten. Pictures remain vividly in the
memory for years. When recalled, the
printed matter — by the law of association— comes with them.
Me clianical Drawings
and Diagrams: Says Van
H. Manning, director of
the TJ. S. Bureau of Mines,
in quoting Mr. Samuel S.
Wyer, author of "Waste
and Correct Use of Natural Gas in the Home,"*
an illustrated
technical
paper prepared under the
direction of the Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines :— "Domestic
consumers waste more than

WRONG

Figure 5.
Diagram

showing
gas flame

wrong
under

and correct
position
cooking
vessel.

center. The figures are drawn to a
scale that approximately represents the
aggregate mass of the different items
consumed. Notice that several of these
food items are considerably larger in
mass than the crow that ate them. The
carefully worked out shading and modeling make the figure of the crow seem
more realistic and emphatic, inevitably
compelling the mind to concentrate and
rivet its attention to the fact that the

of

80 per cent of the gas received. The efficiency of
most cooking and heating

appliances could be trebled.
By making natural gas
worth saving, the 2,400,000 domestic
consumers in the United States could

get the same cooking and heating service with one-third of the gas — that is,
make 1 foot of gas do the work of 3 —
and greatly delay the day when the
present supplies will be exhausted and
♦Technical Paper 257. The price of this
publication is 5 cents. Copies may be obtained through the Superintendent of Docuton, D.ments,
C. Government Printing Office, Washing20
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favors coherence of thought and enables
the
eye to scan the situation in its
entirety.

consumers must go back to more expensive manufactured gas."
By what other way, together with
whatever brief amount of statistical
and descriptive material may be absolutely necessary, can the public be
stimulated to realize the above mentioned flagrant waste of natural gas
than by pictures that actually show the
various ways in which it is being
wasted and how it may be conserved;
how else than by a visualization of
wrong versus right methods?
Without the aid of diagrams how
describe effectively, for example, technical details as to how the flame must
be directed; how far the burner should
be below the cooking vessel; the effects
of a long flame, short flame, and the
proper position of the tip of the flame
from the bottom of the cooking vessel?
Again, by what better means than those
afforded by illustrations — aside from actual physical demonstration — can be
shown the results, say, of high, low and
normal conditions of gas pressure on
the length and position of the flame,
and the effective and ineffective parts
of the flame?
Figure 5, picturing wrong and correct positions of gas flame, is but one
among several other excellent illustrations appearing in the original publication. So clear is the presentation
throughout, that all of the more dominant facts relating to the subject are
made no less apparent to the average
non-technical reader than they are to
the reader technically trained. Well
executed diagrams like Figure 5 need
very little verbal description. They
compel centralized attention and visualize essentials in a small space. This
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Graphic Chart Schemes: — When a
great and progressive manufacturing
concern like the General Electric Company uses charts in conducting an
Americanization campaign to prepare
its alien workers for naturalization examinations, there must be a strong
reason for so doing. The chart illustrated in Figure 6 is a simple form of
organization diagram. It tells in picture language that is unmistakable
just how the United States national
government functions — the committee
sessions in which the real consideration
of a bill takes place, and the bodies
through which it must pass before it
can become a law. By means of a
unique system of lines, arrows, rectangles and schematic arrangement, what
would ordinarily be dead-weight descriptive matter is made to awaken
personal interest and compel attention.
Word language is converted into picture language. The arrows and connecting lines are suggestive of action
Unconsciously, they attract the eye and
arouse curiosity and the play spirit,
with the result that the reader without
any seeming effort tries to trace the
chain of functional relationship from
the first step to the last. The symbolism is natural and easily understood
— ■ a striking example of instruction
graphically displayed. The presentation is particularly unique in that it
actually lends a spirit of animation to
the printed information, thereby making it dynamic and lifelike, and its
message more real and humanistic.
There is a three-fold appeal to the eye,
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Figure 6.
A SIMPLE

FORM

OF

ORGANIZATION

DIAGRAM

The above chart shows plainly how the United States government functions —
how the real consideration of a bill takes place in a committee session, and
the bodies thru which it must pass before becoming a law. Such a chart
is of great value not only to the alien preparing for naturalization, but also
to many Americans who too may gain a few worth-while facts by giving
it a few minutes of careful study.
From Schenectady Works News, October 15, 1920. Published by the Schenectady
General Electric Company.

to the brain and to action.
Language
in action, that is what counts.
The Appeal of the Motion Picture: —
Figures 1, 2 and 3, complete as they are,
may be termed static representations in
that they show only single stationary
scenes. By means of the motion picture, on the other hand, it. would have
been possible to show a continuous
action scene of all that transpired — the
start, the intermediate phases and the
end of the demonstration. Every act,
detail and movement from first to last
throughout the entire procedure could
have been recorded in film form — the
most perfect of all types of ocular pres(Continued

Works of the

entation because it gives the animation
and actual illusion of life itself. "No
other force in history has risen so
quickly nor come into such intimate
touch with so many people as motion
pictures. It took printing two hundred years to come into the daily lives
of people ; motion pictures have needed
only
twenty."*
Model
as a Visual Aid: — Then, too,
there is the model, another pictorial
device that has come into great prominence as a teacher. The model may
be regarded as a picture in three dimen*The Infant Prodigy of Our Industries. The
Birth and Growth of the Motion Picture. By
Homer
Croy ; Harper's
Magazine,
August,
on page 55)
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MISCELLANY
In an interview given to
THE
PHIL AD E LPHIA
LEDGER,
John James
_.
.,Dr. .
. . ,
Tigert, the newly appointed
United States Commissioner of Education,
comes forward to make public confession
of his ardent faith in the motion picture,
and of his intention to lend all possible
encouragement
to the visual education
movement.

Analyzingversus
the case
Movies Movies
Motionof "The
Pic*or the
„ „ . , _,. . . ..
Block in the
tures> Ralph
High-brow October
CENTURY differentiates carefully between "movies" and
"motion pictures." He declares that the
movies — the popular entertainment films
of the day — need understanding rather
than defense. In their present state of
development they represent, not a fine art,
but a popular art; and it is as a popular
art that they should be judged.
However the elect may be disposed to
criticise the movies as lacking in subtlety
and originality and as failing to achieve
their potential artistry, they are nevertheless fulfilling a real mission to the general
run of humanity. "They tell fairy-stories
for thirty million persons in the United
States," and thus provide an outlet for
"the creative energies, the imaginations,
of these standardized human beings" who
in their working hours are content enough
to make the machinery of modern life
function smoothly and efficiently, but in
their leisure hours, hungry for adventure,
demand escape from everyday monotony
and reality.

D r. Tigert
Hails
School the
Film

"In nearly every small town and village, anywhere and everywhere you go
throughout the country," he says, "you
find the movies. They have come to stay;
tbTey are a part of our life; their scope is
constantly being enlarged and improved.
What can be done with them as a means
of imparting knowledge already has been
demonstrated; it is for us to utilize them
on a larger scale and adapt them to- Ene
peculiar purposes of education. Within
that celluloid film lies the most powerful
weapon for the attack against ignorance
the world has ever known."
In the schoolroom, the Sunday-school,
the community center, and elsewhere —
wherever organized teaching is being
done — the screen is already playing a big
part as an educator. Today even the
church is moved to entrust a part of its
work to moving pictures, because it
realizes that a Bible story unfolded on
the screen makes a far more vivid and
lasting impression on the mind of a
boy or girl than the most painstaking
explanation of the lesson by the ablest
and most conscientious teacher in the
Sunday-school.
In these days, when there is vital need
to spread the teachings of Americanism,
Dr. Tigert points out, the film presents
itself as the most effective means available for driving home important truths
and instilling patriotic ideas and ideals.
He supplements this with the statement
that there are in the department of education today three million feet of film already prepared for this very service.

"During the day George and Nellie may
be as faithful and standardized as the
rules demand, but at the movies in the
evening they can break all the rules pertaining to vamping, dragon-killing, treasure-hunting, and leave the theater absolutely spotless so far as the law and the
city ordinances are concerned."
There is little hope, thinks Mr. Block,
that the commerical producer will ever
turn his back on the platitudinous themes
which tickle the taste of the multitude.
"He cannot forget that the best guaranty
of a profit is to follow well-trodden psychological paths in his job of entertainment." He cannot afford to forget, for
movies cost much to manufacture and the
producer is under the economic necessity
of pleasing enough people to make his
business pay. The fine arts have ever
been supported by the few, the popular
23
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of motion will reject massive imitations
of reality, and will compound his effects

arts by the many. Although the movie
stories of the future may be told with
increasing skill and illusion, they will
never, in the main, be permitted to desert
fundamental themes and stereotyped patterns; "they will go on being simple,
straightforward, conventional in their
treatment of characters and situations,
reducing life to fairy-tale formulae, and
free from esthetic complexity in form."
Any other procedure, reasons Mr. Block,
would be to gamble the cost of the film,
which ranges from a hundred thousand
dollars to a quarter of a million, and
beyond.
People who do not care for motion pictures as they are and want something
better will therefore have to make it for
themselves. He suggests, as a beginning,
the organization of experimental groups

out of lines, light, and nothingness."
It is in the differentiation of audiences,
the writer declares, that the art of expression by means of the motion-camera
will find its chief urge and promise for
development. When economical methods
of production make it possible to provide
each group of picture-goers with its own
particular type of entertainment, then the
great mass-audience can be divided. And
he adds the interesting observation that
when this day arrives, the problem of
censorship will virtually solve itself
through the production of films catering
solely and exclusively to audiences of
children.
When, primarily through the pioneering and the educational work of "independent, free-thinking persons or amateur
groups," a producer who wishes to do
better things can afford to sidestep the
limitations imposed by a crowd bent on
fairy-tales, "artists will begin to create
genuinely for expression on the screen.
Composers for the camera will arise as
separate from the popular art of the movies as Wagner and Debussy were apart

at the great producing centers, "composed
of professional persons looking for an
arena in which they can experiment with
an art which is still to be denned." He
points to the "little theater" movement in
the field of legitimate drama, to groups
like the New York Theater Guild, the
Provincetown and Washington Square
Players, as examples of effective pioneering in a kindred field. These experimenters have not only achieved an opportunity to express themselves, but they
have helped to educate a public to appreciate their form of expression.
Mr. Block believes that such an organization, unburdened by the producer's
handicaps of enormous overhead and
goading competition, would be able to
make at least a beginning in developing
the fine-art possibilities of motion photography. Moreover, they would succeed
in showing the commercial producer
how to lower his own costs of production.
For one thing:

from the music-hall."

Enriching
Background
pi16 J^1^

That one primary purpose
of the use of motion picprovide in tne
tures
scl1001 is t0
"under-privileged

children" with an "enriching experience,"
thereby compensating for some of the deficiencies of their environment and operating to place them more nearly on a par
with their more favored classmates, is
the point developed by David B. Corson,
superintendent of schools, Newark, N. J.,
in AMERICAN EDUCATION for October.
We quote the paragraph in toto:
"The children of fortunate parents are
well equipped to profit by instruction
when they enter school because of favorable environment and association. There
are many under-privileged children in the
schools who lack this preparation. We
have in the school system a secondary
means for providing this enriching ex-

"Being chiefly interested in beauty,
these experimenters will recognize the
kinship of the art of motion photography
to painting. They will want to disclose
a deeper truth than exists in surface
realities; they will discard wood and
mortar, brick and stone, for canvas, hangings and curtains.
The creative genius
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perience, in a Department of Visual Education, well organized and well equipped
with a central film library and with apparatus in many schools for showing the
pictures. This Department provides the
opportunity for privileged as well as under-privileged children to broaden their
knowledge by observation in widely extended fields. Programs are arranged in
the superintendent's office and are planned
for instruction and not entertainment."
Under the title of "Some Ideals and
Accomplishments of the System I Represent," the article invites reading in its
entirety, for its readable outline of an
educational plan that embodies whatever
is most vital, sane, progressive and practically idealistic in modern schooling.
The motion picture has been
drafted into a new branch of
Uncle Sam's service. In or^er to cu^ down the time
required to re-educate disabled soldiers in profitable trades, the
Federal Board for Vocational Education
is preparing a series of reels on civics,
agriculture and the mechanical arts, to be
used by government vocational schools
throughout the country. Already completed and placed in service are a sevenreel film on the engine lathe, six reels on
dairy cattle and dairy management, and
four reels on bee culture.
"The Federal Board for Vocational
Education is charged with the definite
responsibility of preparing America's
handicapped ex-service men for new vocations which will make them not only
self-supporting, but distinct assets to
their communities," says Calvin F. Mcintosh, a member of the Federal Board
and a national authority on agriculture.
"Realizing how greatly the use of school
films on geography, history and similar
classroom subjects speeds up the learning
process, the Board decided that what the
educational movie is doing for the schoolboy it can also do for the disabled soldier
mastering a new trade, to whom economy
of time is a far more vital matter than
to the boy or girl at school.
25

Films >
Assist
Vocationinal
Training

"There being no films in existence such
as we required, the Board has proceeded,
with the co-operation of the Society for
Visual Education, to produce its own vocational film library. Reels on bee culture and dairy management, already developed, illustrate the remarkable possibilities of the screen way of teaching.
Used both for preparation and review in
connection with the regular field instruction, such films will materially shorten
the time required. Agricultural schools
generally can profitably co-ordinate these
motion pictures with their present course
of While
study."made primarily for use in the
Federal vocational schools, the motion
pictures of the Vocational Board will ultimately be available to all public schools
and private institutions giving industrial
courses, as well as to factories and shops
conducting vocational classes for employees. A series of moving picture lessons like those developed on the engine
lathe will, in the opinion of the head of
one of the country's greatest lathe works,
"teach in three months what it would
take at least two years to master with the
old, laborious methods of teaching."

Visual tion
<
Educa
in England

Under the heading of "The
Films
in Education,"
the
LONDON
DAILY TELE, ,
.
.
~nAnTT
GRAPH
gives
extended

space to a report of an experiment in
visual education conducted under the
auspices of the Hornsey Education Committee. The report describes the plan
for a series of Saturday forenoon picture programs arranged by individual
educationists and held in a motion-picture theater for the purpose of noting
the reactions of children to films of a
purely instructional nature.
Four films were shown. The first was
a scenic feature showing striking scenes
from three continents, and the other
three were natural history studies picturing pond life and the haunts and
habits of various birds and animals.
"Such films," reads the report, "are the
quintessence
of what great naturalists
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have been observing and classifying for
centuries. Buffon, Cuvier, Wallace, Darwin, Huxley and the rest, hitherto within reach or comprehension of only a
comparatively limited elite, are here
brought within the scope of the mentality of the immature. Thanks to the
films, a new generation will be able to
start life with minds packed with truths
which their parents could only acquire,
if they ever did acquire them, after years
and years of hard study. ... No one
who has followed the Hornsey experiment
so far can have any doubt of its utility."
Each film, states the report, was accompanied by the running comments of
a lecturer. Viewed from the pedagogic
standpoint, this plan of presentation
placed the youthful "optience" under
somewhat of a handicap. Visual educationists are pretty generally in agreement as to the unwisdom of creating
visual and auditory sensations simultaneously, since the maximum of result
is not to be expected where attention is
divided. American educators who have
experimented in the use of educational
films prefer to let the necessary comment precede and follow the film, allowing the picture to unreel without vocal
interruption. The preliminary talk prepares the child for what he is to see on
the screen; the follow-up talk serves as
a check.
The development of visual education in
England and other European lands is
being watched with intense interest by
all who are concerned with the progress
of the visual movement.
In schools where portable
projectors are
schoolroom
installed, teachers find
a
definite quickening of class
interest whenever members of the class,
after adequate instruction, are entrusted
with the actual operation of the machine. It is the old story of appealing
to the child's interest by giving him
"something to do," by assigning him an
active, personal share in the conduct of
the lesson.
Now
comes
a unique exA Slide
Project
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ample of motivating the work in visual
education as carried on through the use
of slides. In School No. 77, New York
City, pupils are making colored lantern
slides which later serve as the basis of
original "stereopticon talks." Surely such
a plan, calling into play as it does the
constructive instinct so strong in children
of all ages, must abound in rich benefits
to every one concerned in the project.
Says the CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR in its report of the slide-making
assignment:
"The school had an interesting collection of slides to start with, but it was
seen that the supply was insufficient for
the number of talks presented by the
pupils. It was therefore decided to have
the children try making their own slides
as a part of their shop work. They
learned how to cut the glass the proper
size, to print or draw with ink on the
glass, and to apply color. Many of the
children showed decided ability.
"One talk was considerably enhanced
by a boy who had thus produced his own
slides for his presentation entitled, 'The
Development of the Steam Engine.' A
girl in like manner illustrated her talk
on 'The Evolution of the Compass.' "
Methods
Course in
Visual

From all over the country
come the appeals of teachers for specific guidance in

e filmstion of motion
arm" correla
use pictur
tlie Pr°Per
Instruction
and other teaching tools from the visual
education kit.
Here and there today there is evident
an earnest effort to give them the advantage of the experience of those who
have specialized in this department of
educational method. Many of this year's
summer sessions at normal school and
university, for example, made room for
brief lecture and demonstration courses
in visual education. A number of university extension departments are offering special classes for teachers who desire to utilize more fully and efficiently
the film and slide material which the
department places at their service.
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In New York the City College School
of Education is announcing a series of
thirty Saturday morning classes in visual
instruction, beginning October 1st, under
the direction of Ernest L. Crandall, director of visual instruction for the New
York City public schools. The work as
outlined will include an analysis of the
pedagogical principles underlying visual
instruction; a review of its historical development; a survey of materials now
available; a study of the proper methods
of applying the visual method to various
subjects in the curriculum, and demonstrations of the technic involved. Local
educators of experience in the use of visual teaching aids will co-operate with Mr.
Crandall in making the course one of
vital and practical value. Papers on
special topics, demonstrations of methods
and technic, and surveys of materials and
results, will be required of those who enroll for the course.
It is to be hoped that other teaching
centers throughout the country will act
to provide similar opportunities for local
educators to meet for instruction and for
the exchange of ideas and experiences
bearing on the subject of visual education.

This plan, consistently adhered to, will in
her judgment do much to overcome the
objections of that minority of educators
who today oppose the introduction of motion pictures into the curriculum on the
ground that "the movies are too easy,"
and that they make only surface impressions.
"The happiest possible combination,"
she writes, "is where the movies and the
public library are made to work together.
For instance, a showing of the Shackleton
Antarctic Expedition film should be followed by a reading of the heroic journal
and letters. This may arouse sufficient
interest to 'carry on' to further polar, explorations: Greeley, Nansen, Scott. Fighting tuberculosis 'educationals' would lead
to such biographies as those of Clara
Barton and Florence Nightingale. From
Pavlowa's lovely interpretation of 'The
Dumb Girl of Porticci' a general interest
in the stories of other operas and their
composers may be suggested. Americanization films point to another fascinating
detour into contemporary biography,
through the lives of such famous Americans as Andrew Carnegie, S. S. McClure
and Carl Schurz."
Films dealing with the field of economics, such as pictures showing processes
of manufacture, the development of big
business, the operation of child labor
laws, etc., should furnish a starting-point
for class discussions leading to an aroused
sense of social responsibility. In short,
maintains Miss Haines, what the child
gets out of the use of motion pictures in
the school will depend very largely upon
the way in which the screen lessons are
followed up. "It is the context that mat-

Every teacher of hygiene
Child
will be interested to know
Hygiene Re- that th pr0Ceedings of the
port Ready
.
..
x.
eleventh
annual.meeting
of
the American Child Hygiene Association
are now available in printed form. The
publication contains the many valuable
papers presented at the various sessions
by national experts in child health. On
remittance of three dollars to the American Child Hygiene Association, 1211
Cathedral Street, Baltimore, a copy of
the report will be mailed to any address.

The Film

It will be observed that the writer's
comments are confined to pictures of a
ters."
recreational or informational character
and that the "educational film" pure and
simple does not enter into her catalog.
In this connection it might be noted that
motion pictures designed primarily for
the classroom presuppose by their very
nature a close link between film and book,
the latter implying both textbooks and

In an article captioned "Do
Educational Films Edu-

cate?"
novelistAlice
and Calhoun
writer Haines,
of children's books, pleads for more emphasis on
"intelligent collateral reading and discussion" as a follow-up to the classroom film.
Libr *r *
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supplementary reference works. One of
the outstanding aims of the school film
proper is to stimulate outside research on
the part of the pupil. To that end, an important feature of the teacher's pamphlet
which accompanies all such films is a
carefully chosen bibliography. No teacher
who aspires to draw the maximum value
from the use of instructional films in her
classroom will fail to place such books
where the children will have ready access to them, and thus stimulate the development of that "look-it-up habit"
which counts for so much in after-life.
To insure that only suitable
!choofSed films Wil1 be exniMted at the
Shows
"diversional
a f t e r-school
show" given each week in
the various schools of District No. 76,
South Evanston, Illinois, Superintendent
Frederick W. Nichols has placed in the
hands of the Society for Visual Education the selection of the weekly program.
All films are viewed in advance by one
of the Society's specialists, and a rigid
standard of censorship is maintained.
Only comedies that are free from vulgarity and dramatic features that are
clean, wholesome and marked by some
degree of educational value, are approved for these entertainments. On
each program, also, figures one bona-fide
educational film. The program is printed
in advance in the school bulletin, and
parents are invited to attend with their
children. A moderate admission fee is
being charged by the schools to cover
operating expenses.
"I strongly believe that we can accomplish a large amount of good, both
for the school and the community,
through these recreational shows provided they are properly supervised," says
Superintendent Nichols. "In order to
relieve teachers and parents of any fear
that objectionable pictures will invade
the school's own movie entertainments,
the responsibility of censorship is being
given into the hands of specialists in
visual education. It is not always safe,
we have found, to select subjects merely 28

on the strength of the catalog description
or the recommendation of the film exchange. While we do not challenge the
good faith of the exchange man, it is a
fact that his ideals and his point of view,
so far as the judgment of a motion picture is concerned, are so different from
those of the educator or the community
worker that many a film which he has
no hesitancy in recommending would be
set down as impossible for a children's
show by even the most lenient of school
Recreational programs, properly secensors."
lected, can be educational in the highest
sense as well as eminently entertaining,
in the superintendent's opinion. "We
can satisfy the children's hunger for
'story pictures' with films that amuse
without offending morality or good taste.
We can select pictures that will exercise a positive influence for good, by
creating in the child a real liking for
better films and educating him to discriminate between worthless and worthpictures." emphasized the policy of
Mr. while
Nichols
including a Simon-pure educational film
on each program, even though instructional films are being employed in connection with the regular classroom work.
A picture of distinctly educational type,
if closely related to his lessons, will grip
the child's attention just as strongly as
an out-and-out amusement film. To that
end, the superintendent's instructions
stipulate for every program one educational reel treating of some interesting
phase of nature-study, citizenship, geography, or other school subject. Teachers
declare that children constantly introduce into their recitations and their essay-writing concrete information gained
from the educational films screened at
the school "picture show."

* * *

That there is no other inThe
stitution which is "doing so
"Bread of mVLCii to educate the people
Education
. ...
,
,,
of this country as the moving picture," and that, whether we like
it or not, "the 'movies' are going to con-
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bath of Mediterranean mythology would
be of incalculable benefit to the motion-

tinue to educate the people, adults and
children alike," is the belief of THE
NATIONAL SCHOOL DIGEST, expressed
in its Visual Education Department for
September. It is no longer a question of
whether or not we approve; ours is "an
individual responsibility ... to assist in
making the right decision as to what sort
of education shall be provided and in
what sort of surroundings it shall be

picture
public."of filming the stories of
The idea
mythology is not, of course, a new one.
To refer to but one instance of earlier
suggestion, the reader is reminded of the
article on "Visualizing Mythology" which
Grace Partridge Smith, of the University
of Iowa, contributed to VISUAL EDUCATION in November, 1920, in which were
analyzed in considerable detail the picture possibilities of the great Demeter
myth.
It is indeed to be hoped that this rich
field of screen material will not forever
be ignored by producers of better films,
who have it in their power to utilize all
the resources of the fade-in, the dissolve
and the double-exposure for the visualization of these ancient tales. "For that
mixture of sheer imagination with fact,
for that coloring of the real with the

given."
Never before has there existed such an
opportunity for universal education as is
presented by the screen. "What if, some
day," queries the editorial, "this younger
generation, grown into understanding of
the meaning of this, shall rise up and
say to us: 'I asked you for bread which
should be food my whole life long. The
froth which you offered me is become a
stone in my heart and mind'?"

*

*

*

Writing for the October
Myths and CURRENT OPINION, Dr.
Motion Frank Crane in one of his
wide-ranging editorials-inlittle quotes approvingly the recommendation of Gabrielle d'Annunzio, "that the
motion picture be bathed in mythology."
It was in the course of a visit which
the Italian poet-soldier paid to a Milan
moving picture studio that he was reminded of the treasures of beautiful, inspiring screen material waiting ready for
use in the classic Metamorphoses of Ovid.
By way of experimenting with his idea,
d'Annunzio chose the myth of Daphne,
who to evade Apollo's pursuit was transformed into a laurel bush. Through
"movie magic" the nymph's outstretched
arm, beginning with a leafing-out at the
finger-tips, gradually changed into a
branch of laurel.
"The masses who today delight in loathsome buffooneries," prophesies the poet,
would be charmed and uplifted by Ovid's
delightful legends of transformation
translated into motion-picture form; and
he adds: "In every one of our myths there
is a profound revelation, a happy lesson,
sometimes a wonderful message. I say
without a shadow of irony that a good

spectral tints of the impossible," as Dr.
Crane remarks, the moving picture has
no equal.
That people who berate the
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LadyAstor motion picture as an unDiscusses
mitigated evil "need specf!/11?.
tacles to see the work of the
Problem
cinema m a truer perspective," is the position taken by Lady Astor,
M. P., who makes time, out of a crowded
Parliamentary program, to contribute her
views on the question to THE HEPWORTH FILM MONTHLY.
Not only does the screen bring needed
relaxation, recreation and romance to millions whose home life and daily work
are utterly devoid of color, but it is qualified to assume a vital part in the education of boys and girls.
"With children," she writes, "the
cinema could do a great work in supplementing what the school and home can
do for them. Give them fascinating
natural history films, fairy tales, historical and story-book films. I do not suggest that children should spend hours
each week in the cinema, but I know
that many children lack books and toys

VISUAL EDUCATION
and decent chances, and the cinema can
do a really great work and supply a real

The new course comes in response to a
steadily increasing demand from teachers
who realize the need of a background of
professional training if they are to qualify as efficient directors of health education. The teaching of personal hygiene
and public health has undergone rapid
expansion in the last two years, and there
is every indication that the movement
will continue to develop.
"Some idea of the demand that has
been created," writes Professor C. E.
Turner of the department of biology and

social need." Upon the use of films in
the classroom, in direct connection with
the lesson, Lady Astor fails to touch;
indeed, motion pictures as an integral
part of school work have not yet reached
in England the measure of development
they have achieved in the United States,
France and Germany.
It is Lady Astor's opinion that the
problems which the theatrical film presents today arise principally from the
fact that it is still such a comparatively
new thing in our daily life. She believes that as time goes on and higher
standards replace those which dominate
the field today, these problems will practically cease to exist. She urges the public to demand "films that are clean,
healthy in sentiment, and constructive."
This attitude, consistently maintained,
will encourage producers to put forth
truly worth-while pictures and result in
the cinema's becoming a valuable servant
to the world.

public health, "is to be gained from the
large enrollment which a few months ago
greeted the Institute's announcement of a
summer course in Methods of Teaching
Hygiene and Public Health. The registration list for that course included students
from California to New England, from the
Philippines, and even from far-off Siam.
The work given covered such phases of
the subject as the organizing of schools
for health work; appropriate health activities for the public school system; latest methods of health instruction, including the use of moving pictures on health
and sanitation; co-ordination of the various phases of school hygiene; recent experiments and literature; lectures, classroom demonstrations, clinics, and a survey of the activities of official and private
health organizations in a position to co-

* * *

The Massachusetts Institute
of Technology
is offering
this year a full year's course
of stud in health education,
._,, A_
„
.
Wlth tne ldea of equipping
grade teachers, physical instructors, teachers of hygiene, and public
health nurses with teaching responsibilities for the work of supervising and directing health education in the public
schools. The course is to be given in the
Harvard-Technology School of Public
Health, with the co-operation of the
Graduate School of Education of Harvard
University. Film studies in health and
sanitation will be utilized to the utmost
extent, as representing one of the most
advanced methods of health instruction.
Students eligible to the course include
normal school graduates, graduate nurses
with public health training, graduates in
physical education, and graduates from an
approved college. Students must have
had at least one year's experience in
school or public health work.
Health
Films to
Be Used at
Boston
Tech"

operate with schools."
Remarkable improvement in the health
of the average pupil, declares Professor
Turner, has followed the introduction of
proper health training into public schools.
"The subject of health possesses a
strong dramatic appeal for boys and girls
when presented in the right way. But it
must be made interesting and vivid if
they are to be really impressed with the
lessons we seek to bring them. Here is a
subject, then, that is peculiarly adapted to
the modern method of teaching by moving
pictures. It is my opinion that visual
education holds out greater promise of
successful accomplishment than any other
single feature of health training. Experiments conducted in the past year with
various health and sanitation films spe30
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of making it serve our needs in a really

cially prepared
for school
use have
yielded surprising results."
Health education, Professor Turner emphasizes, is fundamentally a problem of
motivating the child to adopt certain
health habits which will build for him a

big way.

"Recreational pictures will not enter
into our program. The element of 'fun'
will be a distinctly minus quantity where
visual education in the Indianapolis
schools is concerned. There will be
plenty to interest boys and girls, but we
have no concern with films devised primarily to amuse them. We shall use the
motion picture exclusively as a teaching
tool — not as a fun-maker."
In emphasizing his conception of school
films as a supplement to other teaching
materials, Mr. Graff declared that Indianapolis teachers fully realize that the
true visualist does not desire to exalt the
educational film into the position of general substitute for every other teaching
aid. The ideal is rather to weave film,,
textbook, slide, stereograph, blackboard,
specimen and all other available devices
into her plan as occasion permits. Each
has its own place and performs valuable
service in its own field. Teachers will
also be expected to extend the screen
lesson by careful follow-up or project
work, in order that pupils may recognize
the pointedness of visual education. Plans
will be worked out by the head of the
visual instruction department in close cooperation with the grade teachers.

strong, clean body. He believes that "the
movies" offer the same opportunity for
effective work in the way of health inspirations as they do for the successful
presentation of ordinary informational
material. * *
*
Lining up with other big
Indianapolis cities of the country which
Installs have put the motion picture
Funisatl0n t0
serious work>
Indianapolis
announces
its formal
adoption of visual education. The film lesson
plan extends to every grade school in the
city's seven school districts. At present
each district is equipped with a portable
projector by which all the schools within
its boundaries will be served, but it is
intended eventually to provide every
school in the city with its own machine.
Miss Julia E. Landers has been appointed in charge with the title of instructor in visual education. In each
school, two boy students and a teacher
have been coached in the operation of a
portable projector by which stereopticon
slides as well as moving pictures can be
shown, the slides being introduced at any
point in the film where they will best
serve the teacher's purpose.
"I have absolutely no sympathy with
the idea that visual education means

N. E. A.
Committee
Plans V. E.

The Visual Education Committee of the National Education
Association has out,

a
the coming
lined forprogram
Inquiry definite
whichyear
aims
at popularizing the use of visual aids in
education. The purpose is also to develop
a body of data concerning methods of
correlation, relative values of the various
types of visual teaching material, sources
of supply, etc. The program as adopted
covers the following ground:

'play' in the schoolroom," says Superintendent E. U. Graff. "I want our boys
and girls to realize right from the start
that these educational motion pictures
form just as serious and vital a part of
their teaching equipment as do their textbooks. My idea is to educate them from
the very beginning in the proper attitude; to teach them to look upon their
school films as something entirely apart
from the recreational pictures they see in
the theaters. If the habit of the right
approach is inculcated at the very outset, we shall be entering upon our work
in visual education with every prospect

The scope of visual education, awakening
the teaching profession to a fuller realization
of (a) the subjects in the curriculum to
which visual education can contribute, and
(b) the agencies contributing to visual education.
The establishment of centers for the collection and distribution of visual education
ideas and materials.
.
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needs to have his visual sense quickened.
In childhood we learn through observation and curiosity. A boy pulls things to

Encouragement of production of visual
education matter scientifically prepared for
educational use.
Encouragement of the formation of clubs
or associations of teachers for furthering the
interests of visual education and of literature
published in its behalf.
Studying visual education resources of a
community — recognition of utilization of existing resources and development of possible
assets.
The relation of visual education to progress
and retardation.
Minimum standards for visual education
programs in school systems of representative
types.
Censoring the movies through public sentiment.
What are the relative values of movies,
slides
tion? and stereographs in classroom insthucWhat are the best methods of use of each?
What practical ways are available and can
be made available for securing films and
slides for schools?
How can we secure films and slides which
lend themselves to problem-project teaching
methods?

pieces "to see what makes them go," and
asks endless questions about things that
intrigue his interest. "In adult life,
however," observes Mr. Nolan, "learning
depends mainly upon the eye and the ear,
so that the person who has developed his
powers of observation to their full capacity enjoys a great advantage."
p

The subject of visual educa-

an imP°rta
liel(iproceed
tion the
ses in
ingsnt ofPlace
ConSrence7
Discus
the
Films
sixth annual Illinois Better
Community Conference, in session at the
University of Illinois, October 13 to 16.
Dr. Robert B. Hieronymus, Community
Adviser of the University of Illinois, had
charge of the program.
The conference was widely attended by
delegates representing the different
branches of community activity — schools,
churches, universities, Sunday-schools,
libraries, women's clubs, parent-teacher
associations, Red Cross societies, Y. M.
C. A.'s, Child Welfare Associations, various civic organizations, art, music and
better-films committees, agricultural
clubs, and similar associations throughout the state. In addition, numbers of
unofficial "community-minded" citizens
co-operated in making the four-day conference productive of inspiration and
practical accomplishment.
An address on the subject of "Visual
Education" constituted a feature of the
Saturday afternoon session. R. E. Danfprth, representing the Society for Visual
Education, exhibited a reel from the

An ex-service man of fortyMemory as three, of scant education, is
V al t0 at Present receiving vocational training at the UniSense
versity of Washington. In
two years' time he will have completed a
civil engineering course which ordinarily
demands four years. University authorities are astonished at the extraordinary
ease with which he passed not only the
university's standard test, but a special
"range of information test" devised with
purpose to confound him.
Michael James Nolan ascribes his remarkable memory to the fact that he has
consistently developed his powers of observation, concentration and reasoning. "I
kept my eyes and ears open," he declares.
Particularly does he emphasize the importance of the visual impression.
"One of the reasons why people fail to
remember is because they fail to get a
clear impression at the start. We get our
impressions through the senses, and principally through the eye. No matter how
intelligent a person may be, if he fails to
see a thing clearly or to hear it distinctly,
it is impossible to remember it."
Many a boy, he declares, is classed as
dull and stupid simply because he has
never really "seen" a thing in his life. He

.

m

series of the Society's
geography
physical of
school films, prefacing the
library
showing with a discussion of visual education in its relation to community service. To quote briefly:
"Perhaps the biggest job that has yet
been found, or that ever will be found, for
the moving picture is that of helping in
the work of education. Statistics tell us
that the greatest American industry is
the steel business. That may be true —

MISCELLANY
from the viewpoint of the statistician.
From the standpoint of community, state
and nation, however, the biggest American industry is the education of America's boys and girls. The better they are
educated — the higker the ideals with
which they are imbued from early childhood— the greater will America's future
be. It is a matter not only of commercial
greatness, but of spiritual and political
greatness as well. . . .

children of all ages. It is not, however,
as serious a problem as it was a few years
ago when the nickel show was in vogue.
Every child could manage then to get a
nickel. Now, with the higher prices of
admission, the juvenile problem has been
greatly reduced, but it is still a great
problem nevertheless."
The other organizations co-operating
with the Parent-Teacher Association are
the General Federation of Women's Clubs,
the Illinois League of Women Voters, the
Woman's City Club of Chicago, and the
Chicago Woman's Club.

"And so it is a hopeful sign that all
over America today, in big cities and little
towns, motion-picture courses are being
established in the elementary schools, and
their introduction is stimulating a revival of the older visual teaching devices,
such as slides, stereographs, models and
the like. Schools have come to look upon
visual education as an indispensable adjunct to the regular course — indispensable
not only because it is modern and progressive, making lessons more interesting and
attractive to boys and girls, but because
it saves so much time and effort that it
represents a positive economy in educational method."
Selected moving pictures of a purely
recreational character were projected at
two of the evening sessions by way of
illustrating what can be done in the way
of ''better films." Mrs. Charles E. Merriam, chairman of the Better Films Committee of the Illinois Parent-Teacher Association, spoke on the subject of "The
Movie and the Community," discussing
helpfully the vexing problem of censorship. She announced that for the protection of children five of the most important
women's organizations in Illinois are
planning to work together in the preparation of a weekly list of "better films"
among the new releases.
"The film does not remain in one community long enough to gain public approval as do some of our plays," declared
Mrs. Merriam, "so that these lists will be
helpful in giving the people a chance of
knowing which are the best pictures on
the screen. . . . The movie problem has
been the most serious of all the recreational problems, because it embraces

The First National Bank of
Where a
Alva, Oklahoma, vouches for
Bank Runs the statement that in numerMotion oug communities in that part
Picture

are hunstate
of tlie dreds
Shows
of men,there
women
and
children who have yet to see their first
"movie." The bank has invested in a
projector of the portable type and is cooperating with the county agent in giving
film programs to remote communities in
the county.
"It is as remarkable as it is sometimes
pathetic to witness the wide-eyed interest
with which these unspoiled audiences
follow the pictures we bring to them,"
says Frank G. Munson, cashier of the
bank. "This evening we have a program
scheduled in the schoolhouse of the consolidated district in Farry, a little town
on Red Horse Creek of the Cimarron
River. Tomorrow evening we are to
show in Faulkner, another isolated community on a fork of the Arkansas. Both
of these places are about twenty-five miles
from Alva, but in the audience will be
scores who have come from fifty to a
hundred miles away to enjoy their first
'the movies.' "
experience
The bank ofintends to continue in the free
picture show business as long as the interest and appreciation demonstrated
seem to justify the expenditure of time
and money, Mr. Munson makes clear. The
programs used are a judicious admixture
of films on agriculture and natural history, secured from the Department of
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variation down to less than 3°. In cool-,
ing, after the glass is annealed, the heat
decrease is accomplished with amazing
steadiness. In one instance the variation
from the desired mean temperature was
less than one per cent. Thermo-couples
are connected with the heat-controlling
apparatus, which varies the feed of current so as to maintain a uniform degree

Agriculture, travel, current events, bonafide school subjects like American history, civics and geography, and straight
entertainment features such as dramas
and comedies. The response to the educational pictures has been as sincere and
enthusiastic as that which the features
themselves evoke. Prom this observation
Mr. Munson draws a hopeful augury for
the future of "better films," when the
leaven of higher standards which is beginning to work today shall have had
time to effect its changes in the tastes
of the entire picture-going public.

is this "even heat of the electric furof Itheat."
nace throughout its interior, due to electricity's peculiar quality of uniform radiation, and the furnace's perfect insulation, its exact control, and its freedom
from all gases that might contaminate
the furnace charge," that constitute the
factors which "enable America to meet
Germany and the vaunted Jena on an

All users of motion-picture
projectors are vitally interof
ested in the question
lenses, since it is the quality of the lens that determines the degree
of definition in the picture on the screen.
Visualists generally will therefore rejoice in the reassuring information purveyed by THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN
for October 8, to the effect that there has
now been built up an American industry
capable of producing high-grade lenses of
all types, "from the tiniest discs to great
lenses large enough and accurate enough
for the most powerful telescopes in the
America's
New Lens
Industry

even competitive basis."
The article recalls the frenzied days of
1917 when, with the German supply of
optical glass cut off, army and navy
found it necessary to "recruit binoculars,
hand telescopes, even pearl-mounted opera
glasses, from the homes of America so
that
state
and
will

world."
This American optical glass industry,
which for the first time makes us independent of the German glass-workers, is
right now turning out even such exacting
products as 40-inch lens discs.
What has made possible this development of the industry, the article goes on
to detail, is the use of electric furnaces,
automatically regulated, which permit of
controlling temperatures with hair-line
accuracy during the vital processes of annealing and cooling. Cooling glass is a
science, and scientific methods of temperature control were impossible with
the comparatively crude equipment represented by the fuel-fired furnace.
"Once it was a good lehr (annealing
oven), fuel-fired, which maintained a heat
that varied not more than 10° centigrade
from normal. The electric lehr holds this

the fighters might see." This is a
of affairs which, thanks to electricity
the upbuilding of the new industry,
never have reason for duplication.
November 13 to 19 has been

Book
desi^nated
"CMdre^
Board
National
The Children's
Week.
Week" of
Book
Review
of
Motion Pictures has prepared a special bulletin urging the co-operation of local exhibitors
in booking films drawn from famous
books for boys and girls. A list of these
films is submitted in the bulletin, together
with suggestions to the effect that the
public library prepare an exhibit of the
books behind the films, and that some
community organization arrange an essay-writing contest, based oh analyses of
the picture versions of indicated books.
The fifty-odd films recommended as
being adapted from worth-while books,
plays, poems or tales, include such titles
as the following:
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TITLE
PRODUCER
OR DISTRIBUTOR
Treasure Island
Famous Players-Lasky
Huckleberry Finn
Famous Players-Lasky
Tom Sawyer
Famous Players-Lasky
Uncle Tom's Cabin
Famous Players-Lasky
Little Women
Famous Players-Lasky
Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm
Famous Players-Lasky
The Seven Swans
Famous Players-Lasky
The Prince and the Pauper
Famous Players-Lasky
The Blue Bird
Famous Players-Lasky
The Copperhead
Famous Players-Lasky
Sentimental Tommy
Famous Players-Lasky
The Lamplighter
Fox Film Company
A Tale of Two Cities
Fox Film Company
AEvangeline
Connecticut Yankee in King- Arthur's Court. Fox
Fox Film
Film Company
Company
Jack and the Beanstalk
Fox Film Company
The Vicar of Wakefield
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Black Beauty
Vitagraph Company of America
Pollyanna
United Artists
The Man Without a Country
Universal Film Mfg. Co.
Last of the Mohicans
Associated Producers
Anne of Green Gables
Realart Pictures Corp.
Courtship of Miles Standish
Argonaut Film Co., New York City
Alice in Wonderland
Es-kay Harris, New York City
Julius Caesar
New Era Film Co., Chicago
Richard III
Lea-Bel Co., Chicago
David Copperfield
.University of Wisconsin
Rip Van Winkle
W. W. Hodkinson Film Co.
Adventures of Ulysses
Atlas Educational Film Co.

The complete list may be secured on
application to the National Board of Review, 70 Fifth Avenue, New York Cit>.
• • .
That the recently-announced
School
*
adoption of educational films
Movies
for all of Chicago's public

Bodine, "and with the present addition of
educational movies, which will be projected in the classroom in direct connection with the lesson, I look to see even
our one per cent truancy average considerably reduced. I am strongly in favor
of visual education, because I realize that
Reduce^ t0 schools win Prove a distinct it will do much to promote attendance."
Truancy
boon to truant officers, is Mr. Bodine emphasizes the fact that
the prophecy of William L. while truant officers may pick up children
Bodine,
superintendent
of compulsory who are "playing hooky" and return them
education, who declares that every new to school time and again, it is for the
measure taken to increase the attractive- curriculum and the teachers to hold them
ness of school work is mirrored in the there by arousing their interest and enrecords of his department.
thusiasm.
Lesson films on geography,
In past years truancy presented far history, health and nature-study, corremore of a problem than it does today, lating with the textbooks, will prove a
when even in a great city like Chicago it powerful ally to teachers in arousing a
amounts to barely one per cent of the real desire to go to school. "I have yet to
enrollment. The low truancy rate of re- see the boy or girl who does not like
cent years is explained not only by the pictures," he declares. "The average child
rigid enforcement of the compulsory edu- begins to make pictures as soon as he is
cation law, but by the fact that each year big enough to hold a pencil between his
more is being done to make school appeal fingers. Visual education is born in us —
to boys and girls. More attention is being it is a normal, natural thing."
given to attractive subjects like household One important factor in the truancy
arts, shop work, music, drawing, and so problem is the group of pupils who are
on, and the fundamental branches like- usually classed as "backward." Mr. Bowise are being taught in a way which dine expects to see this factor largely
reduces the drudgery and increases the reduced through the use of motion picinterest,
tures for instruction purposes.
"Slides are already being extensively "These border-line children, too slow of
used in Chicago schools," comments Mr. comprehension
to keep up with their
35
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The theatrical screen may
some day achieve something
more than mere «receipts »
At any rate, at least one
"serious" film has been recognized as having interest for the general public and

quicker-witted classmates, find themselves
dropping farther and farther behind and
presently sitting in class with pupils who
are far less advanced physically. They
begin to feel humiliated and out of place,
gradually lose confidence in their ability
to learn, and readily fall into the truancy
habit. Motion picture lessons have a
better chance than textbooks and oral explanations to penetrate the dull understanding of such pupils and reach their
interest. We all depend far more upon
our eyes than our ears for the knowledge
we acquire. In addition, visualized lessons will lend the spice of novelty to

Red Cross
Theatrical

has been accorded a place among "theatrical offerings," according to the Bulletin
of the League of Red Cross Societies, published in Geneva, Switzerland.
"The Spirit of Service" was specially
made for the motion-picture circuits by
the American Red Cross. Care was taken,
both in the arrangement of the scenario
and in the choice of actors, to make this
a picture that would appeal artistically
to the management and the patrons of
any motion-picture theater throughout
the country. Prints were furnished to
all the division headquarters and then
distributed to the motion-picture houses.
The demand for it became so great that
while in the beginning it was given to
any one who would show it, before a
month was over cinematograph managers
were offering the usual film fees for the
use of it.

school work which these 'repeaters' have
reviewed over and over again. They will
get a new slant on old lessons, and so be
pricked into genuine interest."
Mr. Bodine believes that the next few
years will see visual education firmly
established throughout the country, not
only in the big cities but in the small
towns and rural communities as well. The
school of the future, by applying visual
methods to the teaching of fundamental
subjects, will make time for teaching the
many important new branches which are
needed by boys and girls preparing for
life in the world of today.

In addition to this film, foreign material with various foreign language captions was prepared for use in movingpicture houses catering particularly to
foreign-born population in the larger
cities.

is seeing. . . . Until we ourselves
KNOWING
see it with our own eyes, and perceive it with our
own understandings, we are as much in the dark
and as void of knowledge as before. — John Locke, "The
Conduct of Understanding.*''
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SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS

THE matter of visual instruction is
here to stay. It only needs to be
guided. It will be but a short time until
every school will be equipped with moving picture machines and geography, literature and history will be taught and
correlated with this method.
H. G. Faust,
Shawnee, Okla.
J BELIEVE that when school boards
are financially able and other conditions are favorable, the introduction of
visual instruction by means of models,
slides and films would add greatly to
school efficiency and accurate knowledge
of many subjects which cannot be otherwise acquired.
O. H. Byland,
Astoria, Ore.
VISUAL
instruction makes
a strong
impression and so supplements and
strengthens other forms of instruction.
A. W. Burton,
Green Bay, Wis.
RECENT

developments in visual education are opening up tremendous possibilities for enriching instruction in the
schools. I am watching these developments with great interest and plan to
make use of them as rapidly as our resources will permit.
James G. Moore,
Superior, Wis.

rn HERE can be no doubt as to the great
-L possibilities of visual education as a
force in our school system. The questions
yet to be settled are the details as to
finance, distribution, material.
P. W. Horn,
Houston, Tex.
I DO not know of a better way to make
a subject "stick" than by the visual
method.
H. J. Crouch,
Barnwell, S. O.

THINK

I HAVE been taking a growing interest
in the possibilities of visual education
— and am strongly in favor of the introduction and further development of said
form of instruction.
R. Gardner,
Ottumwa, la.
WE

make large use of pictures, slides
and other illustrative material in our
schools, believing them to be very important factors in making real and interesting the subject matter presented.
Ulysses G. Wheeler,
Newton, Mass.

WELL-SELECTED material for visual
instruction is undoubtedly worth
much more than it costs. I believe that
within ten years such material, with the
equipment for its effective use, will be
considered as essential as the school
library.
E. S. Selle,
Mankato, Minn.
WE

use lantern slides, stereographs
and films in our schools. We are all
ready to join in the assertion that there
is great educational value in the use of
any or all of these. They interest, they
clarify, they fix. We are going to enlarge on this line of work.
A. H. Waterhouse,
Fremont, Neor.

VISUAL

education by diagrams, pictures, slides and films must necessarily be given attention. Equipment for
this purpose should be provided for all
schools.
Ira T. Chapman,
New Brunswick, N. J.

VISUAL instruction by diagrams,
models, pictures, slides and films,
has great educational value if used purposefully and intelligently. We are making increasing use of such instruction,
and with satisfactory results.
Asher J. Jacoby,
Elmira, N. Y.

PRACTICAL POINTERS FROM
FILM USERS
A department conducted by readers for readers. Ideas, plans, "better ways,"
short-cuts, cautions — any helpful suggxestions of any kind which are likely to be
of interest and value to other users of films for non-theatrical purposes — are
invited for publication. An extension of subscription will be entered in acknowledgment of accepted "POINTERS."

EVERY teacher or pupil who operates a projector needs to know how to
repair a tear in the film. Occasional
breaks are inevitable, even with the most
competent operator and the most carefully inspected film; but if the operator
has mastered a few simple "how" points,
the break can be patched very easily and
quickly and the film will be as good as
new for the next showing. Practice
makes perfect, as in all things, but satisfactory splicing can be done from the
very beginning if the correct method is
followed.

The instant you notice, from the peculiar noise made by the projector, that
something has caused a tear in the film,
stop the machine and unthread it. For
a quick emergency repair, fasten the two
ends with an ordinary paper clip, overlapping the pieces two or three inches.
Then rethread the machine and resume
the showing.
When the reel is rewound is your opportunity to make the splice, or permanent repair. The first step is to trim
away the torn ends, and this is something
that must be done a little differently on
the two sections of film. With a pair of
scissors, cut one section along the heavy
line separating the frames. Needless to
say, as little of the film should be sacrificed as the character of the tear permits,
for an extensive cut causes a "jump" in
the action.
In trimming the other section of film,
leave a narrow margin below the dividing
line, cutting carefully between the first
and second pairs of sprocket holes, thus
leaving one perfect perforation on each
side. Using a safety razor blade, scrape
the emulsion from this narrow margin.
Take care to scrape just up to the line,
for to remove too little or too much of

the emulsion will give the screen picture
an unintended bottom border of light.
Apply the cement to the scraped margin
and bring the two ends of the film together. Make sure that the emulsion side
is up in the case of both ends, and not
one shiny side and one emulsion side.
Otherwise the effect would be, of course,
to reverse the pictures on the shiny-sideup section and make the titles read backward.
And here is the secret of a perfect
splice: In joining the two strips of film,
match up the, sprocket holes, so that the
pair of perforations just above the line
coincides exactly with the set that has
been scraped. Always bear in mind that
a frame must have four perforations
along each edge — no more, no less. Three
or five holes to a single picture will mean
that the screen image will be "out of
When the two pieces of film are thus
frame." rub briskly along the cemented
matched,
line with a bit of clean cheese-cloth, using
pressure to assure a firm junction. Any
surplus cement along the splice must be
rubbed away, for if allowed to remain
it would make a bulky splice and interfere with the free progress of the film
through the machine.
A word of advice as to cement: There
is one kind of cement for standard stock
and another for non-inflammable film.
While the non-inflammable cement will
hold standard film, it is not desirable for
the reason that it makes a very bulky
splice. Standard film cement cannot be
used at all with non-inflammable film.
Both kinds of cement should always be
on hand if you would avoid delay and
inconvenience.
— H. C. B., Chicago.

POINTERS
THE

DISTRIBUTOR

Distributors and exchanges ought to
time their shipments so as to arrive at
the point of destination the evening preceding the date of reservation. My experience in checking up shipping records
goes to prove that they almost invariably
follow this plan. Therefore, whenever
my films are not on hand the day before
I expect to use them, I take it for granted
that they must be on the ground somewhere and that a little sleuthing will
bring them to light. My first step is to

SPEAKS

ONE of the hardest problems the distributor must meet in serving filmusers is the element of time lost in
transportation. Practically all distributors follow the plan of sending their
express shipments direct to the railroad
station, thus avoiding any delay in waiting for the express companies to call for
the cases.
The same plan of direct delivery could
be followed with advantage by the filmuser. If he would see that his reels were
taken to the railroad station, instead of
merely telephoning the express company
to call, he would be rendering a real service to the distributor and to fellow-schoolmen as well. Films delayed in returning
are not only a source of financial loss,
but a cause of inconveniencing and
disappointing some other school which
is waiting to use those particular reels in
its work.
— A. Distributor, Chicago.
WHEN

FILMS

"FALL

TO

'phone the express agent at the station of
the road over which it is most likely my
films were shipped. In the majority of
cases this inquiry has brought me the information that the films were there and
were being held for the next delivery trip.
Sometimes bitter experience has suggested a doubt that that "next delivery"
would be made in time to accommodate
our needs, and in that event I have picked
up the films myself rather than incur
any risk.
When I cannot locate the shipment
through the express company, I go on
the assumption that for some reason they
were shipped by parcel post and call the
post-office. Parcel post shipments are not
the rule, but there may be circumstances
under which mailing would be desirable
— and I never overlook a possibility when
I am on the trail of "my films."
By following this procedure I have
saved myself and my school much embarrassment and no end of inconvenience.
— B. E. C, Kansas City, Mo.

ARRIVE"

/^ CHOOLS which have reserved films
^^ for classroom
purposes
or school
entertainments
are frequently disappointed through the failure of films to
arrive in time for the scheduled program.
Sometimes this "failure" is really due to
a delay on the part of the railroad or the
film exchange, but as often as not it is
a situation the school could have corrected by starting a little local investigation.

W

HAT

FROM FILM USERS

we learn merely through the ear makes less

impression upon our minds than what is presented to the trustworthy eye. — Horace.
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THE FILM FIELD
THE number of "educational films" produced by the professional motionpicture companies is increasing, and the quality is steadily improving. We
shall list fifty to one hundred each month. Any exchange or producer listed
in this department will gladly send full information on their service in general
or on any particular film.
In general, films should be viewed by qualified judges before shown to
school children.
HOW TO USE THESE LISTS
Select titles which interest you from the List of Films.
Note the bracketed name or names following the title.
The names printed in Italics are Exchanges; address of the branch
nearest you will be found in the Reference List of Commercial
Film Exchanges (see page 41).
The names printed in Eoman are Producers; address will be found
under Reference List of Producers (page 41).
Always

write

to the Exchange

ducer FOR FULL

when

INFORMATION,

given — otherwise

MENTIONING

VlSUAL

to the Pro-

EDUCATION.

LIST OF FILMS
(In offering these selections, Visual Education in no way guarantees the value
or suitability of the films. This can he done only when we have personally viewed
the picture. The list represents merely the most careful choice possible to make
from data given out by the producing companies. Only the films reviewed by our
staff under the department "Films Viewed and Reviewed" should be considered as
having Visual Education's recommendation, qualified or unqualified, as the case
may be.)
All entries are 1 reel (1,000 ft.) in length unless otherwise specified.
TRAVELOGUES AND
SCENICS
(Chester Outing)
GASOLINE
NO MORE
travAn informal
(Educ. Films Corp.).
elogue of the country round about Rio de
This reel, which has a slight injecJaneiro.
tion of human interest, is very kind to the
far-famed South American harbor.
THE LAST HOPS (Chester Outing)
(Educ. Film Corp.). The title has nothing to
do with the dry condition of this country,
but has reference to a fossilized mass of
grasshoppers incased in a glacier in Montana, where their stiff remains have been
photographed for the edification of the beholders. There are many beautiful views of
mountain scenery included in this reel.
BY THE
SIDE
OP THE ROAD
(Bruce
Scenic)
(Educ.
Films
Corp.).
English
rural districts have more than the appeal of
a beautiful
countryside ; they
have
the
charm that belongs to a country where every
meadow and every roadway is storied.
THE CRATER OP MT. KATMAI
(Educ.
Films Corp.).
The views in this splendid
scenic are confined to that section of Alaska
IP YOU

SAW

IT HERE,
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set aside by the president for a National
Salmon mounting: a waterfall waters
Park.
harboring pumice that once was granite dead
forest and other things of strange interest
the optience.
are shown
OUR NAVY
IN ACTION
(U. 8. Navy).
2 reels.
A most
comprehensive
pictorial
narrative of the activities of the various departments of the navy, made by the navy's
photographers. The operation of naval aircraft, details of a big warship, destroyers
in action, and views of the Pacific are all
vividly presented, with an occasional attempt at the use of color,
THE CITY OP ALGIERS (Burton
Holmes)
(Famous Players-Lasky) . A fascinating city of the Orient covered with a
French
veneer.
Mr. Holmes
conducts
you
through
the narrow
streets closed in by
quaint buildings and bizzare mosques, until
you absorb plenty of "atmosphere."
SPANISH
HOLIDAYS
(Burton
Holmes)
(Famous Players-LasJcy).
The April Fair
in old Seville is a matter of variety, color
and interest.
This reel also pictures the
PLEASE

SAY SO

TEE FILM FIELD
ceremonies and fgtes held in Madrid in honor
of the King's birthday.
RICE-FIELDS AND RICE-FED WRESTLERS OF JAPAN (Burton Holmes) (Famous Players-Lasky) . The various steps in
the laborious process of raising rice are here
shown most plainly ; the last part of the reel
shows the heavy and crafty wrestlers of
Japan in action.
THE EDEN OF THE PACIFIC (Prisma).
Through the heaving waters of the Pacific
to the islands of Hawaii, then up through
the picturesque streets of Honolulu to the
burning mountain of Kilauea, where night
descends with crimson wings. And all this
is in color.
THE EGYPTIAN MUSEUM AT CAIRO
(Kineto Co. of Amer. ). Interesting scenes
showing this important building in process
of construction and many of the objects to
be found inside, such as scarabs, mummies
and antique ornaments discovered in the
musty tombs.
THE GOLDEN GATE OF SIBERIA
(Kineto Co. of Amer.). The "golden gate"
of Siberia gleams yellow for no one nowadays unless he is outward bound. A reel
that is full of the desolation of the sad land
of Russia, but which varies its contents
enough to give glimpses of the army and
navy.
KING 82)
ALFONSO'S
BUSY
DAY (Kineto
Review
(Kineto Co.
of Amer.).
A reel
made up of a number of views showing the
Spanish monarch going about the ceremonious tasks that make up a king's daily life.
FLAMING ICE (Robertson Cole) (National Non-Theatrical Motion Pictures).
Beautiful shots of an immense glacier that
are informational as well as satisfying to
the eye. The ice flames only when the
great torches used for night work are redly
reflected.
JUST OVER YONDER (National NonTheatrical Motion Pictures). Just over yonder are the snow-capped mountains, hurrying
waterfalls and scudding clouds that skim the
peaks.
WITH THE HOPIS AND THE NAVAJOS
IN NEW MEXICO (Carter Cinema Co.).
Fortunate, indeed, the people of today who,
comfortably seated, can instantly travel
through the wide stretches of the desert
and visit these industrious Indians in their
remote and curious homes.
FOOTPRINTS OF PREHISTORIC MAN
(Community
Motion England,
Picture Bureau).
ruins
of Stonehenge,
still standThein '
bleak majesty to remind us of a forgotten
race that was old when Rome was but a
village and the world was yet young.
CASTLES OF KENT AND SUSSEX (Community Motion Picture Bureau). Picturesque
places whose stone walls have seen many
things in the course of the rapid years. And
what they have seen is an integral part of
English history.
HISTORY, BIOLOGY AND THE NATURAL
SCIENCES
FEATHERS (Prisma). Birds of fine
feathers flock together in this picture, —
parrots, humming-birds, birds of paradise,
pheasants and brilliant birds unfamiliar to
the bleak north where many of the feathered
tribe go drab as the gray skies.
GOOD TEETH (Carter Cinema Co.). The
teeth, and what to do with them from the
standpoint of preserving their health.
HOW PLANTS ARE BORN, LIVE AND
DIE (University of Wisconsin). This reel is
a combination nature and science study treat41

ing of the subject indicated in the title,
and frog.
including also a pictorial treatise on
the
INSECTS (Kineto Co. of Amer.). % reel.
The green fly, lace-wing fly, hover fly, giant
dragon-fly, honey-bee, wasp, bumble-bee and
other little creatures of the insect world,
are given publicity in this short reel.
SWAT THE FLY (Kineto Co. of Amer.).
Views demonstrating the capabilities of the
fly as a villain, and presenting a most frank
pictorial
the the
insect's
somewhat
intricate exposition
anatomy. ofFor
benefit
of the
observer the manner in which the pest may
be combated is shown in detail.
BIOLOGY— THE MICROSCOPE AND ITS
USE (National Non-Theatrical Motion Pictures). A reel which gives not only a scientific explanation of the construction of the
microscope, but also actual illustrations of
its possibilities in classroom work.
HATS OFF ! — A STORY OF THE FLAG
(Society for Visual Education). A picture
designed to teach respect for the flag and
to show, through a quick, visualized review
of past history, what Old Glory stands for
in the hearts of true Americans. From
Betsy Ross and George Washington to
Roosevelt and General Pershing, America's
heroes "come alive" on the screen to teach
a careless schoolboy a lesson in flag etiquette.
A CITIZEN AND HIS GOVERNMENT
(Society for Visual Education). A film
which shows, through the medium of a
slight narrative, just what our national,
state and local governments do for every
citizen every hour out of the twenty-four.
Serves as an introduction to the study of
civics and is equally adapted for use in
Americanism classes. Both vividly informational and patriotically appealing.
STUDY OF A MOUNTAIN GLACIER
(Society and
for Visual
Education).
glacier's
growth
slow movement
are The
shown
step
by step, through chalk diagrams drawn before the camera by Dr. W. W. Atwood, the
famous geographer, now president of Clark
University. Magnificent motion-picture views
alternate with the sketches to give concrete
ideas of the process of glaciation.
NEW ENGLAND (Society for Visual Education). Two reels. In these reels are shown
the distinctive physical features of the New
England region, with illustrations of typical
cities and industries. The material is so
arranged that the pupil is left with a clear
visual impression of the characteristics of
this section of the United States.
NEWS
WEEKLIES
AND REVIEWS
PATHE REVIEW 108 (Pathe). The largest relief map in the world shown in process
of construction ; character analysis of the
wasp ; the growth and cultivation of strawberries in Florida ; slow-motion photography
of two-man handball ; colored views made
in Brittany, France.
PATHE REVIEW 109 (Pathe). A detailed
description of the extraction of radium from
its ore, showing the chemical processes and
the various implements used; slow-motion
photography of dancing.
PATHE REVIEW 123 (Pathe). Study of
frogs in the zoo ; slow-motion photography
of champion pool player doing demonstration
shots ; animated cartoon of country fair ;
colored views of the gold fish peddler of
Japan on his travels through the picturesque
countryside.
CHAS. URBAN MOVIE CHAT 49 (Kineto
Co. of Amer.). New method of gathering
cranberries ; a bit of recent history showing
the crowds in front of the Opera House in
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Paris on Armistice Day; scientific turtleraising ; making- sugar in Vermont ; flycatching plant in operation ; varied views
of Port Said.
CHAS. URBAN MOVIE CHAT 56 (Kineto
Co. of Amer.). Glimpses of Strassburg, the
capital of Alsace-Lorraine ; fruit-gathering
in California ; study of birds of prey, such
as cranes, falcons, hawks and eagles ; views
showing the Crown Prince of Spain being
enrolled in the army.
INTERNATIONAL, NEWS 67 (Universal).
Hunting rum runners, bringing the prize
ashore ; Washington, D. C, preparing for
disarmament parley, Secretary of State
Hughes and Senator Lodge ; in the Sierras,
California, stocking streams with trout, releasing fish : Atlantic City, Dempsey taking
a swim ; Chicago, 111., auto graveyard at
bottom of Lake ; on the Atlantic, U. S. S.
Pennsylvania steaming to Panama ; air
views of Panama ; Naples, Italy, funeral of
Enrico Caruso.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS 69 (Universal).
Bassono. Italy, famous statue of Madonna
Maria returned to Monte Grippa ; Madrid,
Queen Victoria and her children ; Erzberger,
German political leader ; Venice, Cal., bathing
girls (cut); New York Zoological Gardens;
Washington, D. C, President Harding entertainsN.newspapermen's
golf tournament
Branch,
J., Jack Dempsey
playing ; Long
golf;
slow-motion picture of the flying somersault ;
views of Marshal Poch.
INDUSTRIALS
H A G O P I A N— THE RUGMAKER
(Prizma). An itinerant Armenian rugmaker
performs before the camera the various processes in the making of a marvelous Oriental
rug. Cutting the wool from the sheep, washing
and carding it, spinning and dyeing it, tying
and weaving it, are all shown.
POULTRY RAISING (Kineto Review 71)
(Kineto Co. of Amer.). Pigeon raising, turkey raising, duck raising, chicken raising —
enough attractive and informational views
to get any one interested in this kind of
farming.
MAKING OF A GREAT NEWSPAPER
(Educ. Films Corp.). When you scan the
headlines in your morning paper, you never
realize how many intricate machines have
ground away, nor how many pairs of hands
have rushed their work that you may read
the news. This film will give you much
valuable information.
BIG SCENES FROM LITTLE INDUSTRIES (Community Picture Bureau). Two
industries — the making of pottery and the
production of steering knuckles for modern
motor cars — contribute the material for this
reel.

MANUFACTURING CREPE PAPER
(Community Motion Picture Bureau). This
picture not only shows you how the crinkly,
pretty stuff is made, but also reveals various
secrets in the creation of the fluffy things
that can be made out of crepe paper.
BRINGING HAWAII TO YOU— No. 98
(North Dakota Agricultural College). Many
will be pleased to see the pineapple industry
so clearly portrayed, even while they wish
it could be brought nearer.
FROM RUBBER TREE TO FOUNTAIN
PEN — No. 1065 (Y. M. C. A.). As the title
suggests, there is considerable distance from
a rubber tree to the fountain pen in our
hands, but this reel covers it thoroughly.
THE GIFT OF HEAVEN (Universal).
Even if you feel that it might be better
for you if heaven had not been generous,
you will enjoy seeing how coffee is grown
and processed, and how it was used 'way
back in the days of the old coffee-houses.
A MATTER OF SOLES (Universal). This
film is concerned with manufacturing processes relating solely to shoes.
WORK OF THE FOREST PRODUCTS
LABORATORY (U. S. Dept. of Agric.).
Work at the Forest Products Laboratory,
Madison, Wis., in timber testing; the preservative treatment of timber, the manufacture of paper from wood waste ; methods
of service to manufacturers.
COTTON— PLANTING AND CULTIVATION (17. 8. Dept. of Agric.). 2 reels. Cotton
is a great, vital industry and also an extremely interesting one, as this picture will
make fully clear.
INDUSTRIAL.
FILMS
PRODUCED
BY COMMERCIAL
COMPANIES
(The industry pictured is indicated by the
firm name. Write direct to the company
for information. )
BATTLE CREEK SANITARIUM, Battle
Creek, Mich.
BEECH-NUT PACKING CO., Canajoharie,
N. Y.
BROWN
SHOE
CO., St. Louis, Mo.
COURIER-JOURNAL,
Louisville, Ky.
GINN & CO., 39 Beacon St., Boston, Mass.
GLIDDEN VARNISH CO., Cleveland,
Ohio.
HERCULES POWDER CO., Wilmington,
Del.
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE
SCHOOLS, Scranton, Pa.
MICHELIN TIRE CO., Milltown, N. J.
RUSSELL MILLER MILLING CO., Minneapolis, Minn.
SILK ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, 354
Fourth Avenue, New York.
UNITED STATES STEEL CORP., 71
Broadway,
New
York.

Reference List of Producers
Carter Cinema Co.
220 W. 42nd St., New York City.
Community
Motion
Picture
Bureau
46 W. 24th St., New York City.
Kineto Co. of America
71 W. 23rd St., New Y»rk City.
Natl. Non-Theatrical Motion Pictures, Inc.
232 W. 38th St., New York City.
North Dakota Agricultural College
Fargo, N. Dak.
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Society for Visual Education, Inc.
806 W. Washington Blvd., Chicago.
U. S. Navy — Photographic Dept.,
Washington,
D. C.
University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wis.
Y. M. C. A. — Motion
347 Madison Ave.,
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Picture Bureau
New York City.

THE

FILM

FIELD

Reference List of Commercial Film Exchanges
(Address all inquiries to the nearest exchange)
BUREAU
OF EDUCATION
DEPARTMENT OP THE INTERIOR
Qualified State Distributing Center*
Agricultural College, Miss.
Mississippi Agricultural and Mechanical College
Claud H. Tingle
Ames, la.
Iowa State College
Charles Roach
Ann Arbor, Mich.
University of Michigan. .W. D. Henderson
Athens, Ga.
University of Georgia
Roger N. Hill
Austin, Tex.
University of Texas
Wm. R. Duffey
Berkeley, Calif.
Univ. of California. .Leon J. Richardson
Bloomington, Ind.
Indiana University
F. W. Shockley
Boston, Mass.
State Dept. of Pub. Instr. James A. Moyer
Boulder, Col.
University of Colorado. . .H. R. Spangler
Buffalo, N. Y.
Society of Nat. Science. .C. E. Cummings
Burlington, Vt.
University of Vermont. .. .Guy G. Bailey
Charlotteville, Va.
University of Virginia. .Charles G. Maphls
Cleveland, O.
Normal Training School... W. N. Gregory
College Park, Md.
State College of Agr....C. S. Richardson
Columbia, Mo.
University of Missouri. . .C. H. Williams
Columbia, S. C.
Univ. of South Carolina
Reed Smith
Eugene, Ore.
University of Oregon. . . .John C. Almack
Fayetteville, Arkansas
University of Arkansas. . . . A. M. Harding
Gainesville, Fla.
University of Florida
B. C. Riley
Iowa City, la.
University of Iowa
O. E. Klingaman
Knoxville, Tenn.
Univ. of Tennessee. .. .Charles E. Ferris
Lawrence,
Kan.
University of Kansas.. Harold C. Ingham
Lexington, Ky.
Univ. of Kentucky. . . .Wellington Patrick
Lincoln, Neb.
University of Nebraska
G. E. Condra
Madison, Wis.
University of Wisconsin.. Wm. H. Dudley
Minneapolis, Minn.
University of Minnesota. .J. V. Ankeney
Missoula, Mont.
State University
E. O. Sisson
Morgantown, W. Va.
West Virginia University
L. B. Hill
Natchitoches, La.
State Normal School
L. J. Alleman
New Brunswick, N. J.
Rutgers College
W. M. Demarest
Normal, 111.
111. State Normal Univ... David Felmley
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Norman, Okla.
University of Oklahoma. . .J. W. Scroggs
Philadelphia, Pa.
Commercial Museum.... C. R. Toothaker
Pittsburgh, Pa.
University of Pittsburgh
J. H. Kelly
Providence, R. I.
Brown University
Walter Jacobs
Pullman, Wash.
State College of Wash
F. F. Nalder
Raleigh, N. C.
Community Service
W. C. Crosby
Reno, Nev.
Univ. of Nevada. .. .Charles A. Norcross
Salt Lake City, Utah.
University of Utah
W. F. Reynolds
Tucson, Ariz.
University of Arizona. .Frank Lockwood
University, Ala.
University of Alabama
Jas. Thomas
University, N. D.
University of North Dakota. .A. H. Toder
Vermillion,
S. D.
Univ. of South Dakota
J. C. Tjaden
EDUCATIONAL
FILMS
CORPORATION
Atlanta, Ga
61 Walton St.
Boston, Mass
10 Piedmont St.
Buffalo, N. Y
327 Main St.
Chicago, 111
220 S. State St.
Cincinnati, O. . .N. W. Cor. 7th & Main Sts.
Cleveland,
Ohio
501 Standard Theatre, Prospect St.
Dallas, Texas
2003 1/2 Main St.
Denver, Colo
1435 Champa St.
Des Moines, Iowa
100 Locust St.
Detroit, Mich
63 E. Elizabeth St.
Indianapolis, Ind
9 West Market St.
Kansas City, Mo. .5th Floor Film Ex. Bldg.
Los Angeles, Calif
732 S. Olive St.
Louisville, Ky
National Theatre Bldg.
Minneapolis, Minn
407 Loeb Arcade
Milwaukee, Wis
501 Toy Bldg.
New Haven, Conn
128 Meadow St.
New Orleans, La
330 Camp St.
New York City
729 Seventh Av.
Omaha, Neb
1312^ Farnum St.
Philadelphia, Pa
1309 Vine St.
Pittsburgh, Pa
119 Ninth St
St. Louis, Mo
617 N. Grand Av.
San Francisco, Calif.. 168 Golden Gate Av.
Seattle, Wash
2014 Third Av.
Washington. D. C
916 G St. N. W.
FAMOUS
PLAYERS-LASKY
CORP.
Albany, N. Y
33 Orange St.
Atlanta, Ga
51 Luckie St.
Boston, Mass
8 Shawmut St
Buffalo, N. Y
145 Franklin St.
Charlotte, N. C
28 W. 4th St.
Chicago, 111
845 S. Wabash Av.
Cincinnati, Ohio
107 W. 3d St.
Cleveland,
Ohio
811 Prospect Av.
Dallas, Texas
1902 Commerce St.
Denver, Colo
1747 Welton St.
Des Moines, Iowa
415 W. 8th St.
Detroit, Mich
63 E. Elizabeth St.
Kansas City, Mo
2024 Broadway Av.
Los Angeles, Calif
112 W. 9th St.
Minneapolis, Minn
608 1st Av. N.
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ROBERTSON-COLE DISTRIBUTING
CORPORATION
Albany, N. Y
733 Broadway
Atlanta, Ga
146 Marietta St.
Boston, Mass
39 Church St.
Buffalo, N. Y
315 Franklin St.
Chicago, 111
Consumers Bldg.
Cincinnati, Ohio
224 E. 7th St.
Cleveland, Ohio
750 Prospect Av.
Dallas, Texas
1807 Main St.
Denver, Colo
1724 Welton St.
Detroit, Mich
63 Elizabeth St.
Indianapolis, Ind
Ill W. Maryland St.
Kansas City, Mo
Gloyd Bldg.
Los Angeles, Calif
825 S. Olive St.
Milwaukee, Wis
301 Enterprise Bldg.
Minneapolis, Minn.. 309 Loeb Arcade Bldg.
New Orleans, La
815 Perdido St.
New York City
1600 Broadway
Oklahoma City, Okla
7 S. Walker St.
Omaha, Neb
1306 Farnum St.
Philadelphia,
Pa
1219 Vine St.
Dallas, Texas
Interurban
Bldg.
Philadelphia, Pa
Witherspoon Bldg.
Salt Lake City
Newhouse Bldg.
San Francisco, Cal.116 New Montgomery St.
Schenectady, N. Y
Publication Bureau
UNIVERSAL
FILM
EXCHANGES

New Haven, Conn
132 Meadow St.
New Orleans, La
814 Perdido St.
New York City
729 7th Av.
Oklahoma City. Okla
128 W. 3d St.
Omaha, Neb
208 S. 13th St.
Philadelphia, Pa
1219 ^rine St.
Pittsburgh, Pa
1018 Forbes St.
Portland, Me
85 Market St.
Portland, Ore
14 N. 9th St.
Salt Lake City, Utah.. 133 E. 2d South St.
San Francisco, Calif
821 Market St.
Seattle, Wash
2017-19 3d St.
St. Louis, Mo
3929 Olive St.
Washington, D. C
421 10th St. N. W.

PATHE

EXCHANGE,

INC.

Albany, N. Y
398 Broadway
Atlanta, Ga
Ill Walton St.
Boston, Mass
7 Isabella St.
Buffalo, N. Y
269 Main St.
Charlotte, N. C
2 S. Graham St.
Chicago, 111
220 S. State St.
Cincinnati, Ohio
124 B. 7th St.
Cleveland, Ohio
760 Prospect Av. S. E.
Dallas, Texas
2012% Commerce St.
Denver, Colo
1436 Welton St.
Des Moines, Iowa
316 W. Locust St.
Detroit, Mich
63 B. Elizabeth St.
Indianapolis, Ind. . .62-54 W. New York St.
Kansas City, Mo
928 Main St.
Milwaukee, Wis
174 2d St.
Minneapolis, Minn
608 1st Av. N.
Newark, N. J
6 Mechanic St
New Orleans, La
936 Common St.
New York City
1600 Broadway
Oklahoma City. Okla.... 119 S. Hudson St.
Omaha, Neb
1417 Harney St.
Philadelphia, Pa
211 N. 13th St
Pittsburgh, Pa
938 Penn Av.
Salt Lake City, Utah... 64 Exchange Place
San Francisco, Calif.. 177 Golden Gate Av.
St. Louis, Mo
3623 Washington Av.
Salt Lake City, Utah... 12 Postoffice Place
Seattle, Wash
1933 3d Av.
Washington, D. C
916 G St. N. W.
PRIZMA
Baltimore,
Md.
Federated Film Exchange,
412 East Baltimore St.
Boston, Mass.
Motion Pictures Distributing
Corp., 214 Eliot St.
Chicago, 111. Celebrated Players Film Corp.,
207 South Wabash Av.
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Standard Film Service Co.,
Film Bldg., Seventh and Main Sts.
Cleveland, Ohio.
Standard Film Service Co.,
Sloan Bldg.
Dallas, Tex.
Specialty Film Co.,
107 South St. Paul St.
Denver, Colo.
Supreme Photoplays Co.,
1446 Welton St.
Detroit, Mich.
Standard Film Service Co.,
Film Bldg., Elizabeth St.
Kansas City, Mo.
Standard Film Corp.,
12 East 17th St
Milwaukee, Wis.
Mid-West Distributing Co.,
Toy Bldg.
New Orleans, La.
Creole Enterprises,
1401 Tulane Ave.
New York, N. Y. Commonwealth Film Corp.,
729 Seventh Av.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Masterpiece Film Attractions, 1329 Vine St.
San Francisco, Calif.
Co-operative Film Exchange, 107 Golden Gate Av.
St. Louis, Mo.
Skouras Brothers Enterprises,

Albany, N. Y.
657 Broadway
Atlanta, Ga. Consolidated Film & Supply
Co.
Ill Walton St.
Baltimore, Md.
420 E. Lexington St.
Boston,
Mass. St. American
Feature Film Co.
60 Church
Buffalo, N. Y.
257 Franklin St.
Butte, Mont.
23 S. Montana St.
Charleston, W. Va
707 Dryden St.
Charlotte, N. C.
307 W. Trade St.
Chicago, 111.
831 S. Wabash Ave.
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Broadway and Pioneer Sts.
Cleveland, Ohio. 21st St, and Payne Ave.
Dallas, Texas.
Consol. Film & Supply Co.
1900 Commerce St.
Denver, Colo.
1422 Welton St.
Des Moines, Iowa.
918 Locust St.
Detroit, Mich.
63 E. Elizabeth St.
110 E. Franklin St.
El Paso, Texas.
Consol. Film & Supply Co.
Ft. Smith, Ark.
709 Rogers Ave.
Indianapolis, Ind.
113 W. Georgia St.
Jacksonville, Fla.
Consol. Film & Supply Co.
1015 y2 W. Bay St.
Kansas City, Mo.
Main and 17th Sts.
Los Angeles, Cal.
822 S. Olive St.
Memphis, Tenn.
Consol. Film & Supply Co.
226 Union Ave.
Milwaukee, Wis.
174 Second St.
Minneapolis, Minn.
21-25 Third St.
New Haven, Conn.
Big U Film Exchange.
126 Meadow St.
New Orleans, La. Consol. Film & Supply Co.
914 Gravier St.
New York, N. Y.
Big U Film Exchange.
1600 Broadway.
Oklahoma City, Okla.
312 W. California St.
Omaha, Neb.
1304 Farnum St.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Interstate Films, Inc.
1304 Vine St.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
1018 Forbes St
Portland, Me.
American Feature Film Co.
85 Market St
Portland, Ore.
405 Davis St.
St. Louis, Mo.
2116 Locust St.
Salt Lake City, Utah.
56 Exchange PI.
San Francisco, Cal.
221 Golden Gate Ave.
Seattle, Wash.
215 Virginia St.
Sioux Falls, S. D.
Colonial Theatre, Bldg.
Spokane, Wash.
10 South Barnard St.
Washington,
D. C.
Wash.
Film Exchange.
307 9th St, N. W.
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1&\)t hotter? for ^tsiual 6bucatton, inc.
806 West Washington Boulevard
Chicago, Illinois

®iiktv$
^regibent

Eollin D. Salisbury,

University of Chicago.

^Ttte^reaitient
H. L. Clarke,

Utilities Development Corporation.

g>etretar|>
F. E. Moulton,

University of Chicago.

General Jflanager
Carl H. Mote,

806 W. Washington Blvd.

Committees
Committee on Smerttant^atton
Chairman, William F. Russell,

University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa.
Raymond

Guy Stanton Ford,
University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Albert E. Jenks,
University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Frank O. Lowden,
Ex-Governor of Illinois,
Oreeon. 111.

Moley,

The Cleveland Foundation,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Martin J. Wade,
Iowa City, Iowa.
W. W. Willoughby,

C. E. Merriam,
University of Chicago,
Chicago, 111.

Johns Hopkins University,
Baltimore, Md.

Committee on Ctbtcsf
H. G. James,
University of Texas,
Austin, Texas.

F. G. Bates,
Indiana University,
Bloomington,
Ind.
F. F. Blachly,
University of Oklahoma,
Norman, Okla.
R. E. Cushman,
University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, Minn.
H. W. Dodds,
Western Reserve University,
Cleveland, Ohio.

D. C. Knowlton,
lege,
The Lincoln School of Teachers ColNew York, N. Y.
T. H. Reed,
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University of California,
Berkeley, Calif.
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Committee on Ptologp
Chairman, John M. Coulter, University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.
R. B. Harvey,

E. G. Conklin,
Princeton University,
Princeton, N. J.

Agricultural Experiment Station,
St. Paul, Minn.

J. A. Drushel,
Teachers College,
St. Louis, Mo.
W. K. Fisher,
Hopkins Marine Station,
Pacific Grove, Calif.
C. Stuart Gager,
Director Botanic Gardens,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
R. F. Griggs,
University of Ohio,
Columbus, Ohio.

D. T. MacDougall,
Director of the Desert Laboratory,
Tucson, Ariz.
E. Laurence Palmer,
Cornell University,
Ithaca, N. Y.
W. M. Wheeler,
Harvard University,
Cambridge, Mass.

Committee on J^tetorp
Chairman, William C. Bagley, Columbia

University, New

York, N. Y.

G. S. Ford,
University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis,
Minn.

Mis? Frances Morehouse,
University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, Minn.

S. B. Harding,
University of Chicago,
Chicago, 111.

Joseph Schafer,
University of Oregon,
Eugene, Ore.

Committee on Cfcmcational experiments
sity,
Chairman, Frank N. Freeman, University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.
T. L. Kelly,
G. S. Counts,
Yale University,
Teachers
College, Columbia
UniverNew Haven, Conn.
New York, N. Y.
W. S. Monroe,
M. E. Haggerty,
University . of Illinois,
University of Minnesota,
Urbana, 111.
Minneapolis, Minn.
P. C. Packer,
Board of Education,
Detroit, Mich.
Rudolph Pintner,
Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio.
H. O. Rugg,

V. A. C. Henmon,
University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wis.
Ernest Horn,
University of Iowa,
Iowa City, Iowa.
W. A. Justice,
Director of Visual Education,
Evanston, 111.

Lincoln School of Teachers College,
New York, N. Y.
E. K. Strong, Jr.,
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Carnegie Institute of Technology,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
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Committee on {EecJmical experiments
Chairman, F. R. Moulton, University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.
W. A. Cogshall,
University of Indiana,
H. B. Lemon,
Bloomington, Ind.
University of Chicago,
A. H. Pfund,
Chicago, 111.
Johns Hopkins University,
Baltimore, Md.

Committee on (Seograpfjj)
Chairman, W. W. Atwood, Clark University, Worcester, Mass.
Miss Edith Parker,
M. J. Ahern, S. J.,
University of Chicago,
Canisius College,
Chicago, 111.
Buffalo, N. Y.
R. D. Calkins,
A. E. Parkins,
Mt. Pleasant Normal School,
Geo. Peabody College for Teachers,
Mt. Pleasant, Mich.
Nashville, Tenn.
C. C. Colby,
D. C. Ridgley,
University of Chicago,
Chicago, 111.
Elizabeth Fisher,
Wellesley College,
Wellesley, Mass.
H. E. Gregory,
Yale University,
New Haven, Conn.
T. M. Hills,
Vassar College,
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
C. A. McMurry,
Geo. Peabody College for Teachers,
Nashville, Tenn.
L. C. Packard,
Boston Normal School,
Boston, Mass.

State Normal School,
Normal, 111.
C. O. Sauer,
University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, Mich.
Miss Laura M. Smith,
Geo. Peabody College for Teachers,
Nashville, Tenn.
R. H. Whitbeck,
University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wis.
L. H. Wood,
Kalamazoo Normal School,
Kalamazoo, Mich.

Committee on ?^ealtJ) anb Sanitation
Chairman, V. C. Vaughan, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.
E. O. Jordan,
E. R. Downing,
University of Chicago,
University of Chicago,
Chicago, 111.
Chicago, 111.
Simon Flexner,
Rockefeller Institute,
M. J. Rosenau,
New York, N. Y.
Harvard University,
F. M. Gregg,
Nebraska Wesleyan University,
Cambridge, Mass.
University Place, Nebr.
Ludvig Hektoen,
C. E. Turner,
John McCormick Institute for InfecMass. Inst, of Technology,
tious Diseases,
Boston, Mass.
Chicago, 111.
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SCHOOLFILMS
The following courses in American History, Geography, Civics,
Nature Study, Physics, Mathematics and Health and Sanitation are
now being distributed, and additional reels are being perfected as
rapidly as a strict adherence to the Society's standards permits.
Each title is a single reel unless otherwise indicated.
All films are printed on non-inflammable stock, standard width.
Foundation

and Settlement
United
States

of

the

French Explorations in North America
English Settlements in North America
Struggle of French and English for North
America
Breaking Through the Appalachians
War of the American Revolution
Settling the Ohio Valley
The Louisiana Purchase and the Lewis
and Clark Expedition
Trans-Mississippi Trails
Across the Rockies to the Pacific
Economic

History of the United States

The Steamboat in U. S. History
Canals in U. S. History
Railroads in U. S. History
Reclaiming Arid Land by Irrigation
Immigration to the United States
The Panama
Canal and Its Historical
Significance

Physical

Regional

Civics

and

Geography

New England
(2 reels)
Middle Atlantic States (2 reels)
Southern States (2 reels)
Central Plains (2 reels)
Great Plains
Western Plateaus
Rocky Mountains
Pacific Mountains and Lowlands

A Citizen and His Government (2 reels)
Representative Democracy in the United
States
Growth of Cities and Their Problems
"Hats Off!"— A Story of the Flag
Health

Geography

The Earth and Worlds Beyond
Study of a Mountain Glacier
The Work of Rivers
Study of Shore Features — Low Shore
Study of Shore Features — Bold Shore
Formation of Caves in Limestone
Formation of Volcanoes and Geysers
The Story of Coral Growth
A Study of Niagara (3 reels)

Sanitation

Getting Acquainted with Bacteria
Waste Disposal in Cities
Mathematics

Animated Geometry (2 reels)

Nature Study

Where Plants Live
The Monarch Butterfly
Samia Cecropia, the Giant American Silkworm
Pond and Stream Life (2 reels)
The Mosquito
Toads
Wasps
Physics
Famous Experiments in Electricity and
Magnetism (Produced at Ryerson Physical Laboratory, University of Chicago)
(4 reels ready)
Reel
1.
Magnetism
Reel
2.
Electrostatics
Reels 3-4. Electromagnetism

Each reel is accompanied by a Teacher's Syllabus containing outlines, questions, supplementary information for after-the-showing comment, and full instructions for the most effective
presentation of the film. Syllabi mailed in advance where desired.

For prices and other details regarding SCHOOLFILMS
write direct to headquarters

The Society for Visual 220Education,
Inc.
W. 42nd St., New York

806 Washington Blvd., Chicago
IF YOU

SAW

IT HERE,
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In Thumb-Nail Outline
Settling the Ohio Valley.— This film takes up
of the "westward movement,"
phase
second the
the which
American Revolution gave new
to
impetus. The problems which the pioneers were
called upon to face are clearly visualized. Stockaded settlements are pictured, showing the need
for military defense against Indian attacks, and
motion pictures show types of early homes, mills
and stores. An animated map portrays the conflicting sea-to-sea claims of the several states, and
then visualizes the Northwest Territory, which
was created in 1787 through the surrender of
these claims. Another animation traces the government survey that divided the new domain
into ranges, townships and sections, and moving
pictures show surveyors at work. The roads and
"traces" followed by the various "companies"
that settled the territory before 1790 are visualized through animated map and motion-picture
scenics. Reproductions of quaint old views give
an idea of some of the earliest settlements planted
— Marietta, Cincinnati and Cleveland. The river
route by which the pioneers floated their products
down to the New Orleans market is traced, and
there are pictures of scenes along the Mississippi
and of a typical river flatboat. The reel paves
the way for the next film in the series by pointing
out that what decided the Louisiana Purchase was
the prospect of Napoleon's founding a new empire in Louisiana Territory, which would have
closed the Mississippi to this growing trade.

"Hats Off!" — A Story of the Flag. — Designed
to teach respect for the flag and to show, through
a quick visualized review of past history, what
Old Glory stands for in the hearts of true Americans. The story centers about a boy who is
roughly rebuked by a companion for not saluting
the flag. He is so stung by his comrade's taunts
that he begins to read up on the story of America.
The drowsy afternoon lulls him to sleep, and into
his dream comes Uncle Sam to escort him into
the past. They peep into a room where Betsy
Ross and two other Colonial women are sewing
stars upon a field of blue. As they hold up the
banner, the face of Washington appears among
the folds. Then Uncle Sam and the boy travel
a country road, where suddenly the three familiar
figures of "The Spirit of '76" materialize and go
marching past. There follows a scene from the
War of 1812 — the death of Captain Lawrence
aboard the Chesapeake, and the birth of the
Navy's motto, "Don't give up the ship!" Other
national figures "come alive" : Lincoln at Gettysburg; Blue and Gray in conflict, and later clasping hands over the flag of a united nation ;
Roosevelt leading his Rough Riders up San Juan
Hill; the "Spirit of 1918," typified by Yanks,
marines and General Pershing in action and on
parade. The next day, Jimmy proves unmistakably that he has learned his lesson.
Study of Shore Features — Bold Shore. — Designee^ to _show_ how, by the action of water,
rough and rocky shore lines are cut up into even
more confused outlines and given greater and
more magnificent indentations. In his blackboard
talk Dr. W. W. Atwood draws a cross-section
diagram with detail illustrations of sea level,
waves and sea cave. He shows how the undercut shore above the cave collapses, forming a sea
cliff. A perspective of the shore line is added,
and the material washed from the cliff is shown
to be deposited offshore, forming an underwater
terrace. A detailed drawing of a rugged shore
line with offshore islands is then shown in bird'seye view. The chalk picture visualizes the way
in which waves sometimes cut through weak
places in the rock to form arches. Motion pictures show a panoramic view of an arched ro«k
near shore, and the drawing then pictures the
"rock pillars" that result when in time the arch
collapses. On the blackboard the formation of
gravel bars and land-tied islands is traced. Another example of a bold shore occurs in glaciated
regions, where the coast-line is fjorded. This type
of shore is pictured in perspective, and an example
of a fjord bay is shown in clear detail.

The Panama Canal and Its Historical Significance.— From the time of Columbus, explorers
were seeking a short cut from Europe to India.
Although the route across the Isthmus of Panama
was discovered in 1513, it was approximately 400
years before a waterway was cut through. This
reel traces briefly the dreams of those 400 years.
Especially does it show the results of the systematic, thorough work of the Americans who
finally realized the dream. Attention is called
to the leaders whose names are inseparably linked
with the Canal : Roosevelt, who vigorously pushed
the project ; Goethals, who was chief engineer
and governor of the Canal Zone while the work
was in progress ; Gorgas, who directed the huge
war against the mosquito which eradicated yellowfever and made success possible. Portraits of
these men are introduced. There are motionpicture views — many of them aerial panoramas —
of the jungle through which the Canal was built ;
the famous Culebra Cut; scenes along the Panama
Railway ; Gatun, Chagres and Miraflores Lakes ;
Panama City and Colon ; the locks in operation ;
the Gatun spillway ; the great dry dock and its
repair station ; warships passing through the
Canal, and a group of U. S. destroyers anchored
at the entrance. Moving pictures show what
sanitation has done for Panama.
A

specimen

syllabus

will

be sent

to any

Order SCHOOLFILMS

VISUAL

teacher for any of the reels here outlined or listed, on the
opposite page

and

give your school

the

full

benefit
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TOADS
A Survey of the Film

&?»«

Purpose of the reel: To picture the
complete life-cycle of the common garden

£ '*

W&0l:
■

toad and the tree toad, or Pickering's
hyla; to present this life-history in such a
way as to stimulate the child to make further observations of his own, to inculcate

«<

Figure
1
Egrg-s of the g-arden toad, laid in
gelatin string's in shalow water.

respect for the toad's right to live, and to
make clear that the toad is not only harmless but performs a valuable service in
the destruction of insect pests.

m< ''J^2m-

Nfeif

The reel opens "with a view of a willowshaded bank — favorite haunt of tree and
garden toads in the early springtime, when
they repair to shallow ponds and creeks
to sing their mating songs. One of the
toad musicians, squatting in the ooze of
his home pond, is brought into near view
through a motion-picture closeup. We see
the constant vibrations of his puffed-out
throat as he joins in the great pond chorus
which is one of the earliest heralds of
spring.

7

^

r

'. '"""*

The camera brings us close to a sunken
reed, along the stem of which a mother
hyla, or tree toad, has glued her hundreds
of eggs, each enclosed in a tiny globe of
gelatin. We see also the eggs of the
common garden toad, where they lie upon
the bottom of the pond in long, coiled
ropes of gelatin, in which they show as
dark specks scarcely larger than pinheads. (Fig. 1.) This is followed by a
microscopic closeup of the transparent
strand, taken a few days later, with signs
of life evident here and there where the
speck-like eggs are hatching into tiny
wriggling
which nourish
themselves upontadpoles
the enveloping
jelly.

Figure 2
Having* acquired a mouth, the tadpole ventures forth seeking- food

At first the young tadpole breathes
through gills at the sides of his head.
Instead of a mouth, he is provided with
a small sucking disc by which he glues
himself to stems and other objects until
he is strong enough to venture forth into
open water. The screen pictures a colony
of polliwogs suspended vertically from a
reed, looking for all the world like a
row of slender, tapering tassels. In a few
days more a little round mouth develops
and Sir Tad goes forth in search of food:
The film shows him darting furiously
about, feeding on the microscopic plant
life in the water.
(Fig. 2.)

Figure 3
Thetheirhindwayleg's through
come first,
the pushing*
skin

Figure 4
This toadlet has just absorbed
his tail

The tadpole now has a plump little body
and a very long, pointed, graceful tail
with a surrounding fin. By and by, under
the skin at the base of the tail, two tiny
legs begin to develop, push their way
through, and help in swimming. (Fig. 3.)
A little later the forelegs appear. Tadpoles in all these various stages of development are pictured. At this point in
his life-history the tadpole becomes an airbreathing animal, and we see him coming
frequently to the surface to breathe. He
also prepares to change his diet from plant
to animal
matter.
Naturally,
while this
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change
his i-nternal
economy
is takingplace hein cannot
eat, but
he absorbs
the
substance of his tail. A view in which a
toadlet
is
seen
climbingup
a
man's
thumb
shows his size at the stage where the tail
has disappeared. He measures only half
the height of the thumb-nail.
(Fig. 4.)
Scarcely larger is a hyla toad which has
already attained full growth. (Fig. 5.) The
quaint little creature is pictured against
a thumb, and later in the act of swimming, with long hind legs pushing vigorously through the water. The tips of the
toes are cup-shaped and secrete a substance which enables the hyla to cling
to the smoothest vertical surface — a fact
he demonstrates by climbing the glass
side of the aquarium. When the trees are
in leaf, the tree toad forsakes the pond.
We see him posed inconspicuously upon
the trunk, so closely resembling the bark
in color as to be all but invisible.
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Figure
5
A full-grown hyla toad perfectly
camouflaged

We also watch the common toad as he,
too, swims to shore and establishes headquarters in the lettuce patch of the studio
garden. Here he sits, puffing his absurd
throat and "toeing in" most comically by
way
of looking
eraman.
When his
he prettiest
hops overforto the
the cam"dirt
path, his mottled, warty skin makes it
difficult to distinguish him from the surrounding earth.
To illustrate his tactics in eating, a hand
coming into the picture places before Mr.
Toad a nice fat earthworm. Before gobbling it, he looks carefully to locate the
head, for by swallowing the head first the
worm will go down more easily. (Fig. 6.)
It is amusing to watch the short, quick
hops with which the toad changes his post
of observation, first to the right, then to
the left, his pop-eyes fastened greedily
upon his breakfast, his. throat palpitating
with his rapid breathing, and his horny
jaws working in anticipation of the treat
in store. Finally, his mind made up as to
fore and aft, he snatches at the wriggling
worm and crams it down his throat, using
his forefeet as hands. We see him also
on one of the rare occasions when he has
miscalculated
as tonotthegoworm's
The victim does
down anatomy.
quite so
easily as it might. Its head and an inch
or
two of mouth
body protrude
fromlashthethetoad's
capacious
and wildly
air,
until he lifts one of his convenient
"hands," and with an air of let's-have-nomore-of-this pushes in the squirming
morsel. Through all of these views it is
conveyed to the pupil, by title and implication, that "Warty" is quick to make
friends, and that there is nothing but absurdity to the old notion that we must
not handle toads because contact with
their skin causes warts.

Figure 6
Mr. Toad trying to tell one end from
t'other in his breakfast worm

Figure 7
Bulging eyes may not Tbe beautiful,
but they are highly eflicient

We see the toad drinking in his own
peculiar way — not through the mouth, but
by squatting in the pond and absorbing
the water through his skin. A pointer
coming into the picture locates for us his
ears, the bulging
eyes -which
advantage
of extended
vision give
(Fig. him
7), the
the
lower
like athebird's,
and thelids
twothat
large"wink
wartsup"behind
ears
in which is secreted a bitter fluid that
constitutes
of Mr. his
Toad's
chief means
of protectiononeagainst
enemies.
The
throat

AfgW

constant
of the
in breathingpulsation
is vividly
showntoad's
in
(Concluded on page 56)

Figure 8
The toad's forefoot is like a fourAngered hand
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The "ACME" S. V. E.
A Combined Film-and-Slide Projector

Merely

raising the

Instantly

lamphouse
showing
lantern
permits
slides.
This
shows the
lamphouse
picture
being

position.
slides
While are ■
in its "up"
projected,
changing
the operator
may be
reels.

APPROVED
By the National Board of Fire Underwriters
A

SEMI-PORTABLE Motion Picture Projector that is
superior to any other similar machine ever offered,
with Stereopticon Attachments of equally high quality —
a combination that offers the ideal projector to Schools,
Churches, Community Centers, Y. M. C. A.'s, Institutions, Women's Clubs, Lecturers, etc. So simple to operate that a boy can conduct the showing.
ONE Machine That Does the Work of TWO
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The ONE Machine with Which You Can Show SLIDES in the
Very Middle of a Film — or Between Reels
WITH
the "Acme" S. V. E. either an all-slide or an all-film program can be
given, or the two can be combined. Think of what it means to own a projector with which you can show a few slides — scenes with a special bearing upon the
film, or announcements for the coming week — and thus hold the interest of your
audience while the operator is changing reels. The entire operation is as simple
as it is instantaneous — simply move the lamphouse up or down.
An inside pilot light affords sufficient light for the operator's needs, making
it unnecessary to distract attention from the screen by turning on the room lights.

Other Special Features of the "Acme" S. V. E.
CENTER DIVIDING METAL
First" always.

FILM

MAGAZINES-Entirely

encasing the film, and spelling "Safety

SAFETY SHUTTER — Drops automatically the instant' the machine is stopped.
EXTERIOR
LAMPHOUSE— Separated
from the films by metal and asbestos
motor-driven fan.
MOTOR-DRIVEN
INDEPENDENT REWIND— The projecting mechanism
ing rewinding — meaning double life for the machine.
INSTANT
FRAMING
AND
FOCUSING—
With
the to"Acme"
S. V.
E. _ it either
is never
. _~^.
necessary
stop the
machine
io Hi
frame or to focus the picture.
faHl
UNEQUALLED
ILLUMINATION — PermitHH
ting the
projection
picture
to 85 §,"
feet.
Whether
used offora the
shortup throw
of the average classroom, or the longer
throw of assembly halls, churches, school
lecture-rooms, etc., the "Acme" S. V. E.
projects a clear, sharp picture.

walls;

cooled

by

is completely at rest dur-

ALL-METAL (ALUMINUM) CASE— Giving
the machine the rigidity of the professional types, although it is portable.
Weight,
52 pounds.
LAMP— The 32-volt, 600-watt monoplane filament, or the 110-volt, 1000-watt filament.
The machine can also be used on a 220volt
current
by means of an Acme Transformer.

JH

MOTOR— Universal type, for 32-volt or 110volt current, as desired by purchaser.
Can be used on alternating or direct
current.

"Acme"
Portable Booth
Compact
Substantial
For schools and churches where a booth
may be desired for use in connection with
the "Acme" S. V. E. Mounted on rubbertired casters. So designed and proportioned
that it can be taken from room to room,
through any doorway, without taking apart.

1

For Prices and Other Information, Write

Society for Visual Education, Inc.
806 West Washington Blvd.

Eastern Office: 220 West 42nd Street, New York
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Industrial Film Division
OF

The Society For Visual Education
Specializing in the production

of hign-class films for

Sales Promotion
Advertising
Industrial Welfare

and

Interorgamzation

purposes

SPEAKING a universal language with,
a power and sincerity that cannot be
denied, MOVING PICTURES, whether
employed by the salesman with a portable
projector, or by the dealer in his local
theatres, have become a necessary adjunct to the modern successful Sales and
Advertising organization.
Will you permit us to offer suggestions
as to how moving pictures can be best
adapted to your proposition?
We are prepared to offer a guaranteed
non-theatrical national circulation for industrial films of our own production.
We will make surveys and submit estimates without charge or obligation.
ADDRESS

SOCIETY

INQUIRIES

TO

FOR VISUAL EDUCATION
Industrial Film Division

806 West Washington Boulevard
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ADVERTISEMENTS
ART

OF VISUAL
PRESENTATION
(Continued from page 22)

Protect Your
Film Investment

sions instead of v^o, and because of
this, its reality is more complete. It
is a realistic reproduction of the actual
object in miniature. Models are of
paramount importance in the planning
of landscapes for country estates, in
planning war and merchant ships, machinery, bridges, sky-scrapers and the
like. Take, for example, New York's
famous Woolworth building, one of the
greatest office buildings in the world;
it was reproduced in model form before
even a single detail had been executed
in the field. Thus, as an aid to its
prospective owners in visualizing and
appreciating exactly what they were ordering, itwas built in miniature many
months before its actual structure
began to rise above the crowded sidewalks and become a thing of reality.
THE

PICTUEE

METHOD

IS

After purchasing an expensive feature, care is required
to preserve its life.

KLEER-FILM
will remove
oil and grit
from the emulsion and give
life to the body of film.
PintCans75c.
Gallons $5.00.

"VELVET"

The cement that sticks.
Pints $1.00. Gallons, Special Price.

Continental Drug and Chemical Works
1105 Metropolitan Ave.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

SUPPLEMEN-

TAL; NOT A SUBSTITUTE
STATISTICS.

FOR

School Projector
FREE

Though picture methods are universal in their application, they are to
be regarded as strictly supplemental,
and not as a substitute for factual material. Nothing can really replace the
authority of the data themselves. If
the basis upon which the graphic appeal
is founded be erroneous, the presentation itself will likewise be erroneous.
The germ must always be there to start
with. Generally speaking, unless facts
are taken from reliable sources and are
uniformly compiled and consistent,
they fail to form the real nucleus
around which every good chart should
be built. We cannot create something
out of nothing. But we can, by means
of visual presentations, impart informa-

Any school can earn an
Acme Motion Picture Projector bysecuring subscriptions for this magazine.
// you are interested,
simply
write,
can
our school
secure"How
an Acme
Projector

-free?"
Address

Circulation Manager

VISUAL

EDUCATION

806 W.Washington

(Concluded on puge 56)
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Blvd., Chicago

VISUAL EDUCATION
ART

OF VISUAL
PRESENTATION
(Continued from page 55)

French with its Importance, Prestige
and Universality, stands today as a sign
of Thorough Education and Refined
Culture.

tion in a more pointed, effective and
self-explanatory manner and suggest
relations that might otherwise remain
in obscurity. To start new chains of

LE FRANCAIS POUR TOUS
9

related ideas and thus give greater expansion to the thought is one of the
chief functions of the picture method.

Subscription
35c per$2.50
copy.per year.
The only French magazine published
entirely in French in the United States
of America.

TOADS
(Continued from page 51)
large closeup views, demonstrating- how
he forces air directly into his lungs byswallowing- it. The croaking movements
are also shown, his baggy throat puffing
out until it looks as though he had swallowed a large egg. The forefeet are studied in detail, making- clear their efficiency
as grasping tools. They are not webbed,
but look very much like hands, with four
flexible, claw-like fingers (Fig. 8.) The
hind feet, provided with five toes, are partially webbed and are adapted for scratching as well as swimming.
The reel closes •with an injunction to
children to make pets of toads, because of
their valuable economic services to man in
destroying insects that are injurious to
gardens and farm crops.

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR THE
TEACHER AND STUDENT
OF FRENCH.
LE FRANCAIS

Le Frangais
offers monthly
Short stories
Serials
Anecdotes
Illustrations
Cooking recipes
lokes

LIBRARIANS
PRINCIPALS,
SUPERINTENDENTS— If you
are in. need of a Librarian, we solicit your
patronage.
The
Windsor, Conn. American Librarians' Agency,

D. H. COOK, Manager

Plays and Pianologues

LE FRANCAIS POUR TOUS
PUBLISHING CO.

Write for it.
3808 Cottage Grore Ave.

Cartoons
Hints for the
French Students
Actualities

In each issue one of the most popular
French songs published with words and
music.

Thevariety of titles and subjects our
service covers, and our low prices will
surprise you. We have a catalog
waiting for you.
HARDIN

Pour Tons
theNovels
best French
Travels

Articles of especial interest to teachers and students of French contributed
by prominent Professors of American
Universities.

Syracuse, N. Y.

READINGS and ORATIONS

IVAN BLOOM

TOUS

French puzzles and contests
with prises

1000 Teachers Wanted for Schools, All Kinds
NATIONAL TEACHERS AGENCY, Inc.
Philadelphia and Pittsburgh, Pa.

POUR

Published under the auspices of the
Alliance Franchise of Detroit, in order
to bring about a better understanding
between the United States and France,
and to provide the American French
teacher, French student, and all lovers
of French with the best available French
reading matter at a nominal cost.

131 Junior College Bldg.
Cass, Warren and Hancock Aves.
Detroit, Michigan

COMPANY
Des Moines, Iowa

All orders filled within twenty-four hours.
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One Dollar a Year
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Single Copy, Fifteen Cents
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In This Number
An Evaluation of Visual Education
C. E. Turner

The Parent-Teacher Association and the "Movies"
L. N. Hines

Moving Pictures in Higher Education
Grace P. Smith

Visualizing Industrial Conditions by Graphs
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The Picture Puts INTEREST
and EAGERNESS Into the
Pupil's Daily Work

© K. V. Co.

Plowing in the Philippines

Every one knows the advantage of SEEING
any other method of learning.

over

The KEYSTONE SYSTEM of Stereographs and
Lantern Slides enables the pupil to VISUALIZE EACH
DAY'S LESSON.
Complete co-ordination with daily text made possible by a TEACHER'S GUIDE, fully indexed.
Demonstrations and Further Information on Request.

Write DEPT. V., KEYSTONE
MEADVILLE,
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The Secrets of The Little Home Nurse
6— REELS— 6
A Super-Feature Produced for the Non-Theatrical Exhibitor.
Clean; Pure; Thrilling; Novel; Original and Unusual.
A message to the women of the world ; a theme that every
Mother, Sister, and Daughter is deeply interested in today.
A wonderful sermon to young manhood and womanhoodbased on the writings of Doctor J. Maxmillian Schowalter
in the Chicago Daily News.

TRUTH
The story is taken from Life, and
Truth is stranger than Fiction.
A beautiful story. Love, War,
Romance, Comedy in plenty, and
yet, interwoven in the threads of
this delightful and interesting
play, the entire art of caring for
the sick and the prevention of
disease is visualized

NURSING
The art and practice of the noble
art of nursing, that every woman
has a natural calling for, is completely, clearly, and simply shown
for the first time on the silver
Screen.

A SPECIAL PROGRAM
AND LECTURE
This picture means a special
banner offering, a complete novel
presentation. We furnish a complete set of photos and one-sheets
free of charge, and besides give
you a complete synchronized
lecture.

LECTURE
Here is a ninety-thousand-dollar
production that you can handle
as others have already. Make it
a SPECIAL OFFERING; READ
THE LECTURE, and afford real
entertainment ; plenty of dramatic
thrills, good comedy, and a
beautiful story, plus the entire
art of nursing.

Send at Once for Our Complete Press Book, Telling All
About
This Picture in Detail and How to Exhibit It.

SCHOWALTER
1569 North Halsted St.

PRODUCTIONS
Chicago, 111.
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Every Teacher Is a Salesman
HPHE

teacher "sells" education to more or less reluctant prospective "cus-

-*- tomers." He represents one of the most important "lines" in the world. Business
thinkers tell us that the principles of Salesmanship underlie all practical human activities;
that a knowledge of the methods of successful selling enables the minister to be a more
efficient and successful minister, the lawyer a better lawyer, and so on. If this is true —
and it is— it will pay, as well as entertain and interest and inspire you, to read "The Main
Entrance to Successful Selling," as it has been called: HOW TO SELL— AND WHAT.
In order to make it as easy as possible for you to get acquainted with this Popular Periodical
of Selling Pep and Punch, we are making educators this
Special

HOW

Introductory

—and

3 Months

Offer

TO SELL
What—

for Only 25 Cents

We have another reason. We want you to know this unique Experience
Exchange and Clearing House of Sales Information, because we want you to be in a position to tell ambitious young people about it when they come to you for vocational advice.
You need to know about selling, you see, to guide them into this Profession of Golden Opportunity. Three months for 25 cents (stamps or coin) if you mention Visual Education
and address

KABLE-SPALDING

CO., Dept. 55—22 W. Monroe St., Chicago

THE AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL MONTHLY
OFFICIAL

The

Mathematical

JOURNAL

Association

OF

of

America

Is the Only Journal of Collegiate Grade in the Mathematical
Field in This Country
This means that its mathematical contributions can be read and understood by those who have not specialized in mathematics beyond the Calculus.
The Historical Papers, which are numerous and of high grade, are based
upon original research.
The Questions and Discussions, which are timely and interesting, cover
a wide variety of topics.
Surveys of the contents of recent books and periodicals constitute a valuable guide to current mathematical literature.
The "Topics for Undergraduate Mathematical Clubs'* have excited wide
interest both in this country and in Great Britain.
The Notes and News cover a wide range of interest and information, beth
in this country and in foreign countries.
The Problems and Solutions hold the attention and activity of a large
number of persons who are lovers of mathematics for its own sake.
There are other journals suited to the Secondary field, and there are still
others of technical scientific character in the University field; but the
monthly is the only journal of Collegiate grade in America suited to the needs
of the non-specialist in mathematics.
Send for circular showing the articles published in the last six volumes.
Sample copy and all information may be obtained from the
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T

HE adoption of motion pictures
by the city of Chicago as a regular part of the educational process in the public schools is but one of
many recent developments which evidence the general interest in the possibilities ofmotion pictures in education.
In Massachusetts, the Tufts College
Teachers' Association has a special
committee to consider ways and means
of developing the possibilities of visual
education; the superintendents of
schools of the state have appointed a
similar committee: normal schools,
schools of education, and school men of
both our state and city school departments are testing the possibilities of the
"movie." This interest and enthusiasm
is nation-wide, and Massachusetts is indeed behind some of her sister states in
initiating the new movement, for many
state and municipal departments 'of
education have already established divisions of visual education. We are held
back in this state to some extent by the
Department of Public Safety which—
1. Prepared
Graduate.

£01

publication

in

Tufts

College

through fear of possible lire hazard-^
maintains more stringent regulation of
the showing of motion pictures than is
maintained in any other state in the
Union. It may indeed be necessary for
educators here, as elsewhere, to secure
by concerted action such legislation as
will not only insure adequate safety,
but at the same time remove unreasonable and' prohibitive restrictions.
NEW

TEACHING

TOOL

AVAILABLE

Much of the impetus for the new
movement has developed through a new
organization of national scope, the first
organization to produce a well-arranged
series of school films, i. e., films prepared primarily for school use and from
the teaching standpoint. These pictures
are all printed on non-inflammable
stock, which even Public Safety Commissions admit to be perfectly safe.
Already a series of films has been produced in each of the following subjects :
History, Civics, Geography, Physics,
Nature Study, and Health and Sanitation.
For the first time the country has
before it the opportunity to use motion

EVALUATION
pictures which are truly educational,
and it is but natural that we should
seek to evaluate this new educational
tool. Have we a clear estimate of the
relative value of visual impressions in
the educational process? Does the motion picture conform to other visual
methods in relative value, or is it something entirely different? Perhaps a
comparison of the advantages and dangers will help us to decide upon its
practicability.
THINKING

IN

TERMS

OF

VISUAL

IMAGES

We have knowledge in terms of our
past experience. Those experiences
have been largely visual. Our new conceptions, even when gained from reading, are visualized in terms of previous
impressions. When we read or write
we deal largely in word-pictures, and

THE

BEGINNING

OF

OF VISUAL

EDUCATION

when our subject becomes so delicate,
so intricate, or so exact that words no
longer avail, we resort to the artist, the
draftsman or the camera. The beginning of language was in pictures, and
the development of language has been
the substitution of words for things and
acts, with increasingly elaborate methods for qualifying both the thing and
the action.
Phylogenetically, the first special
sense organ to develop was the fundament of the eye, a special organ sensitive to light ; ontogenetically, the beginning of the eye development precedes
by far the beginning of other special
senses. Hardly has the brain tissue of
the embryo begun its three primary
divisions when there begins the outpocketing of the optic cup which becomes the retina or nervous element of

LANGUAGE

WAS

IN

PICTURES

"Hieroglyphics," in John W. Alexander's series of paintings on "The Evolution of
the Book/' Library of Congress
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the eye. The lens of the eye focuses its
image upon what may be regarded as a
part of the brain itself, and the optic
nerve which conveys this stimulus to
the mature brain is a nerve path which
is not only much larger than that which
bears auditory impressions, but also a
nerve path which was earlier and more
directly a product of the fundamental
brain tissue.
READING

LIKE HEARING

IN EFFECT

Perhaps we would agree that the
three chief ways of learning should be
listed in the order of their increasing
importance as hearing, seeing, and doing. If we are to compare the impressions gained by seeing and hearing, we
find that in the former the rate of receiving impressions is limited by the
rate of speaking, and that we can receive but one idea at a time. From the
standpoint of education, the ear is an
admirable medium for receiving a series
of thoughts and conceptions which may
be weighed and balanced against each
other, but the impressions are neither
so vivid nor so lasting as the impressions gained through sight. That is
why the statistician resorts to graphs
to make vivid his comparisons. Things
may go "in one ear and out the other."
but they do not go "in one eye and out
the other." The person who has seen
through travel has a far more definite
impression than the student who has
merely read of foreign customs. For
reading, although a visual operation, is
more like hearing than seeing. To read
a story is more like hearing it recited
than like seeing it dramatized.
Another example of the value of visual impressions is to be seen in the
methods
of illustrating hooks
and

stories. Can you not remember the pictures of "Little Red Riding-Hood" or
of "Puss in Boots"? When you pore
over a popular magazine, the chances
are, unless you know the authors, that
you are attracted by the illustrations as
much as by the story titles. The National Geographic Magazine publishes excellent articles, but ask any one
the reason for its success and you will
be told that it lies in the pictures.
LESS

TIME

AND
EFFORT,
ACCURACY

GREATER

But the most important advantage of
the visual method of teaching is that it
saves time and increases exactness. The
eye gives proportion, it gives many
facts at once, it shows relationship, and
it does all of this immediately and exactly. Attempt, if you will, to describe
to a child the simple process of making
a bacterial culture in a petri dish. You
exhaust fifteen minutes in describing objects unfamiliar to the child,
with the end result that he has a very
vague impression, many possible misunderstandings, and no interest in the
story. The moving picture, on the
other hand, gives the child all of the
facts at once in a comprehensible and
interesting way.
An illustration of the saving of time
and expense afforded by the motion picture has occurred in the writer's experience in the use of a film describing the
fundamental methods of waste disposal
in cities. By a fifteen-minute showing
of this film it has been possible to secure results which could not otherwise
have been secured except by taking the
class on a full-day field trip. Such a
field trip, for a class of one hundred
and fifty men, represents the expendi-
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A trip to this purification, plant, via motion picture, saved a full-day field trip to one hundred and
fifty university
students, and an aggregate expense of $200

ture of five months' time for a single
individual, and an expense of two hundred dollars !
The motion picture is exactly comparable to the drawing, the diagram,
the painting, the illustration, the lantern slide, except that to the dimensions of length, breadth and thickness
which these suggest, is added a fourth
dimension of time or action. The film
shows a series of changing processes and
relationships with the same accuracy
and with a more vivid distinctness because of the element of action.
LET

"DOING"
DEEPEN
IMPRESSION

VISUAL

As a method of receiving impressions,
seeing is undoubtedly more rapid and
exact in those places where it is applicable than in hearing, and yet as an
educational process we place it below
the function of doing. The laboratory
method of our technical and scientific
schools forbids our doing otherwise.
Think of teaching anatomy without
dissection, or chemistry without chemicals ! Wherever we can add doing to
seeing or hearing about a subject —
whether it be geography or hygiene,
physics or ethics— we have made a dis-

tinct gain, for deepening the impression by doing is as important for lasting memory as receiving the impression
by seeing or hearing.
Here is, perhaps, one cause of the
opposition to visual education in certain quarters. It is perhaps feared by
some, and possibly unfortunately implied bycertain motion picture enthusiasts who are not also educators, that
seeing will do away with the necessity
of doing. The motion picture is a
teacher's aid and is not a substitute for
teaching. If it can give impressions
better than any other method, that is
all we can ask of it. That is contribution enough, and we shall go on asking
the pupil to reproduce, to do, to explain
these new impressions, just as we have
been doing in the past. Our best teachers will be still better, and will be worth
more, because they have another tool
with which to work.
SOME

OBJECTIONS

CONSIDERED

What are the objections that have
been offered to the introduction of motion pictures?
First, is the objection that they
amuse.
To amuse is not in itself a crime.
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If you have objected to an educational
film on this basis, was not a deeper objection that the film did not instruct?
This fear of the amusement side of
films has a historical origin. Up to the
present time, the motion picture has
existed primarily for amusement purposes, so that when we think of a motion picture we think of being entertained and not instructed. Indeed,
most of the so-called educational films
which you have seen in the theater circuit are of necessity built with amusement as the primary feature, because if
they did not amuse, people would not
pay to see them and theaters would not
run them.
Or perhaps you have seen a propaganda film under the guise of an educational movie — a film which, while it
purports to teach you an industrial
process, is really an advertisement for
some particular manufactured product ;
or a film which, while purporting to
teach you social conditions, is in reality
an appeal to your enthusiasm for some
private organization. It would be foolish to assert that these films are entirely
devoid of educational value. They are
useful; they are commendable; they
have their place ; but no matter how interesting the manufacturing process
may be, nor how laudable the activities
of the private organization, the film is
planned and produced in a different
way than it would have been if its sole
purpose had been education.
This objection, based on the amusement feature, has arisen because we
have not yet become accustomed to
truly educational pictures. To attempt
to amuse and at the same time to give
serious instruction is indeed hazardous.
In truly educational films, amusement

and every other interest is subordinated
to the development of the instructional
phase of the subject. The writer has
shown such films to a great many educators without once having had this objection raised ; nor will it ever be raised
against any film prepared by thoughtful
and experienced educators purely for
educational purposes.
"they make education too -easy"
It is sometimes said that motion pictures will make education too easy.
That all depends upon the teacher
under whose direction the pictures are
used. Moving pictures will give more
facts, more impressions, to every individual ofa large group in a given length
of time than any other method. That
is why screen advertising is the best
publicity: because the eyes and minds
of all the spectators are focused on the
same object, and a fact presented on
the screen is missed by no one. But
the teacher who uses a film without
preliminary or follow-up work, and the
teacher who allows the pupil to sleep
through his preparation period, never
checking up his knowledge, go together.
The quicker they go, the better!
The old-fashioned idea of mental
discipline, which held that the optimum
educational process in preparation for
greatness is the learning of something
with uncounted difficulty, has somewhat given way. Such a doctrine almost placed a premium upon a moderate amount of stupidity so far as the
ultimate product was concerned. A
child must learn not to give up because
a lesson is hard, even though sometimes
he smiles through a tear-stained face at
the end of the struggle; but regularly
to drive a child to tears in the belief
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that lie learns more rapidly under such
conditions, is not hygienic — and I suspect it is not educational.
There seems no objection to giving
the child new impressions in the most
interesting, brief, simple and definite
manner. To follow up these impressions until they are a part of the memory and practical working knowledge
of the child is but the remainder of
the educational process. If we do this,
we are not subject to the criticism of
making education too easy, and the
time saved is of material advantage.
THE

"FAKE

PHOTOGRAPHY"

ARGUMENT

The objection that moving pictures
use so much "fake photography" that
the pupil will not believe anything he
sees in the film is hardly a worthy one.
Educational films do not "fake" and
do not show untruths. Their accuracy
is vouched for to the pupil by the
teacher under whose instruction he
views the picture. The same parallel
which exists between the two kinds of
films exists between textbooks and certain forms of fiction which most parents do not allow their children to read.
If the child has acquired such a scepticism, the fault lies in too many permissions to attend the ordinary movie
theater.
AN"

A

EDUCATIONAL

ECONOMY

theoretical discussion of costs

would avail little, Figures and experiments are needed, and in so far as these
are available, they indicate that motion
pictures, in reaching a large number of
pupils, conveying a large amount of information and in brief space of time,
and in reducing absenteeism and the
necessity for re-education, are actually
good economy.
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May we then briefly summarize the
advantages of motion pictures in education ?
They show proportion, relationships
and action — quickly, accurately and
vividly — through the wonderful medium of the eye. That they add interest to school work is freely admitted
by every one. They show things to the
class which could be presented in.no
other fashion. Pictures taken through
the compound microscope demonstrate
minute forms of life, even living bacteria. A series of pictures which may
require weeks to photograph will, in a
single reel, show the development of an
egg or a seed into an adult animal or
a full-grown plant. The reel can often
present a series of new facts more accurately and completely in fifteen minutes than can verbal instruction in
three hours. Children who have never
seen a telescope can look through one
in the films. The animated diagram
clearly and accurately pictures the internal operations of a gasoline engine,
or the method of ignition and explosion of the navy's great depth bomb.
The scientific motion picture portrays
the invisible, vanquishes time, brings
near the indiscernibly distant, and analyzes movements which the eye cannot
follow.
When we have come to regard the
moving picture as an educational instrument and not as a toy, when once
we have and use text films as we now
have and use textbooks, and when once
we put these films into general use, we
may find that Edison is not so far afield
in claiming that the use of motion pictures in the elementary school would
advance civilization ten centuries in
twenty years.

THE

PARENT-TEACHER
ASSOCIATION ANDL. THE
"MOVIES"
N. Hines
President Indiana State Normal Schools
Terre Haute and Muncie, Indiana

that what they see there will be above
question. This class of parents would
feel especially secure if the school authorities in every town could take up
this problem, secure equipment, and
bring to the schoolhouse weekly a program of the right kind of pictures.
There are many opportunities here not
only for furnishing clean picture
amusement, but also for furnishing
worth-while educational matter for the
consideration of our young people.

t
THERE is no more importan
work to be done by the ParentTeacher Association than that of
reforming the "movies" that are seen
by our boys and girls. These children
throng the movie-houses day in and
day out and see there pictures of all
kinds, many of them unfit for adults,
let alone children with young and plastic minds.
There is difference of opinion among
those who have given thought to this
problem as to the best means for getting desired results. Some say legislation, while others desire to accomplish
the end in view by bringing influence
to bear on the producer of movies. It
is not the purpose of this paper to discuss which procedure is the more advisable. Isimply want to emphasize
the great necessity for getting a huge
amount of work done in this direction.
Further, I do not desire in any way to
underestimate the good that has already been accomplished in this direction.
ADVOCATES

SCHOOL

The price charged for movie entertainments in schoolhouses need not be
high, because there would be no overhead expenses such as rent, lights, janitor service, and the like, to take into
consideration.
No better way, to my mind, could
be devised for demonstrations of the
films approved than by putting these
pictures before the children in the
right surroundings. There is a great
field here for high-grade effort.
THE

EXHIBITOR^

PROBLEM

Recent developments in the movie
world have brought to the attention of
all of us the great necessity for putting
that business on a more elevated plane.
It is altogether probable that many
of us, unless we have given the matter
considerable thought, fail to realize the
baleful influence of many of the pictures shown from week to week
throughout the length and breadth of
the country. A prominent school man
of Indiana was for a year engaged in

SHOWS

One of the most effective ways in
which the Parent-Teacher Association
can render service is to furnish a substitute for the movie theater. That can
be done through putting moving picture machines and clean films in the
schoolhouses.
Most parents are willing to let their
children go to a moving picture show
at least once a week if they can feel
10
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the moving picture business. He
bought an interest in a theater and endeavored to conduct it in such a way
that it would work as little harm as
possible to his public. He came to the
conclusion, at the end of the year, that
he would not be able to pay expenses
without changing his policy and showing constantly films pervaded and shot
through by sex uncleanness of all kinds.
He finally gave up the enterprise and
went into other pursuits. To this day
he is of the opinion that the moving
picture business is hopeless as a successful business enterprise if none but absolutely clean films are booked.

WHAT

CHURCH

AND

"MOVIES'

AUTHORITIES

SAT

The Eev. Dr. John Eoach Stratton,
of New York, is one of several public
men who have denounced the movie
people and their industry. He says
that "the motion picture business today is rotten in its management, as
some of the more reputable producers
themselves have been saying recently
in magazine articles. It is rotten in its
ideals. The dollar-mark is over it all,
and because those who mainly control
it have found out that an appeal to
the salacious and the sensuous increases their dividends, they are dragging all the people, including the youth
of the nation, through a silly, sordid,

"movies" and crime

sensuous stream of moral infamy."
The Baltimore Catholic Beview,

A recent news item in the Indianapolis papers related the adventures of
three boys, aged ten, eleven and twelve,
in the realms of thievery. They entered a shop and three or four houses
for the purpose of stealing. They told
the detectives who interrupted their
careers that they had received the inspiration tobecome thieves from a picture they had seen in the movies. I

according to the Literary Digest, declares that "for months movie-producers have called those who have protested against some of our nauseating
pictures, prudes and illiterates, while
these producers were pampering uneducated, shallow-minded, good-looking,
empty-pated
c swell-heads/
"
The Catholic
Standard
and
Times is quoted to the effect that false
standards are created by the moviehero. "He is idolized and worshiped
by the public, especially by the young.
A glamour surrounds him, which even
transfigures his ethical defects. . . .
In this way the standards of morality
are perverted and much harm is done
to the young generation that learns to
look up to men and women who show
but scant respect for virtue and defy
the law of God and man."
Other statements could be cited to
show how far we are traveling in the
direction of besmirching the minds of
our young and unsettling the morals of

quote the boys: "We saw how easy it
was and we wanted to do the same."
That is the sort of stuff that is being
fed to our children day after day.
Gustave LeBon, author of "Crowd
Psychology," asserts that the movie is
responsible to a large extent for the
crime wave now sweeping his native
country, France. To quote : "The minute description of crimes and the publicity given criminals inspire imitation.
The cinema is the most pernicious, because the visualized picture imposes
itself with more weight upon criminally inclined minds. The cinema is
sometimes even a lesson in crime."
11
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all our people. The names of the
movie-heroes and heroines are household words. One authority inquires:
"Their morals, or immorals, invade our
households; their charms and their
vices assault us at every turn. . . .

that injury is done — injury beyond
measure. The parent who is indifferent to the character of the movies seen
by his children is inviting trouble for
them in after-life. If it is desired that
a boy shall get the notion that he ought
to live without working, then let him
go to a movie for lessons in blowing
safes. If it is desired that a girl shall
be indolent and dream of splendid
idleness, then let her ape the manners
of some of the movie-heroines.
The present generation of sturdy
fathers and mothers was not reared on

Where is this to end?"
THE

LURE

AND

THE

PERIL

There are clean pictures, of course/
but as a rule the money is not made
out of them. It is the unclean picture
that draws the multitudes and that
does injury to the children in our
schools. Imagine, if you can, the effect on the mind of a young girl when,
sitting in a moving picture theater, she
sees some cigarette-smoking hero of
smooth manners and vile morals, triumph in some plot evolved solely to
get money at the box-office through the
showing of lascivious and suggestive
scenes. The whole situation is so nauseating that it is with difficulty one restrains himself in discussing this
movie industry which has become one
of the giant enterprises of our nation.
DIRECT

RESPONSIBILITY

OF

movie-plots compounded of craftiness
and lust. What the future brings our
boys and girls will be determined by
the care we take of them, by the examples we set for them.
In view of the above statements, and
for the above reasons, we believe that
a great work can be accomplished by
the Parent-Teacher Association in seeing to it that clean, wholesome pictures
for boys and girls are set before the
children in schoolhouses on Friday and
Saturday nights, as a substitute for
commercial movies that are characterized by evil effects on the morals of
those who tramp by the millions to
view such pictures.

PARENTS

Investigation as to the activities of
children in attending movies and as to
their ideas
them , shows

<<m

HE man in Eussia, or in Japan, or the farthest
isles, learns through the eye what the customs of
life are in the civilized West. The motion picture
teaches men as books never could do, even if they could
read them."
—SIR GILBERT PARKER,

12

MOVING PICTURES IN HIGHER
EDUCATION
A "Long Distance " Survey
Grace Partridge Smith

University of Iowa, Iowa City
higher institutions of learning in the
United States.

FEW who peeped through Edison's
Kinetoscope at the World's Fair
considered it more than a novelty.
They would have been amazed could
they have looked ahead these thirty
years and less to see motion pictures
becoming the most popular -of all diversions, both in the small town and
in the city.
Amazement would have given place
to horror had a too-forward-looking
person predicted that, almost inside of

The writer recently sent a brief
questionnaire to twenty or more of our
foremost collegiate institutions. Tabulated results show that moving pictures
are used, to a greater or less extent, for
instruction in many courses, including
Latin, Greek, English, home economics,
journalism, agriculture, engineering,
commerce, geology, biology, education,
athletics, architecture and business administration. Mention was also made
of their use in the colleges of medicine,

a generation, the "movie" would be
used for entertainment and instruction
not only in public schools, but in
churches ! In spite of all that may
have been said then, or of all that is
being argued today, the moving picture
has invaded both these institutions and

the military departments, and "others."
WHERE

NOW

THE

FACULTY

STANDS

As a rule, the faculties questioned on
their attitude toward the use of the
moving picture in the classroom report
as "favorable." Scattering answers indicate "growing interest," "fairly good
when used to a limited degree," "enthusiastic," etc. A member of one faculty declared he had never heard the

is indeed a decided rival of the pedagogue and of the preacher.
AND

THE

UNIVERSITY

But moving pictures have gone a
step farther — they have entered the
college and university. Already academic courses, as we shall see, are well
sprinkled with this educational appetizer, and both those who serve and
those who conserve the interests of education are quite ready to express their
opinion as favorable when the question
of the possibilities of the film for college and university classrooms is raised.
Slowly but surely the moving picture
as an educational medium is establishing itself in the curriculums of many

subject discussed, and one writes : "We
do not use the moving picture in any of
the departments of this college." Another admitted their faculty were not
particularly interested in the moving
picture for classroom use. "This is due
largely," he goes on to say, "to lack of
contact with motion pictures belonging
to their particular field. In some cases
it is due -to prejudice,"
The conservatives who shy at the
screen say that the moving picture is
13
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large use of the motion picture, though
there are still a few that do not avail
themselves of this type of instructional
material. Columbia, which — we are advised— does not utilize pictures in this
department, includes nevertheless in its
extension offerings a course in photoplay technique. Many divisions, as is
well known, have built up pictorial
libraries which they send out for entertainment and instruction to teachers,
schools, churches, clubs, county agents,
and to workers in their several communities.

"not well adapted" to classroom use;
that it may be used for instruction to
a limited extent or as an auxiliary to
classroom teaching ; that its application
is not yet general enough; that they
prefer slides, etc.
SHORTAGE

OF

PROJECTORS

Slides are, of course, in general use
for instruction. There is much lively
debate as to the merits of the slide vs.
the moving picture for teaching purposes. One university writes : "Moving
pictures are used less than slides because of the shortage of projecting machines on the campus." Another states :
"In this university we have been handicapped byhaving only two projecting
machines. Arrangements are being
made this year for a wider use of

FILMS

PUBLICITY

For purposes of publicity the screen
is of great value to the university. It
keeps the state informed of campus
activities, and through it far-away
alumni may be kept in touch with
Alma Mater.
One of the structures soon to be

films."
Indications from these letters make
it a fairly reasonable assumption that
the use of the moving picture in the
college and university will be more extensive this year than ever before.
EXTENSION

FOR UNIVERSITY

found on every campus will be the motion-picture studio, equipped with film
storage vault and extensive apparatus
for photographic work. Last spring the
University of Nebraska began construction on such a studio in connection with
the Conservation and Survey division,

DIVISIONS USING FILMS

A sane summing-up of the status of
the motion picture for instruction in
higher educational institutions is given
by the director of the department of
visual education in the extension division of the University of Oklahoma :

which has charge of the motion-picture
work for that state. Others will follow.
QUESTIONNAIRE

"The motion picture would prove a
tremendously valuable asset to university instruction if used intelligently and
consistently. There is, of course, at the
present time, great scarcity of material.
Much of the material is totally unsuitable for instruction in university
classes. However, suitable material
could very readily be produced and will
no doubt soon be available."
In general, extension divisions make

ANALYZED

Universities which responded to the
request for information include Yale,
Harvard, Princeton, Columbia, Vermont, California, Washington, Oregon,
Kansas, Nebraska, Oklahoma, Missouri,
Texas, Michigan, Ohio State, Wisconsin,
Minnesota, Indiana, Illinois and Iowa.
Others addressed made no reply. Questionnaires were addressed to the Eegis(Continued on page 55)
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VISUAL ACTIVITIES AS NOTED IN
THE DAILY PRESS
Georgia
Atlanta. The board of education purchased three projection machines and
appointed a director for the visual
education courses in grade and high
schools. One of the machines selected
is a portable, and is easily carried by
the director from one school to another, so that all may share in the
benefits of the screen lessons. Classes
in literature, art, history, philosophy,
biology, chemistry, physics, languages, manual training and several
other branches are to use the visual
lesson aids.
Illinois
Chicago. When school opened this fall
there were fifty projection machines
installed, and arrangements have
been made for a constant stream of
films, including scenic and industrial
subjects as well as those adapted for
the science, history, nature-study and
geography classes. It is authoritatively announced that portable machines will ultimately be placed in
every grammar and high school in
the city. The use of slides is practically universal throughout the school
system.
Peoria. A group of women co-operating
with a local theater is putting on special Saturday morning shows for the
children. These programs are given
once a month at the small admission
fee of five cents. Publicity is obtained through announcements in the
schools, on the screen and in the local

Alabama
Mobile. Dr. E. E. McLaughlin, former
superintendent of the Anti-Saloon
League of the state of Ohio, has been
showing "The Stream of Life," a sixreel picture ideally adapted to church
audiences, in several churches of various denominations. There is a tendency among many of the churches in
Mobile to make the "movies" a permanent institution for church activities.
California
Los Angeles. Motion pictures have been
incorporated in the regular curriculum of the Polytechnic High School.
Permanent and up-to-date projection
apparatus has been installed in the
school building. Films which correlate with the school work are shown
on Friday afternoons, and repeated
in the evening for night-school classes
and the general public.
Los Angeles. The relationship between
motion pictures and the church, and
the value of a good photoplay as a
moral agency, were demonstrated in
an interesting way when the pastor
of the First Congregational Church
based his sermon on Thomas Meighan's recent starring vehicle, "The
City of Silent Men."
Oakland. This was one of the first western cities to provide the schools with
projection machines. This year moving pictures are being used in connection with geography, history, literature, nature-study and scientific
subjects; in fact, with almost every
study in the school course.
Oakland. A new use for church "movies" was inaugurated when the Oakland Tribune news service presented
fourteen churches in the city with
two thousand feet of film chronicling

papers.
Rockford.
The children of the Wight
School are enthusiastically earning
their own moving picture machine by
availing themselves of a newspaper
campaign offered by the Morning
Star. Commission credits allowed for
securing subscriptions to the newspaper will pay for the machine, and
the school board will provide for the

special events in the churches' history which may be of particular interest at some future time.
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Society, choir processional, the May

expense of the films. Two strictly
educational pictures each week is the
service offered in the plan. Supt. E.
E. Lewis is heartily back of the children's efforts, and hopes that all the
other schools in the city may be similarly equipped for visual education in
the near future. Newspapers in several other cities are making co-operative offers along the same lines in order to better the educational facilities
of the local schools.
Indiana
Indianapolis. The Indiana ParentTeacher Association and the Indianapolis Board of Photoplay Indorsers
recently met in joint sessions of the
associations at which prominent men
in the motion picture industry were
also present. The mutual expressions
of good-will were a continuation of a
unique situation which exists in Indiana. So thoroughly are the club
women of the state convinced that
affirmative rather than negative criticism is more helpful in ridding the
country of bad pictures, that last year,
when a half-dozen censorship bills
were proposed and one nearly passed,
they were decisively defeated by the
women's powerful lobbies. Mrs.
Hence Orme, president of the ParentTeacher Association, believes that
both producers and exhibitors are
glad to listen to popular demand and
to exert every effort to give the public the wholesome, profitable entertainment it desires.
Iowa
Lakeside. Two schools have recently
adopted the visual education method,
the Lakeside Public School and Miss

fete on the church grounds, the Men's
Club and the Girls' Summer Camp,
has been made and is exhibited twice
a week in local theaters.
Massachusetts
Neiv Bedford. The criticism by the
Rev. Henry B. Williams, pastor of
the Baptist Church, of the Sunday
evening use of films in the Trinitarian Church has opened up an interesting controversy. The danger that
the picture programs would draw
young people from the other churches
was one of the arguments under consideration by several leading clergymen in the city. The Rev. Frank E.
Ramsdell, of the North Congregational Church, who had used pictures
extensively for years, said that he
had repeatedly risked offending visitors by urging non-members to stay
away from the North Congregational
service and worship at their own
churches. "But human nature is human nature," observed Dr. Ramsdell.
"I found it as difficult to make people
stay away when they wanted to
come, as it was to get them to come
when they wanted to go elsewhere."
Missouri
Springfield. Extensive use of educational films was a feature of the summer course at the Southwest Teachers' College. Ten thousand feet of
instructional film were screened by
Professors A. P. Temple and P. E.
Andrews for the special science
classes, but hundreds of students
from other classes attended these
semi-weekly exhibitions.
Nebraska
Lincoln. The state is backing an ambitious plan to advertise Nebraska's
resources to its own people and its
neighbors by way of the moving picture screen. The Department of Conservation has constructed and
equipped a complete studio at a cost
of $20,000 and has begun to take pictures. These films will be distributed
free throughout the state to schools,

Margaret Boyette's private school.
Sidney. Three educational reels weekly
is the winter program of the Sidney
High School.
Kansas
Topeka. The Grace Episcopal Cathedral has enlisted moving pictures as
an advertising medium. A film show*
ing the church and various church
activities, such as the Girls' Friendly
16
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of every creed, race and color enjoy
specially selected films. There is an
evening program for adults and any
one who cares to come may attend
without charge. A typical program
includes a scenic, a comic acted by
animals, a five-reel romance, and a
fascinating natural history study.
This great church, which is in charge
of Dr. A. E. Keigwin, is characterized

community
centers and similar organizations.
New Jersey
Cliffside Park. At a meeting for the
annual election of officers of the Congregational Church, the pastor announced his plan to introduce moving
pictures as a part of the Sunday
evening program.
Hudson. Better citizenship films are
shown twice a week by Dr. Harry W.
Noble, of the Lafayette Reformed
Church, to children of all creeds and
nationalities. On Thursday afternoons the pictures are adapted for
children under eight years of age and
on Friday afternoons for the older
children. Dr. Noble gives a ten-minute talk to arouse in the children a
sense of civic pride and implant
ideals of good citizenship.
New York
Albany. Between fifteen hundred and
two thousand children attend Saturday morning picture shows given in
one of the theaters under direction of

in all its activities by "the human
New York. Delivering picture-sermons
istouch."
the method used by the progressive
pastor of the Crawford Memorial
Church to offset the charge that the
church is losing its hold on the people. By showing a good picture Saturday evening and basing a sermon
on it on Sunday, Dr. L. H. Caswell
packs his church to the doors.
North Carolina
Raleigh, N. C. The State Department
of Education is producing a pictorial
history of the State of North Carolina
for use in the schools. From the time
of the landing of Amidas and Barlowe
and the first colony, the progress of
the state will be shown from political,
economic and educational viewpoints,
so that children may have for stud>
an intelligent, consecutive story condensed into several thousand feet of
film.

the Albany Mothers' Club. The local
Girl Scouts assume the care of the
children and maintain order. In this
way the problem of undesirable motion pictures for children has to a
certain extent been met in Albany.
Brooklyn. Motion pictures showing how
Germany and France are engaged in
intensive industrial training of their
children, to enable them to regain
economic ground lost by the war,
were recently shown at the Plymouth
Church. In this connection Dr. Newell Dwight Hillis gave a talk on the
subject of "Visual Education."
Greeniuood Lake. The Church of the
Good Shepherd recently used moving
pictures to help pay off a building
mortgage. "The Battle of the Century" was shown in the partially completed church building.
New York. Every Monday is "Community Day" in the West End Presbyterian Church, and moving pictures
constitute a special attraction. In
the afternoon thousands of children

Ohio
Cincinnati. Thirty or more schools are
using a weekly moving picture service, and both principals and teachers
are highly enthusiastic over the re-.
suits achieved by visual education.
Piqua. Under the direction of the high
school mathematics teacher, educational films will supplement the textbooks in the teaching of various subjects. Friday afternoons and evenings
will be devoted to screen work.
Pennsylvania
Philadelphia.
Despite all criticism to
the contrary, moving pictures have
(Continued on page 52)
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PROJECTION QUERIES and ANSWERS
A department conducted
problems
of projection

for the benefit of all users of motion pictures who have
to solve.
Address
queries to Projection
Department,
Visual Education.

similar. The distance from C to the aperture ab is F, the focal length (approximately) of the lens. The distance from
C to the screen 8 is D, the distance of

QUESTIONS are often received respecting the principles of optical projection or the operation of projectors.
Such questions will be answered in this
department each month. If you have
difficulties, let us know what they are and
we will help you out.

the screen, or the "throw." Hence it follows from the similar triangles that
ab
AB

Question. How do I determine what lens to
use in order to get a 10-foot picture with a throw
of 60 feet?— H. E. S., South Chicago, 111.

F
D
If ab is taken as one inch, if F is expressed in inches, and if AB = d, the size
of the image on the screen, and the throw
D are expressed in feet, the equation gives
D

Answer. The size of the picture on the
screen depends upon the focal length of
the projection lens and the distance from
the projector to the screen. The focal
length of the projection lens is, roughly,
the distance from its center to the aperture. Since the focal length is always
marked on projection lenses, it is not
necessary to make a more nearly exact
definition.

d
In the question
D
was
given as 60 feet
F_
and d as 10 feet. Consequently F comes
out 6; that is, use an objective of six
inches equivalent focal length.

If it is required to find the width of the
picture that a given objective will give at
a given throw, it is only necessary to solve
the equation for d. The result is

In order to explain the underlying principles, suppose for simplicity that the projection objective consists simply of a double convex lens L. Let ab be the distance
across the aperture, which in the case of
a standard moving picture film is 29/32
of an inch. For most purposes it will be
sufficiently exact to take it as an inch.
The image of ab on the screen S is AB.
All the rays from a which pass through
L are brought to a focus at A. Similarly,
all rays from b are collected at B. It is
observed that there is one ray from each
point which passes through L without
having its direction changed. Consequently, the triangles Cab and CAB are

d
where d will be expressed in feet if D is
expressed in feet and F in inches. For
example, if the throw is 40 feet and the
objective has a focal length of 4y2 inches,
the formula gives
40 for d
d = 4.5
If the correct
18

= 9 feet nearly
value

of the

aperture,

PROJECTION
29/32 of an inch, is used, the results for
both F and d will be about one-eleventh
smaller than those given by the formulas
as written.
The following table gives a series of
corresponding values of F, D, and d,
where F is the focal length of the objective, D the "throw" and d the horizontal
20

30

40

50
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jectives can be selected to meet approximately any requirement.
A word needs to be said about the
brightness of the picture, regarding which
there are often misconceptions. If it were
not for a slightly greater loss of light
when objectives of long focus are used,
the brightness would depend only upon

60

70
24.2

80

90
27.3
20.5

3 in.

6.0

9.1

12.1

15.2

18.2

21.2

4

4.5

6.8

9.1

11.4

13.6

15.9

18.2

5

3.6

5.5

7.3

9.1

10.9

12.7

14.5

6

4.5

6.0

7.6
6.5

9.1
7.8

10.6

7

3.0
2.6

8

2.3

3.4

5.7

6.8

9

2.0

3.0

5.0
4.5

6.0

10

1.8

3.9

2.7

5.2
4.5
4.0
3.6

5.4

100

110

30.3
22.7

33.3

18.2

12.1

16.4
13.6

9.1

10.4

11.7

13.0

8.0
7.0

9.1

10.2

6.3

9.1

15.2

25.0
20.0
16.7

120
36.4
27.3
21.8

14.3

18.2
15.6

11.3

12.5

13.6

10.1

11.1

12.1

10.0

10.9

8.0
9.1

7.2
8.2
the size of the picture on the screen. That
is, a 9.1-foot picture at 100 feet with a
10-inch objective is almost exactly as
bright as a 9.1-foot picture at 30 feet with
a 3-inch objective.
— F. R, MOULTON.

diameter of the picture on the screen.
The values of D are given across the top
of the table, the values of F on the lefthand margin, and the values of d are entered in the table. From this table ob-

BEGINNING in the December issue of Visual Education, there will be published a series of practical
illustrated articles discussing the visual method as
applied in the Chicago Public Schools under the direction
of Dudley Grant Hays, Assistant Superintendent and Director of Visual Instruction. Not only will Mr. Hays contribute personally to the series, but other articles will be
prepared under his supervision by department assistants
and teachers who have specialized in and achieved signal
success with specific developments of the visual idea. Films,
slides, stereographs, museum exhibits, models and other
visual devices will be treated in complete and interesting
detail. The numbers containing this series will be well
worth saving and making a part of your "methods library/-'
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swiftest educators known. It would be
absurd for any board of education to take

A strong, courageous trend
of thought is noticeable in
the comments of many educators in the matter of the additional expense which the use of moving pictures
in the schools entails. At this particular
time, when it is agreed that money is

Films and
Finances

the position that it 'cannot afford' to introduce visual education because of the
condition of the treasury. In education,
as in everything else, money can always
be found when there is a genuine need

"tight" and the necessity for economy is
everywhere emphasized, it is being fearlessly affirmed that the "can't afford"
argument, when applied to visual education, is beside the question.

to The
be met."
greatest American industry, Mr.
Lewis pointed out, is the education of
boys and girls, and anything which will
speed up production in that industry is
a measure not only of strict necessity but
of the truest economy.

"For educators to plead economy in
this connection," said William Jennings
Bryan, in a recent address before the
New York Visual Instruction Society, "is
equivalent to saying that they do not
realize the value of the visual method of
teaching and therefore do not desire it.
As soon as there is an earnest demand
for motion pictures in all the schools, the

Pantomime, that exquisite
An Art for and effective handmaid to
the rum to ^e screen, has been entirely
Acquire neglected in this country, to
the great detriment of all dramatic interpretation, particularly that of the
motion picture, says A. B. Kuttner, writing in THE NATION for October on "The
Pantomime and the Picture."
The form of Pantomime most familiar
to Americans is that of the clown in the
circus whose art, while a survival of what
was once a very fine type of expression,
has become debased and cheap with the

money for them will be forthcoming."
Mr. Bryan has a bird's-eye view of the
situation, but the same positive note is
struck by Supt. E. E. Lewis of the Rockford, Illinois, public schools, who is very
close to every phase of it.
"It is essentially un-American," he says,
"for school authorities to let the question
of finances stand in the way of building
more schoolhouses or installing modern
teaching methods such as visual education. For five years we have been doing
almost no building. Naturally, we need
more schools; naturally, again, we shall
go ahead and build them. The necessary
money is always forthcoming for the
really necessary things.
"Not so very long ago school boards
the country over were solemnly declaring
there was no money to pay for manual
training departments or science laboratories. But the need was there, and all
the reactionaries in the country could not
keep that need from being met. Today
we have about the same situation to face
in the introduction of visual education —
moving pictures for the classroom, the

passing of the years. The perfect pantomimic performances of the Russian ballets
have not as yet exerted any perceptible
influence upon the American stage nor
upon the American photo-drama.
The motion picture minus this art has
conducted itself like that infant terrible
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of the African genus; it "jes' growed an'
growed" in an atmosphere of contempt
and abuse, following always the path of
least resistance. And the easiest course
to follow was that of imitation of the lowest form of drama, the melodrama, where
action predominates at the expense of
plausibility and characterization.
The loss of this medium of expression
to the screen is irreparable, for of all
dramatic forms the pantomime most resembles the motion picture, being con-
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ceived purely in terms of action. "In fact,
pantomime in its most highly developed
form can be defined in terms of that
famous definition of poetry which requires
poetic creations to be always 'simple, passionate and direct.' Pantomime is the
very poetry of action." The motion-picture actor, beginning a new art without
any technique and without tradition, in
the crudeness of the studio needs every
aid he can obtain. He is deprived of
much that the legitimate actor may use
to intensify his effect, such as the presence, the voice and the close contact with
the audience. As a matter of fact he has
to mime, for it is impossible to express
any strong emotion entirely through
facial muscles — the body is inevitably
drawn into sympathetic action.
Mr. Kuttner is not very complimentary
to the achievements of the real drama.
Stating that on the Anglo-Saxon stage
acting has been largely confined to the
lips, he says that our actors, to reverse
the popular expression, have been dead
from the neck down. And if such be the
case, there is certainly need of radical
reformation.
The article advises American actors to
observe the methods of foreign actors
who know what real pantomime is. Many
pictures of recent importation, such as
"The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari," "One
Arabian Night," etc., afford wonderful
illustration of what can be done with
pantomime. Pantomimic action must always be clear. The natural progress from
bad pantomime to good is from exaggeration to subtlety without loss of clearness.
As far as the stage is concerned, pantomime differentiates action from mere
recitation.
A casually interrogative
Films in title — "Motion Pictures in
Church and Churches — Why Not?" —
Sunday- heads an interesting discussion of this very significant
subject to be found in the October number of the PICTORIAL REVIEW. This
is one of two articles by Percy Waxman
dealing with the use of the motion pic-

ture in the religious service, the second
one (under the caption of "Motion Pictures in the Sunday-School") appearing
in the November issue of the same magazine.
No one will attempt to deny the attraction of the motion picture as a universal
entertainer. The crowds that form in
line before the box-office on Sunday evening are crowds not to be found at the
Sunday evening service of worship. Recently in New York City, for instance,
the attendance was numbered one Sunday
evening in nineteen churches with a total
seating capacity of 16,000. The number
of persons present was found to be 1,817.
Such a deplorable condition shows that
there is something radically wrong, and
it has been the custom to blame the
"movie" and to regard it as an uncombatable and omnivorously unfair competitor. Those who think more clearly, however, realize that the photoplay is not the
reason for the empty church seats; it is a
result. Its success helps to prove that
the church service has not been vital and
stimulating enough, in these days of
frivolous indifference and active selfishness, to hold even its own. And the
church is learning that it cannot wait
passively for those to come who will; it
must be a "go-getter," meeting fire with
fire. In the times of moral dissolution
that ride in the wake of a great war it
cannot be static. If motion pictures popularize the service and attract those who
would not otherwise come, why not, as
the title suggests, why not use them?
There are, of course, in every church,
members who very strongly oppose the
motion picture even when used as a mild
form of entertainment on week-days.
Their objections are the most difficult to
overcome because they are based on very
sincere and very real sentiments. To
them the use of moving pictures seems
almost sacrilegious, smacking of the theater and of much else usually considered
cheap and low. In their opinion, a projector has no place in a building dedicated to the reverent worship of the
Deity; where a picture flickers on the
21
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picture does not constitute the service;
that it is but one of a number of valuable
agents for making the meeting worthwhile and effective. Mr. Waxman thinks
it best that there be no preaching while
the screen is in use. The lesson and its
application may be brought out afterward
with greater effect. The cinematic material must be thoughtfully selected and presented and rigid care taken lest the
church come to be regarded only as a
source of entertainment.
Regarding the use of films in the Sunday-school, there is much to be said. In
spite of the many large and well-managed Sunday-schools throughout the country, it is a fact that the attendance in the
average school is built up and maintained
only by the heart-breaking efforts of
teachers and superintendent. As the author feelingly remarks, there has never
been any indecent haste on the part of
the pupil to reach his destination, and
his attendance, compulsory or otherwise,
often renders him sadly liable to the unfeeling comments of his less moral com-

screen there can be no "dim religious
light," as Milton lovingly calls it. Then
there are those who are agitated simply
because of the fact that the use of films
is an innovation. In weighing this objection one must remember, however, that
every slight change in ritual and form
of procedure has met with inconsistent
and unreasoning opposition. Music used
as a part of the service was at one time
a certain indication to the orthodox that
Satan was far from sleeping in his lurid
halls. And there were good souls who
held up their hands in pious horror when
the Sunday-school was proposed.
The picture has nevertheless come into
the church, and apparently to stay. At
present there are some three thousand
churches using pictures both in connection with the Sunday evening service and
also on week-days and doing so with great
success, as the many indorsements quoted
by Mr. Waxman most clearly prove. The
Methodist church, that most conservative
institution, has indorsed the use of motion pictures, and the Pope has sanctioned
their use for religious instruction. With
these two great churches furnishing such
an example, the minister who suggests
the installation of a projector is no longer
incomprehensible to his congregation.
An interesting fact in connection with
the use of pictures is made by the author,
who points out that Christ himself was
quick to illustrate sermons and lessons
with pictures. All of the Savior's parables are rich in pictorial values. He knew
the wisdom of visualizing his truths, not
only for the simple minds that chiefly
made up his audiences, but for all who
were to ponder His words in days to
come.
The article contains many helpful suggestions as to sources where pictures may
be obtained and details to be observed in
installing the equipment. Among other
things is a list that might well be called
the minister's "movie commandments."
Most important among them is the admonition not to expect the films to provide
something that the minister himself must
provide. It is to be remembered that the
22

panions.
There is no getting away from the fact
that, with few exceptions, Sunday-school
lessons have not been interestingly and
effectively presented. The teachers are
voluntary and as a rule unprofessional,
without the slightest conception of how
to approach the child. Consequently, the
wonderful dramatic material of the Bible
is not well utilized and is too often made
distasteful to the easily opinionated childmind. Let a film, however, be used in
connection with the stories of the Bible —
stories which are vivid and colorful almost beyond belief — and the Scriptures
will be made an active force for good and
the Sunday-school will flourish. The success of- the many schools which are already applying the pictorial method is
incontrovertible evidence of the value of
such use of the cinema.
Where pictures are employed the lessons may be standardized — a great advantage where pedagogic systems are so
highly individualistic. For example, the
minister of the North Baptist Church in

"The

Jersey City, New Jersey, who uses films
in his Sunday-school, prepares the lesson
personally and distributes mimeographed
copies to his teachers. Other schools are
experimenting in other ways, but wherever the picture has crept in there are
crowded rooms and punctual students as
never before. One school reports the astonishing improvement of one hundred
per cent in attendance.
One of the most modern ideas regarding
the usefulness of the church is to make of
it a community center open to its members and to the public all of the time
rather than for only a few stated hours
on Sunday and during the week. If it is
really in earnest in its frequently professed desire to be a force in the community, it can do no better than to gratify wisely and well, within its own portals, the play instinct which is one of
the most deeply rooted instincts of mankind. The church that uses good recreational films on week-day nights will
teach its congregation to think of it as a
home where it is a very natural thing
to be. Churches which have tested out
such forms of entertainment have discovered that a more democratic feeling pervades the ranks, obliterating those class
distinctions which are unfortunately
found even in the best of atmospheres.

Very seldom has one opportunity to read so frank and
so fervid a denunciation of
the motion picture as that
penned by Elizabeth Robins Pennell in
the
November number of the NORTH
Dope"
AMERICAN REVIEW, under the caption
quoted. Other writers who anathematize
the cinema for various reasons usually
manage to palliate somewhere in their
arguments the very evils against which
they inveigh. Mrs. Pennell, however, sees
no extenuating circumstances in connection with the motion picture — not one.
The menace of the movies to morals —
so fond and so frequent a subject nowadays— she dismisses as negligible. The
child, now initiated into sex problems in
the nursery, is not likely to be dismayed
by the revelations of the photoplay, she
contends, and people found it just as easy
to be bad one hundred years ago as they
do today. If there were no pictures, something else would be blamed with equal
intensity as responsible for the sin of
derelict mankind. The real menace of
the movies, she believes, is aimed at our
intellects, and under its constant and insidious influence we shall soon be deprived of the modicum of gray matter we
now possess.
The most frequent excuse offered for
the faults of the movie is that it is young,
a mere babe among industries, and that
you cannot expect the art of centuries
from something only a few decades old.
Give it time and it can accomplish anything. This pleasant little belief, however, is blasted by the author, who declares that the movies have already
attained their full maturity. The inference, of course, is that their habits
are so firmly formed that one can expect
no more progress from them and all that
is left is to wait hopelessly for indications of senile decay.
Movies

* * *

A timely bit of statistical
War and information brought forEducation ward editorially by the
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR invites
quotation:
"Ninety-two per cent of the present
federal expenses of the United States represents provision for past and future
wars; two per cent alone represents the
cost of research, public health, education
and development. And this is, as Shylock
might have remarked, a Christian country enjoying the benefits of one thousand
nine hundred and twenty-one years of
Christian teaching. The tragedy of the
whole business is the fight of the two
per cent to overcome the ninety-two per
cent — the battle of the school-teachers
against the armor barons."
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"The moving pictures in their first stage
of innocence, as they were developing
from an experiment into a fixture, were
all for instruction and information and
edification. Amusement did not enter into
their program
. . . Audiences were
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will not go alone. Thought will fly with
it. The drama, while helping men to stop
thinking about real life, never lets them
stop thinking altogether. But the films
give something to look at and nothing to
think about. They stupefy, and are consequently more demoralizing than Bolshevism to the proletariat and to the intellectual class. This lure of the movie is
like fly-paper, whereon both those that
might be called intellectual and those to
whom high-brow is a hideous term of
opprobrium, alight with all feet. And that
the classes called educated are interested
is a fact not to be disputed; the proofs
are too obvious.

expected to sit stoically through, a performance, improving their minds without
one little smile in the process. Even
when drama gradually crept in, it was
designed to teach a lesson rather than to
cheer an idle moment. But instruction
and information and edification could not
have paid, for they have dwindled into
side-issues — except within lecture hall
and schoolroom, where they still remain,
the sugar coating to help dry facts go
down." The play, she emphasizes, is now
the thing.
The play, no matter what kind, is firmly
grounded in a primitive instinct of mankind; it is rooted in the make-believe, the
desire to change the state that exists for
something that doesn't. It provides and
has provided from the earliest times a
temporary escape from the boredom that
is man's great burden. And the menace
of the movie lies in the fact that it furnishes the cheapest and the most accessible form of play.
In the play there has been a continual
downward tendency from drama to melodrama and from melodrama to burlesque,
but photography is the crowning degradation. Photography can never be art. The
camera cannot create, compose or design.
It merely records. The screen can never
catch the finer, subtler sentiments, the
essence of emotion, that the inflection of
a voice or the charm of the living presence
can create; it is foolish and futile to
attempt it.
Mrs. Pennell not only condemns the
motion picture; she forbids it to improve

"Movies have already so undermined
the people's power of thinking," according to this writer, "that religion and
education have begun to play down to
them in the struggle for survival. The
old-fashioned teacher believed that the
end of education was to teach the pupil
how to think. But modern progress has
carried us far beyond that ancient superstition, and children whose intelligence
has been already undermined by the
movies out of school, are to be further
debauched by them in what should be
hours of study."
So overwhelming, in fact, does Mrs.
Pennell become that breath fails us and
we can only quote:
"No wonder that the man with eyes to
see is now watching with dismay the
human race as it advances briskly along
the highway back to illiteracy, fast drawing near to the day when the movies will
deliver it even from the alphabet, and
when the ultimate glory of twentiethcentury culture will be the return to the
picture-writing in vogue before letters
were invented.

itself. The screen's adaptations of secondrate plays and second-rate tales may be
dismissed lightly, so little art was there
in them originally to be debased. The
capture of a great play or of a great
drama is the unpardonable sin. Its photographic version on the screen is no more
than a skeleton, and a distorted skeleton
at that. Art is prostituted to the machinemade, and though the cinematograph develop into super-human perfection, the
eighth wonder of the world, it will still
be a machine.
And dramatic art when it passes away

"It took centuries to develop the art
of the dramatist and the actor, and today
we waste it on the films. It took centuries
to develop the art of education, and today
we strive to turn it into play. The small
minority, however desperately it may
cling to art and thought, will have but a
meager chance against the large majority
hurrying along the shortest cut to that
24
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Earthly Paradise where no alphabet need few years have passed since the events
which the screen recalled, the pictures
be mastered, for no one will read, where
art and thought will be remembered only
already had the flavor of history and the
as the sad follies of the sad generations
pathos of glorious memories.
who lived before the blessing of the
Before the rapt gaze of the spectators
movies had fallen upon mankind."
there appeared on the screen the living
image of Roosevelt. Projected on a beam
A pageant, most interesting
of light he lived again, gesturing with
"America's and usefui from the Amerishoulder blows, hurtling sharp words
Making canization
point
of view,
from snapping jaws and smiling his faPageant was presented on October 14,
miliar smile. And there appeared also
by Public School No. 15 of Staten Island,
the unbroken Wilson of only two years
New York. The entire faculty as well as
ago; the strong, buoyant Wilson landing
the children contributed in various ways,
at Brest, France, to fight for peace for all.
and an elaborate program was presented
So does the moving picture, still in its
with a high degree of skill in stage-craft.
infancy,
prove its future value as a faith"America's Making" brought into its
ful recorder of history — a value which
various scenes children from many homes
will increase with the years. The movies
where the foreign element predominates.
will hand down to posterity an accurate,
The program was divided into two parts,
living presentment of our customs and
the first consisting of songs, pantomimes
manners, as well as pictures of the great
and recitations, such as "I Am an Amerimen of our time, to whom the film will
can," "The Spirit of America" and "The
give immortality.
Peace Song of the Republic." The pageant
constituted the second part of the program and showed various phases of
"I enclose composiThe Educational
Americanization work and the contributions and investigaFilm as a Stimulus
tion reports turned
tions of the different groups to their comto Research
mon country. Groups of boys and girls
in by my pupils,"
representing all the national and racial
writes Miss Anne Durr, eighth-grade
teacher in the Central School, Evanston,
divisions — Indian, English, Scotch, German, Irish, Jewish, Negro, Italian and
in a note accompanying a number of deothers — told by pantomime and recitation
lightfully illustrated papers containing
the contributions made by their people to
observations and comment on toads.
the building of America. The fact that
"The papers on investigation are the
children whose parents belonged to disresult of our recent showing of the film
tinctive racial classes were selected to
on 'Toads.' A boy found a toad and used
illustrate and sing the virtues and praises
his
microscope, and others followed suit."
of their own particular inheritance added
An interesting example, truly, of the
a happy personal touch, and the young
way in which a child will react to the
people entered into the spirit of the pagstimulus of a lesson that really appeals to
eant with great zest and enthusiasm.
* * *
his interest by making the subject vital
and vivid. Further significance attaches
The tenth anniversary of a
to this voluntary research from the fact
Celluloid film company specializing in
that attendance at the film showing itself
Archives the production of news reels
was recently celebrated with
was purely voluntary on the part of the
a revival of old pictures.
Though only a
pupils.
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VISUALIZING INDUSTRIAL
CONDITIONS BY GRAPHS
Some

Effective

Uses of the Graphic
Chart
to Compare
Railway
General Business Prosperity, as Developed by

Purchases

and

E. B. Leigh
President, Chicago Railway Equipment Company
way Equipment Company, presents by
the use of a set of graphs which make
the subject lucid and illuminating.
For the reason that the average reader

industri
s esroaddepr
NATIONAL
sion and the
railal
are
tted
e
admi
to have a clos relationship even by the most casual and
superficial observer. If this fact were
not known previously, the threatened
railroad strike, now held in check by
the Railway Labor Board, made it very
apparent about a month ago.

finds a story "dry" which makes its
points by the use of statistics and figures, light on "big business" has not
been diffused beyond the most inter ested circles. But when two cubes
were recently flashed on a screen and
the optience was told the smaller one
represented the number of railroad em-

The how and why of the railroads'
relation to business in general, E. B.
Leigh, president of the Chicago Rail-
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VALUE
OV RAILWAY
ROAD
**0 Eq UIPMENT(aLL R0AD5)
INDUSTRIES
COMPARED WITH THE CAPITAL OF ALL MANUFACTURING
ployees in the country, constituting onefifth of the entire population of the
United States, the fact became decidedly vivid and striking.
In a letter to Secretary Hoover,
Chairman of the Unemployment Conference atWashington, Mr. Leigh says :
'^Restoration of national prosperity
can be started on its way by just one
factor — purchasing power,
All substi-

tutes are bootstraps or phantoms." In
other words, when big business concerns commence buying and selling,
there is activity — legitimate and inevitable prosperity. "It is the history of
depressions," Mr. Leigh continues,
"that recovery is always accompanied
by resumption of large railroad buying,
and never comes without it, the only
exception being the war period.
The
27
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business so initiated flushes the channels of all industry and trade, including agriculture, and favorably affects
every inhabitant of every community."
RELATIVE

VALUES

VISUALIZED

Then Mr. Leigh proceeds to show
that the railroads have a larger and
more definitely available power to buy
material and labor than any other one
factor in the country — provided, however, they have the necessary surplus of
profit.
In amounts of many billions he tells
the facts. But figures which run into
billions make little impression upon the
man on the street. Except in relation
to some familiar quantity or object,

diagrams. In a clearly-drawn graph
(Fig. 1) he has pictured the value of
the railways of the United States, road
and equipment, and compared it with
the capital of all manufacturing industries inthe country. Thus the relation between the value of railway property and the capital invested in
manufacture is strikingly illustrated,
the figures used being those of the 1914
Census Report — the latest available.
Another graph (Fig. 2) explains the
relation of the railways to each of the
other big industries individually. The
value of railway cars and locomotives,

only, and the value of machinery, implements and tools of all manufacturing industries, are compared in another
they convey little information. Theregraph (Fig. 3). The fourth graph
fore Mr. Leigh visualizes the story with 28
(Fig. 4) shows that there are four bil-
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sumed, directly or indirectly, between 40 and
50 per cent of the iron
and steel production of
the country, it is manifest that the expansion
or restriction of railway
consumption must vitally affect this barom-

"What will effectively
restore business?" is the
eter."
question Mr. Leigh answered in an address before the National Conference of State Manufacturers Association in
September. For twentyfive years he has been
observing the effect of
railway purchases upon
general business activity,
and he declared that
when the railways of the country entered the field of substantial capital
purchases there invariably followed a
period of general business prosperity;
and likewise, the cessation of such purchases was inevitably followed by a
decline in general business. Therefore
legislation which will enable the railroads to function again as large purchasers will, in Mr. Leigh's opinion,
start the wheels of all other lines of
industry.

lions of dollars, roughly speaking, invested in railway cars and locomotives,
as against a little over one billion in
farm machinery, tools and implements.
Graphs 3 and 4 are combined in Figure
5 to show the relative values of the
three last groups, i. e., (1) cars and
locomotives, (2) manufacturing equipment, machinery and tools, (3) farm
machinery, implements and tools,
THE

REAL

BUSINESS

BAROMETER

After studying the facts visualized by
these charts one is prepared for the
following statement:

CHART

PICTURES
INDUSTRIAL

"As the iron and steel industry has
long been recognized as the truest index
of general business conditions, and as
prior to the European war it was reliably estimated that the railways con-

TWO

DECADES

IN

HISTORY

If there is any doubt as to the relation of general business to the railroad's
condition, Mr. Leigh quickly dispels it
with a diagram which graphically gives
{Continued on page 54)
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"What will effective
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restore business?" is the
question Mr. Leigh answered in an address before the National Conference of State Manueter." facturers Association in
September. For twentyfive years he has been
observing the effect of
railway purchases upon
general business activity,
and he declared that
business so initiated flushes the channels of all industry and trade, including agriculture, and favorably affects
every inhabitant of every community."
RELATIVE

VALUES

VISUALIZED

Then Mr. Leigh proceeds to show
that the railroads have a larger and
more definitelj available power to buy
mai irial and labor than any other one
factor in the country — provided, however, they have the necessary surplus of
profit.
h> amounts of m irrj billions he tells
the facts. But figures which run into
billions make little impression upon the
man on the street. Except in relation
to some familiar quantity or object,
they convey little information. Therefore Mr. Leigh visualizes the story with

diagrams. In a clearly-drawn graph
(Pig. 1) he has pictured the value of
the railways of the United States, road
and equipment, and compared it with
the capital of all manufacturing industries inthe country. Thus the relation between the value of railway property and the capital invested in
manufacture is strikingly illustrated,
the figures used being those of the 1914
Census Eeport— the latest available.
Another graph (Fig. 2) explains the
relation of the railways to each of the
other big industries individually. The
value of railway cars and locomotives,
only, and the value of machinery, implements and tools of all manufacturing industries, are compared in another
graph (Fig. 3). The fourth graph
(Fig. 4) shows that there are four bil-

lions of dollars, roughly speaking, invested inrailway cars and locomotives,
as against a little over one billion in
farm machinery, tools and implements.
Graphs 3 and 4 are combined in Figure
5 to show the relative values of the
three last groups, i. e., (1) cars and
locomotives, (2) manufacturing equipment, machinery and tools, (3) farm
machinery, implements and tools.
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After studying the facts visualized by
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when the railways of the country entered the field of substantial capital
purchases there invariably followed a
period of general business prosperity;
and likewise, the cessation of such purchases was inevitably followed by a
decline in general business. Therefore
legislation which will enable the railroads to function again as large purindustry. chasers will, in Mr. Leigh's opinion,
start the wheels of all other lines of

CHART

"As the iron and steel industry has
long been recognized as the truest index
°f _general business conditions, and as
Pnor to the European war it was reuably estimated that the railways con-

PICTURES TWO DECADES IN
INDUSTRIAL HISTORY

If there is any doubt as to the relation of general business to the railroad's
condition, Mr. Leigh quickly dispels it
with a diagram which graphically gives
(Continued on page 5 It)
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FILMS VIEWED AND REVIEWED
M. M. F.
QUO

the progress indicated is not as striking
as one would expect in eight years of
phenomenal growth. QUO VADIS may
still be called a masterpiece.
The novel of the same name by Sienkiewicz, upon which the picture is based,
furnishes a type of content sufficiently
thrilling in itself to assure a certain
success. The debauched court of a degenerate emperor and the pitiful refuge
of a persecuted Christian — between these
two extremes lie all the intrigue, danger,
suffering, passion and color that fill the
pages of the story and that are transferred vividly to the screen. Sienkiewicz
wrote frankly and clearly, with the emphatic pen of one who sees life without
any glamour. If a thing was revolting in
its revelation of the cruelty and sin of
mankind, he made no effort
to cleanse it of its ill odor for
'the benefit of shrinking and
immaculate readers. He wrote
of thronging events forcefully
and dramatically rather than
analytically and artfully. And
a story like this is the type of
narrative that best bears
filming.

VADIS

SOME years ago, when spectacular
photoplays were not a frequent occur ence, a great picture, made in
Italy by the Cines company, was offered
to the public. Today that same picture,
QUO VADIS, carefully re-edited and retitled, is again being exhibited.
The feature of paramount interest in
connection with the reappearance of this
production is the opportunity it provides
to note the advance made by the motion
picture art in the intervening years. It is
not often that those watchful of the
meteoric flight of the screen play through
the dramatic heavens have such an occasion to contrast the earlier achievement
of the industry with its present attainment. And it is a significant fact that

~"

The photoplay itself swings
you along at a magnificent
pace through breath-taking
episodes, up to the terrific climax in the stately old Coliseum where the souls of martyred Christians took their
painful flight. Of course, in
making a picture based upon
a novel so replete with incident, it was essential to select
and to eliminate, but the
process was performed with
so much discrimination that
it has resulted in a vivid and
wholly logical adaptation.
The director has done more,
however, than to present a
successful pictorial narrative.
He has caught and transmitted to the screen the spirit

4

THE

APPEAL

TO

NEBO
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of those decadent days in Roman history
— days of torture, treachery, and disaster.
While this recreation of the proper atmosphere is, of course, a dramatic essential, its success here is so marked as to
deserve comment.
The characters of the play are legion.
Petronius, the arbiter of elegance, with
his savoir-faire and pricking wit; Vinitius,
that passionate thoroughbred, who had to
suffer to learn and whose conversion to
Christianity furnishes one of the principal themes of the plot; Lygia, supplicating and oppressed; Nero, gross, bestial
and self-deceiving, and innumerable others
crowd into the footage, contributing their
share to the interpretation of those days
of horror when the followers of the Christ
lived in the Catacombs like rats, and
death and destruction strode through the
city of the seven hills. The work of
these Italian artists is clear-cut and accurate, touched with an old-world finesse
and understanding. Their work of yesterday, while perhaps lacking in thorough
knowledge of camera methods, bears the
mark of real acting.
It is in the photographic effects and the
treatment of technical details as manifested in QUO YADIS that one learns the
progress the years have brought. The
science of the camera has developed so
abnormally in the last decade that any
picture not of recent release cannot but
show photographic limitations. The sets
for QUO YADIS were spectacular and
undoubtedly expensive, but they are not
effective because there were not the improved facilities for proper lighting.
Figures in the background stand out with
as much relief as those in the foreground,
to the great disadvantage of the latter.
There is a flatness, a lack of the stereoscopic effect that modern camera art can
achieve. The photography of today would
soften the stiff lines of the women's
draperies, for instance, and would blend
together unharmonious lines to leave the
pleasing impression of a painting or an
etching. That the director achieved so
much dramatic effect through the medium
of an undeveloped art speaks volumes for
his ability and for that of his actors.

VIEWED

AND

REVIEWED

There is great historical value in a
picture like QUO YADIS. Many of the
events portrayed deal with vital aspects
of Roman history, while many others are
familiar because they are sufficiently spectacular to have impressed themselves
upon the imagination of the ages. The
burning of Rome, while Nero twanged
the strings of his feeble lyre and apostrophized the flaming skies, is such an
instance. Moreover, the visualization of
the life and customs of the Romans is
worth pages of textbook information. The
schoolboy who sees the gladiators in the
amphitheater halting their march before
Caesar with the classic words, "Morituri
te salutamus," will be apt to find more
respect for his Latin grammar, and after
he sees the dignified Roman gesture of
salutation, the orations of Cicero will be
more colorful. Parents, however, must
exercise discretion in regard to this film,
for it is not for the nervous and overwrought child nor for the young child.
The fact that the story deals with a
certain phase in the spread of Christianity and with appalling fidelity pictures
the vicissitudes of the early church, invests it with a certain religious interest.
The apostle Peter, for example, is brought
into the picture in a particularly touching
episode. As this venerable man was
escaping from Rome along the famous
Appian Way — real enough in this picture— he was stopped by a vision of the
Savior who appealed to him in the words
of the title not to flee from his suffering
flock. It is a matter for note that the
director, while presenting unhesitatingly
scenes of suffering, death and violence,
has either omitted or else passed over
quickly what was suggestive and sensuous.
It would be possible to continue indefinitely discussing various aspects of
this picture. One cannot conclude better,
however, than by repeating that in spite
of the progress of a decade, QUO YADIS
may still be considered a cinematic
achievement.
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other accessory machinery, it serves to
emphasize the fact of the vast improvements in manufacturing processes which
have come with the years. It is most interesting to learn in passing that through
all these changes the principle of the
loom has never changed, even though
ery.
eager motors now perform all the drudg-

of us, when we slip on our
MOST
soft woolly coats, give never a
thought to the complicated industrial process which makes possible the
warmth that encloses us. Of course, we
have a somewhat intelligent idea that a
sheep is primarily responsible for the
whole thing, but except for that fundamental fact, the adventurous career of
the wool fiber as it is being made into
cloth is shrouded with the mystery of
ignorance. After seeing, however, A
WOOLEN YARN, a one-reel industrial
produced by the General Electric Company, there will be no excuse for further
darkness concerning the matter, for this
film sets forth efficiently and with as
much detail as may be compassed in one
thousand feet, the story of the wool industry.

The sets that are used in these little
discursive bits are most quaint and attractive. The spinning wheel of early
pioneer days whirrs to the tune sung by
an old, old iron teakettle on the hearth,
and picturesque Navajo Indians are employed to demonstrate what a subtitle
calls the most rudimentary process of
weaving known.
Because of the lack of opportunity in so
short a reel, some of the processes were
necessarily hurried over with a mere flash
to picture them. It was also found necessary to limit many of the subtitles to a
brief naming of the process shown without any extended explanation. In spite
of this unavoidable haste, which is most
apparent toward the end, the reel should
be most valuable for educational purposes,
for it deals with vital subject matter and
is highly informational. Moreover, if it
is used to supplement previous classroom
study, the already acquired information
of the pupils will enable them to quickly
interpret and fill in the gaps.
In addition, the picture has caught the
suggestion
of romance
which
may be

Introduced by a pastoral scene of the
shepherd, his flock and an appealing collie
dog — intended, no doubt, to furnish a
soupQon of atmosphere — the footage proceeds to picture methodically the most
important steps in the manufacturing
process. First, the .sheep is brought to
the shearing, the difference between primitive and modern methods of clipping the
wool being pointed out. The wool is then
washed, carded, and washed again. After
the fibres are straightened and rewound,
the great looms are set moving and the
cloth is woven. This is not the last of
the many steps in the intricate process,
however, for it has yet to be washed,
dyed, ironed, napped, inspected, measured
and bolted. So many things to happen
to one piece of wool!
Throughout the entire reel the effective
device of contrast is frequently used.
Views of the huge electrically operated
machines are alternated with flashes
showing primitive methods of spinning,
winding and weaving, the size and capacity of the modern factory being made all
the more impressive because of the simplicity of the methods in the contrasting
scenes. While this manner of treatment
does not give a full pictorial narrative of
the evolution of the modern loom and
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found by those who will, in the hum of
great machinery that the skill and ingenuity of man have created. And, what
is of unquestionable advantage, there is
no suggestion of commercial taint to be
found in connection with it; nowhere is
there mention of manufacturer or place
save at the beginning, where it is stated
that the General Electric Company is
the producer.
LITTLE

LORD

FAUNTLEROY

ONE of the latest books to be taken
from the shelves of the great storehouse of fiction and to yield the
contents of its pages to the
screen is LITTLE LORD
FAUNTLEROY, with Mary
Pickford in the title role.

VIEWED

AND

REVIEWED

terested in observing her cleverness rather
than in watching the sturdy little heir to
the rolling estates of Dorincourt. That,
however, is entirely natural and inevitable when an actress of such unusual personality and achievement as Miss Pickford is before the camera. It is the handicap of fame, and it in no way detracts
from the quality of her performance.
In addition to . her portrayal of Little
Lord Fauntleroy, she also plays the part
of "Dearest," the gentle lady who was
his mother. Here she demonstrates that
she is able to "get across" the more
subtle emotions with dignified reserve and

This story of Frances Hodgson Burnett, while not entitled to a place among the
masterpieces of literature, has,
nevertheless, long endeared
itself to its readers because of
its placid charm and warm
human appeal. And although
it is primarily of interest to
children, who should — if properly brought up — be as familiar with the yellow curls
of Fauntleroy as with the
crimson cloak of Little Red
Riding-Hood, there are few
grown-ups who can remain
insensible to its simple allure.
Fortunate, indeed, the
FAUNTLEROY
AND THE CRUSTY OLD EARL
combination of Mary Pickford
and the role of the little
fellow so loving and so lovable. There
effect. The contrast between the deis probably no other actress before the
mands of the two roles affords a striking
public today so ideally fitted from the
revelation of her genuine dramatic abilstandpoint of appearance, personality and
ity. The scenes in which she appears
ability to play the part. Her spirit of
with "herself" are skillfully handled by
effervescing youth, her sympathetic unthe photographer, and to those unfamiliar
derstanding, and her rare capacity for
with his bag of technical tricks it is posidrollery are all brought to bear upon
tively uncanny to see the child and his
the interpretation. The Cedric Errol she
mother, each the same person, address
presents is real, convincing, delightfully
and embrace each other.
boyish, and infinitely appealing. There
Any picture with this popular star in
are, of course, times when you realize
the cast would be a success from the boxthe presence of the actress and are in83
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nected with the episode of the dissolute
son, Bevis, is quickly and deftly handled
and will probably not even be noticed by
the average modern child, with his surfeit of poorly assorted sex-plays and melodrama. Were there more such film stories
available for the child, the conscientious
©bjector to the cinema would be deprived
of much staple argument. And the remarkable thing is that in order to be
clean this film has not sacrificed effect of

office standpoint, no matter how indifferent the filming and the technical treatment. It is a relief, however, in these
days of high-powered dramatic action, to
see the story unfold so easily and so
pleasantly. The scenario writer found it
necessary to make very few changes when
he adapted the plot to the screen, and
those changes are entirely inconsequential. He has, of course, provided opportunity for the introduction of certain
comic relief not to be found in the original, but Miss Pickford is so amusing in
these little fistic digressions that the license is not only pardonable but welcome.

content, proving thereby that it is possible to be both wholesome and- dramatically effective.
For those who are no longer children
and who have fine discrimination, there
will be the satisfaction of seeing a pleasant thing well done, in addition to the

It may be there is a lack of "punch" in
the failure of the screen version to explain just exactly how Dick, the adored
shoeblack, happened to be informed as to
the real circumstances concerning the
false claimant to the title, but those who
have read the book will understand the
situation and those not conversant with

delight of an hour spent in the fascinating land of simple romance — in the temporary forgetting of one's discontented
self in the very real experiences of imaginary others. The picturesque figure
of Little Lord Fauntleroy in velvet suit
and plumed hat, very much like some
youthful cavalier of the rollicking days
of the Stuarts, will long linger in the
memory.

the story will find little difficulty in supplying for themselves the missing facts.
The scenes as a whole are pleasing, particularly the landscapes, many of which
in their misty lights and shadows suggest the brush of a master. The sets
intended to visualize the stately castle
of Dorincourt are too ornate and too
spacious to be in the very best taste.
This tendency to provide the luxury and
palatial surroundings of the Caesars for
any member of the English aristocracy is
a somewhat amusing characteristic of the
American director, and the co-directors of
this film, consciously or unconsciously,
evidently saw no reason why they should
not run true to form. It is a matter for
comment that Miss Pickford has avoided
many close-ups and shares honors generously with her capable and well-cast
support.
LITTLE LORD FAUNTLEROY is a picture which any child may see happily
and safely.^ What suggestion there is of
entangled
matrimonial
adventure
con-
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of natural
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THE
e which
too often been
sciencfasci
unrevealed secrets to the city child
and which may have been but too indifferently observed by the child of the
yside,
are now being made familiar
countr
to all through the medium of the motion
picture. A study of THE WASP, recently
made by the Society for Visual Education, stands as an excellent example of
the type of pictures that, used in connection with classroom work, are helping to
make valuable knowledge of nature facts
a permanent part of the child's mental
equipment.
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Ordinarily one considers a wasp an
insignificant little insect — except, of
course, in the case of too intimate association, when one's respect for its peculiar
ability immediately increases, and rapidly.
This film, however, will convince you that
a wasp is worthy of closer acquaintance,
and will create a genuine admiration for
an insect so clever and so industrious in
building its home and caring for the
wants of its young.
The footage of the reel is occupied
chiefly with two kinds of wasps — the muddauber or solitary wasp, and the Polistes,
one of the social wasps. The former
builds alone among the dark rafters 01
our barns, in hen-house windows, under
eaves, and in other sheltered nooks. She
is a skillful mason, constructing her mud
bungalow compactly and neatly. To see
this indefatigable worker using mandibles, jaws and head in plastering and
smoothing the walls of her nest, and to
watch her provide for the nourishment of
her future progeny, then lay an egg in
each cell, and finally cap the entrance to
the tiny nursery, is a revelation of the
efficient thoroughness of nature even
when functioning through so low a form
of life.
The cruelty of the incessant struggle for
existence, where each form of life is
legitimate prey for some higher form, is
perhaps unconsciously brought out in the
feeding of the baby wasps. The food the
thoughtful
mother leaves for her chil-
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COMMUNITY NEST OE THE
POLISTES
WASP

SOCIAL

dren, each one sealed up in its separate
cell, consists of live spiders paralyzed by
her vicious little stinger. Thus the wasplet which by and by hatches from the egg
may feed daily upon fresh meat and
thrive — but alas for the spider!
The Polistes wasps furnish a shining
example of the co-operation that is possible in a well-regulated community life.
Apparently there are no factions or personal difficulties to distract them from
their work, which is of course the labor
involved in perpetuating themselves and
thus assuring the permanency of the
species. These extraordinary wasps chew
old wood into pulp to construct their pretentious abode, which contains tiers of
cells, in each one of which the queen wasp
deposits an egg. Since the comb is hanging upside down, each egg is glued to the
side of the cell. When the baby wasp, or
larva, hatches it attaches itself to the
cell by means of a glue-covered disc. The
wasplets are well trained, all facing the
center of the nest, thus simplifying mealtime routine. Faithful nurses making
regular rounds of the unsealed cells feed
the larvae upon chewed-up insects — proving thereby that community life exerts
an improving effect upon manners and
habits, for this method is certainly more
kind than that of the solitary wasp. All
of these interesting facts in the muddauber's life-story are clearly pictured in
the film.
The home of the Vespa wasps, which
3§
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build most elaborate nests, is also shown
in this picture. This wasp, however, is
not treated with as much detail as are
the two just discussed, possibly because
of the lack of footage.
A picture like this has a flavor of
romance, an illusion greatly aided by the
delightfully informal titles. It is one of
the most charming kinds of pictorial
story-telling, except that the subject of
the story happens to be the life-cycle of
an insect instead of the often dubious
adventures of a curly-haired hero. Any
child who, with the aid of such a film,
is taught to realize the complexity of the
lower forms of life will gain a new sense
of proportion in his outlook upon the
world. And the facts of this clearly
photographed and well arranged exposition will not be forgotten, but will serve
as a sound basis for further intellectual
activity.
Released by the Society for Visual
Education, Chicago.

A MAKER

OF

MEN

compl
is theso
le aint
for
films conof suitab
lackmuch
THERE cerning
church use that any attempt to produce the right kind of picture must necessarily meet with consideration and interest. Such an attempt is A MAKER
OF MEN, a six-reel picture recently produced by James Shield and released
through the Plymouth Film Corporation.
There is a vast variety of opinion regarding the type of material that should
be employed in making a picture for
church use. Some believe that Bible
stories only should furnish the dramatic
wherewithal, while others consider a
clean story with a warm human appeal
and an obvious moral to be most effective in reaching the indifferent church
members of today. Mr. Shield evidently
held the latter opinion, for A MAKER OF
MEN is a modern drama, differing in
treatment from the usual photoplay
chiefly in the fact that every
event is designed to emphasize the value and comfort of
righteous conduct.
The main theme is an exploitation ofthe opportunities
for doing good as offered by
the ministry. The keynote
struck by the initial quotation, "How beautiful upon the
mountain are the feet of him
that bringeth tidings," is consistently followed out in the
career of the hero. Inspired
by the memory of a spiritual
mother, he gives up home,
wealth and position to preach
the gospel in a barbarous
mountain community. This
action brings about an estrangement from his adoptive
family which ends only after
the lapse of many years and
in the midst of the most spectacular and remarkable coincidences.
There has been no effort

THE YOUNG MINISTER MAKES

HIS GREAT decision
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to keep the interest from flagging. Many
of the players, especially the character
actors, do splendid work although, unfortunately, the hero is a wee bit selfconscious and somewhat unconvincing.
The titling could be improved upon, for
at present it is too stiff and careful to
sound spontaneous and effective.
There is no doubt, however, that this
picture is a notable step in the direction
of providing the right films for church
use. There will be many who will detect
no flaws in it.
The picture is handled in Chicago by
New Era Films.

intent of the reels with dramatic plausibility and to make a picture that will be
convincing and realistic as well as didactic. There are times, however, when the
play smacks rather strongly of melodrama;
as, for instance, where the "mountain
flower" is rescued from those who had
villainous designs upon her innocence; or
where the child and the young mother,
each unrecognizing and unrecognized, are
both harbored under the ancestral roof.
Such extraordinary circumstances have a
tendency to stretch the elastic possibilities of realism rather too far.
Another logical method of treatment for
this theme suggests itself strongly to the
imagination. That part of the picture
which shows the young minister in the
mountains of Tennessee, while portraying
his advent with some humorous detail,
passes rapidly over the last part of his
sojourn there. It would have been highly
effective, so far as the lesson of the picture is concerned, to have amplified upon
the process of reforming the community
rather than have spent so much time upon
a rather complicated plot construction.
And just as many possibilities would have
been offered for unified dramatic treatment in developing this phase of the plot.
It is natural that people long accustomed to the flaunting, vivid, commercialized type of picture should feel a
certain heaviness about a picture of this
type. It frankly preaches, and people are
used to thinking of a picture as recreation. Moreover, the fact that the large
producing companies have been reluctant
to make pictures for what they consider
an unprofitable trade has brought into
this particular field of production many
who may be considered more or less inexperienced and has given an amateurish
flavor to the most earnest pictures. This
lack of the most expert professional
guidance, however, is more than compensated for in A MAKER OF MEN by
its dignified and serious purpose, which
would justify the success of a far poorer
film.

THE

SKY

PILOT

of Ralph Connor
novelsa vogue
the such
all had
OF that
some years
ago, THE SKY PILOT was probably most popular. Its spirited action,
quaint characterizations, humorous rendition of the picturesque western phraseology, and representation of the life and
color of the far ranges, all gave it flavor
and served as an antidote to what some
chose to consider a too apparent moral
tendency. And now at last this novel has
gone the way of all good books and has
lent itself to a cinematic interpretation.
When one recalls all that the story has
to offer which makes it specially suitable
for screen adaptation, one expects a fine
photodrama. The sad fact remains that
the film edition of THE SKY PILOT,
while interesting and most seeable, is not
distinctive. Many western pictures fabricated out of the whole imagination of the
studio scenario writer have been inexpressibly more dramatic and effective.
Just where the trouble lies is difficult
to say. Not with the settings, surely, for
the natural backgrounds are magnificent
mountains and plains; and since most of
the action occurs out-of-doors, they are
constantly with the optience. Nor can it
be said that the action fails to compel
attention. The hero, alone, travels through
enough violence and turmoil to keep the
average man busy his whole life long,
and his friends and his enemies, too, are
kept occupied either in annoying others

The photography of the picture is excellent and there is sufficient vivid action
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The
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of "The
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do more
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PILOT

-

ADMINISTERS

FIRST

or in being annoyed. There is galloping
and shooting and drinking and bravado
and heroism in abundance beneath the
shadows of the unheeding mountains.
The play resembles a machine without
propelling force; its several parts may
be excellent in construction, but as a
whole it is not effective. It is possible
that this lack of something that might
be called the soul of the play is due to
the fact that the director, in his natural
anxiety to make a spectacular success,
failed to capture the soul of the book.

they show the gradual humanizing effect that a gentle, sincere and Christian soul can
exert upon those around him.
True it is that the picture
shows the Sky Pilot performing his ministerial duties
under great
'".&. handicaps, but
that is made
an incidental
part of the narration when it
should be the dominant
theme. And just because this
has not been done, the picture is not a memorable one.
It lacks a motive. Nor does
John Bowers, who plays the
title role, begin to realize the
great possibilities of his part.
Moreover, in the usual conventional attempt to provide
the happy ending, the director
AID
has robbed the play of great
dramatic power and has
cruelly distorted the facts of the novel.
'How much more effective the ending of
the book, where the Sky Pilot leaves his
stricken friends to continue his gentle
ministrations in another world, than that
of the play, where he stands, healthy and
sound, ready to perform a marriage ceremony! His death was his final sacrifice
to the work of his life, and its omission
deprives the picture of force and vigor.
Released by First National.
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THE FILM FIELD
THE
number of "educational films" produced by the professional motionpicture companies is increasing, and the quality is steadily improving. We
shall list fifty to one hundred each month. Any exchange or producer listed
in this department will gladly send full information on his service in general
or on any particular film.
In general, films should he viewed by qualified judges before shown to
school children.
HOW TO USE THESE LISTS
Select titles which
Note the bracketed

interest you from the List of Films,
name

or names following

the title.

The names printed in Italics are Exchanges.
The names printed in Eoman are Producers.
For addresses consult lists in this issue.
Always

write to the Exchange when given — otherwise to the Producer FOR FULL INFORMATION, MENTIONING VlSUAL EDUCATION.

LIST OF FILMS
(In offering these selections, Visual Education in no way guarantees the value
or suitability of the films. This can be done only when we have personally viewed
the picture. The list represents merely the most careful choice possible to make
from data given out by the producing companies. Only the films reviewed by our
staff under the department "Films Viewed and Reviewed" should be considered as
having Visual Education's recommendation, qualified or unqualified, as the case
may be.)
All entries are 1 reel (1,000 ft.) in length unless otherwise specified.
TRAVELOGUES AND SCENICS
NICE AND CANNES (Burton Holmes)
_.TTX, OPENDOOR
^_^_,,T „„„.,-, _„ ,,~,,~~~~ ,r> „ n
(Famous Players-Lasky). Views of Nice,
THE
OF MOROCCO (Pathe). the Atlantic City of Southern France, comA beautiful Pathecolor travel-scenic showing pose the greater part of this one-reel travelin natural tints the bizarre and picturesque ogue. Along the coast of the Mediterranean
streets _ of Fez; its Fount of the Hanging fishing boats and natives are shown, and
Lamp m the market-place ; interior views of little farther on we are set down in the towna
the palace of the Prince of Morocco, a typical 0f Cannes
tourist's tent on the outskirts of the city, and
other scenes of interest to western eyes.
HIKING THE ALPS WITH THE SWISS
COMBATING
THE
ELEMENTS
(Kineto BOY
SCOUTS
(Kineto
Co. of America).
Co. of Amer.).
Charles Urban has collected Pictures
of Boy Scouts reviewed
by the
some vivid storm scenes: the Great Lakes as President of the Swiss Republic give some
they appear in the grip of the storm, and idea of the standing of the foreign organiChicago, helpless before the gale; a build- zations.
Then follows a reception by the
ing burning in zero weather with the water cross-bow
men of Thun ; the boys give a
freezing as it falls from the flames ; the demonstration
of this ancient weapon ; the
trans-Atlantic liners after a snowy crossing, scouts
go to Oberhofen ; Prince
Consort
and some realistic flood and cyclone scenes. Henry of the Netherlands, patron of the Boy
mxr-ci /~c-iiT"nvr-TT.oT-. t->t-.-i->ttt-,t t^. ^-n *
rr.
Scouts movement, visits the camp ; the scouts
THE CmNESE REPUBLIC
(Peters Text hike across a hri&ge near Brigue, built by
Films)
(National
Non-Theatrical
Motion Napoleon,
dip in the snow waters of Lake
Pictures).
A subject which is the center of simplon, and
visit among
other places the
unusual interest at the present time. Look- old medievai
Stockalper Mansion,
renowned
mg backward, Chinese civilization is shown f
it
architecture,
well developed before the Christian era. This
reel gives glimpses of the dense population, CAPTURING
LIONS
BY
AEROPLANE
life on the river boats, various primitive in- (Major
Allen's
Wild
Animal
Pictures.)
dustries, methods of transportation and prog- (Pathe).
The lion which had been killing
gress in the chief cities.
sheep had to be disposed of, and this was
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to elephants. A black panther glares at the
audience as from his natural habitat, revealing all the force and fierceness that lies
within him.
THE MOST USEFUL PLANT IN THE
WORLD (Ecluc. Films Corp.). (Community
Motion Picture Bureau.) The story of the
maguey or century plant of Mexico, and
how it is made to furnish food, drink, house,
needle and thread, rope, harness material
and fuel.
THE FLY PEST (Beseler Educational Film
Co.). This filming of the metamorphosis of
the house-fly shows it to be an interesting
individual, if an annoying one. Flies lay
their eggs in garbage and in a few hours the
eggs hatch into maggots. The full-grown
maggots enter earth to become pupae, the
wingless fly emerges from the earth, and on
the eleventh day the fly is shown full-grown,
taking
from are
a needle
The fly's
tongue syrup
and foot
shownpoint.
in interesting
camera studies.
BATTLE OF JUTLAND (Educ. Films
Corp.) This three-reel picture is the result
of exhaustive investigation and study by
experts, and is believed to be as accurate
and realistic a record of one of the most important naval engagements of the World War
as it is possible to make. A model of every
vessel which took part is shown in its relation to the action of the whole.

done in an exceptionally thrilling and novel
way. A chain noose was fastened to the
axle under the wheels, and when the plane
descended the lion was caught and the chains
released from the plane. Anchors secured to
the end of the chains prevented the animal
from getting away. Best of all, the photographer and explorer were in no danger from
the wild beast.
HISTORY,

BIOLOGY AND THE NATURAL
SCIENCES
THE HOME AQUARIUM (Educ. Films
Corp.). The opening scenes show how to
build and
"balance"
an usual
aquarium
in fish,
the
home.
In addition
to the
types of
other strange varieties are shown, as the
"climbing perch" that walks on the land,
and the "butterfly" fish that knows how to
fly.
EYE-SIGHT, THE MASTER SENSE
{Charles F. Herm, Inc.). Two reels on optical principles in vision and optical defects
of the eye. This is a scientific film covering
the sense of vision in the brain : message
given to the optic nerve ; light causing
changes in retina ; optic nerve conveying
sensation of light to brain ; retina compared
to film or plate of camera ; refractive structure in front of retina ; inverted image ;
demonstrations with parallel rays of light
from a star ; iris contracting and pupil enlarging ; visual angle and relative size of
images.
A DAY IN THE WILDS (Pathe). Children under twelve will thoroughly enjoy the
adventure of Bill and Bob in the woods,
where they meet with Mr. Woodpecker and
Grandfather Porcupine. They go fishing with
home-made fishing tackle and catch some
trout, which they cook for supper.
THE MOSQUITO (Society for Visual Education, Inc.). This reel rounds out one's
intimate acquaintance with the aggressive
mosquito. It shows the ponds and puddles
where one to two hundred eggs are laid at
a time ; the hatching under water ; the
breathing tube, abdomen and thorax under a
microscope
; the and
larvae
"wrigglers"
ing on animal
plantor life,
rising tofeedthe
surface for air and moulting three times ; the
pupae
resting and
at the
of the
water ;orthe"tumblers"
skin splitting,
the top
mosquito
emerging and drying its wings. The most
successful method of fighting the mosquito
pest is also shown, that of pouring oil on
the surface of the water, making it impossible for the wriggler to project its breathing tube through the film.
THE PANAMA CANAL AND ITS HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (Society for Visual Education. Inc.). From the time of
Columbus explorers were seeking a short
cut from Europe to India, but it was 400
years before a waterway was cut through.
This reel traces briefly the dreams of those
years, and then gives in detail the results
of the big engineering feat of Goethals, and
calls attention to other leaders whose names
are inseparably connected with the Canal —
Roosevelt and Gorgas. There are views —
many of them aerial panoramas — of the
jungle through which the Canal was built ;
the famous Culebra cut ; scenes along the
Panama Railway ; Gatun, Panama City,
3olon ; the locks in operation ; the Gatun spillway ; the great dry dock, warships passing
through the Canal, and many other interesting scenes.
OUT OF THE JUNGLE BOOK (Austin
Film Library, Inc.). T. K. Peters has succeeded in securing some of the best shots
ever taken of the beasts of the forest. A
wide range of animals is included, from apes

IN

CONNECTION
WITH
THE
CLASSICS
SENTIMENTAL TOMMY (John S. Robertson) (Famous Players-LasTcy) . Sir James
M. Barrie's popular story has been dramatized in five reels. Gareth Hughes, May McAvoy and Mable Taliaferro are featured. It
might be well to cut out the scene of the girl
sticking out her tongue and the subtitle, "You
little devil!" in the first part; also the
subtitle
containing
the words "damned lie"
in
the last
part.
THE FROGS
THAT WANTED
'This
A KING
(Fables
Pictures,
(Pathe). and
animated
cartoon is Inc.)
an amusing
clever
satire on the blue laws. It deals with Puritanical, over-zealous reformers in a thoroughly up-to-date manner.
DOMBEY AND SON (Henry Bollman). As
a study of a literary masterpiece or as a
screen sermon, these six reels will prove
valuable. Poor Dombey and his little son,
old "Cap'n"
sweet Florence
Cuttle
and the Dombey,
rest are Walter,
all here.
Justice,
which life metes out to the selfish and the
unselfish, is here pictured in a way that
impresses the story on the memory.
THE GREAT STONE FACE (International
Church
Filmthe Corp.)
Hawthorne's
has
been made
basis for
a one-reel tale
religious
drama, bringing out the lesson that those
who live near to the Master in their thought
will grow like Him.
THE SIXTY-FIFTH PSALM FROM THE
BIBLE (Henry Bollman). For almost any
non-theatrical audience this one-reel scenic
will be appropriate, although it is specially
suitable for churches. It is mainly composed of appropriate scenic, pastoral material,
and is entirely non-sectarian.
QUO VADIS (George Kleine). This is a
six act The
dramatization
of Sienkiewicz'
great
novel.
cast, Italian
to the last extra,
is very satisfactory, with no stellar performers. The theme of the story is the persecution of the early Christians. The burning
of Rome is effectively shown on the screen,
and scenes in Nero's garden are surprisingly
realistic.
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SUGGESTED FOR CHRISTMAS
USE
'TWAS THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS (Beseler Educ. Film Co.) The very little
children will find this picture, based on the
famous verses, first-class entertainment.
THE CHRISTMAS CAROL (Famous Players-Lasky tree
Corp.).
In connection
Christmas
entertainment
in the with
churcha
this one-reel picture will be found very desirable. It will fit in admirably as a prelude
to the distribution of gifts.
A CHRISTMAS CAROL (Beseler Educ.
Film
Co.) story,
Two reels,
Dickens'
Christmas
one ofdramatizingthe most beautiful
and inspiring Christmas tales ever written.
As every reader knows, it concerns one
Scrooge,regeneration
"a clutching,
old sinner,"
whose
was covetous
brought about
by the
ghosts of Christmas, Past, Present and Future. Tiny Tim, the crippled child of
Scrooge's brow-beaten clerk, is one of Dickens' best-loved creations. The scenes are
filled with humor, pathos and realism. The
story, written in 1843, has been read and
re-read by children and their elders with
equal delight ever since its publication.
HEROD AND THE NEW-BORN KING
(Beseler Educ. Film Co.) Sunday-school
children will learn from this one-reel Biblical
picture the reason for all the Christmas
festivities. The story of Herod and the Three
Wise Men is presented in a manner well
adapted to children.
IDA'S CHRISTMAS (Beseler Educ. Film
Co.). A one-reel story about a poor little
girl who was made happy through honesty
and unselfishness. A good picture to arouse
in the children the spirit of giving as well
as receiving during the Christmas holidays.
THE ALCHEMY OF WINTER (Famous
Players-Lasky Corp.) This Post-Nature
scenic is well adapted to a Christmas program.
THE LITTLE
WHO (Beseler
DIDN'T Educ.
BELIEVE IN SANTAGIRL
CLAUS
Film Co.). Here is a one-reel story for the
Christmas holidays which even the grown-ups
will enjoy.
FROM THE MANGER TO THE CROSS
(Yitagraph) . This is a five-reel feature based
upon outstanding incidents in the life of the
Master. The first two reels are an excellent
picturization of the Christmas story.
THE PASSION PLAY (Pathe). The life of
Christ, dramatized in five reels. An excellent
picture for Christmas evening service in
churches.
DOC YAK AND SANTA CLAUS (Beseler
Educ. Film Co.). This is a one-reel cartoon
to help the Christmas fun along.
THE SPIRIT OF CHRISTMAS (Henry
Bollman). One reel. This story tells how
the spirit of Christmas entered the life of
a weary little shop girl. It is full of the
atmosphere
of Yuletide and conveys a significant lesson.
INDUSTRIALS

FILM

FIELD

ping; (b) exploration and stripping; (c)
underground mining, and (d) logging operations.
MODERN MIRACLES (Harry Levey Service Corp.) (National Non-Theatrical Motion
Pictures, Inc.). Two reels. "A Modern Aladseries with
electricity furnishing the
basic din"
theme.
An animated
picture is shown
to visualize the action of the electric fluid.
Scenes in the Westinghouse plant and in the
largest cafeteria in the world, together with
elevated trains, subway systems and various
electrical apparatus give some idea of the
power of electricity. (It might be well to
cut scene showing beating of slave.)
WHAT COULD BE SWEETER? (Harry
Levey Service Corp.) (National Non-Theatrical Motion Pictures, Inc.) The optience
can almost smell the steamed raisin pudding
and molasses cookies which have just come
out of the oven in Mrs. Allen's School of
Good Cooking. In this one-reel picture are
also included scenes showing the cultivation
of sugar-cane and the whole process of
sugar-making.
NEWS
WEEKLIES
AND
REVIEWS
PATHE NEWS No. 83 (Pathe). The
camera tells some of the truth regarding the
Russian famine : the whole story seems difficult to obtain. Graphic flashes of abandoned,
cropless farms, crowds of panic-stricken
peasant families with their household goods
hurrying to the Volga, refugees near the
river towns awaiting relief, and scenes covering 3,300 miles of Bolshevik Russia, are
visualized.
PATHE REVIEW No. 87 (Pathe). Ovations to Marshall Foche on his arrival in the
United States; his meeting with Pershing;
progress through crowded streets ; Mayor
Hylan's
presentation
of freedom
the cityIn;
enthusiastic
receptions
in other ofcities.
London, a week earlier, Pershing is shown
decorating the grave of an unknown soldier.
There are also glimpses of special events in
which the King and Queen of Italy and the
ex-Emperor Charles of Austria figured.
URBAN'S "MOVIE CHATS" No. 48
(Kineto). The Paris of today is pictured —
the ordinary street scenes, market-places and
general bartering public. Following these
typical scenes are the oriental mosques and
ancient sections of the city of Cairo. From
water carriers and cafe scenes, glimpses of
Prospect Park, Brooklyn, N. Y., are seen.
KINETO REVIEW No. 81. The American
battleship
"Pittsburg"
steams
intoopening
the harbor of Barcelona,
Spain,
in the
of
this single-reel scenic. Views and native customs are shown, which include the native
milkman delivering his product on the hoof,
fresh and unadulterated. An old cathedral
gives one of the finest examples of Spanish
Gothic architecture, and a view of Mount
Serrat closes the picture.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS No. 21 (Universal). One reel in which President Harding assembles his Cabinet ; Colonel Theodore
Roosevelt is sworn in as assistant secretary
of
the good
Navy swimmers
; Panama's
are City
shownis
to be
; in children
New York
Uncle Sam's best Scout girl ; Indian women
in Oldtown, Maine, battle for the votes ;
Brooklyn, N. Y., oil tanks explode ; Allied
armies seize German towns.
PATHE NEWS SPECIAL (Pathe). The
inspiring tribute of America to its dead
heroes on Armistice Day i recorded on the
film. The solemnity of the great occasion
is impressed upon all observers, among the
important happenings of November 11 being
the parade
in the
capital's
streets, and
mer President
Wilson
is featured
for forthe
first time since he attended the inauguration
of President Harding.

DATES, AMERICA'S NEW FRUIT CROP
(U. S. Dept. of Agric, Bureau of Plant Industry). This newest of our American industries is depicted in a one-reel film. In
the hottest and dryest irrigated valleys of
the Southwest are the date gardens. Details of cultivation, and the method of dealing
with two different scale insect pests which
have been found on imported offshoots, are
shown. The fact that American dates are
handled in a cleaner manner than any others,
is well brought out in the picture.
IRON MINING OPERATIONS ( U. S. Bureau of Mines). For those interested in
more than a few superficial facts about mining, here are four reels showing
(a) strip41
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Reference List of Producers
George Kleine,
116 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago.

Beseler Educational Film Co.,
71 W. 23rd St., New York, N. Y.
Henry Bollman, Library Film Service,
67 W. 44th St., New York, N. Y.
Chas. F. Herm, Inc.,
220 W. 42nd St., New York, N. Y.
International Church Film Corp.,
71 W. 23rd St., New York, N. Y.
Kineto Co. of America,
71 W. 23rd St., New York, N. Y.

National
Inc. Non-Theatrical Motion Pictures,
232 W. 38th St., New York, N. Y.
Society for Visual Education, Inc.,
806 W. Washington Blvd., Chicago.
United States Bureau of Mines,
Washington, D. C.

Reference List of Commercial Film Exchanges
(Address all inquiries to the nearest exchange)
Knoxville, Tenn.
Univ. of Tennessee. .. .Charles E. Ferris
Lawrence,
Kan.
University of Kansas. .Harold C. Ingham
Lexington. Ky.
Univ. ot Kentucky; . . .Wellington Patrick
Lincoln, Neb.
University of Nebraska
G. E. Condra
Madis' n, Wis.
Univ trsity of Wisconsin. .Wm. H. Dudley
Minneapolis. Minn.
Univ. of Minnesota. .. .Richard R. Price
Missoula, Mont.
State University
E. O. Sisson
Morgan. >wn, W. Va.
West Virginia University
L. B. Hill
Natchitoches, La.
State Normal School
L. J. Alleman
New Brunswick, N. J.
Rutgers College
W. M. Demarest
Normal, 111.
111. State Normal Univ... David Felmley
Norman, Okla.
University of Oklahoma. . .J. W. Scroggs
Philadelphia, Pa.
Commercial Museum.... C. R. Toothaker
Pittsburgh, Pa.
University of Pittsburgh
J. H. Kelly
Providence, R. I.
Brown University
Walter Jacobs
Pullman, Wash.
State College of Wash
F. F. Nalder
Raleigh. N. C.
Community Service
W. C. Crosby
Reno, Nev.
Univ. of Nevada. .. .Charles A. Norcross
Salt Lake City, Utah.
University of Utah
F. W. Reynolds
Tucson, Ariz.
University of Arizona
A. O. Neal
University, Ala.
University of Alabama. . . Jas. A. Thomas
University,
N. D.
University of North Dakota.. A. H. Yoder
Vermillion,
S. D.
Univ. of South Dakota
J. C. Tjaden
EDUCATIONAL
FILMS
CORPORATION
Atlanta, Ga
61 Walton St.
Boston, Mass
10 Piedmont St.

BUREAU
OP EDUCATION
DEPARTMENT OP THE INTERIOR
Qualified State Distributing Centers
Agricultural College, Miss.
Mississippi
Agricultural
and
Mechanical College
Claud M. Tingle
Agricultural College, N. D.
North Dakota Agri. College. A. P. Hollis
Ames, la.
Iowa State College. ...... .Charles Roach
Ann Arbor, Mich.
University of Michigan.. W. D. Henderson
Athens, Ga.
University of Georgia
Roger M. Hill
Austin, Tex.
Wm. R. Duffey
University of Texas.
Berkeley, Calif.
Univ. of California. .Leon J. Richardson
Bloomington, Ind.
Indiana University
Hugh Norman
Boston, Mass.
State Dept. of Pub. Instr. James A. Moyer
Boulder, Col.
University of Colorado. . .H. R. Spangler
Buffalo. N. T.
Society of Nat. Science.. C. E. Cummings
Burlington, Vt.
University of Vermont
Guy G. Bailey
Charlottesville, Va.
University of Virginia.. Charles G. Maphis
Cleveland, O.
Normal Training School. .W. M. Gregory
College Park, Md.
State College of Agr
C. S. Richardson
Columbia, Mo.
University of Missouri. .. .J. V. Ankeney
Columbia, S. C.
Univ. of South Carolina
Reed Smith
Eugene, Ore.
University of Oregon. . . .John C. Almack
Fayetteville, Arkansas
University of Arkansas. . . . A. M. Harding
Gainesville, Fla.
University of Florida
B. C. Riley
Iowa City, la.
University of Iowa
O. E. Klingaman
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Buffalo, N. T
327 Main St.
Chicago, 111
220 S. State St.
Cincinnati, O. . .N. W. Cor. 7th & Main Sts.
Cleveland,
Ohio
501 Standard Theatre, Prospect St.
Dallas, Texas
2003 ^ Main St.
Denver, Colo
1435 Champa St.
Des Moines, Iowa
100 Locust St.
Detroit, Mich
63 E. Elizabeth St.
Indianapolis, Ind
9 West Market St.
Kansas City, Mo. .5th Floor Film Ex. Bldg.
Los Angeles, Calif
732 S. Olive St.
Louisville, Ky
National Theatre Bldg.
Minneapolis, Minn
407 Loeb Arcade
Milwaukee, Wis
501 Toy Bldg.
New Haven, Conn
128 Meadow St.
New Orleans, La
330 Camp St.
New York City
729 Seventh Av.
Omaha, Neb
1312% Farnum St.
Philadelphia, Pa
1309 Vine St.
Pittsburgh. Pa
119 Ninth St
St. Louis, Mo
617 N. Grand Av.
San Francisco, Calif.. 168 Golden Gate Av.
Seattle, Wash
2014 Third Av.
Washington. D. C
916 G St. N. W.
FAMOUS

PLAYERS-LASKY

Albany, N. Y
Atlanta, Ga
Boston, Mass
Buffalo. N. Y
Charlotte. N. C
Chicago. Ill
Cincinnati, Ohio
Cleveland,
Ohio
Dallas. Texas
Denver. Colo
Des Moines. Iowa
Detroit. Mich
Kansas City, Mo
Los Angeles, Calif
Minneapolis,
Minn
New Haven. Conn
New Orleans. La
New York City
Oklahoma City. Okla
Omaha.
Neb
Philadelphia. Pa
Pittsburgh. Pa
Portland.
Me
Portland. Ore
Salt Lake City, Utah..
San Francisco, Calif
Seattle. Wash
St. Louis, Mo
Washington, D. C
PATHE

33 Orangre St.
51 Luckie St.
8 Shawmut St
145 Franklin St.
28 W. 4th St.
.845 S. Wabash Av.
107 W. 3d St.
811 Prospect Av.
1902 Commerce St.
1747 Welton St
415 W. 8th St.
63 E. Elizabeth St.
2024 Broadway Av.
112 W. 9th St.
608 First Av. N.
132 Meadow St.
814 Perdido St.
729 7th Av.
128 W. 3d St.
208 S. 13th St.
1219 ^ine St.
1018 Forbes St.
85 Market St.
14 N. 9th St.
133 E. 2d South St.
821 Market St.
2017-19 3d St.
3929 Olive St.
421 10th St. N. W.

FILM

FIELD

EXCHANGES

Albany, N. Y.
657 Broadway
Atlanta, Ga. Consolidated Film & Supply Co.
Ill Walton St.
Baltimore, Md.
420 E. Lexington St.
Boston, Mass.
Feature Film Co.
60 Church St. American
Buffalo, N. Y.
257 Franklin St.
Butte, Mont.
23 S. Montana St.
Charleston, W. Va
707 Dryden St.
Charlotte, N. C.
307 W. Trade St.
Chicago, 111.
831 S. Wabash Ave.
Cincinnati, Ohio. Broadway and Pioneer Sts.
Cleveland, Ohio.
21st St. and Payne Ave.
Dallas, Texas.
Consol. Film & Supply Co.
1900 Commerce St.
Denver, Colo.
1422 Welton St
Des Moines, Iowa.
918 Locust St
Detroit, Mich.
63 E. Elizabeth St.
110 E. Franklin St
El Paso, Texas.
Consol. Film & Supply Co.
Ft. Smith, Ark.
709 Rogers Ave.
Indianapolis, Ind.
113 W. Georgia St
Jacksonville, Fla. Consol. Film & Supply Co.
1015% W. Bay St.
Kansas City, Mo.
Main and 17th Sts.
Los Angeles, Cal.
822 S. Olive St
Memphis, Tenn.
Consol. Film & Supply Co.
226 Union Ave.
174 Second St
Milwaukee, Wis.
21-25 Third St.
Minneapolis, Minn.
New Haven, Conn.
Big U Film Exchange.
126 Meadow St
New Orleans, La. Consol. Film & Supply Co.
914 Gravier St.
New York, N. Y.
Big U Film Exchange.
1600 Broadway.
Oklahoma City, Okla.
312 W. California St
Omaha, Neb.
1304 Farnum St.
Philadelphia, Pa. Interstate Films, Inc.
1304 Vine St
Pittsburgh, Pa.
1018 Forbes St
Portland, Me.
American Feature Film Co.
85 Market St
405 Davis St,
Portland, Ore.
2116 Locust St
St. Louis, Mo.
Salt Lake City, Utah.
56 Exchange T\
221 Gold.:. ILL ^.va.
San Francisco, Cal.
215 Virginia St
Seattle, Wash.
Colonial Theatre, Bldg.
Sioux Falls, S. D.
10 South Barnard St
Spokane, Wash.
Film Exchange.
Washington,
D. C. Wash.
307 9th St, N. W.
VITAGRAPH

Albany, N. Y
48 Howard St
Atlanta, Ga
Ill Walton St.
Boston, Mass
131 Arlington St.
Buffalo, N. Y
86 Exchange St
Chicago. Ill
207 S. Wabash Av.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Cincinnati, Ohio.... Cor. 7th and Main Sts.
Cleveland, Ohio
2077 E. 4th St
Minneapolis, Minn.
Dallas, Texas
1900 Commerce St.
Newark, N. J.
Denver, Col
734 Welton St.
New Orleans, La.
Detroit, Mich
63 E. Elizabeth
St.
Kansas City, Mo
17th and Main Sts.
New York City
Los Angeles, Cal
643 S. Olive St.
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Minneapolis, Minn
608 1st Av. N.
Omaha, Neb.
New Orleans, La
420 Camp St.
Philadelphia,
Pa.
New York City
1600 Broadway
Omaha. Neb
1111 Farnum St
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Philadelphia, Pa
1227 Vine St.
St. Louis, Mo.
Pittsburgh, Pa
117 4th Av.
Salt Lake City, Utah
St. Louis, Mo
3310 Lindell Blvd.
Salt
Lake
City,
Utah..
62
Exchange
Place
San Francisco, Calif.
San Francisco, Cal
985 Market St
Seattle, Wash.
Seattle, Wash
115 Olive St.
43 Washington, D. C
Washington, D. C.
712 11th St. N. W.

EXCHANGE,

Albany, N. Y.
Atlanta, Ga.
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Charlotte, N. C.
Chicago, 111.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Cleveland, Ohio
Dallas, Texas
Denver,
Colo.
Des Moines, Iowa
Detroit, Mich.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Kansas City, Mo.

CORP.

UNIVERSAL

FILM

INC.

VISUAL

EDUCATION

C. M. MCDANIEL,
THURSTON'S

MGR.,
TEACHERS'

AGENCY,

—
ys: teachers
SaWHY
BECAUSE

should register in this agency :
there are

NO REGISTRATION FEES
NO ANNUAL DUES
BECAUSE this is the Agency that personally recommends.
BECAUSE there are hundreds of vacancies to fill and
a scarcity of teachers.
BECAUSE it is a recognized medium of school officials
for engaging their faculties.
BECAUSE it will present to you opportunities for
securing better salary, advancement and development.
BECAUSE

hundreds of teachers have used the Thurston

Teachers' Agency and have gained promotion.
BECAUSE it has satisfied school officials and teachers,
it will satisfy you.
BECAUSE it appeals to teachers who are graduates
and post-graduates, experienced and inexperienced.
We have places for all.
When you are in Chicago and need some help about
ANY PLACE YOU WANT TO GO
ANY THING YOU WANT TO DO
ANY THING YOU WANT TO KNOW
use our SERVICE
REGISTRANTS.

BUREAU— FREE

TO ALL OUR

Send for a registration blank NOW; also our free booklet: "HOW TO APPLY."

THURSTON
Twenty-five

224 South

TEACHERS'
Years

Michigan
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AGENCY

of Efficient Service

Avenue, Chicago

Cfje ^>ottetj> for tissual €bucatton, 3nc.
806 West Washington Boulevard
Chicago, Illinois

®iiittv#
gbecretarp

"grestbent

F. R. Moulton,
University of Chicago.

Rollin D. Salisbury,
University of Chicago.

(General iflanager

\Tice=^resibent

Carl H. Mote,

H. L. Clarke,
Utilities Development Corporation.

806 W. Washington Blvd.

jBtetn fflzmbzv& of tfje gbfcnstorp poarb
(Supplementing previously published list)
David B. Corson,
Florence E. Bamberger.
J. Stanley Brown,
Superintendent of Schools,
President of Northern
Johns Hopkins University,
Xewark, N. J.
Illinois State Normal
Baltimore, Md.
School,
Harry M. Barrett,
J. H. Coursault,
DeKalb, 111.
College of Education,
Dean of College of Education, University of
University of Colorado,
Chester A. Buckner,
Missouri,
Boulder, Colo.
School of Education, UniColumbia, Mo.
versity ofPittsburgh,
H. L. Belisle,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Superintendent of Schools,
John A. Cousens,
College,of Tufts
Fall River, Mass.
President
Ernest Burnham,
L. P. Benezet,
Western State Normal
School,
Tufts College, Mass.
Superintendent of Schools,
Evansville, Ind.
Kalamazoo, Mich.
Harry S. Cox,
Guy Potter Benton,
Superintendent of Schools,
I. B. Bush,
Covington, Ky.
President
of University
Superintendent of Schools,
of the Philippines,
Erie, Pa.
J.
G.
Crabbe,
Manila, P. I.
College,State Teachers
Colorado
M.
A.
Cassidy,
W. J. Bickett,
Superintendent of Schools,
Superintendent of Schools,
Greeley, Colo.
Lexington, Ky.
Trenton, N. J.
E. A. Cross,
Arthur H. Chamberlain.
George H. Black,
Dean, Colorado State
President of Washington
California
Council of
Teachers College,
Education,
State Normal School,
Greeley, Colo.
San Francisco. Calif.
Ellensburg,
Wash.
Will Grant Chambers.
H. E. Blackmar,
Jackson Davis,
General Field Agent,
Superintendent of Schools,
Dean,burgh,
University of PittsRichmond, Va.
Ottumwa, Iowa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Frederick E. Bolton,
Jesse B. Davis,
M. D. Chittenden.
Dean, University of WashSupervisor
of Secondary
Education,
ington,
Superintendent of Schools,
Seattle, Wash.
Burlington, Vt.
Hartford, Conn.
K. C. Davis,
Philander P. Claxton.
C. B. Boyer,
Superintendent of Schools,
University of Alabama,
Geo. Teachers,
Peabody College for
Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Atlantic City, X. J.
Nashville, Tenn.
U. S. Conn,
H. A. Brown,
State Normal School and
President of State Normal
John A. DeCamp,
Teachers
College,
School,
Superintendent of Schools,
Oshkosh, Wis.
Utica, X. Y.
Wayne, Nebr.
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H. W. Dodd,
Superintendent of Schools,
Allentown, Pa.
Harl R. Douglass,
Director, University High
School, University of
Oregon,
Eugene, Ore.
F. E. Dowries,
Superintendent of Schools,
Harrisburg, Pa.
Howard R. Driggs,
Professor of Education,
University of Utah,
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Arvie Eldred,
Superintendent of Schools,
Troy, N. Y.
F. E. Emmons,
Superintendent of Schools,
Elizabeth, N. J.
J. I. Faust,
President of North
Carolina
College
Women,
Greensboro, N. C.

for

C. S. Foos,
Superintendent of Schools,
Reading, Pa.
C. E. Githens,
Superintendent of Schools,
Wheeling, W. Va.
Edward C. Glass,
Superintendent of Schools,
Lynchburg, Va.
W. A. Greeson,
Superintendent of Schools,
Grand Rapids, Mich.
James E. Gregg,
"
Principal of Hampton
Normal and Agricultural Institute,
Hampton, Va.
B. J. Grimes,
Superintendent of Schools,
Hagerstown, Md.
Alfred L. Hallquist,
University of Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Irving H. Hart,
Director of Extension,
Iowa State Teachers
College,
Cedar Falls, Iowa.

EDUCATION
Paul Klapper,

W. R. Hart,
Massachusetts
Agricultural College,
Amherst, Mass.
Albert H. Hill,
Superintendent of Schools,
Richmond, Va.
L. B. Hfll;
West Virginia University,
Morgantown, W. Va.
L. N. Hines,
President of Indiana State
Normal Schools,
Terre Haute, Ind.
Henry W. Holmes,
Professor of Education,
Harvard
University,
Cambridge,
Mass.
P. M. Hughes,
Superintendent of Schools,
Syracuse, N. Y.
Asher J. Jacoby,
Superintendent of Schools,
Elmira, N. Y.
J. R. Jewell,
Dean of College of Education, University of
Arkansas,
Fayetteville, Ark.
Franklin W. Johnson,
Teachers College,
Co lu m bia Un iv e rsity,
New York, N. Y.
C. Edward Jones,
Superintendent of Schools,
Albany, N. Y.
Elmer E. Jones,
Director of School of
Education, Northwestern University,
Evanston, 111.
Allen P. Keith,
Superintendent of Schools,
New Bedford, Mass.
W. W. Kemp,
State Normal School,
San Jose, Calif.
Raymond A. Kent,
Superintendent of Schooh,
Duluth, Minn.
E. A. Kirkpatrick,
Professor of Education,
State Normal School,
Fitchburg, Mass.
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College of the City of
New York,
New York, N. Y.
C. W. Kline,
Superintendent of Schooh
Waterloo, Iowa.
George S. Laidley,
Superintendent of Schools,
Charleston, W. Va.
Uel W. Lamkin,
Northzvest Missouri State
Teachers College,
Maryville, Mo.
S. H. Layton,
Superintendent of Schools,
Altoona, Pa.
M. C. Lefler,
Superintendent of Schools,
Lincoln, Nebr.
John L. Manahan,
Curry

Memorial Department of Education,

University
of
ginia,
University, Va.

V ir -

George E. Martin,
President of State
Normal School,
Kearney, Nebr.
A. J. Matthews,
President of Tempe
Normal
Arizona, School of
Tempe, Ariz.
L. W. Mayberry,
Superintendent of Schools,
Wichita, Kans.
William A. McCall,
Teachers
College,
Columbia University,
New York, N. Y.
F. Dean McClusky,
Instructor
in Education,
University of Illinois,
Urbana, 111.
B. E. McCormick,
Superintendent of Schools,
LaCrosse, Wis.
Robert A. F. McDonald,
Professor of Education,
Bates College,
Lewiston, Maine.
Charles McKenny,
College,
Michigan State Normal
Ypsilanti, Mich.
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D. E. McQuilkin,
Superintendent of Schools,
Roanoke, Va.

Frank L. Smart,
Superintendent of Schools,
Davenport, Iowa.

Cyrus D. Mead,
Associate Professor of
Elementary Education, University of
California,
Berkeley, Calif.
William F. Miner,
Superintendent of Schools,
Warwick, R. I.
True C. Morrill,
Superintendent of Schools,
Bangor,
Maine.
H. C. Morrison,
Professor of Education,
University of Chicago,
Chicago, 111.
W. A. Mowry,
Superintendent of Schools,
Woonsocket, R. I.

Ernest A. Smith,
Superintendent of Schools,
Evanston, 111.

E. George Payne,
Harris Teachers
St. Louis, Mo.
M. E. Pearson,

College,

Superintendent of Schools,
Kansas City, Kans.
W. R. Peck,
Superintendent of Schools,
Mass.
Holyoke,
D. W. Potts,
Superintendent of Schools,
East St. Louis, 111.
J. J. Savitz,
Principal of New Jersey
State Normal School,
Trenton, N. J.
F. Lester Scott,
Secretary and National
Executive, Camp Fire
Girls,
New York, N. Y.
J. W. Searson,
State University,
Lincoln, Nebr.
J. W. Sexton,
Superintendent of Schools,
Lansing, Mich.
B. M. Sheridan,
Superintendent of Schools,
Lawrence, Mass.
S. J. Slawson,
Superintendent of Schools,
Bridgeport,
Conn.

P. H. Smith,
Superintendent of Schools,
Bayonne, N. J.
David Snedden,
Teachers College,
Columbia University,
New York, N. Y.
Henry Snyder,
Superintendent of Schools,
F. E. Spaulding,
Department of Education,
Yale University
Graduate School,
New Haven, Conn.
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John J. Tigert,
United States Commissioner of Education,
Washington, D. C.
James M. Tilley,
Superintendent of Schools,
Terre Haute, Ind.
F. M. Trumbull,
Director
of Visual
Education,
Rockford,

111.

Harlan Updegraff,
vania, of PennsylUniversity
Philadelphia,

Pa.

D. B. Waldo,
Western
School,State Normal
Kalamazoo,

Mich.

S. E. Weber,

Joseph S. Stewart,
Professor of Education,
University of Georgia,
Athens, Ga.

Superintendent of Schools,
Scranton, Pa.
E. R. Whitney,

H. J. Stockton,
Superintendent of Schools,
Johnstown, Pa.
A. T. Stout,

A. E. Winship,

Superintendent of Schools,
Topeka, Kans.
A. M. Stowe,
President of University
of Toledo,
Toledo, Ohio.
J. W. Studebaker,
Superintendent of Schools,
Des Moines, Iowa.
W. S. Sutton,
Professor of Education,
University of Texas,
Dallas, Texas.
H. F. Taylor,
Superintendent of Schools,
Manchester, N. H.
J. W. Thalman,
Superintendent of Schools,
St. Joseph, Mo.
W. W. Thomas,
Superintendent of Schools,
Springfield, Mo.
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Superintendent of Schools,
Schenectady, N. Y.
Editor, Journal of
Education,
Boston, Mass.
Edgar Wood,
Principal
School,of Normal
Honolulu, T. H.
Thomas

D. Wood,

Professor of
Teachers
Columbia
New York,

Education,
College,
University,
N. Y.

H. B. Work,
Superintendent of Schools,
Lancaster, Pa.
C. L. Wright,
Superintendent of Schools,
Huntington, W. Va.
A.

Duncan Yocum,
Professor of Education,
University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, Pa.
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industrial Film Division
The Society For OFVisual Education
Specializing in tne production

of hign-class films for

Sales Promotion
Advertising
Industrial Welfare

and

Interorgamzation

purposes

SPEAKING a universal language with,
a power and sincerity that cannot be
denied, MOVING PICTURES, whether
employed by the salesman with a portable
projector, or by the dealer in his local
theatres, have become a necessary adjunct to the modern successful Sales and
Advertising organization.
Will you permit us to offer suggestions
as to how moving pictures can be best
adapted to your proposition?
We are prepared to offer a guaranteed
non-theatrical national circulation for industrial films of our own production.
We will make surveys and submit estimates without charge or obligation.
ADDRESS

SOCIETY

INQUIRIES

TO

FOR VISUAL EDUCATION
Industrial Film Division

806 West Washington Boulevard
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SCHOOLFILMS
The following courses in American History, Geography, Civics,
Nature Study, Physics, Mathematics and Health and Sanitation are
now being distributed, and additional reels are being perfected as
rapidly as a strict adherence to the Society's standards permits.
Each title is a single reel unless otherwise indicated.
All films are printed on non-inflammable stock, standard width.
Foundation

and Settlement
United States

of

Physical

the

French Explorations in North America
English Settlements in North America
Struggle of French and English for North
America
Breaking Through the Appalachians
War of the American Revolution
Settling the Ohio Valley
The Louisiana Purchase and the Lewis
and Clark Expedition
Trans-Mississippi Trails
Across the Rockies to the Pacific
Economic

Regional

History of the United States

and

Geography

New England
(2 reels)
Middle Atlantic States (2 reels)
Southern States (2 reels)
Central Plains (2 reels)
Great Plains
Western Plateaus
Rocky Mountains
Pacific Mountains and Lowlands

The Steamboat in U. S. History
Canals in U. S. History
Railroads in U. S. History
Reclaiming Arid Land by Irrigation
Immigration to the United States
The Panama
Canal and Its Historical
Significance
Civics
A Citizen and His Government (2 reels)
Representative Democracy in the United
States
Growth of Cities and Their Problems
"Hats Off!"— A Story of the Flag
Health

Geography

The Earth and Worlds Beyond
Study of a Mountain Glacier
The Work of Rivers
Study of Shore Features — Low Shore
Study of Shore Features — Bold Shore
Formation of Caves in Limestone
Formation of Volcanoes and Geysers
The Story of Coral Growth
A Study of Niagara (3 reels)

Nature Study

Where Plants Live
The Monarch Butterfly
Samia Cecropia, the Giant American Silkworm
Pond and Stream Life (2 reels)
The Mosquito
Toads
Wasps
Physics
Famous Experiments in Electricity and
Magnetism (Produced at Ryerson Physical Laboratory, University of Chicago)
(4 reels ready)

Sanitation

Getting Acquainted with Bacteria
"Waste
Disposal
Cities
Unhooking
the in
Hookworm

Reel
1.
Reel
2.
Reels 3-4.

Mathematics

Animated Geometry (2 reels)

Magnetism
Electrostatics
Electromagnetism

Each reel is accompanied by a Teacher's Syllabus containing outlines, questions, suppleinstructions for the most* effective
and full
after-the-showing
mentaryofinformation
desired.
advance where
mailed in comment,
the film.for Syllabi
presentation

For prices and other details regarding SCHOOLFILMS
write direct to headquarters

The Society for Visual 220Education,
Inc.
W. 42nd St., New York

806 Washington Blvd., Chicago
IF YOU

SAW

IT HERE,
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The "ACME" S. V. E.
A Combined Film-and-Slide Projector

Merely

raising the

Instantly
lamphouse
showing
lantern
permits
slides.
This
shows the
lamphouse
picture
being
While
position.
slides are
in its "up"
changing
projected,
the
operator
may be
reels.

APPROVED
By the National Board of Fire Underwriters
A

SEMI-PORTABLE Motion Picture Projector that is
superior to any other similar machine ever offered,
with Stereopticon Attachments of equally high quality —
a combination that offers the ideal projector to Schools,
Churches, Community Centers, Y. M. C. A.'s, Institutions, Women's Clubs, Lecturers, etc. So simple to operate that a boy can conduct the showing.
ONE Machine That Does the Work of TWO
50
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The ONE Machine with Which You Can Show SLIDES in the
Very Middle of a Film — or Between Reels
WITH
the "Acme" S. V. E. either an all-slide or an all-film program can be
given, or the two can be combined. Think of what it means to own a projector with which you can show a few slides — scenes with a special bearing upon the
film, or announcements for the coming week — and thus hold the interest of your
audience while the operator is changing reels. The entire operation is as simple
as it is instantaneous — simply move the lamphouse up or down.
An inside pilot light affords sufficient light for the operator's needs, making
it unnecessary to distract attention from the screen by turning on the room lights.

Other Special Features of the "Acme" S. V. E.
CENTER DIVIDING METAL FILM MAGAZINES— Entirely encasing the film, and spelling "Safety
First" always.
SAFETY SHUTTER— Drops automatically the instant the machine is stopped.
EXTERIOR
LAMPHOUSE— Separated
from the films by metal and asbestos
walls; cooled by a
motor-driven fan.
MOTOR-DRIVEN INDEPENDENT REWIND— The projecting mechanism is completely at rest during rewinding— meaning double life for the machine.
INSTANT
FRAMING
AND
FOCUSINGWith the to"Acme"
S. V.
E. _ it either
is never
necessary
stop the
machine
to
frame or to focus the picture.
UNEQUALLED ILLUMINATION — Permitting the projection of a picture up to 85
feet. Whether used for the short throw
of the average classroom, or the longer
throw of assembly halls, churches, school
lecture-rooms, etc., the "Acme" S. V. E.
projects a clear, sharp picture.
ALL-METAL (ALUMINUM) CASE— Giving
the machine the rigidity of the professional types, although it is portable.
Weight,
52 pounds.
LAMP— The 32-volt, 600-watt monoplane filament, or the 110-volt, 1000-watt filament.
The machine can also be used on a 220volt current by means of an Acme Transformer.
MOTOR— Universal type, for 32-volt or 110volt current, as desired by purchaser.
Can be used on alternating or direct
current.

"Acme"
Portable Booth
Compact
Substantial
For schools and churches where a booth
may be desired for use in connection with
the "Acme" S. V. E. Mounted on rubbertired casters. So designed and proportioned
that it can be taken from room to room,
through any doorway, without taking apart.

For Prices and Other Information, Write

Society for Visual Education, Inc.

806 West Washington Blvd.

Eastern Office: 220 West 42nd Street, New York
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. VISUAL
ACTIVITIES
{Continued from page 17)

TEACHERS
Make Money

established
life of the
week-night
community

in Your Spare Time
All-Rubber Aprons, Shampoo
Bibs, Baby Pants, etc. In colors.
Pleasing, snappy money-makers.
Big Christmas sellers. Big profits.

church services, the "movies" have
found a place. St. Stephen's Methodist Church, the First Baptist
Church, the Albert Barnes Memorial
of the Presbyterian Church, and the
St. James Protestant Episcopal
Church stand out pre-eminently as
leaders in the adoption of the screen

Bathgate

E

8th Floor, First Nat. Bk. Bldg.
Chicago, 111.

LSEV

in their various church activities."
Philadelphia. Two methods of improving motion pictures were recommended by Dr. Charles F. Scofield of
the St. James Protestant Episcopal
Church Institute of the Diocese of
Pennsylvania; viz., that the church
leaders get in touch with the managers of the moving picture theaters

Electric Co.
DETROIT,

MICH.

EVERYTHING
ELECTRICAL

Phone Glendale 3059

1335 Butternut

TYPEWRITERS
DELIVERED
FREE
by Parcel Post. Underwoods, Remingtons, L. C. Smiths,
Royals and Monarchs rented and sold on payments of
only $3.00 per month. Home Study Course in Typewriting
Free.
For full information, address
GALBREATH
TYPEWRITER CO., ROGERS,
OHIO

and request them not to show "unclean movies"; and, second, that pictures which are entertaining and
educational be shown in the Sundayschools.

HOME
STUDY— FREE
TUITION
Normal, Grammar School, High School, Civil Service, Engineering, Agricultural, English, Bookkeeping, Shorthand,
Typewriting, Journalism, Bible, Salesmanship and Law
Courses thoroughly taught by mail. For "Free Tuition
Plan," apply
CARNEGIE
COLLEGE.
ROGERS,
OHIO

Correct Cngltgrtj
JOSEPHINE

TURCK

BAKER,

Texas
Waco. From B. B. Cobb, superintendent of schools, comes the statement
that as soon as new schools are built
provision will be made for regular
motion picture instruction. He says,
"The more senses that can be appealed to in instruction, the better
will be the grasp of the student on

-How to Use It
Editor

A MONTHLY MAGAZINE — $2.50 THE
Send 10 Cents for Sample Copy to

themselves in the church
city. In Sunday-schools,
meetings for children,
center work and even in

YEAR

Correct English Publishing Company, EKHno?sn
MOTION PICTURE MACHINES,
FILMS AND SUPPLIES for electric,
calcium or Mazda light bought, sold and
exchanged. Bargain lists free; 200 reels
of film for sale. Comedy, western, educational and features. National Equipment Company, 409 West Michigan
street, Duluth, Minn.

the subject taught." At present the
schools are equipped with only stereopticon machines and postcard projectors.
A Little Booklet

Books That Are Different

"Hints

That wonderfully helpful book on "Child Psychology"
— a boon to mothers and fathers — now ready. Paper,
75c. "The Psychology of Color" — a unique and fascinating book. Paper, 75c. A delineation of your supernormal powers free with orders for both books. Address
Dr. J. C. F. Grumbine, 1916 E. 105th St., Cleveland, O.

should be in every music lover's possession. It
is sent by mail post-paid, price ten cents. Address J.H. Ellis, Box 882, Milwaukee, Wis.
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Central Life Bldg.

BENEFIT

ASSOCIATION

Organized 1907

Des Moines, Iowa

"The first and only traveling men's organization which admits the general public to membership." Standard form accident and health policies issued to members at actual cost, paying for
disability from illness or accident from $10.00 to $50.00 per week.
Attractive territory in California, Colorado, Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Minnesota,
Missouri. Montana, Nebraska and South Dakota. A good proposition for good salesmen.
Write for particulars.

Why

Take a Chance?

Careful, scientific adjustment of teacher to position is yours by enlisting our services.
We operate the American College Bureau, the National Teachers Agency, the Fisk
Teachers Agency of Chicago, the American Educational Service Bureau, and the
National Teachers Service Bureau.
Write us. Our unique supplementary service will interest you.

EDUCATION

SERVICE

E. E. OLP, Director
Steger Bldg., Chicago
Southern Bldg., Washington
Security Bldg., Evanston
14 Beacon St., Boston
1254 Amsterdam Ave., New York

The
Cline Teachers' Agency
West
Pays
Teachers All Offices Recommend You 'Till Placed
CHICAGO, ILL.
6128 University Ave.
M. F. Ford, Mgr.

COLUMBIA, MO
Exchange Bank Bldg
Arthur B. Cline, Mgr

BOISE, IDAHO
George F. Gorow, Mgr.

SAN DIEGO, CALIF.
326-7-8 Owl Building.
Wynne S. Staley, Mgr.

ENROLL

EXTRA

MONEY

SPARE TIME
TEACHING

FREE!

MADE

DURING

Ladies of your community how to make
beautiful embroideries
with our new Perfected
Parisian Art Needles.
Write us for full
particulars

Seud $1.00 for Sample
Your profit 300%
$2.25 for Sales Outfit

PARISIAN
207 Traders Trust Bldg.
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ART

NEEDLE

CO.

309 South LaSalle Street
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VISUALIZING BY GRAPHS
(Continued from page 29)

out it." Even on this point the charr
throws some light on the history of the
years before the war, for the high points

the facts since 1901. Where the curve

and the low points of the railroad's
purchasing in most cases seem to precede the curves indicating the general
industrial condition of the country.

indicated the railroad's acute depression in purchases, in several instances
a note refers to unfavorable legislation,
and — bearing out the argument — the
trend of general business depression is
seen to be its concomitant or follower.

GRAPH

INVALUABLE

ASSET

While Mr. Leigh has proved his
points by means of the graphs, it is evident that he has also proved a point in
favor of the visual method of presenting intricate and abstract propositions.
Even a railroad expert would find it

The same graph visualizes the abnormal
condition which obtained during the
world war, when the railroads are
shown no longer a controlling factor.
That there is a difference of opinion

exceedingly difficult to present information pertaining to that great industry
in a way which would be interesting or
convincing to the average audience, if
bis statistical material could not draw

among those who have closely studied
these matters, is admitted by Mr.
Leigh. One class is "persuaded that
in the upward climb from a depression,

upon the clarifying power of the visual
device.

the first stage is resumption of merchandise movement in such commodities as textiles, boots and shoes and
other necessaries of the individual con-

THE AMERICAN
ART STUDENT

sumer, and that the consequent improvement in railroad earnings is
reflected in railroad purchases which
broaden and accelerate commercial and
industrial resurrection.
"The other class holds that as a matter of history, it is railroad buying
which itself initiates the whole movement, and that any recovery in general
business before the roads come into the
market, is negligible. However, there
is no present occasion for arguing
which of the two classes is correct on
the point where they differ, because the
important point is that on which they
agree; namely, that however it starts,
a resumption of general business is
strengthened and hastened by railroad
buying and cannot be permanent with-

AN

Established 1916

21 Park Row— New York City

A monthly magazine devoted to
Art, Ceramics, Lettering, Figure
Drawing,
Cartooning, Anatomy,
and Poster Work

LARGEST
CIRCULATION
of any exclusively
art
magazine
in America;
fo students
and artists

$2.50 Yearly; Canadian $3
54

Sample Copy, 25 Cents
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fcrars and were answered either by them
or by other persons of authority.
The institutions replying fall naturally into geographical groups. From
replies to the questionnaire we might
deduce the following as regards the attitude of universities and colleges toward the motion picture for use in the
classroom :
A tendency toward conservatism in
eastern institutions relaxing slightly as
examination progresses westward to the
Pacific. There are exceptions, of course,
to every rule and in individual cases
even the liberals are not far from the
conservative line.
Although moving pictures are not yet
definitely established
tion, the long list of
instruction is already
them foreshadows a

in higher educasubjects in which
supplemented by
season when the

screen will be an indispensable equipment of the college and university
laboratory and classroom.
Certainly, the possibilities of motion pictures are at present only partially explored. The fact that they
have developed from the status of a
mere amusement device to that of an

100 Earthworm
T ONGITUDINAL dissection of first
1— i 21 segments. Shows digestive,
nervous, reproductive, circulatory
systems, etc.

important factor in education, and that
they are now in the academic ranks, is
significant for their future.

All parts in contrasting colors, neatly
framed.
Size 6x16 in.
Price $1 1 .75.
The value of enlarged anatomical
models, enabling the student to visualize the results of his work, is unquest'oned. We know that the growing
demand for these models is proof of the
satisfaction they are giving where used.

LIBRARIANS
PRINCIPALS,
SUPERINTENDENTS— If
you
are in need of a Librarian, we solicit your
patronage.
The
American
Librarians'
Agency,
Windsor,
Conn.

Write [for illustrated catalog showing
other useful models.

Jewell Models

1000 Teachers Wanted for Schools, AH Kinds
NATIONAL TEACHERS AGENCY, Inc.

Carlinville

D. H. COOK, Manager
Philadelphia and Pittsburgh, Pa.
Syracuse. N. Y
55

Illinois

AD VERTISEMENTS
AGENTS AND SALESMEN WANTED
BY HIGH-CLASS FIRMS

What Would
Be the Result

Territorial Sales Manager Wanted
Look at the Signboards
In Your Neighborhood!
Who sold them? Who made money on them?
Correspondence is invited by General Highways
System, Inc., from big-earning salesmen or
sales managers, able to handle a territory as
executive head. Some very choice territory is
open, so quick action necessary. Highly profitable commission basis for big-time work. Write,
confidentially, your references, qualifications,
etc. General Highways System, Inc., 1029 W.
Van Buren
Street, Chicago,
111,
SPARE

TIME

IF every teacher understood the
meaning of the Principle of Service and its related laws?
IF this knowledge permeated his or
her work, with the result of general
increase in efficiency?

WORK

Teachers and students, take orders for
portraits, photo pillow tops, frames, medallions, gold window letters for stores
and offices, luminous crucifixes, books,
photo pennants, religious and negro pictures, art photos, waterproof aprons, and
other
agents'andspecialties.
30 clays'
credit.C.
Catalogues
samples free.
James
Bailey Co., 604 Blue Island Ave., Chicago, 111.

IF, from her instruction and example, the understanding of this great
Principle were implanted in the
minds of her pupils?

A New Era in Human Relationships

SALESMEN — A HIGH - GRADE, CAPABLE,
order-getting salesman for state of Illinois on
SPECIAL PROMOTION PLAN calling on Catholic clergy and the more prominent Catholic
men and women for the circulation of The
CATHOLIC ENCYCLOPEDIA. References required. Address The Encyclopedia Press, Inc.,
119 E. 57th St., New York.

Is the answer. When the Golden
Rule is. put into practice as well as
taught in theory — when the science

AGENTS — MAKE $1,000 BEFORE XMAS
selling 3-in-l Dandy Bag. Made in black
and other attractive colors. Big profits. Moore
made $280 in 2 weeks. Deal direct with factory. CHURCHILL-LIPPINCOTT, 422 3 W.
Lake St., Chicago.

of
human relationship
and the
governing
it are taught
in laws'
our
schoolsat
hand.— this new era will be close

WANTED — Reliable men and women to act as
our district superintendents, to book orders for
fruit and ornamental trees, roses, shrubs, vines,
etc. Protected territory. Pay weekly. Complete co-operation. Knight & Bostwick, Nurserymen, Newark, New York.

Will YOU Help in
This Movement?

SALESMAN acquainted with buyers and who
can obtain orders for sales check books can
make favorable commission arrangements with
leading Chicago concern in this line. Wirth
Sales Book Co., Dept. V, Chicago.
$149.92 was made last week by new salesman
selling hardware to general stores. Exclusive
or
Mo. side line. American Aluminum Co., St. Louis,

You may, by becoming a member of
the Business Science Society. Associate membership dues are only
$2.00 a year, and you will have both
privileges
and opportunities
ice. This Society
stands for for
just servone
big thing — the spreading everywhere
of a knowledge of and belief in

AGENTS — Our Marvel Can Opener opens a can
in two seconds. Sells on sight. Big profits.
Sample sent prepaid for fifty cents, same refunded on first order.
Staples
Mfg. Co., Mt.

The Principle of
Service

SALESMEN — New specialty for these times all
dealers; desirable; salesmen make $20 to $50
daily.
Box 382, Cedar Rapids, la.

Which underlies all human activity,
and of the laws relating to it.
Write for further details and a
copy of the official organ of the
Society, a monthly magazine, THE
BUSINESS
PHILOSOPHER.

READINGS and ORATIONS

Plays and Pianologues

Address M. L. ZOOK

The^ variety of titles and subjects our
service covers, and our low prices will
surprise you. We have a catalog
waiting for you.

Extension Director

The Business Science Society

WriteS or it.

IVAN BLOOM HARDIN COMPANY
3808 Cottage Grove Ave.

1512 to 1516 Union and Planters Bank BIdg.

Des Moines, Iowa

MEMPHIS,

All orders filled within twenty-four hours.
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The Picture
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Intense
Way
of
Presenting
the Truth

©K.

V. Co.
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RICE FOR

BREAKFAST,

LUZON,
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Why pound away on definitions and memory work?
Let your pupils see and understand.
Show them the things studied.
The Keystone System for Visual Education furnishes the material.
Six hundred stereographs and lantern slides, carefully chosen and classified by expert teachers, are
available in this system.
A Teachers' Guide, completely indexed, points out
daily uses.
Write for classroom demonstration.

KEYSTONE

VIEW
'Originator
Visual

COMPANY,

of Systematized
Education"

Dept. V.

Meadville, Pa.
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Every Teacher Is a Salesman
THE

teacher "sells" education to more or less reluctant prospective "customers." He represents one of the most important "lines" in the world. Business
thinkers tell us that the principles of Salesmanship underlie all practical human activities;
that a knowledge of the methods of successful selling enables the minister to be a more
efficient and successful minister, the lawyer a better lawyer, and so on. If this is true —
and it is— it will pay, as well as entertain and interest and inspire you, to read "The Alain
Entrance to Successful Selling," as it has been called: HOW TO SELL— AND WHAT.
In order to make it as easy as possible for you to get acquainted with this Popular Periodical
of Selling Pep and Punch, we are making educators this

Special Introductory

HOW

TO

—and
3 Months

Offer

SELL

What—

for Only 25 Cents

We have another reason. We want you to know this unique Experience
Exchange and Clearing House of Sales Information, because we want you to be in a position to tell ambitious young people about it when they come to you for vocational advice.
You need to know about selling, you see, to guide them into this Profession of Golden Opportunity. Three months for 25 cents (stamps or coin) if you mention Visual Education
and address

KABLE-SPALDING

CO., Dept. 55—22 W. Monroe St., Chicago

THE AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL
OFFICIAL

The

Mathematical

JOURNAL

Association

MONTHLY

OF

of

America

Is the Only Journal of Collegiate Grade in the Mathematical
Field in This Country

This means that its mathematical contributions can be read and understood by those who have not specialized in mathematics beyond the Calculus.
The Historical Papers, which are numerous and of high grade, are based
upon original research.
The Questions and Discussions, which are timely and interesting, cover
a wide variety of topics.
Surveys of the contents of recent books and periodicals constitute a valuable guide to current mathematical literature.
The
"Topics
for country
Undergraduate
Mathematical
interest both
in this
and in Great
Britain. Clubs" have excited wide
The Notes and News cover a wide range of interest and information, both
in this country and in foreign countries.
The Problems and Solutions hold the attention and activity of a large
number of persons who are lovers of mathematics for its own sake.
There are other journals suited to the Secondary field, and there are still
others of technical scientific character in the University field; but the
monthly is the only journal of Collegiate grade in America suited to the needs
of the non-specialist in mathematics.
Send for circular showing the articles published in the last six volumes.
Sample copy and all information may be obtained from the
SECRETARY OF THE ASSOCIATION
27 King Street

OBERLIN,

OHIO
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This cut shows the lamphouse
in position for projecting motion pictures. Merely raising
the lamphouse converts the
machine in an instant into a
stereopticon*

This cut shows the lamphouse
in position for projecting stereopticon slides. While slides are
being projected, the operator
may be changing reels. Inside
pilot light serves his needs.

77ie"ACME"
S.V.
E.
A Combined Film-and-Slide Projector
A SEMI-PORTABLE Motion Picture Projector
that is superior to any other similar machine
ever offered, with Stereopticon Attachments of
equally high quality — a combination that offers the
ideal projector to Schools, Churches, Community
Centers, Y. M. C. A.'s, Institutions, Women's
Clubs, Lecturers, etc. So simple to operate that a
boy can conduct the showing.
ONE Machine That Does the Work of TWO

APPROVED
By the National Board of Fire Underwriters

ADVERTISEMENTS

The

largest

HOME OF THE "ACME" S. V. E. PROJECTOR
plant in the world devoted
to the exclusive
manufacture
portable and semi-portable projectors

of

THE "Acme" S. V. E. is the ONE machine with which
you can give a combination film-and-slide program
without delays for readjustment. The transformation is
practically instantaneous — you have only to move the
lamphouse up or down.
or
on
to
to

Slides can be shown at any point in the film, to introduce new matter
give added emphasis to some particular feature. Slides can be thrown
the screen during the wait between reels. Thus there is no let-down
the interest and attention of the audience — an advantage that appeals
speakers and chairmen of programs.

Some Other Features That Make the "Acme" S. V. E.
The Projector Without a Peer
For Classroom and General Non-Theatrical Use:
Safety automatic shutter
Center-dividing
metal
film
magazines
All-metal (aluminum) case
The "Acme" Portable Booth
For schools and churches where
a booth may be necessary.
Mounted on rubber-tired casters.
So designed and proportioned that
it can be taken from room to room,
through any doorway, without
taking apart. Compact and substantial. Made of 20-gauge iron,
black enameled.

Instant framing and focusing
Unequaled illumination
Motor-driven independent rewind
The "Acme" Auto Generator
Makes moving pictures possible
where electricity is not available.
Provides current for lighting
home, grounds, church or school.
Can be operated on any automobile— attaches to running board.
No mechanic necessary. Weight,
50 lbs. Generates standard 110
volts ; capacity, 1050 watts.

For prices and other information address

ACME

MOTION

806 West Washington

PICTURE PROJECTOR
Boulevard

CHICAGO,

CO
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Jewell Models

150.

Development of the Frog

SUCH a set as the one illustrated above enables the teacher to explain
in the best way the development of the frog. There are 16 pieces in
the set, beginning with the female urinogenital system. (This has
been remodeled to show a complete kidney on one side and the oviduct is
less coiled.) Shows various stages of cleavage of the egg, blastula, gastrula,
neural folds, small tadpole, same sectioned, tadpole with external gills, etc.
The eggs are 2%. inches in diameter, the large tadpole is 9 inches
long. Mounted on walnut-stained, polished pedestals, each with aluminum
numeral.

Price, $47.50
Biology is a science in which models are a valuable aid in teaching,
for they aid in forming correct impressions and also cause those impressions to be retained by the student because he has VISUALIZED
HIS KNOWLEDGE. In the time usually allotted to class periods, even
the best teacher cannot adequately demonstrate the specimens without
the aid of models.
Prof. E. R. Bryant of Muskingum College says:
"I wish to assure you that your models showing the development of the frog are
exceedingly useful in teaching this subject to young students of Biology. I consider
your price very reasonable."

Prof. R. C. Mullenix of Lawrence College writes concerning a large
shipment of models :

"This is to say that the Jewell Models
which I received this fall ' are satisfactory
in every respect.
I find them
valuable
to introduce after the completion
of laboratory
work, as means
of review, and for clearing up some
points not satisfactorily worked
out in dissections."

Over forty colleges and universities are now using the set illustrated
above.

ORDER

JEWELL

YOUR

MODELS

SETA n nypOFre MODELS

-

TODAY

Carlinville, Illinois

JAN 21 i922
©C1B522694
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VISUAL METHODS IN THE CHICAGO
SCHOOLS
Dudley Gkant Hays
Director of Visual Instruction, Chicago Public Schools
Part I
AS
L\

a fundamental idea in visual
instruction, we recognize nature
objects as most important material for giving sense impressions to
growing minds. These furnish the
basis for the meanings of words; in
fact, printed words are symbols to call
to mind the objects for which they
stand, or some characteristic or action relating to the object. If the objects themselves cannot be secured,
then a picture or sketch may be useful
in building the mental grasp of the object under study.
Back of all symbols there must be a
foundation of sense experiences to give
those symbols potency. Hence we emphasize the need for abundant use of
material related to the thought involved in the pursuit of daily schoolroom routine. With some first-hand
sense impressions as a basis, then pictures, stereographs, charts, lantern
slides and motion pictures can be made
effective in acquainting pupils with life
relationships.
To develop pupils phyThis is the first of a .series of articles by Mr.
Hays and his assistants in the Department of
Visual Instruction.

sically, intellectually and spiritually in
a normal manner, so that living in harmony with well-established, generally
sanctioned customs becomes easy, is the
great purpose of instruction.
No one claims that visual methods of
instruction will supplant study on the
part of pupils. It is believed, however, that proper visual methods will
enrich study, develop greater insight
into the thought content of the subject
matter under discussion, and result, in
more lasting and clearer notions than
usually obtain with study of words in
textbooks. Good visual materials furnish the sermon which the text is intended to announce. Some one has
said, "We take away from the sermon
what we bring to it." So with pictures
■ — we take away what we bring to them
in the sense experiences through which
we interpret them.
GROWING

USE OE VISUAL

AIDS

American educators engaged in
visual instruction make no claim that
the field is an entirely new one. For
years teachers in every part of the country have been applying the fundamen-
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tals of visual education, illustrating, as
far as their resources permitted, the
lessons the}' were presenting to their
classes. In recent years, even before
the advent of the educational motion
picture which has done so much to
quicken interest in the use of visual
materials, there has been a far more extended use of
stereoscopes, projection lanterns
and carefully
selected cabinets
o f illustrative
material than
ever before in
all the history of
education.
Cla ssro o m
•irereopticons i n
which Mazda
lamps are used
as the source of
ilium i n a t i o n
have been so
greatly simplified and improved, they
have been made

IN

CHICAGO

SCHOOLS

furnish them to the schools at a very
moderate cost, thus encouraging their
extended use.
When more schools throughout the
country have put in motion picture projectors, thus creating a strong market
for films suitable for classroom use, a
similar wealth of material will be at
the teacher's disposal in the way
of educational
films.
THE CHICAGO
PROJECTION
CLUB

In the Chicago public
schools visual
education had its
start something
like thirty years
a g o, when

a

group of ten enthusiastic principals purchased
their own projection machines
and contributed

twenty-five dollars apiece to a
so easy of operation, that their
"slide f u n &,"
use has become
which was further increased by
GRANT HAYS IN ONE OF AMERICA'S
a positive joy ; DUDLEY
SPECIALISTS
IN VISUAL EDUCATION
and this is a facannual assessWith this money
tor which has added enormously to ments of two dollar
the employment of lantern slides for they purchased and rented slides which
teaching purposes. Skillful photogra- were kept in circulation among the ten
phers have been sent into all quarters schools over which they presided. In
of the globe to gather suitable illustra- several instances the stereopticons were
later bought over by the school comtive matter for geography, literature,
munities enjoying the benefits of the
history, nature study and other school
subjects ; and these materials have been
This little group of educators then
produced in such large quantities that
plan.
the manufacturers have been able to organized
the Projection Club, which
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slides at a time. It forms an interest-

for twenty-five years, entirely independent ofthe school system, sponsored
the development of the lantern slide.
Not only did they seek and distribute
loan sets, but as far as their limited

ing commentary on present-day methods that a teacher today will conduct a
splendid lesson and not show over half
a dozen slides during the entire period.
Every slide used, however, will be subjected to intensive study and analysis,
and thought-provoking questions will
arouse the child's curiosity, hold his interest, and guide his observation and
study of the picture.
In the case of all these newer adjuncts to the textbook, such as film,
slide and stereograph, the modern idea
is to employ them, not as casual illustrations, but in such a way as to bring
the pupil a more definite understanding
of those relationships which go to make
up life in all its phases. Indeed, we
must take as the basis of our thought
in all our teaching the fact that what
we are working upon is the study of
life and its problems. Once the teacher
achieves this mental attitude, she will
see more and more clearly how to shape
up the daily work of the classroom to
meet the needs of growing boys and

funds permitted — funds derived from
new memberships and annual dues —
they purchased additional sets and
kept their collections in good repair.
So popular was the plan, and so numerous became the applications for
membership, that before long half the
schools of Chicago were enrolled in the
Projection Club. By this time, naturally, the service had assumed proportions which made it impossible for a
group of volunteers, carrying on the
work entirely in their own time, to give
it the attention it demanded and deserved. The complete collection, numbering about 8,000 slides, was therefore
offered to the Board of Education as a
gift to the schools, with the proviso
that it be built up and fostered and its
advantages extended to every school in
the system. The Board accepted the responsibility and made arrangements to
administer the service as a division of

girls, to prepare them for their contacts with life, to fit them for solving
the problems which the years will bring.

the School Extension Department. Appropriations from time to time have
made possible the continued growth of
the collection, until today the library
numbers over 50,000 slides.
METHODS

PROBLEMS

EVERYWHERE

Pupils are accustomed to hearing the
word "problem" associated with arithmetic. In the newer phases of school
work, however, the word has a far

OF TODAY

The old-time plan of assembling the
entire school to view a set of slides as a

broader application and a far more intimate association with his daily life.
To lead the pupil to a careful study of
our problems of food, clothing and
shelter, with all that is involved in such
a suggestion, brings the indispensable

sort of semi-entertainment is no longer
an accepted method with progressive
teachers. The new idea is to do this
visual work right in the individual
classroom, to treat it distinctly as a
class problem, and to use but a few

quality of "human
8

interest" into the

VISUAL

VISUALIZING

A LESSON

METHODS

IN DENTAL
HYGIENE
BY
BLACKBOARD
SKETCH

teaching and makes evident his direct
personal relationship to the general
movement outlined for study in the
school curriculum.
In presenting these things to boys
and girls, I like to use the arithmetical
problem as a basis. Questioning leads
them to name for me the four groups
under which the problems of arithmetic
classify, though fundamentally there
are but two — addition and subtraction.
I tell them, then, that the problems of
life likewise classify under four heads :
the problem of food, the problem of
shelter, the problem of clothing, and
the problem of amusement or recreation. These things, and especially the
first three, are the great problems
which all human beings are busily trying to solve. They make up the lifework of the nations of the world, and
to a very large degree the activities of
every human being are along some one
or more of these three or four lines.

l\

THE

INTRODUCING
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A LARGE

PROBLEM

OF FOOD

"And so,"' I would say to this roomful of bright-faced boys and girls, '"let
us see what we can find out about this
problem of food. Tomorrow I want
every one of you to bring from home a
sample of some kind of food material.
Bring only a small quantity, in a little
bottle or some other neat-looking receptacle, and let us see just how complete and attractive an exhibit we can
arrange right here in our own room."
The heterogeneous collection that results will serve as a starting-point for
weeks of stimulating teaching, study
and research. It will serve as the basis
for a comprehensive, wide-ranging
study of food sources, of the types, customs and activities of the people engaged in producing these materials in
their original state, of commercial
routes and world relationships, of manufacturing processes and of the ma chin-
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EDUCATION

ery, ancient and modern, by which the
raw materials are elaborated into the
finished product which we purchase in
the market. In the collection will be
included samples of flour, corn, rice,
sugar, salt, cloves, coffee, tea, coconut,
breakfast cereals, fruits, vegetables — a
score or more of familiar everyday articles of food, each one rich in potentialities for visualized, vitalized teaching for
; effective correlation of studies ;
for helping the child to apprehend the
meaning of work and co-operation and
interdependence; for appealing to his
personal interest, and for emphasizing
his personal relation to the world
about him.
It is when we get into this line of

signed the problem of collecting and
bringing into the room for study all the
photographs and stereographs in the
school's collection having a bearing
upon the subject matter of the lesson.
Another might be given the task of preparing a carefully selected list of words
involved in the problem being studied.
It is not assumed, of course, that the
pupils will know all of these terms in
advance; but they will be able to list a
very large number which will have a
direct application and whose meanings
will have more thought behind them
after they have been given careful consideration. To this list will be added,
under the guidance of the instructor,
other words and phrases as the class

study that the school's resources are
called upon in the way of assorted pictorial material. Slides, photographs,
stereographs and films can all be employed with tremendous effect to build
up for the child a well-rounded conception of all that enters into the production and distribution of the food
under consideration.

study progresses.
To another group might be assigned

DIVISION

OF

the duty of making a selection of illustrative material to be shown with the
lantern — which, of course, is of the
classroom t}rpe. Still another group
could undertake to locate in the books
of the school library and elsewhere
such chapters, pages and paragraphs as
relate to the problem in question.
Another group will be charged with
the task of arranging all these miscellaneous materials in artistic, logical,
well-ordered collections. One collection
would be arranged according to sources
— that is, the countries or regions from
which the products are derived; another according to the kind of food,
whether cereal, fruit, vegetable, meat,

LABOR

In presenting lessons based upon
the visual idea, the class can be most
advantageously used by distributing
the various phases of the work among
different groups. Here is opportunity
for the successful use of the socialized
lesson, giving each child in the class
some one specific thing to do as his
part in building up the thought content
of the lesson. Each will enjoy the
fruits of the others' labor and contribute his own share of work for the
good of all — a lesson that we can never
teach too early nor too thoroughly.
One group, for example, might be as-

spice, or the like. The necessity of exercising taste in arrangement and labeling of material should be stressed,
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not only by way of training the pupils'
artistic sense, but to give them increased appreciation of the great

VISUAL

METHODS

anion nt of thought, labor, skill and
scientific knowledge that enters into the
preparation of bona-fide museum exhibits, such as those which circulate in
Chicago schools through the Harris
Public School Extension of Field

THE

ASSIGNMENTS

Suppose we follow the course of the
food problem project through its early
stages, by way of suggesting various
ways of approaching the visual materials at our command.
George, thinking to perpetrate a
mild joke on his classmates, has
brought in, as his contribution to the
collection, a sample of coconut.
"That's fine, George. Now, I tell
you what I wish you would do for tomorrow. You bring to class all the
pictures and descriptive
matter you can find, here in
the school library or at
home, in books and magacoconut industry. Ask the HSR
zines, telling about the
assistant in the public
library on your way home
to help yon, too. Perhaps
your grocer will be able to
give you some advertising
matter with good pictures
if .you tell him you want it

for your lesson."
"John, I see y o uJ v e
brought some pepper. Now,
you find out where pepper
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is produced and how it grows. Do
we get it from bushes, or does it grow
straight up out of the ground like corn,
or how? Get all the pictures you can.
log
When
you find out the country it comes
from, suppose you asgo many
to the slide cataand bring us
ffood slides
as you can get which will tell us something about pepper."
"Helen, what did you bring ? Sugar.
What kind? In cubes. Why, do you
think, they made it in that form ? How
do they get it into cubes? Tomorrow
you bring in everything you can find
about lump sugar — pictures, articles,
slides and circulars."
John, Sue, Eobert and Margaret
have also contributed sugar, and to this
group is assigned the work of collecting material telling about all the different places in the world where sugar
is raised in quantity ; about the various
kinds of sugar — cane, maple, beet;
about sugar plantations, and the important facts about climate, seasons,
soil, methods of cultivation, etc., that
apply to each kind.
Sue is instructed

Museum — something which ordinarily
is taken too much as a matter of course.
It is a joy to contrast the thoughtfully
arranged collections that are on view a
few clays after the project is launched
with the jumble of unassorted materials displayed on the first day of the
work.
MAKING
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by the teacher to write a list of all the
words she meets in reading about sugar
plantations. Such a list prepared by
one child in each of the investigating
groups will furnish an unexcelled basis
for correlating language and spelling
work with the lesson under consideration.
THE

"WHEAT"

the Visual Instruction department is
taking special pains to secure films of
both full-reel and short-length footage.
There is, for example, a very fine film
on the rice industry, picturing the various countries where rice is produced,
different methods of production, the
people involved in the work, methods
of cultivating, harvesting and shipping,
the elaboration of rice into various familiar forms, and even to different
ways of preparing rice for the home
table.

GROUP

A number of pupils have brought in
samples of flour or of bread itself. This
points the way to another broad field.
"Nellie, you make up a list of all the
new words you come across in studying
about wheat. Philip, you always like
to work things up pretty carefully ; suppose you make it your business to find
out about all the different kinds of

"Fred," the teacher proceeds, "have
you ever eaten shredded wheat biscuits
for breakfast? Well, you find out what
is needed to make them. I suggest that
you look on a package of shredded
wheat and then write a letter to the
firm that makes it, asking them to send
you any booklets or circulars they have
published telling the story of shredded
wheat. That will give you some good
practice in letter-writing. Tell them
you are a pupil in the sixth grade of
this school and are very much inter-

wheat and where they are raised. I'll
give you just a hint: some of the varieties are winter wheat, spring wheat and
red wheat. Why are these names given
to them? Let us see how much interesting information you can gather and
how many good pictures you can
bring in."
"Buth, I want you to see if you can
find out which kinds of flour make the
best pastry and which kinds are best
for bread — or is one kind equally good
for all purposes ? Ask your mother, and
also look it up at the library and get
some circulars from your grocer if he

ested in the problem of foods."
COMMERCIAL

OF INFORMATION"

The Association of Commerce is always a fruitful source of descriptive
matter about the different countries
and regions of the world, and it is well
for us to put our boys and girls in
touch with these organizations that are

has them."
Others in the wheat group will be
made responsible for bringing in slides
relating to the production of the grain,
and one will be reminded to see what
the film library affords in the way of
sections of moving pictures showing
methods of planting and harvesting,
back in the time of Moses and with, today's modern machinery. In the case
of the more important food products

SOURCES

doing so much to disseminate knowledge about world industries and interrelations. like
I
also to encourage pupils to apply to the various railroads
and steamship companies for timetables and routes of travel; to write to
the big commercial firms of the country, to wholesale dry goods, grocery and
(Continued on page 52)
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A BUSINESS

MAN'S PLEA FOR VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE
J. J. O'Brien

President, South Bend Lathe Works

by school statisAEE thattold ee
out of every
tics thr
four boys and girls leave
school and enter the world of business
and industry as soon as they have
passed the compulsory schooling period.
Again, we are informed that fully
eighty-five per cent of these boys and
girls will earn their living through industrial processes.
WE

How many out of the vast army that
leave school every year are equipped
with any real occupational training, or

VOCATIONAL

MACHINE

SHOP, HIGH

have at least the advantage of vocational guidance which will aid them to
select intelligently their bread-winning
employment ? How many simply drift,
taking up the first occupation that
offers, regardless of personal fitness or
opportunity for personal progress?
INDIFFERENCE

TO

VOCATIONAL

OPPOR-

TUNITY

For years the writer has noted with
surprise the difficulty of securing intelligent boys to serve as apprentices in
the machine shop and there undergo the

SCHOOL,

CORONADO,

CALIFORNIA

With only one lathe and a few woodworking machines as equipment, the instructor (at the extreme
left of the group) and these six students built two 8-inch grinders like those shown in thej
picture. They handled the entire job as a class project, enlarging the drawings taken from a
booklet of instructions, making their own patterns, ordering the castings from a local foundry,
machining them, and finishing the grinders complete, even to the painting. A nearby machinery
dealer not only purchased the first two grinders built, but placed an order for twelve more.
The school is now supplying grinders in lots of twelve to the machinery trade, and proceeds
are applied to the purchase of additional machine shop equipment.
13
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practical training that will turn them
into skilled machinists. The situation

equipping the boy with such information is through vocational guidance in
the school. Before he leaves school,
every boy is entitled to the sympathetic,
intelligent counsel of a vocational adviser who can help in solving the problem of his future.

is one to inspire surprise, for trained
mechanics generally consider the lot of
the machinist a particularly happy one.
An expert machinist does high-class,
interesting, important work, holds an
unusually independent position, and is
in an excellent way, if he possesses

WHERE

CAN

HELP

the vocational guidance expert would
be a series of motion pictures visualizing the various mechanic trades. Taking, for illustration, that of the
machinist, the film might bring out
such points as these :
Exterior view of a manufacturing

an investigation to ascertain the reasons for such a scarcity of boys seeking
training for what is conceded to be
such a highly desirable trade.
Investigation developed the fact that
the ordinary school boy of nine to
twelve knows nothing about the details
and opportunities of the various trades.
All he knows is that if he enters a

A representative product of the
plant.
plant — a sewing machine, for example.
Interior view, showing several steps
in the assembling of a sewing machine.
Views of machinists operating lathe,
milling machine, drill press, shaper.

skilled trade he will be required to accept comparatively low wages the first
year; whereas he can go into any factory, handle ordinary routine work, and
receive a much higher wage — in the
beginning.
GUIDANCE

EILM

It is the writer's opinion that one of
the most effective tools in the hands of

special ability, to develop into a foreman, shop superintendent, or even
owner of the plant. The writer was
interested, to the point of undertaking

VOCATIONAL

THE

Chart showing the average machinist's wages.
Graph comparing the earnings of a
skilled mechanic and those of an ordinary workman over a period of years.
Statement explaining the advantages of the machinist's trade ; as, independent living, dignified work, opportunity to travel, advancement, etc.
This method of filming the trades
could be applied with equal success to

NEEDED

That he will be deliberately committing himself to a "blind-alley" occupation, aline of work that leads him nowhere, is a consideration that rarely
occurs to him. If the boy whom circumstances force to earn his own living
after leaving grammar school could
only realize the opportunities that the
mastery of a skilled trade would give
him in after-life, he would eagerly seek
an opportunity to master a profitable
trade.
The best means we have available for

each of the principal mechanic arts —
carpentry, moulding, printing, auto
mechanics, pattern-making, and the
like. Such pictures should be shown
at least twice a week to every boy in the
sixth, seventh and eighth grades.
14
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SCHOOL,
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SOUTH

BEND,

GUIDANCE

INDIANA

An all-day vocational school which takes care of about fifty boys each day and of twenty-five
or thirty men from various lines of industry each evening-. The school has its own building,
which was erected following an active publicity campaign conducted by the Vocational Director
in co-cperation
with local manufacturers.
VOCATIONAL

PLUS

little or nothing in the way of useful
training in the present or hope of advancement in the future.

VISUAL

In these days no one questions the
power films of this type would have to
make their deep impressions on the
plastic mind of the young boy; to give
him a general idea of the character of
the different trades; to help him decide
intelligently what he really wants to do
when he leaves school, in the event he
is unable to continue his formal education; to keep him from wasting the important years of his novitiate in industry on a job which can yield him

Fortified with such knowledge, when
the boy announces, "Dad, I'm going to
be a machinist when I go to work V he
is able to answer intelligently when
father and mother demand to be told
what he knows about the work of a
machinist and why he should be so
greatly interested in that particular
trade. If the boy can tell them not
only what a machinist is, but what op-

in

VISUAL EDUCATION
portunities are his to make good in
the world of industry, he is in a position to interest the entire family and

they are beginning to think seriously
about their future vocations, will do

enlist their active support and encouragement of his ambition. Especially
is this important in the case of a boy
whose parents are of foreign birth. .

more for intelligent vocational guidance, and afterward for vocational and
industrial training in the schools, than
any other available plan; and they will
achieve this result with a minimum

As a result of such an enlightened
approach, two or three of the boys in
that family would probably become interested in mechanics and ultimately

expenditure of effort and time. As
manufacturers, we have been studying
this question for fifteen years, for one
of the greatest industrial problems is

qualify as master workers, where otherwise they might drift into the shops

to secure an adequate supply of intelligent, well-trained, skilled mechanics to
do the world's work.
Vocational education and visual education are logical partners in carrying
forward the big task of equipping for

on ordinary, poorly-paid routine work,
or go on the streets as common
laborers.
PARTNERS

IN

EDUCATION

the great business of life that eightyfive per cent of boys and girls who
enter the industries.

Practical visualizations of this kind,
placed before the boys at an age when

Vocational Notes and News Items
The Vocational Guidance Bureau of
Chicago, Ann S. Davis, director, has been
using a set of slides picturing various
phases of the training offered in the high
schools, with special emphasis on vocational opportunities. The pictures are
accompanied by statements of leading
employers on the value of a high school
education. These slides are shown to
eighth-grade pupils to encourage them to
continue their schooling. Such has been
their usefulness in stimulating high
school attendance, that it is planned to
expand the present collection very considerably during the coming year.
Similar in purpose is an attractively
illustrated booklet prepared for distribution by the Vocational Guidance Bureau
of the Chicago Public Schools, visualizing the variety of vocational training
available in the city's high schools. Actual
photographs show classes receiving instruction in salesmanship,
stenography,

household arts, roof construction, founding, electrical work, millinery, dressmaking, architecture, machine shop work,
automobile mechanics, printing, agriculture, and the like.

* * *

One of the earliest cases of vocational
guidance in America was put on record
when the elder Franklin piloted young
Benjamin on a series of visits to various
industries in the city of Boston, that he
might make intelligent choice of his
life-work.

* * *
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The Vocational Education Association
of the Middle West is to hold its annual
convention in Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
January 11-14. Among the speakers and
subjects scheduled are the following:
"Common Sense in Vocational Education," Supt. E. E. Lewis, Rockford, 111.;
"Agriculture as a Vocation," Dean Alfred
Vivian, Ohio State University, Columbus;
(Continued on page 50)

THE CHALLENGE

OF THE FILMS

Harwood Huntington
Burbank, California
to
THE late P. T. Barnum used
make a speech as a part of his

FILMS

perors, and the proposition is to a certain degree sound.

The challenge of the films will be
met and fought successfully on these
lines. In the long run only those motion pictures which have moral significance or some ethical meaning or utilitarian psychology will endure for anv
relative length of time.

shortcomings is the part of a critic, but
to undertake initial steps toward a
betterment of existing conditions is the
part of a pioneer.
That an industry, or an art, or a literature not yet much more than a score
of years old has not attained ideal perfection isnot so much of a surprise as
that the whole general standard is not
much worse than some people say it is.

The Chaplin plays are examples of
the latter type. The joyous nonsense,
the wondrous alchemy which metamorphosed the direst distress of the doughboy into comedy, saving the situation
of sorrow by a laughter not of Mephistopheles but of Figaro, helped the morale of millions and made a way to
sanity. The psychology of it was that
it replaced the grimmest actualities
with a humorous mimicry. Consequently, these Chaplin photoplays
served and saved souls, and in spite of

GROWTH

Every branch of human endeavor has
its seamy side. In literature the constructive criticism of centuries has
scourged it into cleaner, saner conditions. Such works as those of Fielding,
Smollett and the whole gamut of pornographic writers are now submerged
and rarely named. Newspapers are untrammeled by any limitations of law
beyond libel, and the successful are the
best, and they are best because untrammeled. Again, in art, Hogarth and his
rough crudities are today mentioned
only in the history of the rise of the
more truly artistic school.

ENDURE

pictures. Just as in art and in literature those pictures and those books
which have a certain moral significance
live and live forever, just so will those
motion pictures live which have soul.

Xo argument is needed to establish
the great power of motion pictures, nor
is there any dispute as to certain faults
and defects. To indicate errors and

THROUGH

WILL

In every line there are illustrations
of how not to do it, which in turn are
utilized for the ultimately more perfected successes, yet ever more or less
of a shortcoming from the ideal. It is
certain to be so in the realm of motion

"Greatest Show on Earth/' and
one of the phrases was, "I care not who
makes the people's laws, so long as I
furnish their amusements." He attributed the idea to one of the Soman em-

PERFECTION

THAT

their defects — and what play has not
some? — will endure.
CENSORSHIP
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AS

'^PATERNALISM^

This is all developing in an evolutionary way right before our eyes. Laws
are suggested in the hope that in this
way all defects in morals, ethics and

VISUAL
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aesthetics will be corrected in some

perceptible hush; not that this means
that preachments are wanted, nor sermonizing, but it does signify that people have theophilanthropic instincts.
They are not offended, and public opinion is the court of last resort.
The latest challenge to the films is a
new type, and of the highest possible
type; namely, motion pictures with a
purely spiritual aim. This is being
done in the filming of the principal
Biblical narratives.

mysterious way. Plato in his "Republic" (page 85) calls for censorship of
painting, sculpture and literature.
Theoretically the idea is good, but practically impossible, since men are human, and the men available for carrying laws into effect are not apt to be
possessed of proper judgment in such
delicate matters as art, atmosphere,
and the elusive qualities which make or
break a picture. It is paternalism, and
proper paternalism is theory and theory
only. It degenerates into maternalism,
of which too much kills all initiative.
One is ideal, the other real. The ideal
cannot be obtained, and the real spells
ruin.

THE

Maternalism is a multiplication of
methods for making people good by
law, and its usual result is an antipathy to all law. Paternalism did our
railroads infinite harm: maternalism
will introduce dry-nurse methods to a
situation which will save itself if only
left to itself. This is because this industry knows that merit alone can give
permanent pre-eminence.
BETTER

FILMS

A

IN

MOTION

PICTURES

2 :7, "And the Lord God breathed into
his nostrils the breath of life ; and man
became a living soul." Beginning with
the time that he became a man — that
is, from the time when he became ensouled— man began to know the difference between right and wrong; what

CERTAINTY

The slogan of "Fewer and Better
Pictures" is already in the air as a tocsin. It means that the coming day is to
see pictures of more soul and less slam,
more art and less splendor. Recently a
decided moral motive has been introduced, and one photoplay says in an

things were another's, and what were
his own ; and that he was in very truth
his brothers keeper. To this newly ensouled creature, less than angel but
more than brute, possessed of an ethical nature, and always and everywhere
showing a religious instinct, comes the
conviction that it is better to be right
than wrong; better to be true than to
be false; better to plant roses than
thistles.

epilogue, "This may not be a good picture, but if it makes any one write
home, or better, go home to the old
folks before it is too late, then it will
have proved itself a good picture."
It is to be noted that prayer scenes
whenever introduced are not disliked,
for there comes over the house a very

BIBLE

The distinction of Biblical films is
this: that they have a decided moral
significance, and a direct reaction on
the spiritual, religious or churchly life
of the nation. They appeal to that
vast but incoherent ethical force which
forms the background as well as the
backbone of our civilization. This is
the force which elevated brute into
man, and is so well described in Genesis

18

Feeding upon Scripture of impregnable foundation, the soul of man discovers that there is here stretched out

CHALLENGE

OF THE

FILMS

The initial cost is hard to estimate

before him the royal road to an increase
of power and peace. The Bible films
are intended to bring this power to the
attention of those who do not know the

and harder to keep to in the making
of a reel.
The experts are expensive
and the directors are temperamental.
The finessing requires a Chesterfield,
the compromising a Richelieu.

Bible, and to do this in an attractive
manner.
REASONS FOR PAST FAILURES

And yet, as Galileo said, "E pur si
muove/'- for as an answer to the antagonists of the motion picture, this
industry has now brought to the front
a series of reels of the highest moral
significance.

The Bible in motion pictures has
never made a success, although trial
has been made many times. The course
is narrow and tortuous, and reasons for
failure are many and complex. One is
that the distribution of the finished

SPIRITUAL

MEANING

OF BIBLE

PICTURES

Adam and Eve typify humanity. All
had their Eden: all lost that garden;

product is almost entirely in the hands
of non-religious men and organizations
who have been accustomed to consider

but to all there is the promise of ultimate redemption. It is the gospel of
Hope, brought to those who never go to
church and perhaps know nothing of
the Bible.

only the pecuniary side of the business.
The advertising and propaganda are
difficult and delicate matters. Potentially, the churches are logically the
largest users, but they labor under the

The story of Noah's Ark typifies the
work of every soul, building some sort
of a philosophy or religion to meet his
own idea of what life means to him.

disadvantage of poor lanterns and indifferent screens ; they have no license
to sell tickets, as a rule: they wish a
full set of reels for one night only ; the
console of the organ is rarely placed so
as to give an organist a chance to
adapt the music to the scene.
As a result, the Bible films must be

His creed is as a keel, and his opinions,
convictions, tenets, even dogmas, are as
ribs and superstructure, and altogether
making his little ark which carries him
through and over dark waters, cheerfully now and peacefully hereafter.

shown in the properly equipped theatres in order to make the money needful to proceed on a business basis. The

CHALLENGE

BY

THE

FILMS

The challenge of the films has now
become a challenge by the films. It is
addressed to that court of last resort

criticism that the Bible is being commercialized iswell known, but reasonable men know, and all others should,

known as public opinion, in the assurance that the industry has in some
measure rendered a service and can

that unless a business is self-supporting
it either fails or is carried on by private charity.

give
more, even to the soul of humanity.

Moreover, there are doctrinal questions and theological controversies to
act as traps for those who are not
omniscient. And every one has or takes
the right to criticise; and the less they
know, the more severe the carping.

Sabatier says somewhere that man is
incurably religious. The greatest voltage and amperage is in that instinct,
and it has again and again changed the
{Continued on page 56)
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TEACHING PHYSICS WITH THE AID
OF MOTION PICTURES
Harvey

B. Lemon

Associate Professor of Physics, University of Chicago

the various methods at present
most effective in physics teaching, the most important are probably in the following order:
Laboratory work.
Classroom
recitation and problem
solving.
Demonstration lectures.
OF

FARADAY'S
"ICE PAIL EXPERIMENT"
The famous experiment devised to show that
positive and negative electricity appear in
equal amounts. Despite the name, no ice
is used. The "ice" pail is connected by a
coiled wire to the electroscope — an aluminum
vane pivoted nearly at the middle. A metal
ball suspended by a silk thread es charged.
When this ball is lowered into the pail, the
electroscope shows a charge.

In the University of Chicago, for
many years the demonstration lecture
was not utilized to any large extent.
The reasons for this were several. In
the first place, demonstration lectures
require, if they are to be effective, a
large amount of time in preparation.
Experiments which occupy perhaps an
hour to show may require three or four
hours to set up beforehand. In the second place, it is not always possible to
correlate demonstration material with
classroom work and laboratory exercises

that are going on at the same time ; and
much of value in them is therefore lost
by not being immediately applied.
IMPORTANCE

OF DEMONSTRATION
LECTURE

On the other hand, it is generally felt
that in subjects like physics and chemistry there are many extremely important illustrations of modern applications and of rather striking character
which can be brought into the course
only through the medium of the demonstration lecture. Also, lectures of
this type afford opportunity for men of
great distinction in special fields of
work to be brought before elementary
classes on one or two occasions during
the year. With these men elementary
students naturally, have no contact in
routine laboratory or classroom work.
For these two reasons, then, the demr

WATIR * FS3K A SRQ«HW£B KM
881*4 r»OH TWO «T»
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I

'
ANIMATION

ILLUSTRATING
LORD
KELVIN'S "WATER-DROP"
ELECTROSTATIC GENERATOR

The film shows the apparatus in operation.
The deflection of the electroscope is shown
to increase with the continued dropping of
water. Energy .is supplied by gravity acting
on the falling water. If the charge becomes
sufficient, the drops no longer fall into the
cups,
but are deflected away.
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TEACHING

EXPERIMENTS

WITH

HIGH

PHYSICS

BY MOTION

FREQUENCY

CURRENTS

PICTURE

Dr. Lemon is here shown passing a high voltage charge through his body. The potentials, here
involved are about one million volts and the frequencies about 500,000 cycles per second.
With such high frequencies, even these potentials are harmless.

onstration lecture has been revived in
physics teaching at Chicago with no
small amount of success, and one demonstration lecture hour a week is included in the program of all junior college classes.
VAST

AMOUNT

OF LABOR

ENTAILED

The organization of this material,
sufficient in amount to run through the
year, has been a very large undertaking, occupying a great proportion of the
time of two men on the staff. Several,
at least two, assistants are needed on
full time solely to attend to the routine
of assembling and tuning up the experiments that are shown in each class.
It had long been the belief of the
writer that the demonstration lecture

might readily be supplanted by the motion picture were there available suitable films, properly edited; and last
year, through the co-operation of the
Society for Visual Education, this experiment was tried. A group of films
entitled "Famous Experiments in Electricity and Magnetism" were set up,
photographed, illustrated with animated drawings, and then were tested
out, briefly as follows :
LECTURE

VS.

FILM

Six sections of twenty-five students
each were brought together on two occasions, half the group meeting in one
room and the other half in another
room. One group was shown 1000 feet of
film on the subject of "Electrostatics."

2.1

VISUAL

EDUCATION
EVALUATION

The other group was given a demonstration lecture covering the same material. The two groups were then
interchanged and those who had previously seen the film were given a demonstration lecture on
"Magnetism/'

OF

RESULTS

In looking at these figures, the following important facts must be borne
in mind:
The spoken lecture was allowed an
hour for presentation. The film was
entirely unsupported by any
comment and occupied the
normal projection time for
1,000 feet, which is less
than twenty minutes.
The writer therefore feels
confident that if the motion
picture film were preceded

by preparatory remarks and
followed by questions and
discussion, the numerical
grades above quoted would
appear in inverted order.
As a result of these tests,
and in consideration of its
A LARGE- SIZE WIMSHURST MACHINE
eliminating the large
A Powerful
Electrostatic
Generator
amount of time and effort
Its two plates of glass carry tinfoil collectors and rotate in
opposite directions. "Brushes" connect opposite collectors
represented
in the setting
through a rod. "Combs" take the charge from the collectors
and store it .in "Ley den jars." When the "jars" are fully
up of equipment
required
charged, the film shows a bright spark passing between them.
for
demonstration
1e c whereas the others were shown 1,000
tures, the motion picture film for the
feet of film on the same subject. present is established in our laboratory
The entire group was then given a as one of the recognized means of undergraduate instruction. It must be recomprehensive examination. Papers
membered, however, in respect to our
were marked by four different individopening remarks, that films are to be
uals and the results averaged. It apregarded as a substitute only for this
peared that those who had seen the
one type of science instruction. It is
material presented by the lecturer in inconceivable that they can ever take
person attained a grade of 72%. Those
the place of laboratory or classroom
who had seen the film averaged 67%.
work in physics.
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PROJECTION QUERIES and ANSWERS
A department conducted for the benefit of all users of motion pictures who have
problems
of projection to solve.
Address
queries to Projection
Department,
Visual Education.

is small. Similarly, the greater the length
of wire through which an electric current is sent, the smaller is its voltage.
Therefore the introduction of a coil of
small wire of suitable length will reduce
the current to the desired voltage. A
physicist or an electrician should be consulted as to the resistance required in a
given case.
The next item is the wattage of a lamp.
Making comparison again with water
flowing through a pipe, the wattage corresponds to the rate at which water is delivered by the pipe. In the case of
electric lights, the greater the wattage
of the lamp, the more light it gives.
But a lamp will not give the number of watts marked on it unless the
current has the voltage for which it was
designed. For example, if one is using a
lamp marked 110 volts and 250 watts, and
if the current delivered to the lamp is
of only 90 volts pressure — because of too
many other lamps on the same circuit, or
for any other reason — then the lamp will
deliver light corresponding to much less
than 250 watts. The light under these
circumstances will be unsatisfactory, but
it is not the fault of the projector nor of
the lamp.
The heating effects of lamps of large
wattage should be understood and respected. For example, the energy given
out by a 250-watt lamp is approximately
equal to one-third horse power. That is,
it would take a one-third horse power
engine to supply it with current. Or,
considered from the other end, it gives

Question. Kindly give me information
respecting various kinds of lamps and
methods of using them.— B. W. S., Chicago.
* * *
Answer. The lamp to be employed depends upon the electric current which is
available and the results which it is
desired to secure.
The first thing to be taken into consideration is the voltage of the current
which is to be used. If the electric current is compared to water flowing through
a pipe, then voltage corresponds to the
pressure which causes the water to flow.
If the pressure is high, strong pipes must
be used or they will burst. Similarly, if
the lamp is not adapted to the current it
will quickly burn out.
Sometimes projectors are provided with
lamps which are overloaded by the current which is to be used in them. The
reason for this practice is that the intensity of the light is greatly increased
by overloading. But the purchaser
should know that under these conditions the lamp will quickly fail. Since
the large lamps used in projectors
cost several dollars apiece, this is an
important item. The best, and in the
long run the most satisfactory, practice
is to use lamps adapted precisely to the
voltage to be used. The lamp manufacturers have every laboratory facility for
determining what is best, and their advice on types of lamps is better than that
of projector salesmen.
Occasionally it is necessary to use a
lamp where the current is of a voltage different from that for which the lamp is
constructed. If the current voltage is too
high, it may be reduced by inserting
"resistance coils" in the circuit before it
reaches the lamp. It is clear that the
greater the distance water flows through
a pipe, the more its pressure is reduced.
This is especially
true
if the pipe

out *as much energy, largely in the form
of heat, as would be required to run a
one-third horse power engine. Consequently, when large lamps are used very
efficient ventilating systems must be provided or the lamp house will become
dangerously hot.
(To be continued)
—F. B. MOULTON.
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new thought and alien situations into
the eye and mind of a majority of our

The Washington State
Department of Education has a standard
rating card which is
used in grading rural
schools. The checking is done by the
county superintendents, who send the
rate card to the teachers under their supervision. In considering whether a
school shall become standardized one of
the points on which credit is given is,
Projector Ownership a Factor in
Rural School
Grading

As an illustration of the usefulness of
population."
motion pictures in the educational field,
Mr. Metcalfe calls attention to the effect
which a film just imported from Europe
made upon guests of the Yale Club in
New York. The picture showed the audience the wretched condition of the Armenians. Much has been written on this
subject, but those people really saw the
awfulness of the situation with their own
eyes. These guests of officials of the
Near East Relief Committee learned from
this film play that, despite the good work
of American benefactors in caring for
100,000 starving children, conditions are
worse with them than even in Russia.
Bitter were the denunciations of the
Turk and Turkish misrule.
In no other way could the sad condition abroad have been so convincingly
shown to Americans, and in no more
affecting way could their hearts have
been stirred.

"Does your district own a motion picture
machine, stereopticon or stereoscope?"
A steadily increasing number of schools
in the larger centers of Washington are
investing in motion picture machines and
using them as a part of their regular
school equipment. Much interest is being manifested in making available a
larger supply of good educational films.
Mrs. Josephine Corliss Preston, state
superintendent of public instruction, says:
"Visual education is one of the most
valuable of the newer movements in education. A large share of every person's
information in any walk of life comes
to him through the sense of sight. It is
also knowledge of lasting value because
it is most vividly impressed as a mental
picture. For this reason it would be of
great educational benefit if the instruction which is given in certain subjects of
the school course of study could be supplemented with moving picture films
bearing on any particular phase of the
work which teachers may wish to empha-

"Thus," concludes Mr. Metcalfe, "is the
film hinting at its educational, propaganda usefulness in the future."

size."
Constructive
Propaganda
By Way of
the Screen

"Thinking people who giv&
the motion-picture art an
occasional analysis realize
that the entertainment
phase merely penetrates
the surface of the huge drums of liquid
which the Eastman Company turns into
motion-picture films," says Leigh Metcalfe in the CHICAGO JOURNAL OF

COMMERCE. "Serious-minded folk realize
more and more each day that the action
camera is the only magic that can bring
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Last year Prof. Joseph J.
Three Tests Weber
made a series of
With School
tests
in
Public School No.
Films
62, New York. The following results of one of his experiments
are set forth in the current report of the
Curriculum Committee of the Visual Instruction Association of New York City,
rendered by its chairman, Rowland
Rogers.
"Four hundred and eighty-five pupils
in Public School No. 62 were examined as
to their knowledge of geography. When
the experiment began, all pupils had an
average knowledge of about 31.8 units.
This standing they had gained from their
knowledge of geography prior to the experiment. From this starting point (31.8
units) the four hundred and eighty-five
pupils who were taught orally without
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the aid of the correlated motion picture
film, improved to 45.5 points — a gain of
13.7. The same pupils, with the aid of
the film shown after the oral lesson, improved to 49.9 points — a gain of 18.1.
The same pupils, with the aid of the
motion picture film shown before the
lesson, improved to 52.7 points — a gain
of 20.9. Professor Weber says: 'Statistically, these points are reliable to the
point of practical certainty.'
"Mr. Roy L. Davis, graduate student of
New York University, conducted an experiment in another of the New York
schools. A partial list of his conclusions
is as follows: .

other words, the film beat the best teacher
by 6.6 per cent and the average teacher
by 12.14 per cent.
"Tests and experiments of this sort,
to evaluate motion pictures for instruction purposes, are being conducted in
several places. Before long there will be
on hand accurate scientific information
and proof based upon tests, which will
determine conclusively how, when, and
where motion pictures for instruction can
be used to advantage."
Of course we can all recall how, in our first
study of English literature and its history, it amazed us to
learn that the drama owes its birth to
the church, although in time it grew out
of hand and was disowned. Nowadays,
when theatre and church are almost invariably apart in their aims and ideals,
an effort to bring back dramatic art into
the divine service is worthy of note.
Concerning such a project is an article
in the November issue of THEATRE

The Drama
in the Church

"On the production side there is (a)
a decided lack of suitable films on school
subjects. This, however, is being improved every day. (b) There is a decided
need of closer co-operation between the
producer of educational motion pictures
and the school men who are to make use
of these films in the classroom, (c) There
is a need for a 're-editing' of existing educational motion pictures, in order to make
them adaptable to the curriculum.
"On the pedagogical side there is a
need of better correlation of motion pictures with the present school curriculum.
Mr. Davis states that the experimental

MAGAZINE entitled, "The Church and
the Drama," by Elizabeth B. Grimball.
She is an active member of a two-year-old
movement called "The National Commission of Church Drama and Pageantry of

study of children's perceptual judgments
is particularly beneficial from a production point of view. Motion pictures
should be differentiated for pupils of different ages. With few exceptions, pupils
know more about their lessons, particularly visual lessons, a week afterward
than they do at the time the lesson is
given.
"In the spring of 1920, Professor J. W.
Shepherd of the University of Oklahoma
conducted a test with about a dozen
pupils of average intelligence in one of
the high schools of Madison, Wisconsin.
"Abstract and concrete subjects were
taught to one group by means of films
only, to another group by a superior instructor, and to another group by an
average instructor. The film scored an
average of 74.5 per cent, the superior
teacher an average of 66.9 per cent, and
the average teacher 61.36 per cent.
In

the Episcopal Church of America," which
was organized by the Department of Religious Education of that church. A school
of church drama was conducted by this
commission at a conference of church
workers at Wellesley College last summer
and met with signal success.
The conference allowed the use of part
of Wellesley Chapel for a workshop, and
here were created costumes of great
beauty and dignity. "The Sinner Beloved," a dramatization of the Book of
Hosea, by the Rev. Phillips E. Osgood of
Philadelphia, was presented first, serving
as an example of concrete means of instructing the class in the art of church
plays.
Several important and interesting facts
were impressed upon the class by this experiment. First, that although plays and
-■j
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pageants in the church depend largely
upon the same laws as do dramas elsewhere for their effectiveness, they are
seriously limited in some respects. One
cannot forget, for example, that a play in
church is not to be regarded as an entertainment nor even merely as an educational spectacle, but always and foremost
as a form of worship — a sort of visualized
prayer, instinct with dignity and reverence. Therefore it is advisable to use
simple lighting effects, to avoid all stage
make-up, to have costumes that are not
only historically correct but beautiful
and dignified in line, color and texture.
Rightly managed, even dancing before an
altar may assume the grave splendor, the
austere, holy emotion, of ancient Christian rituals.
The selection of plays suitable for
church presentation is, of course, a matter of primary importance. THEATRE
MAGAZINE not only proposes to publish
further articles on this interesting subject, but states that lists will be sent upon
request. Inquiries should be addressed:
The Editor, The Amateur Stage, Theatre
Magazine, 6 East 39th Street, New York
City, and should be accompanied by a
stamped return envelope.
The collective mind of the

plot and have felt that their entrance fee
was a misplaced investment if the hero
and heroine were not left in a final embrace with all their foes slain or in
prison. And the motion-picture producer,
with polite, attentive ear to the murmurs
of the public, made films to please those
who made his pocket-book fat. To quote
Mr. Van Vranken:
"Up to a short time ago there were few,
if any, films which ended in gloom or
catastrophe. It would have been as fatal
for a screen impresario to put forth an
expensive picture with a lachrymose or
lugubrious finale, as for a publisher to
print a volume of juvenile stories in
which the dragon chewed up the noble
knight, and the old witch succeeded in
permanently turning the golden-haired
princess into a rattlesnake."
In order, however, to make pictures
conform to this invariable and superficial
standard, logical plot development was
forgotten, characterizations, apt and accurate in the first part of the film, given
strange twists toward the end, and all
similitude to life — in which very few endings are happy — lost. Consequently the
photoplay was poor art, unsatisfying and
harmful, for anything that is poor art,
no matter how innocuous, is in the end
vicious.

That there is a change for the better
in the dramatic appreciation of the
masses is now evidenced by the fact that
many film tragedies have been as successful as dramas conceived and ended in
lighter vein. The development of the
standard of patron and of producer has
apparently advanced simultaneously and
it is a difficult matter to say where the
responsibility for the progress rests. The
director with a soul for his art now has
as much of an opportunity to express himself as the one with a gift for melodrama,
and those who have decried the motion
picture from their elevation of superior
discernment now can walk unafraid into
the cinema house in the frank glare of
the noon-day sun without losing prestige.
"The Unhappy Ending," that the people
flocking to the picture houses have deThe author quotes a number of inmanded the saccharine
ending for the
stances to prove his contention.
"The
26
"Unhappy
Ending" a
bign 01
Photoplay
Progress

American populace, affected
by the continual influence of
^g motion picture, is rap.-,!-,
,. . , ,
mly degenerating, is slowly
improving, is remaining
static, is being cruelly done to death, is
— well, almost anything, according to the
temperamental outlook of the person discussing the question.
Frederick Van Vranken, who voices his
opinion in the December number of PHOTOPLAY, believes that he sees signs of
an intellectual resuscitation, and cites as
proof the fact that the notoriously happy
ending is no longer an absolute necessity
for the success of a picture. It has been
true, as he remarks in an article titled
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Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse," one
of the very greatest of the year's productions, leaves its optience grieving over the
grave of its hero, a French soldier killed
in action. Were the plot of Ibanez's
classic so changed as to let Julio come
safely home, how much less poignantly
effective! "Broken Blossoms," that creation of Griffith's, was saturated with the
deepest gloom and yet the public, aided
no doubt by the persuasive salesmanship
of the director, welcomed it as a triumph. "Bob Hampton of Placer" leaves
the bodies of its two chief characters dead
on the massacre-field where Custer fell
fighting. How ludicrous and false had
the director improved "happily" on this
great historic event, as he might have
chosen to do! Many other pictures, such
as "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," "Without
Benefit of Clergy," "Gypsy Blood" — all
tragedies — have been marked with the
stamp of public approval. And this is
Very significant.
Mr. Van Vranken says: "The advent of
the unhappy ending marks the most vital
and important step yet taken by the silent
drama. It at once lifts motion pictures
out of the category of mere tawdry,
time-annihilating entertainment, and
places them in the class of enduring
artistry.
"When all our photoplays were consistently given a rubber-stamp happy ending, whether it was logical or not, it
meant that motion-picture audiences were
mentally incapable of appreciating the
better-class pictures, and that film production had not reached a point where it
could hold and interest a person by its
technique — its pictorial beauty, its structure, its form, its artistry — aside from the
mere plot.
"Consequently, when the unhappy ending made its appearance on the screen,
motion pictures took their place with the
older recognized arts. It proved that not
only had the technique of the cinema become artistic and worth-while, but that
the mental standard of motion-picture patrons had risen from the merely juvenile
type of mind demanding only document- 27

ary amusement, to a mature and intelligent type of mind which could grasp and
enjoy both truth and art."
A moving picture proved
Film Testifies to be a very damaging witin Court
ness against the Chicago
Surface Lines in the city's recent suit
against them for a return to the five-cent
fare. The picture, altogether too familiar
to the traveling public, was a more effective witness than lawyer's arguments or
the verbal testimony of many sworn witnesses.
The film showed the traveling public
jammed into the cars, men and women
struggling to hang on, climbing over one
another, trampling on the weaker ones,
smashing bundles, and in general traveling in less respectability and comfort
than hogs and cattle in transport to the
stockyards. Other scenes showed tired,
despairing shop-girls standing for long
periods on street corners while car after
car, packed inside and out, passed them
by. Contrasting with these scenes were
pictures showing the barns of the companies, with long strings of empty cars
standing idle.

*

Positive vs.
Negative
Instruction

*

*

That there are two sides to
every question and that both
might well be considered in
,_
. .
.
the matter of instructional

"safety first" films, is evident from comments which have recently been forthcoming. The Motion Picture Committee
of the National Safety Council is cooperating in the distribution of films
produced with a view to preventing accidents and avoiding serious results from
slight injuries. Discussing the efficiency
of such motion pictures, the chairman of
the committee, David S. Beyer, says: "One
of the most important steps in accident
prevention is to give every individual a
vivid impression of what an accident
means, and to make clear the fact that
his name may be the one that is to head
tomorrow's casualty list."
There are many, in addition to the
(Continued on page 51)

PRACTICAL POINTERS FROM
FILM-USERS
A department conducted by readers for readers. Ideas, plans, "better ways,"
short-cuts, cautions — any helpful suggestions of any kind which are likely to be
of interest and value to other users of films for non-theatrical purposes — are
invited for publication. An extension of subscription will be entered in acknowledgment of accepted "POINTERS."
STARTING

THE

FILM

IN

FRAME

PERFECT technique in projection is
just as important for school and
church "movies" as it is for the moving picture theater. In our work we always impress upon the operator the necessity of taking pride in having his
showings run as smoothly as possible, and
that a small but important factor in perfect projection is to see that the film is
started "in frame."
Many times when a picture is thrown
upon the screen, the frame line appears
in the center and it becomes necessary for
the operator to move the picture up or
down, thus spoiling the effectiveness of
the opening scene or title.
A small pocket search-light effectively
remedies this difficulty. When the machine has been threaded, throw the rays
of the search-light just behind the aperture plate. This will enable the operator
to see the film through the aperture opening, after which it will take him only a
second to operate the framing device until
all frame lines disappear. The film will
then be ready for projection without the
annoyance and distraction caused by a
divided picture.
— a. 0. M., Chicago.
A

TEN-MIXUTE

"BACKGROUND"

TALK

IT IS our belief that whenever an educational film is shown, whether in the
classroom as a definite part of the
school work, or to a miscellaneous audience as part of a general program of
"better films," it should be preceded by
a brief talk in order to insure the maximum benefit from the showing.
Needless to say, I do not counsel comment during the filming itself; that
divides attention.
A preliminary
talk,

however, supplies a needed "background"
against which to see the film intelligently,
and this is most important to the complete success of the showing. Not only
does it add to the interest and effectiveness of the film, but it gives sympathetic
direction to the observations made by the
"optience."
In the classroom, where school films
are used in connection with textbook,
recitation and other schoolroom work,
pupils invariably have some general advance knowledge of the subject. Notwithstanding this fact, no teacher who wishes
to make visual education pay big dividends should fail to acquaint herself in
advance with the content of the reel and
prepare her class for the screen lesson
by means of a short discussion of the
purpose and contents of the film, making
perfectly clear its relation to the subject
they have been studying.
Again, we believe that a short lesson
on the subject matter of the film should
immediately follow the screen presentation, in order to correct possible misapprehensions and clear up special difficulties. Wherever possible, also, the film
should be given a second screening. This
enables pupils to check up on the points
brought out in the intervening discussion,
and impresses the lesson with added vividness on their minds.
In the case of a general audience the
preliminary talk is even more important,
for the reason that the majority of people
whose school days are behind them are
not "up" on many of the facts on which
an educational film is grounded. Particularly is this true, I find, where a history film is in question, or one on geology,
astronomy, or some similar science.
However, even in the case of films on
nature-study,
geography and citizenship —
28
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made between the aquatic ''wriggler" and
ill- pestiferous flying, biting mosquito.
Had a film like that which was now to be
screened been available, declared the
speaker, every one concerned in the crusade would have vividly realized the
scientific fact behind the use of the oil
can, and the campaign would have been
prosecuted with added zest and interest.
This little preliminary talk aroused

at a recent moving picture program arranged for grownups and children of the
community. A film on "Mosquitoes"
formed an important feature of the program. In the ten-minute talk preceding
the showing, the speaker told of a campaign against mosquitoes in which she
had participated the summer previous.
Children and their parents had labored
industriously with oil cans, and posters
and pamphlets were distributed by the
hundreds to stimulate and inform; yet
only occasionally would a simple question
as to what the oil really did to help kill
off the mosquitoes., succeed in eliciting an
intelligent answer from the crusaders.
It

keen curiosity. Interest was "on tiptoe."
All present brought far more alert attention to the section of the reel dealing with
methods of mosquito warfare than would
have been the case had the moving picture, however fascinating and informing,
merely been flashed upon the screen without introduction.
Personally, except in the case of purely
recreational pictures, I never show a film
without arranging for a brief preparatory talk to prick interest and quicken
and direct observation.
—E. A. B.. Evanstoh, III.

SOME NEW-VOLUME
^nd
,
Appeal

FILM-USERS

seemed difficult, likewise, to discover that
any clear mental connection was being

pictures which any audience is able to
understand and enjoy without preparation— our experience goes to show that
a decided increase in interest and enthusiasm results when a speaker points out
in advance the purpose of the film, supplementing the material of the reel with
other pertinent, interesting information
on the subject.
We had an excellent illustration of this

Promise

FROM

ANNOUNCEMENTS

With the January number,
which
initiates t he t hird

interest in things educational, would it
not be a favor to them to put them in
touch
with what
Visual
Education
is
doing?

volume
of Visual
Edtjcatiov. some features will be

introduced, both departmental and artistic, which are calculated to add appreciably to the interest, value, attractiveness and readableness of its pages. More
attention will be devoted in the coming
volume to recent developments in the use
of visual teaching aids other than the
educational film, and in the case of the
latter device more articles will be published along the line of actual classroom
method.
If you know a teacher who is not a
subscriber to this magazine, or have a
friend outside the profession with a keen

The January issue will give
space
to
an
interesting
.
compilation
of items reportlng the methods successfully
ased by schools the country over for
financing the purchase of motion-picture
projectors and the rental of films. Readers of Visual Education who have knowledge of specific instances where schools
have thus earned their own machines by
money-making projects are invited to submit the information for inclusion in this
The ProProblem
ijct?i
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report.
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THE

BONNIE

BRIER

BUSH

nial type — the charm of an unaffected
portrayal of sincere emotions. And emotions are the same whether they were
reflected in a face five thousand years
ago beneath the shadow of the Pyramids
or whether they animate the figures that
pass us on the streets today.
This picture is of particular interest
because it was made in the London
studios of Paramount, and there was
thus opportunity to provide real Scotch
background for the outdoor scenes. The
rambling thatched cottages that might
have sheltered a Bruce or a Wallace, the
embowered lanes and the rolling pastures dotted with grazing sheep, are a
continual visual joy. The village of
Thrums in the film dramatization of "Sentimental
Tommy" might occasionally
suggest the artificial, but the
village of Drumtochty is at
all times convincing. The
photography is consistently
fine throughout, and science
and skill have been combined
with natural beauty to produce rare scenic effects. The
interiors also have been well
done, from the quiet hearth
of the shepherd to the stately
halls
tochty. of the Castle of Drum-

COME away from the present and
slip back into the days of yesterday. Such is the alluring invitation
that captions the beginning of THE
BONNIE BRIER BUSH, and as the reels
unwind we gladly obey the beckoning
shepherd and slip through the open gate
into a delectable romance of a still
fragrant yesterday.
"Beside the Bonnie Brier Bush" in
novel form graced the bookshelves of our
fathers and grandfathers and its delineation of the simple, kirk-going Scotch folk
is fondly recalled by all who read it. It
should be as beloved today as it was
formerly, for its charm is of the peren-

SUNDAY

INSPECTION
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The story which Ian Mac}aren wrote in the early
nineties depends upon the
warmth and accuracy of its
characterizations and upon
the mellowness and flavor of
the Scotch atmosphere, rather
than upon dramatic tenseness
and compactness of plot. The
photoplay, which is based on
that portion of the story dealing with
ii the griefs of Flora
Campbell, follows the original faithfully in this respect,
with interpolated episodes.

FILMS
Critics may complain that so far as
the effect of its use on the screen is concerned, the love motive is trite and
threadbare. After all. however, the love
of a man for a maid has known no
nindamental change through the hurrying ages. Circumstances may vary details, but the theme is essentially the
same, and it is forever new and forever
of interest. If you look at this picture
with a sympathetic eye, you will feel the
full sweetness of its romance.
It is probably true that the spell of
the picture's simplicity will not fall
upon many. If, however, it proves not
10 be popular, the reflection is not upon
the picture but upon those who disapprove. It appears that people have to be
educated up to a film like THE BONNIE
BRIER BUSH. We are able to praise
The Cotter's Saturday Xight and to speak
highly of the wholesome tone and pastoral simplicity of Burns, but when we
get precisely the same thing in a moving picture we mumble something about
lack of "punch" and believe that we have
proved ourselves critics of great penetration.

Sometime we shall learn, perhaps, that
almost any director with funds can make
a picture with one thousand horses and
fifty thousand extras and plenty of thrills.
but that it takes peculiar ability and understanding tomake a picture of effective
simplicity and to do it well. "Beside
the Bonnie Brier Bush" is a page torn
from life, and all the adventures and
vicissitudes of a career are never
crowded upon one page. That the picture runs its pleasant course without interpolated thrills makes it an accurate
representation of life.
A word should be said concerning the
characterizations, which were in many
cases of peculiar difficulty. Many of the
actors are English and acquit themselves
creditably in their various roles. The
part of Lachlan Campbell. Flora's stern,
ultra-orthodox father, is played by Donald
Crisp, who directed the picture and whom
many will remember as the prize-fighter
in "Broken Blossoms.'' This role is one
of the outstanding ones and on the whole
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Air. Crisp handles it well. The sternness of the old shepherd, however, which
was in many instances assumed to conceal the wayward rush of emotion, becomes on the screen nothing but fierceness. It is not necessary to become gesticulatory or violent to convey the impression of strong anger, and such an interpretation is never so convincing as
the dignity of reserve.
It is a happy-ending film, and we leave
the wedding guests making merry to the
skirling of the braw pipers when we
pass again through the open gate, which
closing behind us blots out this pleasant
land of yesterday.
Released by Famous
A STUDY

OF

Players-Lasky.
NIAGARA

has already
picture
THE
been moving
widely used
to make familiar
the scenic beauties of Niagara Falis.
When a film, however, not only excellently portrays the majesty of this great
mass of falling water but also during the
course of the footage presents a scientific pictorial exposition of the geography of the Niagara region, you have
an unusual combination of visual appeal
and comprehensive information. Such a
picture is A STUDY OF XI AGAR A. in
two reels, designed for strictly classroom
use.
One who visits Niagara Falls is often
literally staggered by the unceasing
thunder of the plunging river and by the
viciousness of the rushing rapids.
As a

OXE
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OF DR. ATVYOOD'S GRAPHIC
BOARD SKETCHES

BLACK-
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Winds add variety and color. Special attention is given to the Whirlpool, which
never fails to exercise its morbid fascination and whose sullen, swirling
waters remind one of Poe's Maelstrom.
The eddying currents and the inlet and
outlet of this extraordinary pocket of
water are carefully explained by Dr. Atwood.

rule, he is apt to carry away vivid, isolated impressions, but no clear idea of
the relative positions of salient features
and of up-stream, down-stream and surrounding country. If it is easy for a

Of special and unique interest is the
fact that many of the views were made

ONE OF MANY FINE SCENICS
VISUALIZING
THE
WORLD'S
CATARACT

from an airplane, a bird's-eye view thus
being gained of the entire region. The
accompanying illustration demonstrates
the educational value of pictures like
these which make the geography of a
region clear at a glance.
A film of this type has a place in the
classroom that cannot be otherwise filled.
Used in connection with the textbook, it

IN MOTION
MIGHTIEST

person of maturity who has had the advantage of actual observation to be confused, how much easier for the child
mind, fumbling through printed pages!
The clarity of this picture makes perplexity impossible for either adult or
child.
The method of presentation adopted in
the film is one of alternation, splendid
motion-picture views being succeeded by
a chalk sketch explaining the geography
of the scene just presented. These chalk
sketches are drawn step by step by Dr.
W. W. Atwood of Clark University,
widely known as an authority upon physical geography and geology. He has a
forceful and picturesque method of visualizing geographic facts with a crayon
and it is a pleasure to see the expedition
and effect with which he works.
The reels are introduced with a map of
the United States locating the Niagara
river, and thus before the picture is well
on its way, a substantial informational
background has been acquired. Such
points of interest as the Rapids and the
islands above the Falls, the American and
Canadian Falls, the Whirlpool and the
Gorge, are presented in logical sequence
with accompanying diagrams. Views of
the International Bridge and the Cave of

AN

AERIAL
PANORAMA
SHOWING
ISLAND
AND
THE
HORSESHOE
AMERICAN
FALLS

GOAT
AND

will etch facts permanently upon the
child-mind and will make the acquisition
of information a process of joy.
Released by the Society for Visual Education, Inc.
OUR

MUTUAL

FRIEND

opens
ns istheanportal
Dicke
THE
s wide
e thatofswing
sesamname
of pleasure to countless readers the
world over. It is most natural that the
romance and humor and tragedy of his
pages should eventually find their way
to the screen, although it is a matter for
wonder that the process has taken so
OUR MUTUAL FRIEND, his last
long.
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complete novel, is the most recent of his
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AND

REVIEWED

the photoplay be treated so hurriedly as
to deprive it of its effect. It would be impossible for a person who has not read
the book to get from the screen a coherent
idea of this part of the novel. Not only
are essential details omitted, but information necessary to the understanding of
the situation is withheld from the subtitles. For instance, Bradley Headstone,
(.he decent schoolmaster, makes his first
appearance in the picture without any explanation as to his identity. An unenlightened spectator has no idea who he is
or how he happens to come into the plot.
It was, however, as has been said before,
no easy matter to condense so much story
into the limits of even an eight-reel picture.

productions to be converted into a photoplay.
The volumes of Dickens are so meaty,
so full of plot digressions, so crowded
with picturesque and irrelevant figures
and incidents, that the scenario writer
must needs give way to despair when
called upon to prepare their screen version. The task before the adapter in the
case of OUR MUTUAL FRIEND was one
of unusual difficulties, for the story is
both long and complicated as to arrangement.
While, as a rule, the novels of Dickens
do not possess subtlety or unity of plot,
OUR MUTUAL FRIEND has two distinct
plots that run parallel and that are interdependent. The film play has emphasized
the story of John Rokesmith (the John
Harmon of the denouement) at the expense of the second theme. It is true that
the mystery concerning the missing heir
begins the action and supplies the element of intrigue, but in the novel the love
affair of Lizzie Hexam and Eugene Wrayburn, the insouciant young
lawyer, is stressed more and
more tensely as the story

The two plots are treated separately.
The career of John Rokesmith is practically disposed of before the romance of
the old river man's daughter is presented.
There are a few alternating scenes, but
the scenario writer doubtless felt that to
flash scenes from one plot and then to
picture events dealing with the other
(Continued on page 51)

progresses. You have an instinctive feeling that Dickens
was more absorbed in it than
in the other plot. There is no
character in the book that affords such an involved
psychological study as that
of the dilettante lover. The
solitary struggle of Lizzie
Hexam to sacrifice her desires and love to her sense of
duty, and the picture of Bradley Headstone's almost inexplicable passion for her, are
remarkably dramatic and convincing. The spectacular climax of this plot, when Headstone beats out the life of
Wrayburn with deadly grimness, becomes really the climax of the story.
It seems an artistic oversight that such a wealth of
dramatic material should in
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BOOK REVIEWS
The Strange Adventures of a Pebble,
by Hallam Hawksworth. New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons.

Stones of the Field" is headed by a photograph of a stony New England hilltop,
accompanied by this delicious fancy from
"The Ballad of the Boulders":

Pp. 296.

As the author of "The Strange Adventures of a Pebble" remarks in his
preface, one of the chief difficulties with
the modern textbook on physiography
is that its systematic and exhaustive
treatment of subject matter, while serving to organize knowledge already acquired or to reward an appetite previously
aroused, does not create the appetite. It

They
They
And
•Great
They

flung- them over to Roxbury Hills;
flung- them over the plain ;
all
over Milton and Dorchester too
threw,
lumps
from the pudding
the giants
tumbled about like rain.

Through these twelve vivid chapters the
narrative flows easily and without break,
as too seldom is the case in the average
textbook, where divisions are cut-anddried and little or no attempt is made to
connect the material with what has preceded.

has been Mr. Hawksworth's purpose in
this delightful study of the earth's history to present the material in such a
manner that his readers will be made
hungry for information and will be led
eagerly and naturally from one conclusion
to another.
It is not often that information is so
charmingly and so wisely presented as in

One of the most remarkable things
about this pleasing romance of rocks,
winds and waves is its informal, conversational and spontaneous style. Mr.
Hawksworth is skilled in fashioning
fanciful and effective phrases that literally catch the eye because of their fertile
imagery and that impress themselves
upon the memory because of their charm
and rhythm. It is not every one who
could call the glacial period "the winter
that lasted all summer," and the icesheets from the north "the old men who
pushed the Mississippi about." One is
delighted to think of the Palisades as
"Mr. Vulcan's famous castle on the Hudson," and of the Yosemite River as making its big jump "to catch the train."
Such is the alchemy of this rippling,
graceful and discursive style that bald
facts are converted into refreshing mental
food, and mountains, volcanoes and rivers
become familiar, picturesque friends with
engaging personalities of their own.
Of special interest to those cognizant of
the possibilities of visual instruction in
the classroom, is the stress which the
author places upon the importance of
studying his illustrations. Believing, as
he states in his preface, that a far more
effective use may be made of pictures in
teaching than is usually done, he has
made a very extended use of pictorial
material in "The Strange Adventures of

"The Strange Adventures of a Pebble."
The child will find in this realistic firsthand narration by that intimate observer,
the pebble, all the story elements necessary to satisfy his greedy and innate desire for color and action, while the more
mature reader will discover a comprehensive and accurate statement of facts,
tinged with the romance and flavor that
only the born raconteur can supply.
The very arrangement of the subject
matter is interesting and logical. Corresponding to the twelve months of the
year, there are twelve chapters, and the
author has achieved a close relation
between the nature of the month and the
material developed in that chapter. The
first chapter, for instance, dealing with
the creation of that very large pebble
which we designate as the earth, is called
January. Appropriately, the fourth chapter is concerned with the work of the
April rains, while the eighth brings us
in the dog-days to the contemplation of
the hot deserts. Each chapter is headed
with a few lines of poetry which give
delicate and apt suggestion as to the
content.
For example,
that on "The
34
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a Pebble." Moreover, he explains, "these
pictures have been made to talk, as it
were, by means of extended analysis and
comment upon their significant features;
this for the double purpose of teaching
important facts, as only pictures can
teach, and of stimulating the invaluable
habit of observation and of logical reasoning about things observed. . . .
And since the earth is not, after all, a
mere geological specimen, these illustrations include reproductions of paintings and scenery as interpreted by the
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fact that "young people enjoy conundrums and curious quests in the field of
books quite as well as mere passive reading," this feature furnishes a direct incentive to independent research work. To
give a concrete idea of the author's
method, here are a few observations and
queries culled from the "Hide and Seek"
page which accompanies the January
chapter, "In the Beginning":
Who wants to sit and be talked to all the
time? When boys and girls are playing
games, the greatest pleasure is in taking
part, and it's the same way in the Wonderland of Books. Books mean most to those
who "get into the game"; who help chase
after the answers to things. This hunting
for answers up and down among the books

poet and the artist."
There are two stories, therefore, in
these pages — the one that may be followed pictorially and the one of the
printed lines. The
illustration of "The
Gray Temple of the
Winds," here reproduced with its caption, is an admirable
example of the way
in which Mr. Hawksworth makes his
pictures teach. Were
more textbook writers so to realize the
value of the illustration, there would result a most decided
improvement in pedagogic methods.
No review of this
book would be complete without mention of the department aptly christened "Hide and Seek
in the Library." This
follows each chapter
with relevant questions and suggestions. Conducted in
the manner of an informal discussion
that frequently adds
new and strange
facts concerning the
material presented,
and capitalizing the

THE GRAY TEMPLE

OF THE WINDS

Courtesy of Chas. Scribner's Sous
This gray mass of sandstone en the Wisconsin prairies is a piece of
architecture with which man has had nothing whatever to do. It is
all the work of the winds and the rains; of the sea, and of rivers; of
water and rivers of ice; and the vertical division of the rock into
joints by the shrinking of the earth. The detail, the rounding of the
pillars, and so on, is largely the work of the winds and their helpers, the frosts, the rains, and the wind-blown sand.
The original mass was carved out of a big rock-bed by flowing rivers
that had their course around it on either side. Then one of these
rivers was dammed by ice in the days of the glaciers and a lake was
formed in which this rock mass stood as an island. The level prairie
you now see around it was made by the sand and gravel deposited
in the bottom of this lake. The vertical divisions are cracks in the
earth crust called "joints." The horizontal divisions are due in part
to this cracking process and in part to "stratification," the layer-like
arrangement of the rocks when laid in the bottom of the sea, as
explained in Chapter X. The "cornice" is a layer of harder rock
which has yielded less to nature's tools.
[An illustration from the chapter or 'The Winter That Lasted All
Summer."]
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people of Plymouth, Kingston, Duxbury
and Marshfield — should be in easily accessible book form.
Mr. Baker is to be congratulated upon
his dramatic achievement. The pageant,
that venerable and expressive form of
dramatic art, has needed a stimulus in
this country which the achievements of
this anniversary year of 1921 may well
supply. Likewise, ths thoroughness of
treatment and the perfection of detail

is one of the interesting games we're going
to play.
Let's begin like this :
In the Greek myth stories, what else was
Mr. Apollo supposed to do for the world and
its people besides turning on the light?
How often would Christmas come around
if we lived in the moon?
Why may we be said to have eclipses of
the moon every month?
"Moon" and "month" sound a good deal
alike when you come to think of it. Don't
you wonder why? "Moon" comes from a
word meaning "to measure." You'll find the
rest of the word-story of the moon in any
dictionary that is big enough to tell about the
origin of words.
By the way — speaking of the timekeepers
in the sky — don't forget to look up the lives
of the great astronomers mentioned in this
chapter. You will find, among other things,
how Galileo, when only eighteen years of age,
helped to give us our clocks and watches by
counting his pulse-beats while watching a
hanging lamp swing back and forth in the
Cathedral of Pisa; how he found out who
"The Man in the Moon" really is and what
the "Milky Way" is made of ; how he invented the wonderful glass for playing hide
and seek among the worlds, and with it
found four moons in one night.

Sluggish, indeed, the mind of the child
which fails to respond actively to such
stimulation!
There are, of course, minor flaws to be
noticed in "The Strange Adventures of a
Pebble." No man speaks with the authoritative voice of angels, particularly
of a science which is still in the making.
Where, however, the content is so vital,
the treatment of material so vivid and
fascinating, and the charm of the telling
so continuous, it would be indeed carping
to mention flaws. "The Strange Adventures of a Pebble" may be considered a
significant contribution to educational
literature.

The Pilgrim Spirit, by George P. Baker.
The book of a pageant in celebration
of the Tercentenary of the Landing of
the Pilgrims, written and produced for
the Pilgrim Tercentenary Commission
of Massachusetts.
The many pageants and plays of this
year celebrating the Tercentenary of
the Landing of the Pilgrims have been
a fitting and proper manifestation of
our patriotic spirit and national pride.
It is also fitting that the. pageant which
was probably the most pretentious of all
— the one written by George P. Baker
and appropriately acted and sung by the
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shown in the author's written production
may well serve as a literary model for
future aspiring writers.
The material is handled in a very comprehensive manner. Mr. Baker was net
content to portray merely obvious historic episodes such as the landing of the
Pilgrims or the Mayflower compact, episodes most vivid in themselves. He went
far back in time and presented many
events leading up to the bitter days of
persecution and to the final flight from
English soil. In a way it is a history of
the whole Separatist movement. Moreover, he has caught the real spirit of the
Puritan and shows it dominant through
prisons and trials, through death and deprivation, suffering danger on the open
sea and sorrow in an unkind new land,
overcoming the menace of insidious outside influence and the peril of faction.
You are made to feel the courage of the
devoted men and women who triumphed
over such frightful odds and not only
gained the opportunity to worship as
seemed best to them, but also established
a body politic, a sound beginning of representative government.
Songs and dances add a delightful color
and variety to the scenes. The words
and music of the former are in almost
every case by persons of note, and aside
from their appropriateness to the theme
are things of poetic beauty in themselves.
There is also an enormous pictorial
value in this pageant. So great is its
visual appeal, indeed, that at the time of
presentation one fancies the marked
literary quality of its content must have
been overshadowed by the splendid processional pomp of its scenes. Those who

BOOK
were not present at the pageant but can
read with a seeing eye, are inspired to
supply as much background of stately
forest, tossing waves and placid English
countryside as their imaginations can
compass.
So far as historical accuracy is concerned, the pageant bears evidence of
careful
research
and
preparation.
It
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would be possible to use the book as a
history reference. And many whose
names are classic — Winslow, Brewster,
Standish, Hopkins, Bradford, Carver,
Allerton and others — are visualized to the
great benefit of careless memories. For
many reasons, therefore, does this little
volume truly deserve a place upon your
bookshelves.

VISUAL ACTIVITIES AS NOTED IN
THE DAILY PRESS
Arkansas
Pine Bluff. Moving pictures have for
the first time been made a part of
the regular church services in Pine
Bluff. The Alexander Memorial Presbyterian church has taken the lead
by showing films for thirty minutes
each Sunday evening preceding the
regular services, and is advertising
them as entertaining as well as instructive.
Connecticut
New Haven. Yale rowing coaches have
resorted to the use of ultra-slow films
for the purpose of illustrating correct stroking and revealing in unmistakable fashion the flaws in the work
of their oarsmen. Every move, however slight, is vividly brought out by
the slow-motion camera. Arrangements have been made to "shoot" the
first and second shells in action for
instruction purposes.
France
Paris. The cinema is now established
at the Louvre in connection with the
art courses, with the result that the
authorities have asked to have the
auditorium doubled in size to accommodate the great influx of students
who have been attracted to these
classes. It is explained that while
in the Louvre the students have ac-

cess to works of art in the original,
the films enable the instructor better
to characterize the shadow and line
of the object. "Henceforth the
cinema will be an indispensable aid
to artistic education," said Theodore
Reinach, director of national museums. Leon Beraud, Minister of
Public Instruction, and Paul Leon,
Director of Fine Arts, present at a recent lesson in Greek architecture,
were enthusiastic when the screen
portrayed many famous examples of
art in various parts of the world.
Germany
Berlin. The photographing of minute
details of surgical operations has not
been successful in the past, the backs
of the operators being more in evidence than the operation itself. Dr.
von Rothe, chief surgeon of the Berlin-Wilmersdorf Hospital, has recently devised a plan by which the
camera has full play with no obstructions. The camera apparatus is in a
tube projecting into the surgical
chamber from the ceiling and is
electrically controlled, the current
being turned on or off through a
device operated by the surgeon's foot.
The motor is outside the room. The
tube containing the camera can be
turned or slanted in any direction,
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bilities of agriculture will be shown
to those who have not made a success of present methods. This screen
campaign is expected not only to persuade those on the farm to remain,
but to attract new settlers to rural
communities.

and the camera is kept properly
focused through electrically-connected apparatus placed on a small
rolling table, everything being thoroughly sterilized. As the camera
thus takes in the field of operation
from above, with the light so introduced that not even the shadow of

Michigan
Lansing. Schools of this city announce
that they have entered the ranks of
the highly favored in educational
aids. Supt. C. H. Carrick has just
arranged for the purchase of a motion-picture machine as an auxiliary
to the teaching of various subjects in
the curriculum.

the surgeon's hands obscures the
work of the instruments, a virtually
perfect record is secured. It will
not be long, apparently, until surgical students the world over will
have the benefit of witnessing operations by famous surgeons to almost
as good advantage as if they had
stood beside the operating table. In
such applications as this the instructional film is destined to win real
triumphs.
Illinois
Centralia. At the two-day conference
of the Southern Illinois District
Farm Bureau Advisers, the visual
method of instruction was much in
evidence. One of the meetings was
devoted to a demonstration of slide
and motion picture, the purpose of
which was to show how county
agents can use these aids in their
project work and to create greater
interest in community meetings. The
slide demonstration was conducted by
C. S. Rhode and the motion pictures
by E. L. Bill of the Illinois Department of Agriculture.
Indiana

Missouri
Kansas City. The Arlington Methodist
Episcopal Church has joined the
growing company of churches which
have installed motion-picture projectors. Free motion pictures will be
*~"sEown in conjunction with the regular Sunday night services. Feature
pictures, for which a nominal charge
will be made, will be shown occasionally on week-nights.
New Jersey
Newark. To inculcate a greater love
of books, Arthur G. Balcom, Assistant
Superintendent of Schools, in special
charge of visual education, used
moving pictures in the auditoriums
of various schools during Children's
Book Week, Nov. 13-19. Longfellow's
"Evangeline," Maeterlinck's "T h e
Blue Bird," and "Alice in Wonderland" were exhibited after school
hours to crowded audiences of children.

Elwood. A new moving-picture machine has been purchased by the public school board from the proceeds of
a lecture course given last winter.
The projector will be used in promoting the work of the schools through
the use of films which have a direct
bearing on the pupils'

studies.

nitoba'
MaWinnipeg.
Manitoba is resorting to
moving pictures to combat the menace of rural depopulation. Five pictures have been completed depicting
various interesting phases of country life. Films visualizing the possi-
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New York
New York. At a meeting held under
the direction of the visual instruction
department of the New York public
schools, William A. Brady, president
of the National Association of the
Moving Picture Industry, declared
that all schools and colleges should
include a motion picture course in
their curriculum. Mr. Brady thinks
they should not only follow the lead
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films and slides, so that Lorain will

of Columbia University, which gives
a course in scenario writing in the
Pulitzer School of Journalism, but
that they should adopt special
courses to train students to become
directors and executives in the moving picture industry.

soon lead the state in this work also."
Oklahoma
Oklahoma City. The ambition of the
pupils of the Webster Junior High
School to purchase a motion-picture
projector led to a program of recitations and musical numbers which
netted the school more than two hundred dollars. The machine will be
used in classroom work and also for
shows in the auditorium.

New York. The Board of Education
has concluded arrangements to use
"Winners of the West," the new-style
"thrills-from-history" serial, as an aid
to students in the various American

Norman.

history classes of New York's 550
schools. Three thousand pupils will
see a chapter of this picture every
Saturday. This is considered the
most constructive and far-reaching
usage to which a moving picture has
ever been put by the New York educational authorities. Ernest L.
Crandall, director of lectures and
visual education, believes a means is
now provided whereby many pupils
who are not enthusiastic over American history will be inspired to take
greater interest in the deeds of
American pioneers.

Fifteen schools in the state

have taken advantage of the co-operative film service offered by the extension division of the University of
Oklahoma, and have joined the Oklahoma visual education
association.
Pennsylvania
Philadelphia. Ornithologists who met
in convention at the Academy of
Natural Sciences have found a new
use for the moving picture to forward their investigations and studies,
and a talk covering this subject was
given by Arthur A. Allen. While
papers were being read birds of various kinds flitted about on the screen.

Ohio

Motion pictures of "Bird Life in
Holland" were shown while Adolph
Burdet, from Overveen, Holland, discoursed on the species that inhabit
his homeland.

"Lorain will soon lead Ohio in visual
education," declared Paul C. Bunn,
principal of the Lorain High School.
"We were the pioneers in the presentation of 'better movies.' Three years
ago we started showing pictures during the noon hour, and this good
work has been kept up. We now rent
one news reel and secure one educational film from the University of
Indiana, these comprising our regular 'noon-day show.' Once or twice
a year we run some feature picture
for which we charge an admission of
ten cents, usually making enough
from one show to pay our motion
picture expenses throughout the
year. I cannot say too much in
praise of the local exhibitors and
theater managers. They have shown
themselves only too willing to help
us. We are just coming to visual
education in the schools and are now
making arrangements for instructive

Virginia
Portsmouth. A film illustrating the
life of the partridge and designed to
appeal to the sportsmanlike qualities
of all game hunters was shown by
Commissioner P. Nash Bilisoly in the
assembly room of the law building.
Owing to the capacity of the hall, it
was impossible to invite the public
generally. Game wardens were at
the doors and only those holding a
hunting license were admitted. This
picture, which was filmed by
partment of Game and Inland
ies of Virginia, will also be
at the annual conference
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the DeFishershown
of the

American Game Protective Association at the Waldorf-Astoria, New
York, this month.

THE FILM FIELD
THE
number of "educational films" produced by the professional motionpicture companies is increasing, and the quality is steadily improving. We
shall list a number of such films each month. Any exchange or producer
listed in this department will gladly send full information on his service in general or on any particular film.
In general, films should be viewed by qualified judges before being shown to
school children.
HOW

TO USE

THESE

LISTS

In the brackets following the title are given the names of producers and distributors, the producer being indicated by the letter p and the distributor by d. For addresses consult lists in this issue.
Always write to the nearest exchange, when given- -otherwise to the producer for
full information, mentioning Visual Education.

LIST OF FILMS
In offering these selections, Visual Education in no way guarantees the value
or suitability of the films. This can be done only when we have personally viewed
the picture. The list represents merely the most careful choice possible to make
from data given out by the producing companies. Only the films reviewed by our
staff under the department "Films Viewed and Reviewed" should be considered as
having Visual Education's recommendation, qualified or unqualified, as the case
may be. All entries are 1 reel (1,000 ft.) in length unless otherwise specified.

TRAVELOGS

AND

SCENICS

is a compelling lesson in the heroic work of
Belgium's people to bring the nation into its
own again.

CONSTANTINOPLE AND GATEWAY OF
THE ORIENT (p and d, American Red
Cross). Here we have the glamor and fascination always connected with the Turkish
capital, which the extraordinary privileges of the American Red Cross made it
possible to film. The Sultan himself is seen
on his way to the mosque, and there are also
pictures of the Howling Dervishes and other
interesting scenes in and around the city.

VIEWS OF BOSTON {p, Selig ; d, Beseler
Educ. Film Co.). Many interesting historical
scenes have been brought together in this
reel, as well as a few of the up-to-date points
of interest. One sees the old State House,
Faneuil Hall, Christ Church, Howard Hall,
the Navy Yard, Bunker Hill, the Public
Gardens and Common, the wharves and
Commonwealth Avenue.

THE LAND WITHOUT MIRTH (p and d,
American Red Cross). With courage and
industry the citizens of the war-swept lowlands of Flanders are endeavoring to get
back to normal living. It is a land so dreary
that children have only cemeteries for playgrounds. Refugees are pouring back, and
with the aid of the American Red Cross they
are working day and night to restore the
land to its original prosperity.
The picture

APPLE-BLOSSOM TIME" IN NORMANDY (p and d, American Red Cross).
Town and country life along the Seine in
northwestern France presents material for
beautiful pictures. One of the most attractive is the historic village of Falaise,
birthplace of William the Conqueror. Norman country homes with flowering orchards
and prosperous herds, and types of simple
40
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folk at their tasks of tilling and basketweaving-, all make pictures worthy of permanent frames.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS No. 97 (d.
Universal). The first pictures of the First
Lady in Russia bring- out some interesting
items. For instance, while her home is the
famous Kremlin, once the abode of royalty,
she prefers to live in a humble dwelling
which was built by herself. She is pictured
doing her own "chores," and her mother-inlaw is her best friend. Other scenes follow
including Muscle Shoals, Ala. ; a parade of
pets at Seattle, Wash. ; Marshal Foch and
the Sioux Indians at Bismarck, N. D. ;
armored cars to carry mail inspected by
Postmaster-General at Washington.
NATURE

STUDY

AND

OTHER

SCIENCES

LITERATURE

MONSTROSITIES OF PONDLAND — Kineto Review No. 97 (p and d, Kineto Co. of
Amer. ). All kinds of strange creatures that
live and grow beneath the surface of the
water were photographed by Prof. F. P.
Smith of London. This one-reel picture is
splendid for those interested in scientific
subjects, but the long technical names would
mean nothing to the average audience.

MAKING,

DRAMA

JOHN GREENLEAF WHITTIER (p and
d, Kineto Co. of Amer.). A series of twelve
single-reel literary subjects — the Great American Authors Series — is to be released by the
Kineto Company. If all the pictures in this
series are up to the standard of this first
one, a treat is in store for book-lovers.
Some of the poet's best-known poems are
shown, and as the verses are read the lines
are attractively visualized by artistic scenic
pictures and players to represent Whittier's
characters. His "Barefoot Boy" is very
prettily presented, and others of his most
popular poems.
THE
Church
troubled
problem,
rivalry

GANG (p and d, International
Film Corp.). For those who are
by and forced to consider the "gang"
here is a good two-act drama. The
of two youthful gangs is well presented, one of which finally wins the other
to constructive activities calling into play
their boyish enthusiasm.

FRIENDS OF MEN— Kineto Review No.
4 (p and d, Kineto Co. of America). The
work of various kinds of animals and the
heroism of individual quadrupeds worthy of
the Croix de Guerre time and again, is the
material brought together in this "cinema
classic." The horse broken in for war work ;
camels in Arabia, Palestine and Egypt ;
burros and mules "doing their bit" ; police
dogs carrying messages under fire ; locating
the wounded on the battlefield ; homing
pigeons, the "messengers of the air," and all
sorts of mascots follow one another in rapid
succession on a very interesting screen.
THEIR

AND

COUNT LEO TOLSTOI (d, Beseler Educ.
Film Co.). Those who have enjoyed this
great man's works have an opportunity to
get better acquainted with him by way of
the glimpses of his family and home life
afforded by this one-reel picture.

POND AND STREAM LIFE (p and d,
Society for Visual Education). Two reels
which open with an attractive forest stream
reveal a world most of us pass heedlessly
by. After an introduction to the sprawly
nymph of the dragon-fly and later to the
mature fly itself, special lenses bring its
jaws and wonderful jeweled eyes into nearer
view. A photomicrograph of snail eggs
shows the movements of embryo pond-snails
within the gelatin ; later one of the snails
performs a tight-rope act along the sharp
edge of a razor blade, to demonstrate a
peculiarity of its "foot." Turtles, frogs and
toads are studied at close range as they
enjoy their dinners, a "horse-hair" snake
tangles and untangles itself, and a lively
fight between a tiny crawfish and a waterbug takes place, while a fierce "water-tiger"
pursues his frantic prey.

CRYSTALS,

AND BEAUTY (d, University of Wisconsin).
Community gatherings and nature study and
science classes will find this 500-foot film instructive and • entertaining.
A STUDY OF NIAGARA (p and d, Society
for Visual Education). These two reels take
up the geography and beautiful scenery of
the region and give some idea of the geologic history of the Falls and Gorge. Graphic
chalk sketches, drawn by the famous geographer, Dr. W. W. Atwood, picture the river
from Lake Erie to Lake Ontario, a section
of the Falls, and the Whirlpool, and show
how the Falls have worked back through the
Gorge. Motion pictures visualize noted
scenic features, and special airplane views
give an excellent idea of the relative positions of the various points of interest.

THE

VICAR OF WAKEFIELD (d, Extension Division, Indiana University). Goldsmith's masterpiece is now available in seven
reels and is recommended for community
work, high school classes and general entertainment purposes. Frederick Warde takes
the part of the vicar.
THE MILL ON THE FLOSS (d, Indiana
University). George Eliot's novel is here interpreted in five acts. The film presentation
is faithful to the book, has exceptionally fine
photography, and is pleasing throughout.
For community work and for high school
classes this picture will prove very desirable.

HABITS
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THE STORY THAT THE KEG TOLD ME
(d, New Era Films). This is not a prohibition picture, but a drama based on the evils
of hoarding money. It depicts the depths
to which a man may drag himself in his passion for accumulating gold. Right is finally
triumphant and a man's conscience is born.
This picture contains one of the best
sermons that has ever been portrayed on
the screen.

KINOGRAM NO. 2094 {p, First National ;
d, Educational Film Corp.) The following
up-to-date pictures and news items are presented on the screen : The Limitation of
Armament Conference at Continental Hall,
Washington ; President and Mrs. Harding ;
"Uncle Joe" Cannon ; Secretary Hughes ;
British delegation ; Vice-President and Mrs.
Coolidge ; Japanese delegation ; Senator
Lodge ; Italian delegation ; Dr. Koo ; Premier Briand ; battleships ; Boston Harbor ;
New
York women's
parade in Foch
favor receiving
of total
disarmament
; and Marshal
honorary degree.

BUILDERS OF CASTLES (d, New Era
Films). A group of poor people are induced
to invest in the Happy Homes Co-operative
Association with the promise of beautiful
homes on a small investment. How the officials of the Association manipulate the funds
and how swift punishment is meted out to
them, are vividly portrayed in these five
reels of profitable entertainment.
NEWS

WEEKLIES

AND

MISCELLANEOUS
HIGH COST OF HURRY (d, Carter
Cinemaare Co.).
Accidents
do not shows
"happen":
they
caused.
This picture
that
many of the accidents which occur in the
home, on the street, on cars, in shops and
other places, might have been avoided by
thinking Safety First.

REVIEWS

TO MARKET! TO MARKET! (p and d,
Dept. of Agric. ). If housewives realized the
extravagance of telephoned orders and
charge accounts, they would be willing to go
to market with basket on arm as did their
grandmothers.

PATHE REVIEW NO. 126 (p and d,
Pathe). Contains a well-balanced variety
of scenes which will prove entertaining. "The
Jolly Jellyfish" is a scientific subject showing shots of the jellyfish in motion. The
travel section takes the spectators to "The
Lost City of Florida" and reproduces the
ruins of one of America's early colonies. A
cat and a dog have an amusing little fight,
and this is followed by the colored section
to "The Sun Hats of the Far South "
devoted
with
natives
pictured making their Algerian
hats.

BENEDICT ARNOLD (d, Indiana University). The story of the great general of
the American Revolution who turned traitor
to his country is retold on the screen with
historical correctness. This two-reel picture
is excellent for use in history and Americanization classes, or for entertainment.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS NO. 95 (p}
Universal). Combines half a dozen interesting episodes. The first scene introduces
Prince Hirohito, Japan's young ruler, who is
acting as regent during his father's continued illness. The next scene shows something of the Christmas holiday rush in the
post-office and explains why Postmaster Hay
is forced to make the plea : "Do your Christmas mailing early." Another scene pictures
a delegation of congressmen on their way to
Canada as guests of W. R. Hearst to study
the sales tax, and another is of Marshal
the battlefiel
Foch
ds of '65, and later
Lee.
General
meetingvisiting

INDUSTRIALS
KING OF THE RAILS (p and d, Visual
Instruction Section, General Electric Co.).
The primitive method of transporting burdens in this country began with the Indian
squaw who carried her papoose on her back.
The stone-boat, the wheelbarrow, the horsedrawn vehicle and the prairie schooner follow.motive
The with
"DeWitt
first lococoaches, Clinton,"
is shownthetransporting
its quaintly costumed passengers. This
method seemed a big step ahead, but a
greater step was taken when electricity was
first applied to transportation problems. The
electric locomotive reaches its height in the
appropriately
"King of the
Rails,"of
which
operates named
over mountainous
sections
the C, M. & St. P. R. R. The course of the
electric current from the mountain streams,
where it is generated, to locomotive trolley
and motors, is traced by instructive photographs and diagrams.
THE OUTLAW (p and d, Liberty Mutual
Insurance Co., Boston, Mass.). "Old King
Carelessness" in the lead, and his seven little
Imps, make an unusually clever plea for industrial safety. The Imps, who are introduced as "Didn't Think," "What's the Use,"
"Horse Play," "Inattention," "Didn't Look,"
"I Should Worry" and "Take a Chance," are
shown as the knaves who corrupt the workmen of Enny Manufacturing Company. "The
Outlaw," in two acts, may be expected to do
good in any community where admitted.
DUST EXPLOSIONS IN MILLS AND
ELEVATORS (p and d, Department of
Agric). Causes of the terrific explosions in
grain elevators which occasionally startle
communities in which they are located, are
explained. Suction sweeps, revolving dampers and other preventive devices are also
pictured in this two-reel picture.

PATHE NEWS NO. 96 {d, Pathe). While
the world was wondering what was going
on behind the gates of Soviet Russia, a
Pathe camera man was taking pictures of
many interesting scenes in Moscow. Lenine,
Trotzky, Budenny and others appear attending a celebration of the cessation of war on
all the Russian fronts. Troops marching in
good order show healthy, round faces with
cheerful expressions. They halt "close-up"
and War Minister Trotzky presents a banner
to one of the prize regiments and kisses the
cheek of the officer receiving it. Then
Kamenev and Zinoviev, presidents of the
Moscow and Petrograd Soviets, respectively,
address the troops.
EMOTION — Kineto Review No. 9 {p,
Charles Urban, d, Kineto Co. of Amer. ). A
study of foreign crowds, under conditions of
excitement. After the news of the overwhelming defeat of the Austrians flashed
throughout the country, the people of Italy
went wild with joy, giving vent to their
pent-up feelings in tumultuous demonstrations. Similar scenes which occurred in
Lissa, Trent, Udine, Rome, Venice and London were pictured, and now the unfeigned
joy of those exciting times is repeated before
sympathetic audiences.
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THE FILM FIELD

Reference List of Producers and
Distributors ,; , :
Beseler Educational Film Co.
71 W. 23rd St., New York City.
Carter Cinema Company
220 W. 42nd St., New York City.
International Church Film Corp.
71 W. 23rd St., New York City.
Indiana University
Dept. of Visual Education
Bloomington,
Ind.

Kineto Company
of America
71 W. 23rd St., New York City
New Era Films
21 E. 7th St., Chicago
Society for Visual Education, Inc.
806 W. Washington Blvd., Chicago
University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wis.

Reference List of Film Exchanges
(Address all inquiries to the nearest exchange)
AMERICAN

RED

CROSS

Burlington, Vt.

.

249 Ivy St.
Atlanta, Ga
108 Mass. Av.
Boston, Mass
Pioneer Bldg.
Chicago, 111
Cleveland, Ohio
Plymouth Bldg.
Denver, Colo
14th and Welton Sts.
Minneapolis, Minn
423 5th St. S.
New Orleans, La..Wash'gt'n Artillery Hall
New York City
44 E. 23d St.
134 S. 16th St.
Philadelphia, Pa
San Francisco, Cal
864 Mission St.
White Bldg.
Seattle, Wash
St. Louis, Mo
Washington, D. C

University of Vermont. . . .Guy G. Bailey
Charlottesville, Va.
University of Virginia. .Charles G. Maphis
Cleveland, O.
Aormal Training School. .W. M. Gregory
College Park, Md.
C. S. Richardson
state College of Agr
Columbia, Mo.
University of Missouri. . . . J. V. Ankeney
Columbia, S. C.
Reed Smith
Umv' of South Carolina

Equitable Bldg. Eugene, Ore.
^
- ■of Oregon. . . .John C. Almack
University Arkansas
411 18th St. N. W. Fayetteville,
of Arkansas. . . . A. M. Harding
University Fla.
EDUCATION Gainesville,

OP
BUREAU
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
University of Florida
B. C. Riley
Qualified State Distributing Centers Iowa City, la.
University of Iowa....O. E. Klingaman
Agricultural College, Miss.
T^~„„m~
t^
£»

&U^!?!^Cla?*VWle

^

°* *™-

• ■•<*«"-

»

"«•

AgNriXUBraaLCt0a11l!eriNCo^ge.A.
P. Hollis L™
fsUforKansa,
. Harold C. Ingham
Ky.
Lexington.
To
Amoc
Univ- 0f Kentucky« • ■ -Wellington Patrick
Roach
Charles
College
State
Iowa
*
a -u
•»*-• iLincoln, Neb.

AunniverartVMofCMichlSan..W.D. Henderson

University of Nebraska .... G. E. Condra

Univ »rsity of Wisconsin.. Wm. H. Dudley
Roger M. Hill Minneapolis,
AUn?ver??ty of Georgia
Minn.
Austin Tpt
Wm. R. Duffey Univ' of Minnesota. . . .Richard R. Price
UniverVuy of Texas
Missoula, Mont.
Calif
Berkelev
E. O. Sisson
.Leon J. Richardson State University
California.
Univeyof
Bloomington, Ind.
Morgaai >wn, W. Va.
Indiana University
Hugh Norman
West Virginia University
L. B. Hill
Boston, Mass.
Natchitoches, La.
State Dept. of Pub. Instr. James A. Moyer
State Normal School
L. J. Alleman
Boulder, Col.
New Brunswick, N. J.
University of Colorado. . .H. R. Spangler Rutgers College
W. M. Demarest
Buffalo, N. T.
Normal, 111.
Society of Nat. Science.. C. E. Cummings 111. State Normal Univ... David Felmley
IF YOU

SAW
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Norman, Okla.
University of Oklahoma. . .J. W. Scroggs
Philadelphia, Pa.
Commercial Museum.... C. R. Toothaker
Pittsburgh, Pa.
University of Pittsburgh. .. .J. H. Kelly
Providence, R. I.
Brown University
Walter Jacobs
Pullman, Wash.
State College of Wash
F. F. Nalder
Raleigh, N. C.
Community Service
W. C. Crosby
Reno, Nev.
Univ. of Nevada
Charles A. Norcross
Salt Lake City, Utah.
University of Utah
F. W. Reynolds
Tucson, Ariz.
University of Arizona
A. C\ Neal
University, Ala.
University of Alabama. . . Jas. A. Thomas
University, N. D.
University of North Dakota. .A. H. Yoder
Vermillion, S. D.
Univ. of South Dakota
J. C. Tjaden
EDUCATIONAL

FILMS

ELECTRIC

INC.

Milwaukee, Wis.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Newark, N. J.
New Orleans, La.
New York City
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Omaha, Neb.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
St. Louis, Mo.
Salt Lake City, Utah
San Francisco, Calif.
Seattle, Wash.
Washington, D. C.

UNIVERSAL
FILM
EXCHANGES
Albany, N. Y.
657 Broadway
Atlanta, Ga. Consolidated Film & Supply Co.
Ill Walton St.
Baltimore, Md.
420 E. Lexington St.
Boston, Mass.
American
Feature Film Co.
60 Church St.
Buffalo, N. Y.
257 Franklin St.
Butte, Mont.
23 S. Montana St.
Charleston, W. Va
707 Dry den St.
Charlotte, N. C.
307 W. Trade St.
Chicago, 111.
831 S. Wabash Ave.
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Broadway and Pioneer Sts.
Cleveland, Ohio. 21st St. and Payne Ave.
Dallas, Texas.
Consol. Film & Supply Co.
1900 Commerce St.
Denver, Colo.
1422 Welton St.
Des Moines, Iowa.
918 Locust St
Detroit, Mich.
63 E. Elizabeth St.
110 E. Franklin St.
El Paso, Texas.
Consol. Film & Supply Co.
Ft. Smith, Ark.
709 Rogers Ave.
Indianapolis, Ind.
113 W. Georgia St.
Jacksonville, Fla.
Consol. Film & Supply Co.
1015 % W. Bay St.
Kansas City, Mo.
Main and 17th Sts.
Los Angeles, Cal.
822 S. Olive St.
Memphis, Tenn.
Consol. Film & Supply Co.
226 Union Ave.
Milwaukee, Wis.
174 Second St.
Minneapolis, Minn.
21-25 Third St.
New Haven, Conn.
Big U Film Exchange.
126 Meadow St.
New Orleans, La. Consol. Film & Supply Co.
914 Gravier St.
New York, N. Y.
Big U Film Exchange.
1600 Broadway.
Oklahoma City, Okla.
312 W. California St.
Omaha, Neb.
1304 Farnum St.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Interstate Films, Inc.
1304 Vine St.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
1018 Forbes St.
Portland, Me.
American Feature Film Co.
85 Market St
Portland, Ore.
405 Davis St.
St. Louis, Mo.
2116 Locust St
Salt Lake City, Utah.
56 Exchange F\
San Francisco, Cal.
221 Golduj i]jL ava
Seattle, Wash.
215 Virginia St.
Sioux Falls, S. D.
Colonial Theatre, Bldg.
Spokane, Wash.
10 South Barnard St.
Washington, D. C.
Wash.
Film Exchange.
307 9th St., N. W.

CORPORATION

Atlanta, Ga
61 Walton St.
Boston, Mass
10 Piedmont St.
Buffalo, N. T
327 Main St.
Chicago, 111
220 S. State St.
Cincinnati, O. . .N. W. Cor. 7th & Main Sts.
Cleveland,
Ohio
501 Standard Theatre, Prospect St.
Dallas, Texas
2003% Main St.
Denver, Colo
1435 Champa St.
Des Moines, Iowa
100 Locust St.
Detroit, Mich
63 E. Elizabeth St.
Indianapolis, Ind
9 West Market St.
Kansas City, Mo. .5th Floor Film Ex. Bldg.
Los Angeles, Calif
732 S. Olive St.
Louisville, Ky
National Theatre Bldg.
Minneapolis, Minn
407 Loeb Arcade
Milwaukee, Wis
501 Toy Bldg.
New Haven, Conn
128 Meadow St.
New Orleans, La
330 Camp St.
New York City
729 Seventh Av.
Omaha, Neb
1312% Farnum St.
Philadelphia, Pa
1309 Vine St.
Pittsburgh, Pa
119 Ninth St
St. Louis, Mo
617 N. Grand Av.
San Francisco, Calif.. 168 Golden Gate Av.
Seattle, Wash
2014 Third Av.
Washington. D. C
916 G St. N. W.

GENERAL

EXCHANGE.

Albany, N. Y.
Atlanta, Ga.
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Charlotte, N. C.
Chicago, 111.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Cleveland, Ohio
Dallas, Texas
Denver, Colo.
Des Moines, Iowa
Detroit, Mich.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Kansas City, Mo.

COMPANY

Boston, Mass
84 State St.
Chicago, 111
Monadnock Bldg.
Cincinnati, Ohio. .. .Provident Bank Bldg.
Dallas, Texas
Interurban
Bldg.
Philadelphia, Pa
Witherspoon Bldg.
Salt Lake City
Newhouse Bldg.
San Francisco, Cal.116 New Montgomery St.
Schenectady, N. Y
Publication Bureau
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Super-Salesmen

(Moving Pictures)

CALAIS, used in conjunction with the portable projector or by the dealer in his
local theatres, have become an important factor in the most enterprising and
successful Sales and Advertising organizations.

The
Industrial Film Division
of the

Society for Visual Education
specializes in the production of high-class films for

Sales Promotion
Propaganda
Advertising
Welfare
Instructional Purposes

Excellence of production guaranteed, with no obligation entailed until your film has
been screened and approved.
We offer a guaranteed non-theatrical national circulation for films of our own production. Surveys made and estimates submitted without charge.
Address inquiries to

INDUSTRIAL FILM DIVISION
SOCIETY FOR VISUAL EDUCATION,
806 W. Washington

TECHNICAL

ANIMATED

DRAWINGS

Inc.

Blvd., Chicago

'SAFETY FIRST" PROPAGANDA
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In Thumb-Nail

Outline
Rocky Mountains —
Regional Geography

•

Sheep

upland
valleys
feed in the
betwee n mountain
ranges

A relief map emphasizes the character and significance of the series of north and south
mountain ranges situated between the Great
Plains and the plateau lands. The reel seeks
to develop through moving pictures of characteristic industries and topography a vivid
appreciation of the factors concerned in the
growth and prosperity of the region: rich deposits of ore — vast areas of forest — -abundant
pasturage for sheep — fertile valley farm-lands
and fruit orchards. The Royal Gorge of the
Arkansas, the Black Canyon of the Gunnison
River, Rocky Mountain National Park, Glacier
Park and Yellowstone, are all shown in delightful motion pictures. The majesty of nature is challenged only by man's supreme effort
to adapt ronment
himself
to hisuseRocky
enviand to make
of theMountain
rich resources
about him.

Louisiana Purchase and
Lewis and Clark Expedition

k

Visualizes the third phase of the "westward
movement," showing the causes and immediate
results of the purchase of Louisiana in 1803.
Animated maps show the large proportion of
the country's commerce passing through the
Spanish port of New Orleans by 1800. When
France acquired Louisiana and restricted this
trade, policy dictated the Louisiana Purchase.
The next year the Lewis and Clark expedition
set out to explore the new territory. This
journey is traced by animated map and motion pictures of the country.

rUR QUARTERS

The

expedi

ion wintered
Mandan

at

Fort

Formation of Caves in
Limestone

"• '

A

"chalk
seeping

talk"
showing
how
rain
through
cracks
causes
underground caves

Designed to give an accurate picture of the
structure and size of limestone caves. Graphic
chalk sketches, drawn by Dr. W. W. Atwood
in person, show clearly how water seeping
through the earth's crust wears away the softer
parts of some ledge of rock many feet below
the surface. In this way underground tunnels
and caves are made. Then, step by step, the
diagrams picture how the constant dripping of
water from above, filled with lime particles,
causes stalactites and stalagmites to form.
After a time some of these unite, forming
columns that divide the cave into rooms. In
his chalk picture Dr. Atwood visualizes the
great size of many of these . rooms— sometimes large enough to accommodate lakes
and rivers.

A specimen syllabus will be sent to any teacher for any of the reels here outlined or
listed on the opposite' page

Order SCHOOLFILMS

VISUAL

and give your school the full benefit of

EDUCATION
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The following courses in American History, Geography, Civics,
Nature Study, Physics, Mathematics and Health and Sanitation are
now being distributed, and additional reels are being perfected as
rapidly as a strict adherence to the Society's standards permits.
Each title is a single reel unless otherwise indicated.
All films are printed on non-inflammable stock., standard width.
Foundation

and Settlement
United
States

of

Physical
Geography
The Earth and Worlds Beyond
Study of a Mountain Glacier
The Work of Rivers
Study of Shore Features — Low Shore
Study of Shore Features — Bold Shore
Formation of Caves in Limestone
Formation of Volcanoes and Geysers
The Story of Coral Growth
A Study of Niagara (2 reels)
Regional Geography
New England
(2 reels)
-Middle Atlantic States (2 reels)
Southern States (2 reels)
Central Plains (2 reels)
Great Plains
Western Plateaus
Rocky Mountains
Pacific Mountains and Lowlands
Nature Study

the

French Explorations in North America
English Settlements in North America
Struggle of French and English for North
America
Breaking Through the Appalachians
War of the American Revolution
Settling the Ohio Valley
The Louisiana Purchase and the Lewis
and Clark Expedition
Trans-Mississippi Trails
Across the Rockies to the Pacific
Economic History of the United States
The Steamboat in U. S. History
Canals in U. S. History
Railroads in U. S. History
Reclaiming Arid Land by Irrigation
Immigration to the United States
The
Panama
Canal
and Its Historical
Significance
Civics

Where Plants Live
The Monarch Butterfly
Samia Cecropia, the Giant American Silkworm
Pond and Stream Life (2 reels)
The Mosquito
Toads
Wasps

A Citizen and His Government (2 reels)
Representative Democracy in the United
States
Growth of Cities and Their Problems
"Hats Off!"— A Story of the Flag
Health
and Sanitation

Physics
Famous Experiments in Electricity and
Magnetism (Produced at Ryerson Physical Laboratory, University of Chicago)
(4 reels ready)
Reel
1.
Magnetism
Reel
2.
Electrostatics
Reels 3-4. Electromagnetism

Getting Acquainted with Bacteria
Waste Disposal in Cities
Unhooking the Hookworm
Mathematics
Animated

Geometry

(2 reels)

Each reel is accompanied by a Teacher's Syllabus containing outlines, questions, supplementary information for after-the- showing comment, and full instructions for the most effective
presentation of the film.
Syllabi mailed in advance where desired.

For prices and other details regarding SCHOOLFILMS
write direct to headquarters

The Society for Visual 220Education,
Inc.
W. 42nd St., New York

806 Washington Blvd., Chicago
IF YOU
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The Inside Story
A

FEW years ago, parents, educators and other serious-minded
people began to view with alarm the tremendous growth
and popularity of the moving picture film. The days of Nick
Carter, Deadwood Dick, and their kind were returning with a
vengeance.

Unschooled and vulgar imaginations ran riot, and pictures of
such character reached the screen that there came a general rising
of the community with a demand for censorship. National and
local censorship was developed, and year by year the films improved in standard. The popular taste, surfeited with melodrama
and slap-stick comedy, began to demand more serious subjects,
and gradually there began to appear travelogues, historical
pageants, semi-educational, industrial and current events films.
A New Educational Tool Recognized
About this period in the evolution of the film, the modern
educator began to realize that never had there appeared a more
efficient vehicle of education than the present-day film if properly
directed. A small group of such men exchanged ideas along
these lines and collected data such as amazed even their receptive minds.
Some of the best brains in the country were represented in
this group, with the result that plans were formulated to organize
a society devoted to the ideal of visual education. Approaching
this organization (which, of course, would need financing) with
all the temerity of professional minds engaged for years in the
humane pursuit of education, they learned with surprise that
their own ideals were mirrored in the minds of some fairly hardheaded, practical business men.
The Plan Gets Under Way
This combination of educational aristocracy and American
dollars immediately proceeded »to get together, neither faction expecting a personal profit. Experience told them that the best
medium through which they could further their mutual ideals
was incorporation. Accordingly, the State of Illinois granted a
charter — and the Society for Visual Education was born.
Organization Wins Nation- Wide Endorsement
Publication of the plans of the Society resulted in a wave
of enthusiasm and the attraction to it, as members and collabo48
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rators, of the best educational brains the country could boast.
Success was almost instantaneous. The hard-headed business men
who had given up their cash for an ideal were surprised to receive
dividends of eight per cent and assurance of further profit beyond
all expectation. The old adage, "Nothing succeeds like success,"
was proved again in offers of financial assistance that came from
sources always willing to declare themselves in on a money-maker.
These offers the Society, remaining true to its ideals, rejected.
Success had come from an enthusiastic welcome from the country
at large. The membership list is an honor roll representing the
highest type of citizenship.
Opportunity for Service and Profit
To

maintain

this

standard,

it was

decided

to

offer

a chance

of co-

operation to those only -whose character and standing are a guarantee
of their being in sympathy with the aims of the Society. Nobody is asked
for a contribution. The* 8% Cumulative Preferred Stock is payin g its
dividends quarterly. The Common Stock has an excellent future. Two
shares of Preferred and one of Common for $200.00 represent a unit of
membership. Your co-operation (entailing no responsibility other than
being listed as a member) will be immediately profitable to you. Many
people are sending checks for their membership and asking for allotments
for their relatives.
You can be sure of your allotment if you do likewise.

Society for Visual Education, Inc.
Financial Department
327 South La Salle Street, Chicago
— ■— — —

■— — —

— — — —

— Detach this — — — — — — — —

INFORMATION

—

— .— —

BLANK

Society for Visual Education, Inc.
Financial Department
327 South La Salle Street
Chicago, Illinois.
Gentlemen :
Please
fering.

send me

further information
Name
Street
City
State
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French with its Importance, Prestige
and Universality, stands today as a sign
of Thorough Education and Refined
Culture.

NEWS

"Problems of Part-Time Education/'
Edith McClure Patterson, collaborator
with the U. S. Bureau of Education and
just returned from a study of conditions
in Europe; "Continuation Schools in
Milwaukee," R. L. Cooley, Director of
Continuation Schools; "A National Program for Rehabilitation," Miss Tracy
Copp, Special Agent Federal Board for
Vocational Education; "A State Program
for Industrial Rehabilitation," O. M. Sullivan, State Director for Industrial Rehabilitation, Minnesota; "Possibility of
Rehabilitation in the Industries," S. S.
Riddle, Chief of the Bureau of Rehabilitation, Pennsylvania; "Industrial Rehabilitation in Wisconsin," George Hambrecht,
Director Vocational Education, Wisconsin; "The Veterans' Bureau and Soldiers'
Rehabilitation," Arthur Dean, Assistant
Director in Charge of Rehabilitation,

9

Subscription $2.50 per year.
35c per copy.
The only French magazine published
entirely in French in the United States
of America.
ESPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR THE
TEACHER AND STUDENT
OF FRENCH.
POUR

AND

(Continued from page 16)

LE FRANCAIS POUR TOUS

LE FRANQAIS

NOTES
ITEMS

TOUS

Published under the auspices of the
Alliance Franchise of Detroit, in order
to bring about a better understanding
between the United States and France,
and to provide the American French
teacher, French student, and all lovers
of French with the best available French
reading matter at a nominal cost.

Washington; "Foreman Training," A.
M. Simon, Director Foreman Training
Courses, American School, Chicago; "Future Problems," C. A. Prosser, Dunwoody
Institute, Minneapolis; "Educational Responsibility for Problems Involved in
Junior Employment," Mrs. Anna Y. Read,
University of Chicago.
Full information regarding program
and other matters may be secured from
the Secretary, Leonard W. Wahlstrom,
1711 Estes Avenue, Chicago.

Le Frangais Pour Tous
offers monthly the best French
Short stories Novels
Serials
Travels
Anecdotes
Cartoons
Illustrations Hints for the
Cooking recipes French Students
Jokes
Actualities
French puzzles and contests
with prizes

The Detroit Bureau of Vocational
Guidance, which goes into operation this
year, will cover two phases of guidance
The first, that of securing informatiq i
regarding industries in which children
who leave school at an early age are
generally employed, will be in charge of
the Division of Vocational Information.
This division will secure and catalogue
information pertaining to child-employing
industries, and make it available for use
in the schools. Class study of the various
occupations and group and individual
interviews in the schools are the methods
to be used in disseminating this information. The Division
of Guidance
and

Articles of especial interest to teachers and students of French contributed
by prominent Professors of American
Universities.
In each issue one of the most popular
French songs published with words and
music.

LE FRANCAIS POUR TOUS
PUBLISHING CO.
131 Junior College Bldg.
Cass, Warren and Hancock Aves.
Detroit, Michigan
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MISCELLANY
Placement is to have charge of advising
and placing those leaving school for work,
or those who, having secured positions
after leaving school, wish to transfer to
other employers. — School and Society.
MISCELLANY
(Continued from page 27)
psychologists and a large religious organization, who would take exception to
such a safety receipt. It is advanced that

There
are many
quaint
characterizations to be found in the footage of this
reel and some of them are exceptionally
well done.
The humor of the machinations of Mr. Venus and the one-legged Mr.
Wegg against the impervious Mr. Boffin
is brought out with great success. Bella,
"Pa" Wilfer, "Ma" Boffin and John Rokesmith, all people of warm human appeal,
are delightfully delineated.
It is a matter for regret, however, that the portrayal
of Lizzie Hexam is entirely inadequate,
rerhaps

because
of the lack of opportunity. Her tenderness, her innate refinement and sweet womanly manner are
not made apparent on the screen.
Nor
did the actor who played the part of Eugene Wrayburn bring out to the full the?
possibilities of his role.
The indecision,,
the whimsy,
the unique
charm
of the
Eugene Wrayburn
of the novel, are all.
missing.

to plant such a picture in a man's thought
is precisely the way to bring about the
evils it is desired to avoid. In support of
this argument it is suggested that one
does not study harmony of chords in
music by analyzing discord, nor is a correct demonstration of a mathematical
problem achieved through an examination
of wrong methods.
Notwithstanding that figures are given
to prove the usefulness of pictures which
instill extreme caution and fear into workmen, it would seem that even better results might be obtained by showing the
men in each case the correct way to
handle themselves and the machinery.
The accidents portrayed doubtless made

The settings are indifferent. It is of
course true that the stiff and ungraceful
lines of the furniture of the Victorian
era do not lend themselves easily to pictorial effects, and it is also true that
many of the interiors represented homes
of poverty or of little elegance; but even
so there is little indication of any artistic
forethought in the arrangement of details
and photographic effects.
A preliminary caption states that as
nearly as possible the titles are in Dickens' own words. In many cases, though,
it was found necessary to convert them
into a sort of synopsis of previous action,
and they are consequently so crammed
with information that they impress one
as being long and over-weighted. The
multiplicity of details to be covered is
cgain responsible for this condition.
The fact remains, after all has been
said, that the picture is Dickens re-created
upon the screen, and one should be
grateful for any attempt to visualize the

"thrillers'' and held the attention of the
spectators, but would not pictures based
on positive instruction be more constructive from every point of view?
A faint glimmer of hope that the wisdom of such a safety policy is beginning
to make itself realized appears in the recent advertisement of a leading taxicab
concern, which announces that in the
training school all their drivers are required to attend, demonstrations and moving pictures show both "how accidents
are caused and Jioic they may be avoided.''
The importance of the last clause was emphasized by the use of italics as quoted.
OUR

MUTUAL

FRIEND

classics". There will be" many who will
be so delighted to see this favorite presented as a photoplay that they will
cheerfully overlook defects in treatment
and adaptation. The flavor of Dickens is
always apparent.
Released by Wid Gunning.

(Continued from page 33)
would weaken the effect and prevent concentration. Dickens himself, however,
used this method in the chapters of his
novel and was able to maintain the effect and to hold the interest throughout.
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MOTION PICTURE USERS

hardware companies, for informational
material. All of these things not only
give needed exercise in business composition, but help to build up the important habit of research, help to familiarize pupils with practical means
of collecting first-hand data, and with
those everyday sources with which they
will be in more or less constant contact
when they leave school and take their
places in the workaday world.

Schools, Churches, Institutions, Manufacturers and other
non-theatrical users, contemplating the purchase of motion
picture machines and films,
should obtain a booklet of valuable information which is supplied without cost by

The Associated Manufacturers of Safety
Standard Films and Projectors, Inc.
I

Suite 1419, 440 4th Ave., New York City

AUTO-BRIGHT
Outshines Them All!

THE

All car-owners are prospects. Users become
BOOSTERS.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Quick sales. 100 per cent profit. Postcard
brings terms for territory.

American Distributors
Dept. C, Peru, Indiana
TYPEWRITERS
DELIVERED
FREE
by Parcel Post. Underwoods, Remingtons, L. C. Smiths,
Royals and Monarchs rented and sold on payments of
only $3.00 per month. Home Study Course in Typewriting
Free.
For full information, address
GALBREATH
TYPEWRITER CO.. ROGERS,
OHIO
HOME
STUDY— FREE
TUITION
Normal, Grammar School, High School, Civil Service, Engineering, Agricultural, English, Bookkeeping, Shorthand,
Typewriting, Journalism, Bible, Salesmanship and Law
Courses thoroughly taught by mail. For "Free Tuition
Plan,'' apply
CARNEGIE
COLLEGE,
ROGERS,
OHIO

JOSEPHINE

TURCK

BAKER,

-How to Use It
Editor

A MONTHLY MAGAZINE — $2.50 THE
Send 10 Cents for Sample Copy to

OF

CLOTHING

In the same way the class can take
up the problem of clothing. Samples of
cloth and silk brought from home or
secured from neighborhood dry goods
stores and tailor shops; pieces of old
felt or straw hats ; patches of fur ; samples of different kinds of leather donated by the local shoemaker — all these
will serve as a foundation for and a
roadway to the effective employment of
pictures and stereographs, slides and
films. Through such practical preparatory work, utilizing simple materials
that are readily available to any child,
no matter how poor he may be or how
remote his location from the large centers, we can build a background for the
appreciation of films that deal with the
making of shoes, the wool and silk industries, the manufacture of thread,

Contains no oil, is dust and water-proof. It
cleans and polishes, producing lasting lustre
and preserving finish on car.

Correct Cngltsf)

PROBLEM

YEAR

and all those other fascinating "process
films" that are now part and parcel of
every one's education.

Correct English Publishing Company, Eff,SoU '
Is This YOUR Copy of
VISUAL EDUCATION

THE

PROBLEM

OF

SHELTER

When we come to the problem of
shelter, I ask for samples of all the
materials that go into the construction
of a modern home. How are bricks

That You Are Reading?
If not, why not take out a subscription in your own name
arad begin a file? A new volume starts with the January
1922 issue.
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ADVERTISEMENTS
made? What are the different kinds of
wood? Where do the trees furnishing
these woods flourish most abundantly?
Where do we get the raw materials that
make plaster? Does mortar come from
the supply shop or the yards in mortar
form? What materials are used by the
man who mixes the mortar? Why do
we use mortar, anyway?
A pupil brings in a list of the names
of all the different materials that enter

THE AMERICAN
ART STUDENT
Established 1916

21 Park Row— New York City

A monthly magazine devoted to
Art, Ceramics, Lettering, Figure
Drawing,
Cartooning, Anatomy,
and Poster Work

into house-building. "But they are all
mixed, like mince pie," says the teacher.
"Let us sort them out. Let us set down
in different columns the things we
would buy from the lumber dealer, the

LARGEST
CIRCULATION
of any exclusively
art America;
magazine
in
fo students
and artists

hardware man, the decorator." Such
an exercise not only teaches the child
to organize his thoughts, but helps him
to realize that all society is organized
along the line of industrial interests.
Why, for instance, does not one man
handle all these construction materials ?That again brings in the problem of the division of labor. Pupils
will begin to see why this man does one
thing, why that man does another.
They are tracing relationships all the
while.
THE

PROBLEM

OF

$2.50 Yearly; Canadian $3

Sample Copy, 25 Cents

WANTED
High-grade salesmen to call
on banks. Our leather check
covers
are sold everywhere.
Commission

RECREATION

To solve these three problems that
come to every human being on earth,
we must know a great deal. That is
why we are in school: to gain knowledge which will enable us to provide
food, clothing and shelter for ourselves
andr others dependent on us. The more

liberal
Prices right
Write Department

Demand

great

V

National Bank Supply Co.
226 Lafayette St.

TEACHERS

New York City

OF DESIGN

in public schools or private studios will
find our magazine
"KERAMIC STUDIO"

A Little Booklet

"Hints to Music-Loving Owners
of Talking Machines' ■

a substantial aid in giving them new ideas. Price,
$5.00 the year of eleven numbers. Sample
copy, 20c.

KERAMIC

should be in every music lover's possession. It
is sent by mail post-paid, price ten cents. Address J.H. Ellis, Box 882, Milwaukee, Wis.

STUDIO

PUBLISHING

Clinton Street, South
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intelligent and skillful we become as
workers, the more easily we shall be able
to solve these problems and the more
time we shall have for good times, for
outdoor exercise, for travel and reading
and other pastimes. In the course of
their research the pupils have used good
books and magazines; they have been
learning, but they enjoyed the work
because they were intensely interested.
They are therefore in a position to understand that once a good foundation is
laid, we can go on reading and studying for our own pleasure ; and that the
man who can earn his living in less
time than his neighbor will have correspondingly more time to give to other
things, such as reading, interesting pastimes, travel, and the like.

EDUCATION"

A

CONTINUOUS

PEOCESS

I believe very strongly that it is the
part of the good teacher to leave with
every child the realization that education never ceases. In working with
visual materials it is particularly easy
to implant this truth. No exhibit is
ever quite complete; though the class
may put the subject aside for the time
being, every day of his life the pupil
will come across new pictures, new
specimens, new information about those
very problems. Teachers have here a
very wonderful opportunity to develop
in the child an open, receptive attitude
toward the whole matter of education,
to impress upon him that the business
of learning is never finished.
Some one relates an incident about

Get Acquainted
With Your Neighbor
You might like him
You may join your neighbors in your own community, and in many others, in a nationwide movement for

Man-Building
Business-Building and
Community-Building
This opportunity is offered you through associate membership in

THE BUSINESS SCIENCE SOCIETY
An organization of men and women who are studying natural laws related to human
activity, and who believe in the PRINCIPLE OF SERVICE.
May we tell you more about it 5
MARTIN L. ZOOK

Address

Division of Associate Membership, The Business Science Society
77-79-81 Madison

Avenue
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an English youngster who exclaimed

contacts, always something with a relationship which is personal, always

jubilantly, on the occasion of his pro-

something with a relationship that invites to further study.

motion to a new class, "Thank heaven,
I've finished literature !" As teachers,
we want to get away from that attitude
completely. Learning is not a matter

That is a big thought to keep before
boys and girls, and it is a worth-while
achievement for any teacher to have
kept it consistently before her class
throughout the school year.

of page twenty to twenty-six. It is a
life problem. There is always somethin 2 new and interesting in our life

IX HIS second article, to appear in the January issue
of Visual Education, Mr. Hays will present concrete illustrations of the picture phase of this work —
the use of films, slides, stereographs and models in direct
relation to the lesson.

The
West
Pays
Teachers

Cline
Teachers' COLUMBIA,
Agency
CHICAGO, ILL.
MO.

New Address: 1441 E. 60th St.
Exchange Bldg.
M. F. Ford, Mgr.
Arthur B. Cline, Mgr.
SAN DIEGO, CALIF.
BOISE, IDAHO
326-7-8 Owl Building
George F. Gorow, Mgr.
Wynne S. Staley, Mgr.
All Offices Recommend You ' Till Placed
ENROLL
FREE!

CLASSIFIED
LITERARY

ADVERTISING
FILMS
FILMS
FOR
RENT— SUITABLE
FOR
CHURCH,
school and social uplift societies, at prices that will
astonish. Service, quality and satisfaction our guarantee. Write for our list. Sanor Film Company, Kankakee, Illinois.

NOTICES

SPEAKERS, LECTURERS — SPECIAL SUBjects considered; material prepared for orations,
articles, papers. Expert secretarial service.
AUTHORS'
Avenue,
New RESEARCH
York City. BUREAU, 500 Fifth

FOR SALE— SLIDES
SLIDES— SLIDES— SLIDES— SLIDES — MADE
FROM anything and everything. S. Leon &
Bro.. Makers of Hi-Art Durable Lantern Slides
for every purpose. 207 West 48th Street, New
York.
BOOKS

LIBRARIANS
PRINCIPALS,
SUPERINTENDENTS— If
you
are in need of a Librarian, we solicit your
patronage.
The
American
Librarians'
Agency,
Windsor,
Conn.

That wonderfully helpful book on "Child Psychology"
— a boon to mothers and fathers — now ready. Paper,
75c. "The Psychology of Color" — a unique and fascinating book. Paper, 75c. A delineation of your supernormal powers free with orders for both books. Address
Dr. J. C. F. Grumbine, 1916 E. 105th St, Cleveland, O.

TEACHERS

1000 Teachers Wanted for Schools, All Kinds
NATIONAL TEACHERS AGENCY, Inc.

D. H. COOK, Manager
Philadelphia and Pittsburgh, Pa.

Syracuse, N. Y
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CHALLENGE OF THE FILMS
(Continued from page 19)

history of the world. In the entry to
the House of Commons there is a picture of the departure of the Pilgrims,
and as they embark a flag is lifted upon
which are the words, "Freedom to worship God." The same instinct carried
the missionaries to the Northwest.
It has been left to the motion picture industry to make the attempt to
bring again into the hearts and lives
of men that greatest of dynamic, the
religious and soul life among men. If
it succeeds, it will have made a distinct
contribution to civilization. It reaches

Territorial Sales Manager Wanted
Look at the Signboards
In Your Neighborhood!
Who sold them? Who made money on them?
Correspondence is invited by General Highways
System, Inc., from big-earning salesmen or
sales managers, able to handle a territory as
executive head. Some very choice territory is
open, so quick action necessary. Highly profitable commission basis for big-time work. Write,
confidentially, your references, qualifications,
etc. General Highways System, Inc., 1029 W.
Van Buren Street, Chicago, 111.
SPARE
TIME WORK
Teachers and students, take orders for
portraits, photo pillow tops, frames, medallions, gold window letters for stores
and offices, luminous crucifixes, books,
photo pennants, religious and negro pictures, art photos, waterproof aprons, and
other
agents'andspecialties.
30 days'
credit.C.
Catalogues
samples free.
James
Bailey Co., 604 Blue Island Ave., Chicago, 111.
CAN YOU SEL.Ii a product that is guaranteed
to bring in to the merchant, in cash, three
times its cost or double its price refunded? A-l
Bradstreet rating backs this guarantee. Our
salesmen in 26 states making from $3,000 to
$10,000 a year. Include references and sales
record with application. U. C. A. — American
Bank Bldg., Los Angeles.

those who only by mistake ever enter a
church; but the reaction for betterment is there, latent in their very composition, for it is their birthright, yet
never before presented to them in the
way it can be done by the motion picture.

PERFECTION PRICING SYSTEM with celluloid tags for grocers. Standard Pricing System
for meat and fish markets and delicatessen
stores. Standard Price Tag Co., Fifth and
Lewis Sts., San Diego, Calif.

Such is the challenge by the films.

WANTED — House to house canvassers for the
famous Messenger Scripture Calendar. Gross,
Hagen and others make $100 per week. Write
A. W. Bivans, Distributor, La Grange, 111.
LADIES, wave your own hair or work for
others. Instructions and outfit, $5.00. Agents
wanted. Chicago Permanent Wave Co., 715
Baltimore Bldg., Chicago, 111.
AGENTS
in two
Sample
Vernon,

School Projector

FREE

— Our Marvel Can Opener opens a can
seconds. Sells on sight. Big profits.
sent prepaid for fifty cents, same refunded on first order. Staples Mfg. Co., Mt.
Indiana.

READINGS and ORATIONS

Any school can earn an
Acme Motion Picture Projector bysecuring subscriptions for this magazine.

Plays and Pianologues

// you are interested,

The variety of titles and subjects our
service covers, and our low prices will
surprise you. We have a catalog
waiting for you.

simply
write,
can
our
school
secure"How
an Acme

Write for it.

IVAN BLOOM

HARDIN

3808 Cottage Grove Ato.

Address Circulation
-free?" Manager
Projector
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Des Moines, Iowa

806 W.Washington

All orders filled within twenty-four hours.
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"The Call of the Wild'

[From the Woodruff Collection of Slides
in the SCHOOLSLIDES Library
of the Society for Visual Education]

Woodruff,

1902

FACE TO FACE WITH
[From the Woodruff Collection of slides
in the SCHOOLSLIDES Library
of the Society for Visual Education]
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TO HAVE motion pictures
that are plain, and definition perfect, the projecting
machine plays the big part
in furnishing such pictures.

Motiograph
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MOTION
PICTURE
MACHINES
are used by hundreds
of schools. Their great
efficiency make them
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Projectors
Every Motiograph Projector
is guaranteed for one year
against wear and defective
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MOTIOGRAPH
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Motiograph literature.

The Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co.
560 W. Randolph Street
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IW hen you use

Eastman Safety
Film
for Portable Projection, you
carry safety with you.
Identifiable throughout its
entire length as safe by the
words "Eastman" "Kodak"
"Safety" "Film" which appear
in black letters on the margin
at ten-inch intervals.
Furnished in two widths, Professional
Standard, I3/g inches and Safety
Standard, I1/ 'I0 inches — Eastman
perforation.
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KODAK
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N. Y.
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Spring days are here and pupils' thoughts] wander to the great outdoors.
Take them for a trip with the Keystone1"600
Set" of stereographs and lantern slides.
They can see the people, homes, industries,
etc., of the whole world.
A Teachers' Guide shows the way.
The stereoscopic and slide department
of Underwood & Underwood, Inc., has
been purchased by Keystone

KEYSTONE

VIEW COMPANY,
'Originators of Systematized
Visual Education"

Meadville, Pa.
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The Motiograph De Luxe is noted for its
efficiency and simplicity in operation. It
has become a valuable aid in school instruction. Write for literature.
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Keystone uiew Company, Inc.
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The Stereoscopic and Slide Department
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& UNDERWOOD

T^HE Keystone kk600 Set" and general
collection of Stereoscopic and slide
material has been increased by thousands
of excellent negatives by this purchase,
making possible a greatly increased
service m the field of Visual. Education.
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Keystone uiew Company, Inc.
"Originators of Systematized Visual Education"
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FILM

Portable projection in the crowded
school, the packed church or office
or hall or lodge — and yet the spectators are safe — every one of them
because the film is safe— every foot

of it

Furnished in two widths, Professional
Standard, i 3/8 inches, and Safety Standard, 1 1/10 inches — Eastman perforation.
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Eastman Kodak Company
Rochester, N. Y.
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Thomas A. Edison
Says—
"The substitution of motion pictures for books
in the nation's elementary schools would in twentyyears bring about an advancement of ten centuries
in civilization."
Obviously the organization most fitted to produce films
and projectors for educational purposes is our Society.
This is only natural by reason of the large number of
America's foremost Educators and Scientists who are
associated with us.
There are approximately only 17,000 motion picture
theatres in the entire country in which can be shown films
for entertainment purposes, and then only for a limited
period in any one theatre. In spite of which the
motion picture industry has grown to be the fifth largest
in the country.
On the other hand there are approximately:
226,000 Schools
200,000 Churches
200,000 Lodges
of which only a very small number have projectors. Our
S. V. E. Projector is the one best adapted for this
purpose.
Our films are rented over and over again,
inasmuch as schools rent the same films for each succeeding class.

A Rare Opportunity
is offered in the purchase of our 8% Preferred stock with
(bonus of Common). A limited amount is offered at this
time in order to furnish us with additional capital, so that
we may take care of the actual demands for our product.
For full information regarding this opportunity, write promptly to the

Financial Dept., Society For Visual Education
327 South La Salle Street
Chicago, 111.
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The Keystone System
Visual Education
for
Enables the teacher to illustrate
each day's lesson.
Six hundred stereographs and lantern
slides arranged to fit school needs,
and conveniently indexed.
Write us and one of our representatives will demonstrate — in your classrooms— the practical use of this system.

KEYSTONE

VIEW COMPANY,

Dept. V,

Inc.

Meadville, Penn.

The Keystone View Co. has purchased the Stereoscopic and
of Underwood & Underwood

Lantern

Slide Department

Advertisements

The Keystone System
Visual Education
for

Booths 48 and 49 at the
Des Moines Convention

Stereographs and Lantern Slides Systematized tofit daily class room needs.

KEYSTONE

VIEW

COMPANY,

'Originators of Systematized
Visual Education"

Meadville Pa,

Dept. V,
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Teachers « Lecturers— Enter tainers
Take It Any Place-Any Time

The American Projectoscope
This is the
known as "The
Motion Picture
ing Machine

Wherever you want to
use Motion Pictures for
any purpose, The American Projectoscope will
measure up to every
requirement.
Light — simple — safe .
Shows any "frame" of
a film as a "still" — like a
stereopticon view —
without injury to film
or danger of fire.
Anyportionof film may
be repeated without rewinding the entire film.
It's the acme of efficiency for education;
illustration, or entertainment.

an Apology."
Designed and built especially for industr aland
educational purposes.
Compact — light — operates from any electric
light socket, or from
storage batteries.
As easy to use as
a phonograph. Requires
no attention when running— freeing the operator's mind for the sub-

Coming Soon!
The American Ace will
soon be ready for delivery. It is somewhat larger, stronger, more powerful. We'll tell you more about
it shortly. It is not surpassed in
beauty or design, quality of material, or perfection of workmanship and finish. It's the highest
class portable projector ever
made. If you are interested in a
machine, especially designed for
your auditorium, watch for further announcements.

American

machine
Portable
ProjectWithout

Getject in hand.
our booklet and
learn more about this
practical utility machine.

American Safety Standard
When desired, the Projectoscope isfitted to project Safety
Standard Films which are passed
by The National Board of Fire
Underwriters, for use without
booth, thus complying with the
strictest requirements of fire laws.

Projecting Company
SAMUEL

Directed by the Officers of the
Pioneer in Motion Picture Making
—The AMERICAN
FILM CO.

S. HUTCHINSON,

6261 Broadway,

President

Chicago
(1612A)
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